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CHAPTER V: THE TREATY AND THE COURTS

Resort to the courts was not a new strategy for Maori. With quite remarkable
perseverance, for more lhan a century they had sought enforcement of the Treaty in

the colonial courts. And wilh equal consistency the courts had rejected their pleas. So
when the Court of Appeal granted the dectaration sought by the New Zealand Maori
Council [NZMCI in June 1987 it was, in one sense, a real victory. But it was not
enforcement of the Treaty and recognition of tino rangatiratanga. The Court could
never deliver that, for to do so would have been fundamentally to undermine the very
structures of the colonial capitalist slate, of which it was an organic part.

This chapter analyses the transition in the judicial position on the Treaty, in terms
of: the constitutional tensions between the political and judicial arms of the colonial
state which arose from the liberal revival; the quest for legitimacy of the colonial
courts in the eyes of Maori; and the internal restraints imposed by liberal legal
ideology.

A. THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS

(a) Llberal Legalism and the corporatist welfare state

The fast chapter described how state intervention, under welfare capitalism, had
undermined the conceptual separation between economy, politics, and law, and
blurred the distinction between public and private.l The courts faced a philosophical
'conundrum . in accommodating the products of an increasingly interventionist
legislature into a liberal theory which valued the natural order of the marketplace.,2

Canadian-based New Zealand academic, Jeff Berryman, observed a similar tension
which had arisen in the New Zealand judicial system between the prevailing liberal
formalism, based on scientism and claiming detached neutrality, and the
interventionist welfare state, based on collective rights and distributive justice.
Concern with means rather than ends had meant that

l See afso S. Spitzer, 'The Dialectics of Formal and Informal Control', in The politics of
, lntormal Justice, v.t, ed. R. Abel, Academic press. New york. tggz, 1672J. Berrym"n,'The Law and New Zealand: Influence or Abstracti on', Conference papers,

New Zealand Law Conference, 1997,261,262
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[]aw was solely facilitative of autonomous individual pursuit of good. lt
was also blind to social, economic, and legal differences belween
individuals.3

He attributed the prevalence of formalism in New Zealand's legal discourse, in part,

to a narrow approach to legal education, which stressed doctrinal answers, and

denounced uncertainty and discretion. 'The reason for masking issues involving

choice is that it exposes courts to the charge that they exercise value, and therefore

political, preferences.'4 Bul, as Berryman pointed oul, lhe New Zealand courts have

always exercised such preferences.

The increasing resort lo corporatism had also crealed problems for the judicial

system. As the bulk of governing activity shifted outside the formal arena of the

courts and Parliament, and hence outside their scrutiny, the limitations of
Parliamentary accountability became increasingly apparent. The result was a
growing crisis in democratic legitimacy, alongside the mounting economic crisis. A
similar crisis enveloped the courts: the reality of wide-ranging, administrative

discretion was undermining the ideology of liberal legalism, yet judicial review was

restrained by a reluclance to interfere with 'the proper conduct of government'.

Picciolto described the general dilemma facing the courts:

The general jurisdiction of courts of law is supplemented by the
€stablishment of specific tribunals, which can work more closely with tho
bureaucratic aPparatus. Formal 'judicial review' of these tribunals serves
lo maintain the fiction thal the universality of law and observance of
procedural 'natural justice' ar€ not affected, but this is an increasingly
hollow myth . The struggle to mainlain a role for traditional juridical
Processes is rent by the contradiction ol either on the one hand upholding
the increasingly hollow myths of the liberal 'ruls of law', or on the other
att€mpting to reform them. For instance the pressure lo revitalize lhe
judiciary must attempt to legitimize judicial activism by some kind of view
of lhe judge as 'policymaker" (on the us pattern); bul this undermines the
established credibility of the delicate balance between parliament and the
judiciary and opens up the terrible prospect of extraparliamentary
lawmaking.5

(b) Liberal Legalism and the Liberal Revival

The breakdown of conventional corporatism, lhe increasing resorl to executive fiat,

the reorganisation of state administration, and the devolution and privatisation of

SBerryman, 261 [footnote omined]
4Berryman, 262
55. Picciotto, 'The Theory of the slate, class struggle, and the rule of law' in Capitatism

and the Rule of Law, ed- National Deviancy Conference, Hulchinson, 1979, 164, 126-7
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administrative and economic power to agencies outside the state, heightened rather

than mitigated this tension.

The resurgence of liberal rights and freedoms of citizens in a deregulated sphere-
whether in the labour markel, access to privatised goods, or delivery of contracted

services-made the common law courts the primary source of the existence and

enforcement of those rights. And, contrary to liberal claims, the stale's power

became even more pervasive as discretionary, administrative decision-making
expanded. Legal norms therefore became much more important. Formal structures
were imposed on previously discretionary processes, placing lawyers and judges in a
supervisory role over the state, and over increasing sectors of civil society.6
Loughlin observed such developments in England, with an increasing resorl to lhe
formal legal process, as various interests attempted to determine their legal rights.

This 'juridification' was evident in 'the heightened legal consciousness of actors in
the system, the increased imporlance of lawyers in policy-making processes, and the

extent to which basic disputes between agencies within the system are being dealt
with by the courts'.7

So the Courl remained an agency of control. But now there was also a greater reliance

on civil law in the increased private sector, and an increasing amounl of direction
from lhe courts. This, in turn, caused instability for the government, requiring
frequent crisis inlerventions through legislation, and produced an internal crisis in
the relations between the judiciary and the executive.

But these developments also created difficulties for the judicial system. Courts, as an

apparatus of lhe state, needed lo repress, regulate, and legitimate if they were to
facilitate capital accumulation. Bul they were also responsible for the application of
the bourgeois legal form. That form was sourced in a broad, ideological commitment
fo the rule of law, ol which lawyers and judges are lhe bearers, and in the historical
role of law in regulating the exercise of state powcr over private indivic].rals and
competing capitals. When the interests of capital, which require the state to be
flexible in how it exercises power, come up against the rigidity of bourgeois legal
form, lhe judicial apparatus is faced with the dilemma that it is able to perform only
part of its functions.

6M- Loughtin, 'Law, ldeologies, and the Political-Administrative System', in Thatcher,s
Law, ed. A. Gamble and C. Wells, GpC Books, Cardiff, 21, 33

TLoughlin, 27
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So while law remained organic to capitalism, and was integral to the capitalisr state,
the extent to which it could perform political functions was constrained by the legal
ideology and formalism. Judges had to decide what lo do when political forces
demanded different resulls from that which legal form would allow; how far and for
how long they would continue producing dysfunctional outcomes, in the name of
formalism; and how far they would call upon new criteria, such as policy, lo assisl in

determining cases, when that would directly confront formal legalism. The outcome
would vary according to lhe exlernal and internal conditions facing each judicial
system.

These particular resolulions depend far less on the inexorable logic of
capitalist development than on parlicular conjunctures of politicai and
ideological forces. some prosecutors and judges are more committed
than others.E

Karl Klare's observations on the rise of Realism under the New Deal in the United
States in the late 1930s, provides some valuable insights into the process. There,
explicil resort to notions of social policy had politicised the judicial process, and
threatened liberal legalism. This provoked a counter-attack, and resulted in an
attempt to assimilate Realism into mainstream jurisprudence. The product was a
hybrid where lhe courts were more open about considering social and political
realities, yet they maintained the distinclion between politics and law by continuing
to assert their neutrality. 'The New Deal solution to the crisis of legalism was lo
update legal consciousness and to make it more responsive to contemporary social
exigencies while at the same time preserving its contradictions and
mystifications.'9 So it was nol uncommon to see wirhin the same courf, or even
within one judgment, contrasting styles of reasoning. Cases could have been decided in

one of several ways, with some legal justification. The judges' choice between the
available options was essentially political, but was legitimised under the guise of
applying legal standards.

(c) The Rise of Judiciat Activism

One option was consciously to corrupt legal formalism by referring to policy.
According to Charles Grau, the 'infusion of 'realistic" considerations in judicial
decisions has enabled the appellate courts to address the evolving socioeconomic

8C' Grau, 'Whatever Happened to Politics? A Critique of Slructuralist Marxisr Accounts of
state and Law', in Marxism and Law, ed. p. Beirne and R. euinney, 196,201

9K. Klare, 'Judicial Deradicalization of lhe Wagner Act and the origins of Modern Legal
Consciousness i937-1941', in Beirne and euinney, l3g, 145
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conditions and relationships that correspond to neocapitalism.,to Formalism hadgiven way to a 'hybrid social conceptualism'. But he also cautioned against over-stating the effect of judicial intervention. 'rf courts have appried raw so as to hamperrepression' legitimalion or accumulation, rhey have arso promoted and faciritated theperformance of state funclions despire legal righrs.'11 whife due process protectionswere applied to some decisions, the vast majority of adminisrration courd proceedthrough informal channels unchallenged.

English iudges had responded relatively cautiousry to demands for the activities of theexecutive to be measured against principles of justice and fairness.l2 But the NewZealand court of Appeal was much less reluctant to engage in judicial activism. Theseinitiatives have generally not been welcomed by politicians, resulting in directattacks on the judiciary, and conscious moves to minimise the risks of judicialreview.13

fn the late 1970s and early 1980s calls for resrraint on the execurive from lawyers,academics' judges' the ombudsman, lhe media, and politicians intensified, and ctebateon a Bill of Rights was revived' There were frequent arricres, especialy in the NerazZealand Law Journal'14 Geoffrey Palmer published his book tJnbridted power?15
The immediate motivalion was the abuse of execurive power under the authoritarianMuldoon administration. Joseph and carder have provided a usefur summary of manyof the incidents which provoked this agitation. rt began immediatery fortowingNational's election in 1975, with the suspension of the superannualion Act 1g74 byexecutive fiat.

There immediately followed allegations that the Attorney-General hadinterfered in the administration' of justice when rre stayeo criminalproceedings by private prosecution for 
-breache" 

"i it'" suspended statute.Then occurred random streer lt'ecks by nr"ri"iJ porice to enforcedeporrarion orders issued unoei the rm;ig;r;;;';cr, 1964 (NZ); rhe

l oGrau, 204
1 1Grau, 203
1 2c. Graham and r. prossar, .rntroduction ,, 

-in 
waiving the Rures,ed. c. Graham and r.Prosser, Open Universiry press,-Miii;" Keynes, 198g, 1o_11

.,.p:ln[: ::::,"$:J""Hailm:*ft,t;;;" in ,n" rainui case, s€e be,ow,
14For example, Editorial, ,lnter Alia,, NZLJ, j979, 4g9; Editorial, ,Government and theconstitution" NZLJ, tgzg, gsz; o. p"rr"r, ,ttew Zearal and rhe Grorious Revorution,,NzLJ, re76, 26-5; Auckr"no'oi"rrii:11 s?Ft,--:;p.rannration, RerrospectiveTermination" NzLJ, 1976, 26g;-J.'-H"nn"n, 'The Narionar Deveropment Act 1979,,NzuLR, v. 9, 200;.F.M. Brookfi"to, 'H,gt^c^ourrs, Hig;";am, High poricy: The crurhaRiver and the Constitution,, Recenl'trn, t9g3, 6215G' Parmer, IJnbridted power?, oxford university press, Auckrand, 1979
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"Moyle affair' followed by th€ commission of Inquiry chaired by the Rt Hon
Sir Alfred North; the appointment of a sitting Cabinet member and Minister
of the crown as Governor-General designate; the para-military police
op€ration to evict Maori Land protestors from Bastion Point; the recurrent
use of "urgency" and late-night sittings to force hurried legislation through
the House; the enactment of the clutha Development (clyde Dam)
Empowering Act, 1982 (Nz) reversing the decision in Annan v National
water and soil conservation Authority and Minister of Energy (No. 2)
(which refused ths Ministsr planning consents for the clyde High Dam); lhe
use of regulatory powers as a mainspring of economic management (in one
instance, leading to unworkable regulations to control interest rates
creating confusion in lhe commercial community); and ths post-election
impasss that lhreatened the orderly transition of power at the 1gg4
general election. Controversial new powers wsre enacted by the National
Govarnment under the Security Intelligence Service Amendment Act, 1gZ7
(NZ) and the National Development Act, 1979 (NZ) for the interception of
private communications and the circumvention of the procedures for
planning consents for national development projects.l6

This, the wrilers concluded, 'exposed New Zealand's institutions to scrutiny
transforming New Zealand's constitutional discourse'.17

But abuse of executive power did not disappear with the fall from power of Muldoon.
Rogernomics brought with it all the problems of the tiberal revival mentioned
earlier. By 1987, and the time of the corporatisation case, there had already been

significant moves in the Court of Appeal, led by Sir Robin Cooke, towards a more

activist approach.

In five court of Appeal decisions since 1979, cooke J has questioned
whether the New Zealand Parliament has authority to override common law
righls deeply embedded in the legal system. His Honour instanced the
subject's right of rosource to the courls for determinalion of his [sic]
rights, the right of an office-holder to nalural justice, the right to be free
lrom, "literal compulsion, by torture", the right to have parliament and not
the Executive under delegation from Parliament control the economy, and
(against subordinate but not primary legislation) the citizen's 'right against
self-incrimination'. 1 8

The forthright nature of Cooke's interventions saw them described as ,amongst the
most breath-taking dicta even propounded by a New Zealand judge'.19 There is no

16P. Joseph and G. walker, 'A Theory of constitutional change,, ox J LS, v.7, no.1, 155,
162-3 [footnotss omifled]

lTJoseph and Walker,163
l SJoseph and Walker, 155-6 [footnotes omitted]
19J. Cafdrcll, 'Judicial sovereignty" NzLJ, 1984, 35. The issue of judicial activism was

the subject of extensive debate during the triennial New Zealand Law Society conference
in 1987. see, for example, Berryman; R. cooke,,The New Zealand Legal National
ldentity'; T. Thomas, 'Administrative Law and the Rule of Law', all in New Zealand Law
Conference, Conference Papers, lgBT
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doubt that lhese moves were a response by the courts to problems of legitimation then

faced by the state. In a 1982 case, Cooke observed:

It is a matter of everyday observation that New Zealand society has become
more vocal, factional and discordant. There is scepticism about establishsd
institutions.2 o

Other judges also wenl oulside lhe courtroom and spoke frankly about the pending

crisis. In 1987, Court of Appeal judge Sir lvor Richardson gave a Melbourne lecture

entitled Judges as Lawmakers in the 1990s. He attributed the rise in cases involving

questions of public law to the 'rise of the modern welfare state, changing social

attitudes in an increasingly diverse and restless society, and the greater willingness

to challenge previously accepted norms and conventional institutional structures . .

.'21 And he frankly acknowledged that statutory interpretation, and the application of

precedent, inevitably depended on the judge's perceptions of community values and

attitudes, as well as on statutory directives.22

But while conceding that the judiciary was not physically represenlative of the race,

gender, age or socio-economic composition of the society, he claimed that'lhose of us

who sit as appellate judges are well aware of the importance of trying to keep abreast

of changing pressures within our society so as to be able to reflect current
community aspirations in the value judgements we are called on to make.'23 Judicial

decisions remained subject to the 'obvious and powerful constraints' of the adversary

system, precedent, and initiation only by litigants. Thus Richardson was able to
reconcile judicial lawmaking with the basic tenets of liberal legalism.

It is inevitable in a pluralistic and changing society . . . that in a proportion
of lhe cases before the courls judges will be involved in social change and in
resolving conflicts between social values. we should face that reality
and recognise that society demands of us the rational analysis of the
consideralions of principle, policy, precedent and pragmatism which have
led us to a particular conclusion. ln other words the duty to give
adequate reasons for decision is protection to all concerned and it rightly
shifts the emphasis to the reasoned justrfrcation for the legal answer rather
than focussing on the exercise of judicial authority and the power of the
state.24

2oDonsetaar v Donselaar [1982] 1 NZLR 97, tO6, per Cooke J
21r t. Richardson, 'Judges as Lawmakers in the 1990s' Mon. L.R., v.11, 19g6, 3s, 37.

see also l. L. Richardson, 'The role of judges as policy makers', vuwLR, v.15, 19g5,
47, and LL. Richardson,'The Role of an Appellale Judge', Otago L Rev, v.5, 1991, 1

22Richardson,'Judges', 36
23Richardson,'Judges', 41
24Richardson,'Judges', 39
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B. THE COLONIAL COURTS AND THE TREATY OF WAITANGI

So, by the time the New Zealand Maori Council came lo court in 1g87, the Court of
Appeal had already traveled some considerable distance down the path of judicial

aclivism. The Treaty cases added a further factor into the equation. The constitutional

crisis of conlemporary democracy must therefore be located within the context of the

dualstate.

(a) The Hlstorical Position

The factual and doctrinal content of New Zealand and Privy Council cases dealing with

the Treaty of Waitangi has been exhaustively dealt with elsewhere.25 These
precedents are of concern in this thesis only as background to the evenls of the

1980s, and will not be canvassed in any detail. However, it is important to identify

their basic parameters.

In a helpful attempt to clarify what it saw as confused thinking surrounding the legal

status of the Treaty, the Law Commission identified ten distinct issues which have

been raised by legal discourse on the Treaty at various times:

The Treaty of Waitangi as an international instrument and the sourcs
of British sovereignty under international law.

The Treaty as evidence and exemplar of the position under customary
international law.

The Treaty as an acl of British government policy, and the effecl of a
formal annexation as an act of State.

The Treaty as a source of rights under the ordinary law.

The legal classification of New Zealand as a setiled or a ceded colony.

The initial law of New Zealand as a British colony.

The status of Maori customary law after British sovereignty.

The proprietary rights of the Maori as ths indigenous inhabitants.

The Treaty as a declaration of the existing municipal (common) law as
it applies lo overseas possessions acquired by the British Grown.

25see Law Commission, Ihe Treaty of Waitangi and Maori Fisheries. Mataitai: Nga Tikanga
Maori me te Tiriti o waitangi, Preliminary paper, no 9, wellinglon, March 1-9g9, s4-9,
1 14-129

ill

vl

vrl

vill
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The Treaty as a source of public policy, affecting the construction and
interpretation of legislation and axecutive acts and policies.26

The majority of Treaty cases have fallen into categories (iii) and (iv)-those which

refy on the Act ot State doctrine, that justice for indigenous peoptes was a matter for
the Crown to determine in its own conscience;Z7 and those which deny the validity of
Treaty rights without incorporation into domestic law.28 What all len assume is the
validity of Crown sovereignty, whelher via cession under the Treaty of Waitangi or
otherwise.

(b) The Maori Relationship with Cotonial Law

In chapter one il was argued that the essential function of law under capitalism is

organising and reconciling the interests of the dominant class, rather than coercion
and class domination. How it performs these tasks, and to what degree, is determined
primarily, but not solely, by polilical, economic, and ideological factors outside the
legal system. The form and content of law will differ according to time and place.

ln particular, the exlent of coercion and reliance on ideology will vary between the
metropolitan and colonial c,ontexts, and between different types of colony. pacification

of the indigenous population under colonisation can take a variety of forms: cultural,
military, and commercial penetration of indigenous territory; destruction and
destabilisalion of traditional society; encouragement and manipulation of
factionalism; indigenisation of the imposed social-control apparatus; creation and

domination of surrogate governments; institutionalisation of these relationships
through an imposed system of law, courts, police, and treaties; and the shaping of a
hegemonic ideology.29 Almost all of those were altempted at various times, and to

varying degrees, within Aotearoa/New Zealand.

As law replaced force as the main tool of colonial power, the role of colonial law and

the Maori relationship to it changed. The form of law, individualisation of parties,

and the ideology of equality, increasingly obscured the inequality ot

26Law Commission, Maori Fisheries. g7-g
27For example, Wi Parata v Bishop of Wellington(1877) 3 NZJur (NS) 72; Nireaha Tamaki

v Baker (1894) 12 NZLR 4s3 (CA)
28For example, Tamihana Korokai v Solicitor General(1913) 32 NZLR 321; Te Heuheu

Tukino v Aotea District Maori Board [1941] AC 3Og
29S"" P. Havemann, 'Law, Slate and lndigenous People: Pacification by Coercion and

Cons€nt"' in Law and Society: A Structuralist Perspective, ed. in C. Reasons et a{
Academic Press, Toronto, 1989
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coloniser/colonised. This transition has been captured by Yash Ghai in relation to
colonisation generally. He observed that so long as the indigenous population

comprised the majority, the law was required lo meet contradictory functions: to

control and exploit the majority, and to legitimise domination by appearing to

mediate between colonisers and colonised under a framework of legal rules. As

setllers became numerically, as well as sociologically dominanl, the concept of

'equality before the law' was used to bring the indigenous minority within the

framework of the state, with a marginal role for 'special lreatment' of certain

aspects of 'nalive custom'. But this incorporation fell well short of drawing them

within the full hegemony of the state.

The colonial state, born out of violence, imposed on society by outsiders,
its raison d€tre the economic exploilalion of that society, is much in need
of legitimation. Direct physical coercion gives way in course of time to the
dull compulsion of the economy, as people's traditional mode of life is
disrupted or deslroyed by the combination of state power and melropolitan
economic forces. Meanwhile missionaries, schools and other similar
agencies emphasise the ethical (in the Gramscian sense) qualities of the
colonial enterprise and apparalus. The colonial state never completely
succeeded in establishing its legitimacy but its apparatus does achieve
enough acceptance that it becomes the object of the struggle for indigenous
control of it.3 0

So, despite its repressive history and function, the colonised would still appeal to the

colonial legal system to protect their interests. To what exlent they did so was

determined by the range of available options. Wolpe, in critiquing analyses of the

South African stale, has emphasised the differential access which classes and class

fractions have, to each of lhe state's apparatus.3l The degree of access or exclusion

will largely determine which agency becomes the site of struggle for each sector, and

may create conflicls and contradictions within and between agencies. For the

colonised, effective access lo any of these institutions will generally be minimal and

relative. Marx noted how the resort by the lrish to the Parliament in London had

resulted from a lack of options, and nol from any optimism about the outcome:

England has subverted lhs condilions of lrish society. At first it confiscated
the land, then it suppressed the industry by 'Parliamentary enaclments.,
and lastly, it broke the active energy by armed force. And this England
cr€ated thos€ abominable "conditions of society' which enabls a small caste
of rapacious lordlings to dictate to the lrish people the terms on which lhey
shall be allowed to hold the land and to live on it. Too weak yet for

30Y. Gnai, 'The Rule ol Law, Legitimacy and Governance',
31H. Wotpe, 'Towards an Analysis of the Soufh African

41 4-419

IJSL, v.14, 1 986, 1 79, 1 97-8

State', /JSL, v.8, 1980, 399,
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revolutionising these 'social conditions", the peopls appeal to Parliament,
demanding at least their mitigation and regulation.32

The history of Parliamentary petitions and courl cases by Maori, especially in the
nineteenth century, could be explained in the same u/ay. lt was an overwhelmingly
negative experience, but Maori persevered. There were very few alternatives.

During the later 1980s conditions changed, as Maori enjoyed unprecedented access to

the colonial courts. This was largely due to the statutory opening provided by the
SOEs Act. But it was supplemented by a judicial reversal of negative dicta relating to
existing stalutes, and by a creative approach to statutory interpretation. lndeed, the

courts became the first port of call for Maori seeking to restrain Crown breaches of
the Treaty of Waitangi, and the President of the Court of Appeal was able to say, with
reference to the previously disabling precedents: 'in relation to land now held by the
Crown it should never again be possible to put aside a Maori grievance in that way.'33

(c) The Contemporary Crisis in the Colonial Courts

The extraordinary reversal of judicial response to the Treaty is commonly portrayed

as a self-generaled enlightenmenl, which overtook the judiciary in the 1980s, and
which marked them off from their colonial predecessors. The shift is generally
located in a heightened popular acceptance of the significance of the Treaty, the
initiatives taken by the Labour Government, which provided unprecedented slatutory
openings for litigation, lhe emergence of more progressive lawyers and legal
academics, and a growing literalure and documentation which exposed the errors of
the past to public scrutiny.

Each of these factors undoubtedly did influence the direction of the courts. But they
were themselves the effects of a more powerful, but rarely acknowledged, motivating
force-the resurgence of Maori challenges to the legitimacy of the state and its
institutions, sourced in the Treaty of Waitangi. The courts, as agents of the Crown,
were implicated in that general crisis. They also faced peculiar problems of their
own. The new momentum of the Waitangi Tribunal since 1983, with its radical
departure from formalism, placed pressures on the courts to show a similar

32K. Marx, 'The lndian Question-lrish Tenant Right, lreland,,
Colonialism, Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1976, 54, 56

33/Vew Zealand Maori Councit v Aftorney-General, [1gg7] 1

Cooke overstated the posilion, as is explained below, S33

in K. Marx and F. Engels, On

NZLR 641, 668 (HC and CA).
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sensitivity to Maori language, procedures, and values.34 Accusations of institutional
racism, which had gained momenlum during the late 1980s, continued to challenge

lhe monoculturalism and power inequalities of the courts.35 But as significant as any

of these factors-although it is rarely mentioned in contemporary accounts-was the

struggle over the legitimacy of the judicial system, which took place within the
courtroom arena itself.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, successive groups of predominantly young Maori,

brought to trial for protest actions, invoked the Treaty of Waitangi, and refused to

recognise the jurisdiction of the court. These political lrials caused serious internal

disruption to the lower courts, and were widely publicised. At times they erupted into
physical violence. They occurred mainly at the district court level in the North
lsland, leaving the High Court and especially the Court of Appeal, relatively insulated
from direct confrontation. But it was clear that the challenge was directed towards

the legitimacy of the entire colonial legal system, and its reverberations were felt

throughout the judicial system.

(i) The 1970s Trespass Cases

ln the 1970s these confrontations included the trials for trespass, and related
offences, of a group of young Maori who had set up a tent embassy in the grounds of
Parliament, under the name of the United Peoples' Liberation Movement of Aotearoa,
following the'1975 land march; and the hearing of trespass charges in 1979 against
a small group arrested for lrespass when they held karakia (prayers) over a burial
ground, which now formed part of the Raglan golf course.36

ln the same year, the long-running occupation of Takaparawha, or Bastion point,

came to a head. The Crown had first secured an injunction against four of the Ngati

Whatua who were leading the occupation. The defendants argued that the Crown was
not coming to the matter with clean hands, and could not therefore claim equitable
relief. 'We point to the Treaty of Waitangi, to the Hikurangi Treaty and to the history

34see below, 515
35For example, Nelson Race Relations Action Group, 'Justice and Race-A Monocultural

System in a Multicultural Society', NZLJ, 1979, j75
36 re Raglan Gotf Club v Raglan County Council, The Attorney-Genera!, and Rickard et at,

unreporled, High court, Hamilton, A.z\sng, 16 July 1990. see J.A.B. o'Keefe, Recent
Law, v.6, 1980,334. Oth6r prominent political cases in the 1970s included two by Te
Ringa 'Dun' Mihaka. One involved the right to speak Maori in the court: Mihaka v. police
[19801 1 NZLR 453. A second involved the right to represent a co-accused in the
capacity of a Maori agent: Mihaka v police [1981] 1 NZLR 54.
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of legislation on Maori land to show that the Crown has not kept its promises to the
Maori people'.37 Speight J. rejected claims of unconscionable dealings or bad faith on

the part of the Crown in acquiring the land.38

Though it is a sad history, with many misunderstandings and some
bitterness engendered by lack of appreciation of the full issues involved,
nevertheless I am persuaded thal there is no ground upon which in my
discrelion I should now hold that there had been a lack of good faith in
dealing with the land in issue here,39

Meanwhile the Governmenl closed a deal with a self-selected group of Ngati Whatua
elders. But the occupation conlinued, and the Government decided lo end the protest by

a show of para-military force. After s06 days the army and police moved in,

buffdozed the buildings, and arrested 222 peopte for trespass. The hearings which
followed were the first time the New Zealand courts had faced such a massive task.
The initiaf court appearance was chaotic. Under the headlin e Hakas, chants from
demos turn Court into circus lhe Aucktand Star reported:

Bastion Pt Protsstors took over lhe Auckland Magistrate's Court today and
lurned tho hearings against people summonsed for alleged offences at the
point into a farce. Hundreds of demonstrators-they call themselves Bastion
Pt Defenders-flooded into the court when its doors opened at 9.30 a.m. .

Women were holding babies, placards lined the wall. All police attempts to
clear people away from the bench wers met with chants 'Bastion Pl Maori
land" and "give us our land back". As the magistrate sat down at the stroko
of 10 o'clock the Courl bursl into an impassioned haka which had several
policemen open-mouthed. Mr MacLean looked on stonily and the din was
stopped by a protestor raising his hand and appealing: "Kia tau te rangi
marie' (Let peace prevail). . . . Mr Maclean, unable to cop€ with the noise
picked up his PaPers and without a word walked out of lhe courtroom. His
departure was grested with a chant 'drop the charges' and one of the
proteslors said: 'First round to us'. The court was adjourned for 15
minutes and from the magistrate's door in the courlroom six helmeted
Police arrived.40

The hearings for lhe 222 defendants were divided into groups of twelve. The firsf
group defended themselves. The case took several days and focused on the history of
the land and the actions of the Government and police. They were found guilty, but
were discharged without conviction. Several other hearings took place. Then, faced
with a vast drain on courl resources for very little purpose and considerable

37'crown Accused of sordid Dealings', New zealand Heratd, r 1 April 'r97g
38Tne waitangi rribunal in 1987 came lo a contrary conclusion. see below,649
S9Anorney-General v Hawke and others, Auckland High Court,20 April 197g, per Speighr

J. Printed by the Department of Lands and survey, Auckland, April 1 g7g, 24
40'Hakas, chants from demos turn Court into circus', Auckland Star.22 June 197g
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political discomfort, the Attorney-General issued a stay of proceedings against the
remaining 170 defendants.4l

The case had signalled the serious problems which lay ahead for the court process. A
new generation of politically-minded Maori and non-Maori were quite prepared to be
arresled and convicted for their actions. The law, and the court itself, had very little
hold over them. Because they were defending themselves, no elhical constrainls
required them to co-operale. The court had two options. lt could seek to reimpose
conlrol through the laws of contempt or public order. Or it could relreat. lt had
chosen the latter.

(ii) He Taua

In 1979 the political trials look on a new dimension. In May attenrion focused on a
case involving eleven young Maori and Pacific lslanders, charged with riot and
assault on a group of Auckland University engineering students-known as lhe ,Haka

Party affair'. Every year at 'capping' or graduation, for over a decade, the engineers
had dressed up in paper skirls, smeared obscene slogans on their bodies, and paraded
drunkenly through the town, carrying beer bottles and mimicking the haka. For
Maori, the haka is a taonga, to be respected and valued. For years attempts had been
made, through the universily authorities, the students' association, and outside
agencies, to persuade the students to stop denigrating the haka. They refused. So in
1979 a small group, calling itself He Taua, descended on the students and attacked
them physically, causing a number of injuries, and took away much of their regalia.
The news media, in the midst of a moral panic over the violent activities of Maori
street gangs,42 headlined the incidenl Gangs on Rampage at varsity.43 There was
general media sympathy for the engineers, and very little for the actions or motives
of He Taua.

The defendants presented a cullural defence. They had imparted a traditional form of
utu to those who had debased their taonga. Despite concern over their tactics, He Taua
enjoyed considerable Maori support for their sland, and several kaumatua tesfified
on their behalf as to the tapu nalure of lhe haka. Some of the defendants were

41'B-astion?t Trespass hearings abandoned', Aucktand Star, 17 August 1s7g. p. Wilkinson,'some Thoughrs on stepping Down', NzLJ,.t979, 116; F.M. Brookfield, ,The Atrorney_
General and the Staying of proceedings', NZIJ, 1g7g, 467, 469

42s-ee J. Kelsey and W. Young, The Gangs: Moral Panic as Social Control,Instilute of
.^ Criminology, Victoria University of Wellington, 19g2
43'Gang Rampage at Varsity', Auckland Sfar, 1 May 1979
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represenled by lawyers. Others conducted their own case, carrying into the court the

arguments which were gaining momentum amongst Maori political activists:

The justice syst€m has a centuries-old history in European cullure, having
been developed to accommodate Pak€ha morals, morss and standards.
Therefore every Maori who enlers a Court is at an incredible disadvantage
as he [sic] has to justify his attitudes, his way of life, his reaction, to a
Court bound by a system that does not recognize his right to have different
cultural beliefs, morals or ideals from the majority culture. To repeatedly
spit in our faces, after being implored, begged and asked to cease a
derogatory haka, is wrong to all Maoris. Pasl violence to Maoris is
incredible. Europeans have managed to force us from our land, our language
and our culture, through war, legislation and coercion. Arrest is
immediate for Maoris who offend Pakeha culture. Yet no such actic. ever
follows offsncss against ours. This is the state of the society we live in.44

But the judge was unbending in his defence of the 'rule of law'. Cultural factors were

relevant only to mitigalion of sentence.

However offended these defendants may have felt, that does not entitle
lhem to take the law into their own hands which is exactly what they chose
to do. They chose to op€raie a typ€ of lynch-law, a conc€pt unacceptable to
our land, and, I believe, unacceptable in any civilised society. We are one
people, of differing religious beliefs, cultural heritages and racial
backgrounds. We are governed by one law. Every civilised society has rules
by which it lives and it makes those rules so that the society may survive;
without those rules the law of the jungle would operate.

Commonly in thsse courts we refer to it as the rule of law and it is the
duty of tho court to uphold the rule of law. Expressed simply the rulo of law
is that every citizen of this country, irrespective of his [sic] colour,
creed, sex or status is equal before the law, but is equally subject to that
law. There cannol be one set of laws, for example, for one ethnic group and
another set of law for others. lf ths rule of law is not upheld, we have
anarchy. lf we have anarchy then civilised society will perish.45

(itt) The Waltangi Protests

From 1980 to 1983 political attention remained focused on the activists, and in

particular on members of the Waitangi Actron Committee. What began as sporadic

activities now became a deliberate strategy to use the courts, as one of the central

arenas for protest. In February 1981, as a prelude to the official Waitangi Day

celebrations, several kaumatua were to be invested with knighthoods on the lower

marae at Waitangi. This was seen by the activists as the ultimate submission to

Crown sovereignty. Six young Maori were arrested for attempting to disrupt the

44'Court 'afien to Maoris', Auckland Star,
45Pofice v Dalton and others, unreported,

Blackwood SM.

12 July 1979

Magistrates Court, Auckland, June 1979, per
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inveslilure. They were originally charged with riot. The charges were later reduced

to 'behaving in a riotous manner', which carried lhe same penalty as disorderly
behaviour, but retained the symbolic value of the term ,riot'.

The six arrested called themselves Nga Kuri a Tu, the dogs of war. At their first
appearance in the Whangarei District Court in February 1981, the judge imprisoned

one defendant for ten days for contempt of court.

During proceedings, eight sp€ctators in the public aallery stood and
performed a haka and the defendants repeatedly refused to recognise the
aulhority of the Court. As the haka continued, Judge B. O. Nicholson left the
Courtroom. One demonstrator who approached the front of the Court was
removed by a constable and the other demonslrators v\crs ushered outsids.

[The defendant Awarau] told ths Court the charges against him were false
and said the Treaty of Waitangi was nol a legal documenl. Judge Nicholson
said he would not 'listen to spoeches'and stood him down in custody. When
the court resumed, Awarau was brought back and the charges read again.
The defendant said that the Court was suppressing the truth and added: "The
Treaty of waitangi is a fraud and you (the Judge) sitting up there are a big
fraud'. Judge Nicholson said Awarau's comments amounted to contempt of
court and unless the remarks were withdrawn he would be obliged to
sentenca him [to imprisonmentl. . . .

The second defendant, Harawira, told the Courl the treaty was not a logal
document and the court had no right to try him. He claimed a "sovereign
right' to be heard by his own rac6 . . . Harawira said bail had been offered,
but he did not accept "any conditions on my freedom'. He demanded to be
heard now because he claimed the police were using all excus€s to protect
the Queen [on a forthcoming visit]. 'we have to suffer injustice by your
British Empire.' The chanters then interrupted proceedings.46

All refused to accept bail or lo sign bail bonds. They were eventually released at

large, but failed to turn up for the next hearing. Warranls were issued lor their
arrest, and execuled at strategic times over the next few months-these defendants
were also key Maori organisers of the 1981 anti-Springbok tour protests. They were
then held in custody until the trial, in one case for over lhree monlhs. The hearing,
held after the Springbok tour had ended, was often chaotic, and always political.

Cross-examination by the defendants themselves was thorough and persistent. After a
total of twenty days of hearings in a small Northland court, the charges were
dismissed. The judge decided there was no prima tacie case.

The case had been closely monitored by judges and politicians. Judge Paul's inability

to control the hearing had caused the Chief District Court Judge considerable
conslernation:

46'Prolester jailed for contempt', Auckland Star, g February 19gl
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Delendants were said to have sworn during cross-examination, lectured and
abused witnesses and disrupted proceedings with interjections, statements
and disparaging remarks. When Judge Paul tried to bring the
proceedings to order, he was repeatedly talked down or ignored until the
defendanls were satisfied lhey had made their point.47

The Minister of Justice expressed similar anxiety:

The Minister of Justice Mr Mclay is concerned about what hs regards as
concerted elforts by certain protest groups lo make a mockery of court
proceedings in which their members take part. Mr Mclay last night
oullined his attitude to court behaviour in response to reports of the
conlinued inlerruption of a court hearing al Kawakawa. The press
Association reported from Whangarei that courlroom codes-most related to
lhe defsndants' refusal to accept that the matter should be heard in a
district court+isappeared during lhe Kawakawa hearing.

"l would hope that the indication of my attitude with ihat given by Chief
Judge sullivan would be understood by everybody, but particularly thoss
who are involved in such proceedings as an indication of tho dslermination
of the courts and the Government to s€€ that the rule of law is upheld.'48

Confrontational Waitangi Day protests continued in 1982 and 1983, their numbers

swelled by veterans of the Springbok tour demonstrations and political trials.
Further small-scale occupations at Bastion Point and Awhitu produced arrests for
trespass and obstruction, and more court cases.

(iv) The 'Patu' Sprlngbok Tour Trials

But what brought the courls lo crisis point were the numerous and lengthy political

lrials, arising from the anti-apartheid 'springbok Tour' protests of 198'1. Several

thousand people had been arresled. Several hundred faced serious charges, many

involving jury trials at District and High Court levels. Most based their defences on

the political morality of lheir aclions, and attacked the police and the courts for
political bias. A considerable number defended lhemselves, again undermining the

orderly and deferential processing of most criminal cases, which tegal representation

ensures.

A large numb€r of the defendants were Pakeha. For most of these, the political issues

involved racism in South Africa. However, a strong and directing force in the

4TNoted in J. Kelsey,'Legal lmperialism and the Colonisation of Aotearoa 1769-19g4'.
Paper to Christian Conference of Asia Consultation on Human Rights, Hong Kong, October
1 983

4SNoted in J. Kelsey, 'Legal lmperialism'
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northern regions came from young Maori women and men-in particular, those who

had been aclive in Nga Tamatoa in the 1970s, and in the Treaty protests of more

recent years. For them, the issue was the self-determination of indigenous peoples in

Azania and in Aotearoa. Their defence was their sovereign right, as tangata whenua, to

act in solidarity with another oppressed people. They formed a separate protest
group, called lne Patu Squad, which engaged in direct confrontation with the police. In

all, more than forty were charged with serious offences of riol, riolous damage,
assaull, and unlawful assembly. Three-quarters of these were high-profile Maori

activists, or young Maori 'street kids'.

The Springbok Tour trials continued for several years. Deliberate altempts to clog
up the @urls, and to argue the politics of the case, put severe human and financial

strains on the court system, the police, and the defendants.49 Judges were placed

under intense pressure, and at times engaged in angry personal outbursts. But the

courts became more organised, processing large numbers of defendants in groups. In

the end they coped.

The real problems came with the Patu cases. lt took six months for them even lo
reach the deposition stage. During the first deposition hearing, arising from the 12

September 1981 riot, District Court Judge Callander completely lost control. The
twenty four defendants look charge ol the proceedings. Newspaper headlines read
Violence in court disrupts hearing,SoJudge'Reads Riot Acflto Bok Proteslers,Sl
Pair Posted To Cells For Rest of Case,Sz Judge tays down law to tour triat
disrupters,SS Court again closed,S4 Written Evidence Agreed,ss No Disturbances as
Bok Tour Case Besumed.56 One woman defendant was cited for conlempt, atter
refusing to apologise and stating 'l don't want any token justice from any while
capitalist male'. A relative of several of the defendants was charged with insulting
language, for saying 'Callander is a white racisl capitalist' and 'Callander is
gutless'.57

49'Two-year Tag on Protesl Hearing', New Zealand Herald,14 October 1981; ,pol6e pay
$14,000 for tour hearing, New Zealand Herald,3 June 19g2

50 Aucktand Star, 3 March 't 982
51 Auckland Star, 3 March 1982
52New Zeatand Herald,4 March 1982
53 Aucktand Srar, 3 March 1982
54New Zealand Herald,S March 19g2
55New Zealand Heratd,6 March 1982
56 Auckland Star, 5 March 1982
57'Judge "Reads Riot Acl" to Bok protestors', New Zeatand Herald,3 March 19g2
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Judge Callander attempted to clamp down. He banned eating, drinking, smoking,

reading, sleeping, playing cards, chess or olher games, or placing feet on court tables

and furniture while the court was in session. Shirts or other suitable garments were

to be worn, covering the upper body. Writing graffiti in and around the courthouse

would be considered conlempt, as would failure to stand up at the resumption of the

hearing. 'The distribution of political and other pamphlets will also cease'.5 8

Callander closed lhe courl, and confined several defendants to the cells for the

remainder of the hearing. But the crisis continued. A further'13 people were

arrested, a glass door was smashed and a courl orderly received a black eye when

fighting broke out in the courtroom.'59

When one of the defendants tried to leave the room, a scuffle broke out
between about six policemen . . . and an equal number of defendants. Others
were calling out for Judge Callander to come into the courtroom from his
chamber. At 1 1.04 am six policemen formed a line in front of the
defendants in the courlroom and Judge Callander entered about five minutes
later. . . At 1 1.30 there was an adjournment for one hour. When Judge
Gallander returned he adjourned the hearing for a further two hours to
enable the police to process those arresled during the morning.o0

By this time both sides had lost control. The following day the deposition hearing was

abandoned by consent, and all the evidence accepted in wriling. The case was set for

trial at the High Court before Sinclair J., an acknowledged conservative. He exercised

rigid control over the proceedings, and was particularly keen to have all defendants

represented by lawyers-senior counsel were otfered above-rate legal-aid payments

to take the case.61 Support was removed from those who defended themselves, by

disregarding leading overseas and domestic precedent, and refusing to allow them

'friends in court', as per McKenzie v McKenzie.62 Several of the defendants continued

lo represent lhemselves. But the stakes for each side were high, and the trial
proceeded without serious disruption. All the defendants were convicted. Half were

sentenced to periodic detention. Those with longer criminal records, or with a history

of political involvement, were given six or twelve monlhs imprisonment.

S8'Judge 'Reads Riot Acl''
S9'Pair Posted to cells for Rest of case', New zealand Heratd,4 March 19g2
6o'Pair Posted to cells'
61 Personal communication
62McKenzie v McKenzie [1970] 3 All E.R. 1034. See also Cotlier v Hicks (1831) 2 B and

Ad. 663; Mihaka v Police [19811 1 NZLR 54 R v prince, unreported, Court of Appeal,
17 June 1981. Sinclair J.'s decision was not followed in a later case involving a political
prolester, Muir v Police, unreported, High court, Aucktand, M 1205/95, 7 February
1986, per Hillyer J
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Subsequent Patu trials continued into 1983. The last one began, in August 1983, two

years after the event. The heat had gone out of the issue, and the climate around the

Treaty was beginning to change. The proceedings had become somelhing of an

embarrassment, and the imprisonment of the accused would have caused an outcry.

The hearing continued for two weeks. At the end of the trial, the defence produced, as a

surprise witness, Bishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa. All those in the court,

including the jury but excluding the judge, stood as he entered. He testified as to the

meaning of apartheid and its effect on the lives of black people in South Africa, on the

value of the sporting boycotls, and the gratitude of blacks for the stand taken against

the 1981 Springbok Tour. All the evidence he gave was technically irrelevant. But

the judge did not stop him once. At the end of lhis trial, all the defendants were

acquitted.63

(v) The Crisis of Judicial Legitimacy

These cases had a traumatic effect on those lower-level judges who bore the brunt of

the attack. The problem, as they saw it, involved disruption of the courtroom and

disrespect for the law. There was no acknowledgment of the underlying political

issues which had caused the crisis. The superior courts were in a less vulnerable

position. Distanced from the daily battles which had potarised the actors in the

courlroom, they were able to temper some of the harsher decisions of the lower

courts, whilsl carefully refraining from criticising the judges lhemselves. But both

the High Court and the Court of Appeal dealt with a significant number of appeals, and

were certainly aware of the intensity of the challenge to the legitimacy of 'British
justice'.

The issue dominated the District Court Judges' Conference in 1982. The speech of

Chief District Court Judge Sullivan, reported under the headline Judges to Stand No

More Nonsense, expressed concern 'at lhe disruptive tactics of some of these
professional agitators who for some years now have been endeavouring to interfere

wilh the course of justice'. New powers were needed to control their activities
'because they just interfere with the course of justice'.64 But it was not only the
judges who were worried. At the same conference, the Minister of Justice Jim McLay

indicated the extent of Government concern over recent developments. But he also

acknowledged their essentially political origin, and the implications of that for the

courls in the future.

63'Sp."t"tors Applaud', Christchurch Star, 27 August t98B
64'Judges ro srand No More Nonsense', New Zeatand Heratd,17 April 1gg2
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It is my belief that future improvemenls to our justice system must include
a concerted effort to develop in our staff and officers an understanding of
the ailitudes and need of those people who come before court,[sic]
especially those from different ethnic or social backgrounds. lt may
also conlribute in many ways to help resolve much of the tension which is
frequenlly creeping into courl proceedings themselves. Recently we have
witnessed a number of deliberate attempts to disrupt the work of our
court-specifically in the aftermath of th€ Springbok tour.

The fact that this matter is now winding down is no reason for assuming
that the problem of contempt of court-for lhat is what w€ ar€ talking
about-will simply go away. . . .

It is clear that ths defendant who impugns the Court's jurisdiction in the
course of a hearing is often an oxasp€rating and extreme individual; and it
is also clear lhat his or her means of expression is of a kind scarcely
compatible with the prop€r conduct of court proceedings. lt must always be
legitimate to attempl to stop whal has been earlier described as the
politicization of court proceedings. The question here has little to do with
lhe truth or falsity of what is said, but a gr€at deal lo do with the
appropriateness of the arena the defendant has chosen for his or her
statements.65

McLay strongly reasserted the intrinsic legitimacy of the colonial legal system:

I should make it clear that I am not in any way suggesting that there is any
lack of commitment to the present systom of law in this country. I believe
that the system derived from English law and praclice which at plesent is
lo b€ found in the courts is the system most satisfactorily adapted lo this
counlry's needs, not only because of lhe predominantly Brilish strain of ils
population, but because of its appropriateness to the l€chnologically
advanced naturo of our society, and to the country's international ties,
especially within the Commonwedth, and of a flexibility which I am sure
will allow for the development of a systom which in time will win the full
acceptance of all reasonable groups within society. I would only re-iterate
thal we no longer live in a world where the validity of any system of social
control can be taken for granted.66

The matter was even aired in McLay's speech to the Commonwealth Law Conference in

Hong Kong in October 1983:

when protest reaches lhs stage where its principal feature is consistent
lawbreaking, lor many observers it does not then matter whether rhey
agree or disagree with the protestor's cause; lhe preservation of law and
order becomes for them the central issue. . . . At that point many people
even those who might be sympalhetic to the cause-slart to sss the issu€

651' X. McLay, Speech to the District Court Judges' Conference, 16 April 1 ggl, |2-1g,
36-38

66McLay, 'District Court', 49-50
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transformed from the cause itself to become a threat to the institutions of a
democratic society.6T

(vi) The Judicial Dilemma

By early 1984 the coalition of Maori political forces under the banner of the Treaty,
combined wilh the human cost of the past few years of activism, saw a change of
tactics. The immediate crisis abated, but the Maori pressure for change had also
gained more force. Times appeared to be changing. The Muldoon National Governmenl
had backed down on its initial rejection of the Waitangi Tribunal's Motunui Report.
Public attitudes towards the Treaty seemed more receptive and lolerant. Geoffrey
Palmer's policy statement promised a more receptive attitude towards the Treaty,

under a Labour Government. The Waitangi Tribunal was proving that a positive
judical attitude to Maori and the Treaty was possible. The pressure was on the courts

to be seen to respond as well, and to establish a new legitimacy amongst Maori.

But the courts faced a serious dilemma. Existing case law was decidedly anti-Treaty.
'Customary' aboriginal title had been extinguished over most land, and many other
resources. Statutory references to the Treaty and to Maori rights were rare, and

wheie lhey did exist, had been rendered impotent by judicial interpretation,GS or
were just one factor to be balanced amongst many.69 The judiciary themselves were

overwhelmingly formalist and politically conservative, as were most lawyers-
although by this time a number of younger lawyers had been drawn in as advisers and

at times as counsel, in lhe Maori political trials. There were only two Maori judges,

both at the District Court level. The remainder had minimal, if any, knowledge of
Maori people, Maori language, or of the Treaty of Waitangi.TO And the process of
changing legal ideology was notoriously slow and cautious.

It was 1986 before the first serious sleps were taken to recognise Maori values, and
1987 before the courls directly addressed the Treaty of Waitangi. lronically, it was

the judiciary's belated initiatives which helped precipitate the Governmenl's retreat

from its earlier embrace of the Treaf.

67..1. X. McLay, 'Free Assembly v. Violent Protest (Achieving the Balance)', Speech to the
Commonwealth Law Conference, Hong Kong, Octob€r 1993, 13

6SFisheries Acr 19g3, section 8B(2)
69Town and Counlry Planning Act 1977, section 3(1Xg)
ToMoves lo provide some cultural awareness for judges were slow to get undenrvay, and

were stifl largely ad hoc by 1989. NZPD Supplement, v.4, SZ7
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C. THE 'ENLIGHTENMENT' OF THE JUDICIARY

To help unravel these complex dynamics, the major cases involving the Treaty and

Maori interests during this period are grouped by topic. The focus of discussion is the

internal and external factors which impinged on the decisions, not their validity in
doctrinal terms.

(a) The Shifting of Judiciat Ground

The first few cases over fisheries and town planning involved the recognition of
Maori values and customary rights generally, rather than enforcement of the Treaty
itself .

(i) 'Te Weehi' and Maori tishing rights

The transition in judicial responsiveness to the Treaty is usually sourced to the
decision of Williamson J. in Te Weehi v Regional Fisheries Officer.Tl The case was
heard in the Christchurch High Court in April 1986. lt involved an appeal against
conviction under the Fisheries (Amateur Fishing) Ftegulations 1983, for taking
undersized paua. Te Weehi argued that he had obtained the permission of the local Ngai

Tahu tribe, and was taking the shellfish in the cuslomary Maori way for personal and

family consumption. The Fisheries Act 1983, which authorised lhe Regulations,
provided in section 88(2) that 'Nothing in this Act shall affecr any Maori fishing
rights.' At the District Court level, Te Weehi and his Pakeha co-accused were both

convicled. Te Weehi appealed.

The case provided an opportunity for the lawyers to test out newly-formulated legal

argumenls, especially on the doctrine of aboriginal litle, and for the judges to
respond to mounting pressure for change. The conditions were right. Although fe
Weehipreceded the Waitangi Tribunal's L:arings on the Muriwhenua fisheries claim,
and the litigation challenging the QMS, the Tribunal's Motunui, Kaituna and Manukau
Reports had all expressed concern over Maori fishing rights.72 Writings on

customary aboriginal title over the fisheries had appeared in local law reviews, and

been placed before the Waitangi Tribunal in the Kaituna claim.73 And the draft Bill of
Rights, with its provision for judicial recognition of the Treaty, was currenly

71Te Weehi v Regional Fisheries Officer [19861 I NZLR 680
72See below, 641, o3B
73ses betow, 638
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before the select committee. All of these developments were cited by counsel for Te

Weehi, and were referred to by Williamson in his decision.T4

The central issue, from the Maori viewpoint, was the pre-existing right, confirmed
in the Treaty of Waitangi, of tangala moana to exploit their kaimoana in a manner

consistent with their responsibilities as kaitiaki of the resource. But before this
could be argued in the courl, that right had to take on a legally-recognisable form. ln
this case, lhat meant a 'Maori fishing right' under seclion Bg(2).75 This right was
then located within a set of legal precedents on the Treaty of Waitangi and aboriginal
title, which rendered those rights subordinate and extinguishable at the will of the

colonial legislature. The burden of proof fell on the Maori to prove lhey were an

exception to the colonial law, by establishing the validity of their likanga to the
satisfaction of the Pakeha judge, within the formal rules of evidence.

The decision involved an exercise of mental gymnastics, playing off competing
judicial precedenls and doctrines. Some of the precedents posed real problems-in
particufar the 1914 case of Waipapakura v Hempfon. This had involved an action by a
Maori woman for wrongful conversion of her fishing nels, and in which the then Chief
Justice had held:

ln the tidal walers . . . all can fish unless a specially defined right has been
given to some of the King's subjects which excludes others. lt may be, to
put the cas€ lhs strongest possible way for the Maoris, that the Treaty of
Waitangi m€ant to give such an exclusive right to tho Maoris, but if it meant
to do so no legislation has been passed conlerring the right, and in the
absence of such both wi Parata v The Bishop of Wellington and Nireaha
Tamaki v Baker are authorilies for saying that until given by statute no
such right can be enforced. . . .

Therefore . lhere must, in our opinion, be some legislative provision
made before the court can recognize the private rights, if any, of Maoris to
fish in the sea or in tidal waters.76

The first step was to undermine the 'received' view in Wi Parata and Nireaha Tamaki

that the Treaty was unenforceable without statutory incorporation. Williamson
preferred earlier cases such as R v Symonds, which had recognised some customary
aboriginal rights, with their 'benevolenl and even protective attitude towards
Maoris',77 to the later judgments which, he said, had given less weight to native

74Te Weehi v Regional Fisheries Officer, 691-2
75This involved the court in a discussion on the technical meaning of 'right': Te Weehi v

Regional Fisheries Officer, 686
7_lWaipapakura v Hempton (1914) gg NZLR 1065, .t071 -2, per Srout CJ
77 Te Weehi v Fisheries Officer , 687
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proprietary rights when placed alongside executive Government decisions.TS The
next slep was to establish the survival of aboriginal title. Williamson invoked North
American precedents, and the New Zealand case of tnspector of Fisheries v thaia
Weepu,79 to show that extinction of aboriginal title required express legislative
provision. That had not happened under New Zealand law.

Having dispensed wilh Waipapakura by relying on Weepu, Williamson then lurned to
consider those alternative precedents. These posed their own difficulties. Weepu was
one of four cases in the 1950s and 1960s-the others being tn Re the Bed of the
wanganui River,So He the Ninety-Mite Beach,Bl and Keepa v lnspector of
FisheriesS2-which treated Maori fishing rights as indivisible from territorial tiile.
According to these cases, once customary title to the land was investigated or a formal
title issued, the fishing right was extinguished.

williamson at this point said: 'Respectfully, I do not agree'. The customary right
argued for here was explicilly non-territorial in nature.83 lt was not sourced from a
proprietary right to land, not dependent on express statulory recognition, and not
expressly extinguished by statute. Williamson therefore decided that Te Weehi had
eslablished an exceplion to the Act, and the conviction for taking undersized paua was
overturned. The conviction for behaving in a threatening manner lowards the
fisheries officer, who according to the judge had believed, on reasonable grounds,
that an otfence had been committed, was upheld.

The judgment generally accorded with the rules of legal reasoning and doctrine.
Although it explicitly rejected several lines of precedent, it did so by invoking
distinctions, and resorting to alternative doctrinal formula. lt drew on an amalgam of
argumenls based on aboriginal title, the Treaty, and statutory interpretation, which
left it unclear whether the outcome would have been the same had there been no
equivalent of section 88(2). The decision was also restricted in scope: these
customary Maori f ishing rights were non-commercial, not exclusive, and
subsistence-based. Even given these reservations, it was a brave first move which
Williamson had taken, in the face of express concerns from Crown counsel over the
polilical, legal, and economic implications of granting the appeal.

78Te Weeni v Fisheries Ofticer ,6g7
7g^lnspector of Fisheries v lhaia Weepu [1956] NZLR 920
SOtn Re the Bed of the Wanganui River [1962] NZLR 600 (CA)

l\tn re the Ninetv-Mite Beach, [1960] NZLR 673 (sc), tle63l NZLR 461 (CA)
B2_Keepa v lnspector ol Fisheries [1965] NZLR 322
83Te Weehi v Fisheries Officer. 69o
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When the customary right claimed for is viewed in its narrow proven
persp€ctive lhe arguments concerning frustration of the purposes of the
Act have less significance. Clearly such a limited right would not apply to
Europeans or other New Zealanders fishing in a particular way. So far as
injuslice to lhe European who was convicted is concernsd, I am conscious
that the samo argument can be made whenever any person or class of
p€rsons are €xempted from particular provisions. Viewed in a more general
way, such inequalily between persons may indicate an overall justice
rather than an injustice.S4

This was a case which could have gone either way. Given the strong precedent, a
formalist approach would have weighed against Te Weehi. But the new-found

flexibility of judicial reasoning, and the revival of the doctrine of aboriginal tiile,
had been applied lo the meet the demands for judicial recognilion of Maori rights and

the Treaty of Waitangi. The result was a significant shifl in judicial position.

(ii) The 'Huakina' decision

Gradually, the focus of Maori grievances and of Treaty-based legal argument in the

1980s had shifled away from the criminal courts, and towards the Planning

Tribunal. The first three major reports of the Waitangi Tribunal all upheld
complaints of pollution, violation of wahi tapu, and denial of mana whenua over tribal
resources. ln the Manukau Reprt, the waitangi Tribunal had concluded that:

When Maori values are not applied in our country, but Weslern values are,
we presums our society is monocultural. . . . [TJhe Treaty of waitangi gives
Maori values an equal place with British values and a priority when the
Maori interest in their taonga is adversely affected.S5

Maori values were not inimical to development. They just ensured that development

accords 'harmony and balance, equity and justice.'86 But this was not how the
Planning Tribunal saw things. Despite conslant pressure to respond to the Waitangi
Tribunal's @ncerns, and to match the movement in the pctitical and public spheres

by acknowledging the validity of the Maori values to planning and environment, the
Planning Tribunal remained resistant.

In 1981 New Zealand Steel had applied for water rights to use for cooling water. This
would involve taking water from the Waikato River and discharging it into the

84Te Weohi v Fisheries officer, 69O
ESFinding of the Waitangi Tribunat on the Manukau Claim, WAI-8, Waitangi Tribunal,

Wellington, 1985, 78
S6Manukau, 79, see also 123-4
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Manukau Harbour. The Planning Tribunal rejected objections from Nganeko

Minhinnick on behalf of the Huakina Development Trust, that the walers of the

Waikato River were sacred and a symbol of tribal identity, and could not be mixed

with those of the Manukau Harbour. The Tribunal concluded that spiritual values

were purely personal, valid lo some and rejected by others. There was nothing in the

Act which would allow the Tribunal to take 'those purely metaphysical concerns into

account.'87

New Zealand Steel lodged another application in 1984 to discharge induslrial waste

water and storm water into the Manukau Harbour. Again the Planning Tribunal

rejected Huakina's objections, claiming thal 'the intention of the Act is that the

waters of New Zealand be kept at a high standard of quality for the use and benefit of

all New Zealand people whatever their ethnic origin.' But the Act

does not provide for their spiritual relationship with those waters to b€
taken into account. Indeed we cannot see how the law could do so. We are
disappointed that Mrs Minhinnick takes the view that if the rights now
sought by the company are granted, her people will be penalised.SS

In a third application, again in 1984, New Zealand Steel wanted to take waler for a
slurry pipeline. According to the Tribunal, there was no valid principle of slatutory
interpretation which allowed the interpretation of the Act to be modified, to take

account of recent policy trends towards recognising the Treaty. '[T]he Act did not

leave it open to the decision maker to grant or refuse a right according to what he

perceived to be the public interest of the matler; nor did the Act allow the interests of

one section of the public to be preferred over the interests of another.'89

ln 1985 in Huakina Development Trust v Auckland Begional Water Board,9o lhe
Planning Tribunal was referred to the recenlly-released Waitangi Tribunal report

into the Manukau clairn, which had been lodged by Mrs Minhinnick.9l The Planning

Tribunal did not change its position, beyond commenting that the Waitangi Tribunal's

report

was issued after this appeal was filed. We hope that it will persuade people
associated with the appellant that their cultural values are not being
ignored, and lhat the respondent and other public agencies are working

STnoted in Huakina Development Trust v Waikato Valtey Water Authority and Bowater
(1987) 12 NZTPA 129, 151

SSnoted in Huakina v WVA, 151-2
E9Huakina v WVA, 152
90Huakina v Aucktand Regional Water Board (1985) 11 NZTPA 123
9l See below, 639-643
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loward achieving further improvement in the quality of the waters of lhe
Manukau Harbour for the benefit of all New Zealanders.92

Other objectors had received a slightly different response, although no more progress

was aclually achieved. Another Planning Tribunal, hearing Maori objections to a
Liquid Petroleum Gas wharf on lhe Manukau Harbour, had held that the harbour was
not ancestral Maori land within the strict terms of section 3(txg) of the Town and

Country Planning Act 1977 (see below). But

that does not mean that it would be right for ths Tribunal to ignore the value
which the Manukau Harbour has in the cullure and traditions of the Maori
people. Nor does the legal position of the Treaty of waitangi . . . mean that
lhe principles of the Treaty may be excluded from consideration in this
appeal. . . . We consider that in cases whsre it is relevant, it is in the public
interest that th€ legal obligations of the Crown be observed, whether their
source is the Treaty of Waitangr or elsewhere. Even though individual
citizens may nol be entitled to bring court proceedings to enforce
observance of the provisions of the Treaty, where a proposal which is the
subject of an application under sl02A is alleged to be inconsistent with the
principles of the Treaty, any objector (whether Maori or Pakeha) should be
p€rmittsd to bring that matter to the altention of lhe maritime planning
authority, and the Tribunal on appeal.g3

The right to raise the matter of the Treaty may have been recognised, but it made no

difference to the oulcome. Significant changes in town planning law did not come until
the decision in late March 1987 in Boyal Forest and Bird Protection Society v
Habgood Ltd & Ors.94 Objectors to the exlension of a mining licence over the Kaitorete

Spit claimed that it was Maori ancestral land. The Planning Tribunat relied on the
prevailing precedents of Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society tnc & Others v
Clutha Counry9i and Knuckey v Taranaki County CounciPi and concluded 'as a matter

of law that the land in queslion, not being Maori land or Maori freehold land, is no

longer ancestral land of the Maori people.'97

92Huakina v Aucktand Regional Water Board (1g8S) 11 NZTPA 1Zg, t}s
93Aucktand District Maori Council v Manukau Harbour Maritime Ptanning Authority (1983)

9 NZTPA 167, '171. Note tha interchangeable use of lha principtes and the provisions ol
lhe Treaty.

g4?oyat 
Forest & Bird Protection society v w A Habgood ttd (1987) 12 NzTpA 76 (Hc)

95 Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society lnc & others v Clutha County (t gss) 1o NZTpA
449

96Knuckey v Taranaki County Councit (197g) 6 NZTPA 609
97 Other cases include ln re New Zealand Synthetic Fuels Corp (19g1) I NZTPA ,t38,157;

Otago Harbour Eoard v Sitver Peaks County Council (1983) 9 NZTPA 331,346:
Auckland Maori Council v Manukau Harbour (1999) 9 NZTPA 167,121
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The provision at issue was section 3(t Xg) of the Town and Country Planning Act,

which had been introduced in 1977, based on a promise to the Land March in 1975

by the then Leader of the Opposition, Muldoon.9S lt read:

3. (1) ln the preparation, implementation and administration of regional,
dislrict, and maritimo schemes, and in administering the provisions of Part
ll of this Act, the lollowing malters which are declared to be of national
importance shall in particular be recognised and provided for: . . .

(g) The relationship of the Maori people and their culture and traditions
with lheir ancestral land.

Holland J. observed how the court would normally give great weight to the Planning

Tribunal's interpretation. But here 'l am unable to find a persuasivety reasoned

decision explaining the interpretation which has been adopte6.'99

The limitation is to land which is still owned by a Maori or Maoris. No such
limitation is contained in the paragraph itself. lt is a gloss which has been
added to the words no doubt lor pragmatic reasons because of a fear that
lhe whole of New Zealand or in any evsnl a substantial part of it could be
regarded by Maoris as anceslral land if the words meant no more than land
which has been owned by their ancastors. . . . [TJhe ordinary meaning of
ancestral land in the circumstances is land which has been owned by
ancestors. . . , What is said to be of national importance under section 3 is
th€ relationship of the Maori people with their ancestral land, the culture of
lhe Maori people with their ancestral land and lhe traditions of the Maori
people with their ancestral 1366. . .1 00

In the end, however, the appeal failed because that error of law did not materially

affect the result of the proceedings.l0l Holland expressed satisfaction that the

evidence which had been excluded would have made no difference to the outcome,

leaving the appellant with a 'pyrrhic victory in establishing an error of law'.102

The opportunity to respond more fully to the pressures for change came in June
1987 in Huakina Development Trust v Waikato Valtey Authority.lo3 The case

involved an appeal against a Planning Tribunal decision in May 1986 lo allow the

discharge of treated dairy shed waste into a tributary of the Waikato 4y6y.104

Nganeko Minhinnick once more objecled on behalf of Huakina Trust, citing the Treaty

of Waitangi and the protection of Maori spiritual values in relation to the river. The

98O.V. Williams, 'Maori lssues ll', [19891 NZ Recent Law Review, 117
99 Forest & Bird v Habgood ,8o
1ooPerce1 & Bird v Habgood, go-81
'lo1 Ps7s"1 & Bird v Habgood, 8p
1o2Ps7ss1 & Bird v Habgood, 82
lo3Pyagins v WA
1o4Pya1rin" v WVA, C/19/86, 9 May 1986
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objection was rejected, and costs of $420 were subsequenlly awarded against 5s1.105

According to the Planning Tribunal, lhe concerns raised 'were not legitimate ones, as

lhe law stands'.

The Act does not provide for their spiritual relationship with those waters
lo be laken inlo accounl. Indeed w€ cannot see how the law could do so. . . .

lf the appellant had adduced evidence alleging delrimental affects to water
quality . . we would have been able to adjudicate. . . . lf the appellant, and
other like-minded, want spiritual values, as they perceive them, to be
weighed in the balance in cases under lhe Water and Soil Conservation Act,
they will have to persuade Parliament to change the Act. . . . [T]he waitangi
Tribunal has recommended changes. . . . But tha Government . . . has not yet
acted. lt is not lor this Tribunal to act in its placs.l06

The case was appealed to lhe High Court, which had the advantage of distance from the

intensely emotional and personalised hearings at the Planning Tribunal level. There

were technical difficulties. Whereas the Town and Counlry Planning Act contained

seclion 3(1Xg), the Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967 did not spell out what

matters should be taken into account in granting or rejecting waler right
applications. lt just required a balancing of the advantages and disadvantages.

Furlher, the common law rights of riparian owners had been expressly extinguished

under section 21(1). Because of the lack of any specific reference in the Act to
Maori values, the Planning Tribunal had deemed spiritual values, and some cultural

values, incapable of being included in the balancing exercise.

At lhe High Court, Chilwell J. claimed to avoid the thorny question of the
interpretation of the Treaty lexts, and '[put] aside lhe consensus ad idem argument as

to what exactly was agreed by both sets of parties'.1o7 Appealing to some of the

vagaries in the Waitangi Tribunal's reports, he argued more generally that 'the

highest chieftainship of their lands homes and prized possessions' required 'active
protection'. Further, 'lhe guarantee of undislurbed possession or of rangatiratanga

means that there must be a regard for the cultural values of the possessor.'l08 gu1

his conclusion, based on the competing views contained within common law doctrine,

was in etfect a determination of what the Treaty meant-including the question of
sovereignty: I

The Treaty of Waitangi conlains promises which the Crown is obliged to
perform, in exchange for legal accession to the territory. Putting aside the

1Osgut1r;n" v WVA C/46/g6, 6 Augusr 1986
lOB Hust<;na Devetopment Trust v Waikato Vattey Authority, Planning Tribunal, 9 May

1986, Decision C't9/86, 5-6
1o7 Huakina v WA. 137
108Hu2g;rt v WVA,138, ciring Manukau, gS
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quostion whether the treaty was one of cession or not, on its face the
treaty imposes obligations on the Crown vis-a-vis the Maori people to act
in accordance with the Treaty. Whether on€ se€s the Treaty as a bilateral
agreement recognising the rights of the tangata whenua (the original people
here) in exchange for kawanatanga ("governorship' or in the English
version 'sovereignty') or as a unilateral declaralion of a sovereign nation's
intention to b€ bound, the Treaty has a status perceivable, whether or nol
enforceable, 1n |.yy.1 09

So while the Treaty would gain some recognition, it would be the Treaty as defined by
the colonial judiciary. This was, nevertheless, a significant shift from prevailing
precedent. The move was rationalised by a clever reinterpretation of the wide range
of previous judicial references to the Treaty.110 While they had hel.t that1he Treaty
is not part of the municipal law of New Zealand in the sense that it gives rights
enforceable in the Courts by virtue of the Treaty itself', they also indicated that ,the

Treaty was essential to lhe foundation of New Zealand.'l11 So, without actually
contradicting existing precedent, and supported by recent incorporation of the
'principles of the Treaty' into other statutes, chilwell was able to conclude:

There can be no doubt that the Treaty is part of the fabric of New Zealand
society. lt follows that it is part of the context in which legislation which
impinges upon its principles is to be interpreted when it is proper, in
accordance with the principles of statutory interpretation, to have resorl
to extrinsic material.l 12

Such an approach was consistent with recenl moves by New Zealand crurts to ensure
that interpretation was 'kept in harmony with the general public policy of other
similar legislation' by looking towards related Acts. In this case, the Water Acr was
linked to the Town and Country Planning Act by section 4-although the section said
that the Planning Act should have regard to the principles and objects of the Water
Act, and not vice versa. Both sections 3(1)(a) and (g) of the planning Act, and its
First and Second schedules, provided a significant degree of statutory support to rhe
preservation of Maori values. 'There is room for the view that lhe two Acts .

109 Huakina v WA, 138
110guq6 as Kauwaeranga judgment (1994) t4 vuwlR zz7; wi parata v Bishop ot

Wellington; R v Symonds [1840-19321 NZPCC 516; ln Re The Lundon and Whitaker
Claims Act tETt (1gZZl2 NZCA 41; Mangakahia v New Zeatand Timber Company (18g4)
2 NZLR 35O; Nireaha Tamaki v Baker: Mueller v The Taupiri Coat Mines Ltd (iSOe) eO
NZLR 89; Hohepa Wi Neera v Bishop ol Wettington (1902) 2t NZLR 655;'Batdick v
Jackson (1910) 30 NZLR 343; Tamihana Korokai v Solicitor-Generat (1913) 92 NZLR
321; Te Heuheu Tukino v Aotea District Maori Board [tg41l AC 30g; lnspector of
Fisheries v lhaia Wltepu and Another [1956] NZLR 920; Keepa v lnspector of Fisheries
[19651 NZLR 322; Te Weehi v Regionat Fisheries Officerlll Hustdns v WVA, 143

ll?Huakina v WVA. 143
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compose a comprehensive statulory scheme which exhibits a general public policy'

including the recognition of Maori cultural ys;uss.113

According to Chilwell, this had clea{y been the view of the Waitangi Tribunal, whose

considered opinions, while in no way binding on the court, ought to be accorded due

weight. The importance which it had placed on spiritual values meant that those
values could no longer just be dismissed, 'at least not in the context of the indigenous
population of this country which places great value upon the the Treaty of

Waitangi.'114 But he was at pains to avoid directly criticising lhe Planning Tribunal:

I do not intend to imply by these remarks any criticism of the Planning
Tribunal, which has demonstrated commendable i,rsight into issues which
have acquired renewed prominence within the last two decades, and a real
concern for reaching a prop€r judicial verdict on the evidence and the law,
conlained as it is in statutes which are in some respects far from easy to
interpret and apply.l 15

Chilwell therefore determined that 'on a proper interpretation of s 24(4) Maori

spiritual and cultural values cannot be excluded from consideration if the evidence

established the existence of spiritual, cultural and traditional relationships with
natural water held by a particular and significant group of Maori.' The weight to be
given to any such evidence was a matter for the Planning Tribunal. The case was then

remilted to the Planning Tribunal for reconsideration. But, according to the objectors

and to their counsel, no subsequent hearing was held.

By the time Chilwell's judgment was released, the interim orders had been granted by

the High Court and Court of Appeal in the SOEs case, but the decision on the full
hearing had not yet been released. Chilwell's decision was heralded as a significant
signposl along the path towards modern, judicial recognition of the Treaty. But its
extent and effect is frequently overstated. The case certainly did provide the first
evidence of iudicial flexibility on the Treaty of Waitangi. Yet its effect in the specific
case was simply lo require Maori values to be weighed, along with other factors,

under the Water Act. More generally, it had created the space for the Treaty to be

imported as an aid to statutory interpretation, where the judge thinks fit. while this
was etfectively a judicial amendment to the Acts Interpretation Act 1924, of
necessity it meant the Treaty as interpreted by the colonial courts, within the
paramelers of Crown sovereignty.

113Hu6td^t v WA, 144
114Pys11in" v WA. i55
115Pur1r;r" v WVA, 155
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(b) The State Owned Enterprises Case

The facts and the findings of the 1987 corporatisation case, New Zealand Maori

Council v Attorney General, have already been canvassed at length in chapter three. In

summary, the Government planned to transfer title over extensive assets, held by the

Crown, lo the newly-created State Owned Enterprises. This included a large amount of

land which was subject to actual or potential claims under lhe Treaty of Waitangi Act

1 975.

(i) The Pleadings

The New Zealand Maori Council sought a declaration that this transfer of assets was in

breach of section 9 of the State Owned Enterprises Act, which required lhe Crown not

to act in a manner inconsistent with the principles of the Treaty. Specifically, they

applied, under Part 1 of the Judicature Amendment Act 1972, tor:

(a) Review of the proposed exercise of the statutory powsr to transfer all
or any of the said lands and waters to a Stale-owned enterprise or
enterprises;

(b) A declaration that the exercise of such power prior to giving the
Applicants and those they represent reasonable opportunity for the
submission to and investigation by the Waitangi Tribunal of existing and
potential claims would be unlawful.

(bb) A declaration that the lransfer of assets en bloc to State-owned
enterprises without establishing any system to consider in rslation to each
assel passing to a State-owned enterprise whether such transfer would be
inconsistent with ths principles of the Treaty of Waitangi would be unlaMul.

An interim restraining order was issued, preventing the transfer of the assets until

the case had been heard. The Court of Appeal determined that the section 9 reference

to the principles of the Treaty required greater proteclion for claims lodged after 1B

December 1986 than was provided under secllon 27(21. lt granted the order as

requested in para (bb) of the pleadings.

To render the dispute justiciable, the lawyers again had to @nvert a conflict over the

control of ecpnomic resources into a legally-described form which was amenable to

resolution under existing legal doctrine. The hook for the legal argument was the

Treaty-related provisions, sections 9 and 27, in the State Owned Enterprises Act

1986. The relevant seclions of the Act are set out here for ease of reference. The long

title of the Act read:
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An Act to Promote improved performance in respect of Government trading
aclivities and, to this end, io-

(a) Specily principles governing the operation of State enterprises; and
(b) Authorise the formation of companies to carry on certain
Government activities and control the ownership thereof; and
(c) Establish requirements about the accountability of State
enlerprises, and the responsibility of Ministers.

The Act was divided into four parts: Part l-Principles; Part ll-Formation and

Ownership of New State Enterprises; Part lll-Accountability; and part lV-
Miscellaneous Provisions. The principal objects of the Act were set out in section 4:

4. Prlnclpal objcctlve to bc a succcesful buelness-(1) The
principal objective of every state enterprise shall be to operals as a
successful business and, to this end, to be-

(a) As profitable and efficient as comparable businesses that ars not
owned by th€ Crown; and
(b) A good employer; and
(c) An organisation that exhibits a sense of social responsibility by
having regard lo the interests of the community in which it operates
and by endeavouring to accommodate or encourage these when able to
do so.

The substantive reference lo the 'principles of the Treaty of Waitangi' was included

in Part l.

9. Treaty of Waltangl-Nothing in
in a manner lhat is inconsistent
Waitangi.

shall permit the Crown to act
principles of the Treaty of

this Act
with lhe

Under Part lll, section 23 set out the power to transfer assets from the Crown lo as
23. Trangfer of Crown asact3 and llabllltles to Statc
cntcrprlccs-(l) Notwithstanding any Act, rule of law, or agresment, the
shareholding Ministers for a slate enterprise named in the second schedule
to this Act may, on behalf of the Crown, do any one or more of the
following:

(a) Transfer to the state enterprise assets and liabilities of the crown
(being assets and liabilities relating to the activiti€s to be carried on by
lhe State enlerprise):
(b) Aulhorise the State enterprise lo act on behalf of the Crown in
providing goods and services, or in managing assets or liabilities of the
Crown:
(c) Grant to the State enterprise leases, licances, €asemsnls, permits,
or rights of any kind in respect of any assets or liabilities of the
Crown-

for such consideralion, and on such lerms and conditions, as the
shareholding Ministers may agree wilh the State enterprise. . .
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The detailed reference to Treaty claims came under the Miscellaneous provisions in

Part lV:

27. Meorl land clalma-(1) where land is transferred ro a state
enterprise pursuant to this Act and, before the day on which this Act
receives the Governor-General's assent, a claim has been submitted in
resP€ct of that land under section 6 of the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975, the
following provisions shall apply:

(a) The land shall continue to be subject to that claim:
(b) Subject to subsection (2) of this section, the State enterprise shall
nol transfer that land or any interest therein to any person other than
lhe Crown:
(c) Subject lo subsection (2) of lhis section, no District Land Registrar
shall register the State enterprise as a proprietor of the land or issue a
certificat€ of tiile in respect of lhe land.

(2) Where findings have been made pursuant to section 6 of the Treaty of
Waitangi Act 1975 in respect of land which is held by a Slale enterprise
pursuanl to a transfer made under this Act (whether or nol subsection (1)
of lhis section applies to that land), the Governor General may, by order in
Council.-

(a) Declare that all or any part of lhe land shall be resumed by the
Crown on a date specified in the Order in Council; or
(b) ln the case o[ land to which subsection (1) of this section applies,
waive the application of paragraphs (b) and (c) of that subsection lo alt
or any parl of lhe land.

(3) Where any land is to be resumed pursuant to subsection (2)(a) of this
s€clion-

(a) The State enterprise shall lransfer lhe land to the Crown on the date
specified in the Order in Council; and
(b) The Crown shall pay to the State enterprise an amount equal to the
value of the interest of the State enterprise in the land (including any
improvements thereon). The amount of any such value shall be that
agreed between the State enterprise and its shareholding Ministers or,
failing agreoment, that determined by a person approved for this
purpose by the State enterprise and its shareholding Ministers.

(li) The parties

The Government had provided to several large lwi undertakings which purported to
protect their interests in the assets up for l, ansfer. But it had refused to extend this
to all lwi and Hapu. These court proceedings were lodged by the New Zealand Maori

Council on the behalf of those other lwi and Hapu. Sir Graham Lalimer applied to be

appointed under the High Court Rules to act 'on behalf of all persons entitled to the
protection of arlicle 2 of the Treaty of Waitangl'l16-6115ough he had not been
formally granled such authority, and the Maori Council was not a tribal organ
through which he could traditionally claim such power. This may have been in

11611ytr16 v A-G [1987], 644
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anticipation of an argument that an incorporated society is not a Maori and does not

have standing, as determined by the Waitangi Tribunal in the Te Reo Maori sls;m.117

The Maori Council had a limited objective-to halt the transfer of tangible Crown
assets to SOEs. The emphasis was therefore on property, not on tribal authority or
tino rangatiratanga. In any case, submission to the jurisdiction of the court under the

Judicature Amendment Act placed the dispute firmly within the physical and

ideological arena of Crown sovereignty. The decision to take legal action had been made

by the members of Maori Council, a statutory body whose authority arose from their
membership of District Maori Councils and not necessarily from lwi. lts approach
was strongly pragmatic, uncritical in its recourse to colonial law, willing to

compromise on tino rangatiratanga, and heavily dependent on its Pakeha legal
advisers. The framing of legal argumenl was lefl solely to the lawyers, with advice
from those Maori directly involved, primarily from the New Zealand Maori Council.

The lawyers acting for the NZMC were almost all new to the Treaty debate, with little
knowledge of Maori history, politics, or understandings of the Treaty. They were also
professionally organic to the colonial legal system. The form and conlent of their legal

argument reflected their tactical and intellectual judgments of how best to meet their
client's needs. So they emphasised Normanby's instructions from the Colonial Office
as a symbol of utmost good faith, the writings of Pakeha historians and legal
academics, colonial precedents, and international and common law doctrine, and
provided the judges with the common law analogies of the Treaty relationship, such as
parlnership and fiduciary duty. Maori knowledge of the Treaty was rendered
insignificanl, and the fundamental essence of the dispute-the control of economic and
political power-was eliminated entirely from the case.

The Crown Law Office was in a similar position of legal, historical, and cultural
ignorance. lts handling of the case was severely criticised by members of the

Cabinet-this resulted in the later establishment of a special unit of the Crown Law

Office specifically to deal with Treaty ms11s1s.118

But the Court was not concerned with the background. What it required, as a

prerequisite to litigation, was parties of formal legal standing. Heron J., at first
instance, was satisfied that the NZMC had the requisite statutory basis and functions,

1177in6;nn of the Waitangi Tribunal Retating to Te Reo Maori and a Ctaim Lodged by Huirangi
Waikerepuru and Nga Kaiwhakapumau i te Rao /nc, WAI-I1, April 1g86, Government
Printer, 1986. 25

1 '189"" below, 7gg
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under the Maori Community Development Act 1962, to bring the case. He deferred
the application by Latimer as unnecessary. ln the Court of Appeal there were only two

references to the question of standing. Bisson J. observed, in passing, that the Crown
had challenged Sir Graham Latimer's right to sue on behalf of others, but had not
pressed the matter in respect for Sir Graham's high personal standing.1l9 Casey J.,

having noted the statutory function of the Maori Council to conserve and advance
'virtually every aspect of Maori life', concluded that '[i]t claims lo represent and
speak for a large proportion of Maori people and its standing (along with that of its
Chairman in his own right) to bring these proceedings could not be challenge6.'120

What remains uncertain is whether the court would have recognised the standing of
an lwi or Hapu, or an unincorporated body such as the old Runanga ki Waitangi, which

was tradilionally recognised within Maori society as the guardian of the Treaty. These
conflicts between the demands of the colonial state for individualisation or
corporatisation of the tribal slructure, and the inherent authority of lwi
rangatiralanga, go to the root of colonisation, and would later cause problems as lwi

and Hapu found lhemselves displaced from negotiations over their resources, by a
statulory creation of the colonial state. Similar problems have already been noted in

relation to the incorporation of lwi under the Runanga lwi 4s1,121 and will arise

again in terms of claims to the Waitangi 11;6uns1.122

(iii) The High Court interim order

The initial hearing of the application took place at the Wellington High Court, before
Heron J. Proceedings were lodged on the afternoon of 30 March 1987, the hearing
held on 31 March, and the decision released on 1 April. An applicalion to remove lhe
case directly to the Court of Appeal was rejected. Heron recognised the political and
legal significance of the case, which combined 'very important conslitutional
questions and attendant matters of stalutory interpretalion.'123 But he seemed
unwilling to see the High Court sidelined, poinling to 'the assistance thal a Judge at
first instance will provide by way of a judgment even on an interim application, and
it seems to me that here the benefit of my views on this matter will be hopefully of
some advantage to the Court of Appeal when it considers the substantive matters.'124

119pgy6 v A-G [19871, 7os
12oh1y11tr9 v A-G [1987], 697
1215"" above, 442-3
1225ss below, 612-3
123112s16 v A-G [1987], 644
124112tr16 v A-G [1987], 64s
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This may indicate that there was already some internal tension in 1987 between the
High Court and the Court of Appeal, perhaps caused by the lalter's increasingly

unorthodox and anti-formalist position in non-Treaty cases.

By the time of lhe first hearing, the only significant judicial movemenl on Maori
rights had been Williamson J.'s decision in Ie Weehi. The decision of Chilwell J. in
lhe Huakina case had not yet been released. The Waitangi Tribunal was still low-
profile, and its reports were of uncertain standing. So Heron was venturing into
uncharted walers. He was understandably caulious. In referring to the Treaty itself,
he concentrated on Article Two of the English version. His interpretation of the
'principles of the Treaty' focused on the history of Crown breaches-it was an

'unspoken premise' when speaking of the 'principles of the Treaty' that land estates,
forests, fisheries, and other properties had been

transferred or taken allegedly contrary to lhs principles of the Treaty. so
when one speaks of the principles one is not just referring to the lolter of
ths Tr€aty but to the events that have occurred since it was signed.125

Heron J. felt that the NZMC's case against section 27(21 was strong. The validity of
the broader attack on the enlire section was less clear-cut, but still arguable.
Applying the criteria for judicial review, he was then required to balance the
competing interests: the need to preserve the position of the applicants, and the
relative strength of their case, against the Solicitor-General's argument that the
purpose of the Act was clear, especially section 29(3)-to ensure the Crown was
unimpeded in transferring the assets-and that such an order would have serious
repercussions for the SOES. Heron assessed the intention of lhe legislature from the
formal words of the statute. He concluded that while it was a clear purpose of the Act
to transfer all the assels necessary for the SOEs, section 9 was a principle in the Act
with as much weight as section 4.

He was prepared to grant an interim order. But a complete ban on transfer of any

assets would go too far and be oppressive: 'To grant relief in the widest terms would
have repercussions of a kind which would be out of all proportion in my view to the
relief sought or likely to be obtained.' Relief was therefore limited to known
claimants who had lodged claims with the Waitangi Tribunal by 31 March 19g7.
While the cut-off date was arbilrary, the expanded jurisdiction of the Tribunal since
January 1986 'must have excited interest and potential claimants' in relation to the
major assets in dispute. 'lt is possible, but I think most unlikely, that a major

12511y11tr6 v A-G [1987], 646
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injustice to the applicants, and lhe persons they represent will come about by the
order being narrower than that sought.'l26 Heron seemed not to understand the non-
tribal nature of the applicants the scale of rreaty claims, or the complex and diverse
reasons why claims had not yet been lodged. In justifying the limited relief he argued
that

the onus of establishing s 9 considerations to particular assets, fell on lheapplicants and those they represent. lt is no answer to say that the
applicants do not know what land is being transferred. What they do know ormust be considered to know is what assels are in contention by Maoridom.
That can onry be detormined by parties to be bound by any order of this
court by refersnce to the waitangi rribunat register of 

",",.".te2

Having stated his views on the interim order, Heron agreed rhal the substantive
hearing should be removed directry to the court of Appear, because

1' lt involves for the first time, as I understand il, a consideration of theprinciples of the Treaty of waitangi in the context of transfers of crownass€ts where those principres have been directry incorporated into aslatule and accordingly have the lorce of legislation.
2. The gathering momentum of pubric concern as to rhe Treaty of waitangi

and ils implications for both Maori and pakeha.
3' The significant public interest in the advent of State-owned enterprises.4. I am conscious arso of the urgency and the rikerihood of an appear by

either side in any sysn1.'|28

(lv) The court of Appeat Decision: The Externar context

Each judge in the Court of Appeal delivered his own separate judgment. Cooke p.
stressed that they had approached the case independently, but had agreed on the basic
conclusion5.129 4n6 each judgment clearly did have its own ambience, and particular
set of arguments' which led to the same general conclusion. By leaving it to the
'lreaty parlners' to work out the details, the judges were able to present a general
@nvergence of viewpoints, while avoiding the need lo agree on the nature and extent
of Maori rights under the law, or ro devise an agreed ourcome.

The decision must be seen within its broader political and economic conlext, and as a
significant product of the Court of Appeal's growing anti-formalism in the area of

1281121y46 v A-G
127 pgs16 v A-G
128p7516 v A_G
1291171116 v A-G

[1e87], 64e

[1e87], 64e

[1e87], 6s0

[1e87], 667
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public law.130 lt can mosl usefully be analysed in terms of themes, distinguishing
within them between the approach of different judges, rather than considering the

decision judgment by judgment.

(a) The Political Context: There was no doubting how important the case was for

Maori perceptions of the colonial state in general, and of the courts in particular, as
well as for the general atmosphere surrounding Maori/Pakeha relations. According
to Cooke P. the case was 'perhaps as important for the future of our country as any
that has come before a New Zealand Court.'131 For Richardson J.,'[t]his case is of
the greatest public imporlance both in its social impact on racial relationships in
New Zealand and in its significance for the launching c'f the State-owned enterprises .

- j132 Somers J., too, observed that 'the case has included consideration of the social

and pofitical history of New Zealand and is one of great importance not only to the
parties to it but also for the impact it may have on the social future of the
country.'1 33

At the end of the case Cooke was able lo say, rather coyly, but with clear concern for

the legitimacy of the legal system in the eyes of Maori:

The prosaic language of the Court's formal orders should not be allowed to
obscure th€ fact that tho Maori people have succeeded in this case. Some
might speak of a victory, bul courts do not usually uss lhat kind of
language. . . . The Maori Council has therefore been vindicated in bringing
161s q.r.. 134

(b) The Legitimacy of Treaty Grievances,'No judge denied the legitimacy of
Treaty grievances. The Maori Council pointed out that Maori had been effectively
given only five months to epnsider and bring fonrvard claims, after the expansion of
the Waitangi Tribunal's jurisdiction under the 1985 amendment.'Maori people had

to wait 140 years to get an etfeclive lorum for the resolution of their grievances, so
it is not unreasonable to ask the Crown to defer transferring assets until inquiries
into likely claims could be complets6.'135

'l305ss further betow, 497-500
131519s16 v A-G [19871, 6s1
132117y6 v A-G [19s71, 66s
133p2str9 v A-G [1987], 686
13a612y6 v A-G [19s71, 667-g
135117s116 v A-G [19g7], 701, per casey J
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Cooke P. noted that 'all too clearly there have been breaches in the past', and

commented on the strikingly small size of Maori land holdings by 1986.136 Bisson's

judgment was the most emotive, lalking of 'long outstanding and legitimate grievances

which had simmered in the breasts of Maoris from generation to generalion since

1840'.137 But the history of neglect and breaches was frequently contrasted by the

judges with the relative enlightenment of modern-day Governments: 'lt is only in

relatively recenl years and as reflecled in the Treaty of Waitangi legislation itself

that the lagging partner has started seriously addressing these Questions.'138
According lo Cooke, the Governmenl 'as in effect one of the Treaty parlners, cannot

fail to give equal weight to the 'philosophies and urgings" currently and, it seems,

increasingly prevailing.'139 And Casey J. observed: 'Whatever the shortcomings in

lhe past, I think the Crown is now demonslrating this intention in legislation such as

the Treaty of Waitangi Act and the provisions at the heart of these proceedinge.'140

This new enlightenment also extended to the courts lhemselves:

Any other answ€r to the question of the interpretation would go close to
treating the declaration made by Parliament about the Treaty as a dead
letter. That would be unhappily and unacceptably reminiscent of an atlitude,
now past, that lhe Treaty itself is of no true value lo lhe Maori people.l41

There was, however, a sense of scepticism over aspects of Maori claims. Cooke

appreciated that '[t]ime, initiative, energy, research and money can be needed to

prepare a claim'.l42 But he also believed lhat new, major grievances were unlikely

to surface,143 6n6 rejected the plea to withhold any transfers until all potential

claims had been investigated. This would 'savour of granting an opportunity to

conceive or even drum up claims where no grievance has previously been voice6.'144

Casey was particularly concerned to impose some restraints on the process. The

impact of the declarations sought could be 'out of all proportion to the Maori interests

likely to be prejudic"6'.145 There had to be a limit to the claims:

[Tlhe applicants' concern is with those breaches which have becoms mattsrs
of extensive public knowledge, and whose high profile in New Zealand history

13611y116 v A-G [19gzl, 667
137617str6 v A-G [19s2], 710
138s17str6 v A-G t1987l, 672, per Richardson J
139 p7p6 v A-G [1987], 664
1ao11gs16 v A-G [19971, 704
141117str6 v A-G [19871, G61, per cooke p
14211y1116 v A-G [19871, 660
1a3pystr6 v A-G [19871, 66s
144117tr16 v A-G [1987], 665
145112trtr6 v A-G [1997], 704
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should enable relatively easy identification by the various Government
Departments and Ministries. There is no sugg€stion in this pleading of a
whole mass of nebulous or inchoale claims since 1840 about to surface now
that the right to bring them to the Tribunal has been establ;"666.146

(c) The Judiciary and the Government: Far from attacking the Government's
failure to live up to its own legislative rhetoric, thereby forcing Maori to seek
judicial review, Cooke P. applauded Parliament's commitment to the Treaty:

I have called this a success for the Maoris, but let what opened lhe way
enabling the Court to reach this decision not be overlooked. Two crucial
steps wsre taken by Parliament in enacting the Treaty of Waitangi Act and
in insisting on the principles of the Treaty in the State-Owned Enterprises
Act. lf the judiciary has been able to play a role to some extent crealive,
that is because lhe legislature has given the opportunity.l4T [my emphasis]

Indeed, the authority of the Governmenl over Maori was slrengthened overall by the

decision. lt provided dicta which the Government could, and did, later invoke to
justify its actions, which abridged Maori rights, as being consistent with the Treaty.
The most frequently-cited statemenl came from Cooke:

The principles of the Trealy do not authorise unreasonable restrictions on
the righl of a duly elected Government to follow its chosen policy. lndeed to
lry lo shackle the Government unreasonably would itself be inconsislent
with those principles. The test of reasonableness is necessarily a broad one
and necessarily has to be applied by the Court in the end in a realistic way.
The parties owe each olher co-opepsl;en.148

Cooke made it clear that the Governmenl was entitled to decide on a policy such as

corporalisation. The only qualification was that 'as a reasonable Treaty partner it

should take the Maori race into its confidence regarding the manner of
implementation of the policy' [my emphasis/.149 The Government had already shown
itself willing to listen to Maori in this case by including sections 9 and 27 in the
SOESAct.

The iudges were also careful to limit the future implications of the Crown's Treaty
obligations for the practical administration of government. Richardson J. strongly
rejected 'an absolute duty of universal application superimposed on lhe consultation

1a61175tr6 v A-G
1471t17116 v A_G
1481176tr6 v A-G
149617516 v A-G
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which takes place as part of the ordinary political and governmental processes.'150

Given lhe currenl state of Maori society,

lhe notion of an absolute open-ended and formless duty to consull is
incapable of practical fulfilment and cannot be regarded as implicit in the
Traaty. I lhink the better view is that the responsibility of one tr€aty
partner to act in good faith fairly and reasonably towards the other puts the
onus on a partner, here the crown, when acting within its sphere to make
an informed decision, that is a decision where it is sufficiently informed as
to the relevant lacts and law to be able to say it has had prop€r regard to
the impact of the principles of the Treaty. ln that situation it will have
discharged the obligation to act reasonably and in good faith. In many cases
where it seems lh€re may be Treaty implications lhat responsibility to
make informed decisions will require some consultation. In some extensive
consullation and co-operation will be necessary. In others where there are
Treaty implications tho partner may have sufficient information in its
possession for it to act consistently with the principles of the Treaty
without any specific consultation.l 51

Cooke was of the same mind. A detailed or unqualified duty would be 'elusive and
unworkable'.152 1n6ssd, 'wide-ranging consultations could hold up the processes of
Government in a way contrary to the principles of the Treaty'.153

(d) The lmpllcations for the Economy: ll was never suggested that
corporatisation was inherently incompatible with the principles of the Treaty.l5a
The NzMc had not claimed that it was. But even it they had, the court.s
circumscription of Maori rights within the paramelers of Crown sovereignty,
reasonable praclicality, and a duty of loyalty and reasonable co-operation, ensured
that the interests of capital would prevail. Bisson J., for example, considered that it
was the role of the Crown to 'provide laws and make related decisions for the
community as a whole, having regard to the economic and other needs of the day.'15s
However, he felt sure that a reasonable solution would be found, which enabled the
Crown to fulfil its obligation not to acl inconsistently with the Treaty 'and at the same
time achieve its legislative intent and poiicy of improved Government trading
activilies by means of State enterprises.'156 thg two objectives were nol, in the
Courl's view, irreconcilable.

tsoli1ystr6 v A-G
151117516 v A_G
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Nor should existing rights to property ownership be unduly disrupted by the Treaty.
Casey J. was the most insistent on this:

ln keeping wilh this approach is the need, recognised in every ordered
society, for the settling of title to land. Where there have been no adverse
claims for many years, occupiers are entitled to assums that lhey may
continue in undisturbed enjoyment of their property. This is also to be
expected by the Crown, which has acquired so much land in lhe course of its
duty to administer and maintain the orderly government of New Zealand in
accordance with the right to do so ceded under the Treaty. such a
considsration ought especially to be taken into account in deciding the
weight to b€ given to the contention thal Crown land could still be affected
by potential Tribunal rulings, sven though it is not the subject of any direct
claim for r€turn, becauss its transfer to a State-owned enterprise may
render it unavailable to be offered as alternative redress or
compensation.1 57

Casey seemed to be suggesting that impropriety attains legitimacy over the passage of
time-a claim also put fonrvard by Professor F.M. (Jock) Brookfield,l5S and which is
dispuled below in the conlext of Crown sovereignly.l59 Casey not only assumed that
Maori did cede to the Crown the authority to take their land, in order to administer
orderly government. He also ignored the consistent objections by Maori to the
government legislation and policies which had dispossessed them of their land, and the
almost-insuperable barriers which had prevented them from gaining official
recognition of those grievances. He seemed totally absorbed with the interests of the
Crown and the maintenance of non-Maori, private property rights. While this tenor
underpins all of the judgments, it is most apparent with Casey

(e) The Politics of Judiclal Activism; The judgments expose a range of
positions. On one extreme was the legal unorthodoxy of Cooke. Understandably it is
Cooke's judgment which has tended to gain the most anenlion, both because of his
position as President of the Court of Appeal, and his directive role in the trend
towards iudicial activism. His judgment was replete with sweeping, unsubstantiated
generalisations. 'Obviously' the principles of the Treaty should not be approached
with

157117y6 v A-G [1987J, 704
1 58pe1 example, F.M. Brookfield, 'The New Zealand constitution. The

Legilimacy', in waitangi. Maori and pakeha perspectives of the Treaty ol
l.H. Kawharu, Oxford University press, Auckland, 19g9
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the austerity of tabulated legalism. A broad, unquibbling and practical
interpretation is demanded. lt is hard to imagine any Court or responsible
lawyer in New Zealand at ths pressnt day sugg€sting othenryise.160

But it is far from 'obvious' why this should be the approach. Cooke may have intended

it to avoid the application of politically-untenable precedent. Equally, a legalistic
approach could have seen priority given to the Maori lexl, requiring a more
favourable resull for Maori. This would have embroiled the courts in the
technically-difficult, politically-controversial, and constitutionally-uncomfortable
task of interpreting the Maori text. The broad-brush 'fairness' approach
circumvenled this dilemma, and allowed a decision which was located firmly within
the parameters of what was politically, economically, and ideologically reasonable.

Despite his stated intention to leave issues which were not directly in dispute ,free of
the crumbs of dicta',161 Cooke did throw up several tantalising possibilities. These,
in turn, excited speculative, academic commenl by those who were for or against
judicial activism, andlor greater recognition of Maori rights. But these undeveloped
observations were vague and ambiguous. For example, referring to lhe Privy Council
decision in Ie Heuheu Tukino:'The effect of our present decision . . . is that in

relation to land now held by the Crown it should never again be pcssible to put aside a

Maori grievance in that way'.162 That could be taken as suggesting that jurisdiction

should never be declined again on the grounds of the Treaty's non-incorporation into

domestic law. In case of the SOEs this had not been an issue. But it did remain a major
obstacle in other situations, nol covered either by the SOEs Act, or some similar
direct or implied statutory provision-as the subsequent Petrocorp litigation showed,
where such precedents were held to have survived the SOEs case, with the Court of
APPeal's blessing.les

Elsewhere he observed 'there will now be an effective legal remedy by which
grievous wrongs suffered by one of the Treaty parlners in breach of the principles of
the Treaty can be righte{'.164 But the effective legal remedy to which he was
referring was lhe provision by government of a process for dealing with claims, and
nol a guarantee of actual redress for grievances.

18o11ytr16 v A-G [1982], 6ss
161117s116 v A-G ltgozl, 6ss
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There were other examples. lt the Wailangi Tribunal recommended land should be
relurned, rather than monetary or other compensation, 'it might be inconsistent
with the principles of the Treaty for the Crown to act inconsistently with that
recommendation.'165 While this was 'hypothetical' Cooke considered that attention
should be drawn to the possibility. But all he was saying that some form of redress

should be granted, nol necessarily thal which the Tribunal recommended. Even this
was qualified: 'if the Waitangi Tribunal finds merit in a claim and recommends

redress, the Crown should grant at least some form of redress, unless lhere are
grounds justifying a reasonable Treaty partner in withholding it-which would be

only in very special circumslances, if ever.'l66 While this might nol have pleased

the Government, it gave Maori no guarantees either. What had started as a strong
affirmation ended up as vague and negotiable.

At the olher end of the spectrum was the formalism of Somers J. While he

acknowledged lhat the case went beyond familiar functions of statutory interpretation

to address 'wider and more importanl' questions about the Treaty of Waitangi and its
principles,l6T 69 adhered throughout to prevailing precedenl, and orthodox legal
doctrine. The other three judges varied along this spectrum. But all, including Cooke,
remained within the general parameters of what was now accepiable in the sphere of
judicial review.

All the judges trod delicately to avoid a confrontation between the courts and
Parliamentary sovereignty. Casey J. thought the solution probabty lay 'in the fields
of poliry and administration'.168 He suggested that the court could play a supervisory
role by making declarations: if agreement was reached, the court would recognise the
agreement; if no agreement was reached, it retained the power to determine the
ms11s1.169 Cooke agreed. The judiciary would exercise oversighr in lhe process of

resolution between Government and the Maori Council. The duty of reasonableness and
good faith was 'infinitely more than a formality', which it would be the duty of the
court to insist be honoured.170 'lt becomes the duty of the Court to check, when called
on to do so in any case that arises, whether that restriction [of acting in accordance

165p2616 v A_G
166112trtr6 v A-G
167117s16 v A-G
168pyy6 v A_G
169117116 v A-G
17o117s116 v A-G

[1e871, 660

[1e87], 664-s

[1987], 686

[1987], 704

[1e871, 704

[19871, 667
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with the principles of the Treatyl has been observed and, if not, to grant a

remedY.'171

(f)The Court and the Waitangi Tribunat: Most of the judges were reserved
about the position of the Waitangi Tribunal.172 This is discussed more fully in the
next chapter. But Somers J. was particularly direct. He acknowledged that the
Tribunal had exclusive authority to determine the meaning and effect of the Treaty,
and to decide issues arising in the claims before it. However, he then slated quite
explicitly that the court's interpretation of the principles of the Treaty ,will of
Gturse be binding and to the extent that it is material in any case should be followed
by the Waitangi Tribunal as a declaration of the highesr judicial tribunal in New
7sa1sn6.'173

somers made no attempt to reconcile the two statemenls, or to address the status of
the Waitangi Tribunal as a Commission of lnquiry, rather than an inferior court.
Perhaps he was distinguishing the Tribunal's statutory function in relation to
interpreting the Treaty, from interpreting the principles of the Treaty, or
recognising that in effect judicial review rendered the Waitangi Tribunal subject to
the interpretations of superior courts. Bul, given the serious implications for the
Tribunal, it is surprising that the matter was dealt with so superficially.

(v) The Court ot Appeal Decision: The lnternal Dynamics

Having acknowledged the political, and, to some extent, the ideological and economic
conlext of the case, the judges then retreated into their role as the determiners of law
and fact, when exercising their jurisdiction of judicial review.

(a) Decontextualising the Case: Extensive historical evidence of specific
factual and general legislative breaches of the Treaty was produced. In addirion, three
specific examples of Treaty grievances were produced at the request of the court.
Almost all of this evidence was admitted in recognition of lhe 'exceplional nature of
the cass, and in particular its genesis in national circumstances and events more than
a century ags.'l74 But its relevance was restricted to providing general background

17111ytrtr9 v A-G
17211y516 v A-G
173117116 v A-G
17a112516 v A-G

[1e871, 661

[19871, 661, per Cooke P; 689, per Somers J;702, per Casey J
[1e871, 689

[1987J, 655, per Cooke P
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to the legal issuer.l75 '1;rs story of drafting the Treaty . . . is an absorbing one, but
not within the ambit of this iudgment.'176

Whilst Cooke acknowledged the affidavits from 'an impressive range of persons of the
Maori (ace', which included 'eloquent and moving passages',177 there is little
evidence of their impact on his or any other decision. By failing to explore the Maori

histories of the Treaty and of the struggle to have it honoured, and by calling
uncritically on colonial records, the judges were able to gloss over lhe conflicts
arising from colonisation, and seek refuge in a fictional good faith and consensual
approach to the Treaty.

A further consequence of this ahistoricism was the failure of the judges to understand

the effect of colonisation on Maori or the complexities of modern Maori society. The
apparent disintegration of tribal society, and the inefficiency of Maori decision-
making processes, when viewed by outsiders, were used to justify the normalisation
of non-Maori procedures. For example, a blanket duty to consult was rejected on the
grounds that Maori society was loo fragmented and difficult to identify. Casey J.
pointed to'the absence of a single body able to speak for all Maoridom and, indeed, the
very elaslic concept of "Maori", now defined simply as a person of the Maori race or
descent.'178 Richardson J. cited the Waitangi Tribunal's provision for claims lo be
lodged by individual Maori, as further proof of the impracticality of relying on
collective organs.179 This dismissal of lwi and Hapu carried through to the remedy in

the case-the negotiations would be carried out between the parties to the litigation,
the Crown and the NZMC on behatf of all Maori.

(b) The Treaty and the'Principles'.'All but Somers.1.180 were adamant that
the Act required them to consider the 'principles of the Treaty', and not the Treaty
itself.l81 And every judge eschewed a conclusive interpretation of the Treaty texts.
When they did talk aboul the Treaty, it was the English version, and the intentions of
the colonial administration which dominated. lf they did refer to the Maori text, the
reference was to rangatiratanga, not tino rangatiratanga. Every judge

175y2str6 v A-G [1982], 700, per casey J
176112s116 v A-G [1987], 662, per cooke p
1777,'12s16 v A-G [1987J,662
178117y6 v A-G [1987], 701
1796121116 v A-G [1987], 683. see betow, 612-3
18opys116 v A-G [1982], 689
1811171tr9 v A-G [1987], 662, 663, per Cooke p; 669, per Richardson J; 7oZ, per Casey

J; 715, per Bisson J (although Bisson is less clear on this than the others)
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unproblematically asserted Crown sovereignty, or the equivalent right to

Westminster-style government. Several relied on Hobson's unilateral proclamations,

rather than on the Treaty.182 y1;16 the sovereignty question effectively put to one

side, they then focused on the question of property rights in Article Two-a matter on

which they considered both texts were agreed.

Avoiding the Treaty removed the need to confronl the conflict between tino

rangatiratanga and Crown sovereignty, and its implications for the formulation of

economic policy and control over nalural resources. Within this framework, the

judges could construct points of common underslanding, irrespective of how they

related to the lexts, and to the parlies' expectations as at 1840.

Cooke P. was very clear that the principles of the Treaty, not the literal words, were

at issue: 'The differences belween lhe lexts and the shades of meaning do not matter

for the purposes of lhis case.' The Treaty was an 'embryo ralher than a fully

developed and integrated set of ideas'.l83 What mattered was its spirit-an approach

which Cooke claimed 'accords with the oral character of Maori tradition and

culture'.18a The Treaty must be viewed in light of the relatively-sophisticated

society which could nol have been foreseen in 184O-meaning that it needed to be

rewritten to render it compatible with the present day.

Cooke's implication that the precise meaning of agreements, including the Treaty of

Waitangi, was unimportant to Maori systems of knowledge and debate, and was open to

flexible reinterpretation as conditions changed, displayed an unforlunate, and rather

arrogant, cultural ignorance. That aside, Cooke saw no reason to explain why it should

be the agencies of the colonial state which delermined what the spirit of the

agreemenl was, based on the knowledge which fhey deemed relevant and reliable. Nor,

apparently, did he see problems with relocating the spirit in new a sel of economic

and polilical conditions, which had resulted from the failure of one side to honour the

agreement, lo the detriment of the othe,.

Nevertheless, Cooke did visit the text briefly, referring to both the Maori and English

terms. His shorthand approach ensured that the issue of tino rangatiratanga was nol

seriousfy addressed. While kawanatanga was taken as complele government,

182566 NZMC v A-G [19871,690, per Somers J; 671, per Richardson J
183p71,16 v A-G [1987], 663. Joe Williams, speaking at the session on indigenous peoptes

at the lxth Commonwealth Law Conference in 1990, likened this concept to an empty box
into which almost anything could be pul.

184p7tr16 v A-G [1987], 669
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governance or sovereignty, the reference to Maori authority was represented simply

as rangatiralanga, and translated as chieftainship, or evidence of breeding and

greatness-not as tino rangatiratanga, the unqualitied chieftainship of the

rangatira.185 The remaining Treaty terms were paraphrased into property and

citizenship rights. This had important consequences for the constitutional
relationship which Cooke then purported to derive from the Treaty:

In brief the basic torms of the bargain were that the Queen tvas to govsrn
and the Maoris wsre to be her subjects; in return their chisftainships and
possessions were to be protecled, bul sales of land to the Crown could be
negotialed. For th€ir part the Maori people have undertaken a duty of
loyalty to lhe Queen, full acceptance of her Government lhrough her
responsible Ministers, and reasonable co-oper31|s,r.186

From this analysis came the notion of the Treaty as a 'partnership between

races'.l87 Drawing an analogy with lhe common law fiduciary duties befween
partners, the Crown was reguired to actively protect Maori interests in lands and

water. But there were qualifications. This proteclion was to be 'to the fullest extent
practicable'. Practicable meant 'reasonably practicable'. 'Reasonably' meant within

the limits of reason.188 llsnslated into practical terms, so long as the Crown,

reasonably and in good faith, satisfied itself that known or foreseeable Maori claims

did not require retention of certain land, the principles of the Treaty would be

satisfied and assets could be transferred to the SOEs.

Richardson J. reached a similar conclusion via a slightly ditferent route. Under

domestic law a document must be construed in its factual setting, having regard to the

aim of the transaction. Discovering the true intention of the parties to the Treaty

meanl examining the construction of the instrument as a whole, in terms of the

circumstances which existed at the time it was signed. But, Richardson concluded, it

was unclear what the various Maori signatories had understood, especially given

their emphasis on oral discussion and decision-making and their limited literacy. ln
a manner similar lo Casey, he seemed solely concerned with whether Maorihad been

adequate to grasp lhe colonial intenlion, not what the Maori perception was, and

whether the Crown had understood that. What is remarkable is that no reference is

made here-+r indeed in any of the judgments-to the explanation of the signatories'

expeclations and motivations as sel out in the affidavit of Sir James Henare. lnstead,

18s^17tr119 v A-G
1861126116 v A-G
187 tr1yy6 v A_G
188192it6 v A-G
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Richardson chose to draw on the Maori Council's statement in 1983 that 'the Treaty

was drawn up by amaleurs on the one side and signed by those on the other side who

understood little of its implications.'189

Moving from the context of the signing to the texls themselves, Richardson noted in

passing that rangatiratanga (not tino rangatiratanga) meant protecting the

chieftainship of Maori lands. But he never explained its meaning. While '[s]cholars

differ both as to the precise legal basis for British sovereignty and as to the legal

slatus of the Treaty under New Zealand law', he did not consider that a problem. 'lt

now seems widely accepted as a matler of colonial law and international law that those
proclamalions approved by the Crown and the gazetting of the acquisition of New

Zealand by the Crown in the London Gazette on 2 October 1840 authoritatively
established Crown sovereignty over New 7ss;sn6.'190.

Returning to explain his interpretation of the Treaty later in the judgment,

Richardson drew variously on the preamble to the English lext, with its references to
protection of Maori rights and properties, to the extension of British emigration and

settlement, and to the establishment of a settled form of Civil Government; on the

cession of sovereignty in Article One of the English text, and the giving up of the

'complete government of their land' in the Maori text; on the guarantee over
property rights in Article Two; and on the royal protection of Maori as British

subjects in Article Three. Reference to the 'Queen's government over all parts of the
land' was simply assumed to mean supreme Crown sovereignty and Westminster-

style governmsn1.191

This interpretation was supported by a statement from Professor Hugh Kawharu,

which had been tendered as part of the Maori Council's evidence: 'Clumsy translation

or not, Maori acceptance of the first article in the Treaty gave the Crown sufficient
authority lo set about making and administering laws and regutations and eventually
to establish constitutional government in New Zealand.'192 Richardson made no

attempt to reconcile this with alternative views of tino rangatiratanga, including the

affidavit of Sir James Henare, the kaitiaki of Ngapuhi understandings of the Treaty,

or the contrary observations of Kawharu quoted, and in indeed relied on, in the
Waitangi Tribunal's Motunui, Kaituna, and Manukau Beports.

189p71,16 v A_G
19011y1,16 v A_G
191i17y9 v A_G
192y7t49 v A-G
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Having established lhe sovereignty of lhe Crown, Richardson searched for common
ground wilhin Article Two. He found a positive guarantee to protect land rights, wilh
an obligation on the state to provide reparation where grievances were established.
'The Maori text employs somewhat different language but in relation to land the same
two concepts are present: the agreement by the Crown to protect Maori rights and by

the Maori to "give to the Queen" the land "the person owning" it is ',willing to

sell".'l93 Alt this was taken as atfirming the intention of rhe Treaty to provide for
orderly colonisation, wilh the English government protecting lhe interests of Maori
and British alike.

But, for Richardson, understanding of the Treaty was still in an exploratory state:
'Much still remains in order to develop a full understanding of the constitutional,
political and social significance of the Treaty in conlemporary lerms and our
responsibilities as New Zealanders under ;1.'194 The Royal Commission on the
Electoraf System had said that the conlent of the concept rangatiratanga was not yet

seltled. Judge Durie had said the Treaty may mean ditferent things to different people.

It 'lacks the precision of a legal contract and is more in the nature of an agreement lo
seek arrangements along broad guidelines'.195 'Against that background it is readily
understandable that much of the conlemporary focus is on the spirit rather than the
letter of the Treaty, and on adherence to the principles rather than the terms of the
Treaty.'t se

According to Richardson, the disagreement between the Crown and the Maori Council
in the case in hand over what were the 'principles', exemplified the open-ended
nature of the Treaty relationship as something adaptable and in need of
s;rs;6611en.197

The way ahead calls for careful rssearch, for rational positive dialogue
and, above all, for a generosity of spirit. perhaps too much has at times
been made of soms of these differences and too little emphasis given to the
posilive and enduring role of the Treaty. whatever legal route is followed
the Treaty must be interpreted according to principles suitable to its
parlicular character. lts history, its form and its place in our social order
clearly require a broad interpretation and one which recognises that ths

193117116 v A-G (19871, 681
19a112str6 v A-G [19g7], 672
195N7519 v A-G [19871,672 citing E. Durie,'Paa ll and Gtause 26 of the Draft New

Zeafand Bill of Rights', in A Bill of Rights for New Zealand, Legal Research Foundation,
Auckland, 1985, 175, 190

19611yy6 v A-G [t9e7l, 672-3
19716;s is an unusual argument, given the adversarial nature of the hearing.
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Treaty must be capable of adaptation lo new and changing circumstances as
theY ariss.198

The particular principles relevant to any case would vary with the context. However,
there was one overarching principle, which was sufficient in itself to answer the
presenl case-that

the Treaty of Waitangi must be viewed as a solemn compacl between two
identified parties, th€ Crown and the Maori, lhrough which the colonisation
of New zealand was to become possible. For its part the crown sought
legitimacy from the indigenous people for its acquisition of sovereignty .nO
in return it gave certain guarante€s. That basis for the compact requires
each party to acl reasonably and in good faith toward" 16s sg6sp.199

So the Treaty was a positive force in the life of the nation, and the governmenr of rhe
country. But Richardson believed it inadequately reflected the reciprocal obligations
of the Treaty partners. Drawing another analogy with other legal doctrine, he
observed that '[nJo less than under the settled principles of equity as under our
partnership laws, lhe obligation of good faith is necessarily inherent in such a basic
compact as the Treaty of Waitangi'.2OO

Richardson then turned to the principles which applied to the SOEs Act. Adaptation ro
the circumstances of today-a country which was 'vastly different from the New
Zealand of 1840 or the New Zealand that could reasonably have been in contemplation
at that lime'-needed to take a@ounl of 'lhe nation we have become and of the gains as
weff as the disacfuantages lhal have accrued to all of us over the past 147 years.,2o'l
The distinct histories of coloniser and colonised were thus merged into a consensual
nalion, whose shared wins and losses had brought it to this point of definition in
1 987.

By conlrast, the Treaty held no particular difficulties for Somers J. White the
concept of sovereignty as underslood in English law was unkrown to Maori,
kawanatanga had the 'connotation of government or governance'. In any case this was
irrelevanl, as sovereignty had been established through Hobson,s proclamations, nol
through the Treaty. Notwithstanding the important differences between the Treaty
lexls 'l am of opinion that the question of sovereignty in New Zealand is not in

198h17y9 v A-G
199617trtr6 v A-G
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doubt'.202 Once Hobson's May 1840 proclamations of sovereignty had been gazetted

in London in October 1840

[t]he sovereignty of the Crown was then beyond dispute and the subsequent
legislative history of Nsw Zealand clearly evidences that. Sovereignty in
New Zealand resides in Parliament.2O3

While the Crown did have obligations under the Treaty, they were not legally

enforceable-unless, as in the instant case, they were incorporated into law by

statute.

Consistenl with his formalism, Somers was the only one to argue that a breach of the

Treaty in itself must be a breach of the principles. Having put the question of
sovereignty beyond dispute, equating the principles with the Treaty posed less of a
problem. According to Somers, lhe principles of the Treaty must be the same as they

were in 1840. Whal had changed were the circumstances to which they were to be

applied. The most important provision, and hence principle, of the Treaty was the
protection of property rights. 'The instant case is about land and for present

purposes the undisputed lenor of each text is agreement that indigenous possession or

control of land was guaranteed by the Q16syn'.204 But the guarantee described by

Somers was lhat of the English text to 'the full exclusive and undisturbed possession

of the properly of the Maori of whatever kind so long as they wish to retain ;1.'20s

Somers derived further principles of the Treaty by analogy with existing legal

doctrine. ln particular, lhe du$ of reciprocal good faith was 'the kind of duty which

in civil law partners owe to each 615s1.'206

Casey J.'s discussion of the Treaty itself was confined to one paragraph, in which he

effectively reduced it to the property rights in the English version. Maori had'ceded
rights of government in exchange for guarantees of possession and control of their

lands and precious possessions for as long as they wanted to retain thgrn.'207 thls
case involved a dispute over rights to land, which were equally conveyed in the

English and Maori 1g11s.208

2O2N7yg v A-G
203117516 v A-G
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Reference to lhe principles had rendered the precise meaning of the Treaty, and its
place in municipal law, of little importance. The 'deliberate choice' of the term
'principles' implied that the actual terms should be understood 'in light of the

fundamental concepts underlying 16srn'209-what relationship the parties had hoped

to creale, and the benefits and obligations which that involved when applied 'in

today's changed conditions and expectsl;ens'.210 Casey therefore rejected lhe Crown's

submission that the Treaty should be read on its face, with no implied principles. The

terminology of section g indicated the need for a more fundamental approach 'in

today's very changed conditions'.2l1 Both lhe Motunui and Manukau Reports were

examples of the modification of exclusive Maori righls, and which recognised the

Treaty as a 'developing social sonlyssl'.212

According to Casey, the basic nature of the Treaty relationship was a partnership. The

essence of that partnership was 1he expectation of good faith by each side in their

dealings with the other, and in the way that the Crown exercises the rights of
govemment ceded to it', and maintaining the 'honour of the grswn'.213

Bisson J. had been a naval officer during the war and a Crown prosecutor in Napier

for most of his career. As Paul Temm QC noted, he might have been expected to be

conservative.2l4 Bul Bisson's judgment was certainly the most emotionally-charged

of the five, and he was obviously moved by the evidence placed before him. But his
judgment was also largely descriptive, and in places logically incoherent.

Bisson accepted that there are marked differences between the texts, and that the

Maori text is not a translation of the English. He even cited Kawharu from the Kaituna

Beprt that the English Queen gained kawanatanga, meaning governance and especially

law and order, but that Maori would have believed they were retaining their
rangatiratanga, including customary rights and duties, intacl except for a licence to

kill or inflict material hurt on others. According to Bisson's interpretation of the

basic provisions, the preamble saw Maori cede to the Queen the right to govern. The

Crown would then establish a settled form of civil government for the benefit of both

races. In return, Maori had sought protection from foreign powers, peace and law and

2o9 61yyg v A-G [1s87], zo2
21o1gys1g v A-G [1987], 702
211117y6 v A-G [te87j, 703
212p71119 v A-G [19s7], 702
213197str6 v A-G [19s7], 703
214p. Temm, The Waitangi Tribunat. The Conscience ol the Nation, Random Cenrury,

Auckland, 1990, 92
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order, and believed they were retaining their own rangatiratanga and taonga. Most

importantly for Bisson, they were guaranteed full, exclusive and undisturbed
possession of their lands, and the rights of British subjects. But nowhere does he say

what this rangatiratanga-again, nol tina rangatiratanga-involved or how it related

to the governance of the English Queen.

Bisson, too, then dispensed with the Treaty in favour of the principles, 'lhe

foundation for the future relationship between the Crown and the Maori race'.215 g"
advocated an interpretation pf the 'unconstrained by technical rules of English law,

or by English legal precedent, but [based] on broad principles of general

acceptation.'216 ln support, he cited the difficulty of Maori chiefs in fully
understanding what was meant in the English version2lT-again, it was lhe Maori
understanding of lhe colonial intention which was taken to be important, and not the

Crown's capacity to grasp the Maori expectations.

Consistently, the Treaty had been reconciled with the status quo through the device of
lhe principles. The judges had deemed the Treaty incapable of literal interpretation,

and dislanced themselves from addressing the conflicts in the texts. Yet they had,
albeit circuitously, interpreled the Treaty by producing a set of principles which

embodied the essence of the English text, but with weaker protections for property

rights than Article Two. The power of legal reasoning was lo render this process

invisible, and to legitimate it, through the application of precedents, doctrines of
statutory interpretation, and concepls of common law. This process of reasoning-
replacing the Treaty with the principles of the Treaty-proved immensely significant

in circumventing lino rangatiratanga in the years that followed, and is discussed

again in chapter seven on ideology.

(c) lntentlon of Parllamenfr, All the judges engaged in fictions when determining

the status of section 9 in relation to the rest of the Act, and in particular in
identifying the intentions of 'Parliament' when passing the legislation.

The Solicitor-General had argued that section 9 was merely a symbolic exhortation to

Minislers on how to carry out their functions, and for which they would be

accountable to Parliament. Section 27 was intended as a code of the Crown's Treaty

2157'17y6 v A-G [1987], 714
21oDrawing on James Buchanan & Co Ltd v Babco Forwarding & Shipping (UK) Ltd ttgTgl

AC 141; [19771 3 All ER 1048, to52
2171t1y616 v A-G ItgBTl, 714
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obligations under the Act. That would leave section 9 with less effect than its wording

suggested. But such a reading was necessary in order to give proper effect to the rest
of the Act, make it workable, and reflect Parliament's aclual intention when
introducing section 9. To delay the transfer of assets, as requested, would have
inconvenient practical consequences and seriously undermine the corporatisation

Policy.218

This interprelalion certainly accords with the history of the policy, the purpose of
the Act, and the background to the inclusion of the Treaty seclions themselves. But the

enlire bench gave the section a quite contrary meaning, holding th3t the principles of
the Treaty, as lhe court had interpreted lhem, governed the whole Act. And they
reached this point not by asserting that the Government had indulged in rhetoric for
political purposes and now had to pay the price, but by claiming that the legislature
had intended the section lo have more significance than the Solicitor-General claimed.

Cooke P. came closest to admitting that this was not what the Government intended. He

acknowledged that 'the Solicitor-General had a solid basis for contending that the
@nsequence of the submissions for the applicants is that the intention manifested by

the 1986 Act as a whole would be put in limbo for an unpredictable time; that the
corporations or many of them would be able to act only 'in a withered and crippled
way".'219 The problem was the lack of meaning that would leave section 9. While
such a result was nol necessary fatal, 'in maners of such transcendent importance
for the Maori people as land and the Treaty of Waitangi a Court would reach that
conclusion with great reluctance.'220 16s wording of the section, Cooke felt, was
plain and unqualified. 'ln ils ordinary and nalural sense the section has the imoact of
a constitutional guarantee' within the area qf 569s.221

Before rejecting the Solicitor-General's interpretation altogether, Cooke looked to
the Parliamentary debates for assistance. This traditionally-unorthodox approach
was validated by recenl precedent, and because '[ntot to do so in a case of the present
national importance would seem pedantic and even irresponslSls.'222 According to
the Hansard records, the Minister of Justice had explained that the sections were
intended lo preserve the Crown's obligalions under the Trealy, and to make delailed
provision for land claimed before lhe Waitangi Tribunal. While section 27 had been

21811ytrtr6 v A-G [19g2], 657
219p2p6 v A-G [1987], 6s7-B
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described as 'in addition' lo section 9, Palmer had made it clear that the Government
would remain free to sell land which was nol already subject to a claim.223 gu11ng

the Committee stages of the Bill, the Opposition had moved an amendment which would

have extended the proteclions of section 27(11 lo claims made after 1B December
1986. This had been rejected.

From this material, Cooke concluded that '[m]y strong impression is that Members
who took part in the final debate thought that the Act would have the effect now

contended for by the Crown'224 11'ts7s was plenty of evidence to sustain such a
conclusion, had Cooke been so inclined. Yet he decided that ultimately Hansard
provided no real assistance. The Minister had not sp{)lt out the relationship between
sections 9 and 27. Nor had section g been discussed in any detail. That rendered the

understanding of the Members

inconclusive and no real help for present purposes. The fact is that after
deliberalion the legislature enacted s g as well as s 27. The duty of the
court is to interpret, in the context of the Act as a whole, the simple and
comprehensive words deliberately chosen by Parliament. We could not be
justified in cutting down the scope of the words without at least much more
specific evidencs of what the legislators had in mind. Whether we would
have been justified in doing so had Hansard contained such evidence is a
question which need not be 6ss1666.225

Such uncertainly, Cooke suggested, might justify the former practice of not referring
to Hansard, and he took the opportunity, in passing, to endorse a second chamber of
Parliament as a means of ensuring fully-considered legislation. From this
particularly loose reasoning, Cooke concluded that the 'firm declaration by
Parliament that nothing in the Act shall permit the Crown to act inconsistently with
the principles of the Treaty' was something which 'must be held to mean what it
saYs.'226

Richardson J. acknowledged that the general philosophy of the Government,s
corporalisation policy meant 'that no special significance has been attached within
Government to s 9 as providing any limitation on the ability of the Crown to transfer
land absolutely to the State-owned enterprises.'227 But he neverlheless argued that
the inclusion of section g in Part I of the Act 'is I think an indication of the

223117116 v A-G
224 61y516 v A-G
225N2yg v A-G
226h175119 v A-G
22711711tr6 v A-G
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[1987], 659
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importance accorded to it as one of the key principles of lhe legislation.'228 16s
Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act in 1985, enabling the Tribunal to investigate
grievances back to 1840, was evidence of a legislative intention that long-held Maori
grievances would be aired, and findings made, in a judicial forum. lt must be assumed
that lhe SOEs legislation did not intend to impede that prospect. And given the

emphasis on land in the Treaty, 'it would be a bold step for any Court in the guise of
interpretation lo exclude land from the scope of s 9' by reading section 27 as a
codification of all such concerns relating 1e 1sn6.229

In light of Parliament's 'clear intention' to protect lhe application of the principles

of the Treaty, the true function of section 9 'should be recognised as constituting a

generaf proscription of any conduct in breach of the principles of the Treaty and as
such being a governing consideration' in the exercise of Ministerial powers under the
Act in all circumslsn6ss.23o

Somers J. considered that reading down section 9 in the way suggested by the Crown
faced an 'insuperable objection'. Section 9 was in the part of the Act which dealt with
principles. The meaning contended by the Solicitor-General would leave it ,virtually

bereft of any real application despite the apparent predominance of its
provisions',231 sn6 was 'anolher way of saying that Parliament has made its own
dictionary'.232 p{nament had recognised that it would be contrary to the principles

of the Treaty to allow a situation to arise where proper redress or consideration
could not be given to pasl breaches of ihe Trealy, and it was this which it must have
'intended . . . to be embraced by the terms it used ;n s 9'.233 This view was supported
by the provision in section 27 lo protect such claims. Given this recognition, the
transfer of land when Treaty claims were pending, or known to exisl, would be
inconsistent with the principles of the Treaty, and 'points to at least one area
Parliament had in mind when it enacted s 9 which limits the powers of the
g191sn.'234

228117516 v A-G
229117y6 v A-G
23op71tr6 v A-G
231117y6 v A-G
232y7p6 v A_G
23311171116 v A_G
234pyp16 v A-G

[1987], 676, see also 680

[1987], 678, see also 680

[1987], 680

[1e871, 6e6

[1e87], 6e4

[1987], 6e3

[1e871, 6e4
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Casey J., referring to the Hansard debate, seemed to accept that the Bill's sponsors
had believed that sections 9 and 27 had dealt with the malter conclusively.235 He also

noted the Solicitor-General's claim that applying section 9 to every power exercised

by the Crown under the Act would impose an enormous practical fetter on the
administralion of the Act, at clear variance with the purpose of the legislation, and

that delaying all transfers until assets were investigated would stultify the whole
purpose of the Act.

But Casey, too, faced the problem that this would leave section 9 virtually
meaningless, a 'token gesture of goodwill'. Rejecting this approach, and suggestions

that the seclion was simply 'an exhorlation to Ministers', he considered that the

language was strong and unambiguous. lf land claims further to those covered in

section 27 were to be excluded from section 9, one or olher section should have said

so. The Crown had produced little evidence that this meaning would seriously impact

on the working of the Act. So, '[i]n the absence of persuasive evidence that this will

stultify the legislation, I am not prepared lo read this section down . . .'236

Bisson J. found it 'inconceivable' that Parliamenl, having passed the Treaty of
Waitangi Amendment in December 1985, would ten months later inlroduce
legislation which 'might deprive some claimants with legitimate grievances from

attaining the very thing which was at the heart of their grievances, namely the

recovery of the land still owned by the Crown, land in respect ol which they had

wrongly been depr;vs6.'237 To treat the lesser level of protection for claims under

seclion 27(21 as the end of the matter, would negate the need for section 9. Without

any further substantialion, Bisson then concluded: 'So it was that Parliament
introduced into the State-Owned Enterprises Act s g as a safeguard so that the

dramatic legislative change in the ownership of Crown land would not fruslrate the

aspirations of Maoris who looked to the extended jurisdiction of the Waitangi
Tribunal for the redress ol their grievances.'238 Parliament's 'determination' to
give effect to the principles of the Treaty was reinforced by the inclusion of other
statutory references in the Environment and Conservation Acts.

For this r€ason the added protection of s 9 is provided requiring the
exislence of claims actual or in prospect which do not have the protection
of s 27(1) to be taken into account by the crown and steps taken if
necessary to ensure lhat lhe crown does not act in a manner inconsistent

2351171116 v A-G
2361t17519 v A-G
237 612tr16 v A-G
23811yy6 v A-G
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with the Treaty in respect of that land by transferring the ownership of
that land to a stat€ enterprise in such as way as lo put it beyond the power
of th€ Crown lo resums that land from the State enterprise pursuant to s
27(2) should that be appropriate to meet th€ justice of the s13;m.239

But this was just what the Government had rejected when it defeated Winston Peters'

amendment, during the Committee stages of the Bill.

In the end, the Government had been caught up by a form of legal reasoning which had,

by taking the wording of section 9 at face value, imported a meaning to the Act which

Parliament clearly did not intend. The judges had substituted for Parliament's

intention that which it should have intended, if its statutory utterances were to have

meaning.

(d) Precedenft Cooke P. sought to establish some distance from those precedents

which had previously rejected the Treaty as not justiciable. Te Heuheu Tukino had
'represented wholly orthodox legal thinking . .. from a 1941 standpoint'240 6n6 6y

past standards, could be called the leading case on the Treaty of Waitangi. That had

changed with the SOEs Act. However, Cooke did not actually overturn the previous

cases. Indeed, he noted that the Maori Council had not argued that the Treaty was an

overriding constitutional document, and that it'could hardly have done so' in the face

of the decision in Te Heuheu 7v11in6.241 Bisson J., too, indicated that statutory
references to the Treaty meant it was no longer a simple nullity, but he also stopped

short of rejecting the precedents themss;ygs.242

By contrasl, Somers J. explicitly endorsed the dicla in Te Heuheu Tukino and Be tfre
Bed of the Wanganui River that the Treaty formed no part of domestic law, unless

incorporated into statute.

Notwithstanding some criticisms of thgse opinions, I am of opinion that th€y
correctly set out the law. Neither the provisions of the Treaty of waitangi
nor its principles are, as a matter of law. a reslraint on lhe legislative
supremacy of Parliame61.243

239y25tr6 v A-G
24o 117516 v A-G
2a11117y6 v A-G
242^171119 v A-G
2431y75tr9 v A-G
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It remained unclear from the case how far each of the judges, except for Somers,
might diverge from those earlier precedents, in situations where lhere was no

statutory reference to the Treaty.

(e) The Solution: This reasoning led ralher inexorably towards a compromise,
'middle-ground' solution. The pleadings had helped to open lhe way, by suggesting

that the assels affected could be identified in a period of three months, thus ctearing

the way for the prompt transfer of those which were free of claims.

The applicants made it clear they ars not seeking a blank cheque entitling
every conceivable claim to be considered, regardless of its likelihood of
succ€ss, before transfers may take place. They want a speedy resolution
29se.244

The Crown had also indicated, part-way through the hearing, that it was prepared to
explore suitable arrangements if the Maori proved their case.245 7rc-ln the court's
viewpoint, both sides were being sensible. Cooke P. called for a 'reasonably effective
and workable safeguard machinery'.246 pun6er than that, the crown was not

required to go. According to Bisson J., the interests of Government and Maori under
corporatisation were nol irreconcilable. A practical and reasonable 'solution can be

found with the same mutual confidence and trust that existed on 6 February 1840 at

Waitangi'247-a comment made possible by the failure of rhe case lo address the
realities ol colonisation.

Most of the judges indicated the general direction of an acceptable outcome. Cooke
considered 'Parliament's intention', in relation to claims covered by section ZZ(1'),

to be 'perfectly reasonable'.248 6 relation to the remaining claims, he suggested:
'One way of ensuring this would be to provide for handing over the management of
assets on terms ruling out their disposal to third parties pending any foreseeable
Waitangi Tribunal investigations.'249 But this was just a suggeslion. The Crown
should draw up its preferred proposal, and submit it to the Maori Council for
agreement or @mment. The outcome would then be presented to the @urt, to assess
whether it satisfied the intention of the ju@ments.

2a411y116 v A-G
24511211116 v A-G
2a61121116 v A_G
247112tr,46 v A-G
2a8^t2itg v A-G
2491175tr6 v A-G

[1987], 701, per Casey J

[1987], 7o4, per Casey J
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Richardson J. suggested that Ministers should satisfy themselves that any disposition
of land to an SOE would not breach section 9.250 thsl did not mean suspending
transfers indefinitely, or require extensive and protracted consultation with Maori
interesls over each parcel of land. The claims already made to the Waitangi Tribunal,
combined with the records of grievances made known to the Crown over the years,

should provide a sound basis for deciding whal assets to transfer, and which were
likely to face claims. As a first slep, the Crown should devise a scheme for the
systematic consideration of the various categories of assets involved, giving the NZMC

an opportunity to respond. The oulcome might see a transfer 'with strings', or a

transfer of a limited interest, as an interim msgsurs.251 Neither would be

unworkable.

The compromise proposed by Somers also assumed that grievances could easily be
idenlified. The position of each side had been put too high. lt seemed quite unlikely
that claims which had not previously been aired would arise. Before exercising its
statutory power, the Crown should therefore examine ils records concerning each
piece of land. Where it found that a claim or grievance had been made, the land ought
not to be transferred to the SOE, unless it was plain that the claim was not well-
founded, or that satisfactory safeguards had been provided.2s2

The parties went away. They returned on 'lo December 1997 with an

arrangemen1.253 Cooke expressed the expectation that this was 'the end of the case'.
The formal directions and declaralion were discharged by consent. However, leave

was reserved for the NZMC to return to the coun 'purely as a precaution, in case
anything unforeseen should arise'. Cooke closed the case in approprialely rhetorical
manner: 'The Court hopes that this momenlous agreement will be a good augury for
the future of the partnership. Ka pai'.25+

(c) The Privatisation Cases

The Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises) Act, which gave statutory force to the
December 1987 corporatisation agreement, was passed in mid-'lggg. Meanwhile,
the Government had begun work on its proposals to privatise a number of new SOEs

or lheir assets. The Government had assumed that the TOWISE] Act had removed any

250y7p16 v A-G [19871, 684
251117y9 v A-G [19871, 679
252117y6 v A-G [1987], 696
253Por' details, see above, 217-9
2541i12111g v A-G [1987], 719
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problems with Maori claims over these assets. But Maori, buoyed by their 'success'

in the courl, and expecting the return of at least some of those resources, felt

differently. The problem for the court was nol simply one of choosing sides. The

equation was complicated by the Courl's own self-proclaimed role as watchdog over

the executive, ils internal requirement to maintain some consistency with both
formal legal doctrine, and its newly-asserted sensitivity to the Treaty of Waitangi.

Four challenges to corporatisation ended up in court-Petrocorp, Coalcorp, the state
forestry assets, and the broadcasting spectrum. The last of these had not been

compleled by the time of the October election, and so is not included in lhis analysis.

(i) The Petrocorp cese

The first privatisation case, Love v Attorney General, differed from the others on a
number of points.25s lt involved the proposed sale of the Petroleum Corporation in

early 1988. This was not an asset which politicians, or perhaps judges, could easily

relate to the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi. There was no groundswell of popular

sympathy for the case. lt was a localised claim, involving lwi from Taranaki, not a
national asset which affected all tribes. The hearing took place in the High Court,
which lacked the s@pe, and perhaps the appetite, of the Court of Appeal for judicial

aclivism.

But the most important difference was legal. Petrocorp was originally covered by the

State Owned Enterprises Act 1987. lt had been removed from the schedule to the Act

in late June 1987, in preparation for sale.256 That was several days before the

Court of Appeal decision was handed down. So by the time proceedings were lodged in

March 1988, section g of the SOES Act no longer applied to Petrocorp. Nor was there

any other relevanl statulory provision. For the judge to find in favour of the
applicants, and grant an order preventing the sale, he would therefore have needed to

overturn those precedents which required statutory incorporation of the Treaty into

domestic law, as a prerequisite for enforcement. This could have been done directly
by rejecting the precedents, or by an imaginative extension of the Huakina approach,

of invoking the Treaty as an aid to statutory interpretation. But in the circumstances,
neither seemed likely.

2551sys v A_G
25661stlss 63A of lhe State Enlerprises Restructuring Bill 1987 was introduced by

Supplementary Order Paper after the select committee hearings were concluded.
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The basic issue was Parliamentary sovereignty. In the SOEs case the Gourt of Appeal

had affirmed the absolute authority of Parliament. This included the power to

recognise, or not to recognise, ils Trealy obligations as binding on itself. lt had also,

according to Ellis J., confirmed a strong line of case law which prevented

enforcement of the Treaty without stalutory recognition. Accordingly, he held that
'this Court is nol empowered to give etfect to the provisions of the Treaty when

considering the lawfulness or othenuise of the present sale of Petrocorp s661ss.'257

Ellis's closing remarks confirmed the continuing subordination of Maori rights under

the Treaty to the whim of the colonial governmenl:

It seems lo me, in the short time I have available for consideration, that the
conclusion I have reached is consistent with the decision in the /Vew Zealand
Maori council case. In its simplest exposition, I read the judgments as
saying if it were not for s 9 of the State-Owned Enterprises Acl 1986
which expressly imposed the obligations of the Treaty on the Ministers, the
Courl would not have been able to reslrain the Crown from transferring
Crown lands to lhe State-Owned Enterprises. This may be an
oversimplification, but it is in my opinion the essence of my approach to the
case before me whsre lhere is no such statutory direction. lt is therefore
not possible for the Gourt to intervene in the ordinary commerce of the
crown dealing with its own assels pursuant to lhe most general and
unrsstricted of statutory powsrs.

My decision may be seen as placing yet another legalistic obstacle in the
way of righting ancient serious and continuing injustices fell by the
Taranaki people. That only ssrves to emphasise th€ critical distinction
b€tween legal rights enforceable by the Courts and claims that can only
have a political eshr11en.258

So, despite the fanfare which greeted lhe corporatisation decision, very litile had

changed, at least in terms of legal doctrine.

(lt) The Forestry case

The second intervention from the New Zealand Maori Council came in March 198g.

The Government proposed to sell culting rights to the stale forests without first
transferring them to the Forestry Corporation-and thereby to avoid the application
of the TOWISEI Acl, which applied only to land and interests in tand. The NZMC

invoked the leave reserved when the Gourt of Appeal had discharged the orders in the

SOEs case in December 1987, and sought additional directions from the Court of
Appeal to prevent the sale.259 The background and outcome of the decision were
discussed in chapter three.

2571sy" v A-G. 18
2587sy. v A-G, 21
259y7y6 v A-G [1987], 219
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The circumstances facing the Court of Appeal in March 1989 were rather different
from those in mid-1987. The political and social climate was far less supportive.

The fisheries litigation and subsequent negotiations had provoked extensive, heated

debate, with the fishing industry lobby leading an organised attack against Maori

claims. The Pakeha public was increasingly unhappy with the Labour Government's
public commitment to the Treaty, at a time when most sectors of the community were
facing a severe economic downturn. And the Government, having learned its lessons
from corporatisation, was taking active steps to minimise the impact of Treaty
claims on its economic policy.

But it was also clear lhat all the aclors in the SOEs case, including the court, had

expected that the forest assets would be transferred lo Forestclrp under the SOES Act,

and would lherefore be covered by the system of protections conlained within the

TOWISE] Act. No one had anticipated thal ownership of lhe trees would be separated
from ownership of the land.260 Indeed, Cooke P. commented that had the courr known

lhat the forestry assels would not be lransferred, the final order may well have been
worded differently.2Bl This view was supported by the lengthy preamble to the

TOW[SEI Act. Cooke also drew on the Budget speech of the Minister of Finance in

announcing the sale, and on the advice of the Forestry Working Group, as indicating a

commitment on the Governmenl's parl lo ensure that Treaty rights were protected.

This was an extremely generous reading of the Governmenl's position-its peripheral

interest in the Treaty aspect of lhe sale seemed primarily concerned with managing

Maori reaction, and crealing the appearance of complying with its own rhetoric.

The Government's strategy for the sale was clearly at odds with the intention of the

earlier court order, with the expectation of the parties to the TOWISEI agreement,

and with the Crown's obligation under lhe court's 'principles of the Treaty' to act
with utmost good faith. So this was nol just a case aboul the Government 's attempts to
override the interesls of Maori. The Court was seeking lo circumvent the agreed
oulcome of an order of the courl.

The need for an immediate restraining order was avoided when lhe Crown undertook
not to sell the forestry assels, except in the ordinary course of business, unlil either
proposals had been developed in consultation with Maori, or a full judgment had been
given by the court. Meanwhile, preparalory work for the sale would continue. So it

26otr1t* zeatand Maori council v Attorney-General ltggg] 2 NZLR 142, 1s1
261 NZMC v A-G [1989], 1s2
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would have been possible for the court to adjourn the hearing, and hope that the
parties could negotiate a settlement, without the need for a formal hearing. But the

Crown was still suffering from the drawn-out fisheries negotiations and believed that
it was complying with the letter of the law. lt wanted an answer to the preliminary

question of whether the forestry sale was covered by the leave reserved, before it
would agree to neEotiate.

The composition of the bench was identical to that in the SOEs case. So were the

applicant, and their counsel. But this time only Cooke delivered a judgment. The case
gave plenty of scope for his creative style of reasoning. There were no obvious
precedents. So the reservation of leave to apply 'has to be seen in the conlext of
judgments, negotialions and a settlement grappling with a complex issue of major

national and constitutional importance.'262 6ee1s had no difficulty in placing the case

within the category of 'unforeseen circumstances'. The question was whether 'the

matler raised is linked sufficiently closely with the judgment to make it unjust to
refuse to hear the applicallen'.263 He considered it was. The Forestry Corporation's
powers lo act as the Crown's agent in a management capacity, including the oversight

of the sale on behalf of the Governmenl, came from section 23(1) of the SOEs Act.

Section 9 therefore applied.

Bul Cooke did not stop with the resolution of the legal issues. Building on the concept

of partnersirp developed in the SOEs case, he extended lhe duty on the Crown in the

SOEs case to make informed decisions to require it actually to consult in cases of
major importance. Bul, in saying, this Cooke also confirmed that Maori political

rights under the Treaty extended only as far as consultation:

We think it right lo say that the good faith owned [src] to each other by the
parliss to ihe Treaty must exlend to consultation on major issues. That is
really clear beyond argument. [A]s the Forestry working Group
recognised, it would be inconsistent with the principles of the Treaty to
reach a decision as to whether there should be a general sale without
consultation.264

Why this was 'really clear beyond argument', given the Court's earlier refusal in the

SOEs case to impose a duty of consullalion, and the Government's subsequent

assessment of its obligations, was never explained.

262117116 v A-G [19891, 151
263117p6 v A-G [19s91, t s2
2641,17y6 v A-G [1989], t s2
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Cooke also took the opportunity to rein in Maori expectations, by venturing an

opinion on the level of property right which Maori claimants might reasonably

secure under the Treaty:

Partnership certainly doss nol m€an that ev€ry asset or resourc€ in which
Maori have some justifiable claim to share must be divided equally. There
may be national assels or resources as regards which, even if Maori have
some fair claim, olher initiatives have still made the greater contribution.
For example-and it is only an example-that might well be true of some pine
1syss1s. 265

So Maori interests were subordinated to the amorphous concept of 'national' assets
and resources. There was no recognition that the economic and legal policies of
colonisation had deprived Maori of the opportunity to develop those resources

lhemselves; that lhe land on which many of the pine forests stood had been granled or
leased on favourable terms to the Crown, for the specific purpose of providing future

employment and income for the next generalion of Maori; or that Maori had

traditionally provided lhe bulk of the forestry workforce, and were directly
responsible for its development.

Against this background, the parties-the NZMC and the Crown-were once more sent

away lo negotiate. But the owners of, and claimanls to, lhe land and forestry interests

were the lwi and Hapu, not the NZMC. Serious questions began to surface over who had

the aulhority to negotiate, and how much further the NZMC would extend its sphere of
influence, under cover of the corporatisalion case. An uneasy compromise was
reached which involved the Federation of Maori Authorities in the negotiations. But

many felt unhappy over the secrecy and exclusivity of the negotialions process and

with the final outcome in the Crown Forest Assets Act 1989. The process highlighted
the distortions of lribal authority which resulted when conflicts between Maori and

Crown were played out by state-recognised agencies, wilhin the colonial legal arena.

For the Government these delays to the forestry sale were annoying. So was the
confirmation that Treaty claims would continue to impinge on the privatisation
process, despite lhe expectation that the TOW[SE] Act had dealt with the problem. But

the sale process was nol unduly affecled, and the negotiations had produced a variation

on the corporatisalion deal, which was tailored to meet the needs of the new forestry
buyers.

26511yss6 v A-G [19s9], 1s2
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In this case Cooke had ventured beyond the confines of the legal issues, to temper
Maoridemands over economic resources. He had made it clear that a litigated outcome
would see formal legal rights reinterpreted in the light of currenl economic and
political inlerests. 'Moreover, the common interest may point to the sale of foreslry
rights, or some of lhem, to the best commercial advantage.'266 16s Court had also
asserted itself over the Government, whilst avoiding a direct confrontation. The

iudicial function had now become one of facilitation and supervision, rather than
determination of legal rights. This was backed by the ideologicat rhetoric of the
principles of the Treaty: 'The Court thinks it best to say no more about the present

dispute hoping that it will be resolved in the spirit of partnership and in accordance
with the principles of the Trealy.'267

(iii) The Coalcorp case

The third major privatisation case involved the planned sale of the Coal Corporation.
In the 1987 SOEs case, Coalcorp had asked to be excluded from any order made by the
court, affecting assels other than land. Of particular concern was its proposed

acquisition of State Coal Mines's mining rights. At the same time, counsel for the
NZMC had made it clear that he did not represent the Tainui interests in the Waikalo,
which were most directly affected. '[]t was accepted that if any order was likely to
affect the Corporation's position there would be an opportunity for wriilen
Submissions.'268

Tainui's position in the SOEs litigation, and over the TOW[SE] Act arrangemenr
between the Government and the litigants, was a maner of dispute. The Governmenl,
or at least Prebble, genuinely believed that Tainui had agreed to be bound by the
negotiations. During the negotiations it had been agreed to limit the deal to land. The
Govemment therefore argued that coal licences were not covered by the TOW[SE] Act.
But Tainui claimed they had never made any ^uch concession. They had expected that
the undertaking given to then in March 1987 would include negotiations over all the
resources affected by the Raupalu, including the coal.269 Both sides therefore came to

the litigation with a firm determination not to give way on the maler of
interpretation, and a formal ruling was required.

266117s16 v A-G [1989], rs2
267 1y2s16 v A-G [1989], 1sg
268112116 v A-G [19871, 699-700
26972inu1 Maori rrust Board v Attorney-General [19g9] 2 NZLR s1g,516
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The case reached the Court of Appeal in August 1989. By then the Treaty debate was

no less inlense. There was widespread political, media, and seclor-group hostility

towards Maori and the Treaty. Government was incensed at Maori challenges lo new

areas of economic policy, in particular broadcasting. Beyond that, Treaty-based

demands now exlended well beyond land claims, lo include Maori autonomy in areas of
juslice, educalion, foreign atfairs, local government, and resource planning, in a

renewed challenge to the legitimacy and absolute sovereignty of the crown.

The courl faced a rerun of its dilemma in the forestry case. In terms of formal

doctrine it needed lo remain consistent with its position since 1987. lt also needed to

retain credibility with Maori. Tainui were the most organised, and arguably the most

politically powerful tribal force, and they maintained a strong presence in the

courlroom throughout the case. In terms of protecting basic rights against executive

abuse, the Court was also determined to ensure that the Government coutd not

circumvenl the clear intention of the court in 1987, and of the agreement by which it
had consented to be bound. But the Court also needed lo make sure that Maori demands

and expectations were reduced to what contemporary New Zealand society could
politically, economically, and ideologically accommodate.

The bench was the same as for SOEs and forest cases, except that Hardie Boyes J. took

the place of Somers J. All delivered separate judgments. Although the case involved a

new applicant, lhe Tainui Trust Board, and new counsel, the legal arguments were

framed in a similar manner to, and drew heavily on, lhe earlier cases as precedents.

The nub of the case was a question of basic statutory interpretalion-whether the

memorials in the Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises) Act in relation to 'land or
interests in land' applied to coal mining rights, in the form of coal-prospecting
licences, coal-mining licences, and ancillary coal-mining licences. lf so, the
Government would be bound to transfer those right to Tainui, should the Waitangi

Tribunal so order. A second @ncern invoMed the sale, through the agency of Coalcorp,

of land still held by the Crown and which remained untagged, because it had not been

transferred to the corporation. lt therefore fell outside section 27.Tnal raised the
question of whether Ministers were obliged to comply with the 'principles of the

Treaty' under section 9, and provide a scheme of protections for this land.

The Crown claimed that the mining licences were outside the statutory protection of
section 27. Further, their legal form did not involve a separate litle, and so they

could not be subiect lo a memorial of the kind provided for in the Act. In relation to
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the surplus lands, the Solicitor-General claimed thal the Crown was already
complying with the section g principles of the Treaty, as laid down in the SOEs case-
they had made an 'informed decision' not to provide further statutory proteclion for
Maori claims.

All judges concluded that the mining licences were caught by the phrase 'interest in

land'and covered by section 27. They also found for Tainui on the matter of rhe

surplus lands. But they reached their conclusions with varying degrees of formalism.
Again, it was Cooke P.'s judgment which gained mosl anention as he, once more,
ventured an extensive obiter dictum. Even the New Zealand Law Reports included a
separate seclion in the headnote entitled obseruations by cooke p.

The motivation behind the case was familiar: 'Tainui wish to make sure that the way
in which these things have been done or are intended to be done will not put an end lo
their hopes of obtaining the return of lands (including coal), or compensation in the
form of fands, through their Waitangi Tribunal claims'.270 Uhe Tribunal hearing
was then expected to begin in 1990).

Addressing the legal points in issue, Cooke noted that there was no stalutory definition
of inlerest in land' under the TOW[SE] Act. As with the SOEs case, he called upon a
'broad, unquibbling and practical interpretation' of the provisions.2Tl Taking into
account the assumed Parliamenlary intention to safeguard Maori claims to the
Waitangi Tribunal, and the extensive and valuable rights involved, he concluded that
in lhe 'natural and ordinary use of language they are interests in land within the
meaning of the 1988 Act.'272 A decision to the contrary, according to Cooke, would

not be'common sense'. That 'quite simple ground'would have been enough to decide
15s sssg.273

But there were further technical reasons which, Cooke said, led to the same result,
and which engaged him in rather looser reasoning. This did not seem to bother Cooke.
Referring to a quote lrom Sir Edward Coke, he observed that Crown counsel ,argued

that he [Coke] was speaking loosely, but if so lam content to follow his example,.274
ln response to the 'ingenious' argumenl from Coalcorp, that the legal interest
involved with coal licences was not in the form of a separate legal tifle, to which a

27O7sinu1 v A-G,516, per Cooke p
2717"iru; v A-G, 518
2727s;11yi v A-G, s2o
2737sinu; v A-G. 521
2747"6ui v A-G, s23
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seclion 27 memorial could be attached, Cooke said that the Act should be viewed
purposively. 'The Courts have filled much wider gaps than this in order to give effect
to the policy of Acts and make thsrn wepk.'275

When it came to the surplus lands, Cooke took the same general line as he had on the
foresls. The Court's declaration in the SOEs case was expressed in terms of the
lransfer of assets which was generally envisaged at that time. lt had not been
practicable to specifically consider Coalcorp's posilion lhen, but leave was reserved
for lhe corporation to lodge a submission on any part of it. Had Coalcorp raised these
concerns at the time, the lormal orders could have been amplified atter any necessary
argument had been 11s676.276

Again, this was enough to dispose of lhe case. And initially it looked as though Cooke

might treat the matler as a straight question of statutory interpretation. He even
expressed an intenlion to avoid commenting on the 'wider and unargued issues
regarding the Treaty of waitangi and rights of "indigenous" peoplss.'Z77 But he

subsequently embarked on a lengthy 'Conclusion'. This was an overtly ideological

statement, designed with the obvious purpose of restraining strident Maori demands
for tino rangatiratanga, on the one hand, and the Government's altempts to evade lhe
Court's earlier decisions, on the other. From this, the Court of Appeal would emerge
as the reasoned voice of balance, fairness, and the national interest.

Cooke extended his comments on the legitimate expectations of Maori in the forests
case, to Tainui's claim over the coal. He reiteraled that even in relalion to assets
covered by the TOWISE] Act, the settlement of claims need not involve the return of
the entire asset. So

partnership certainly does not mean that every asset or resource in which
Maori have some justifiable claim to share must be divided equally.
There may be assets in th€ building up of which, even if Maori have some
fair claim to share, olher initiatives have still made the great€r
contribulion.

Perhaps that applies to the national coal mining €nterprise. The existence
of coal was known to Maori before the Treaty and apparently lhey made
some use of it; but the planning of the development of the industry would
app€ar to have been essentially the result of Pakeha needs and endeavours.
still many Tainui people have worked in the mines . . . . Not only have Tainui
made an important contribution to the growth of the industry but the
industry is of course wholly built on the exploilation of a nalural asset

2757q;nui v A-G. s2s
2767sinr; v A-G, s27
27772inui v A-G, 518
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which was Part of their land. In that way the coal case differs lo some
sxtent from the use of land for growing exotic pine forests. lt also differs
of course from sea fishing as the nature of the resource is nol truly
comparable.2TE

Once more the colonial relationship was subsumed under the concept of a national

enlerprise, in which all New Zealanders, and 'industry', had a stake. Underpinning
all three examples of coal, forests, and fish is the failure to recognise the lost
opportunity cosls lo Maori, and the windfall rights to non-Maori developers, which
resulted when Maori were excluded from developing their own resource. ln thrs case

the Crown had been the agency responsible for that exclusion, and lhe developer
which had reaped the windfall. Cooke's enlire argument was built on historical
assumptions which were al best partial, and al worst dishonest.

But Cooke wenl even further. Such a claim as Tainui's, he acknowledged, would
normally be a matler for the Waitangi Tribunal to determine. However, here
'everylhing lurns on the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi' as developed by the
court in relation to SOEs.279 Why they should be relevant is again unclear. The
statutory interpretation point had now been clarified. According to legal formalism,

lhe matter should have rested there, as it did with the SOEs lands.

But Cooke went on to discuss lhe process by which the Government and Tainui might
settle the claim. The extensive documentation of the Raupatu claim, including the Sim
Commission,2S0 conveyed'the clear sense that the land wars and confiscations
stemmed fundamentally from determination to take lands from the tribes despite the
guarantee in the Treaty that they should have the full, exclusive and undisturbed
possession . . . .'281 lt was nol necessarily inconsistent with the principles of the
Treaty for the Crown to refuse to be bound in advance to implement Waitangi
Tribunal recommendations. But Tainui had offered it an alternative. lt was willing to
enter inlo direct negotiations. Cooke said that the principles of the Treaty required
the parties to make a genuine effort to re;:h an agreement. This could be done here

wilhout the need for a lengthy, costly, and unnecessary Waitangi Tribunal hearing.
Solutions had been found in the SOEs and forests cases. ln Tainui's case 'some
agreement more specific than in those cases should be definitely within their

2787"irri v A-G, 527
27972;nui v A-G, 527
28op"Oor1 of the Royat Commission to lnquire into Canfiscations of Native Lands and other
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capability',282 although leave was reserved for Tainui to return to court if
necessary.

This looked quite promising for Tainui. Direct negotiations were what they had been
seeking since 1987. But Cooke then entered some important qualifications. 'One sees

the force of the point of view that the clock cannol be put back and that in the
interests of the whole country the State coal mining business is best left freely
disposable'.283 1s16tii evidently saw this too. However, Tainui was quite clear that
there were obligations which atlached to any sale of these assets. lndeed, that was
what the case was all about.

Cooke suggested his own preferred oulcome-in the form of 'a personal suggestion'
which fell 'within the spirit of the Treaty of Waitangi': 'A negotiated setlement
which recognised as regards coal that Tainui are entitled to the equivalent of a
substantial proportion but still considerably less than half of this particular
resource'.284 16s1 meant that Tainui's share of the asset-into which Cooke
acknowledged they had invested considerable labour, and which was built on
exploitation of their own resource-was to be 'considerably less than half'. lf this
was the outcome of a strong claim, the implicalions for other claims were dire.

That dealt with the economic implications of the claim. But there remained the matter
of Maori perceptions of the Treaty and tino rangatiratanga. According to Cooke, this
case showed that'the principles of the Treaty, outlined in New Zeatand Maori Councit
v Attorney-General, are taking effect only slowly but nevertheless surely'.285
However, there were also limits on these principles: 'll is as well to stress also that
they are of limited scope and do not require a social revolution.'286 1n his final
@mments, Cooke made explicit the judicial vision of contemporary democracy, which

had underpinned all the previous cases:

It is obvious that, from the point of view of the future of our country, non-
Maori have to adjust to an understanding that do6s not como easily to all:
reparation has to be made to the Maori people for past and continuing
breaches of the Treaty by which they agreed to yield government. Lip
service disclaimers of racial prejudice and token acknowledgments that the
Treaty has not been honoured cannol be enough. An obligation has to be seen
to be honoured. on the Maori side it has to be understood that the Treaty

282 Tsinui
283 7"inui
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gave the Queen government, Kawanatanga, and foresaw continuing
immigration. The development of New Zealand as a nation has been largely
due to that immigralion. Maori must recognise that it flowed from the
Treaty and lhat both the history and the sconomy of the nation rule out
exlravagant claims in the democracy now shared. Both partnors should
know lhat a narrow focus on the past is useless. The principles of the
Treaty have to be applied to reach fair results in today's 11y676.287

Maori were lo forget the past and begin again today, realise that they were a minority

within a majority immigrant society, accept a political stalus quo which denied their
tino rangatiratanga, reslrain their demands to reparalions which were considered
fair and affordable by Cooke's slandards, and learn to survive on equal terms in an

economy built on their dispossession.

But the furore which greeted the case related to none of this. Cooke had noted that'the
Government takes the stand that its function is to govern'.288 Bul he determined that

the altempt lo shul out in advance any Tainui claim to be awarded some
interosl in the coal and surplus lands in issue in this case is not consistent
with the Treaty. Unchallenged violalions of the principles of lhe Treaty
cannol be ignored. Available means of redress cannol be foreclosed without
agreement.289

Indeed, he went as far as to claam that:

In the end no doubt only the Courts can finally rule on whethsr or not a
particular solution accords with the Treaty principles. But in this kind of
issue judicial resolution should be very much a last resort. ln the New
Zealand Maori Councl case and the forests case the Treaty parlners have
achieved solutions. The leave to apply which this Courl will reserve in the
prss€nt case will give a like opportunity.290

The Government responded with absolute outrage to what it took as a direct challenge,
by Cooke, to Parliamentary sovereignty. In the sense that the court has the authority
finally to determine whether a statutory provision has been complied with, Cooke was

merely stating the formal legal position. There was nothing in this to prevent the

Governmenl from subsequently legislating to overturn the decision, although lt would

have provoked severe political problems. Had the Government taken such action,
Cooke might then have entertained a more direct, constitutional challenge to

287 7"inui
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Parliamentary sovereignty. But his comments in this case had stopped short of
aclually suggesting that.

By contrast to Cooke, Richardson J. presented a detailed and relatively-orthodox
decision. ln determining the nature of the coal-mining right he looked to precedent,
expressing a 'natural hesitation of a Court to depart from a conclusion as to legal
principle which was settled so long ago . . .',291 sn6 which had survived a subsequent
challenge. ln applying this case law to the TOW[SE] Act he advocated a broad,
purposive approach,292 and rejected lhe Crown's arguments. Having reached the
interpretation requested by Tainui, Richardson pointedly declined to go further. His
comments implied a criticism of Cooke's obiter, and indicated some disagreement
within the Court of Appeal over the extent to which judicial activism should go.

That answers the only questions on which we heard argument and I do not
intend to discuss the resolution of the Tainui claim to Raupatu lands. lt is not
our function in thesa proceedings to do so. That is a matter for
consideration at tho forthcoming hearing before the Waitangi Tribunal and
for negotiation between the Crown 3n6 13;nu;.293

The remaining three judgments were shorl. Bisson J., loo, treated the case as a
matter of statutory interpretation, supplemented by precedent. Hardie Boyes J.
concurred with the other judges on the interpretation issues, having construcled a
fictional legislative intention of the Crown not to act inconsistently with the
principles of the Treaty. In closing, he made a passing appeal to 'negotiation and
resolution in the spirit of the Treaty', as shown by Tainui in its pleadings and
approach to the gourt.294

Casey J. took a slightly different tack in relation to the lands for sale, leading him ro

decide lhat Tainui were entitled to the protections of sections 2T lo 27D ,on the
reality rather than the form of lhe transactl6n'.295 This was in accord with what he

took to be the intention and purpose of the provisions.296 16s Crown's approach
would have seriously reduced the value of the assets, and seemed 'quite contrary lo
lhe spirit of this legislation'. Casey also rejected the Crown's claim to have made an

2917s;ny; v A-G, 534
2927ainui v A-G. 585
2937s;nu; v A-G, 538
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requirements of the soEs decision-it had considered the mater and decided against
providing any prot€clion over the land.
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informed decision to sell the surplus properties, without protection for claims. He
was 'sailsfied that no proper consideration was given to the Tainui claims' before the
agreemenl with Coalcorp was m36g.297

(d) The Constitutional Crisis

While the Government may well have been annoyed at another adverse decision, ir

could hardly have been surprised at the oulcome. Nor was it fiscally disastrous.
Coalcorp was not a major asset. lts sale was expected to return g100 million, at
most. The Opposition was quick to exploit yet another defeat for the Government in
the courts:

In tandem with raising Maori expectations, has developed what has been
termed a white backlash-an expression by non-Maori New Zealanders of
unhappiness with what they see as a form of apartheid. Recognising and
resolving legitimate grievances is not apartheid, but the Government and
the Courts have crealed such tension thal clear thinking has been replaced
by confusion-confusion both wilhin Maori and non-Maori communities, and
particularly, within the Governmenl. This tension would have posed less of
a threat lo race relations if the Government had a clear vision of what
should be achieved and had retained hands-on control over the outcome of
the negotiations. I have no doubt lhat the public believe that these types of
policy decisions should be made by elected politicians, not by the Courts. . .

and to blame the Governmenl and the Court for the white backlash which the
Opposition was helping to feed:

It startod out as carelessness, pure and simple. while passing the state
owned Enterprises Act in 1996, the then Deputy prime Minister, Mr
Palmer was talked inlo a gesture to Maoridom, who at that time were
concerned at lhe implications the legislation held for their rights under the
Treaty. . . . [TJhe courrs have had a field day ever since. . . ln that fTainuil
case lhe Court of Appeal conferred rights to Maoris which are not enjoyed
by other citizens. You and I no longer have rights to the coal undei any
Grown land we might acquirs, yet m€mti-:s of the Tainui 1r16u s;11.298

Such political attacks were politically embarrassing to the Government, but this
merely added to the already-rampant anti-Maori sentiment, and rejection of
Labou/s Treaty policy. What was really at stake here tvent much deeper-it involved
a fundamental struggle between the Government and the Court of Appeal over
constitutional authority within the colonial state.

297 7s;nui v A-G, s4o
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ln 1987 two New Zealand legal academics had observed:

There may be several reasons why judges in the final analysis defer to
constitutional authority: the moral authority of the legislature (the
democratic ideal), historical tradition (common law doclrine), or belief in
the institutional superiority of legislalures ov€r courts (the integrity of the
parliamentary law-making process). cooke J.'s dicta indicate that he, for
one, was having doubts whether lhese reasons are good enough.299

It seemed that by mid-1989 Cooke had turned the corner, at least on lhe Treaty of
Wailangi, and effectively abandoned legal formalism and judicial restraint, in favour
of an active, political role. Without any formal legal argument, he had defined the
nature and extent of Maori Treaty rights over economic resources and political
power. He had also engaged in a direct confrontation with the Government, and issued

an implied threat lo override Parliament,s supremacy.

Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer faced a dilemma. As a constitutional lawyer he had
promoted judicial oversight of the executive in the past, and sought to advance it

through his proposed Bill of Rights. ll was at Palmer's instigation that the Treaty
clauses had gone into the Bill of Rights, and into the SOEs Bill. His political opponents
had been quick to blame him for the stream of litigation which resulted. For
example, in the third reading debate on the Maori Fisheries Bill in December 1989,
winston Peters seized the chance to capitalise on the coal decision.

Do members know how it happened? lt happened because we have an
inexperienced, naive Minister of Justice who has all the arrogant traits of
soms who occupy the halls of academe in this country . . . and who, despite
warnings, despite clear indications of what would happen, carried on
regardless. He changed the law. Then we heard about lhe court of Appeal.
Certain gentlemen decided that they would make the destiny of this country
in the 66urt.300

But similar criticism came from his political allies as well. One of the few public
confirmations of dissent within the Cabinel came from the Minister of Internal
Affairs and member lor Eastern Maori, Peter Tapsell. Questioned about a speech in
which he reportedly said 'we are blundering around in the courts and getting
nowhere', he expressed the view that Maori fisheries negotiators had placed loo much
reliance on seeking a settlement in the courls. The answer would have lo be reached at
a Political 1svs3.3o1
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Palmer chose his speech to Tainui, in November 1989, to respond to Cooke's

challenge. lt was an imporlant statement, and so is repeated here at some length.

The results of this proc€ss will not be nearly as dramalic as some Maori
expsct nor as some non-Maori fear. Further progress in these mallers
depends not only on coop€ralion between Maori and the crown but also on
maintenance of the balance betwsen the three branches of Government-
Parliament, lhe Executive and the Courts.

The crown, represented through the Executive, has obligations. lts actions
must be scrutinised, tosted, and finally agreed to by Parliament. The courts
have the obligation of interpreting the legislation which Parliament passes.
They must do justice in individual cases. But there has arisen in New
Zealand a feeling thal somehow or other all the fundamental decisions about
how lhe Treaty of waitangi will be honoured wiil be made by the courts.
That is not th€ case. lt cannot be so. I want to explain why.
The courts are an essential part of New Zealand's constitutional
arrangsments. They have provided in recent years justice for Maori claims
against the Government. some imaginalive and constructive resolutions
have been achieved. These should not be forgotten, nor should they bs
rsjected. The courts are important. Th€y will continue to be important. But
the courts interpret the law. They do not legislate. They do not govern. The
Executive governs. on matters relating to the Treaty of waitangi the courts
cannol govsrn.

The court of Appeal, in the New Zealand Maori council case in 19g7, itsell
pointed out that the principles of the Treaty do not authorise unreasonable
restriciions on the righl of a duly elected Govsrnment to follow its chosen
policy. That rellects the reality. The reality is that most of these cases are
political in nature. They involve broad questions about the allocation of the
counlry's resourcss. They are fundamental questions. They are political
questions. They must be settled through the political organs of government.

Broad issues relating to use of resources in our system of government
cannol be decided by the courts. The courts cannot for example make the
Budget allocations. Those kinds of decisions must be taken by
representatives elected by, responsible to, and subject to rejection by, alt
the people.

The Government has earnestly and carefully considered the recent court
of Appeal decision involving the Tainui case. we had an extensive legal
analysis done of that decision. we have arrived at a conclusion. The
conclusion is that we will not appeal the decision. The legal questions
actually at issue in tho case wsre very narrow. They depended on whelher
or not th€ claim of Maori in the Tainui case involved any 'land or inlerest in
land'. The central question decided by the court of Appeal was that coal
mining rights under lhe coal Mines Act were 'interest in land' in terms of a
1988 Act of Parliament. Tainui succeeded in those legal questions. The
Crown will not inlerfere with that.

However, the cas€ raises some important issues which concern all New
Zealanders. There were some wider observalions made in the judgments
delivered. This case has be€n used by the Government as an opportunity to
review the whole issue of how claims should be dealt with and what the
policy setlings should be. There are important constitutional issues and
imporlant procedural issues involved. . .

In Maori matt€rs, legislation can only be enacted after consullation,
negotiation and, in most cases, agreement. That is the process we are
engaged in with Maori fishing rights. The signs are that it is beginning to
work so that there is a real prosp€ct of significant advances by Maori in
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fishing quite quickly and in a way which attracts the support of tair minded
New Zealan6sls.3o2

Questioned further on his speech, Palmer complained that the personal observations

of the President were not the subject of legal argument by counsel, and no part of the

issues formally before the court. 'l simply noted that it would be ol concern if such

commenls were to indicate the readiness of that or any court to move outside of what

is seen as its lraditional role of interpreting, explaining and thus developing the

;sry.'303

Bolger echoed Palmer's concerns, but prediclably laid the blame with the

Government:

A silent revolution is occurring in our system ol government. Decisions that
havo lraditionally been determined wilhin the domain of the people's elected
represenlatives in Parliament now rest with a non-elected tribunal and th€
Court of Appeal . . . This represents an important shift in the nature of th€
issues traditionally determined by the Courts. ln Weslminster democracies,
Courts are often required lo clarify law-but not to creale it. The New
Zealand Court of Appeal has been required to cr€als law defining the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi-because the Government failed to do so
in its state owned anterprises legislation. As a result of this, the Court
itself has had the opportunity to determine those principles, and it has
grasped that opportunity with both hands. lt should havs been obvious to the
Government that whal was needed in such a complex situation was a
political solution-one negotiated directly between the parties, without the
involvement of the courts. Instead of that, we are now seeing vitally
important issues that will determine our country's future determined by the
lottery of litigation.304

So the poinl at issue in the tussle between the Government and the Courts was not the

Treaty of Waitangi. That was merely incidental, the vehicle through which this
constitutiona! crisis had emerged.

(e) The Consequences of the SOEs Litigatlon for Maori

Despite all the talk of victories, those Maori who had gone to court secured very little
from the SOEs and privatisation litigation, at very great financial cost. In the process

lhey had conceded the aulhority of the court lo define lhe Treaty of Waitangi, and to
subordinate it to the economic, political, and ideological requirements of colonial

capitalism.

3026. Palmer, Speech al Te Awamarahi Marae, Tuakau, 24 November 19gg
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This places in issue once more the almost-automatic reflex of the New Zealand Maori

Council to seek redress in the colonial courls, whenever a problem arose with the

Government. These cases involved the fundamental right of lwi and Hapu to their tino

rangatiralanga. Yet the role of the NZMC in the SOEs litigation had elevated it, and ils
chairperson Sir Graham Latimer, lo a dominant position in the disputes between
Maori and the Government over the years that followed. The Maori Council, and its
district subsidiaries, were crealures of stalute, intended to supplant traditional lwi

structures. While lhe NZMC had undergone some radicalisation in the 1970s, its
perspeclive on the Treaty, Crown sovereignty, and tino rangatiratanga in 1987

remained quite conserus11vg.3O5 The Council, operated in an executive fashion. Some

members assiduously reported back to their district councils on events surrounding
the case and the negoliations, but very little information filtered from lhere to Hapu

and whanau levels. ln part, this was explained by the pace of events. Bul it also

reflected the non-tribal nalure of the vehicle itself. Over time, that would create its
own tensions.

From this position of dominance, the NZMC largely determined the particular course
of events, and defined the position of Maori on the Treaty and on the specific disputes.
The result was a decision to fight these battles in the forum of the courl, without any

extensive consultation, or analysis of ils short- and long-term implications. lt also
permitled, and actively reinforced, a weak interpretation of the Treaty, dominated by

the conceptual framework and political context of the colonial judicial system, which

was used repeatedly by the courts, government, and the intellectuats of the colonial
stale, to justity the continued denial to tino rangatiratanga.

(f) The Fisheries Quota Management System cases

The cases discussed above provided the focus tor the Treaty litigation. But lhere were

a number of other cases, involving fisherit,o and the environment, which also saw

important shifts in the legal position on the nature and extent of Maori rights.

3051n particular, see Kaupapa te Wahanga Tuatahi, New Zealand Maori Council, Weltington,
1983. This was reputedly lhe work primarily of its chairperson, Sir Graham Latimer.
However, in the late 1980s other NZMC members played increasingly public roles, and
quile divergent interpretations of the Treaty and tino rangatiratanga emerged.
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(i) Muriwhenua and the QMS

The first of the Maori fisheries cases involving the Quota Management System came in

late September 1987, several months after the SOEs decision. lt was also the first

case which directly affected a private commercial interest group, the fishing
industry, which retained its own senior counsel. The events surrounding the case
have been detailed in chapter three. The applicants-an unincorporated body of
Muriwhenua claimants, supported by the New Zealand Maori Council-sought an

immediate order to prevenl the Minister of Fisheries from gazetting TACs over the

species of squid and jack mackerel, within the Muriwhenua tribal boundaries. No

questions of standing were apparently raised, and Greig J. continued the flexible

approach to proceedings adopted by the Court of Appeal.

The hearing involved an oral application, with no formal papers or evidence filed. The

case revolved around two particular statutory provisions in the Fisheries Act 1983:

section 88(2) which provided that 'Nothing in this Act shall affect any Maori fishing

rights', and section 28C, the relevant part of which read:

(1) The Minister may, after allowing for the Maori, traditional,
recreational, and other non-commercial inlerests in the fishery, by notice
in the Gazette, specify the total allowable catch to be available for each
quota managemenl area in resp€cl of each species or class of fish subject lo
the quota managem€nt syst€m.

Greig relied primarily on the Waitangi Tribunal's interim report to the Minister of
Fisheries, dated 30 September 1987. He concluded that there were sufficient grounds

to show the plaintiffs had a recognisable claim 'in the form of a proprielary right or
interest' in the part of the Quota Management Area which affected them. This was

arguably in conflict with the Minister's intended declaration of a TAC: the actions of

the Minister might affect Maori fishing rights, conlrary to section gg(2), and no

adequate allowance for such rights had been made under seclion zBC. lt was not

enough for the Minister to declare in the Gazette notice that he had allowed for such

matters.

Greig balanced the possible abrogation of the rights of Muriwhenua against the lack of

apparent serious harm to the fishing industry which would resull if the gazefting was

delayed, pending a full hearing. However, he refused to extend the order beyond the
immediate area of the Muriwhenua. He was not prepared to infer that similar claims

of at least equal strength should be recognised for all Maori, or lo 'take judicial

notice of the fact that traditionally and historically Maori were a fishing people and
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that fishing had occurred in the coastal waters of all parts of New Zealand.'306 There
was no evidence before him to substantiate this claim, and he did not accept 'in logic

or in common sense' that, just because Maori had fished in other areas, they would

have rights which could conflict with the quota management system. Indeed it was
possible that only commercial Maori fishing, analogous to European ideas of
@mmerce, would conflict with the QMS. Extension of the order lo other Hapu and lwi

would require them to take independent legal action.3O7

The judgment involved an informal, urgent decision dealing with broad issues of
equity, rather than a detailed review of precedent. And it was very much a creature of
its time. Greig could have refused lhe order, viewing the gazetting as a preliminary

stage in the issuing of lTQs, which would not irreparably affect such rights as Maori

might later prove. But to refuse relief here would have reversed the new direction
established by the High Court and Court of Appeal on Maori matters, and have
undermined the image of ludicial sensitivity and enlightenment on Maori issues. lt

would also have been inconsistent with the SOEs case, where interim orders had been
granted in very similar circumstances-except that there the Government had been

considerably more receptive to the waitangi rribunal's concerns.

(li) Other lwl and the O[tS

The Minister decided to proceed with declaring TACs over the remaining areas. So a
number of other tribal organisations-Ngai Tahu, Raukawa, Waiariki, Taranaki, Tai
Tokerau, Tainui-lodged their own applications for declarations covering the species
of squid, jack mackerel, rock lobster, paua, and eel. These were heard on 30 October
1987. This time there was a vast array of support-material, almost all of which was

accepted, as well as counter-affidavits from the Crown. lt was far beyond what could
be coped with in an interim hearing, which required a prompt decision. Greig J.

therefore confined himself to the essence of the material. He concluded that, before
1840, Maori had highly-developed and controlled fisheries over the whole New

306p6ry Zeatand Maori Councit and Another v Attorney-General and Ministar ol Fisheries,
unreported, High Court, Wellington, CP 553/87, 30 September 1987. printed in Report
of the Waitangi Tribunal on the Muriwhenua Fishing Ctaim, WAJ-22, Governmenl Printing
Office, Wellington, 1988, App. 5, 303, 306

30716;5 contrasts with lhe SOEs case where the presence of the New Zealand Maori Council
had been taken as representative ol the interests of all Maori, and where the interim
orders were made covering the entire country without any prima lacie evidence beyond
ths Tribunal's interim report-although Greig is correct that the Tribunal's report in this
case did refer solely lo the Muriwhenua.
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Zealand coast, divided inlo zones controlled by different lwi and Hapu.These fisheries
had a commercial content, although the extent of that was still not clear.

Whether Greig was relying on aboriginal title, the Trealy, or both was unclear.

There is an argument that, on the assumption of sovereignty by the crown
in 1840, fishing in tidal waters and at sea became public under the control
of the Crown. Bul even at common law private rights of fishing could
continue, could be granted and can be protected. I think, however, that it
would be surprising that such fishing rights which existed for centuries
before the European came should be extinguished by common law, contrary
to the solemn undertaking of the Trealy, particularly in the English version.
However lhal, I think, is resolved, at least for my purposes on this interim
application, by the express provision of s. 88(2) of ths Fisheries tr"1.308

So, it was not consistenl with the Treaty to hold that those pre-existing rights had

been extinguished by common law. The affirmation of Maori fishing rights in section

88(2) had implied a recognition of such rights, subject to proof of their existence,

s@pe, and exlent.

The Solicitor-General unsuccessfully argued that Maori fishing rights under section

88(2) were restricted to the section 28C provision for Maori and non-commercial

fishing. But Greig held that these rights extended beyond recreational, occasional, and

ceremonial use, and so the Crown's obligations under section S8(2) had not been met.

The Crown also argued that a recommendation from the Waitangi Tribunal to provide

recompense could be accommodated within the Quota Management System. Greig

agreed lhat the coverage of two more species would have a marginal effect on Maori

rights. But equally, granting the order would cause little detriment to the fishing

industry. The Maori feared that the Government would not be prepared to undertake

such expensive reparations, if the QMS extended over all fisheries and alt species. So,

consislent with his earlier finding, Greig came down in favour of preventing the
conlinuation of 'what is arguably wrong and in breach ol the Act,.

While stating that he was not required to interpret the Treaty, thereby avoiding the
problem of reconciling the two texls, Greig nevertheless did venture several
observations on the possible etfect of the Treaty in relation to section 88(2): 'lt was
not put lo me . . . but there may be an argumenl that that specific and direct provision

may be treated as the carrying into municipal law of the Treaty obligation, thus

308ryg21 Tahu Maori Trust Board and others v Attorney-Generat, unreported, High Court,
Weflington, CP 614t87,2 November 1987, per Greig J. Printed in Muriwhenui, App. S,
307, 310
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making the right under the Treaty obligation enforceable directly, but that is a

digression and I am not making any decision even on a limited basis en 1631.'309

Whether the Treaty ought to have this effect could be argued later.

Thal is not to say, however, that the Treaty has no significance in my
consideration of this mattsr. lt does have importance when I come to
consider the question of relief. That is because of the solemn confirmation
and guarantes conlained in the Treaty of the full, exclusive and undisturbed
possession of the fisheries of the Maori, lhe tino rangatiratanga o ratou
taonga ks1s3.31o

Greig was obviously conscious of the outside pressure atfecting the case. In extending

the Muriwhenua order to the whole country, he stressed the fluid state of legal

developments.

[']he law too is in a developing state and it is difficult and indeed impossible
for me in the time available to consid€r the common law aspects as thsy
affect this whole matter in any detail or the implications of stalutory law
or Treaty obligations. There are as well many decisions of great variety
and reasoning which are not easy to put togelh€r in any consistent way.311

He noted, possibly wilh some relief, that he was only required to reach an interim

decision on what was clearly a complex and conlroversial subject:

What is very plain is that there arises out ol all lhes€ mallsrs before me
some of the very largest queslions of deap complexity and difficulty which
now the time is fast coming when the Court will have to grapple with all
thos€ questions and will have to d€cide at least on this question of fisheries,
what is the slalus, the meaning, and etfect of Maori rights. But that is not
lo be decided loday.312

Greig was at pains to stress the new political and judicial sensitivity to matters

Maori. He contrasted the historical refusal by governments, Minislers, and officials
to recognise Maori fishing rights, with the recenl 'burgeoning interest and concern

in lhe rights of Maoris and their ability to make claims which have ar.;sen before
1975.'The judgment avoided any direct confrontation with the Government. On the

one hand Greig offered an implicit rebuke to the Minister of Fisheries and his

officials, who had promised to consult with Maori before laking any further steps to
regulate the commercial fisheries, but had failed to do so.

309ry9e; Tahu v
31Oryg2i Tahu v
31 1 pn6; Tahu v
312^1nsi Tahu v

A-G [1e87], 311

A-G [1e871, 311

/4-G [19871, 309
A-G 119871, 309
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Indeed, there is an appearance from the material before me that the
Ministry, and indeed the Minister, has said ons thing and done another.
That, I think, is at least parily because the Ministry has for a very long
lime acted on the assumption lhat Maori fishing rights were non-
commercial, non-propristary, and were merely recreational and
ceremonial.3l3

But then he complimented the Ministry for its limited and rather-belated attempts to
remedy ils historical neglect:

I wish to make it very plain that it would be quite wrong to infer from what
l have just said that tho Minister or the Ministry have acted deliberately to
defeat or deny those rights. I have come lo the conclusion that the Minister
and the Ministry, Ministers in the past and Ministries in the past, have
acted rather in ignorance and on a long-standing belief that Maori lishing
rights w€re no more lhan recreational or ceremonial, without an,
commercial significance in the economy and society of Maori. Subject to
those limitarions, I think it ought to be recognized that lhe Ministry has
made considerable efforts in the development of a Maori fisheries
Programm€, albeit lhat app€ars to be a relatively recent development.3l4

(iii) The ,990 O[tS Cases

In 1987 the High Gourt and the Court of Appeal appeared to be acting in unison. But as
the fisheries cases moved towards a full hearing in early'lggo, new tensions
emerged. The forestry and coal cases had brought the judiciary into direct
confrontation with the Government, with Cooke pursuing a d€gree of judicial activism
which must have caused the more traditional judges considerable discomfort. By
early 1990 the Government had passed the Maori Fisheries Act, which provided for
an 'interim' transfer of ten per cenl of the total fisheries quola to a commercial
Maori Fisheries Commission, and was in the process of appginting members to the
Commission. Most Maori had remained opposed to the size and form of the deal, and
hoped for something more from the litigation. But in two cases, both of which
involved purely technical legal questions, Cooke P. etfectively eliminated that
possibility.

The first case involved an appeal over the status and admissibility of the Waitangi
Tribunal's report on the Muriwhenua fisheries claim. At the High Court, the judges

had canvassed a wide range of formal precedents. They concluded that the Tribunal,s
report was admissible, but had no greater status than that of expert evidence, capable

313ryg6; Tahu v A-G
314110s; Tahu v A.G

[1e871, 31 2-3

[1e871, 31 4
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of rebuttal.315 |n the Court of Appeal, Cooke converted what was a purely technical

issue inlo an etfective resolution of the case. He made it clear that there was little
point in the litigants pursuing the matter to a full hearing:

In the end the task of the Courts in this field may be to interpret and apply
the legislation in a way taking into accounl the realities of life in present-
day New Zealand. A balancing and adjusting exercise may be called for. The
High Court Judges may find that the queslion becomes whether the
provisions of lhe Maori Fisheries Act 1989 are a sufficient translation or
expression of lraditional Maori fishing rights in pr€senl-day circumstances.

The position resulting from l5O years of history cannot be done away
with overnight. The Treaty obligations are ongoing. They will evolve from
generation to generation as conditions change On this approach the
Maori Fisheries Act 1989 mighl be seen as an interim m€asur€, planned to
operate until at least 1993, and thereafter falling for review if necessary
in the light of experience of its working in the meantime. Three or four
years or more is not long in perspective in this kind of problem. As far as it
goos, lhe 1989 Act is a significant advance. Possibly the Treaty and the
slatut€s ars met by this step al lhis stag+provided that it is plain to all
concsrnsd that, as the Ministsr stated on the third reading of the Bill, il is
not necessarity an ultimat€ solution.316 [my emphasis]

The first substantive hearing, involving the Ngai Tahu case, had been set down for 5
March 1990 in the Wellington High Court. But the Waitangi Tribunal's report on

Ngai Tahu was still pending, and the Maori claimants had run up against major

logistics and financial problems in preparing their case. By contrast the fishing

induslry, which had become a party to the litigation, was highly-organised, with a

leam of senior counsel and researchers, and was prepared for a lengthy legal battle.

Now Cooke had thrown into doubt the whole point to the litigation.

So, in February 1990, the Crown and the Maori litigants jointly asked for a further

adjournment of the case. Eichelbaum CJ. and McGechan .1. 1g1usg6.317 Considerable

efforts had been made to schedule the hearing, and lo ensure that three judges were

free for a six-week period. A further delay would have considerable repercussions

for iudicial administration. This was nol the sort of case which coutd simply be

delayed. lt should, and would, proceed on the scheduled date. So, while the Court of

Appeal apparently saw its role as facilitating a negotiated settlement, lhe High Court

clearly intended reinstating some certainty, and procedural and doctrinal formality,

lo the proceedings. They and Cooke were heading down divergent paths. But it was

Cooke who had the final say.

3151i1g2i Tahu Maori Trust Board v Attorney-General, unreported, High Court, Wellington,
CP 553/87, 19 May 1989, per Eichetbaum CJ and McGechan J.

31676 Runanga o Muriwhenua v Attorney-Ganeral [19901 2 NZLR 641,656
317 pgzi Tahu Maori Trust Board v Attorney-General, unreported, High Courr, Weltington,

16 February 1990, per Eichelbaum GJ and McGechan J
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The refusal to adjourn the case was taken to the Court of Appeal. Cooke p. claimed that
'this Court is normally unwilling to disturb High Court decisions on purely
procedural and discretionary mauers', but a 'wholly exceptional situation' had now
arisen.318 He pointed to three factors. First, the case was clearly not ready for trial.
But that was neither new nor exceptional. Second, as the Court of Appeal's judgment

on the admissibility of the Muriwhenua Fishing Report had indicated, contested
litigalion might not be necessary ot fruitful, in light of the Maori Fisheries Act. The
parties needed time to consider that. This was a new factor-but it was one created by
Cooke himself, in an attempt to nudge the Maori litigants towards accepting the
Government's fisheries package, as an interim solution which the Government,
industry, and Maori could all live with-perhaps to be reviewed in the future ,if

necessary'. Third, the report on the Ngai Tahu claim was still awaited, and might be
significant to the High Court case, and shorlen the hearing. Cooke felt the High Court
should be given the opportunity of deciding whether to wait for it. Again, that factor
was nothing new.

Based on these lhree considerations, and 'in light of the Maori Fisheries Act 19g9,
contested litigation at this stage concerning Maori fishing rights may not be
necessary or fruitful'. Cooke lherefore determined that the hearing should not
commence on 5 March 1990. The fixture was vacated, pending some future
application to the High Court for a hearing.

By now the Treaty litigation had evoked internal dissension within fhe Court of
Appeal, a split between the High Court and Court of Appeal, a constitutional crisis
between the President of the Court of Appeal and ihe Government, and altacks from
both major parties on the political role assumed by the courts. Maori seemed largely
irrelevant to this, caught up once more in lhe crises within the colonial state.

(g) Judicial Recognition of Maori Rtghts

(t) Fish cases

Foflowing Te Weehiin 1986, section 88(2) was pleaded as a defence to prosecutions
for breaches of the fisheries regulations in a number of other cases, at District Court
level. The most highly publicised of these came in the midst of the furore

318ryga; Tahtt Maori Trust Board v Attorney-General, unreported, court of Appeal, 27
February 1990, 2, per Cooke p
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surrounding the fisheries negotiations, and provoked outrage from the fishing
industry lobby and anti-Treaty activists.

In March 1988 two defendants were charged in the Blenheim District Court for
taking undersized crayfish. Despite some claims to lhe @ntrary, Taylor DJ. concluded
that the crayfish were clearly intended for sale. One defendant was Maori and the

other Pakeha. The Maori argued that he was exercising a Maori fishing right under

section 88(2). The Pakeha had no such defence. Taylor acknowledged that acceptance

of the defence would give rise to

an obvious invidious situalion in which one citizen is treated differently
from another simply for reasons of ethnic origin. I have lo determine
whether or not the Ie Weehicase which dealt with the collection ol seafood
for personal use extends to the collection of fish for a commercial
Purpose.319

Taylor applied Te Weehiin preference to the precedents established by Waipapakura,

and Keepa and Weepu. The decision of Williamson J. in Te Weehihad not been
challenged on appeal. lt had been approved by Greig J. in the Muriwhenua case, and

was supported by numerous Waitangi Tribunal reports. But Taylor went further than

Te Weehi, and found clear evidence that prior to the Treaty Maori had traded fish, and

that it was indeed 'contrary to the traditions of any people to suggest that there was
no use of fish as a commercial object in the ordinary sense of the word'.

I find lhat there was and always has been a commercial fishing righl among
Maoris. I therefore further find that those commercial fishing rights are
preserved by se412y.320

The decision could well have gone the other way on a number of grounds. In Ie Weehi

Williamson had explicitly excluded commercial purposes from section BB(2).

Although that had been contradicled to some extent by the Waitangi Tribunal's interim

report, and Greig's decision to grant the interim orders to restrain the gazetting of
further species under the QMS, the general existence of a commercial fishing right
had not yet been fully argued in the superior courts. The Muriwhenua Fishing Report
had nol yet been released. Te Weehiremained the most direct case on point, and it had
rejected such a right.

319p1iri"1r, of Agricutture and Fisheries v Love, unreported, District Courr, Blenheim, 1g
April 1988

32ovap v Love
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Secondly, the evidence that the defendant had acted in accordance with tikanga Maori,

and secured permission from the tangata whenua, was not strong. Taylor expressed

some doubts whether or not the formalities of Maori custom had been strictly
observed, and suggested that proof should be prepared with a greater degree of

thoroughness lhan was apparent in this case. Nevertheless he found enough adherence

to allow the defence to proceed. There was clearly enough room here for Taylor to

have rejected the defence. But he decided to 'go with the flow', and in the process

provoked a public and industry outrage which was counter-productive, from the

viewpoint of the Maori claimants.

It was a decision which accorded with the general direction of recent cases, and there

was ample historical documentation to support it. But it illustrated the difficulties of

pursuing a line of legal reasoning which ran directly counter to lhe dominant
economic and ideological forces of the colonial state. This problem would have arisen

at the best of times. But it came in the midst of a public debate which was already

talking of economic and legal apartheid, and which was led by those fishing industry

leaders, politicians, and white nationalists whose respective economic, political, and

ideological inleresls were directly threatened. The Love decision crealed a

conjunctural crisis, which demanded some response in order to defuse the political

and legal implications. This, along with concerns about claims to aboriginal title, was

a primary motivation for the proposal in the original Maori Fisheries Bill 1988 to

remove recourse to section 88(2) defence. By the time this amendment was

subsequently withdrawn, the public crisis had abated.

The few subsequent cases which reached public notice retreated on the commercial

aspect, although they affirmed the application of section 88(2) to non-commercial

Maori fishing rights. For example, Taylor's approach was rejected several months

later in the Gisborne court by Cullinane DJ. in Ministry of Agriculture v George

Campbelt and others.32l gssl;en 88(2) was viewed in terms of the Treaty but any

commercial component was rejected. Again, in June lgg8, the High court at

Wanganui heard an appeal from three members of the Muaupoko lwi, who claimed

they had been exercising a Maori fishing right when taking toheroa. 'The evidence,

however, was of a right based on a claim to foreshore ownership and it was admitted

that Muaupoko claims were disputed'. There was also doubt over whether they ought

to have obtained the prior permission of their elders. So Greig J. held they had failed

321 tr11ini"1u of Agriculture and Fisheries v George campbeil and others,
Dislrict Court, Gisborne, CRN 8016004552-4556, 30 November 198g,
Boast, 'Treaty rights or aboriginal rights?', NZLJ, 1990, 92, 35

unreported,
cited in R.
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to meet the standard of proof required to establish an exception based on section
88e\.322

In 1990 five Southlanders were found not to be exercising Maori fishing rights when

they took 285 paua from Long Point, in South Otago. The Judge ruted that they had
ignored a rahui imposed by their own Ngai Tahu peop1s.323 Yet, in a mid-l999 case,
in Levin, lnglis DJ. decided that the section was Treaty-based, and acquitted the
defendants for taking toheroa for non-commercial reasons, and in compliance with

the practices of Ngati p6r1s1ry3.324

By the end of 1990 there was still no definitive ruling on section 88(2). Richard
Boast has identified three diflerent theories on Maori fishing rights-that it
preserves non-exclusive and personal aboriginal fishing rights; that it refers to
aboriginal rights but includes a commercial element; or that it involves Treaty
rights, but again with no commercial componen1.32S Boast hoped this might be
resolved with the substantive hearing on the Ngai Tahu fisheries case. That was not to
be. The recognition of Maori fisheries remained arbilrary, and subject to the
political climate of the time and the predilection of the particutar judge presiding.

(ii) Planning cases

The SOEs litigation had involved statutory references to the Treaty. ln planning and
environment cases there was still no explicit Treaty reference, only section B(1)(g)
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1977 and the Huakina decision that the Treaty
could be used as an exlrinsic aid to statulory inlerpretation. But subsequent planning

cases nevertheless drew heavily on the court of Appeal's principtes.

One of the first applications of the Court of Appeal's SOEs decision took place in the
Planning Tribunal in September 1987.326 Winstone's Concrete had applied for a
prospecting licence in the tribal area of Ngati Te Ata, where lhere were wahi tapu.
The company had asked the Huakina Trust, on behalf of Ngati Te Ata, to idenlify those
wahi lapu so that the prospecting could take place around them. Huakina refused,

32267sen v Ministry of Agricutture & Fisherie.s, unreported, High Court, Wanganui,3 June
1988, per Grieg J.; see also D.V. Williams,'Maori lssues ll', NZ Recent Law Review.
1989, 184

3237. Reo, Te Tini a Tangaroa, Maori Fisheries commission, weilington, no.2, g
3?4_Mnisry of Agriculture and Fisheries v Pono Hakaraia and Tony Scon, unreported,

District court, Levin, cRN 8031003492-9, 19 May 1999, cited in Boast,35
325Boast, os
S20Apptication by winstone concrete Ltd, (j9g7) 12 NzrpA 257, pr Judge sheppard
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expressing lheir concern over the historical misuse of such information, and their
objeclion to its collection lor commercial motives ralher than the benefit of the
tangata whenua . Huakina claimed that the whole area was wahi tapu and, according to
the Pfanning Tribunal reports, relied on the provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi to
support their claim. The Planning Tribunal rejected their argument, invoking the
SOEs judgment on the principtes of the Treaty in support:

The claims of lhe tangala whenua in this case ar€ made in reliance on the
Treaty of Wailangi. The etfect of the Treaty has recently been considered
by the court of Appear in fvew zeatand Maori councir v. Attorney Generar . .

. . The judgments in that case confirm that it is the duty of the Crown to
give protection to tho taonga of the Maori people referred to in the r'reatf.
The judgment of lhe learned President was that the duty ext€nds to the
fullest extenl that is reasonably practicable. The President's judgmenl also
referred to the need for reciprocity, as did that of Mr Justice Richardson.
The former spoke of reasonable co-operation by th6 Maori people, . . and
the latter spoke of each party acting reasonably and in good faith towards
the other. Even though th6y may be unwilling to id€ntify thsm ro the
applicant, with its commercial motivation, the spirit of reciprocity in the
Treaty calls for them to identify the locations to an officer of the
gTsw^.327

A condition was therefore imposed on the prospecting licence, which required the
prior approval of the Inspector of Mines for any site where the surface was lo be
dislurbed. However under the statule the lnspeclor could not be ordered lo consull
with the langata whenua. The Planning Tribunal suggested that, in exercising ,his

[sicl own skill and judgement' in ensuring that the site is 'suitable in all respects,,
the lnspector 'might, if he thinks fit, be informed by kaumatua of the tangata whenua
to assisl him to determine the suitability of the proposed site in respecr of rhe
obligation of the Crown to protect their taonga.'328

The reasoning process in this case is very significant. The Courl of Appeal, in the
SOEs case, had avoided dealing with the issue of tino rangatiratanga by confining its
iurisdiction under section g to lhe 'principles'. The judges had stated explicily that
they were dealing with the principles and not with the Treaty. yer rhe planning

Tribunal had automatically substituted the Appeal Court's principles of rhe Treary,
when it was discussing the objection which was based on lhe Treaty itself. For the
purposes of the Planning Tribunal at least, it appears that the Court of Appeal's

327 winstone Concrete, ZGo
328 Winstone Concrate. 261
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decision would be applied in all matters relating to the Treaty, and that the Court had
therefore effectively rewritten the Treary.329

The case had another serious implication. The Huakina Trust's objection was to rhe
activities of a private operator. Huakina wanted the Crown to protect the guarantee of
tino rangaliratanga or authority over ils laonga, including wahi tapu, against the
actions of the company. But, far from the Crown's agent being appointed to defend the
tribe's authority, the lnspector of Mines was appointed to facilitate the prospecting
process with no guaranlee even of consultation, let alone a right of veto, for the
tangata whenua.

Other decisions followed along similar lines. ln Application by Stacey an exploralion
licence was granted, despite tangata whenua objections, because ,they had no idea
where their sacred sites were, and no intention of divulging that information even if
they were possessed.'33O .1u6gs Treadwell imposed a condition on the licence that rhe

applicanl consult with the tangata whenua and, invoking the Court of Appeal
terminology, called on the spirit of reciprocity. Information gained from exploration
licensing, he said, was ol benefit to the nalion as a whole.

ln Huakina Development Trust v Aucktand Regional Water Board, lhe planning

Tribunal reiected objections to a marina which was to be sited on a wahi tapu where a
former paramounl chief of Ngai Tai was buried 140 years ss1;1g1.331 The Tribunal
concluded that 'although the burial place "may have been a matter of grear
significance in former years", the precise location was no longer known, the
applicants had taken care in consulting with responsible elders and the ground of
appeal was not sufficient to justify refusing the water righ1.'332

A comparable result occurred in McKenzie v Taupo County Council.Sl3 Ngati
Tuwharetoa had obiected lo another marina p;oposa!, planned for Lake Taupo, which
would interfere with the mauri of the water where the lake flowed into the Waikato

329Reference to th€ principles of rhe Treaty rather than the Treaty also occur in the
recenl decisions ol Margaret Mutu Grigg v Mangonui County Council to set aside
Karikari 2 Residue, Maori Land Court Taitokerau, 17 November tggg; and ADMC v
Manukau Planning Authority

S3OApptication by Stacey (1989) 1g NZTPA gO2
331 Huallns Development Trust v Aucktand Regionat Water Board, unreported, planning

Tribunal, Auckland, Decision A1l89, cited in D.V. Witliams,'Maori lssues ll,. NZ Recent
Law Review, 1989, 178

3321tr1;11isms, 'Maori tssues ll', 17g
333y"11st17ie v Taupo County Council(1987) 12 NzTpA 83. See also Williams,,Maori

lssues ll'. 178
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River. This was the passage-way for the spirits of the dead, on their journey to Cape
Reinga. The Planning Tribunal held that these concerns were not decisive.

Breaking the pattern, the Planning Tribunal in Application by City Resources (N.2.)
Ltd did recommend against a mining exploration licence:

Howevsr we find that, by enabling exploration parties to enter land which is
held sacred by the tangata whenua and to dislurb ths soil. without their
cons€nl, lhe grant of the exploration licence would be incompatible with
lh€ir traditional and cultural relationship with their ancestral land; and that
for a Minister of the Crown to grant a licence enabling them to do so would
nol, with respecl, be consistent with the crown's duty to protect their
exclusive and undisturbed possession of their lands, forests, fisheries and
olher properties which they wish to retain in their possession. The
dislurbances of the soil may be minor in a physical sense, and would be
made good. That diminishes, but doss not rsmove, the effect. The affront to
th€ relationship with the land would rema;n.334

However, environmentalists have not always been allies of Maori in securing
recognition for their rights as tangata whenua. fn response to the City Resources
decision, the Director of the Environmental Defence Society, Guy Salmon, reportedly
crilicised the Tribunal 'for recognising Maori land rights but not those of pakeha

New Zealanders', and e616.335

As a lifth generation New Zealander with a strong spiritual and cultural
relationship with ths land of this country, I don't believe my slance against
a mining company should be regarded as having less substance than that of a
Maori. My land is sacred too. The correct approach is not to reduce
Maori rights but rather to upgrade the rights given to European New
Zealanders so all landowners aro treated equally.336

Other environmentalists sought to take advantage of doors opened by Maori. In

relation to a Mining Act application in Colville, a number of objectors claimed that
the proposed prospecting would negatively affect lheir spiritual relationships with
the land, and with natural ecosystems. They were sources of spiritual health,
nourishment and strength, and provided places of meditation and inspiration. The
Tribunal 'accept[ed] the sincerity of those s;61me'.337 while seclion 3(r Xg)

tto4rr,,".tion by City Resources (N.2.) Ltd, unreportad, Ptanning Tribunat, Auckland,
Decision A 2648, 14. See also Williams, ,Maori lssues ll', 17g

33593166t1 fell out with various environmental groups ovsr the Resource Management Bill,
and was subsequently appointed by the National Governmenl to the review body to
reconsider the Bill.

336htsl<1rrd Star,1 February 1989, cited in W. Attrill, Aspecrs of The Treaty of Waitangi
in the Law and constitution of New Zealan4 LLM Thesis, Harvard, 1989,94337pr Tasman Gotd Devetopment Ltd, A 17/gg,17 March 19g9, 11
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specifically concerned the relationship of Maori people and their culture and

traditions to their ancestral land, that did not preclude the Tribunal from considering

a spiritual relationship which any New Zealanders, whelher Maori or Pakeha,

experienced with lhe land or natural ecosyslems. However, lhe Planning Tribunal

concluded that the purpose of the Mining Act was to facilitate mining. Opposition to

prospecting on philosophical grounds could not, in itself, be a sound basis for

objection under the Mining Act, 'no matter how sincerely and deeply that attitude is

6s96.,338

The City Resources decision remained something of an exceplion, as recommendations

to grant exploration licences were confirmed in several subsequenl s6sss.339

David Wilfiams noted that in Application by Atkinson 'the Tribunal pointed out that a
prospecting licence would not authorize the licensee to enter or interfere wilh land

which is the site of or within 30 metres of a cemetery or building site . but

otherwise declined special protection for wahi tapu.'340 Another division of the

Planning Tribunal explicitly rejected an argument that Maori ancestral land was

totally protected from exploralion, unless the tangata whenua sonssn1.341

Yel the same division invoked Treaty arguments in order to reject district scheme

changes, which would have restricted the right of tangata whenua to fell native trees

on their own land. This involved a controversial assertion of their right to determine

environmental priorities in relation to the exploitation of their own resources,

especially native forests. The Planning Tribunal took a cautious approach in two such

cases.

We record that we are not enunciating the principle that Maori land owners
should be entitled to do what they wish with their land regardless of the
general pattern or land uses laid down by district schemes under the
provisions of the Town Planning Act or in defiance of the general law of
New Zealand. . . . They value the prolection they are given by the Treaty of
Waitangi whereby, in the English version, they are permitted undisturbed
possession of their lands. They in particular app€ar to rssenl land being
lramped over and investigated by outsiders for the purpose of deciding
whether they, as owners, should be able to clear indigenous forest. . . . Our
reference to the Treaty is not to be construed however as a recognition

338Pr Tasman Gotd,11
3391pp1i"ation by Stacey (1989) 13 NZTPA 3o2: Apptications by Freeport Australian

Minerals ttd (1989) 13 NZTPA 348
34o FPptication by Atkinson,unreported, Planning Tribunal, Auckland, Decision A 19/g9,

noted in Williams, 'Maori lssues ll', 179
341 Application by Stacey, 306-7; Apptication by Freeport See also Application by

Atkinson
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thal it is an overriding factor in determination of this Tribunal. We have
commented upon it as part of the general background.S42

So Maori cultural relationships to anceslral land and, after the High Court's
intervenlion in Huakina, Maori spiritual values, were recognised by the Planning

Tribunal as valid factors to be 'taken into account'. But few of these cases were

actually decided in favour of lhe Maori obiectors. Chief Planning Tribunal Judge

Sheppard said in 1990 that Maori concerns had succeeded in twenty five of the fifty
cases before the Planning Tribunal, where they had been at issue. But it was not clear

whether he meanl success in terms of recognition of Maori @ncerns, or of upholding

their objections. The published cases so far suggest the former. Certainly, shifts in

the Planning Tribunal's position have been far from revolulionary, as Sheppard

himself confirmed:

New Zealand planning law has made allowance for, and in some cas€s
positiv€ provision for, Maori cultural needs and attitudes. Those
considerations have not required general compromising of relevant planning
principles or of the legal system.343

Sheppard's explanation for this adjustment contained none of the High Court and Court

of Appeal's contrition for past judicial failings. Rather, the blame was attributed to

those Maori who, over many years, had failed to present considered legal submissions

to the Planning Tribunal or on appeal. This had prevenled lhe superior @urts from

making any authoritalive determination.S44 Sheppard made no mention of the reasons

why Maori had refused lo convert matters of mana, wairua, and tikanga into Pakeha

legal discourse. Nor did he concede that Maori might have been justifiably reluctant

to present that knowledge and submil themselves to a Pakeha Planning Tribunal

which had for more lhan a century rejected the significance of Maori culture-and
which had actively served in the dispossession of Maori land and the destruction of

Maori communities.

Indeed, he was unwilling to concede that formal legal procedures in the Planning

Tribunal were inappropriate to Maori issues. Formal proof was required of Maori

spiritual and cultural effects, as with any other evidence, and there was no

justification for lower slandards. In practice, Sheppard claimed, it had been possible

342l1sbsn Pine Forest Lts v Waimea County Council(198S) 13 NZTPA 69; New Zealand
Forest owners Association v opotiki District council(1989) 13 NZTPA 325

3439. Sheppard, 'Provision for Maori Culture in New Zealand Planning Law', lxrh
Commonwealth Law Conference, Conlerence Papers, Commerce Clearing House,
Auckland, 1990, '149, 156

344sheppard, 154
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to establish those matlers without relaxing normal standards and procedures, and to
reject 'what is really polilical rheloric, or otherwise 11rr1gysn1.'345 Maori
language had been accommodated where adequate notice had been given. And in onecase

the Planning Tribunal had sat on a mararcnce it was satisfied that it would have full

conlrol over the proceedings without discourtesy to the hosts; would be open to all the

public; that people 'would not feel conslrained by conventions or etiquette of the

marae as to dress or cultural expectation .'; that appropriate physical

accommodation was available; and that it was accepted the Tribunal's role was to hear

evidence. ln several other cases, lhe Tribunal had visiled marae, but not heard cases

there. According to Sheppard, Maori did not find the Tribunal's procedure formal,

intimating, and expenelug.346 lndeed, he said they had frequently participated, and

often succeeded.

According to Sheppard, planning legislation required the Planning Tribunal to

perform a balancing and tempering role. In considering the cultural needs
and altitudes of one section of the community, planning authorities need to
avoid being soen as preferential towards one party in a dispute in the sense
of displaying a bias in favour of thal party which would be inconsistent with
the duty to be even-handed to all the parties in the dispuu.347

Sheppard rejected allegations that Pakeha planning judges were incompetent to weigh

up the inlerests of Maori and Pakeha. 'Decisions of the Planning Tribunal are made by

specialist Planning Judges and other members representing a cross section of the

community who by virtue of living in New Zealand have general experience and
knowledge of Maori claims and culture | [my emphas,g 348 Yel, later in the same

speech he regretted the lack of a formal relationship with the Waitangi Tribunal as

the body with special expertise in Maori cultural matters, whose expertise could be

consulted and advice taken into consideration. Without this benefit of being fully

informed, he said, the balancing process could be distorted.

(iii) The Karikari Decislon

The remaining significant planning decision during this period involved a proposal

from the Mangonui County Council to amend the operative district scheme, in order to

34ssheppard, 154
3465e1 a contrary view see Report of the Advisory Committee on Legal Services, fe

Whainga ite Tika. ln Search ol Justice, Government Printer, Wellington, 1996, 8s-98
347Sheppard, tss
348sheppard, 155
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provide support 'in principle' for the establishment of a major, self-contained
tourist resorl centre on the Karikari Peninsula. The resort would cater for both
overseas and New Zealand residents. Environmental groups and the tangata whenua,

Ngati Kahu, objected to the impact of the projecl on their existing lifestyle, and on

the environment, but without any significanl success. The case wenl on appeal to the

Planning Tribunal. On 3 February 1986 the Tribunal made an interim decision to
rezone only stage one of the development, arguing that 'land use planning should give

the opportunity for someone to take that risk if their market research indicated it
was justifis6'.349

The matler went before Chilwell J. in the High Court in December 1967.3s0 thls
was afler the corporatisation and the initial ITQ cases. He felt it would have been
preferable for the Planning Tribunal to have made specific reference to section
3(tXg).Bul Chilwell considered the Tribunal had adequately taken into account
Maori concerns. Leave to appeal was given on 8 March 1988, on the grounds that
'there are several issues of town planning jurisprudence of generat and public
importance which ought to be examined by the Court of Appeal'. That court's decision
was not handed down until 27 February 1969.351

In a split decision, all five Court of Appeal judges agreed that matters of national
importance, under section 3 of the Planning Act, musl receive primacy over section
4, which defines the purposes of district schemes. The point of dispute was the
balance to be given to competing factors within section 3, including the g(fxg)
reference to Maori cultural values, and the extent to which the council had adequately
considered them.

According to Cooke P. the Planning Tribunal appeared not to have taken into account
'the Parliamentary intention (as I see it) that lhe nalional ones are more
important.'3S2 |n particular, the Tribunal made no express mention of s.3(1Xg).
Ngati Kahu were the tangata whenua, they had considerable landholdings in the
peninsula, and the sand dunes contained archaeological sites. 'Those were all matters
to be weighed by the Tribunal in the light of the principle declared by Parliament to
be of national importance, thal planning should recognise and provide for the

349 Environmental Defence Society and Tai Tokerau District Maori Councit v Mangonui
country council (1989) 19 NzrPA i97 (cA),212, ciled in perMcMuilin J

S5oEnvironmental Defence Society lnc. v Mangonui County Councit [1987] 2 NZLR 496 (HC)
3519"" afso Williams'Maori lssues ll', 177; T. McBride,'Environmenlal Law,. NZ Recent

Law Review, '1989,229
3526:pg v Mangonui, zo4
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relationship of the Maori people and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
1sn6.'353

Somers J. adopted a more formalist approach. He concluded that the interests of the
district were subordinate to the declared maners of national importance, as a matter
of statutory interpretation. The Planning Tribunal's decision had pre-dated the
change in inlerpretalion of anceslral land in the Habgood case. lt should therefore be
inferred from the failure to make explicit its consideration of section 3(1Xg) that
the Tribunal did not consider the lands in question to be ancestral lands. ,lf that is . . .

so, then lam of opinion that no appropriate weight was given to s.3(1Xg).'354

Bisson J. agreed with Chilwell that the Planning Tribunal had not ignored Maori
@ncerns, but that it had reached a decision without applying and according primacy
to the provisions of section 3, including (txg).'lf the recognition and provision for
that relationship of the Maori people with their ancestral land requires refusal of
planning @nsent for a tourist development on that land as being incompatible with
that relationship, then that is the price to be paid for preserving the culture and
traditions of the Maori people as a mafier of national importance.'35s

McMullin and Casey JJ. dissented. Section 3 was not an overriding factor, and in any
case the Tribunal had weighed up the necessary @ncerns. In relation to the concerns
of Ngati Kahu, McMullin argued that the proposed development'met w1h the approval
of lhe majority of the people on the peninsula and that the greater part of the tribe
lived elsewhere in the north'.356 According to Casey J. the Act's essenlial concern
was with people and the quality of their lives. Section 3 only required malters of
nalional importance lo be 'recognised and provided for'. The scheme, as it had been
approved, effectively resolved any inconsistency between the competing factors.
While the Tribunal had made no specific reference to section g(fxg) it,did not
ignore Maori concerns; indeed . . . it was obviously very sensitive to lhem, as well as
to the social and economic problems of the Maori people in the district . . . and sought
to meel them by the limitalion on the siting and scope of the developmenl and its
timing, and the stringent restrictions on access to lhe coast and fluns s1s6s.'357

353gPg v Mangonui,205-6
3545pg v.Mangonui,2p6
355gPg v Mangonui,236
356gPg v Mangonui,2zl
357gpg v Mangonui,2s2
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Once more the matter was referred back to the Planning Tribunal. ln May 1989 the
developers announced that they had decided to abandon the project. But it was a

victory secured more by the perseverance of the objectors and the passage of time
than by formal judicial determination.

(h) Other Treaty cases

The orthodox approach to the Treaty, and the rejection of the opportunity offered by

lhe Huakina decision, was affirmed in New Zealand Film Commission v Broadcasting

Tribunal. In September 1988 Greig J. held lhat it was not unreasonable for the
Broadcasting Tribunal to have granted warrants for a third television channel to TV3.
Nor was he prepared to criticise the Tribunal's failure to give primacy to
considerations of the Treaty in making its decision, or in the conditions that il
imposed on TV3 regarding Maori broadcasting.35S The Broadcasting Act 1976 was not

to be construed as requiring the Tribunal to give predominant or overwhelming
regard to considerations of Maori language and culture. lt had taken fully into account
the aspect of Maori language and culture, as was reflected in the conditions it imposed

on the warrant holder. These were 'appropriate to the circumstances and the public

interest as found on a proper balance of relevant faclors'.

The remaining two cases of note involved direct challenges to Crown sovereignty. The
first resulted from the refusal of Alex Kaihau, from Ngati Te Ata, to file a tax return
in 1987, on the grounds that lhe tribe had retained its sovereign authority. The
rangatira from Ngati Te Ata had signed the English text of the Treaty. Kaihau argued
that the @ntra proferentum rule deprived the English text of any force. As the Crown
derived its powers from the Trealy, its claim to sovereignty was invalid. The
supreme authority of Ngati Te Ata therefore remained intact, including the right to
levy taxes. Not surprisingly, this argument attracted little sympathy from lhe
District Court, or from the High Court on appeal. Hillyer J., drawing on Somers J. in
the soEs case, firmly reasserted the crowrrs supreme authority:

ln my view it is abundantly clear that the New Zealand Parliament has the
right to enact legislation applying to all p€rsons in New Zealand, whether
they had ancestors who lived here in lg40 or whether they have only
recently arrived in New Zealand. The sovereignty of lhe New Zealand
Parliament is clearly stated by Somers J. in iVew Zeatand Maori Council v
Attorney-General . There are exceptions axempting Maori authorities
and Maoris from liability for income tax in cerlain circumslances which do
not apply in this case, but apart from that lhere is in my view, no doubt
thal s 416 applies to the appellant as it does to everyone else in the

35899 Wellington Cp 7ggtgl,16 Seprember 1988
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country. I asked the appellant whether ho thought other laws did not apply
to him, and he appeared to think that was the case.

There have of course in rscent times been a numbsr of cases in which the
principles embodied in the Treaty of Waitangi have been recognised but in
each case it was because there was either an express or an implied
provision in an Acl of Parliament introducing those principles. I very much
doubt whelher there is anything in the Treaty of Waitangi that says Mr
Kaihau does not have to pay tax. lf lhere is it is expressly overruled by s
415.359

The second case saw a return to the courtroom trauma of the early 1980s. In 1987,

in the city of Tauranga, a major dispute erupted involving land which had been laken

in the Raupatu of the 1959s,360 and which was under claim by the Ngai Tamarawaho.

It had since been vested in the Tauranga City Council and become the site of the

Tauranga Town Hall. The building was about to be demolished. lt became the focus of

several high-profile occupations, which culminated in the arresl of the protestors,

including several kaumatua. The District Court hearing was tense, and resulled in two

citations of the entire group for contempt of court.

It is clear from the decision of Anderson J. on appeal, that the District Court Judge

had overstepped the mark on a number of counts-although Anderson was careful to

exempt the judge from responsibility: 'considerable slresses were placed upon him

in dealing with a great number of unrepresenled defendants concerned with such an

emotive issue as land and whose perceptions of whal was legally relevant did not

accord with the 1avv.'361 The judge had also refused to altow the defendants and

witnesses to speak in Maori, on the incorrect ground that they understood English

well enoug5.362 16s major difficulty had arisen when the District Court judge had

peremptorily refused to hear any argument on the retention by Ngai Tamarawaho of

their tino rangatiratanga. While Anderson sympathised with the judge that there

could have been 'only one legal answer', 'justice requires that the person against

whom a ruling will be made on the issue be given full opportunity to make

represental;6ns'.363 lt was essential lh?l 'tlre justice of the Queen, in right of New

Zea)and, administered by her judges, must not only be done, but must also be seen

manifestly 1s 5s 6sns'.364

359Ksi112u v lnland Revenue Department [1990] 3 NZLR 344, 346
36016"r" is some dispute about the legal technicaliries of this.
361Ans1u Kohu v Potica, unreported, High Court, Tauranga, 28 June 1989, 16
362s1s11v v Potice, 17
363Kq6, v Police, t4
364 Ks6, v Police. 3
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Anderson was less understanding of lhe Tauranga City Council. He accused it of
preferring to 'invoke the arm of the law before it sought the authority of the law' by

using lhe police to deal with a civil case of trespass, rather than going to court lo
secure an injunction.S6s

When the case came to appeal in the High Court in June 1989 the defendants argued,

amongst olher matters, their sovereign independence under the Treaty. In contrast to
the District Court judge, Anderson was exceedingly conciliatory. In the end he just as

firmly rejected the arguments of Maori sovereignty. But this was gilded with a
strong affirmation of judicial sensitivity to the Trealy, and a counter-assertion of
liberal legal ideology. The enduring sense of grievance amongst the Ngai Tamarawaho

hd

gained the momentum of hope as significant developments occurred in the
awareness of the nalion's dominanl cultural group . . The gvents with which
we are concerned in the proceeding occurred in the first stages of the
revival of multi-cultural respect. The expanded authority of lhe Waitangi
Tribunal was recenl as was its findings in respect of Te Reo Maori and the
Manakau [src] grievance. Decisions had been made on take such as Bastion
Point and Raglan golf course. The Court of Appeal had delivered its landmark
judgment in the Maori Council cass. The High Court and ths District Court
had delivered decisions which in some cases anticipaled, and in others
reflected, lhe leadership of the Court of Appeq1.366

All these developmenls were proof of the ability of the Queen's courts to deliver
justice to the Maori. ln doing so 'the law has been moved by its own wairua, which is
justice'. Indeed, it 'cannol be denied that these precepts [of the Magna Cartal
fundamental to English jurisprudence, were envisaged by the Third Article of the
Treaty'.367 Anderson then recited the third article of the English text.

The appeal succeeded, to the extent that the group was discharged without conviction
on the trespass, and had the penalty for contempt of court remitted. Approving the
judgment, liberal liberal constitutionalist, Jock Brookfield observed:

The judgment indicates a cass consisting partly of a constitutional challenge,
based on lhe Treaty of Waitangi and Maori sovereignty, lo the authority and
legitimacy of the legal order established in New Zealand in 1940.
Understandably, Anderson J. did not deal expressly with the constitutional
challenge, lhough of course, in his invocation of enactmenls as disparate as
the Magna carta and the Land rransfer Act 1952, he did so impliedly. . . . As
Anderson J. showed in his trealment of the appeals, juslice is best done and

365Ke6r/ v Potice, T
366Ke6u v Police, 1- Z
387 gs6u v Potice, J
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sesn 10 be done if a court hears out reasonably fully and without (even
understandable) impatience defendants who are bsfore it for acts in protest
against the prevailing constitutional order and whose arguments challenge
that order.368

D. CONCLUSION

The rise of iudicial activism might have been expected to prompt a deluge of litigation

from lhose adversely affected through reslructuring. But such cases were relatively
131s,369 and when they did occur they were generally unsuccessful. There were
occasional, high-profile legal challenges to the local governmenl restructuring in the
late 19995,370 and Government to altempts to cutback on provision of social
services.371 But all of these failed.

So it is ironic that, given the historically repressive function of colonial law, the
only sustained resort to the courts in the 1980s came from Maori. The resulting
juridification of the Treaty certainly did produce the pattern described by Loughlin-
a burgeoning of legal 'experts' who were increasingly drawn into policy advice,
legislative drafting, and litigation specifically intended to pre-empt or counteract
Maori initiatives.3T2 lt also produced a particular dilemma for the courts, which was
not unlque to Aotearoa/New Zealand. Grau observed:

In the short run the stale's legitimacy to the various factions and fraclions
of the dominant class depends on the availability of legal recourse when
they feel their particular interests threatened. Inlernal cohesion among the
dominant groups is to an important extsnt predicated upon the existence of
a relatively neutral forum in which each can protect itself from the others .

. . . Yet the presence of this forum becomes increasingly risky-nol only can
dominant groups utilize it to frustrate the collective inlerests of the
dominant classes, but dominated groups can attempt to use it this way, too.
confronted with such use by dominated groups. a perplexing dilemma is
posed. In the interests of legitimacy, the use can be tolerated, and, it is
hoped, subverted or diffused rhe risk in this case is lhe cost of
concession. or, if such use cannot be tolerated, the mask of neutrality musl

19?t M. Brookfietd, 'constitutional Law', NZ Recent Law Review, 1989, 21 7, 21g-22a
369g6e w.G. Liddell, 'Administrative Law', NZ Recent Law Review,1gg9,311
370pe1 axample, Green lsland v Local Government Commission (1987) 7 NZAR 106;

Wainuiomata District Council v Local Government Commission, unreported, High Court,
Weffington, CP 546/89, 20 September 1989; Devonport Borough Council- v Local
Government Commission [1989] 2 NZLR 209

STlWetlington Hegionat Councit v post Office Bank tr4 High Courr, Weilington, Cp T2Otg7,
22 December 1987, per Greig J; Gore Borough Councit v Southtand Area Heatth Board,
unreported, High Court, Invercargill, CP 95/89, 1 'l October 1989; West Coast United
council v Prebble, unreported, High court, wellington, cp 47tgg, 15 February 19gg

3727s7 example the Resource Management Bill 1989 and the draft Local Government Bill
(No. 8) 1989, see above, 42't-5
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be lowered . . . . The risk in this case is that the confrontation will be lost,
or that, even if it is won, the loss of legitimacy in the eyes of the
dominated classes is too costly to sustain.373

This choic*to subvert and diffuse, or lo drop the mask of neutrality, al serious risk

lo new-found legitimation-had combined with the tensions between judicial activism
and legal formalism, to provide the volatile mix which confronted the courts in Maori
litigation from 1987 to 1990. The courts chose the path of subversion and diffusion,
with considerable success. The cases were portrayed as victories for Maori. And many

Maori believed them to be so. ln the words of Hugh Kawharu 'by an inspired stroke of
a judicial pen, the Treaty of Waitangi acquired a halo effect: the Crown and the Maori

became "Partners".'374 Ranginui Walker similarly eulogised the corporatisation
decision:

This judgment pitched New Zealand firmly into the post-colonial era, from
which there is no retreat. lt was the beginning of decolonisation of New
Zealand in the sense of dismantling hegemonic domination of the Maori by
the Pakeha. No governm€nl can ever again rule Maori people while at the
same lime dishonouring the Tr€aty, for the honour of th€ Crown itself is at
s1x1s.375

This phenomenon is not unique to Aotearoa/New Zealand. Karl Klare drew an almosl
identical picture from his observations of the United States' courls response to the
New Deal labour legislation, in the late 1930s. The popular image was of a revolution
in legal thought, which had swept aside the moribund legal formalism and 'gave the
poor and the downtrodden a fair hearing in the courts of the l3n6t.'375 But Klare

concluded that those developments were ultimately counler-productive for workers.
His comments have a direct parallel to the findings of this chapter:

ft is not suggosted that rhe supreme eourl [court of Apeat] engaged in a
pfot or conspiracy to defeat or co-opt the labor [Maori] movement, nor do I

think lhat the court can adequately be und€rstood as an instrument of
parlicular economic interests. I emphaticrilv rejecl any such reductionism
or determinism. That the court did so n,rch to guide the lon3-run
devefopment of the labor [MaoriJ movem€nl into domesticated channels,
and, indeed, to impede workers' interests is, in fact, ironic precisely
because it was so often attacked by contemporaries as overly friendly to
labor [Maoril. Many decisions of the . . . period were intended to be, and
w€re lh€n underslood as, tremendous victories for organized labor fiwi and
Hapul. But these prolabor [proMaori] victories contained the seeds of long-

373Grau, 2o+
3741.9. Kawharu, 'lntroduclion', in Kawharu, Waitangi, xii.
3759' Walker, Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou. Struggle Without End, Penguin, Auckland, 1990,

26s
376Klare, t45
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term defeats, because through them the Courts, including its most liberal
members, set in motion a distinctive style of legal analysis characteristic
of modern American [New Zealand] legal consciousness that came to stand,
whatever lhe intentions of its authors, as an ineluclable barrier to worker
self-activity [self-determination1.377 lmy interpolationsl

Given the history of rejection and circumvention of the Treaty in the colonial courts

lhese judicial developments were, without doubt, significant. But they are too

frequently cosseted in a romanticism about a new constitutional order which renders

invisible the essential contradictions between the coloniser and the colonised which

remain fundamental to the relationship between lwi and Hapu and lhe Crown, and to
colonial law. These contradictions could never be resolved within the area of colonial

law, whether under legal formalism or judicial activism.

[T]he mere existence of a unified systsm of law for two social classes
which are . . . in opposition . . . is itself oppressive. The purposs of such a
syst€m of law can only be lhe regularization of conflict between ths two to
insure [sic] that differences are always resolved in the interests of the
dominanl Party.378

Instead lhey had been displaced into the judicial arena, and dealt with purely at the

level of ideology.

The real issue for the colonial state was the continuing crisis in the relationship

between the Government and the judiciary. Because the New zealand state is still

modelled on that of its imperial parent 'lhe central legitimating concepts of a formal

constitutional document and of a coherent concept of the state as an entity defined and

legitimated by law, have been s[ssn1.'379 Conslitutional law is still founded on the

concept of parliamentary sovereignty, the rhetoric of the rule of law, and the

doctrines of common law. lt is predominantly concerned with private rights and

duties, and dominated by a narrow, legal positivism. So the debate on constitutional

reform has focused on judicial activism versus the 'omni-competent powers in a

unicameral Parliament' under the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty.SSO 16s
deeper contradiction between the competing requirements of capital accumulation,
political-administrative rationality, and popular legitimation remained invisible.

37714ar., 140 [footnofes omirtedl
3786. 91s1", 'The Economic Basis of Law and State' in Law Against the people: Essays to

De-Mystify Law, order and the courts, ed. R. Lefcourl, Vintage Books, New york,
1971, quoted in'The indigenizalion of social control in Canada' in tndigenous Law and the
State, ed. B. Morse and G. Woodman, Foris, Dordrecht, 1ggg,71

37961x626 and Prosser. 4
38oJoseph and Walker, 167
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There was certainly no place within the debate between judicial activism and

Parliamentary sovereignty for Maori political and economic self-determination.
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CHAPTER VI: THE WAITANGI TRIBUNAL

This chapter centers on the Waitangi Tribunal, an ostensibly unique forum for the
investigation and redress of Maori grievances arising from breaches of the Treaty of
Waitangi. Over a period of fifteen years, the Waitangi Tribunal became both the focus

for Maori hopes and expectations of genuine redress, and the symbol, to a large
number of Pakeha, of the pro-Maori bias of the Labour Government. This chapter
looks behind that superficial 'racial' conflict to the internal dilemma of a quasi-
judicial body, faced with the contradictory demands of incorporated justice; the
Tribunal's relationship to the Governmenl, and to the formal court system; and lhe
Waitangi Tribunal's function in relation to the complex crisis facing the cotonial
state.

A. THE THEORY OF INCORPORATED JUSTICE

Judicial activism, of the kind observed in the last chapter, is only one response to the

crisis facing the formal legal system. Another involves the increasing use of
incorporated and informal arenas of dispute resolution.

Maureen Cain has categorised the available forms of dispute resolution as
professionalised, incorporated, populisf, and collective. Professionalised justice

describes the formal system of courts which operate under the English common law.

lncorporated or colonised justice is 'a form of adjudication which has been taken over

by or embodied within either an agency of capital itself or an agency of the state'.1

The remaining categories, where quasi-judicial agencies deal with disputes over
small debts, lenancy, consumer prolection, and neighbourhood disputes and the like,

are usually conflated under the name of informal justice.

The appeal of informal iustice lies in its comparative cheapness, and its ability to
attracl popular supPort for a system whose legitimacy is under threat. That does not

mean there is less law. When the state aMicates its welfare and regulatory functions,

and promotes individual choice and responsibility, it often spawns specially-created

agencies, or new functions for existing ones. Increased use by the state of informal
procedures does not therefore mean less legal regulation, or greater community

control. Nor is the development of informal justice uni-directional.2 lts role and

'lM. Cain,'Beyond Informal Justice', EUI Working Paper No.84/129, unpublished paper
presented to the 20lh Annual Meeting of the Law and Society Association, Boston, June
1984. 30

2P. Fitzpatrick, 'Marxism and Legal Pluralism,, Aust J L & S, v.1, no.2, 1gg3, 45
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significance varies according lo pressures from and on the state, and is constitutive
of those pressures.3

The response to more serious aclual, or potenlial, threats to state or capital otten
invofves the creation of new agencies of incorporated justice. Those who harbour
grievances are persuaded to abandon radical measures, such as boycotts or militant
action, in favour of orderly and peaceful resolution under the protection of informal
state institutions. The conflict is redefined, its manifestation controlled within state-
prescribed limits, and the demands of the grievants moderated. Voluntary submission
to the process increases the likelihood of consent to the outcome. The lack of any real

alternative further helps to encourage grievants to accept, and even to propose,

compromises which fall short of their actual entitlemenl, in relurn for the
willingness of the state to meet them haltway. Continued resort to exlra-legal tactics
by other grievants can be discredited by reference to those who have accepted the

opportunity, which the state has provided, to address their concerns responsibly.

Incorporation is a fluid process. The degree of state support for particular torums
will depend on the nature and extent of the threat at the time, and competing demands
in the economic, political, and social arenas.

The dispersal of conlradictions operatss through a set of mechanisms
involving integralion, trivialization, neutralization, and exclusion. . . . [T]he
state has lo concenlrate itself in those areas of social lile where the
intensification of class struggles has become disruptive and where,
accordingly, a more intense aclivation of dispersat mechanisms has become
an urgent political lask. . . . This may . . . contribute to the inlensification of
class slruggle in other areas. . . . The capilalist state is lhus compelled to
engage in constant shifts.4

To be successful, incorporated justice musl attract lhose grievants who arc
disillusioned with the government and with the formal legal system. This requires a

clear separation from the past. The government, which has until then contributed to
the discontent, needs to have an apparent change of heart-there is an ,implicit

message conveyed when the respondent . . . itself establishes a grievance mechanism:

We are responsible; our inlerest and yours are nol antagonistic; il you have a
complaint, we will listen to it; any disagreement can be sorted oul.'S Resolution of

3Fitzpatrick,'Marxism', 45
48. De Sousa Sanlos, 'Law and Community: The Ghanging Nature of State power in Late

Capitalism', in The Politics ol lnformal Justice, v.1, ed. R. Abel, Academic press.
London, 1982, 249, 251

5R. nUet, 'The Contradicrions of Informal Justice', in Abel, 2g4
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grievances is positively promoted as serving the interests of the total society,
reflecting a newfound national consensus. The government, identifying itself as a
party-polilical entity within contemporary society, dislances ilself from the
oppressive actions of previous administrations, which are on lrial. But behind this
image, it remains the state which ultimately prescribes

which complaints get aired, by whom, to whom, in what form and forum,
how they are processed, and what remedy is granted. All these institutions
ars created and controlled by respondenls, nevsr by the grievants
themselves.6

Political goodwill on its own is not enough to establish the new agency as credible to

the grievants. ll must also appear to be more sympathetic to their inlerests than

existing forums. This is achieved in part by adopting a sening, language, and form

which appears to be remole from the state. But, behind the appearance of
informalism, the agency remains an integral part of the judicial system, and under
state control.

Indeed, incorporaled justice is not presented as an alternative to professionalised
juslice which is outside the legal system. Instead, it complements the mainstream

courls, maintaining formal links through processes of judicial review. The two
provide each other with a reciprocal legitimation, with the professional legal system

being accorded the senior position.T This has benefits and drawbacks for the format

courts. The exislence of alternative forums helps to displace potentially explosive
conflicls, relieving pressure on the existing courls to change. But equally, the
successful operation of alternative forums can highlight the anachronistic approach
of the traditional judicial process, and force it to make some accommodation. The

courts may then become involved in the disputes on their own initiative, or through
grievants seeking enforceable remedies which the alternative forum cannol give. This
gives rise to the kinds of dilemma discussed in the previous chapter.

lncorporated justice can also cause contradictions at the ideological and operational
levels of the legal system, if it diverges too far from lhe basic tenets of liberal
legalism. Liberal legalism claims the universality and supremacy of a culturally,
conceptually, institutionally, and procedurally specific rule of /aw. Positive law,

borrowing from the aura of science, talks of predictability and consistent resolution,
through application of predetermined rules. The process of legal analysis legitimates

6Abel,'Contradictions', 280
7cain, 'Beyond', 39
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claims to lhe autonomy of law from economic and political structures, insulates the

courts from exlernal criticism, and helps legal actors lo distance themselves from

responsibility for lhe outcomes which they help create. Simultaneously, formal legal

doctrine rationalises the future application of similar rules without the need to
iustify lhem afresh, and the application of different, but equally available, rules to
produce different oulcomes, where that is called for.

By contrast, incorporated justice may violale many, if not most, of the formal rules
relating to personnel, procedure, and doctrine. When it goes too far and causes actual
or threatened contradictions in doctrine, procedure, or oulcome, the formal courls
may to varying degrees reasserl their authority over the forum and the disputes.
lndeed, because formal law monopolises legitimacy, the credibility of the informal
forum may be undermined simply because it deviates from due process and lhe rute
of law. Such challenges are an ever-present possibility. Richard Abel identified a

recurrenl and apparently-irresistible tendency of informal processes of justice,

when faced with pressures from within and outside the legal system, to shift towards
reformalisation. The forum may then create its own alternative set of rules and
procedures, or reinslate essential elements of liberal legalism such as due process.S

So what begins as a deprofessionalised process may come to foster dependency on a
new category of professionals, or reverl to reliance on the traditional legal
profession.

A further source of legitimacy for such agencies is their tailor-made membership.
This combines state-recognised experts, and lay people who are identified as

represenlalives of the wider populace and/or the grievants. This harbours its own

contradictions. Hepresentative lay members are chosen from a very limited pool of
eligible candidates, and are appointed by the state on whose actions they are asked to
adjudicate. Those who seek to identify positivety with the grievants face a conflict of
loyalties. The survival of the agency requires them to temper their position, thereby
legitimating a compromise which protects the fundamental interests of the state. Nor

do they have any real power. Cain has observed how lay members who are neither the
chairperson, nor recognised as having expert slatus, tend to be passive. Their
opinions carry less weight than the real experls, and their knowledge is considered
inferior.9

8Abet,'Conlradictions', 268
9Cain, 'Beyond', 3o-32
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For the expert members, slate recognition gives their work an inlrinsic validity and

confirms them as neulral holders of true, unbiased knowledge-disguising the lact
that

[a]ll expert knowledges are spoken from a site in the social slructure,
which has been created and is maintained by a political process. lt is
conecl to enquire of a scientific expert also whose knowledge does he or
she speak, and on whose behalf.10

But these experts do not always attract a wide popular legitimacy, or credibility with
grievants. So a balance is needed, whereby the lay members provide the legitimacy,

and the experts exercise the power.

This analysis does nol mean that agencies of incorporated justice lack a genuine

concern to promote the interests of lhe grievants. But while they may appear lo be

more sympathetic, lhey are not organically related to the grievants. Such agencies
are, in Abel's words, 'lhe creatures of one adversary pretending to be the partisans of
the other'.11 So there are limits to how far they can go, in particular if fhey come
into conflict with the lormal courls, or if the crisis which prompted the creation of
the agency has passed, or been superseded by new priorilies.

Cain argued that even forms of collective and popular justice which originate at the
grass-rools level are likely lo be co-opted and absorbed, once they prove lo be more

effective at dispute resolulion than the formal law, or if they lhreaten to move in

directions counler-productive to the state. Incorporated agencies, set up as part of
the state itself, are even more vulnerable. They are always on a string which can be

loosened or tightene{ as the circumstances and priorities of the time demand. They
are subject to a wide range of pressures: from the political agents who control their
legislation, membership, and tunding; from the courts, which dominate the judicial

apparatus to which they precariously belong; from the grievants whom they have to
attract; from the respondents, whose actions are on tri:l; and from the broader
public, whose support, or at least acquiescence, lhey require.

Abel also cautioned against over-stating the effectiveness of such forums. They lack
the political clout of realcourts and judges. And agencies of incorporated justice are
usually chronically underfunded, especially once the initial glamour wears off and
the threat dissipates. Their slow progress undermines their credibility. But unless it

l ocain, 'Beyond', 3l
1 l nUet, 'Contradictions', 2g2
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is allocated more resources, lhe agency's lurnover can only be increased by reducing
the time and energy spent on each case. This undermines its appeal to the grievants

even further. Nor should it be assumed that these agencies actually accelerate the
resolution of disputes.l2 Their lack of resources and power may even delay solutions,
sometimes to the benefit and sometimes lo the detriment of the state. In the interim,
incorporated justice may successfully serve as an agency of passive revolulion. But
in the long term, its impotence may further undermine the legitimacy of the state.

B. THE GOVERNMENT AND THE WAITANGI TRIBUNAL

The decision to establish the Waitangi Tribunal is often, incorrecily, portrayed as a
political response lo te Matakite o Aotearoa, the land march which traversed the
Norlh lsland and descended on Parliament in October 1975. But preparatory moves
were undenray well before then. They were the product of combined pressure from
Maori activism-annual protests at Waitangi, spearheaded by Nga Tamatoa, had begun
in February 1971-and from more conservative bodies, such as the New Zealand
Maori Council who were seeking the repeal of laws which conflicted with the Treaty.
The origin of the Waitangi Tribunal in Maori protest is generally acknowledged. In

1985 Shonagh Kenderdine wrote: 'The Treaty of Waitangi Act was brought down in
response lo Maaori agitation and concern that Maori rights under the Treaty of
Waitangi were not properly accounted lor in paaketraa legislation or policies,'13 That
was still the view in 1989:'Mr Rala developed the concept of the Tribunal . . . as a
means of allaying at least in part the increasing protests of Maori about breaches of
the Treaty.'14

Such demands had been made by Maori before, and gone unheeded. This time the
climate was more receptive. The social and political activism of the 1960s, in
particular the high-profile, black civil rights movement in the United States, had
promoted a more progressive Weslern attitude to issues like women's liberation and
racial equality. Within Aotearoa/New Zearand the policies of assimilation were
coming under scrutiny. The ideology of 'one people' and multiracial harmony was
being challenged by a new generation of educated young Maori, a small number of
academics, and fledgling anti-racism groups. A symbolic gesture in the direction of

12AUel,'Contradictions', 303
1 3S. Kenderdine, 'Statutory Separateness (2): The Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 and the

planning process', NZLJ, 198S, 300
14W. Wilson, 'The Waitangi Tribunal', New Zealand Law Society Seminar. The Treaty ot

Waitangi, 1989, 23
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the Treaty could be accommodated, although not universally embraced, as a fair and

reasonable response to Maori demands for a better deal.

It was against this background that tentalive steps were taken by both the National

and Labour Governments in the early 1970s to address the question of the Trealy. In
1971 National's Cabinet had instructed its Minister of Maori Affairs, Duncan

Maclntyre, to seek the advice of the New Zealand Maori Council as to which statutory
laws violated the Treaty of Waitangi. Subsequently, Maclntyre floated the idea of a
judicial body, comprising representatives of Maori and the Crown, to investigate

Treaty grievances.ls

The Labour Party's 1972 manifesto followed a similar lheme. tt promised:

To mark the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, a Labour Government will-
declare 6 February 'New Zealand Day" and provide for an annual paid
holiday-which will not be "Mondayised'. A Labour Government will also
examine the practical means of legally acknowledging the principles sel out
in the Treaty of Waitangi.l6

(a) The Treaty of Waitangi Act 1925

Once Labour was elected in 1972 both parts of its election policy on the Treaty were
pursued, along with a promised White Paper on Maori Affairs.lT The New Zealand

Day Act was passed in 1973. Action on acknowledging the Treaty was much slower.

(i) The Rationale Behind the Waitangi Tribunat

ln 1973 and 1974 background papers were prepared which led to the establishment

of the Waitangi Tribunal in 1975. The first paper, prepared by the then Department

of Maori and lsland Affairs in January 1973,18 reflected the Pakeha dominance over

both the Department and the officially-sanctioned explanation of the Treaty. The
paper drew solely on the work of Pakeha historians and legal academics. British

sovereignty was assumed as unproblematic,'it having been exercised for 133 years'.

The Department's interpretation of the two Treaty texts was superficial. Conflict
between rangatiratanga and kawanatanga was identified, but then reduced to a tension

between ownership and sovereignty. Furlher, in the absence of specific reference lo

l5Affidavit of sir Henare Ngara in NZMC v A-G 119871 1 NZLR 641 (HC and cA)
16 Labour Party Manite.sto, 1972, 96
17 erun, v.3, 1975, E.2o
lSDepartrent of Maori and lsland Affairs, 26 January 197g, 1gt1tilSt1
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fisheries and forests, lhe Maori text was viewed as providin g inferior protection to
that given in Article Two of the English text. The English text was thus considered not
just authoritative, but also more beneficial to the Maori.

The Department recommended thal the government of the day should obtain an opinion
from the Solicitor-General on whether any proposed Maori land legislarion
conformed with the spirit of Article Two of the Treatylg-although such advice should
not bind the governmenl. This was preferable to establishing a specific body to
undertake that task, which might cause delays to Parliamentary proceedings. The
Department further proposed that all existing legislalion should be examined ,in

light of the provisions of the Treaty' to consider possible amendments which would
bring lhem into conformity with ,the spiril of the Treaty'.20

Instructions to Prepare background material on the Treaty for the Labour Caucus
Committee on Maori Affairs were given to the Secretary for Maori Affairs in April
1973. The committee, comprising several of the Maori MPs, reported in February
1974 on how to implement the manifesto policy. Again, they had no apparent
difficulty with the meaning of the Treaty. They considered both texts equally vatid and
complementary,2l preferring to read the Treaty as a whole, r?ther than apply a
legalistic interpretation to specific provisions. Their report reiterated the
Departmenl's narrow interpretation of rangatiratanga as'full ownership' and the
view that Maori had ceded sovereignty as understood by English law:

[The committee] was impressed by Dr McKean,s conclusion . when he
staled that 'lhsre was no good reason to suppose that the Treaty of
Waitangi did not do what it purported to do i.e. op€rate as an instrument
whereby represenlative Maori chiefs ceded sovereignty over New Zealand
lo Queen Victoria".22

The presence of the Maori MPs on the committee appeared to make no difference to
this interpretation. That might indicate lhe dominance of the Department in
preparing the report. But it might also reflect the largely colonised views of the
Treaty which prevailed among many Maori at the time, and the colonial politics

'l9ln the sense of 'undisturbed possession,
20f]'t" apparenlly inter-changeable use of the lerms principles, provisions and spirit of the

Treaty are discussed below, 723-7
2lTheir argument also drew upon the historical inaccuracy that excspt for Waitangi, all

Maori signed lhe English version of the Treaty In fact, it was the Maoritext which was
signed everywhere except at Waikato Heads

22 cting W. McKean, 'The Treaty of Waitangi Revisited', Victoria University of Welington
seminar, February 1972
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important factor. The committee expressly sought a means of recognising the Treaty

in statute which would be 'practical', and 'not give rise to false hopes', although it
also predicled'far reaching constitulional consequences'.

The committee recommended that the legal position of the Treaty should remain as it
was, wilh future and existing legislation examined to ensure that it conformed to the

spirit of the Treaty. Specifically, the report suggested

- the introduction of legislation providing for the recognition of the Treaty of
Waitangi;

- a Tribunal to be known as the Treaty of Waitangi Tribunal 'for the purpose of

maintaining, upholding, advising and hearing any matters related to the Treaty to
which exisling laws offer no redress';

- extending the Maori Land Court's functions to questions arising from or related

to the Treaty of Waitangi;

- a permanenl Select Committee to 'consider and recommend any questions

affecting the Treaty' [sic].

An outline of these ideas were forwarded by the Minister of Maori Atfairs, Matiu

Rata, lo Professor Quentin-Baxter, of Victoria University's Law Faculty, in late

October 1973. Quentin-Baxter's reply to Rata graphically captures the sentiments of

the time.

Your Caucus Committee has already rsached some important decisions. ln
particular, it has recognised that the argument about "ratifying, ths tr€aty
is simply an endless sourc€ of confusion, and has to be set aside before any
real progress can be made. lt has also recognised-as I think one must-that
il is far too late in the day to invalidate rights which have in the past be€n
acquired lawfully-+ven if the laws in question w6re not in keeping with lhe
spirit of the Treaty of Waitangi.

There are two things that follow from this first set of conclusions. lf
there is to b€ a new authority to deal with grievances arising from non-
observance of the Treaty of Waitangi, it will not be acting as a Court acls,
applying the existing law: it will be acting as Parliament sometimes acts,
providing redress in a situation where the law offers no remedy.
Accordingly, we agr€ed, during our discussion last week, that the high
authority for which you are looking is not a Court, but a special Standing
Committee of the House of Representatives-modelled, perhaps, upon the
Committee on Privileges.

Secondly, lhere is not much left that requires new legislation. your
Department's report app€ars to have covered the ground very well indeed.
lf we think in terms of a need for legislation, the area of concern
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automatically narrows down to the first half of article ll of the treaty; and,
even in that case, we are not really proposing to change the law-only to
provide a safety-valve for cases in which the law is deficient. That is
exactly what can be done by a parliamenlary standing committse,
empowered to hear p€titions and to make appropriate recommendations to
the Government.23

Rata apparently favoured something stronger, by way of legislation. euentin Baxter
was Cautious, even aboul a measure which was purely symbolic.

on the other hand, you feel-and I sympathise with your feeling-lhat th€
right kind of legislation would have a symbolic value: it would give the
Treaty of Waitangi a deserved place of special honour-and the New Zealand
Day has not quite been able to do lhat. I am sure that thsre is a place for
symbolic legislation, which does not change the law, but which gives the
law a new dignity and relevance. This, however, is a device which is used
sparingly, and it can only succeed if conditions are perfect. At lh€ first
breath of public sc€pticism or political wrangling, the symbolism vanishes,
and the unnecessary piece of legislation begins to look ridiculous. . . . I do
not think the time is ripe for this kind of legislation; . . .24

Such a move would be seen by Maori as window-dressing, and become embroiled in
partisan political debate. Furlher, 'it would be focussed on the backward-looking
asp€ct of the treaty-that is, lhe redress of grievances as to land and other property
rights-not on lhe full partnership between the races, which is the real symbolism of
the treaty.' Preparation of any such legislation would need to 'be lifted lo a new, non-
partisan level', with careful use of experts to avoid the risk of them ,throwing lhe
whole debate back into the trackless wilderness of "ratitying. the treaty.' This would
take time. lf Rata wanted to make some definite progress before Waitangi Day 1974,
Quentin Baxter suggested two practical measures: a 'careful aproach to the idea of a
Parliamentary Standing Committee to consider grievances arising from non-
observance of the Treaty of Waitangi', and an 'independent study in depth . . . of race
refations in New Zealand.'Zl

Rata did not heed this advice-probably based on his political assessment of the likely
Maori response. Instead, he concluded that any body which was dealing with the
Trealy would need judicial standing. That pointed to a tribunal. lndeed, the
establishment of the Waitangi Tribunal was the only one of the Caucus Committee

23R' O. Quentin'Baxter to M. Rata, 12 November 1973. lam grateful to Andrew Sharp for
providing me with a copy of this document.

24Quentin-Baxter lo Rata
25Quentin-Baxter to Rata
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recommendations to be fully implemented by any subsequent government.26 On t
April 1974 the Cabinet approved the drafting of the legislation. Interdepartmental

studies and discussions on the proposal took another seven months. Departmental
advice was not favourable. 'The very thought of looking at the historical misdeeds of

over a century were mind-boggling.'27 A major concern remained the powers of the
Tribunal to investigate past grievances.

There was the fear that the Tribunal would be swamped with thousands of
claims which would lead to a gr€ater length of time to hear the claims. The
constitutional and economic issues were considerable. Careful and malure
consideration was the view that Government took.28

Cabinet opted for a safe cut-off poinl of grievances arising since 197S. In response
to strong submissions on the Bill seeking retrospective powers, Rata asked for the
jurisdiction to date back lo 1900. By that time many of the worst breaches had taken
place. Yet Cabinet again refused.29

(ii) The Treaty of Waitangi Act t97S

The Treaty of Waitangi Bill was introduced by the third Labour Government in
December 1974. According to the long title, it was

An Act to provide for the observance, and confirmation, of the principles of
the Treaty of Waitangi by establishing a Tribunal to make recommendations
on claims relating to the practical application of the Treaty and to
determine whelher certain matlers are inconsistent with the principles of
the Treaty

The Act crealed a Waitangi Tribunal which was empowered to investigate claims made

to it by any Maori 'that he or any group of Maoris of which he is a member is or ls
likely lo be prejudicially affected' by any Act, regulations, Order in Council, policy,
practice, or act by or on behalf of the Crown which is 'inconsistent with the
principles of the Treaty'.3O In doing so,

26Cabinet guidelines were introduced in June 1986 by the Labour Government which
required an assassment of the Trealy implications of any proposed legislation. But this
proved largely ineffective. See above, 412,8The proposal to include statutory
recognition of the Treaty of waitangi in a Bill of Rights was abandoned.

27M. Rata,'A Political Overview', in He Korero Mo Waitangi. Runanga ki Waitangi,
Auckland, 1985, 33

28Rata, 33-4.
29Rara, 3s
3oTreaty of Wailangi Act 1975, section 6(1)
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tho Tribunal shall have regard to th€ 2 texts of the Treaty set out in the
First schedule to this Act and, for the purposes of this Act, shall have
exclusive authority to determine lhe meaning and effect of the Treaty as
embodied in the 2 tsxts and to decide issues raised by the differences
between them.31

lf the Tribunal considered the claim well-founded 'it may, if it thinks fit having
regard to all the circumslances of lhe case, rec$mmend to the Crown that action be
taken to compensate for or remove the prejudice or to prevent other persons from

being similarly affected in the future.'32 There was therefore a distinction between
the power to investigate and recommend redress for breaches of the principles of the

Trealy, and the Tribunal's power to interpret the texts of the Treaty itself. Whether
or nol this was originally intended, this distinction proved signilicant when the
Tribunal later had to justify recommendations for redress which, it acknowledged,
were inconsistent with the strict rights of claimants under the Trealy.

The Waitangi Tribunal was deemed to be a Commission of Inquiry under the
Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908.33 This allowed for considerable flexibility in

procedure, admission of evidence, represenlation, and location. As a Commission of
Inquiry the Tribunal was also freed from the debilitating set of legal precedents

surrounding the Treaty of Waitangi, although it was still subject to judicial review
in respect to such matters as procedural fairness.

Appended to the Act were the Maori and English texts of the Treaty, upon which the
Tribunal was required to deliberate. The Maori text, however, contained numerous
inaccuracies, lhe most telling of which was the omission of the guarantee over land

contained in Article Two. This remained uncorrected until the 1985 amendment to
the Act.

The Act was very restrictive. The Tribunal's powers were purely recommendatory,

and excluded investigation of claims arising before 1975. The Tribunal could also
refuse to investigate any claim which it viewed as vexatious or trivial, or where an
adequate remedy or right of appeal was available elsewhere.34 Consideration of
legislation currently before the House was possible only when referred by
Parliament itself35-a most unlikely step for a government-dominated, cotonial

3ltOW Acl 1975, secrion 5(2)
32tOW Act 1975, section 6(9)
33tOW Act .tg75, second schedule, clause g
34tow Act 1975, section 7
35toW Acr 1975, section I
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Parliament. Indeed, it has never been invoked, despite the passage through
Parliament of numerous statutes which conflicted with the Treaty's guaranlees.
Effectively this meant that legislation could only be challenged by claimants as
incompatible with the Treaty when it was still at the policy stage, which few
outsiders would be aware of, or after it had been passed.36 This provision contrasted
with the power subsequently given to the Human Rights Commission to report, on ils
own initiative, to the Prime Minister on the implication of any proposed statule, or
subordinate legislation, which it considered might atfect human rights.37

There was one further serious deficiency. The Treaty was an agreement between lwi

and Hapu and lhe Crown. Waitangi Tribunal claims involve the violation of tribal
rights which are collective in origin and nature. But the Waitangi Tribunal was a
creature of liberal legalism, and liberal legalism operales through individualised
fegaf subjects. So the Act required claims to be lodged by an individualMaori on ,his'

own behalf, or on behalf of a group of Maori. The collective which, in Maori ferms,
represents lhe tribe, could only be joined to the proceedings by the permission of the
Tribunal.3S As Tipene o'Regan, spokesperson for Ngai rahu, observed, this was a

device with which Maori were well acquainted:

Yot though the trib€ is lhe Treaty partner it has no legal standing in the
present state of New Zealand law, oxcapt through surrogates . . . lt is the
direct outcome of deliberate Government policy, now more than a century
old, to destroy th6 collective force of the tribe and to individualize Maori
culture, society, and lheir properties.39

36ln relation to the SOEs Bill 1986 the Tribunal circumvented this by claiming rhat the
legisfation was also a policy of the Government over which it had jurisdiction. Report of
the Waitangi Tribunal on the Muriwhenua Fishing Ctaim, WAI-22, Waitangi Tribunal,
Wellington, 1988, App. 3.4.1, Z9O

3THuman Rights Commission Act 1977, section 6(tXc)
SSAccording to the David Williams, in 'Te Taha Maori Racognised: A Comment on the

waitangi Tribunal Report', Recent Law, 1989, 978, 379, one legal consequence of the
claim being lodged by Aila Taylor on behalf of Te Atiawa was a direct recognition of the
collective entity of lhe lwi. But this overstates the positi:n. lt is true that in most
claims lhe individual has been trealed as representing the collective of potential
beneficiaries. But that remained a matter for the Tribunal. lt does not deal with the issue
of mana. Even in relation to something as fundamental as breaches of the Treaty, the
state refuses to recognise the status of lwi or Hapu, with whom the Treaty was made,
unless it presents in a persona cognisable by colonial law.

39T- O'Regan, 'The Ngai Tahu Claim', in Waitangi. Maori and Pakeha perspctives ol the
Treaty of Waitangi, ed. l.H. Kawharu, Oxford Universily Press, Auckland, ZS4, ZSZ-}.
Note that ths Waitangi Tribunal, in the claim on Te Reo Maori, specifically rejected the
possibility of a claim being made by an incorporated society, Finding ot the Waitangi
Tribunal Relating toTe Reo Maori and a Ctaim Lodged by Huirangi Walkerepuru and Nga
Kaiwhakapumau ite Reo /nc, WAI-11, April 1986, Wailangi Tribunat, Wetiington, 1986,
25. An incorporated society could only become a claimant if the Tribunal alrees to a
joinder. That has never occurred.
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This individualisation had a significant impact on public perceptions of Treaty

claims. ll became a common belief among Pakeha that Waitangi Tribunal claims were

made by, and for the benefit of, individual Maori. These individuals were identified in

terms of race and blood percentages, nol by their tribal membership and cultural

identity. Viewed in this way, successful claims were seen as providing an unfair

advantage to individual Maori over individual Pakeha, through an accident of birth.

There were also a number of important practical consequences of individualisation.

Legal aid, such as was available, was to be applied for by the individual claimant. But

the assets calculated in assessing eligibility included all the potential individual

beneficiaries. The provision also had the potential to frustrate claimants, and to
prolong costly hearings, should disgruntled individuals lodge expensive and time-

consuming counter-claims. On the olher hand, it did allow tribal members

representing disenfranchised groups to challenge compromises made in their name,

but in which they had played no part.

(iii) The Polltical Passage ol the Bill

Submissions on the Treaty of Waitangi Bill reflected the wide gap which still existed

on the Treaty between Maori and Pakeha in 1975, despite the gradually changing

climate. Numerous Maori submissions insisted that Maori had not cedeci sovereignty.

They asserted the right to mana Maori, self-determination, and independence as

guaranleed in the Maori text of the Treaty and in the Declaration of Independence.4o

For example, Te Reo Maori Society argued lhal Maori were guaranteed 'the whole of

the Maori way of life in those days-social, educational, e@nomical, political and

religion [and] the right to all their lands, forestries, the sea coasts, the rivers, the

streams, the river beds and the lakes.'41

By contrast,lhe New Zealand Law Society wa.ned:

The political and ultimate practical conssquences of the exercise by the
tribunal of this function cannot be foreseen at this point of tims. lt is
possible that conclusions reached by the tribunal and published by it will
lead to debate, dissension, and even divisiveness within the community.42

40For example, Kaikohe Maori Labour Branch; Te Otenga Huata; Nga Tamatoa; and Arahura
Maori Commiftee.

41Te Reo Maori Society submission on TOW Bill 1g7S
42New Zealand Law Society submission on TOW Bill lg75
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The Parliamentary debates exposed divergent views of what the Act stood for,
primarily belween the Maori and Pakeha MPs. The Bill was viewed as politically

sensitive, with both second reading debates held after Parliament was off the air at

10.30 pm.43 The Maori members, who were all Labour, referred back to Maori

expectations when the Treaty was signed, and welcomed the Bill as a way to give some

subslance to the Treaty's obligations.44 To the Pakeha members, however, the Treaty
meant the cession of sovereignty to the Crown in return for protection of certain
property rights.4s Even that was going too far for some. There was considerable
resistance to any recognition of the Treaty from the National MP for Tamaki, Robert

Muldoon.46 And the power of the Tribunal to're-examine and if necessary
reinterpret the Treaty'drew a warning from Venn Young, who quoted the New Zealand
Law Society's submission.4T

The Bill was given a second reading on '10 September, after Te Matakite had set off
from Te Hapua, and had its third reading as the march descended on Wellington. The

Act became law on 10 october 197s, just prior to the 1975 election.

National won the election. In early 1976, the Minister of Maori Affairs, Duncan
Maclnlyre, indicated that National was planning to meet the objects of the Act by
setting up a human rights commission, and would not be appointing members to the
Waitangi Tribunal.43 But one month later the first claim to the Tribunal was lodged.

Questioned in the House, Maclntyre said the Government would now go ahead and

establish the Tribunal.49 When the Human Rights Commission Bill was introduced
later that Yea(, Minister of Justice David Thomson confirmed that, after
consideration, lhe Government had decided lhe Commission was 'not the appropriate
home' for the Waitangi Tribunal.S0

The 1975 Act was never satisfactory from a Maori viewpoint. Ranginui Watker has

called it 'as substantial a response to their claim for justice as the affirmation of
hanging the treaty in the schools of the nation' in response to Ratana's petition of

43..1.O. Sutton,'The Treary of Wairangi today', VUWLR, v.11, 1987, 17, 93
aatlZpO, v.401, 4491, per Tirikatene Suilivan; 4499, per Reweti
45For example, NZPD, v.401, lo september, .l975,4343, per Venn young:,lt granted the

Maori the rights and privileges of British subjects. lt also granted gritisn iovereignty
over these islands.'

46 ltZpO, v.395, 8 November 1974,5725,1er Mutdoon
47 ftZpO, v.401, 10 Seplember 1975, 4345, per Venn young
48lvzpo, v.406, 't ocrober 1976, 3110
a9uZpD,v.4o7, 5 November 1976, 9684-5
50 nzpo, v.408, 9 December't976. 4690
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1932.51 The Waitangi Tribunal remained impotent until 1982. Then, in the Mofunui

claim, under lhe direction of Chief Judge Durie, it took on a new, dynamic role and

captured the hopes and expeclations of Maori. This is discussed in detail below.
walker has encapsulated the optimism which lhe Motunui Report evoked:

They thought they had depowered the tribunal by making il non-
retrospective. They had nol anticipated the capability of the treaty to move
ovenls outside the century in which it was framed.S2

(b) The Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act 1985

By 1984 the Waitangi Tribunal had become the vehicle by which Maori believed
justice might be done under the Treaty, provided it was given the necessary powers,

resources, and personnel. In February 1984, the colonial slate faced the threat of
ongoing protest, and a consolidation of Maori demands for justice under the Treaty.

Palmer committed a fulure Labour Government to providing the Waitangi Tribunal

with powers retrospective to 1840, an expanded membership, and increased
resources. The move was warmly applauded by Maori and progressive Pakeha. Some

critical commentalors were more cautious. In 1984 | noled, 'lt could be argued that
the Waitangi Tribunal is a belated attempt to extend the hegemony of the rule of law

over the Maori, at a time when its legitimacy is most directly under attack.'S3

(i) Preparation of the Legislation

Once elected, Labour took prompt action to implement the policy. On 5 November

1984, the Cabinel approved drafting priority for the Treaty of Waitangi Amendment

Bill to ensure its introduction in 1984, and its enactment by the end of March
1985.54 The Bill was to provide the Waitangi Tribunal wirh an increased
membership from three to seven, with a Maori majority;ss extended jurisdiction to
deal with claims arising since 18a0;5e a research facility;s7 the power to appoint

51R..t. Walker, 'The Genesis and Transformation of the Waitangi Tribunal', unpublished
paper, 1989, 12

52walker, 'The Genesis', 17
53J. Kefsey,'Legal lmperialism and the Colonization of Aotearoa', in Tauiwi. Racism and

Ethnicity in New Zealand, ed. P. Spoonley et a/, Dunmore Press, Palmerston North,
't984

54clrt g4t4gtg.
S5Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act 1985, section 2. The Tribunal would consist ol the

Chief Judge of lhe Maori Land Courl and six other persons, at leasl four of whom were
to b€ Maori.

56tOW Amendment Acl 1985, section B
57tOW Amendment Act 1985, section 7
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lawyers to assist the Tribunal or to act for claimants;s8 and explicit authorisation to
'have regard to and adopt such aspects of te kawa o le marae as the Tribunal thinks
fit"s e

The details were handled by the Cabinet Social Equity Gommittee, comprising palmer,
Russell Marshall, Koro Wetere, Peter Tapsell, and Phil Goff. New expenditure rules,
promoted by Treasury, meanl that drafting instrucrions for new policy could not be
issued until approval was given for any extra resources ir would require. The
budgeted cost of running the Tribunal for 1gg4-5 was $30,000, based on two
three-week hearings, with no provision for any koha to the hosts.6o The expanded
Tribunal was expected to require an additional $270,000 to enable it to sit for four
months a year. Five more staff would be needed: three full time investigators (at
least one with legal and one with Maori language skills) and two administrative staff.
A dispute then followed over who should pay tor this. Treasury and the State Services
Commission claimed it was new poticy, and so funding would have to come from
compensalory savings in the existing Maori Affairs Deparlment's budget--despite rhe
Tribunal's administration through the Department of Justice.6l

These administration cosls for the expanded Tribunal were rhe sole concern which
Treasury raised about the policy-in marked contrast with their effective lakeover of
Treaty policy from 1986 to 1988. lt appears that none of those departments which
had insisted on the 1975 cut-off, when lhe Tribunal was first established, were
asked for their views. Few members of lhe caucus foresaw the political, lel alone
economic, implications of the Bill. Trevor de Cleene has claimed he was the only cne
to object openly to the move.62 on 4 December 19g4 the cabinet social Equiry
Committee approved the drafting instructions for the Bill, including a clear
slalement that the Tribunal membership of seven should include no less lhan four
Maori' lt deferred the question of where the funds should come from.63 on 13
December 1984 the Cabinet Legislation Commirtee agreed. They then expected the Act
to come into force in July 19gS.

58tOW Amsndment Act 19g5, section g
59tOW Amendment Act 19g5, section 6(2)
60Memorandum from Minister of Maori Affairs to cabinet social Equity committ€e,undated.
61Treasury, 30 November 1984; srate services commission 'Expansion of waitangiTribunal's Activities', 30 November 19g4
62Personal communication
63Se(e+)se, 3 December 1984; SE(84)A17 Add1, 3 December 1984; SE(84)M1 7 parl Z, 4December 1984
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(ii) The Political Passage of the Biil

The Bill was introduced on schedule on 18 December 1984. National opposed it. The

Government, said Winston Peters, was writing 'a blank cheque for grievance and
dissatisfaction'.64 Simon Upton claimed Labour had not done its economic homework.

The Bill opens the way to claims going back to 1840 that will run into
hundreds of millions of dollars. lt is of enormous economic significance for
Maori and Pakeha alike. ls that the way the Government wants those claims
to arise-on an ad hoc basis at the motion of an individual or a group?

[S]hould it not take the initiativs itself in anolher way?65

Other Opposition members argued that the new powers would release the floodgates,

're-opening every old wound'.66 Maori expectations crealed a 'polential time bomb
that no one really wants'.67 The Government was 'handing the tribunal enormous
powers, together with lhe taxpayers' chequebook'.68 The proposed Maori majority on

the Tribunal was attacked as a form of 'conslitulionat racism' which the pakeha

public would never accept.69 Rather prophetically, lan Mclean claimed:

The Labour Government is raising false hopes, but it will cause a pakeha
backlash such as this country has, fortunalely, never seen. At the same
time it will direct attention away from some of the major and real
problems faced by the Maori people. lt is plausible and it looks good: it looks
as if it will solve problems, but it will not.70

Labour held fast, replying that at least they had grasped the nettle. There would be no

racial peace if backs were turned on injustice. While a steep increase in claims was

expecled, they predicted these would level otf and then gradually decline.Tl No
landowner would be dispossessed, as other land could be given in exchange, or
purchased to settle a claim.

But National was right. Labour had not assessed the implications of the policy. They
were fixated on providing a legal process, a quasi-judicial forum for airing

64NZPD, v.460, tB December 19g4, Z7oS, par peters
65ltZpO, v.460, 18 December 19g4,2709, per Upton
66UZpO, v.460, 18 December '1984, ZZIT, pr McLean
67 ttzpo, v.460, 27o4, per Graham
68NZPD, v.460,2711, per East
69UZpO, v.460, 18 December 1984, 2712, per East
70UZpO, v.465,6 Augusr 1985,6075-6, per Mclean
71uzpo, v.460, t8 December 1gg4, 21o2, per wetere; ssc,,Expansion of the waitangi

Tribunal's Activities', 30 November 1g84
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grievances. The hard realities of delivering on Maori expectations, quelling Pakeha
hostility, and meeting the economic costs of the policy had simply not been addressed.

Twenty four submissions were received on the Bill. Many were based on the
recommendations of the October 1984 Ngaruawahia hui. Only one opposed it outright,

while two expressed concern over specific aspects. The preponderant view was thal
the Bill should go further: the Tribunal should have power lo make binding decisions,
removing the need to rely on political patronage (Maori Affairs officials objected that
the Tribunal would then become much more legalistic and adversarial); it should
have lhe power to consider legislation before it was passed (Maori Affairs felt that
this would change significantly the Tribunal's method of operation, and stretch its
research resources, at a time when increased political awareness should lead to

Parliament itself referring Bills to the Tribunal); members should be appointed on

the basis of tribal or representative status (Maori Affairs felt that partisan
representation would undermine the Tribunal's credibility as a judicial body); lhe
Tribunal should sit in regional tribunals (Maori Affairs argued that there were

dangers of divergent interpretations and a dispersal of the concenlrated wisdom and

authority of the Tribunal); and the Crown should bear all the claimants' costs (Maori

Affairs said that this would make the Tribunal far too expensive to sustain).

The advice of the Department of Maori Affairs won through on all points. The otficials

argued that the Tribunal's basic role was to settle potentially-volatile disputes,
while using a sufficiently restrained approach to maximise its credibility with the
Pakeha government and public.72 lt supported both the statutory recognition of
Maori procedure, in case the Tribunal was later taken on judicial review, and the
proposed new Maori majority, which would ensure that the Tribunal had the
necessary Maori knowledge and expertise to interpret the Trealy, and to remain

credible to the Maori community.

There was no change to the individualised nature of claims. While the drafters of the
1975 Act may not have understood the fundamental conflict between tikanga Maori

and colonial law, and were certainly operating in the shadow of the strongly anti-
tribal policies of assimilation in the 1950s and 1960s, the contradiction was
abundantly clear by the time of the 1985 Act. But it remained. According to O'Regan

this 'demonstrales the Pakeha abhorrence of communal Maori interest'.73 But it also

T2Department of Maori Affairs, 'Report on Submissions on Treaty of Waitangi Bill,, 20
May 1985

73o'Regan, 252
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reflected the constitutional inability of the state to recognise a social and political
entily which was not subordinated to the Crown, in the form of a legal subject.

(iti) The lmplementation ot the tggs Amendment

The Bill had been rushed into the House as a symbol of Labour's new-found
commilment to the Treaty, to be in force in three months time. But it languished
there for a full year. The third reading did not take place until 3 December 19gS.
The Act was finally passed on 9 December 1985. The new Tribunal members were
not appointed until 15 July 1986. As the new legislation had abolished the previous
Tribunal, and its replacement could not exist until all the members were appointed,
the Waitangi Tribunal was in legal limbo for a full seven months. lt was four more
months before the new'second'Tribunal met for its first hearing, on 17 November
1986, at Orakei. This was two full years after the Labour Cabinet had approved
dratting priority for the Bill, and twenty months after the legislation was originally
expected lo take effect.

There is no evidence that these delays, from 1984 to 1986, reflected a conscious
retreat from the Waitangi Tribunal by the Government. Indeed, it had every reason to
be happy with the Tribunal: it had helped to defuse Maori militancy, and redirect it
from the streets into a quasi-judicial arena ultimately controlled by fhe state; it
could be cited as evidence of the Labour Government's genuine desire to address
Treaty grievances; and it had produced mild recommendations in the handful of
reports lo date, the implementation of which remained at the discretion of the
Government.

Various explanations are given for the delay. One was the priority which economic
policy and legislation rapidly assumed in lhe early years of Rogernomics, displacing
all other ooncerns. Allied to this was the dominance which the key Ministers steering
through the economic policy held over Cabinet, and Cabinet committees. palmer,s

increasing preoccupation with other policy developments, especially corporatisation,
also compeled with his responsibilities in the Justice portfolio and his self-appointed
role in promoting the Treaty legislation. And the Minister of Maori Affairs had
marginal power within Cabinet. He had also been subjected to intensive pressure
from a large number of lwi, and pan-Maori organisations, to appoint their nominees
to the Tribunal, and his promises to a large number of groups are often blamed for
the delay in appointing the new members.
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Whatever the reason, the expanded Tribunal did nol come into operation until the
first major crisis between Government and Maori, over corporatisation, was about to

erupt. This history is often ignored by those who tend to over-state the effect of the
1985 Amendment. As will become clear shortly, the most radical period of the
Waitangi Tribunal was aclually the laler years of the 'first' Tribunal, when it
operated relatively free from the pressures of politicians, public opinion, the
judiciary, the legal profession, and Pakeha vested interests. By the time the 'second'

Waitangi Tribunal came into operation, the threat of Maori radicalism had abated,
initially-supportive polilicians were becoming more circumspect, the Court of
Appeal had made its first loray into lhe arena, and the Tribunal, with its new
membership, was developing an instinct for survival. Indeed, far from being a spur
to activism, its expanded powers and membership signalled a retreat by the Tribunal
from its strong position on tino rangatiralanga and sovereignty.

(c) Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises) Act 19gg

By 1987 the Waitangi Tribunal was firmly entrenched institutionally, and in the
minds of Maori, as the primary forum for Maori grievances. This was furlher
reinforced when the corporatisation arrangement between the NZMC and the
Governmenl, in December 1987, locked the resolution of claims over SOEs lands into

the Waitangi Tribunal process.T4

But by late 1987 the Tribunal was buried under a deluge of claims which it could not
conceivably process. At the time of the SOEs negotiations there were eighty six claims
pending. 'The Chairman has estimated that at the present hearing rate it may be at
least 20 years before these claims can be dealt with.'7s The part-time Tribunal was
sitting only one week in four, to process hearings and to work on reports. Delays
meanl thal oral history was being lost through the death of kaumatua. The Justice
Department estimated that eight person-years in research was required annually, to
meet the Tribunal's workload.

During the SOEs negotiations, lhe NZMC pressed for increased membership and
resources for the Tribunal. In September 1987 the Tribunal itself told Palmer that

74The Crown Forest Assets Act 1989, seclion 36(2) extended this provision to the state
forestry land over which cutting rights were lo be sold under the Act. The Tribunal could
order the rsturn of lhe land, but could not make recommendations which in any way
interferred with the right of the licence holder to harvest the crop during the period set
down in the Act.

T5Merorandum for cabinet, 'waitangi rribunal: Department of Justice,, July 19g7
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it felt unable to cope with the present and future work load, with current
resources.T6 Asked for its advice, the Justice Deparfment suggested that the Waitangi
Tribunal become a stand-alone organisation, on the lines of the Human Rights
Commission. lt should have a full-time chairperson and sixteen members, and

additional funding lo commission experl research, and to employ more.researchers
and support staff, including an executive officer.TT The increased cost would be

around $866,000 for 1988-9. The proposal apparently did not find favour with the
Government.

The December 1987 arrangement between the Crown and the NZMC provided for
memorials on lhe titles of SOEs lands, noting their liability for resumption should
lhe Waitangi Tribunal so recommend. As part of the arrangement Palmer promised a
substanlial increase in the Tribunal's membership. Precise details would, however,
require consultation with the Tribunal and 'great care in the choice of additional
members'.78 He promised that the Government would move as quickly as possible,

and liaise wilh the NZMC on resourcing, structure, and membership of the Tribunal.

The TOW[SE] Bill was introduced under urgency on g December 1987. The detaits of
the Bill and its progress through Parliament have already been outlined.Tg Two
points about the Bill are significant for this discussion. One is the apparent safety
with which the Government now viewed the Waitangi Tribunal. ln some ways the
Governmenl's options had been limited. lt was under pressure from the Court of
Appeal to reach a resolulion which protected Waitangi Tribunal claims, and the Court
might well have imposed a solution locked into the Tribunal, if the Government had
not produced an acceptable solution. Not all the officials were happy with this-
Treasury was aclively seeking ways which did not involve the Tribunal. But for other
officials, and for the NZMC, the Tribunal remained the focus. Underlying the
Government's position must have been a sense that the Tribunal, as an organ of the
stale, would be reasonable and exercise its powers of binding decision-making with
caution, or could be brought back into line if necessary-a tear which was conlinually
expressed by the Maori negotiators.SO

ToChaitm"n and members of the Waitangi Tribunal to Minister of Justice and Minisler of
Maori Affairs, 17 Septamber 1987

TTM"morandum for cabinet, 'waitangi rribunal: Department of Justice,, July 19g7
78G. Palmer to G. Latimer, l0 December 19g7
79S.e above,2l8
80see above, 215
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Second, the legislation provided for the lransfer of assets to the SOEs, and the lodging

and resolving of claims over SOEs lands, but il made no attempt to provide the
personnel and resources to enable the Tribunal to process those claims. The Tribunal
was already overloaded, as a result of the flood of claims brought on by the SOEs case.

Now it would be potentially overwhelmed with applications from SOEs to have their
title cleared. But the TOW[SEl Bill merely provided the Tribunal with vague powers

of mediation,Sl lhe position of director,S2 and some other minor changes.S3 Tainui's

submission had pointed out the obvious problems, including massive delays in

resolving tribal claims, even with an expanded Tribunal; administrative and
eligibility problems with securing legal aid; and the dangers of an increasing

legalism, which would disempower claimants and increase Maori dependence on

Pakeha-trained lawyers.

The Government's concern was short-term-lo expedite lhe lransfer of assets to the

SOEs, and to ensure that there was an escape mechanism, lo free the assets from

Treaty claims. lt appears that the Government negotiators, led by Prebble, gave
litlle, if any, consideration to the medium and long-term ability of the Tribunal to

handle the mass of Maori claims. The absence of such planning, in relation to

applications by the SOEs to have the memorials lifted from the titles, drew strong
criticism from the SOEs themselves.S4

(d) The Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act tggg

Throughout 1988 the Waitangi Tribunal remained under-resourced and overloaded.
By August 1988 it had reported on only fourteen claims in total. 154 were still
pending. During 1987 it had sat for only thifiy six days, and by August 1999, for
only twenty six.8s

Measures to boost the Tribunal's resources finally emerged in mid-19gg. The

detailed proposals had gone lo Cabinet on 14 March 1988.86 Justice Department

officials suggested that the Tribunal's membership be expanded to sevenleen, but
wilh the statutory Maori majority replaced by a membership reflecting the

81foW[sel Acr 198g, seclion 7
82row1se1 Act 1988, seclion 6
83row[sEl Act 1988, section 5, gave the Tribunal power lo commission research and

receive the report in evidence.
84see above, 223
S5Justice Deparlment, 'Memorandum to cabinet policy committee', August 19gg
86'Draft memorandum for Cabinet', 10 March lg88
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'partnership between the two parties'. Treasury was nol in favour of the expansion,

or of the reference to 'partnership'. By now there was a backlog of 150 claims. That

could take forty to fifty years to clear, even without the expected rush of applications

from SOEs. Treasury wanted any further moves on the Tribunal deferred until all the

other possibilities for settling claims had been examined. Their advice was rejected-
an early indicator of the waning of Treasury's dominance over Treaty policy during

1 988.8 7

The Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Bill was introduced in May 1988 under urgency,

the day before a recess and in the midst of the emotive debate on Maori fisheries. The

inlroductory debate presented an opporlunity for political grandstanding on the

Trealy, and for further virulent attacks on the Tribunal. Palmer restated the

Government's commitment lo addressing Maori grievances, and claimed that '[bJy

1990 the Bill will demonstrate that New Zealand has a means of providing justice for

Maori people in New Zealand, and by those means racial disharmony will be

avoided.'88

The Opposition exploited the now-rampanl racism. Palmer's goal for 1990 was

ridiculed as 'blind optimism'. The problem, Bolger said, lay in Labour's decision to

give the Tribunal retrospective jurisdiction to 1840. lt had altracted'extravagant
claims everywhere' which 'all have to be handled and determined, not in the inlerests

of one particular seclor or group, but in the interests of New Zealand'.89 This echoed

his attacks outside the House: 'We must not allow the future of our country to become

the plaything of enthusiasts who enjoy the challenge of winning in courts and

lribunals, but who produce no acceptable solutions that have practical

applications.'90 Bolger advocated a cut-off point for lodging claims, to be dealt with
'in a fair and practical manner' by at least the end of the century.gl The third

reading of the TOW[SE] Bill in June 1988, within weeks of the release of the

Muriwhenua Fishing Report, saw Paul East labelling the Tribunal 'nothing more, nor

less than a kangaroo court', a 'Government-appointed body [which] will parade itself

as a court of law, and it will make final determinations about which there can be no

appeal' to a 'proper court of law'.92

87Treasury,'Proposed Treaty of Waiiangi Amendment Bill', 11 March jgBB, T 62t}stg
8BttZPO, v.488,5 May 1g}g,4o2z
89Nzpo, v.488, 5 May 1988,
90J. Bolger, Speech to Federated Farmers Tatarariki branch, 18 Juty 19gg
91J. Bolger, Speech to the Nationat Party Conference,5 August 1988
92flZpO, v.489,28 June 19g8,4786, per Easr
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The Trealy of Waitangi Amendment Bill was reported back in September 19gg.
National directly attacked the Treaty. 'l believe that, when 62 percent of New
Zealanders say that a 148-year-old treaty cannot be brought into the late twentieth
cenlury in its existing form, Parliament has to deal with that matter', said Rob
Munro.93 And on the Tribunal itself Warren Kyd claimed:

The tribunal has caused trouble in New Zealand, exacerbaled problems
between lhe races, and raised the profile of the claims. . . . To shorten the
case-load and have cases decided earlier is important, because the country
cannot afford lo have the decisions continuing into history and lroubling
New Zealand.94

Palmer did not speak. The Maori members contributions were bland. Only the Mp for
Tongariro, Noel Scott, mounted a strong defence:

A century of inaction, and even antagonism, has left a pattern and a volume
of disputes and real and often perceived injustices that need cleaning up.
The Governmenl is determined to do that.95

The second reading was delayed until November, and the third until December 19gg.
The Bill received the royal assent on 21 December 1988. New members were nol
appointed until 3 May 1999, and their first hearing began on 15 May 19gg at
Tokoroa. This was eighteen months after Palmer's December 1987 letter to the NZMC
had promised prompt action to expand the Tribunal. This lime, however, the
legislation had been amended to ensure that the Tribunal did not lapse for lack ol a
full membership.

(e) Government Control of the Waitangi Tribunal

In assessing its relationship with the Waitangi Tribunal, the Labour Government had
to weigh up a complex range of factors. lts initial support for the Trlbunal, with its
limiled resources and recommendatory powers, was not in open conflict with the
Government's economic and electoral interests. Even when the Tribunal's credibilily
with many Pakeha, and some Maori, started lo wear thin, the Cabinet seemed quite
happy to maintain the status quo. The Tribunal was a moderate option which left
ultimate conlrol in the Governmenl's hands, and provided an important arena for
calharsis where tribes could air their grievances, wilhout any obligation on the
Government to act. lts pace and direction could be controlled through its budget and

93ltzpO, v.492, 15 September 19g8, 6616, per Munro
94NZPD, v.492, 15 September 19gg, 6613
95uZpO, v.492, 15 Seprember 1988, 66j5.
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membership. Over time it also came to provide

for the Governmenl's supreme authority under
simply could not easily be abandoned.

an important source of legitimation

the principles of the Treaty. And it

By the late 1980s, however, even lhe effecliveness of the catharsis was beginning to
wear off. The Tribunal's credibility was being undermined by its increasing
formalism and legalism, lhe cost of hearings, and continuing delays, as well as by the
continued failure of the Government to act on the recommendations (discussed
below). The benefits to the Governmenl were increasingly outweighed by practical
and electoral concerns, especially as the Tribunal now had powers to order the
return of a significant amount of land, with potentially serious economic and political
consequences- lt was still important to maintain sufficient Maori faith in the
Tribunal to prevent a reversion to extra-legal aclion. But rhe Government needed to
control lhe number of reports issued, to limit the number of recommendations before
it, to neutralise the Tribunal's powers of binding recommendalion, and to defuse
Pakeha hostility towards the Treaty policy, as symbolised by the Waitangi Tribunal.

(i) Resources

Control over lhe Waitangi Tribunal's resources was perhaps the most effective, yet
sublle, means by which Government could contain the Tribunal. The Waitangi
Tribunal had always been pitifully under-resourced, in comparison to other quasi-
judicial and law reform bodies. Even once the 'second' Tribunal had been established
in mid-1986, the part-time membership had made it difficulr to schedule hearings
and complete reports. Funding remained inadequate.g6 During the later 1ggos, other
aspects of lhe Government's Treaty policy were demanding resources. ln particular,
the Tribunal was forced to compete with the TOWPU for scarce resources within the
Justice Department's budget. lt seems that lhe Tribunal lost out: .ln allocating
resources, TOWPU appears to have had the greater share, and it is understood, lhat
claim researchers earn more working for Towpu or crown Law'.97

This lack of resources seriously undermined the ability of rhe Tribunal to process
claims' In late 1988 the Tribunal's new Director prepared a briefing paper for
Government, setting out a timetable from November 19gg to June 1991. By
gathering tribes and claims logelher, he estimated that fifty ro sixty claims could be

96 Waitangi Tribunal operating expenditure for 1987-8 was onty $97g,g01. See footnote
98, below.

97 Report of the Ministeriat Ptanning Group. Ka Awatea, Maori Affairs, wellington, March1991,91
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disposed of in the next three to five years. The major claims from Taranaki, Tainui,

and Tauranga could be cleared by 1991. But this was not to be. A Register of Claims
prepared by the Director, and current to February 1989, showed that a total of 180

had been lodged. As olJune 1989, according to the Director, there were 195 claims.

The Waitangi Tribunal's 1989-90 budget allocation was only $2.8 million.9s By

December 1989 the Tribunal expected to have spent its entire year's funding.99 16.
Tribunal faced the prospect of deferring major claims unless it received more
money.100 But with election year approaching, and the Tribunal a polifical liability,

lhere was little incentive for the Government to speed up the hearing process by
providing more resources.

The major drain on the Tribunal's budget was the cost of claimants' lawyers. This

should have fallen on the Juslice Department's legal-aid budget, not on the Waitangi
Tribunal. But a technical reading of the Legal Aid Act 1969 through the tegat-aid

commiltees, adminislered by the Law Society, had ruled out assistance to claimants

unlil they supplied 'sufficient information' on the financial situation of all potential

beneficiaries-in the case of Ngai Tahu more than 3,OOO peopls.lot

Claimants were left in an invidious position. The claims arose out of lhe Crown's
violation of its Treaty obligations, which had stripped the claimants of their
economic resources. Under the Treaty of Waitangi Act, the Government required these

claims to be brought by individuals on behalf of the tribal claimants. The hearings

had now become complex and legalistic, so the claimants had no choice but to hire

senior lawyers, whom they could not afford. While the Crown had virtually unlimited
resources, every individual, polential beneficiary had to exhausl their private funds

before the state would assist lhem in mounting their claim for redress. Concerned at

the iniquity of this, lhe Waitangi Tribunal had accepted the burden of paying these
legal costs from its own meagre resources. With the increasing use of high-profile

lawyers, including Queen's Counsel, lhis lefl little money for other Tribunal
functions, or for processing other claims.

9ECompar"d to $4.1 million for the Law Commission, g1.23 million lor TOWPU. Waitangi
Tribunal operating expenditure for 1988-9 was $2,313,000.

99Personal communication
1 ooPersonal communication.
1o1 6 the matter of an appeal by H.R. Tau against a decision of the Canterbury District

Legal Aid committae, Legat Aid Appeat Authorily, weilington, LAA 1o/89, t0 May 1989
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The Government had promised in the December 1987 SOEs arrangement to address
the problem of legal aid. lt made a minor amendment in the TOWISEI Act which left

the problem largely unresolved, and promised to remedy it in the new Legal Services
Bill. But that Bill merely carried over the provision in the TOWISEI 4s1,102 and had

still not been passed by October 1990.

ln many inslances the initial burden of paying the legal costs still fell on the

claimants, with serious consequences. One example involved a claim by Pouakani BgB

Trusl over land in South Waikato, which the Tribunal heard in 1989. The Tribunal

agreed to make an interim report and recommendation on costs. But nine months

later, lhe interim report had still nol been made. Faced with threats of bankruptcy,

lhe claimants risked losing even their present lands. So the Trust applied to the High

Court for a ruling on the cosls.l03 The court granted the order. Only then did the
Tribunal remedy the matler. Such incidents seriously undermined the relationship

between claimanls and the Tribunal, and added to the impression of a bureaucratic,
paper-bound, and ineffectual Tribunal, increasingly distanced from the harsh reality

of the claimants.

The Tribunal and Government publicly tried to downplay this ineffecliveness, and to
disguise the backlog, recalculating downwards lhe number of claims which the

Tribunal said had been lodged. When Cabinet set up the Crown Task Force in late

1989, it asked for an update of the number of Tribunal claims. The figure produced

by the officials was significantly lower than earlier tallies: the Waitangi Tribunal

had received 226 enquiries, 1 12 of which had not met the requirements of section 6
of the Treaty of Waitangi Act. 102 claims had been registered with the Tribunal. Of

these, sixteen had been concluded; ten were heard and awailing report, including

reports on seven claims which had been withdrawn; three were under mediation;

twenty one were being researched or prepared for programming; and lifty two
awaited inilial appraisal.

The officials concluded that only half of the claims remained unattended.
Alternatively, the figures could have been interpreted to show that only sixteen
claims had been addressed during the fifteen years of the Tribunal's existence-noting
also that the recommendations of many of those reports still remained unaclioned, or
had been rejected. The revised figure was later used in speeches and publications by

l02Trealy of Wailangi (State Enrerprises) Act 1988, Part lll. Legat Services Bill 1989,
clauses 55-57

1O3'Tribunal costs plea goes lo courl', New Zealand Heratd,lg Jury 1990
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Government, wilh no atlempt to explain its inconsistency with earlier records and

statements.l o4

Expectations thal increased membership and resources would expedite hearings

proved unfounded. Plans to group similar grievances together, or to establish
precedents for like claims, fell foul of organisational and funding problems. Moves lo

minimise costs and delays to both sides through mediation also had little impact-the
only significant mediated settlement involved the Waitomo caves, which was

discussed in chapter three. Vast resources were absorbed by the huge Ngai Tahu

claim. The part-time membership, even sitting in divisions, was unable to make

much progress on olher claims. Lack of funds in 1990 led to the cancellation of

meetings for Tribunal members lo work on the outstanding reports.l0s 16si1

absence reinforced the increasing dominance of Tribunal officials, and the

Wellington-based members, who were predominantly Pakeha and lawyers, over the

substance of those reporls. The release of the Ngai Tahu Reprt, originally expected

in early 1990, was continually deferred. By the time of the October 1990 election it

was over lwo years since the Tribunal had presented a major report to the

Government.

Yet, despite all this, the sincerity of the Labour Government and the central role of

the Tribunal in redressing Maori grievances was seldom openly questioned.

(ii) Bureaucratic control ot the Tribunal

A second means of reasserling control lay in the bureaucratisation of the Tribunal.

While the Waitangi Tribunal had always been under the formal jurisdiction of the

Tribunals division of the Justice Department, until late 1987 there had been

minimal, hands-on departmental control. The Tribunal was located, along with the

Maori Land Court, in lhe premises of the Department of Maori Affairs. Claimants

were able to ring Judge Durie and talk to him about their claim. In early 19gB the

Tribunal's new political importance, and its power to order the relurn of SOEs land,

saw the Government and the bureaucracy began to exert more direct control. The

claimants, and the Tribunal members themselves, became distanced from the
Tribunal's expanding administratlqn.l 06

1046. Palmer, 'Waitangi Tribunal Claims and the Government', 3 January 1990. See also G.
Palmer, Speech to Wellington District Law Society, 14 December 1999

1 o5Personal communication
l06several Maori members of the Tribunal have privately expressed a deep disquiet over

the increased domination of the Tribunal's adminislrators and researchers.
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The shifl in emphasis was evidenced by the job description for the new position of
Director of the Waitangi Tribunal, advertised in January 1988.'proven management
experience at a senior level' and a degree in history or law were required. A
knowledge of Maori language and cullure, and experience in dispute resolution,
medialion, and negotiation were considered merely 'desirable' and 'advantageoue'.107
The Maori Tribunal members succeeded in having the job description revised at the
last minute, but the position was not readvertise6.108 As it lurned out, the job

description had no real effect on the appointment. The first Director, Wira Gardiner,
had a combination of all the required qualities.

The creation of TOWPU within the Justice Department, as the partisan adviser to the
Crown on Treaty issues, and to oversee the settlement of Treaty claims, further
threatened the Tribunal's perceived neulrality. This was heightened in December
1989, when Palmer announced lhe Crown Task Force on Treaty of Waitangi lssues,
with a priority on direct negotiations. The Task Force would be chaired by the
Minister of Justice, with a leading role for TOWPU. Durie wrote to the director of the
Prime Minister's Department, expressing his concerns and suggesting that the
Tribunal should become independent, along similar lines to the Justice Deparlment's
1987 proposal:

I think the core group must seriously consider whether the Waitangi
Tribunal should now be severed from Justice and rsconslitut€d as a sfand
alone body, akin to that of the ombudsman and the Human Rights
Commission, and answerable to the Minister of Maori Affairs. With the
Minister of Justice heading the task force and the Government stance being
formulated on the advice of a unit located within Justice, there seems to be
room for a conflict of interest within the Department, in providing advice to
lh€ Minister, and resources and services to both the Trealy poliCy Unit and
the Waitangi Tribunal.

Some years ago I had advised both the Ministers of Justice and Maori
Affairs that I thought the independencg of th€ Tribunal would best be marked
by locating the Tribunal within Justice. Obviously, circumstances have
since changed. I think it mosl important that the Tribunal should be seen as
independent of those involved in promoting the crown's position.109

It was also apparenl from his letter that, as chairperson of the Tribunal, Durie had
not been consulied on the proposals for the task force, or on the new policy on
settlement of claims. Nor had he been briefed by the Justice Department on the

107 pu61i6 Service Olficiat Circutar, lggg/l
loSDiscussed in a letter lrom Secretary for Justice to Royal Commission on Social policy,

21 March 1988.
109E. Durie ro D. McDowell, 1g January 1g90
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Cabinet's decisions on those matters.110 Six weeks, later the Group Manager of the
Courts and Tribunals division of the Justice Department-not the head of the prime

Minister's Deparlment-replied to Durie's letter. He could not see the problem.

I have attempted to recall any occasion when a conflict has arisen and have
been unable to do so. The Group slruclure within lhe Department is a clear
and effective safeguard lf there are specific instances that concern
you, I would be very happy to work through them to reassure you lhat the
Tribunal's interests are independently represented.l 1 1

The position of the Tribunal's Director was also becoming tenuous. The Justice
Department apparently saw the director both as an administrator and as a public
relations agent: 'it seems lo me that (apart from the Chairman) the Director is
better placed to work with lhe media, particularly on contentious issues but atso in
providing information.'l12 |n an interview in June 19gO the new Director, Buddie
Mikaere, told a Radio New Zealand reporter

sometimes the border gets blurred, but I see myself essentially as a civil
servanl whose role is to implement governmant policy insofar as the
Treaty of Wailangi Tribunal is concerned, and have a dual role servicing the
requirements of the tribunal. I guess from time to time the line is blurred,
but I see myself as a servant of both parties.l13 [my emphasis]

A post-election assessment of the Treaty-claims process strongly criticised the
bureaucratic undermining of the Tribunal's claim to neutrality:

Maori are frustraled that Justics Department which runs the case against
lhem lhrough rowPu atso services the waitangi rribunal. Towpu and
waitangi rribunal staff appear lo work 'hand in glove"-this position
undermines independence of lhe process [s,cI.114

The Tribunal had apparently lost any control, even over its own staffing.

1 101h1s was not the first time that the Tribunal had been excluded lrom such discussions.
In September 1987, Durie had expressed his unhappiness that proposals for dealing with
Treaty grievances, which downplayed the Tribunal's role in favour of direct
negotiations, wsre being floated by governmsnt and Maori bodies. They had not been
referred to the Tribunal for comment. While it agreed that lribes should be able to
nsgotiate lheir own claims, the Tribunal felt it could assist by interim findings of facl
and interpretation. See: Chairman and members of the Waitangi Tribunal to Minister ol
Juslice and Minister of Maori Affairs, 17 September t 9g7

1 'l 1 p. 17y6""ler to E. Durie, 29 February 1990
1 121rY6""1", to Durie
1134.616srd to J. Ketsey, 14 June 1990
114 Ys Awatea, 91
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It is understood the staff of ihe Tribunal are nol working to the Tribunal but
to ths Justice Department. The Tribunal has no say in its staff appointments
involving research staff or the appointment of the Director and' worse, we
understand research staff have been appointed on the advice of TOWpU and
Crown Law officers. The tribes can have very little faith in the quality of
rssearch prepared by Waitangi Tribunal researchers if personnel from
TOWPU and the Crown have dominated the seleclion panels.l15

The repofi expressed support for the idea of a stand-alone Tribunal: ,There is slrong
opinion that the Tribunal should stand independent of any Deparlment . . . employ its
own staff, and be accountable only to the Minister of Maori 411s;1s.'116

(iit) Non-lmplementation of Recommendations

A further control option was for the Government simply not to implement the
Tribunal's recommendations. Pressure on the Government was relieved by the lack of
any major report from the Tribunal for the two years from August 19gg to October
1990. But the Government's record of inaction on the few existing reports received
surprisingly little attention. Maori tended to focus more on the hearing of claims and
the Tribunal's reports, than on their actual effectiveness-reinforcing the
Governmenl's assertion ol the Tribunal's imporlance as a catharsis. This suited the
Government, especially given the prevailing view amongst Pakeha that Maori had
received too much already.

Perhaps the only serious attempt to scrutinise the Government's performance came
in 1988, in the report of the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment,
Helen Hughes. Creatively reading her powers in light of the reference to the
'principles of the Treaty' in the Environmenl Acl's long title, her office embarked on
a detailed study of the Government's response to Waitangi Tribunal recommendations
between 1983 and 1988. The results were damning. she recorded rhat:

of lhe 59 recommendations delivered to the crown by the waitangi rribunal
lo dale, eight have been partially implemented by lhe crown and 13 have
been fully implemented. A further 32 have been or are being addressed, but
no tangible results have yet been seen. The remaining 6 have either been
rejected (5) or information from Ministers has been insufficient for an
evaluation to be made (1).117

115112 Awatea. 91
1169s Awatea, 91
117BaPort on Crown Response to the Recommendations of the Waitangi Tribunal lggg-g*

Environmental Management and the Principtes of the Treaty of Witangi, parliamenrary
Commissioner For the Environment, Wellington, November 1988, g [footnotes omitted]
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The report criticised the lack of clear monitoring or reporting over the thirteen
years of Tribunal activity, and the five years of Tribunal recommendations. The
Trealy issues unil, established in Maori Affairs in early 1g97, had suffered initial
delays in obtaining staff and resources, and 'faced problems with other Government
Departments, bolh in attempting to ensure that they consider Waitangi Tribunal
recommendations and that they consult the Department when formulating policy'.118
Government inaction, she concluded:

reflects a lack of political will and a lack of concern or understanding among
dePartmental advisors. Ultimately it also reflects priorities held by the
mainslream €leclorale which the politicians respond to.1 19

The Government needed to explain to the public and to claimanls what action it was,
or was not, taking and why. An exlensive and expensive public education campaign
was urgently required. Further, the Governmenl should establish an adequately-
resourced, independent body, with a statutorily-defined role to monilor Crown
performance on Treaty lssuss.120 None of these suggestions was ever implemenred.

(iv) Direct Negotiations

By the time of lhe Muriwhenua Fishing Report the Tribunal had become self-
censoring, eschewing specific recommendations, and restricting itself to fact-finding
and upholding or rejecting claims. lt would leave it to the claimants and Government
to delermine the detailed outcome, through negotiations. This coincided with a shift in

Government's emphasis on the settlement of claims. While it needed to prevent any
flood of Tribunal reports, lhere were grievances which required urgent attention,
either for economic reasons, such as pending privatisations, or to pacify the more
powerful tribal claimants. lt was also essential to devise a means lo circumvent the
Tribunal's power of 'binding recommendations [sic]' over SOEs and forestry land,
and coal licences. An expeditious and credible alternative to the Tribunal was
required.

1 1 8 Department of Maori Affairs Annual
Management,25

ll9Environmental Management.26. The Maori Land Court agreed with this sentiment, when
in September 1989 it granted an application to revest the Orakei marae in the Ngati
Whatua Trust Board. This was part of the Tribunal's recommendations in the Orakei
claim which the Government had agreed to implement, but which had still not been
actioned two years later.

120 Environmental Management, gz

Report, 1987-8, cited in Environmental
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In December 1989 Palmer announced proposals for direct negotiations of Treaty

claims. The Tribunal would serve a preliminary fact-finding role, or at best
facilitate direct mediation between the Crown and claimants. The major
responsibility for Treaty claims would shift to the Crown Task Force on Waitangi

lssues, chaired by the Minister of Justice.

The Taskforce will set up a 'Negotiations Registor' so that Maori claims
can be prioritised and handled in an orderly sequence, related, where
rol€vant, to lhe Waitangi Tribunal's programms.
The Waitangi Tribunal is and will remain an essential element in the process
for settling Maori grievances. However it is not ths whole process. We need
a more robust system for exploring the potential to settl€ claims before
th€y got to the Waitangi Tribunal and to settle them after the Tribunal has
made its recommendations. In many cases it may be possible to achieve a
nsgotiated seillement without having to go to the Tribunal 11 399.121

Despite protestations to the contrary, it was clear that the Waitangi Tribunal was

being further marginalised. The real decisions would be made in negotiations. The

Tribunal was a placebo intended to pacify those claimants for whom nothing was being

done to address their grievance. And the prospect of a return to the Tribunal with its
delays, cosls, and uncerlainties, would provide the Government with leverage over

claimants engaged in negotialions, to reach a settlement favourable to the

Governmenl.

The Government's negotiating position on the Raupatu claims clearly illustrates this

strategy. The Govermnent was prepared only to modernise existing statutory
compensation payments, This placed heavy pressure on claimants. lf they rejected

this offer, they would have to prove before the Waitangi Tribunal that the statutory

settlement was oppressive and should be set aside, and/or establish the injustice of

the Raupatu from scratch. Such a hearing would require extensive documentation and

research, consume vast human and financial resources, and be drawn out over
several years. And there was no guarantee of the outcome. The Tribunal had already

confined itself to making broad-based findings preliminary to negotiation, and the

Government had clearly indicated the parameters within which it was prepared to

negotiate. The negotiations process had rendered the Tribunal's reports targely

irrelevanl, even where it had the power to make a binding order for the return of the

resources.

Conlrol over negotiations was lurther assisted by the individualisation of the
Tribunal claims. This enabled the Government to engage in the ploy of divide and rule,

1216. p"|rer, speech to wellington Disrrict Law society, 14 December 19g9
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and to designate whom it would recognise as having lribal authority, and on what
lerms. lt was prepared to ignore specific claimanls, and conduct confidential (secret)

negotiations with more amenable forces, whom the Government was prepared to
recognise as rangatira. The most nolable example was lhe effeclive exclusion of Joe
Hawke of Ngati Whatua from negotiations over lhe Orakei recommendations, in favour
of Sir Hugh Kawharu, despite the latter's ambivalent and marginal relationship to the
q;sim.1 22

(v) Conclusion

By October 1990 the Waitangi Tribunal continued to serve an important purpose for
lhe Governmenl. But that purpose was not lhe resolution of Treaty grievances.
Treasury made this clear in its post-election briefing to the Minister of Finance in

1 990:

The Tribunal is the corner-stono of the procsss for receiving and assessing
claims. lt conducts comprehensive hearings and enables the hislory o1
claims to be aired and examined. The Tribunal plays an important
authentication role in researching the historical basis of claims . . . as well
as checking that claimants are representative of the iwi and lhe claim. . . .

Also, in acting as a forum lor the hearing ol claims, it allows claimants the
important cath_arsis of appearing before a public hearing to express their
grievances.'t23 1ny emphasisl

C. THE OPERATION OF THE WAITANGI TRIBUNAL

This section provides a brief overview of the Tribunal's reports and
recommendations. lt then assesses their economic implications, the Tribunal's
shitling interpretation of the Trealy, and its capitulation on the question of
sovereignty.

(a) The Waitangi Tribunat Reports

In its fifteen years of existence the Waitangi Tribunal has produced only a handful of
reports. Even fewer had been fully implemented by october 1990.

12216s Waitangi Tribunal had recommended negotiations between the Crown and Ngati
Whatua Trust Board, bul avoided dealing with the effective marginalisation from those
discussions of members of Ngati Whatua o oraksi whose views wsre not r€presented by
dominant msmb€rs of the Trust Board.

123Treasury, 'settlement of Land Claims under the Treaty of Waitangi,, 27 November
1 990
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(i) The Early Hearings

The first Tribunal hearing involved an objection lodged in 't972 by Joe Hawke of
Ngati Whatua, to his prosecution in the criminal courts for taking shellfish in breach
of the Fisheries (General) Regulations 1950. He had been convicted and discharged.
After a brief hearing, lhe Tribunal determined that there was 'no evidence to show
that the regulation had been interpreted in any prejudicial manner',124 apparently
equating a discharge wilh an acquittal. They therefore dismissed the claim as having
no subslance.

The next claim, lodged in February 1977 and heard later that year, involved an
objection to the siting of the Auckland Thermal Number One power starion at Waiau
Pa on the Manukau Harbour. Hundreds of hectares of mudflats were to be taken for
cooling ponds, in violation of Tainui's traditional fishing rights. There was a
substantial hearing over several days, and the Tribunal visited Whatapaka marae.
The Electricity Department subsequently dropped the project. The Tribunal then
declined to issue a report of its full findings on the legal vatidity of the ctaim,
although it did produce a partial repon.l25 John Sutton noted at the time rhat rhe
'report could well have issued from an environmental body and although the Treary is
menlioned in passing many times and is partially cited there is very litile light shed
on its meaning and effect'.126 ;-1s concluded that'it is clear that the tribunal does nor
regard itself as an inslrument of change.'127

A further claim relating to discharge of sewerage into the Tauranga Harbour was
withdrawn before any hearing.128

(ii) The Motunul Ctaim

The first subslantial report from the waitangi Tribunal came in 19g3. In 1gg1 Aila
Taylor, on behalf of lhree Hapu of Te Atiawa, r,;d lodged a claim seeking to protect the
lribe's traditional seafood beds, around the coasl of Waitara, from pollution by
sewerage and industrial waste. This included a proposed new outfall from the New

124 psPort of the Waitangi Tribunat on a claim by J. P. Hawke and others of Ngati Whatua
concerning the Fisheries Hegulations, WAI-1, Justice Department, Wellinjton, March
1978. 6

1zs?eport of the Waitangi Tribunat on a claim by T.E. Kirkwood on behalt of the Waikato
sub-tribes served by Whatapaka Marae, WAI-2, Justice Department, Wellington,
February 1978

126.1.9. Sutton,'The Treary of Waitangi roday, VUWLR, v..t1,.t9g1, 17,3g
127sutton, 99
128sunon, g+
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Zealand Synthetic Fuels plant into the sea, for which a water right had been sought
and granted, under the fast-track provisions of the National Development Act 1gg1.
Te Atiawa had already unsuccessfully opposed the outfall at the Planning Tribunal,

and in an application for review before the Court of Appeal.

The Tribunal found that Te Aliawa's traditional fishing grounds, already prejudicially

affected by serious pollution, were likely to be further harmed by the proposed

Synfuels outfall. Planning requirements were insufficient to prevenl this. This
failing reflected the inadequale recognition of Maori interests in coastal and inland
waters, within planning machinery and legislation generally. The Tribunal found that
the Crown was obliged, under the Treaty, to provide such legislative proteclion, and
to give an 'appropriate priority' to the Maori interests in fishing grounds. This
included conferring certain rights of control over lhose fisheries upon the Hapu most

closely associated with them. The Tribunal concluded that such a priority was not

accorded to Maori interests at present.

But the Tribunal also determined that it was not inconsistent with the spirit and
intent of the Treaty for the Crown and Maori to confer on such maners, and to agree

to alter the strict terms of the Treaty, so as to produce an acceptable, practical
solution. Te Atiawa was offering just such a compromise.

The Tribunal therefore upheld the claim, and recommended that the proposal for the

ocean outfall be dropped. Synfuels should make an interim arrangement wilh the
Waitara Borough Council, lo use its outfall. Meanwhile a regional task force should be

established, to make medium-term arrangements for the replacement of the borough
oulfall, and work towards the longer-term goal of a land-based treatment plant. An

interdepartmental committee should also work on the identification, proteclion, and

control of Maori fishing grounds.

The release of the report provoked a major political conlroversy, and thrust the

Waitangi Tribunal into public prominence for the first time. The Synthetic Fuels
plant was one of the National Government's much-criticised, and staunchly-defended
Think 8rg projects. Prime Minister Muldoon peremptorily dismissed the Tribunal's
recommendations.l29 A hui immediately called by Te Atiawa sought radical action,
including boycotting the forthcoming Royal Tour, disbanding Maori councils, asking
the Maori MPs to resign, and appealing to the Federation of Labour to take industrial

12911611y Zeatand Heratd,30 March 19g3
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action.l30 A subsequent hui was more circumspecl, advocating negotiations with the

Government. The media and a variely of interest groups stepped in behind Te Atiawa,

reflecting the increased tolerance lowards matters Maori, and the widespread

hostility to Muldoon and Think Big .

A deputation met with Muldoon amidst a blaze of publicity. The Prime Minister made

a partial concession. The National Government introduced the Synthetic Fuels Planl
(Water Right) Bill. This maintained the existing water right and provided for an

allernative, allowing the discharge of Synfuels's industrial effluent through the

existing Waitara Borough Council outfall. There were two major problems with the

Bill. lt left the original waler right intact. And the Council outfall itself was barely

adequate to meet existing needs, so it could only provide a shorl-term solulion. After

numerous submissions, and continuing media pressure, the Government conceded and

cancelled the initial right altogether. The Synthetic Fuels Plant (Effluent Disposat)

Empowering Act 1983 granted to Synfuels an interim right to discharge its

industrial effluent into the sea, or through an alternative ouifall, unlil it secured

authority to discharge it in some other lawful manner, or at the latest t2 March

1 992.

The redress sought by Te Aliawa, and endorsed by the Tribunal, had been moderate,

and a considerable compromise. The report was widely acclaimed as evidence of

progress in addressing Treaty grievances. But, despite the initial euphoria over the

Government's back-down, lhe short-term remedy failed lo solve Te Atiawa's
problems with the Synfuels effluent or the council's sewerage. By 1988 the pipes

had proved inadequate to carry the amount of waste being pumped through them, and

lhe concerns raised in the Motunui Report were being revisited. There was also a

lengthy period of inertia over the recommendation for an interdepartmental

commitlee on Maori fisheries. When it was eventually established, Aila Taylor was

the only non-government member. The committee reported in 1986,131 but the

maller was then referred to the Law Commission, and subsequently became subsumed

by the wider fisheries debate over the quota management system.132

In November 1989 a steering commillee was established by the Cabinet Legislation

Committee, to identify and report on any action required to implement any

13o'plsx to Queen on fish rights', New Zealand Times,3 April 1983
'13'lg6s 

above, 279_9
13256" below, 7G6-70
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outstanding recommendations in the Motunui Report.l33 'Officials deemed that

adequate progress was being made with the inclusion of Taiapure provisions in the

Maori Fisheries Act and lwi Management Plan provisions in the Resource

Management Bill'.13a Yet by October 1990 the Resource Management Bill had still

not been passed, and the already-unsatisfactory Taiapure provisions had been

further stultified by red tape. The Motunui claimants remained in deep despair over

the future of their tribal fisheries-a crisis compounded by the Government's sale of

lhe Synfuels plant to a Fletcher Challenge subsidiary, wilh the Treaty grievance still

unresolved.l35

(iii) The Kaituna Claim

The third major hearing, but the second report, involved a claim lodged by Sir

Charles Bennett and other kaumalua of Ngati Pikiao, opposing the construction of a
nutrienl pipeline to the Kaituna River, by the Rotorua City Gorporation. Lodged on 30

January 1978, it was not heard until July 1984, after the Planning Tribunal had

rejected the last of the claimanls' appeals. After two weeks of hearings on the marae,

the Tribunal upheld the claim. lt concluded that the release of sewerage effluent into

the river, no matler how scientifically pure, would prejudicially affect the

claimants' spiritual and cultural values. lt would also reduce the quality and quantity

of Ngati Pikiao fisheries, as the lwi would be obliged to place a tapu over the river.

Allernatives existed, which were practicable in terms both of Maori values, and

sound engineering practice.

The Tribunal also determined that legislation passed prior to 1975 was not
necessarily outside its jurisdiction. Any Act which remained in force, as a deliberate

Government policy, fell within the scope of the Treaty of Waitangi Act.136 This

allowed il to criticise the failure of the Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967 to
provide for Maori spiritual and cullural values protected under the Treaty.

The Tribunal recommended that the policy lo construct the pipeline be abandoned. An

allernative, land-based treatment should be investigated. Government should redirect

133L961g91 1gz, z November 19g9
134pgpex to the Social Equity Committee, 'steering Committee Concerning the Waitangi

Tribunal Report on the Te Ati Awa Fishing Grounds: lmplementation of
Recommendalions', TOW (90) 5. Noted by the Cabinet Committee on Treaty of Waitangi
lssues, 28 March 1990, TOW(90) M 4/1

1 35Personal communication
136pin6;nn ol the Waitangi Tribunal on the Kaituna Claim, WAt-4, Justice Department,

Wellington, November 1984, 19
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its present subsidy for the pipeline towards support for this alternative. Further,
the Water Act should be amended, lo enable Regional water Boards and the planning
Tribunal properly to take into account Maori spiritual and cultural values, as was
provided in the Town and Country planning Act 1971.

The Kaituna claimants fared better than mosl others. The Government adopted rhe
Tribunal's recommendations, withdrawing all financial supporl from the existing
project, and offering a seventy five per cenl subsidy for a combined treatment plant
and land disposal scheme. The Rotorua City Corporation opted for a scheme to spray
effluent on the whakarewarewa State Forest. The acceptance of the land-based
lreatment scheme was nol motivated simply by compliance wilh the Tribunal,s
report. lt retlected a combination of pressures broughl lo bear on the Council over
time, especially from environmentalists, to adopt an alternative. But it had required
the reversal of decisions reached by the Government, Rolorua city, and the catchment
Board, afler years of protracted research and negotiations.

The review of environment and planning laws fared less well. Moves to provide
recognition for Maori cultural and spiritual rights, in the Resource Management
Bill, had slill not become law by October 1990. As discussed in the lasl chapter, to
some extent lne Huakina decision remedied the absence of statutory recognition,
although the extent of Planning Tribunal's commilment to that decision remained
uncerlain.

(iv) The Manukau Claim

The Manukau claim was lodged in early 1984 by Nganeko Minhinnick of Ngati Te Ata
on behalf of Te Puaha ki Manuka, who are affiliated to the Tainui confederation. The
claim focused on the violalion of the Manukau Harbour and the loss of surrounding
lands, although its scope expanded to encompass many specific grievances as the
hearings proceeded. The Tribunal circrrmvenled its restrictive jurisdiction, by
arguing that the currenl claim could only be understood in the historical conrext of
the colonial wars of the 1860s, and the resulting Raupatu or confiscations. lt was
'frankly appalled' by the evidence which it uncovere6.t37

The Tribunal upheld most of lhe ctaimants' allegations of widespread breaches of the
Treaty.

137 Finaing of the waitangi rribunal on the Manukau claim, wAl-g, waitangi rribunal,Wellington, 1985, 9
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In the Manukau the tribal enjoyment of lhe lands and fisheries has been and
conlinues ro be severely prejudiced by compulsory acquisitions, land
development, induslrial developments, reclamalions, waste discharges,
zonings, commercial fishing and the denial of traditional hafiour access.

The omission of ths Crown to provide a protection against these things is
conlrary to the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.

The act of omission began lasl century with poliCies that led to war and the
confiscation of tribal territories. lt was continued in this century by a
failure to give adequate protection lo or r€cognition of Maori rights in rhe
acquisition of lands or the proposal of major works. lt is reflected after
1975, from whence our jurisdiction begins, in an omission to recognise or
give appropriate priority to Maori interests in laws and policies and in
planning in a number of statutory jurisdictions.l3S

But the Tribunal faced a dilemma. In the preceding cla,rns, the Tribunal had dealt
wilh requests for compromise recommendations which were politically saleable. Now
the Tribunal was faced with more radical demands, involving a direct challenge to
Crown ownership of the harbours, and reasserting independent tribal authority over
land and sea resources. Even in the relatively-favourable climate of the time, lhese
would have been considered extreme. But they were sourced in the Treaty, and
accorded wilh the Tribunal's own interpretation of tino rangatiralanga, and irs
rejection of a Maori cession of sovereignty. To circumvenl this, the Tribunal sought
refuge in the wording of its empowering statute, and differentiated between its two
functions: the interpretation of the Treaty, and recommendations for redress based on
lhe 'practical application' of the Treaty principles. So, while it admitted that ,many

of those claims are well founded upon a strict interpretation of the Treaty, olher
circumstances of the case point to lhe impracticability of providing relief soughr by
some.'139

The jurisprudenlial point arising is that although a claim may be well
founded according to our interpretation of the Treaty, we have still to
consider whether in all the circumslances of the case it is practicable to
apply the principles of the Treaty to it. lf a tribe has Treaty righrs to the
exclusive ownership of certain fisheries the Waitangi Tribunal has still to
consider the practicalities of awarding an exclusive ownership today.140

ln reaching this conclusion the Tribunal invoked lhe reference, in the Acl,s long tiile,
to the 'praclical application of the Treaty', although there was no corresponding

138Psnu1rru, 'loo
139Manukau,10
l40Manukau, gl
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reference to practicality in the substantive sections which set out the Tribunal's

Powers.141

And, despite the Tribunal's query whether the Treaty involved the acceptance by
Maori of English common law, any remedies were to be constrained by the concepts
and substance of colonial law:

The legislative intent is clear. Given lhal the Treaty has not previously
been part of lhe domestic law w€ are to consider what steps might be taken
lo ensure thal domestic laws and policies adequately reflect its general
principles or what mighl be done to remedy or comp€nsate for existing
breaches.142

The Tribunal's compromise recommendations included amendmenls to planning and

environment legislation, lo provide recognition for Maori spiritual, cultural, and
tribal interests; urgent and comprehensive research into Maori traditional fishing
activity; funding to assist tribal authorities to establish an economic base, including
a share of levies on developments affecting papakainga and traditional fisheries; the

drafting of a Manukau Harbour Action Plan, to take positive steps lo restore the
harbour; and the appointment of Guardians of the Manukau, to represent Maori and

environmental interests, and to restore mana Maori.

It declined lo recommend specific redress for other acknowledged breaches. The
claimants asked for an end to the mining of the ironsands at Maioro by New Zealand
Steel, until all wahi tapu had been identifled. The Tribunal refused lo recommend
this. lt merely suggested that the mining conditions should be reviewed and
renegotiated, or new undertakings be sought, to protect wahi tapu and adjoining Maori
lands, and to make provision for reinterment of discovered remains. A survey of wahi
tapu should also be completed and reserves established, if Ngati Te Ata agreed. The
Tribunal also made no recommendations regarding the compulsory acquisition of
lands in the Waiuku state forest. The forest service had begun negotiations for a
return of the land, with a caveal that private interests must be protected-especially
the mining rights of New Zealand Steel 'under what we [lhe Tribunall judge to be
conditions very favourable lo the company'.143 These negotiations should continue, if

14116" Tribunal later retracted this requirement of practicality in lhe Report of the
Waitangi Tribunal on the Waiheke Claim, WAI-10, Waitangi Tribunat, Wellington, June
1987 and Report ol the Waitangi Tribunat on the Orakei Ctaim, WAI-g, Waitangi Tribunal,
November 1987. Bul it was effectively reinslated the condition in the Aeport of the
Waitangi Tribunal on the Mangonui Sewerage Claim, WAI-17, Waitangi Tribunal,
Wellington, Augusl 1988

l42Manukau, Bz
l43Manukau, 120
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practicable, withoul further recourse to the Tribunal, although leave was granted to
file a fresh application if necessary.'144

On the highly-controversial, and economically delicate, question of the discharge of
water by New Zealand Sleel, through a slurry pipeline, into the Manukau Harbour,
the Tribunal again declined to make a recommendation. lt was lefr to the company and
the claimants to work out an acceptable compromise.

On the wider question of the Raupatu, the Tribunal was constrained by its 1975
jurisdiction' lt could only appeal to the Government to consider the evidence
presenled, and lo set in train steps towards what it saw as long overdus 1s;;g1.145

By October 1990 almost none of these recommendations had been given effect. Action
on a number were referred to as still 'in progress', bul there was no guarantee that
they would ever emerge from that stage. Labour had not returned the wahi tapu. Nor
had it tackled what came to be the burning issue of the Manukau claim: New Zealand
Steel's continued mining of wahi tapu at Maioro. Indeed, it had sold the company
without settling the grievance. The harbour remained seriously polluted, and Ngati Te
Ata's applicalion for control over their local non-commercial fisheries under lhe
Taiapure provisions of the Maori Fisheries Act, was making little progress. Their
frustration was compounded in mid-'1990, when the Auckland Regional Authority
announced plans for the future disposal of Auckland's sewerage by piping wasle
directly into the Manukau Harbour.

In 1988 one of the claimants summed up Ngati Te Ata's experience of the Waitangi
Tribunal process:

It's been a non-ev€nt for us. The Government has been asking us to
compromise 100 p€r cent in €very case. The srurry pipe was cJmpleteo
before the Tribunal's findings were rsleased. Foreslry are asking us io buy
our land back. we've had 5o,o0o tons of tairings dumped on top of a
c€meterY.146

By 1990 they had explored every avenue-Planning Tribunal hearings, litigation in
lhe @urls, a claim to the Waitangi Tribunal, negotiations with Government, and even

144611anug"u, 132
145Manukau, to
l46Proiect Waitangi, 'The Waitangi Tribunal: Quastions and Answers,. A Resource Kit forPakeha Produced by project waitangi, projecr waitangi, weilington, 19gg, 16
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an investigation by the United Nations sub-committee on indigenous peoples.laT The
closest Ngati Te Ata got to securing its demands came after some of its members
reverted to direct protest action in 1990. But by October 1990 rhey remained
largely without redress, and in many instances worse-off than when they wenr to the
Tribunal.

(v) Te Reo Maori Ctaim

The claim for official recognition and promotion of the Maori language was lodged by
Huirangi Waikerepuru and Nga Kaiwhakapumau i te Reo (lnc). lt proposed that the
language be made official for all purposes, allowing its use, as of right, in
Parliament, the courls, government departments, local government, and other public
bodies. Over seventy detailed recommendations were soughl, relaling primarily to
education, broadcastinQ, law, and the state sector. This was lhe first claim which
involved intangible rights, in this case the language, sourced in the reference to
'taonga' in the Maori texl, and the Maori belief that they were being guaranteed in the
Treaty a continuation of the Maori way of |i1s.1as

It was evident from the contrasl in style and language used, especially in references
to lhe 'Maori New Zealanders' and 'European New Zealanders', that rhis reporl was
mainly written by the Tribunal's pakeha member, paul remm. Temm had used a
similar styfe in the introduction to lhe Manukau Report. lt seemed primarily
directed at the consciences of Pakeha, and lacked the substance of rhe preceding
reports. The Tribunal concluded that the Government had failed to protect the Maori
language under the Treaty. But the report argued there were also practical reasons
for its recommendalions. Given the changing face of New Zealand sociely, Maori
aspirations and desires must be recognised and fulfilled, for rhe welfare and best
interests of the country{uite apart from the Treaty of waitangi.

The actual recommendations again fell well shurt of what the claimarrls sought.
Indeed, the report suggested very little concrele redress. The Tribunal called for an
urgent inquiry into the way Maori children are educated, especially any changes lo
department policy, needed lo ensure that all children who wished lo learn Maori could
do so. lt suggested legislation to enable anyone who wished to use Maori in all courts

147.!7nri13ntiar Report on a visit to New Zeatand, 2-7 January rgas, E-r. Daes, chair,
United National Working Group on Indigenous populations

14816;s interpretation 
-ha_s 

besn strongly disputed by the Treasury, and by pakeha
academics such as A. Sharp in Justice and the Maori. Maori Ctaims in New ZealandPolitical Argument in the 1980s, Oxford University press, Auckland, 19g0, 1g4-5
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of lalv and dealings with Government departments, local authorities, and other public

bodies to do so. lt recommended amendments to the state services legislation, to
provide for bilingualism in Maori and English to be a prerequisite for appointment
'lo such positions as the State Services Commission deems necessary or desirable'.
When formulating broadcasting policy, the Crown should have regard to the
Tribunal's finding that it is obliged to recognise and protect the Maori language. And a
statulory body to supervise and foster use of the language should be established.

But the Tribunal declined to make specific recommendations on Maori language in

broadcasling, arguing that the Royal Commission on Broadcasting was currenlly
deliberating on the matter. lt rejecled bilingual publication of government documenls
as too expensive. And it limited requirements for fluency in Maori language to a
requiremenl for some civil service positions, for reasons of practicality.

The report had a minimal effect. The Government pre-empted the Tribunal's findings

by introducing a Maori Language Bill 1985 which made limited provision for use of
Maori language in legal and official proceedings. Huirangi Waikerepuru, the original
claimant, concluded that:

The Government pre-empted our claim by introducing its bill and not waiting
for the report. The Maori Language Act is a groat disappointment and an
insult to Maori culture and to the Maori people.l49

The Maori Language Act received minimal publicity, and has proved largely
ineffective. Translation is generally one-way, from Maori to English.150 Only
defendants and witnesses are allowed to speak in Maori. Lawyers are not, which
frustrates Maori-speaking lawyers, whose clients are using Maori. Very few
lawyers and judges are bilingual. So if the Act is invoked they are dependent on the
literal and conceptual accuracy of the court-appointed interpreter. yet lhese
interpreters will generally be unfamiliar with the issues, and possibly with the
dialect. This has deterred some wilnesses and defendants who would othenrise have

used the 6s1.151 A further practical barrier is the requirement for 14days'prior,
written notice of the intention to speak Maori. lt is therefore inapplicable to many

ftrst hearings, and difficult for subsequent ones. Even where an application has been

made, some judges still resist. In a 1987 trespass case in Tauranga involving Ngai

149Pye1ss1 Waitangi, t7
1509u1 now see the ruling in favour of two way translation of evidence and cross-

examination in R v Hillman [19911 DCR 6g
1 51 Personal communication
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Tamarawaho protestors, the District Court Judge refused to allow the witnesses and

defendants to speak in Maori 'on the basis that [they] understood English well
enough'.152

Translation of government documents into Maori has been rare. Maori participation

in broadcasting has also remained marginal, prompling renewed Waitangi Tribunal

claims and prolonged litigation in response to the privatisation of the airwaves, and

to the sale of Telecom. These remained unresolved by October 1990. The Maori

Language Commission's most notable activity has been to devise Maori names for
government departments. Fruslrated with the lack of progress in securing changes
within governmenl, the Commission announced in 1988 that it was relocating to

Hamilton, and planned lo concenlrate on fostering the language amongst Maori. lt has

retained a ve(y low profile.

During the 1980s there has been significant progress in the revival of lhe Maori

language. But that has largely been the work of Maori women in the Kohanga Reo

movement. Very little can be atlributed to the report of the Waitangi Tribunal.

(vi) The Waiheke Claim

The claim lodged in March 1985 by Hariata Gordon on behalf of Ngati Paoa concerned
plans by the Board of Maori Affairs to sell a farm on Waiheke lsland which was part

of the ancestral lands of Ngati Paoa. The particular land had been sold by the tribe in
1858, and was subsequently brought under a Maori Affairs development scheme in

1965. The development proved expensive, and the Board bought the land from the
lhen owner. By 1983 the scheme could not sustain the @st, and the Board decided to

sell to a private owner. Ngati Paoa wanled the land revested in the tribe, to provide

an economic base. A land occupation and arrests for trespass followed. The claim
raised the broader concern of landless tribes such as Ngati Paoa, who were victims of

lhe process of colonisation in general, rather than any specific evenls.

The report was written prior to the Court of Appeal's decision in the SOEs case, but
was embargoed until the court had delivered its judgment. lt was very much policy-

driven, reflecting a desire by Judge Durie in particular, to take a more pro-aclive

role in securing a viable economic base for lwi and Hapu. lts specific concern was to

152161s decision was criticised by the High Courr
unraported, High Court, Tauranga, 28 June
discussion of this protest above, 594-6

on appeal. Anaru Kohu v The Police,
1989, 17, per Anderson J. See the
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address the fulure needs of tribes'who suffered the oppression of land loss',153 but
who would not recover anything if reguired to prove specific grievances.

The prospect that reparation may come to dep€nd upon various degrees of
wrong must also cause concern. some tribes it seems may sxpect to
recover handsomely through events lhat may rank as atrocities. Othsrs,
perhaps "loyal" to the crown in the wars, may €xp€ct little if anything at
all. Yet, in the same historic process, tribes in both categories hlve
somehow lost a reasonable land base. lt is difficult lo see that a tortious
approach servss b€st lo provide equity among them, or that it can ever deal
adequately wilh those consequences of social dislocation that call for an
assessment of the particular needs 91 ss66.154

The rather lenuous thread which brought the tribe's dispossession within the 197S
jurisdiction was 'the contention . . . that Crown policies since 1975 fail to support
the tribal groups that were party to the Treaty and in particular, those tribes like
Ngati Paoa now so lacking for land or other endowmenls that they are lhreatened with
extinction.'155 16us far, all the Tribunal members agreed. Whether the Tribunal
should go further and imply a more general duty on the Crown not to leave tribes
landless was the subject of dissent, and separate comment by each of the
members.156 According to Durie

the Treaty obliges lhe Crown, in circumstances like these, to consider
always the future survival of the local tribes. Given our finding that the
Board itself was unable to do other than that which il did, it is rhe failure of
the crown lo direct the Board, or to furnish it wilh ths nec€ssary
authority, that constitutes a breach of the principles of the Treaty in this
case.1 57

However, the land had now been sold lo new owners. lt was not in the spirit of the
Treaty to resolve one unfair situalion by creating another, The Tribunal therefore
recommended that the Crown negotiate with the Board of Maori Affairs, the new
owner, and Ngati Paoa to release the land to Ngati Paoa. The Government should also
provide the claimants with sufficient funding to establish a viable operalion, or
provide an alternative land base within Ngati paoa's ancestral territory.

This needs-based approach was consistent with the policy being developed in the
contexl of devolution, and was infinitely more affordable than compensalory

153waiheke, gz
154waiheke, 4t
l55waiheke, 94
156ygsi11spe, 36-47, and see betow, 659-9
157 waiheke, 96
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settlements. Treasury objected to the suggestion that this was a duty owed by the

Crown to all tribes, but approved the specific settlement. The move was also in line

with a more general policy lo reslore to tribal control almost all Part XXIV

development blocks administered by the Board, under the Maori Affairs Act 19S3.

lndeed, lhe waiheke Report may have played a part in promoting that policy.

On 13 March 1989 the Cabinet agreed to the transfer of Crown land, known as the

Waiheke Development Scheme, to Ngati Paoa Whanui. The Minister of Maori Affairs,

Koro Wetere, made it clear that the Government had not specifically accepted the
principle of a duty not to leave tribes landless. Nor, he stressed, was the decision

affected by the earlier threats and protests by Ngati Paoa. lt was an oulcome which

was equitable and in the interests of 'all New Zealanders'-and one which could be

satisfied from the existing Crown estate.

Ralhsr Cabinet recognised a combination of circumstancos arising from the
investigations of the Tribunal, which persuaded it to exercr'se it's [sic]
Treaty prerogative to govern and lo make decisions on lhe waitangi
Tribunal recommendations. In doing so, it approved the remedies proposed
by the Tribunal, in accordance with its commitm€nt to Maori people to deal
reasonably and the utmost good faith [s,c] with proven breaches of the
principles of the Treaty.l58

The land was vested in the tipuna of Ngati Paoa in February 1990, along with a sum

of $250,000. But by October 1990 it had still not been vested in the trustees who

had been nominated by Ngati Paoa, as the Tribunal had recommended, and the

Government had agreed.

(vii) The Orakei Claim

The next claim was particularly controversial. lts immediate origin was the 507-

day fand occupation at Bastion Point in 1977-8. The protest had seen an agreement

between the Muldoon Governmenl and a self-appoinled group of kaumatua who did not

supporl the occupation, and had culminated i: the arrest of 222 people, including the

claimants. Further protests had occurred in 1982. Joe Hawke of Ngati Whatua of

Orakei, and twelve others, served notice of an intention to lodge a claim in May

1983, and liled the formal claim in February 1984. lt therefore fell under the

1975 legislation. To come within the Tribunal's jurisdiction, it was linked lo the
Orakei Block (Vesting and Use) Act 1978 which embodied the't978 agreement. Those

1586. yy"1"re, Speech to Ngati Paoa, 30 June 19g9
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kaumatua who had been involved in that agreement, therefore, did not initially
support lhe claim.

But the real issue was lhe nineteenth century land legislation which had caused the
individualisation and alienation of the tribe's land, and the unscrupulous dealings of
Crown agents in dispossessing the tribal owners. Part-way through the initial
hearing, the claim was extended to seek the vesting of the Orakei marae-which
carried the contradictory description of a 'national' marael59-under the exclusive
mana of Ngati Whatua of Orakei. This provided the opening for the other kaumatua lo
become 1nuo1us6.160

The amendmenl to empower the Tribunal to go back to 1840 was slowly progressing

through Parliament. The claimants sought an adjournment until the legislation was
passed, so that all the issues behind the claim could be canvassed. This allowed the
focus to shift from the 1978 agreement, and the kaumatua involved in it then took a
more active role in the proceedings. The Orakei Report noted that during the
Tribunal's last sitting, a tribal meeting and a meeting of lhe Ngati Whatua trust board
had expressed their unanimous support for the 6;616.161

This then became the first report under the retrospeclive jurisdiction. The
Tribunal's detailed analysis of the impact of individualisation of title and other land
legislation was intended to provide a precedent for other major land claims. The
report appears to be written from a Maori perspective, wilh references lo 'our'

159 1661s could be no marae without a tangata whenua community to give it meaning in
traditional lerms, and no tangata whenua community without a marae to give them a
tribal legitimacy in political, cultural, and spiritual terms.

160il1s conlrol of the marae had been a longstanding sourcs of humiliation and anger for the
Hapu. The National Government had promised to grant tho litle to Ngati Whatua, but failed
to deliver. The 1984 Labour Government said it needed time to consult all the interested
parties before it could respond. The Waitangi Tribunal hearing provided a 'politico-legal'
forum for pressing the issue. According to Sir Hugh Kawharu, who chairs the Ngati
Whatua of Orakei Maori Trust Board, lheir involvement was limited to lhe issue of the
maras. l.H. Kawharu, 'Mana and lhe Crown: a marae at Orakei', in Kawharu, Waitangi,
211,230-1

161Orakei,7. The depth of the tribal divisions should not be under-estimated. For exampte,
in a published article on asp€ct of the claim dealing with the relurn of lhe marae,
Kawharu omits the entire history of the land occupation, and the background and basis of
the wider Orakei claim. He makes only two passing references to 'tho disalfected
family' who were responsible for keeping the grievance alive and securing from the
Tribunal recommendations for the return ol at least some Ngati Whatua landl Kawnaru,
'Mana', 212, 213
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situation. lt outlined 'one of the worst cases of cultural genocide lhis country has

known',162 with wrongs dating from the distant past to the present day.

The Tribunal upheld virtually every aspect of the claim. The cumutative effect of

legislation, policy, praclices, and omissions, which breached the principles of the

Treaty, had been to render Ngati Whatua of Orakei 'virtually landless and without

standing in their own homeland'.163 However, the Tribunal rejected the claim that

the convictions for trespass in 1978 and 1982 were in breach of the Treaty and

should be quashed. 'We come . to the conclusion that while there is nothing

inconsislent with the Treaty that the claimants, and olhers, should have demonstrated

to prolest the failure of the Governmenl to redress Ngati Whatua losses, it is

inconsistent with the Treaty that such demonstrations should have been made

unlawful through acts of trespase'.164

fts recommendations followed the line promoted by Durie in the Waiheke Report. The
Tribunal explicitly advocated tribal restoration, in preference to reparation. lts aim

was 'to re-establish in a modern @ntext an objective in the Treaty appropriate to

the case-in this case, surely, the duty on the Crown to ensure the retention of a
proper tribal endowmenl.'165 But the Tribunal also made it clear that redress need

not be limited by what was'practical'. In doing so, it reversed its earlier position in

the Manuk", gero1166

Specifically, the Tribunal proposed a joint local council and Ngati Whatua Reserve

Board, to administer reserve lands; the vesting of the marae, church, and urupa in

the Trust Board, rate-free; rescinding of the debt of g20o,o0o imposed by the 197g

agreement; vesting sections of the disputed land in the Ngati Whatua trust board; a

tribal endowmenl of $3 million, plus Crown funding for an adviser and consullant for

a four year period; full consultation with the trust board over the necessary

legislation; and a preferential Housing Corporation policy for those Ngati Whatua who

wished lo live within the Orakei block. The recommendations overrode the 1978

agreement. Predictably, the report came under heavy attack from the archilect of
that deal, and the local Member of Parliament, Sir Robert Muldoon.

1629721"i, Lener of Transmission. iv
1 63orakei, t 8o
164Orakei. t7g-9
1 65orakei. t 86
1 66Orakei. t gs
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Bul the outcome was highly favourable to the Government. Monerary compensation to
Ngati Whatua, based on the market value of land in central Auckland, would have been
enormous. By opting for a lump-sum tribal endowment the cost had been reduced to
little more than $3 million. Historian and Tribunal member Keith Sorrenson has
incorrectly claimed that the cheaper alternative 'was accepted with some relief by
Treasury and Government'.167 ln fact, Treasury vigorously argued for a payment of
only $500,000 on the grounds of the precedent-setting nature of such
settlements.163 16;s was supported by Palmer.l69 lt was onty after extended debate
that cabinet agreed to the original sum suggested by the Tribunal.

The Labour Cabinet agreed on 1 July 1988 to accept the Tribunal's re@mmendations.
But it sal on the decision. In Seplember 1989 an exasperated Maori Land Court
granled an appfication to revest the Orakei Marae in the Ngati Whatua Trust Board.
Judge McHugh, also the acting chairperson of the Waitangi Tribunal, said Ngari
Whatua had 'waited patiently long enough'. He intended sending the Government a
statement explaining his decision.

I will express in as strong terms as I am able to capture . . . the anger and
frustration that the Ngati-whatua have that this legislation has not been
passed so far. . . . I do not see that this legislation is thar difficult, that it
takes all this time for it to be prepared.l7O

The $3 million was paid over. But after two years, Labour had srill not returned the
Bastion Point land. This would require an amendment to the orakei Block (Vesting and
Use) Act 1978. The Orakei Bill was not introduced to Parliament until 4 September
1990-in the last week of the last session of the 1990 Parliament. There was no hope
of ils being passed before lhe election.

National attacked the Bill during the introduction debate, led by Muldoon, in whose
Tamaki electorate the land was situated. He described the 1g7B deal as a generous,
full and final settlement passed unanimously by Parliament, and supported by the
four Maori MPs. The move to renege on the agreement was 'anolher mafier in which

167y.p.11. Sorrenson, 'Towards a Radical Reinterpretation of New Zealand
Kawharu, Waitangi, tT3

168Treasury, 'Finding of the waitangi rribunal on the orakei claim,, 20
T 62t25t3t 1

1 69Private communication.
1 70'9731s1 Marae Back to tribe', New zeatand Heratd, 10 september 19g9
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the Waitangi Tribunal is creating disharmony between Maori and pakeha.'171
Warren Kyd carried on the attack against lhe Government and the Waitangi Tribunal:

The Government was completely wrong, wishy-washy liberal, and extreme
when it decided to pass the legislation. There were faults with ths
lribunal at the time that the docision was made. lt had a statutory majority,
which, as a result of pressure from the opposition, I am pleased to say has
been removs6.172

Labour rather weakly defended its timing. lt claimed that submissions could still be

taken, although the Select Commiltee could not sit to hear them before the new
parliament mg1.173

The delay in the legislation is variously attributed to a low priority in the drafting
and timetabling of the legislation, gameplaying by central and locat government

bureaucrats, and a desire to minimise any political fall-out from settling claims. But

lhe decision to introduce the Bill at the last minute, with no chance of its being
passed, was one of pure, electoral expediency. Labour sought to exploit Maori fears
thal National would not return the land, and hence to entice Maori to support Labour,s

re-eleclion. MP for Eastern Maori, Peter Tapsell, admitted as much on the Hotmes
television programme, during the election campaign. He even suggested that Maori

should fight for Labour's re-election if lhey wanted lo see the land 1s1u1ns6.174

(viii) The Muriwhenua Claim

Perhaps the most controversial Waitangi Tribunal report dealt with the fisheries
aspect of the Muriwhenua claim. This claim was first lodged by Matiu Rata in June
1985. Shortly before the hearings began, a more formal and detailed claim was
submitted by kaumatua from five northern tribes: Ngati Kuri, Te Aupouri, Te
Rarawa, Ngai Takoto, and Ngati Kahu. lt covered an extensive geographical area, and a
wide range of grievances, relating primarily to land, fisheries, and resource
exploitation.

The claim assumed a high profile from its very first hearing in December 1986. The
Tribunal was asked to act immediately on lwo fronts. On the issue of corporalisation,
the Tribunal sent an urgent memorandum to the Minister of Maori Affairs, seeking

171 y7pp, v.5t 0, 4 Seprember 1990, 4204
172117p9, v.510, 4 Seprember 1990, 4208
173 p7pp, v.51 0, 4 September 1990, 4202
17476s Hotmes Show, TVNZ, 15 October 1990
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proteclion for Tribunal claims affected by the State Owned Enterprises Bill. This

intervention was inslrumental in securing the Treaty clauses which subsequently

became the subject of litigation. On the matter of fisheries, the Tribunal sent a

memorandum lo the Director-General of Fisheries asking him not to issue any
fisheries quota until the reporl on Muriwhenua claim was completed, and lhe report

had been considered by Government. This appeal was unsuccessful. Given the urgency

of the fisheries issue, the Tribunal agreed to give priority to that aspect of the claim.

The Tribunal issued a preliminary report in September 1987, which provided the
grounds for the interim declarations in the fisheries litigation. On the basis of
evidence lo date, the Tribunal concluded that the Hapu and lwi of Muriwhenua had

made a full and extensive fishing use of the sea surrounding their lands, and for a

distance of 12 miles off shore. Occasionally they fished beyond that. Their use of the

seas was regulated and controlled by established practices or laws which were

regularly observed. The resource was essential for the entire economic and social

networks of the Hapu and lwi involved.

The main finding here that we come to, is thal the area of seas referred to
was owned, it was property in the same way as land was. The evidence is
lhat lh€ Maori did not prevent the non Maori use of the seas for their own
domestic purposes but considered themselves, and must be considered as
rstaining the authority over them.

In other words the roles aro revsrs€d. lt is not thal the crown had the
right to licence a traditional user, but rather that the crown had to acquire
a right of commercial user by the general public. There was no difference
between thal and the land. lf the crown wished to develop it in a commercial
way, it had to buy the right to do so, it had to negotiate. lt is not therefore
lhat the crown musl merely consult when one refers to property rights, it
is rather that the Grown musl nsgotiate for a right.l7S

Carrying on from its position in the Waiheke and

confirmed 'lhal in making recommendations, there

Tribunal make only practical recommendsllsns.'176

Orakei

is no

Reports, the Tribunal

requirement that the

This interim Report, the Tribunal hoped, would provide the basis for negotiations

between Muriwhenua and the Crown. lt had a dramatic effect. The High Court issued

lhe interim orders sought first by Muriwhenua, and subsequently by olhsr 1*;.177

Supported by the Tribunal's view on their ownership of the seas, the Maori

negotialors claimed the right over one hundred per cent of the fisheries, which it was

175p1y7it116enua, App. A 3.4.s, 296-7
lT6Muriwhenua, App. A 3.4.5,297
'l77gs€ 

above, 2g1
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willing to share fifty/fitty with the Crown. The Crown, as oullined in chapter three,

took a very differenl view.

By the time the Tribunal was ready to release its full reporl, in June 1988, it faced

intense political and public pressure. The report's exlensive factual documentation

was impressive. But far from the meticulous and coherent document which some call

i1,178 ths Muriwhenua Fishing Report was a repetitive and undisciplined collation of

sections, apparently written by a number of authors, and hurriedly compiled to meet

a deadline dictated by the politics of the fisheries debate. The Tribunal considerably

diluted its earlier posilion, most notably on the question of ownership and conlrol

over the fisheries. The reference to '"Their fisheries" in the Treaty lEnglish textl

we find, refers to their activity and business of fishing, and that must necessarily

include the fish that they caught, the places where they caught them, and the right to

fish' [my interpotationl.lTs So, instead of Muriwhenua owning lhe seas, the Treaty

guarantee was now described as the protection of Maori participation in the activity

of fishing:

The Treaty guaranteed to Maori full protection for their fishing activities,
including unrestricted rights to develop thom along either or both
customary or modern lines. Save for some prior agreemenl or
arrangemenl, general fishing could neither delimit nor restrict the Maori
fishing interest as so described. To ths extont lhat general fishing might do

so. the Crown was bound to intervene.180

This guarantee applied 'to the fullest extenl from lime to time practicable', although

it could nol be dismissed merely because it was inconvenien1.181 4scording to the

Tribunal, this still required the Crown to negotiate with Maori to agree on new

arrangements, in the changed circumstances of today. ln particular, 'lhe Crown must

bargain for any public right to the commercial exploitation of the inshore

fishery.'l82 But given the nature of the Maori right as now described, and the

censtanl references throughout the report to a cession of sovereignty by Maori to the

Crown, it was clear that lhe terms of any such negotiation fell far short of $/hat

Maori were demanding. The outcome of these negotiations, which etfectively saw the

178pe7 example, P. Temm, The Waitangi Tribunat. Conscience of the Nation, Random
Century, Auckland, 1990, 72; See also C. West-Newman, 'Creating Bicultural
Discourse: The Waitangi Tribunal', a paper for the Law and Society Conference, USA,
1990; S. Kenderdine,'Legal lmplications of Treaty Jurisprudence', VUWLR, v.19, 1989,
347,367

1 7 9 6tr.J 7; ttt 11 t n u a, 203
180 PrTi*6.nua, 239
'l81yudtAt6snua, 2j9
1821tryyi,1r1tnua, 239
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confiscation of the fisheries in return for ten per cent of the commercial fisheries
quota, have been set out in detail in chapter three.

(ix) Mangonul Sewerage Claim

The last major report issued by the Waitangi Tribunal before October 1990 involved

a claim lodged in March 1987 by MacCully Matiu on behalf of Ngati Kahu. The

Mangonui County Council planned compulsorily to acquire and build a sewerage-

disposal plant on ancestral land which the largely-landless tribe had recenly
regained.

The Tribunal acknowledged the validity of the Ngati Kahu grievance. lt repeated its
goal of restoring a land-based tribal endowment for landless tribes, the importance

of that for lwi such as Ngati Kahu, and the need for a policy to prevent further

dispossession from tribally-owned land.183 But, for the first time since its abortive
first hearings in the late 1970s, the Tribunal rejected the claim. lt declined to

recommend against the council taking the land, stressing the need for reasonable

compromises and tolerance of both peoples'cultural mores.184

A distinction was drawn between certain categories of Treaty right. Those over land

and fisheries were guaranteed. But for other rights, involving resource use and

Maori customary values, 'a careful balancing of interests' was required.185 The

primary factor to be taken into account in this balancing exercise was the practical

implications of the recommendations, meaning their financial impact on taxpayers

and local authorities.lS6 thg Tribunal, in effect, reinstated the requirement of
practicality which it had rejected in its last three reports.

As a result of the findings, no recommendation is made. Ngati Kahu had good
grounds to bring a claim and reasons to feel aggrieved, but on lhe weighing
of their concerns with those of the wider community, whose rights were
also represenled in the Treaty, we cannol on balance intervene.187 lmf
emphasisl

ln 1986 Durie had observed how claims to date had harmonised with the politics of

other special interest groups, and had pondered: 'what happens when the Maori

183511y7;,ahsnua, 21, 25 and 57
184Muriwhenua,7
185str.t7;vt6snua,60

l86Muiltry6snua, sg
187 Mangonui, Et
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claims are diametrically opposed to the balance of public conveniencs?'188 16.1
question had now been answered.

The Tribunal had apparently decided to reject the claim before the release of the

Muriwhenua Fishing Report and the accompanying furore. lt believed that
encroaching developmenl, and the loss of young people to the cilies were the real
problems, and the sewerage issue was merely a symptom of the tribe's wider unease.

This problem could be better deall with in the related land claim. But that was not

how the report was generally received. Instead the Mangonui claim was widely seen

as a sacrificial lamb, to ease the hostility rather unfairly directed at the Waitangi
Tribunal by politicians, sector inlerests, the media, and the general pub'o.

(x) The Ngai Tahu Claim

The largest claim which had been heard, but not reported on, by the time of the

election, involved the South lsland Ngai Tahu tribe. The hearing took twenty five
weeks, spread out over more than two years from August 1g87to October 1989. The

claim affected a huge acreage of land held by the Crown in the South lsland, as wellas
the South lsland fisheries, and was one of many lodged at the time of the
corporatisation crisis, in early 1987. Nine separate, major claims were condensed
into one for the purpose of the hearing. The Tribunal made a preliminary finding that

Ngai Tahu had been denied the reserves to which they laid claim, and that the Crown

should therefore not dispose of any of its South lsland land, until the Tribunal had

reported.

The report had potentially serious economic and political implications for the
Government, as it involved large areas of farmland, held by Pakeha farmers under
perpelual leases. Ngai Tahu was aware of the sensitivity of the report, and tried to
prepare the ground carefully. Spokesperson Tipene O'Regan frequently expressed the

desire to minimise disruption of social and economic activity in the region. The lwi,s

aim was power-sharing and political representation at regional and local level, and a
share in resource administralion with the Crown. They hoped that a sutficiently
strong hold in the area would give them the leverage to achieve this, Using the
bargaining point of the immense cosl of economic compensation, they prepared a
package of legislative reform, land and coastal resources, shared administration with
the Crown, and cash.

188p. Durie,'The Waitangi Tribunal: its relationship with lhe Judicial system,, NZLJ,
1986, 235, 238
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The Ngal Tahu Reporl was initially expected early in 1990. By October 1990 it had
still not been released. certainly, it was a lengthy and complex claim. Bur
considerable disquiet was expressed privately by some Maori Tribunal members,
over the way in which the report was being handled by the Tribunal
administration.lS9 lt is difficult not to conclude that, al the very leasl, no urgency
was placed on the completion of the report, or on its release once it was written. ln
any case the report had been rendered largely redundant. The Governmenl's position
on claims which were already subject to statutory 'full and final' setilemenls was to
modernise their economic value, irrespective of the circumstances of the
settlements'190 Further, the Maori Fisheries Act had arguabty disposed of all the
tribal fisheries claims, at leasl in the interim.

(b) The Economic lmplications of the Tribunat.s Recommendations

Treaty claims pose a potentially dire threal to the economic infrastructure ol setiler
capitalism. In the face of this, the Waitangi Tribunal has consistenily promoted
resolulions which, objectively analysed, secure the continuing settler exploitarion
and conlrol of resources, and the inviolability of their private property rights.

(i) The Early Beports

The Motunui Beprt sought an oul@me which left the regional economy undisrurbed,
and which, while inconvenienl, was still economically feasible for the srate, the
slate-conlrolled synthetic Fuels corporation, and lhe waitara county council. Having
declared the pollution of seafood beds to be in violation of rhe Treaty, ir did not
require lhose violations lo cease. The claimants had agreed to a compromise which
accepted continuing pollution of some already-polluted fisheries, in return for the
protection of others. But the evenlual out@me was the unimpeded operation of the
now-privatised company, ongoing pollution, and the continued spoliation of many of
Te Atiawa's seafood beds.

The Kaituna Report also sought a practical solution to a po[ution problem which had
been battled over by regional interests for years. The recommendations over the
nutrienl pipeline were effectively implemented. But the oulcome was
environmentally and financially beneficial for the Rotorua County Council, as much

1 S9Personal communication
lgoNgaitahu Claim Setflement Act 1944
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as for the claimants. Given the history of unsuccessful objections by Ngati pikiao to
the scheme over the years, it is questionable whether the local council and
Government would have implemented lhe recommendations had it not also been in
their own interests.

The compromises proposed by the Tribunal in the Manukau Report left Ngati Te Ata
dependent on the goodwill of Ministers, local bodies, and commercial corporations. To
take just one recommendation, the Tribunal asked the stale-owned New Zealand Steel

Ltd to negotiate with Ngati Te Ata, to find a mutually-satisfaclory solution to lhe
grievances involving the slurry pipeline and the urupa. No agreement was reached.
The Government sold the company, and the problem, to private enterprise. The new
owners, Equiticorp Ltd, and later BHP Ltd, had no Treaty obligations. Driven solely
by profitability, they continued the violations. When Ngati Te Ata threalened to
disrupt produclion, the company pressured the Government to settle the dispute. But
no solution which was acceptable to all three parties could be found. Government then
faced the choice of leaving Ngati Te Ata dissatisfied and restive by allowing the mining
to conlinue, or fighting a crippling damages suit brought by New Zealand Steel and
sending a negative message to potential investors in Crown assels. Government opted
for the status quo.

The report on Ie Reo Maori was also circumscribed by economic and political
pragmatism. Although this report did not deal directly with economic resources, il
had just as significant implications for the interests of capital. Positive recognition
of Maori as an official language carried serious financial implications. But the
recommendations avoided any radical restructuring of education, broadcasting, the
public service, government administration, or the legal syslem. The largely-
cosmetic reforms had minimal impact. But there was also a more subtle concern.
Language is the vehicle for cultural and ideological domination. Both as an organiser
of Maori counter-hegemony, and as a threat to the coloniat monopoly of knowledge and
communicalion, le reo Maori was potentially subversive and could not be allowed a

stalus truly equal to English.

(ii) Needs-based settlements

The economic significance of the Waiheke Reprt should not be under-estimated. This
was where Durie first opened the door lo needs-based Treaty setflements. He was
quite explicit in making a shift trom reparativeto distributive justice:1gt

191 por a discussion of this distinction see generally Sharp, Justice
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One cannot prejudge the many claims already pending before us but it would
be overly pedantic not to consider that many may be well founded, and that
compensalion assessed according to seltled rules, especially if American
precedent were followed, may produce results that cannot be fulfilled in
lhis country. lt adds further to difficulties that many tribes seek land to be
given in exchange for land lost, not cash, and uncommitted Crown lands, at
the present time, seem likely to diminish. . . .

Though currenl policy in New Zealand has been directed to the channelling
of social and other services through tribal bodies, the deployment of
available lands to assist the tribes to an sconomic base freed from Slate
dependence would appear to moet best a cultural need, and may yet
repr€senl a cost saving in the longer lerm.

I would recommend to Governmsnt therefore not only lhal it now looks to
the settlement of a Ngali Paoa Trust on the waiheke scheme, but that it also
promotss policies to securs to ths tribes, over a period of time, a
reasonable land base in tribal ownership. In this way, ths Treaty may yet
be given new life and the honour of the crown restored, not upon the
assessmenl of past wrong, but upon the crown's own concern to promote
the survival of the tribes in the years 

"6""6.192

Durie's approach was now primarily future-oriented, designed to minimise the
damage to Maori from a century and a half of colonisation, bul in a manner which
was least economically-disruptive to the dominant interests of colonial society, and
hence most politically tenable. This involved an interesting reversal on Durie's parr.

In 1986 he had talked of the danger of final cash settlemenls, noting that the rights of
the tribes are endemic, belonging to future generations. They could not be bought and
sold. Nor would a self-sufficiency approach be sateable to Maori:

Nor have we opted for lhe political response of simply funding tribal
developmenl to selfsufficiency. I have no difficulty with the policy, but until
there is also an examination of past grievances, I do not think many Maori
will feel 

""1;"11"6.1 
93

Why Durie changed position in early 1987 is unclear. lt may be linked to an
increasing inleresl, shown by him and others, in approaches to North American
lndian tribal claims. lt may also reflect a realistic, political assessment of what the
Governmenl was likely to deliver. But it seemed to be more ilran that. The Tribunal
was becoming increasingly integrated into lhe political and economic debate on Maori
policy. lt was both influenced by, and in turn influenced, lhe conlent of that policy.
The development by Treasury of the concept of tribal endowments, in tandem with the
policy of devolulion of service delivery to lwi, is no coincidence.l g4 Durie himself

19261si11s1ae, 41-2
193prr;", 'The Waitangi Tribunal', 236
194A similar posirion was taken by Winston Peters when the report on the Ngai Tahu claim

was rsleased in February 1991:'[W]hile ths Ngai Tahu benefit from compensation the
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made lhese links in lhe Waiheke Report. Tipene O'Regan has pointed out the fiction

behind the Tribunal's attempt to link such settlements to the Treaty:

Just how this principle of 'needs-based remedy' derives from property
rights reserved under Article 2 of the Trsaty is unclear and, on the surface
at least, it appears contradictory . . . [T]he "needs principle' rests uneasily
with the expression in article 2 of guarantee for 'full, exclusive and
undisturbed possession' of Maori propeniss which they wished lo
r"1";n.195

The intention in lhe Waiheke Report was to ensure that tribes which had been

dispossessed by the process of colonisalion, bul were unable to claim compensation

for any specific violations, secured some remedy. ll was not initially proposed as the

allernative lo compensalion for all claims. But to a Governmenl seeking to minimise

the costs of claims it offered a general formula which made some economic redress

potentially affordable, and hence politically and fiscally acceptable. To a Treasury

also seeking to retrench the welfare slate, and reduce dependency, il also had

philosophical appeal.

The needs-based approach of a tribal endowment was explicitly endorsed by the whole

Tribunal, in the Orakei Report, as a cheaper solution to Treaty claims than

compensalion for actual loss. The goal was the survival of tribal society within the

prevailing, capitalist economic relalions, not the reversal of the relationship

between coloniser and colonised, which would have prevailed had the Treaty been

honoured.

Andrew Sharp has argued that the concepts of needs-based, distributive justice based

on concerns for social equity, and reparative, compensatory justice, based on rights

and duties, are conlradictory. Reparative justice was never viable, as there was no

fundamental agreement between Maori and Pakeha concepts of rights and duties under

the Treaty.196 411hqugh the Tribunal never clearly maintained the distinction
between the two, the 'first' Tribunal tended tcwards practical nen-roparalort
recommendations while the 'second' shifted its focus to the distributive.

counlry benefits by not paying out millions in welfare dependency. We are talking about a
change in focus'. New Zealand Herald, g February 1991

1959'gstt^,256-7. For a discussion of O'Regan's use of lhe English text of the Treaty, see
below, 886

196sharp, Justice, 106-7
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(iii) The Retreat from Specific Recommendations

The political argument over the amount of the tribal endowment to be paid to Ngati

Whatua, under the Orakei claim, had caused the Tribunal members to have grave

misgivings about making specific recommendalions, and in lhe process usurping the

mana of lhe tangata whenua to negotiate their own settlements.l9T 16;s played a part

in the Tribunal's later decision to make broad findings and avoid detailed
recommendalions, in the Muriwhenua Fishing Report. Sharp had pointed out that the

Tribunal was now free to relurn to a rights-based approach, with minimal
consequences.l9S But there were other factors al work there also.

Most critics of the Muriwhenua Fishing Report fail to appreciate the real

compromises which the Tribunal had made, in order lo rescue the economy from the
full implicalions of the Treaty. The Tribunal recognised that 'had the Treaty been

honoured, and had assislance been given to Maori as it was to the Fishing Industry as

a whole, there would now be a healthy Maori fishing industry that may have been at

the forefront of offshore discoverlss.'199 Indeed, it described an alternative scenario
of

a fishing industry dominated by tribes, with modern equipment a naiural
evolution of their industry. lt may also have compelled the crown to
negotiate for fishing rights or to seek joint venlures.200

But the Tribunal did not seek to reinstate this dominance. Faced with the commercial
regime of a Quota Management System which, il recognised, 'is in fundamental

conflict with the Treaty's principles and lerms, apportioning to non-Maori the full,

exclusive and undisturbed possession of the property in fishing that to Maori was
guaranteed' it nevertheless concluded that the Quota Management System 'need not be

in conflict with the Treaty, and may be beneficial to both parties, if an agreement or
arrangement can !s 1g66hg6.'201

The Tribunal then declined to make any specific re@mmendations, and left the matter

to negotiations between the Government and Maori. lt must have been clear to the

Tribunal that the bargaining power of each side would remain as unequal as it had

1 9TPrivate communcation
19896xry, Justice, 153
199 YuTiwhsnua, 334
2ooYuTlwhenua. 335
2o1tr1ur;o6enua. BZ2
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been in the past. The suggestion that 'the Crown must bargain for any public right to
the commercial exploitation of the inshore fisheries'2O2 was therefore fatuous. The
Tribunal's capitulation on the question of Crown sovereignty further legitimated the
Crown's right to impose an oulcome which confiscated the bulk of the rights
guaranteed under the Treaty, and which locked the remainder into a commercial
fisheries corporalion, required to operate on a profit-making basis. lts impact on lhe
commercial fishing industry was negligible. While the Government would be required
to pay out $120 million over the nexl four years, that was a low price for the entire
resource. Much of that amount was likely to be recouped via resource rentals,
especially if Treasury succeeded in increasing lhem to markel levels. This, in turn,
would reduce the value of the quotas now owned by Maori.

The Tribunal's development of the principle of balance in the Mangonui Report and its
requirement of economic practicality, made explicit what had always underpinned the
Tribunal's recommendations. There were no clear, economically-feasible
allernalives to the Mangonui Council's proposal. The Tribunal faced a choice between
protecting the rights of a largely-landless tribe to their newly-regained ancestral
land, al a substantial cost to the local community, or denying the Treaty rights of the
Hapu. The result conveyed a clear message-economic practicality and reasonableness
are criteria to be weighed, in deciding whether to uphold at least certain categories of
grievance, and to granl redress.

(iv) The Financial Cost of Tribunal Eecommendations

The motivation of the Governmenl and its advisers in dealing with Treaty claims in
lhe 1980s was nol the doing of justice to lhe claimants. lt was to quiet Maori demands
for redress, at minimal financial and political cost. The Tribunal clearly facilitated
that outcome. No Waitangi Tribunal report significantly impacted upon the long-term
interests of capital. Tribunal member, Keith Sorrenson, noted 'in the Te Reo Maori
claim, as in lhe earlier ones, the Tribunal's findings were potentially radical, but its
recommendations were mild and accommodating, and could be achieved without much
pain or expense to the predominant Pakeha community.'2O3

He questioned whether this would always be so, especially once the Tribunal's powers

expanded, under the 1985 Amendment. But that Act brought no positive change for
the claimants. Indeed, since that time the Tribunal has shifled further away from

2o2Mu7;tw6snua. 338
2o3Sorrenson,'Towards', iz1
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compensation, to needs-based payments, demurred f rom making specific
recommendalions in favour of negotiations between the Crown and claimants, and

bowed to economic practicality. Against this background, the Tribunal's binding
powers, under lhe TOWISE] Act, to order the return of SOEs and forest land, and coal

licences, posed little, if any, threat to the prevailing economic interests of colonial
capitalism.

Even the few financial payments made by the Labour Government in implementing
Tribunal recommendations were frugal. Three million dollars was paid to the Ngati

Whatua of Orakei, who had once exercised authority over the vast area of Auckland
city-and this was only after a concerted effort by Treasury and Palmer lo reduce the

amounl to $500,000. Ngati Paoa was paid only $2s0,000. The price paid to
repurchase the Waiheke farm is not known. Ngati Maniapoto received a $1 million
loan, at thirteen per cent interesl, to be repaid in thirty two years, but this was
anticipated income from a resource which had been taken from them, and from which
the Crown had already earned many millions of fls1161s.204 The imposed fisheries
settlement will cost the government an estimated $120 million, a large part of which

will be recovered in taxes and resource renlals.

These paymenls are inconsequential, when measured against the value of resources
acquired and exploited by the colonial state, in breach of the Treaty of Waitangi. They

are also insignificant when pitted against the multi-million dollar payments by
government, lo bail out public corporations and bodies which have, through
speculation and inefficiency, run into financial strife. The failure lo pay true
compensation for Treaty breaches is not dictated by what the country can afford.
Priority for allocation of state resources rests with those sectors which will sustain
and stabilise capitalisl economic relations, and certainly not with those which

threaten to disturb the current balance of economic interests.

It seems fair to conclude that the Waitangi Tribunal, during the 1980s, played a

crucial role in defusing the potential for Treaty claims to undermine seriously the
economic base of colonial capitalism. lndeed, the Tribunal could be seen as an

uncritical collaborator with an economic system whose origins, and originators, it

ac*,nowledged were responsible for the dispossession of Maori. That does not mean

that the Tribunal members were puppets of capitalism. In large part they were
genuinely seeking the mosl realistic recommendations which could mitigate
particular problems, and alleviate the present-day suffering of tribes. But this

2049". above, 268-9
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meant that their proposals had to be economically and politically feasible in the eyes
of lhe Governmenl, and saleable to the majority pakeha population.

Yet, even if the Tribunal's goal was lo secure some genuine redress for the claimants,
it failed in mosl of the small number of cases with which it dealt. In the process, il
legitimated and reinforced the cause of that economic oppression.

(c) The waitangi rribunal, the Treaty of waitangi, and sovereignty

The significance of the Tribunal's reports lay as much in their ideological
contribulion to Treaty discourse as in their political and economic function. When
reading the discussion on lhe Treaty, it is essential to bear in mind the Tribunal's
distinct functions: one to consider both texts of the Treaty and settle the differences
between them; the other to investigate alleged breaches of the principtes of the Treaty
and recommend redress. With the first, the Tribunal was free from constraints. The
second was framed to produce solutions within the political and economic stalus quo.
This opened the way for the Tribunal's initially uncompromising analysis of Maori
rights under the Treaty-a position which often gave way in these early reports to
weak and contradictory recommendations. The former carried no enforceable
consequences, and could accommodate a level of radicalisml the latter provided the
necessary degree of compromise and political realism.

(i) The pre-SOEs Case reports

In the Tribunal's first three reports, its approach to the Treaty became
progressively bolder. The Motunui Report discussed the Treaty at some length. lt
compared the long history of Maori recourse to the Treaty to the invisibility of the
Treaty in public debate, and rejection of it by the courts. But the Treaty could now no
longer be ignored. The Treaty of Waitangi Act required the Tribunal to consider both
texts, and to decide on the differences between them. The Tribunal guoted exlensively
from a memorandum from the Deparlment of Maori Atfairs on the interpretation of
bilingual treaties. Thal memorandum argued that under international rules of Treaty
interpretation the Maori text should be the prime reference. This was also
consistent with the common-law contra proferentum rule.
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The Tribunal indicated that it 'inclined toward that approash'.205 lt was consistent
with the Maori approach, which required the Tribunal to look to the wairua ralher
than the literal words to discover what the Treaty meant to Maori. lndeed, Durie, in

his opening address, had 'asked if the Treaty should be interpreted through the eyes
of the Maori people and not according to the English canons of construction, so that
the participants in the hearing might seek out the maurior life force of the Treaty
for the purposes of the inquiry.'2oe

So, whether approached in the Maori or lhe legal way, the key to the Treaty, and the
relationship between the Crown and Maori, lay in the Maori text and the Maori
understanding. The result was potentially revolutionary.

The Maori [textJ confirms to the chiefs and the hapu, "te rino
rangatiratanga" of lheir lands etc. This could be taken to moan "lho highest
chieftainship' or indeed "the sovereignty of their lands'.2o7 @y emphasisl

lmplicit in tino rangatiratanga was the exercise of autonomous authority-,the mana
not only to possess what is yours but to control and manage it in accordance with your

own preferences', including the right to impose restriclions on use and access.208
The Treaty was not fossilised. lt provided the basis for future growth and
development. But any variation on these terms, according to the Tribunal, would
require the agreement of Ysel;.209

According to historian Keith Sorrenson, lhe Tribunal's interpretation 'struck at the
very heart of the long-standing Pakeha doctrine that the transfer of sovereignty in

Article 1 provided the foundation for one system of law, British law.'210 But it
accorded with the Treaty debate of the lime amongst Maori. The Maori text was
enjoying a new prominence, as lhe source of demands for 'Maori sovereignty'. The
influence of this debate is confirmed by the reference in the original typescript ol
the report lo 'sovereignity' rather than sovereignty2ll_'a common transliteration
by activists of the time. Writings by Pakeha historians and lawyers had also given an

academic acceptability to reliance on the Maori version, pointing out its primary

2o5 Report of the Waitangi Tribunal on tha Motunui-Waitara Claim, WAI-6, Waitangi
Tribunal, Wellington, March 1983, 49

2069.y. Wiltiams, 'Te Taha Maorl,579
2o7 Motunui, s1
2oB Motunui, s1
2O9trtrs1unyi, g2
21 osorrenson, 'Towards', 163
211 Ysturri, original typescript, 59
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role at the signing, its hislorical importance as the basis for Maori claims, and
international legal precedents which privileged the indigenous text.

Bul the Tribunal talked of sovereignty of their lands-not of the whole country. lt was

implicit from this, that the authority retained by Maori was incompatible with
Crown sovereignty as perceived under colonial law. But there was no indication of
what an alternative conception of shared or divided sovereignty might involve.

The next report involved lhe Kaituna claim. The Tribunal drew extensively on

evidence regarding the signing, presented by professor Hugh Kawharu. He

emphasised the importance which the signatories would havc placed on ideas and oral
argumenls, rather than the words in the texts-although his explanation relied
primarily on the Treaty debate at Waitangi, not on the tau rangatira which Sir James
Henare has identified as the most significant forum for the Ngapuhi signatories.2l2

The Tribunal ventured turther than it had in the Motunui Report, and explored the
relationship between British sovereignty and kawanatanga. This had potentially
profound implications. lt was clear to the Tribunal that Maori would have expected to
gain the benefits of law and order, lhrough kawanatanga. But that was a very limited
power. lndeed, it cited, with apparent approval, Professor Hugh Kawharu's evidence
that:

the major problem arising from the first Article turns on the issue of
sovereignty, a system of power and authority (as would have been intended
by lhe colonial office) that was whoily beyond the Maori experience, a
network of institutions ultimately to comprise a legislature, judiciary and
execuliva, all lhe paraphernalia for governing a Crown Colony.

The Maori people's view on lhe oth6r hand could only have been framed in
terms of lheir own culture; in other words, what the chie{s imagined lhey
were ceding was that part of their mana and rangatiratanga that hitherto
had enabfed them lo make war, exact retribution, consume or enslave their
vanquished enemies and generalty exercise the power over lile and death.ll
is lotally against the run ol evidence to rmagine that thsy would wittingly
have divested themselves of all their spirilually sanctioned powers-most
of which powers indeed they wanted protected. They woutd have believed
they were retaining their rangatiratanga intact apart from a licence to kiil
or intlict material hurt on others, retaining att their customary rights and
duties as trustees for their tribal group.s. . . .213lmy emphasisl

The Tribunal stopped short of spelling out the practical implications of this
relationship, and offered no alternative concept of governance to that of

2129"" above, 92-3
213Kaituna, 13-14, citing professor l.H. Kawharu
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Westminster-style government. lt avoided the issue altogether in its
recommendations.

The Manukau claim carried the discussion further again. The Tribunal revisited the
discussion on Treaty interpretation in lhe Motunui Report, and confirmed the
priority status to be given to the Maori understanding at the time of the signing. The
Tribunal reaffirmed the restricted meaning of kawanatanga, and the Maori
expectation that they would retain their mana:

ln lhe Maori texl the chiefs ceded to the Queen 'kawanatanga'. We think this
is something less than the sovereignty (or absolute authority) ceded in the
English tsxt. As used in the Treaty it means the authority to make laws for
the good order and sxurity ol the country but subject to an underlaking to
protect particular Maori interes1s.214

The Treaty reference to taonga meant that tino rangatiratanga extended over harbours

and foreshores-'no matter how preposlerous or inconvenient the result may now
appear to the general public gaze'.215 The Harbour Board attempted lo counler this,
claiming that Crown ownership of the harbours was based on Hobson's unilateral
proclamalions of sovereignty, and sourced in common law. But the Tribunal
responded that even had Maori signed the English text, the assumptions of English law
regarding Crown ownership of the harbours would nol have been apparenl to them.
According to the Tribunal: 'lf the matter is in issue at all fhe sovereignty that
assumes that the sea belongs to the Crown was not in fact ceded in the Maori text bul
only "kawanatanga", the right to make laws for the peace and good order of the
country and the security of the realm.'lmy emphasisl2l6

The challenge to Crown sovereignty did not stop there. Assumptions that Maori had
acceded to English law also came into question:

Maori customary Law is the antithesis of English common Law which
considers that harbours belong to the crown. Tha Maori pople believe the
Treaty of waitangi promised them that Maori customary Law woutd prevait.
King Tawhiao was of this view in the 1gg0's when he vigorously opposed
lhe presence of Governm€nt vessels in Kawhia Harbour. when pressed to
produce evidence of his title to the harbour he replied .l have a title-the
Treaty of waitangi'. . . . of course the Maori people are unimpressed by
lhe loss of their harbour as a matter of law. They see 'lhe anger of lhe
law' as something that merely deprives them of what is theirs. lt is on rhe

214Manukau, go
215Manukau, gg
216Manukau, 93-4
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Treaty that they pin their hopes, and the hope that the Treaty will be upheld
as lhe suprem€ law.217 fmy emphasisl

In the Tribunal's view, current claims to exclusive ownership of the harbours were

a reaclion to the denial of this mana over the years. Diluting its earlier recognition of

lino rangatiratanga over the harbours, it decided that lhe Maori interest was less

than exclusive authority-it was 'in the nature of an interest in partnership the

precise terms of which have yet to be worke6 su1.'218

In both the Motunui and Kaituna claims, the Tribunal's interpretation of the Treaty

texts had no practical consequences, as the claimants had sought only limited relief. lt

was the Manukau claim which had brought into the open the contradiction between the

Tribunal's Treaty interpretation, which challenged lhe Crown's absolute authority,

and the need to make realistic recommendations, which implicitly acknowledged

Crown sovereignty.

The Tribunal baulked at lhe claimanls' demands for the recognition of tino

rangatiratanga. lnstead, it offered compromises which, it explicitly acknowledged,

fell short of lhe rights of Te Puaha ki Manuka under the Treaty. The Report's

transition from the Treaty to the recommendations was achieved through such
generalisations as recognising the 'spirit of the Treaty', 'accord[ing] the Maori

interest an appropriate priorily', a'partnership the precise terms of which have

yet to be worked out', 'the right to govern', and 'lhe gift of the right to make laws'.

These vague expressions, taken out of their specific conlexl, could, and did, provide

fertile ground for courts, politicians, officials and later, even the Tribunal itself, to
reinterpret the Treaty, in a way that confirmed Crown sovereignty, and denied tino

rangatiratanga.

Neither the report on Ie Reo Maori, nor the Waiheke Report discussed the Treaty in

any depth. But there was an interesting new development in the latter report. For the

first time Tribunal members had openly disagreed. In an separate section of the

report Durie had gone beyond the words of the Treaty texts, to infer a duty on the

Crown to ensure that no tribe was left landless. To achieve this he relied largely on

the English text. In particular, he cited the 'strong parental elemenl' in the preamble

whereby the English Queen is 'anxious to protect' the chiefs and tribes whom she

regards 'with Her Royal Favour'. These obligations were lhe quid pro guo for the

217 ysnu1r"u, 4g-9
2l8Manukau, g+
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right of pre-emption.219 The discussion avoided dealing direcily with tino
rangatiratanga. Inslead it identified a right of tribal control which clearly
subordinated the tribe to the authority of central government, albeit with strong
reciprocal obligations, and a level of autonomy.

This was the first time that the Tribunal had deliberately created a Treaty principle
which was nol explicit in the Treaty text. The approach was strongly objected to by

lhe Pakeha lawyer on the Tribunal, Marcus Poole. He said it was unsupportable by
reference to the Treaty.

lf the Tribe or an individual memb€r wished to sell then he [src] could do so.
The limitation was thal the only purchaser could be the Crown. Where the
meaning of words in a treaty, or any document for that matter, are clear
and unambiguous, there is no justification for a Court, or in this case tho
Tribunal, to embark upon an investigation of possible alternative
construction s.22o

The position of the third member, Ned Nathan, was rather ambiguous.

ln the period 1 983 to 1985, the Waitangi Tribunal's strong interpretation of the
Treaty bolstered challenges to the legitimacy of lhe cotonial state. Although not widely
perceived outside Maori circles, these reporls played a crucial role in the liberation

of the Maori text of the Treaty, affirming the right to tino rangatiratanga, and
challenging British sovereignty.

(li) The post-SOEs Case Eeports

The Tribunal's Treaty interpretation caused no obvious discomfort to the state.
Where appropriate, otficial documents selectively quoted the Tribunal's call for a
flexible, non-literal approach to the Trealy, and consistently ignored the other
slalements which tied this approach to the aulhcrity of tino rangatiratanga. For a
short time, the Tribunal straddled its contradictory role as an agency of incorporated
justice. lt was challenging the legitimacy of the colonial state to which it belonged-in
line with contemporary Maori politics, but providing outcomes which were
consistent with the interests of the colonial slate.

219v1si6spe, 7o-71
22oyy"i11"1re, 45. The suggestion that this was a duty on the Crown derived from the Treaty

also attracted persistent opposition from the Treasury, as well as criticism from
academic writers. See Sharp, Justice, 149-152
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The introduction of the Court of Appeal into the Treaty arena disrupted this delicate
balance. While the Tribunal's recommendations had fallen short of the claimants'
strict Treaty rights, the Tribunal itself had made it very clear that Maori had never
ceded sovereignly. Indeed, they had retained some real, bul as yet undefined,

autonomy. But, in the wake of the SOEs case, it was confronted with a set of narrow

and specific 'principles of the Treaty' which cut off the option of reopening the
question of sovereignty. When it came to the first report after the SOEs case,
involving the Orakei claim, the Tribunal faced a quandary. The Orakei Report
atlempled to keep the Tribunal's options open:

We now have the great advantage of the considered view of the Court of
Appeal . on the principles of the Treaty which they saw as being relevant
lo the case before them. we will, of course, be guided by the judgments in
lhat case. We would emphasise thal wo ars nol attempting to lay do$rn a set
of definitive or exclusive criteria by which future claims should be
assessed; they are intended to be guidelines and a base for our
consideration of the present claims. No doubt lhey will be amplified,
developed and refined in the light of subsequent claims which come before
us.221

The report's unprecedented length, delail, and legalism, indicated an awareness of
higher stakes, and an increased danger of judicial review. There was strong
disagreement within the Tribunal, and amongst ils staff, as to how far it was bound
by the Court's decision. Some felt that the Tribunal was bound by judicial precedent.

Others argued that as a Commission of Inquiry it retained a level of autonomy. The
report was therefore respeclful, but cautious. lt has three notable features in terms
of this discussion.

Firsl, the Tribunal capitulated on the question of a cession of sovereignty. The Court
of Appeal had made it clear lhat sovereignty resled in the Crown, whether through

Hobson's proclamalions, or the Treaty. For the Tribunal to stand by its
interpretation that Maori had not ceded sovereignty, or indeed acceded to the
application of common law, would have locked it into an ideological conflict with the

courl over the legitimacy of the state-a conflict which it could not win. But the
Tribunal's discomfort was obvious. lt firmly restated its prior position on
sovereignty and tino rangatiratanga.zzz lt reasserted the mana of the claimants not

only to possess, but also to control and manage in accordance lo their preferences,

these taonga guaranteed to them under the Treaty223-and to propose any compromise

221 6pp6i, 127, see atso 't 48
22297s1asi. 134 and't49
22!Orakei, 134, see atso 131, i95
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as to their Treaty rights.224 lt repeated the arguments that Maori had retained pre-

existing rights and customs.22s And it reiterated ils retraction, in the Waiheke
Report, of the requirement stated in the Manukau Heport for its recommendations lo
be Practical.226

But, faced with the Court of Appeal's decision, the Tribunal made two vital, new

concessions. Observalions in lhe Manukau Report that kawanatanga was less than

British sovereignty were qualified by the words 'on its face'. This opened the way for
a complete reversal of position on the cession of sovereignty:

But nor does the Maori text invalidate the proclamation of sovereignty that
followed ths Trsaty. contemporary statements show well enough Maori
accepted the Crown's higher authority and saw themselves as subjects be it
with ths substantial rights reserved to lhem under the Trealy;z27

and furlher,

ln the Maori text the chiefs ceded to the Queen 'kawanatanga". This is less
lhan lhe sovsreignty ceded in the English text, and means the authority to
make laws for the good order and security of the country and subject lo the
proteclion of Maori interesls. The cession of sovereignty however is
implicit from surrounding circumstancos.22S

Second, there was a far stronger reliance on the English texl, especially the pre-

emption clause, and on paternalist promises contained in the preamble.229 These
were used as the foundation for the principle that the Crown had a duty nol to leave

tribes fandless-presumably in response to Poole's challenge to Durie in the Waiheke
Report.

Third, reference to the Maori lext's place of 'prime reference'in the Motunui
Reporp3o was reduced to one of 'considerable weighl'.231 16is was further qualified

by citing Cooke's assertion in the SOEs case that 'partnership . . . over reaches the
two lexts'.232 The Tribunal drew heavily on the need to avoid 'tabulated legalism', to

22461q11si. 1gg
225orakei, 1gs
226orakei, t}s
227 g6pi, 194
228orakei, 149
Z29orakei, lgl
23oMilttnui,49, adopling the analysis submirted by the Department ol Maori Affairs.
231orakei, t2B
23?orakei, t34
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apply the principles not the words, and not to fossilise the stalus quo as at 1840. The

Court of Appeal's slatements along these lines, and its constant reference to the good

faith of the Crown, were cited to support the Tribunal's argument-and in the process

validated the Court's judgments as a whole. There was extensive reliance on other
Pakeha sources, including the Crown's intentions as evidenced in Normanby's 1839

inslructions to Hobson, and recorded aocounts of the dissenting speeches at Waitangi-
speeches which Sir James Henare had identified as purely symbolic, and misleading

as to the true views of the signatories.233

As with lhe Waiheke Beport, the Tribunal's approach was tactical. ldentifying a

fiduciary obligation on the Crown made il easier to argue for the principle of a Crown

obligation to ensure tribes were nol left landless. But the price for this was to

subordinate the Maori text and tino rangatiratanga. Indeed, it would have been quite
possible to reach the same conclusion using the Maori text, by arguing that the Crown

had no authority to pass the legislation which had left the tribes landless. But the

Tribunal was now becoming cautious, and the implications of such a position were

obviously far beyond what the Tribunal was prepared to contemplate.

fn the next report, on lhe Muriwhenua claim, the discussion of the Treaty was

confused and conlradictory. lt firmly stated the statutory requirement that the
Tribunal consider both texts, which was in any case 'the only practical course'. lt

reiected suggestions that reliance be placed on the Maori text only, and retreated
from its earlier view, in lhe Motunui Beport, that extra regard should be paid to the

Maori text. Where the lerms were unclear, the Tribunal would instead seek out the

sPirit of the Treaty.23a

The English text, and discussion of the Crown's intentions, overwhelmed any
recognition of Maori understandings of the Treaty and tino rangaliratanga. The claim

to fisheries was analysed in terms of the relative, private property rights of Crown

and private owners under English law, dating back to the Magna gsns.235 This was a

stark contrast to the Tribunal's position on the irrelevance of such legal doctrines in

lhe Manukau Report. There was a heavy stress on the good intentions of the
colonisers. Normanby's instructions to Hobson had 'expressed lhe high ideals of his

11mss',236 and formed the basis of the preamble to the Treaty.

2339e" above, 92-5
234 trtr.r7iw66nua, 1Bg
235 
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The discussion of the Maori text focused on the Maori spiritual relationship to taonga.
This involved the rules which governed the users of a resource, rather than property

rights over the resource itself. Tino rangatiratanga was described as the exercise of
authority or control to protect the tribal economic base, the exercise of stewardship,
and the protection of spiritual laonga. In relation to fishing this authority was

exercised over access to the resource by tribal members, nol over property.237 This

analysis helped lo clear the way for the Tribunal to find that Maori rights related to

the activity of fishing, rather than to lhe ownership of the seas and the fisheries.
There was also a lengthy discussion headed 'legal perspeclives of lhe Maori context'.
This was clearly a response to technical arguments presented by legal counsel for the

Crown and the fishing industry. In lrue, formalist fashion lhe lawyers had treated
previous Tribunal reports as cases, selecting the aspects which reinforced their
argument, and had applied legal reasoning and rules of interpretation, so they could

construct an argumenl which made sense to them as lawyers.

On the question of sovereignty, the Tribunal's capitulation was complete. The Report
was full of unqualified references to the 'cession of sovereignty'.238 some
explanations of the Treaty seemed simply to repeat the English text: 'The principle

was basically that in exchange for the cession of sovereignty and the acceptance of
European seltlemenl, Maori would not be relieved of their important properlies,
which included their inlerest in fishing, without their full consent.'239 lt was also
clear that the legitimacy of Crown sovereignty was lo be determined according to
formal, legal doctrine, and not from the Treaty. 'sovereignty, in law, is not

dependent on the Treaty but on the proclamations that followed the signings at

Waitangi.'2ao

Nevertheless, the Tribunal also sought to find a consensus on the legitimacy of Crown

sovereignty within the Treaty itself. The report acknowledged that 'Maori understood
the cession of sovereignty in terms of some distal relationship'. But there was no

attempt to explain this by reference to the relationship between the Queen and
rangatira, each retaining their mana, or to the very different conc€pt of Crown
sovereignty exercised by the settler government, with Maori as its subjects.

237 YuTiwllsnua, t81
2386b371y used in this context in the sense ol liberal constilutional law.
239 stry7;wttenua, 278
24oP1rri*6tnua. 1BT
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As for the power retained by the lwi and Hapu, 'in our view the Maori chiefs were
trying to preserve a form of autonomy that did not amount to complete sovereignty
but a kind of local self-governmenl in Maori districts.'241 This interpretation is not
necessarily objectionable. The tribal autonomy of each lwi and Hapu was regional,
and jealously guarded. But the Tribunal's position clearly left the lwi and Hapu
subordinated to the overriding power of the Crown, which was then transposed to the
supreme authority of the settler government. The Tribunal's discussion then directly
contradicled its earlier reports-a fact which it conveniently ignored:

From the Treaty as a whole it is obvious that it does not purport to describe
a continuing relationship between sovereign slates. lts purpose and effect
was the revsrse, to provide for the relinquishment by Maori of their
sovereign status and to guarantee their protection upon becoming subjects
of the 916r1n.242

To cover itself furlher, the Tribunal stated: 'ln any evenl on reading the Maori text
in light of contemporary statemenls we are satisfied that sovereignty was ss6s6.'243
The consequence was a definition of tino rangatiratanga which 'refers not lo a

separate sovereignty but to tribal self management on lines similar lo what we
understand by local government'244

The texts were therefore rendered complementary, the product of 'a partnership in

which neither culture can be placed above the other',245 as reflected in principles
which harmonised the interests of both parties. 'To extrapolate principles from
intentions and expectations equal regard must be had to the hopes and aspirations of
bolh parties as represented in their respective 1sx1s.' 246

From here the report moved into a detailed and specific discussion of the Treaty
principles-something which the Tribunal had never done in its early reports. The
Tribunal drew heavily on the Court of Appeal, listing amongst the principles
partnership and co-operation; reciprocal obligations of reasonableness and good
faith; the honour of the Crown; fiduciary duties; the Maori duty of loyalty; no general

duty on the Crown to consult; no unreasonable restrictions on government policy;
rights of non-Maori setilement; and Crown sovereignly. In addition, the report

241 Py7i1a1116nua, iBl
242Muriwhenua, 187
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recognised the proteclion of Maori fishing rights, Maori rights to benefit from
technology and markels, and the choice for Maori of tribal development or
assimilation.

It delailed three specific principles which were considered pertinent to this claim.
The first was Protection of the natural resources which Maori mighl wish to retain

and 'assure the retention of a sufficient share, from which they could survive and
profil, and the facility to fully exploit 16sm'.247 The second was Mutual Benefit,
whereby both parties expected to gain from the Treaty. 'But neither parlner in our
view can demand their own benefits if there is not also an adherence also to
reasonabfe state [sic] objectives of common 5sns111'.248 Last came lhe principte ol
Options. This was a concept sourced in lhe consensual pluralism of biculturalism and
partnership, combined with the public choice discourse of contemporary liberalism.
The result was an argument which is reminiscent of the Treasury's November 1990
proposal for the devolution of Maori affairs, discussed in chapter four:

Neither t€xt prevents individual Maori from pursuing a direction of personal
choice. The Treaty provided an effeclive option lo Maori to develop along
customary lines and from a traditional base, or to assimilate into a new way.
Inferentially it offered a third alternative, to walk in two worlds. That same
option is open to all people, is currently much in vogue and may represent
lhe ultimale in partnership. But these are options, that is lo say, it was not
intend€d that tho partner's options could be 1o1q.6.249

The claimants' lawyers and the Tribunal members had made a calculated trade-off.
The issue of sovereignty would be conceded, in the hope of strengthening their case
for the protection of rights to the fisheries. lt was a costly move, as the concession
over sovereignty merely affirmed the ultimate right of the Government to recognise,
or to remove, lhose rights by legislation. And the report provided a wealth of
eminently-quotable Treaty principles, to legitimate the position of the Government
and the courls in the future.

The Tribunal's next report, on the Mangonui ctaim in August 1ggg, moved
inexorably down lhe same path. lt talked of 'the cession of sovereignty and pakeha

settlement rights that cannol now be denied'.2s0 gy granting a high priority for
Maori interests on works which affected lands or fisheries, the Crown had paid ,a

very small price for the rights of sovereignty and seillement that Maori

247 Muriwhenua, 194
248Yu7ivi1tnua, lgS
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conferred.'251 ths rights of the tribe under the Treaty were for consultation-nol
managemenl, control, and negotiation. Indeed, the report seemed more concerned with

defending the interests 'of the wider community, whose rights were also represented

in the Treaty', than those o1 y6e11.252

The Treaty . . . envisaged a place for two peoples. To provide for that, the
cullural mores of one ought not overly to restrict the n€eds of the other
where reasonable compromises have been sought.253

The Waitangi Tribunal had come a long way from its radical challenge to Crown
sovereignty.By 1988 it had, in effect, become an agent in the capture and

redefinition of the Treaty, through the device of the principles. lt made no attempt to
rationalise its shift in position. As Annie Mikaere observed

il is somewhal surprising that the Tribunal has not even acknowledged, let
alone explained, this change. lt is also interesling to note that just when the
constitution of the Tribunal has been altered to give an equal Maori-Pakeha
mix, presumably to enhance its credibility, it appears to have turned its
back on the crucial question of rangatiratanga and instead to have followed
the interpretation of a body not repres€ntative of lh€ Treaty parlnership as
to what the 'principles of the Treaty" actually mean.254

(iii) The significance of the Tribunal's capitulation on sovereignty

This view of the Tribunal's position on sovereignty has drawn a vigorous attack from

one legal academic. Professor Jock Brookfield has dismissed claims that the Tribunal

shitted ground on sovereignty, claiming 1he singificance is not great'. He correcily
observed thal 'to the extent if any that the Tribunal has really changed its position,

the change was inevitable in the legal context of parliamentary supremacy in which

it has to work.'255 Nevertheless, he attempted to establish some coherency between

the Tribunal's position and liberal-democratic constitutional law.

First, Brookfield argued that the Tribunal, as a creature of statute ilself, was

unlikely to have intended to challenge parliamentary sovereignty and supremacy.
The Tribunal's findings that Article One was less than Crown sovereignty, or lhat
Article Two was some form of Maori sovereignty, @uld not be taken as suggesting any

25l Mangonui, Go
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such lhing, because the Tribunal would then have been denying its own authority and
functions.

But the Tribunal did say lhal, several times. And in doing so it was actually carrying

out its statutory function. The Treaty of Waitangi Act required it to interpret the
Treaty and to settle differences between the texts, and that is what it did. More
particularly, the Tribunal did so in accordance with international and common law

rules of treaty inlerpretation. The resull was an interpretation which affirmed
Maori self-determination, and rejected Crown sovereignty. Had the formal courts
been required to exercise the same explicit jurisdiction lo interpret the texts, and
not been able to divert into a discussion of the principles, they would have faced the

same dilemma of giving precedence to the Maori text. In the particular situalion, the

Tribunal was probably motivated more by the focus of the Maori debate on the Maori

lext, than it was by legal rules on interpretation. But such considerations have no
place in doctrinal legal argument.

The Tribunal's dilemma arose because it was caught in the contradiction of the Treaty

itself. The result may have been illogical in terms of liberal constitutionalism. But it
was the result of applying both Maori understandings of the Treaty, and
imperialism's own legal rules. The resulting interpretation was dysfunctional to the
colonial state. So the Tribunal's interpretation had to change. But it was poliiical and

iudicial pressure, not the force of logical reasoning, which ensured that it did.

Alternatively, argued Brookfield, the Tribunal must have been mistaken. 'ldentifying

te tino rangatiratanga in art 2 with "sovereignty" in the Motunui report seems indeed

to have been a mistake, for the "sovereignty of their lands' is scarcely more

reconcilable with kawanatanga than with the sovereignty ceded in art I of the English

version.'256 He claimed that this mistake was recognised by the Tribunal when it

later preferred the terminology of 'full authority'. The fact that the Tribunal changed
its position is not disputed. Indeed, it is precisely the point under discussion here.
The question is wlty it did so-in particular, how far that was related to the Court of

Appeal's contrary position, and to the external and internal pressures being placed on

the Tribunal. ll cannot simply be assumed that the Tribunal changed its position

because il wanted to correct the incorrect logic of its earlier reports.

The reports on which Brookfield relied to support his argument, the Orakei and
Muriwhenua Fishing Reports, were both after lhe corporatisalion decision. The only

256Brookfield,'sovereignty', 295
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reference to a pre-1987 reporl was to Professor Kawharu's statement in the

Kaituna Report lhat 'what the Chiefs imagined they were ceding was that part of
their mana and rangatiratanga that hitherto had enabled them to make war, exact

retribution, consume or enslave their vanquished enemies and generalty exercise
power over life and death'.257 15;s was used to justify a broad reading that Crown

rule was more than a protectorate. But this quotation is incomplete, and hence

misleading. In parlicular, it omitted the explicit asserlion in the sentences which

immediately followed that:

It is totally against the run of evidence to imagine that they would wittingly
have divested themselves of all their spiritually sanctioned powers-mosl
of which powers indeed thsy wanted protected. They would have "believed
lhey were retaining their rangatiralanga intact apart from a licence to kill
or inflict material hurt on others, retaining all their customary rights and
duties as lrustees for their lribal groups'. . 258

Thirdly, Brookfield argued, whether or not sovereignty was ceded could make lille,
if any, difference to the Tribunal's lask of interpreting lhe principtes. 'The

formulation of principles can only proceed consistently with the supremacy of

originally the imperial and colonial and norv the independent parliamentary

institutions of government that have been established and are effective in the

country.'zs9 The possibility ot a Maori concept of 'principles of the Treaty of

Waitangi' which lell outside those parameters was irrelevant. In political terms,

Brookfield is correct. lt would have been self-destructive for the Tribunal to have

carried through its strong interpretation of the Treaty into the principtes against

which lhe Crown's aclions were measured, and upon which redress was based. But

that was not what he meant. Ralher, he appeared to be arguing that the Tribunal was

circumscribed by lhe fait accompli of Crown sovereignty, irrespective of whether

Maori had ceded it in the Treaty. Hence, '[d]oes it matter which, when either way it
is only the present legally supreme Parliament which can remedy the excess by

appropriate legislation.'260

From this, it appears that the colonial state's claim to crown sovereignty renders the
Maori text irrelevant. lt may do so according to the self-legitimating rules of

colonial law. But even so, lhat would not remove the dilemma which faced the
Tribunal, that its statutory powers required it to interpret and resolve differences

257 Kaituna, 14
258Kaituna, 1q
2599;'s6k11.1d,'sovereignty', 298
260Brookfield,'Sov€reignty', 2gs
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between the Treaty texts-especially it both Maori interpretations and the rules of
colonial and imperial law made the Maoritext the primary point of reference.

Simply deeming the Tribunal's initial view on sovereignly to be illogical, or
incompatible with the Crown's conlrary asserlion, does not remove the fact that it
was said, or that it was said intentionally. What it does show is that the context in

which the Waitangi Tribunal was operating from 1983 to 1986 was governed by

factors other than liberal legal ideology. lts later reversal of position indicates that
those dynamics had changed-in particular, that the Tribunal had been brought
squarely back into the realm of formal colonial law.

Brookfield's arguments reflect the inadequacy of explanations which try to
rationalise shifts in legal reasoning, by reference lo the internal logic of legal
analysis, when the causes are political and ideological. That is not surprising. The

concept of a process of incorporated justice which conslitutes, and is constituted by,
internal and external pressures is untenable within the epistemology of liberal
legalism.

D. THE WAITANGI TRIBUNAL AS INCORPORATED JUSTICE

Since 1982 the Waitangi Tribunal has been widely perceived as pro-Maori by both

Maori and Pakeha. For Ranginui Walker, for example, the Tribunal was correcting a

historical imbalance: 'the tribunal was nol only mediating between the Maori people

and the state, but it was also assuming the role of correcting the imbalance of power

that had hitherto allowed lhe state to define unilaterally how it should respond to

Maori claims under the treaty.'261

fn the early 1980s the Tribunal actively pursued a process attuned to the cultural
needs of Maori claimants. ln doing so it tried to perform lwo contradictory roles: to
appear as a sympathetic forum lo Maori, and as a neutral mediator between two

exlernal, conflicting parties. But over time, the priority on catering for Maori gave

way to a stress on reconciling the expectalions of moderate Maori and Pakeha, under

the supervision of the law.

The Tribunal may be able to assist in reconciling the present widely
divergenl views within the community . . . by exposing breaches . and
making practical and realistic recommsndations to compensate for these
breaches. In order to carry out its lunctions successfully the Tribunal
must have the confidence of the country as a whole. lt requires in particular

261walker, 'The Genesis', 18
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the support of the legal profession, support which I am sure will be readily
forthcoming.262

This section traces the transition of the Waitangi Tribunal from a rigidly-formalist,
quasi-courl, to a pro-Maori, informal forum, and back to a highly legalised,
formalised, and purportedly acultural judicial body.

(a) The 'First' Tribunal 1975-1983

The original waitangi rribunal, of three members, was made up of two pakeha

lawyers-the Chief Judge of the Maori Land Court, Kenneth Gillanders Scott and
Lawrie Southwick, a Queen's Counsel-and one Maori, Sir Graham Latimer, the
chairperson of the New Zealand Maori Council. During its time this Tribunal enjoyed
minimal credibility with Maori, and was run like a formal court.

The first Tribunal hearing in May 1977 involved an objection by Joe Hawke of Ngati

Whatua to his conviclion under the Fisheries Regulations for taking excess numbers
of pau3.263 lt proceeded with the utmost formalism. David Williams, a legal academic
who was present as a supporter of Ngati Whatua, has provided a vivid description:

In these days when there is much talk from ofticial quarters stressing that
New Zealand is a harmonious multi-cultural society, one should be able to
confidenlly predict that th€ format for lhe waitangi rribunal would be
dictated by the Maori customs and procedures for holding importanl
meelings.

Yet in Auckland on Monday 30 May the waitangi rribunal held its firsr
hearing in, of all places, the Hotel Interconlinental Ballroom. lt would not
have been possible to find a room more culturally alien for Maori people.
There were four very large chandeliers hanging from the ceiling, wood
panels trimmed in gold on three walls with hanging drapes and neo-classical
columns on the fourth wall behind the Tribunal mambers. Everyone had red
vslvet covered chairs to sit upon. Even in this strange soning it might have
been possible for some whaikorero (oratory) to proceed the hearing so that
speeches of welcoma could have been exchanged (mihimihi). To have
arranged this would have been a small concession lo Maoritanga. But no. In
walked the Registrar and in a preremptory voice ha called out: "stand for
the waitangi rribunal'. of course he adopted the usual pakeha
mispronunciation of waitangi. Behind the Registrar the Tribunal members
filed in to their seats on a stago set high above the rest of the participants,
and after formal bows to the lawyers pressnt, the Tribunal immedialely
proceded to the business of the day. The impression [was] that one was in
a courtroom and that someono was on 11;31 . . . 264

262y1. Witson, 29
2635"s the discussion above, 635
26a9.y. Williams,'A False Start by the Waitangi Tribunat', The Listener, 16 July 1971, g
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The Tribunal members insisted that Hawke be legally represented, as were lhe
Auckland Harbour Board and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and
adjourned the hearing in order for him to find a lawyer. When the hearings resumed,
Hawke and supporters of the Ngati Whatua occupation at Bastion point made their
displeasure known. Gillanders Scott said 'he had never witnessed or experienced a
spectacle such as he was seeing'.26s The Tribunal ruled much of the material
produced irrelevanl. As noted earlier, they found no substance to the claim, on the
basis that Hawke had sutfered no prejudice.

Williams later sent a memorandum lo the Minister of Maori Affairs criticising the
formality and adversarial style of the Tribunal, the choice of venue, and the inability
of the Registrar and lwo Tribunal members to pronounce the word 'Waitangi'.266

In 1980 Edward Taihakurei Durie succeeded Gillanders Scott, to become the first
Maori appointed as Chief Judge of the Maori Land Court. He also took over, ex officio,
as the chairperson of the Waitangi Tribunal. The Maori Land Court had already
undergone significant changes in image, style, and credibility, under lhe guidance of
Durie' Now it was the Waitangi Tribunal's turn. During these years the Land Courl
and the Tribunal came as close as any colonial state agency has, to being accepted by
Maori as belonging to them. This transition did not always please the guardians of the
formal legal system. The Royal Gommission on the Maori Land Court in 19g0, for
example, was not at all impressed by this increasing activism.

The Maori Land Court should be a eourt of justice with traditional judicial
standing and independence. But il il is to be lhat, it must slrive to be
predominanlly a judicial and less of an administrative body. once a court
involves itself substantially in administrative action, especially in areas
which are traditionally the fields of state administration, it places in
jeopardy ils claim to indep€ndence and sows the seeds of conflict between
itself and the machinery of the state. Furthermore, it runs a real and
substantial risk of being not only interfering, but of being partisan in its
rulings, not consciously but by allowing itsell to become a promoter of its
own opinions about the use of land to the exclusion of the litigants before
i1.267

265P.y. wiiliams, 'A False Start,
266p.y. Williams, 'Memorandum to the Minister of Maori Affairs Concerning the Waitangi

Tribunal', undated
267 76" Royat Commission of lnquiry on the Maori Land Court, Government printer.
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The Commission seemed to be oblivious of the deep irony of its comments, given the
historical role of lhe Nalive, later Maori, Land Courl, as the adjunct to colonial land

agents.

The Waitangi Tribunal would soon find itself the target of similar criticism for
deviating from the legal norm.

(b) The 'First' Tribunal 1983-1985

The Tribunal now had a Maori majority. Under Maori direction, the emphasis shifted
to lhe unique contribution which Maoricould make to the hearing of grievances and

lhe resolution of claims. The take-off point was the Motunui claim. The Tribunal

members were Durie, Latimer, and District Court Judge Max willis, who was
deputising for Southwick. The Tribunal took full advantage of the leeway it enjoyed as

a Commission of Inquiry. The procedure was highly unorthodox, with the express
inlention lo ensure that the claimants, and other Maori, felt comfortable to disclose
their tribal knowledge and express their concerns.

(i) The Motunui Hearing

The hearing was on the Manukorihi Marae, and according to marae kawa. At the

beginning of lhe hearing, after the powhiri, the tangata whenua had passed the mana

of the marae into the care of the Tribunal. lt was returned at the completion of the
hearing. Each day began with karakia. People spoke in Maori, without taking a formal

oalh, and under the guidance of the Maori chairperson. All information was welcomed,

unencumbered by rules of evidence. People spoke uninterrupted. Their knowledge

was then translated, and questions followed.

During the hearing, Maori scientifrc and cultural knowledge was not only recognised,

but given precedence. The Tribunal carried out its own research. Sympathisers with
environmental or scientific expertise co-operated with the claimants, lo present an

etfective counter to the professionals who had been retained by the Crown and
Synfuels-many of whom were at a disadvantage, in a forum which as as strange to
lhem as the Pakeha courl arena was to Maori. Te Atiawa had no expensive lawyers,

nor the battery of historians or commissioned experts who were later arrayed in

Tribunal hearings. Their only legal assistance came from Alex Frame-later to

become the first Direclor of TOWPU. Even Crown representatives Shonagh
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Kenderdine, from the Commission for the Environmenl, and Ken Piddington, from the

Planning Council, supported the claimanls.

The hearing took three weeks. The financial and human costs were substantial. The

Justice Department refused to provide a realistic koha for lhe marae, based on its
policy lo contribute only the equivalent cost of using one of its own buildings for the

same period. The officials saw no reason why tax-payer funds should be used to pay

for food and accommodation for a large number of Maori claimants and their

supporters. The burden this placed on the host marae was severe, and lhe claimants
were forced to resort to small-scale fund-raising, such as cake stalls, to pay off the

6s61.268 The Government finally agreed to pay the bulk of the costs of the hearing,

but only afler several years of continual pressure.

Following the Motunui hearing David Williams concluded, with a sense of both

optimism and caution:

No longer need Maori objections be tailored lo fit in with and complement
Pakeha cultural values. Maori values can and should be set out as valid in
th€ir own right and on their own terms. There is a long legislative reform
road to be travelled before Maori spirituality can recsive the recognition
which the Tribunal has called for, and many vested interests may intervene
to frustrate Maori aspirs11sns.269

Indeed, doubts were already being raised by some Pakeha tawyers and academics.
According to Auckland law leclurer Byron O'Keefe, the Tribunal's supporters
misguidedly believed 'that lhe Tribunal is more than it really is'.270 Pointing lo the
precedent of Wi Parata?71 sn6 to the Tribunal's limited power of recommendation,

he argued that the Motunui Report was 'a decision that was not a decision, by a
tribunal that was not a tribunal, about a treaty that was not a treaty.' O'Keefe went on

to attack the procedure adopted by the Tribunal, its departure from the formal rules

of evidence in favour of 'sublective reactions', and the preference for Maori
knowledge over scienlific evidence:

so that, if, according to folklore the earth is said to be flat, then it is flat.
Surely that is to go backw^76s.272

268Priy11s communication.
26961;1;;"rc, 'Te Taha Maori ,382
270.1.9. O'Keefe,'Waitangi Tribunal'Decision'', NZLJ, 1gg3, 1g6
271ry; Parata v Bishop ot Wettington, (lfltt) 3 NZ Jur (NS) 72
272o'Keefe, t96
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O'Keefe concluded thal even if New Zealand could put its internal time clock back, 'its

very retardation would cause its disintegration in the world economic mechanism'.

Somewhat incongruously, however, he finished by suggesting that the Waitangi
Tribunal be given status to lift it out of the category of 'window-dressing'.273

The National Government had clearly not anticipated the change in the Tribunal's

direction. During 1983 Southwick was replaced by Paul Temm, another pakeha

Oueen's Counsel. According to Temm, when he was recruited by the lhen Minister of

Justice he was told 'it would sit only one or two days a yeat and that it wasn't likely

to be an oneroue 1ss1'.274 At that time Temm had never heard of the Waitangi
Tribunal, and had very little involvement with Maori people-although he claimed he

knew the Cook lslands veyn"11.275

(li) The Manukau, Kaituna, Te Reo Maori, and Waihehe Hearings

The next three Tribunal hearings were conducted by Durie, Latimer, and Temm. The

Kaituna claim was heard in late 1984. lt followed the same pattern as Motunui, with

a two-stage the hearing on Te Takinga Marae. This time the claimants were

represented by a local Maori lawyer. Local and departmental solicitors appeared for

the various public bodies affected. But in contrast to the Motunui hearing, more

emphasis was placed by the claimants on experl evidence, presented by two

academics. one, expatriate legal academic Paul McHugh, was brought out from

Cambridge University by Ngati Pikiao especially for the hearing. McHugh argued that
the Trealy merely confirmed existing common law rights of aboriginal title. The
Tribunal acknowledged the argument but took it no lurther, preferring to leave the

determinalion of such legal arguments for the formal courts. The contribution from

Professor Hugh Kawharu, of Ngati Whatua, on the meaning of the Treaty had a more

significant impact, as is discussed elsewhere in this chapter.

The Manukau claim was substantial in its substance and its irnplications. The hearing

was aclually held in 1984, before the Kaituna claim, on the Makaurau Marae in

stages: one week for presentation of the claimants'case, and two for the responses and

final submissions. lt was presented primarily by kaumatua, otten in the presence of

Dame Te Atairangikaahu, the Arikinui of Kingitanga. The claimants were also

273ry;11;3r"
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formally represented by senior barrister Sian Elias, who was brought in just before
the first hearing. This had a flow-on effect, as a number public bodies and
commercial interests including the Auckland Harbour Board, the Auckland Regional
Authority, and Liquigas Ltd, retained their own senior counsel. At the outset lhe
Harbour Board said it reserved the right of judicial review. lt was told to be quiet and

listen to the proceedings. A range of other Maori and Pakeha academics gave evidence
in support of the claim. Again, the process had been designed to meet the needs of the

claimants-even if not all of the recommendations met with their approval.

The hearings on Ie Reo Maoi were held over a period of three weeks, between June
and November 1985, on the Waiwhetu Marae in Lower Hun, and Te Herenga Waka

Marae at Victoria University. The claimants were represented by two Maori lawyers
from Rotorua. The Government and public bodies were represented by independent

counsel, and their own officials. In accord with the subjecl of the claim, lhe
proceedings were conducted primarily in lhe Maori language and according to marae

kawa.

The Waiheke claim was heard by Judge Durie and the two deputy members of the

Tribunal, kaumatua Ned Nathan and Pakeha lawyer Marcus Poole. The hearing, during
1985, was held at the Kaiaua Marae, along similar lines to the Manukau claim, with

the claimants playing a significant part. The claimanls were legally represented, as

was the Board of Maori Affairs. Although the claim was heard in 1985 the report was

not issued until June 1987, and was embargoed until the release of the Court of
Appeal decision in the SOEs case. This report was the only one, at least until October

1990, which contained dissenting reports from lhe lhree members on an aspect of

the claim.

(c) The 'Second' Tribunal 1987-89

All of these reports were by the 'first' Tribunal, under its restricted lurisdiction.
The Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act increased the Tribunal's membership to
seven, with a Maori majorily. The explicit goal was to ensure that Tribunal members

had Maori knowledge and expertise on the Treaty, and to retain credibility with the
Maori community.276 15g National Opposition condemned the move as 'conslitutional

racism'.277 But it was welcomed by the Tribunal. Durie talked of the assistance

which Tribunal members could give their people, to work through the past and

276 5ss above, 618
277 gr" above, 617
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grapple with the future. Simply as kaumatua, they had the special qualifications of
Maori leaders, 'a particular aptitude by virlue of their tribal history and
experience'.278 puri, acknowledged the conflict between formal legalism, where ,a

good arbiter is one well removed from lhe claim', and Maori tradition, where
polilical and judicial roles were not severed in providing leadership. But at that time
he appeared not to anticipate any difficulties between the two.

(i) The New Tribunal Membership

Although the Act was passed in December 1985, the new appointments were not made
until mid-1986. As with other judicial and quasi-judicial appointments, they were
made on the recommendation of the Minister, but had to be cleared through lhe
Cabinet and the caucus. That did nol make such appoinlees servants of the appointing
government. But it meant that those who offended the governing parly, or were
considered too radical, were likely to lose their positions or nol to be appointed. This
happened in 1986. Both Temm and Latimer were dropped-Temm had acted as counsel
for the National Party in an electoral petition against Labour in 1981 ; Latimer was
the Maori Vice-President of the National Party. The move was contrary to Koro
Wetere's public assurances, on marae and to Parliament, thal all the existing
members would 6r r's1g1ns6.279

The new Tribunal appointees included lwo senior Pakeha lawyers: Sir Desmond
Sullivan, a former Chief District Court Judge, and Professor Gordon Orr, a former
Secretary for Justice. The new Maori members included two churchmen, former
Anglican Bishop Manuhuia Bennett, and leader of the Ringatu church Monita
Delamere. The other two were Professor of Maori Studies at Auckland University,
Hugh Kawharu; and Ngati Tuwharetoa lawyer, Georgina Te Heuheu. Depulies were
appointed for each.

(ii) The orakei, Muriwhenua Fisheries, and Mangonui Hearings

The first claim dealt with by the 'second' Tribunal was orakei. The first hearings,

under the 'first' Tribunal, were in May and July 19gs on the orakei Marae. The

278prri",
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claim was then adjourned part-heard, to allow the Tribunal lo be reconvened under
its new jurisdiction to consider breaches dating back to 1840. So lhe removal of
Temm and Latimer caused some difficulties. The hearing resumed in November 19g6

at the Orakei Marae with Judge Durie and five new members-Bishop Bennett, Monita
Delamere, Georgina Te Heuheu, and Professors Orr and Sorrenson28l. An interim
report of the findings had been prepared by the 'first' Tribunal, and circulated
confidentially to all interested parties who had participated in the initial hearing. To
avoid repeating the lengthy evidence, this was accepted as the factual basis for the
claim, along with the transcripts of earlier hearings. At lhe first hearing neither
the claimanls nor the Crown and local bodies were legally represented. But in
November 1986 the latter two were represented by departmental solicitors and
private lawyers, and the Tribunal for the first time appointed its own counsel, lo
assist it during the hearing.

The hearing itself followed lhe earlier pattern. But there were new dynamics at
work. This was the first report written after the SOEs case. The Tribunal was no
longer low-profile. Nor was it free from judicial scrutiny or the real lhreat of
judicial review. The claim itself was controversial, involving the tumultuous events
at Bastion Point in the lale 1970s, as well as the historical dispossession of Ngati
Whatua of much of the land on which Auckland city was built. Politicians, local
bodies, and government departments all had a stake in the outcome.

The report was lengthy, detailed, and carefully-documented. lt provided a detailed
ac@unt of hislory and law, drawn primarily from published, Pakeha accounts of the
Treaty signing, and the views of Pakeha historians. The Tribunal had clearty geared

itself to a new audience and set of priorities.

The Muriwhenua fisheries hearings were by far the longest held by the Tribunal so
far, beginning in December 1986 with final submissions in April 1988. During that
eighteen months, the polilical and legal pressures on the Tribunal had intensified.
The Tribunal's interim findings, in December 1996 and september 19g7, that
Labour's corporatisation and fisheries policies were in breach of the ,principles of
the Treaty', had led to interim declaralions which temporarily stalled Governmenl
policy. During the extended negotiations which followed, the question of the Treaty
and Maori claims became a political and legal footbatl. According to the politicians,

2SlSorrenson had been appointed as one of the deputies to the Tribunal following the 1gg5
Amendment.
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commercial interests, anti-Maori pressure groups, and the media, much of the

blame for this lay with the 'kangaroo court', the Waitangi Tribunal.

The stakes had now increased dramatically. Each side was represented by high-

powered lawyers, and in the case of the claimanls, by Queen's Counsel. The hearings

to gather the basic evidence to substantiate the claim began on lhe claimanls' marae.

Lawyers from both sides then got together to determine the major issues. At the third

hearing, the claimants' lawyer asked the Tribunal to state a case lo the High Courl, on

the meaning of 'Maori fishing rights'under the Fisheries Act 1983. The Tribunal

declined lo do so, saying a conclusive interpretation was unnecessary for its function.

Subsequently, the hearings shifled to public buildings in Kaitaia and Aucktand. The

final submissions from fishing industry, and the Crown's response, were heard in

Wellington in a hotel, a corporate boardroom, and the Tribunal's headquarters in the

Justice Department.

The Tribunal had undergone a significant shift lowards formalism. The quest now was

for a 'bi-cultural' balance:

The greater part of the Maori evidence was given on anceslral lands, in lhe
Maori language and in a mannsr with which ths eldsrs were accustomed.
Those parts of our proceedings were also chairad by Tribunal member Mr
Monita Delamere, an acknowledged kaumatua and expert on Maori protocol.
Official responsss and legal submissions enjoyed, for the most part, the
haven of their own f amiliar surroundings, under conduct ol Tribunal
memb€r, Mr Bill Wilson, a barrister of Wellington, and the chairman.282

The Tribunal was clearly on the defensive against allegations of breach of due process

and lack of legal rigor:

For the most Part then, the Maori evidence was freely and willingly given.
Olher affected parties in our view were not without the opportunity to
respond or lo ofler evidence or opinions in rebultal. Nor was it b€yond our
wit to treat with caution, evidence requiring a lengthy recall or dependent
upon oral transmission, or beyond ths wit of counsel to make submissions
on the weight to be attached to certain contenlions or on the need to
distinguish malters of fact and opinien.283

The Ngati Kahu claim was heard in October 1986 and April 1987, and so followed the
pattern of the pre-Muriwhenua claims.284 16s two weeks of hearings were held on

282stry7iyy11enua. 11
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Haititai Marangai Marae in Doubtless Bay, in addition to an informal meeting at the

Kaitaia community house. But the claim itself was framed in highly legalistic
language. A senior lawyer, later employed by the Crown Law Office lo oversee Treaty

cases, was appointed as counsel for the claimants. An expert report was

commissioned by the Tribunal on alternatives to the proposed scheme. A wide range of
government departments and local bodies were again represented. A vast array ot

documenls was submi11s6.285 The report was nol issued until August 1988, after the

Muriwhenua Fishing Report. As noted earlier, it was the first report since 1983 to
reject a claim, even though the grievance was considered well-founded under the

Treaty.

The Mangonui Sewerage Reporl, published in August 1988, was the last report

released by the Tribunal under the Labour Government.

(d) The Erpanded Tribunal 1989.1990

Meanwhile the Government had promised, as part of the SOEs agreemenl, to expand

the Tribunal's membership and resources. The Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act

1988 boosted the formal Tribunal membership to seventeen. By this time the

Waitangi Tribunal had become the symbol of Labour's alleged pro-Maori bias. The

Government therefore backed off its 1985 commitment to a Maori majority. The new

Act lalked instead of membership reflecting the 'partnership between the two

parties'. Treasury had objected even to this. lt was concerned that membership based

on a parlnership could create a precedent for olher public bodies and agencies.

In lerms of the Trealy the right to govern rests with tho Crown. To
exercise this responsibility fairly and efficiently the Government may well
wanl, as a mafler of public policy, lo snsure lhat Maori p€rsons are
adequately represented on public bodies, but this is quile distinct from any
alleged treaty obligation to provide for representation on a 50:50 6"";".286

(t) The llaori Malority

During the Parliamentary debate National speakers, such as Bolger, repeated their

allegations of the Tribunal's racial bias-despite acknowledging that their concerns

had been addressed in the Bill. Similar attacks were launched in speeches outside the

1-1errsg.287
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been introduced-to ensure that matters Maori were deall with by those uniquely
qualified to do so, and to reassure Maori that this forum was culturally competent and
sympathetic enough to avoid the monolegalism of the past. Instead, the debate became
a defence of the Maori members, on the grounds that race was irrelevant. These
defences most nolably came from the Pakeha members of the Tribunal. For example,
the acting chairperson of the Tribunal, Judge McHugh, defended the Tribunal at the
annual Federated Farmers conference:

This struclure and composition of lhe Tribunal has been subjected
recently to claims of bias and lack of balance. These stalsments are being
made in some cases by thoso who know no better, and whose slatem€nts
are irralional, irresponsible and bordering on contemplible. In olher cases
they ara also being made by some people who should know better but
obviously have [had] a rush of blood and not thought the matter through
properly. Nevertheless, the allegations that a majority of Maori persons on
any Tribunal must lead to a Maori biased decision of that Tribunal is not
only an erron€ous presumption but it is also an alfront to the integrity of
lhose persons and must b€ now publicly 1sfu1€d.287

Yet the Pakeha identity of the judiciary had been the source of Maori criticism for
many years. The cultural location of Maori and Pakeha does make a difference. That
was one of the reasons for the introduction of the explicitly-Maori majority
membership of the Tribunal. lt may be true that Maori membership of an agency of
lhe colonial state does little to guaranlee that its decisions are pro-Maori. lf such
members believe they are there on behalf of their people, they may occasionally ,do

justice'. But the boundaries within which they can move are circumscribed, and the
continuing participation of such sympathisers rests with the state. But this was not
McHugh's point. He was putting fonvard lhe argument that there was some form of
acultural neutrality which both Maori and Pakeha members of the Tribunal could
attain. Given that argument, whether or not there was a Maori majority was
immaterial.

Along similar lines, Paul Temm claimed thal Maori were indignanl over claims that
skin colour dictated the way a person's mind worked. ,lf lhe right people with a
proper sonse of responsibility and judicial ability are selecled, I doubl whether any
particular racial composition is necessary for the Waitangi Tribunal.' Maori simply
wanted 'lo be sure that the Waitangi Tribunal has a proper represenlation so they can
be confident that ,iustice will not only be done but that it will be seen to be done and in

2874. y"11rgh, speech to Federated Farmers Annual conference, 20 July 19gg.
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be confident that justice will not only be done but that it will be seen to be done and in
their way.' By reducing the issue to one of skin colour, Temm also divested the
exercise of judicial power of the crucial element of its cultulsl 1ss61isn.289

These may have been calculated decisions to play to the audience, and to deflect
critlcisms of the Tribunal by exploiting the ideology of a colour-blind, multi-racial
nation. lt may also have genuinely reflected the cultural perceptions of some pakeha

Tribunal members, seeking to rationalise their past or present role on the Tribunal.

(ii) The New Tribunal Membership

When it came to appointing the new Tribunal members in 1989, the caucus took a

strong interest. Some MPs wanted the new membership to represent various sector
groups, such as lrade unions and women, with little apparent concern for their
particular experlise on the Treaty. lndeed, it is known that the caucus rejected two of
the Minister's nominees. This caused some difficulties for the Tribunal, which had

already printed a glossy pamphlet containing photographs and biographies of the new

Tribunal, based on the list of names put to lhe caucus.290 16s;1 replacements were

approached only days before the new membership was announced. Several of the new

members had minimal, if any, knowledge of the Treaty or of matters Maori. But

overall the pool of Tribunal members did not increase markedly, as many of the new

appointees were already deputies to existing Tribunal members.

Very few of the Tribunal's membership had been around in the Tribunal's earlier,

activist days when it had been assertively pro-Maori, and was prepared to challenge

such fundamentals as Crown sovereignly and English law. They were largely
dependent on what they read in the reports, and were told of the past. A two-day

briefing was organised for the new members in March 1989. The programme clearly
illustrated the shift in the Tribunal's politics, ideology, and internal power

relations. The Tribunal's posilion on the Treaty was outlined in a paper prepared by

former Secretary for Justice, Professor Gordon Orr. lt drew primarily on the Court
of Appeal judgments, supplemented by selective extracts from the earlier
reports.2g1 None of the critical material from earlier reports was included, and

2891smm. 13
29oPersonal communicalion
2916. Orr,'Principles Emerging from Waitangi Tribunal and Court Decisions'.'13 March

1 989
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(!ii1 Hearings by the Expanded Tribunat

The newly-expanded Tribunal was now faced wilh the massive claims of Ngai Tahu,
which involved a large proportion of the South lsland, and with the Raupatu in
Taranaki, Waikato, and Tauranga Moana. All of these claims had profound political,
economic, and legal implications. They would be fiercety contested by all interested
parties. The Tribunal gave way to demands for a highly-legalised, formalised, and
adversarial process. To assist in collating the mass of background documentation
which would be required, the Tribunal contracted staff to research the claims. The
results would then be made available to claimanls and the Crown. This was partly to
relieve the cost of hiring independent experts, and partly reflected the centralised
dominance of the Tribunal. The overall effect was lo increase the Tribunal's conlrol
over the data base. lt did little lo reduce lhe pressure which claimants felt to provide

their own reports. In the Ngai Tahu case, for example, historian Alan Ward was hired
by the Tribunal to act, in effect, as the independent arbiter between the compeling
historical accounts provided by the claimants and the Crown.

(e) Reformalisation of the Waitangi Tribunal

While the Waitangi Tribunal was at pains, especially from 1g82 to 1987, to extend
the hegemony of the colonial legal system to Maori, it never claimed to be outside that
system. So it had to reconcile its image as a pro-Maori forum for resolving
grievances against lhe Crown, with the formalism and neulrality required of a legal
body. In its early days the Tribunal had seemed to straddle the contradiction withour

too much difficulty.

In 1986 Durie called the Waitangi Tribunal a'good intuitive response'from the
politicians, to address claims which fell outside the mainslream of the law. lt
presented an opportunily for a rigorous investigation of grievances, free from the
vagaries of political interference, and outside the formal legal structures which
Maori viewed as hostile. But he described the Tribunal as still bound by the rules of
nalural justice and, with only some modifications, governed by the same rules as
other administrative tribunals. Judicial tradition brought some order to proceedings,

and provided 'a most necessary relief from real or imagined political inlerference'.
This did nol so wed lhe Tribunal to formal rules of law that it could not, 'subject to
whal a review Court might say', adapt its procedures lo 'accommodate' Maori
claimants.
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The legal input is important in my view. lt is not just that it might serve to
reslors Maori faith in legal processes, but lhat the hearing of Maori claims
is not rsstricted by political exigencies as they have been in the past, and
that ths facts are seilled, or determined as best they can be, before the
search for a settlement is made.291

By the late't980s, Durie had developed this into a more formal concept of bi-
cultural jurisprudence-?gz Procedural accommodation of Maori, he hoped, might

make il 'possible that some lasting effect may remain in judicial procedure through a
broadening of the definition of acceptable evidence to include Maori oral
tradition.'293 what he failed to record was lhe Waitangi Tribunal's progressive

retreat, over lhe years, from its embrace of Maori procedures and values, into the

arms of legal formalism.

(i) Relegalisation of the Tribunal

The revival of the Tribunal in the Motunui claim had initially caught the Crown Law

Office, and departmental and local body solicitors, by surprise. They did not really

understand the Treaty or Maori issues, and had become rather complacent that Maori

objections could be brushed aside. By the time of the Manukau claim, they had begun

to take the Treaty and the Tribunal seriously. As the stakes increased, so did the
seniority of counsel{espite the fact that one side could afford it, and the other could

not. On both sides, lhe lawyers learnt as they wenl. Their presence saw the
Tribunal's procedures progressively reverl to their legal origins, which compounded

the need for formal, legal representation. Over time, the lawyers took control.

Claimants became disempowered spectators, and passive recipients of outcomes
which were mediated through legal discourse. So, despite the 'expressed desire' of the

Tribunal 'to keep 'paperwork' to what was perceived as the indispensable
minimum', West-Newman noled the process 'still left the lawyers in the central
1e1g'.2 9 4

lndeed, the Waitangi Tribunal became a fertile and lucrative new jurisdiction for a

pool of lawyers, almost all of whom were firmly located within liberal legalism. So

lhe issues, evidence, nature of the grievance, and solution became translated within
law's ideological and technical parameters. The Tribunal became no ditferent in that

291Durie, 'The Waitangi Tribunal', 237
2929s6 below, 751-7
293u1651-11swman, 24
2941flss1-Nl.wman. 14
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regard from the formal courls. By 1989 one Pakeha lawyer and Tribunal member

stated:

The factual and legal complexity of most if not all claims to the Tribunal is
such that both claimanls and the crown are rspresgnted by counsel.
Whereas previously Departmental lawyers often appeared, the Crown Law
Office now represents the Crown and has among its counsel specialisls
responding to claims to the Tribunal. Likewise a number of practitioners in
private praclice now have extensive experience in acting for claimants
before 16s 1p;6u661.295

It was irrelevanl that these lawyers had neither the language, knowledge, history,

nor cross-cullural skills, to speak for the claimants as their organic
representatives. Indeed, lawyers were actively encouraged by other lawyers to
become involved, and not to be put off by their lack of qualifications. 'Those without

such experience should not however be deterred from appearing-the Tribunal's staff

will be pleased to assist by explaining its procedures.'296

(ii) Reformalisation

The growing dominance of legal aclors and legal concepls, and lhe increased political

and legal significance of the Tribunal, meanl that the Tribunal's proceedings were

reformalised. The Tribunal had to readjust the balance belween formalism and

tikanga Maori. lt moved away from its stated priority on Maori participation, and the

development of a culturally-appropriate forum, lo a concern for the neutrality and

balance which were required of a judicial body. Over time, the nub of the proceedings

shifted from the Maori site of the marae, to the Pakeha locus of legal forums.

Hearings became split between the marae, where Maori were comfortable, and public

buildings, where Crown representatives and lawyers were comfortable. The former

were chaired by Maori, lhe latler by Pakeha. But the crucial argument was now legal.

And that took place in te ao Pakeha.

This power was institutionalised by th: Government in its September 1990 booklet

The Direct Negotiation of Maori Claims, which outlined the procedure for Tribunal

hearings.

' At the request of the Maori ctaimant, the Tribunat may agree lo marae
based hearings which are hsld in accordance with Maori protocol.
' Aftsr the claimants havs presenled their evidence, the crown chooses a
vsnue to give its response.

295yy. witson. 27
296yy. wilson, 127
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' The Tribunal tries to meet the preferences of all participanls in terms of
where and how lheir arguments are put forward.Z9T @y emphasisl

(iii) Personnel

The Maori members invested the Tribunal with mana. An attack on the Tribunal was

therefore taken, by many Maori, as an attack on the mana of its members. From

1983 to 1987 the Tribunal's Maori members effectively controlled the Tribunal.
But under lhe 'second Tribunal', power visibly shitted away from the Maori
personnel. Stories not related here, because of their confidential nature, confirm the
progressive marginalisation of Maori members on the Tribunal.298 This was
accompanied by an increasing dominance by its lawyer members, especially the
Pakeha. This was reinforced when Gordon Orr was appointed as lhe sole, full-time
member, and the Pakeha deputy Chief Judge of the Maori Land Court, Ashley McHugh,

took over the Tribunal while Durie went on exlended leave. The power of the lawyers,

which had always been dominant, now became pervasive. According to Catherine
(Lane) West-Newman:

There is little evidence that [those trained in lawJ have really looked
beyond the Pakeha legal system as the final source and arlciter of meaning.
Even memb€rs of the legal profession like Judge Durie and Mr Temm, who
are commilted to the Tribunal's effective operation think in terms of the
discourse of Pakeha law, or at least are deeply inlluenced by the
relationship between the Tribunal and the pakeha legal sysle6.299

There were also some awkward questions regarding the relationship between the
Tribunal, the Justice Department, and other agencies of the colonial state. Treasury
files have disclosed a rather extraordinary meeting between officials working on
plans to privatise the foresls, and Bill Wilson, a Pakeha lawyer and member of the

Waitangi Tribunal.30O lt appeared from those files that he had been asked for, and

offered, advice on the likely response of lhe Waitangi Tribunal to Maori claims to the
forest assets, and had indicated that factors such as resources and public opinion
might impact upon the Tribunal's decisions. Such discussions between a polential
defendant and a iudge, regarding the likely outcome of litigation, would be considered
highly improper. This situation seems closely analogous.

29719yypg ,The Direct Negotiation of Maori Claims, Justice Department, Wellington, 1990,
7

29816;5 information can be disclosed to lhe examiners on a confidential basis.
29991ss1-l.lswman, 24
3oogr" above, 239
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The Tribunal had come to fit the pattern described in the introduction to this
chapter-the Maori members provided the credibility, and protected the agency from
attack, while the Pakeha members exercised lhe power.

(iv) The Role of Experts

There was also a significant shift in the relative value of knowledge, and the use of
Pakeha-qualified experts. The early Tribunal reports had relied heavily on tribal
knowledge and Maori interpretalion of the Treaty. Interventions by Pakeha historians
and academics had been tentative. Over time, the reports increasingly drew on
recognised knowledge, emanating from colonial historians and contemporary
academics. Once the Crown began'producing its experls, the claimants had to produce

equally credible counter-experts, qualified in Pakeha knowledge and usually pakeha.

This was not just expensive. lt also further marginalised Maori knowledge, and
displaced the claimants from an aclive role in the proceedings. As West-Newman
observed historians 'are asked to confirm or deny the validity of traditional oral
ac@unls, a process which in a very real sense privileges Pakeha epistemology over
yss11'.301

In part this reflected the growing recognition of the Tribunal's reports as important
sources of historical information, and the presence of academic historians on the
Tribunal. So, according to Keith Sorrenson, a historian and a member of the Tribunal
since 1986, interpreting the meaning, principles, and effect of the Treaty required
an investigation of the historic traditions of both side. On the British side, some
centuries of jurisprudence and colonial policy; on the Maori side, orally recorded
traditions of lore and custom. From the two sources could be distilled an accurate
interprelation of the Treaty, and of hislorical events.

But the result was not neutral knowledge, for the reasons discussed in the first
chapter. Nor was this shift driven solely by a quest for objective knowledge. The
Tribunal's role was always implicitly, and during the later 1980s explicitly,
political and ideological. lnitially, the political function of the Tribunal had required
it visibly to hear and respond to the pain of Maori, as told through their own history.

Over lime, inlernal and external pressures and the need for credibility and
legitimacy in legal and academic circles, imposed a new priority on the Tribunal. The
positive value placed on indigenous knowledge, sourced in oral history and possessed

3o1vvss1-^,l.wman. 24
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by culturally-recognised experts, was increasingly displaced by a pool of 'scientific

experts' whose role was to validale or reject this knowledge.

(v) Conclusion

By October 1990 the Waitangi Tribunal had become overloaded, under-resourced,
legalistic, bureaucratic, increasingly Pakeha-dominated, dependent on mainly-
Pakeha professional experts, prohibitively expensive, disempowering of claimants,
and increasingly marginalised by Government.

After the early Tribunal reports, David Williams had warned that a 'facade of legal
pluralism may conceal a reality of monocultural legal dominsl;sn'.302 He urged

caution when assessing such attempts at pluralism by a modern, state legal system.

Indeed, the warning proved justified. The Tribunal had indeed ended up doing what

Abel's analysis had predicted: 'legitimating that social system by publicly declaring
rights and remedies while simultaneously ensuring that they are systematically
unenforced or underengeyss6.'303

E. THE WAITANGI TRIBUNAL AND THE FORMAL COURTS

Until 1987 the Waitangi Tribunal enjoyed a relative autonomy from both the
Government and the formal courls. In lurn, it served to defuse Maori protests and to
increase the legitimacy of the colonial state in the eyes of Maori. This autonomy had

reciprocal benefits for the courts and Tribunal. lt took pressure otf the courts to

deliver to Maori, while it ensured the Tribunal the flexibility to dispense with legal
formalism, and accommodate claimants in the most appropriate manner. But the
Tribunal's process and findings also placed the courts under considerable pressure.

Maori now expected them to follow the example set by the Tribunal, and to reverse

their history of alienating procedures, and negative oulcomes. To some extent the

Court of Appeal was able to respond lo lhis, permitting karakia at the beginning of irs
hearings, adapting rules of statutory interpretation to allow some recognition of
Maori values, and granting interim relief sought by Maori litigants, where the
Government was clearly acting unfairly. But there were limits. Once the paths of the

@urts and the Tribunal began lo cross, it was made clear that the Tribunal was an

agency of the colonial stale, bound by liberal legalism, and ultimately subject to the

ludicial supervision of Court of Appeal.

(a) The court of Appeal and the waitangi rribunal: The soEs case

3o2r1Y;11;36",'Recognition', 2o
3o3Abel,'contradictions', 299
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Prior to the SOEs case the Waitangi Tribunal had a relatively-low legal profite. tt
was suddenly propelled, through the crises over corporalisation and the fisheries,

not only into the political and public arena, but also into the domain of the

mainslream judiciary. The discordance between the path struck out by the Waitangi

Tribunal, and that of colonial law, now became more visible.

The Court of Appeal, in the SOEs case, made the Tribunal's subordinate position very

cfear. Both Casey J. and Cooke P. subtly undermined its authority. Casey noted 'some

of ils insighls are valuable', and 'although they cannot bind us some of them deserve

attention for their careful analysis of the Treaty and its implications' ln y
emphasisl.3o4 4sssrding to Cooke, while the Tribunal's opinions were of great

benefit and should be given much weighl, they were 'of course' not binding on courls
in other situations. He went furlher, and by implication impugned the Tribunal's
legal competence. 'As if lo illustrate the desirability of lhat position', Cooke claimed

the report on Te Reo Maori had inaccurately represenled the Court of Appeal's

decision in a 1980 case involving Maori language.3O5 ln fact, it was Cooke who had

misunderstood the Tribunal's poinl-that the Court of Appeal was wrong when it said

lhe Trealy did not deal with the Maori language, and that the court had made that
error because it had not understood the Maori text of the Treaty.306

As noted in the last chapter, Somers J. was much more direct. There could only be one

set of Treaty principles. While the Waitangi Tribunal had exclusive power lo
determine lhe meaning and etfect of the Treaty for settling claims brought before it,

the Court of Appeal had to determine the principles for the State Owned Enterprises

Act. Furthermore, '[als a declaration of the highest judicial Tribunal in New Zealand'

that interpretation would then bind all courts, including the Waitangi Tribunal.3O7

Some Tribunal members dispuled the legal correctness of this view, given the
Tribunal's status as a Commission of l;rquiry. But they nevertheless fell into line.

This capitulation would later provide an irnportant source of legitimacy for the
Government's Treaty policy.

(b) The Judicial Standing of Waitangi Tribunat Reports

30411y116 v A-G [t9e7l, 7oo
3051171y16 v A-G l1987l, 661 -2. The cas€ was Mihaka v police[t9ilol
3067" Reo Maori,29
3o7p2p6 v A-G [r98zl, 6s9

1 NZLR 4s3
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In later cases the courts continued to undermine lhe Tribunal. In April 1989 the

High Court ruled on the preliminary question of the admissibility and effect of the

Muriwhenua Fishing Report, in the pending fisheries litigation.30S lt concluded that

the Tribunal's report was nol binding on the Government, or the courts.

Howsver persuasive its researches, findings, and recommendations may
be, they do not approach those of the character of a Court, or of final
judicial decisions. Nor do we see policy concerns which warranl some
sxtension of ths 6q61r;ns.309

Indeed:

In an increasingly controversial and sensitive field, with signif icant
political implications, il is not likely Parliament intended that the
government of the day should be bound in advance regardless of
consoquences. lt is the polilical reality which we believe, wilh
respect, underlies judicial observations in the New Zealand Maori Council v
Attorney-General case.31 0

The Court ruled that the report was admissible as a published book of authority. But

it retained the judicial discretion lo make

allowance for any weaknesses [due toj material which is hearsay or
otherwise questionable [src] character; for the abssnce of test by cross-
examination: and in rssp€cl of reasoning which while scholarly may not
me€t lhe exacting legal requirem€nts necessary for the ad.justment of the
rights of subjects.3l 1

Cooke's earlier erroneous criticism of the report on fe Beo Maoriwas cited to

support this reserv611sn.31 2

The Waitangi Tribunal itself agreed with this position, presumably to avoid the added

pressures which legal status would impose on its hearings and deliberations. But for

the claimants, this effectively meanl revisiting all the Muriwhenua evidence in
court. lt was a task which required more financial and human resources than they

could easily musler, and one which carried lhe danger that crucial oral history would

fall foul of technical, legal rules on hearsay. The decision came at a time when there

308ryg6; Tahu Maori Trust Board v Attorney-General, unreported,
CP 553/87, 19 May 1989, per Eichetbaum CJ and McGechan J.

SogNgai Tahu v A-G, (1989), 1o (HC)
3loNgai Tahu v A-G, (1989), 5 (HC)
311Ngai Tahu v A-G, (19S9), 16 (HC)
3129"" above, 697

High Court, Wellington,
22-3
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were growang doubts about the costs and benefits of litigation, and unhappiness with
the court's dictatlon of terms and timetaplss.313

The decision was taken on appeal. Had the Court of Appeal upheld the decision, the
impotence of the Tribunal would have been highlighted, hastening the decline in its
hegemonic power. The Court of Appeal compromised. A Waitangi Tribunal report
might well be accepted by a court as strong evidence of 'whal has actually occurred in

lhe history and practices of the Maori race'. So, along with other expert evidence, the
Muriwhenua Fishing Report might be enough to establish at least a prima facie case
as to the general nalure and extent of pre-Treaty practices in the Muriwhenua arca.
But it was still not conclusive, and could be challenged. lt was for the judges to
delermine the weight which each finding deserved. 'lnsofar as the contents of the
report are expressions of opinion by lhe Tribunal on questions of law or justice',
however, they carried little authority.314

The litigants were therefore relieved of the need to present their evidence again from

scratch. But they still faced the prospect of serious challenges to anything which fell
outside common law rules of evidence. And, unless accepted and acled on by a court,
the Tribunal's report had no legal effect. The Tribunal seemed quite happy with this.
It reduced the direct pressures for it to circumscribe itself even further by legal
formalism, and the risks of judicial review. The Minister of Fisheries, Ken Shirley,
welcomed the Court of Appeal's clarification of the position of the Tribunal: ,A lot of
people out there on the whole issue involving Maori resources feel that the Waitangi
Tribunal was running amok, out of control, and a lot of that fear is based on the
unknown or misunderstandings'.315 16s Court had simply confirmed the formal legal
position of the Tribunal since 1975. The Tribunal was an advisory and fact-finding
body, with no independenl authorily-except in lhe case of land covered by the
corporalisation or forestry arrangemenls.

But many Maori had come lo view the Tribunal as a potential source of legal redress.
The Tribunal had contributed to this optimism. Referring to the potential, in the

31316s Court of Appeal determined that it would deal first with lhe Muriwhenua claim, then
Ngai Tahu, rather than the claims of all iwi .

?'1r" Runanga o Muriwhenua v Anorney-Generar[1990] 2 NZLR 641,653 (cA)
315'pg welcomes fisheries appeal ruling', New Zealand Herald,23 February 1990
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Treaty of Waitangi Act, for any future legislation or policy to be measured against the
principles of the Treaty,316 the Tribunal had claimed in the Kaituna Reporf.

This is a remarkable result. From being a 'simple nullity' ths Treaty of
Waitangi has bscome a document of importance approaching the status of a
conslitutional inslrument so far as Maoris are concsrned. [l]t does
€xpose tha Crown to the risk of a claim that the statute in question is in
conflict with the Treaty and it would seem prudent for those
responsible for legislation lo recognise the danger inherenl in drafting
slatutes or regulations withoul measuring such instruments against the
principles of lhe Treaty.317

However, the courls had made it clear that Maori were, in most instances, no better
off, in legal terms, in 1990 than they had been before the Tribunal was created.

(c) Judicial Circumvention of the Waitangi Tribunal

The problem of the Tribunal's binding powers under the SOEs and foresrry
arrangements remained. ln the coal case Cooke P. also undermined that. He actively
encouraged Tainui and the Crown to avoid a lengthy, coslly, and unnecessary Tribunal
hearing, and to settle the matter in direct negotiations. The Court of Appeal had
determined that the coal licences were covered by the SOEs agreement, giving the
Waitangi Tribunal binding powers lo order their return. But Tainui had indicated a

preference for immediate, direct negotiations. Cooke agreed. A Waitangi Tribunal
hearing in this case, while 'sure to be full and instructive'was superfluous:

I have commented previously on the value of the reports of lhe Tribunal.
But the main elements of the problem are already well known and n o
solution can fu other than broad judgmant or broad compromise. A further
and fong inquiry may mean delay more than simplification. The Muriwhenua
Fishing Report (1988) was followsd by difficulties still unsotved. While that
Report was not mandatory in any way, one still could not be confident that a
Tainui inquiry would produce a practical solution in the foreseeable fulure
either lo the coal problem or to Tainui problems generally. preferably-and I

am confident that ths waitangi rribunal would agree with this- the Treaty
parlnors should work out their own agreement. The principles of the Treaty
require that they make a genuine effort to do so. lmy emphas14318

Direct negotiations did follow. But Tainui made

'victory', they had little choice but to expend

progress. Despite the court

more human and financial

no

yel

31616;5 involves an interpretation point of whether the Tribunal can exercise jurisdiction
over Proposed legislation after it is introduced lo Parliament under its general pow€r to
investigale government policy.

317 Kaituna. zo
3l9Tainui Maori rrust Board v Attorney-Generat[1989] 2 NZLR 513, s29
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resources on the lengthy Tribunal hearing which Cooke had considered unnecessary,
in the hope that the Tribunal might order the return of the assets which Government
would not hand back. But the Tribunal's increasing conservatism makes that seem
very unlikely.

(d) The Waitangi Tribunal and the Formal Courts

Contemporary writings like to slress the complementarity and mutual enlightenment
of the formal @urts, and the Waitangi Tribunal. Ranginui Walker has claimed, for
example, that the 'lransformation of the tribunal into a more effective institution for
dealing wilh Maori grievances was matched by an increase in its status vis-a-vis the
judiciary of the High Court [sr4'.st9 The court had, he said, reinforced the moves by

the Tribunal to establish the position of the Treaty as a document 'approaching the
status of a constitutional document'. Hugh Kawharu took a similar line in relation to

the status of lhe Tribunal:

were this assertion to have been made prior to lhe l ggos it would
doubtless have been widely challenged. Published findings of the Wailangi
Tribunal . have, how€ver, alerted New Zealand to the need for a careful
scruliny of conventional views about lhe meaning and stalus of lhe Treaty
of Waitangi and about the nation's posl-1840 history-a need that somewhat
unexpectedly received th6 imprimatur of the court of Appeal ;n 1997.320

Such views, from prominent and recognised Maori spokespersons, served to
reinforce the legitimacy of the colonial law in the eyes of lawyers, Government,
academics, many ordinary Pakeha, and a significant number of Maori-paradoxically,
in walker's case, as he is a slaunch critic of the colonial state.

Paul Temm went even further. He claimed that the Tribunal's first four reports had
provided the foundation blocks for the Court of Appeal's decision in 19g7. His
discussion of each of the Motunui, Kaituna, Manukau and Ie Reo Maori Reports
portrayed a continuous, coherent developmenl which culminated in the Court of
Appeals' judgments. '[T]he Tribunal speil;d out the Crown's duty under the Treaty to
protect Maori interests, to allow control of Maori interests to be shared between both
parties to the Treaty, and developed the theme of 'partnership'between Maori New
Zealand and the crown that was lo assume such importsnss ls1s1.'321

319YY311s1, 'The Genesis', 2o
32o6"tr6"ru,'Mana', 224
321Temm, 6o
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According to Temm, this coherenl, doctrinal development conlinued aftenrvards. He

applauded the Orakei Report for its survey of the principles of the Treaty, and the
way in which the Tribunal gave notice of how it proposed to interpret them in the
future. 'ln light of the Court of Appeal decision, the Tribunal felt confident in saying
that the Treaty did create a partnership between the Crown and Maori New
Zealanders.'322 Temm was keen to stress the centrality of partnership, and the
Treaty principles, but failed to acknowledge their shifting content over the years, or
the pressures of judicial review and public credibility, which had required the
Tribunal to follow the Court of Appeal. Nor was there anywhere recognition of lhe
Tribunal's shift on the fundamental queslion of sovereignty.

This desire to find coherency where there is none reflects the belief of legal
formalists, that the explanation for decisions can be found in their internal logic.
Such an approach to the Waitangi Tribunal reports deprives analysts of the tools
necessary to understand the vital role of the Waitangi Tribunal as an agency of
incorporated justice, under rapidly-changing social, political, and economic
conditions.

F. CONCLUSION

The Waitangi Tribunal came to symbolise the enlightenment of the Governmenl,
Courls, the legal profession, and Pakeha society in the eyes of its supporters-and the
cause of racial divisions and excessive Maori demands, amongsl its detractors.

(a) The Waitangi Tribunal and popular ldeology

Very few discussions of the Waitangi Tribunal subject it to any intensive or critical
scrutiny.

(i) Succe* measured by procedure, not substance

Claims of the Tribunal's 'success' are often substantiated by references to its
procedure rather than by documented accounts of its achievements in setfling
grievances. The full airing of the grievance became an end in itself. Especially in its
earlier days, many claimants came away from a Waitangi Tribunal hearing feeling
happy with the process, although pessimistic about the substantive outcome. As the
claimants in the Kailuna case stated:

322Temm, 65
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This is our last sland. No other Tribunal gives us the opportunily to say
whal we feel and allows us to speak openly. we feel ws are slowly and
surely being crushed under the weight of Europeanism and it was a gleam ol
hope for us when the Waitangi Tribunal yyxs 16;666.323

This is a feature of incorporated justice. Abel, for example, noted how a 'large
proportion of disputants declare their willingness to return to informal institutions

in future conflicts even when those institutions have done virtually nothing to help

16srn.'324

(li) success ,neasured by hlstorical documentation, not substance

Others have sought to disguise the Tribunal's impotence by claiming its major
achievement has been the documentation of history. According to Keith Sorrenson 'so

long as the Tribunal retains its retrospective jurisdiction to 1840, it will continue

to recover a hitherto largely submerged Maori history of the loss of resources and

mana, supposedly protected by the Treaty.'32s And former Tribunal member Paul

Temm claimed: 'The imporlance of the Manukau Harbour finding is not in the
recommendations made (and not carried out) but in the way in which the Tribunal

looked backwards and drew aside the curtain of ignorance to allow pakeha New
Zealanders a glimpse of what Maori New Zealanders knew so 11ys11.'326 Durie himself

said the Waitangi Tribunal had served an important function, in explaining a Maori
world to a predominantly-Western society, and went on to argue that '[plerhaps its
recommendations are nol as importanl as the building up of a data Ssss'.327
Undoubtedly the Tribunal reports have been of considerable educative and archival
value. But one might be forgiven for believing, from these comments, that the
Tribunal was set up for the benefit of ignoranl Pakeha and hislorians, rather than for

the resolution of long-standing injustices.

(lii) Mythmaking about the Tribunal's Success

323Kaituna, lt
32496"g,'contradictions', 283
325g97ys.son,'Towards', 177
326Temm. 5t
327Durie, 'The Waitangi Tribunat', 237
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Numerous minor myths which tend to exaggerate the Government's benevolence have

been constructed around the Waitangi Tribunal. For example, Kawharu has claimed
lhat the incentive to lodge a claim 'soared' with the passing of the 198S amendment.

Certainly there was an increase in the number of claims once the Act was passed.328

But the flood of claims actually came when the implications of lhe SOEs Act became

known, and Maori feared that failure to lodge a claim immediately would jeopardise

that right altogether. Likewise, Ranginui Walker has attributed the 1988 increase in

research staff and Tribunal membership to a Government desire to clear the serious

backlog of claims. But he made no menlion of the 1g87 corporatisation arrangemenl,
and the pressure on the Government, by the SOEs, for an efficient mechanism lo clear
land titles ready for sale. Nor did Walker acknowledge the continuing serious delays
and practical inadequacies of those 1988 moves.

(iv) Tribunal Members as Organic lntetlectuals of the Coloniat Stale

Perhaps the mosl pervasive myth involves the Tribunal's effectiveness. Tribunal
members became propagandists for the Tribunal, uncritically extolling its virtues

and over-stating its successes. For example, Pakeha lawyer and Tribunal member
Bill Wifson, in a paper to a New Zealand Law Society seminar series on the Treaty in
1989, claimed that the Tribunal's recommendations have been largely accepted.32g
There was no mention of the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment's

damning critique of the Governmenl's inaction on Tribunal recommen66llqns'330 q1

the ongoing problems at Motunui; of the still-burning grievances of the Manukau
claim; of the failure lo return the land or marae at Orakei, despite Government,s
promises; or of the statutory fisheries settlemenl, in breach of the Treatv
guaranlees, and legislated in the face of strong Maori opposition.

A similarly shallow and sanitised account is provided by former Tribunal member
Paul Temm in The Waitangi Tribunal: The Conscience of the Nation As well as

seriously overstating the success of the Tribunal and the responsiveness of the
Government, Temm is frequently in6ssu1s1s.331 His myths about the Tribunal

3281.g. Kawharu, 'lntroduction' in Kawharu, Waitangi. xi
329111. wilson, 25
3305"" above, G31-2
331ps1 example, that tho SoEs Bill was amended as a resull of lobbying by Tipene O,Regan,

who saw its dangers, (88)-it was the Muriwhenua claimants and a delegarion of
kaumatua led by Sir Hepi Te Heuheu who secured the changes; that the Bastion point
Protssts led to negotiations with the National Governmenl in 'lg7B, whereas the
negotiations were an altempl to isolate the prolestors (65); that the decision by Casey
J. on the Springbok Tour was in lgg1, when it was 1995, (96).
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include: that the 1975 establishment of the Tribunal was a potitical response to the

1975 Land March;332 that the Waitangi Tribunal's retrospective powers to 1g40

came from Maori pressure levied after Labour's election in lsgo;3ss that the

Cabinet directive for Treaty assessments of proposed legislation was probably
prompted by the Kaituna recommendgliens'S34 that the Tribunal's recommendations

on Te Reo Maori were largely adopted with the passing of the Maori LanguaQe As1.335

Temm concluded with a romanlic prognosis which simply ignored the political reality
of the Tribunal in 1990:

lf the Waitangi Tribunal is left to go on with ils job of finding the facts, and
if its reports are studied by those whose responsibility it is to do something
about the injustices that are revealed, all will be well-that is, so long as
fair and rsasonable stops are laken to put right, as best we can, what has
gon€ wrong. . . . The tone of its reports has always been moderats, and its
recommendations have been sensible and practical. . . . so long as th€ men
and women who are appointed to it continue to be people of wisdom and
intelligence, so long as its staff is adeguate for its needs and the money
allocated to it is sufficient for its effective operation, it will gradually
work ils way through the things lhat have ts !s 6qns.336

Indeed, the future of the country was seen to resl with Pakeha support for this safety
valve:

The decisions of the Waitangi Tribunal will have far-reaching effects upon
the social fabric of New Zealand, and wisdom, judgment and fortitude are all
required lo an oxlraordinary degree, having regard to the climate of the
times. lf the Waitangi Tribunal fails io do its job well, tensions that exist
today could become much more inlense, and it is nol an exaggeration to say
that we could face social unrest of a kind that we have not known since the
1-266 Ytr45.337

The classic ideological exposition of the Tribunal's function came in an arlicle jointly

authored by Tribunal members Durie and Orr, entitled: The Rote of the Waitangi
Tribunal and the Development of a Biculturat Jurisprudence. lt was published in the

special 1990 edition of the NZIJLR. The a,iicle opened wilh a direct, and eminently
quotable, assertion of Crown sovereignty:

The proclamation of sovereignty that spawned our modern stale was based
upon a treaty b€tween Britain and the Maori tribes-the Treaty of waitangi.

3321stnr, 6. But see above, 605-610
333Temm,12. But see above, '155

3341smr,46. But see above, 412
3351smm, 59. But see above. 643-5
3361".r, 128-9
337Temm, t s
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It was a treaty of cession in which the Crown undertook to prolecl nalive
(Maori) interssts (though in the Maori view it was equally an alliance in
which lhe Maori authority, or rangatiratanga, would also be upheld).338

The parenthetical reference to Maori views indicales, from the outset, the alignmenr
of the authors.

The article contrasts the early inaction of the 'first' Tribunal with its activism after
1982. Since then, it said, claims before the Tribunal had generally been upheld. ln
its recommendations the Tribunal had given birth to a new concordance, ,a bicultural
approach to lawmaking and administration and to the formation and delivery of public
policy and services'.339 This was known as ,bicultural jurisprudence', a path
apparently consciously chosen by the Tribunal.

In considering the accommodation of Maori in the law, the Tribunal was
faced with various options, including legal pluralism, and the division of
legal services to provide s€parate unils for Maori. lt chose instead what
might be described as a single jural order with bicultural capabililies as
the option mosl expressive of the Treaty and best suited to lhe New
Zealand 6;11sr.340

lmplicit in this was a rejection of the calls for a parallel legal system, to which
Durie was vehemently opposed. And it was clear that the Maori contribution to the
new legal regime involved incorporation within the prevailing economic and social
formation: 'the moves lo accommodate Maori circumslances, procedures and values
predicate the growth of a distinctive bicultural legal regime, and one in which the
Treaty will be increasingly seen as a source e1 1sw.'341 The Tribunal was presented
as a balanced and sensitive, yet objective, body which represented Maori and the
Crown. There was no reference to ils location wilhin the colonial state. ,Few treaties
(if any) between native and setiler groups fall to be interpreted by a body
representative of 6e1h s16ss'.3a2

The lengthy discussion of the Tribunal's procedures was largely defensive.
Procedurally, it 'adopls the legal mores and procedural protocols of both Maori and
Pakeha cultures'.343 Special recognition of Maori values and procedures ,are not

338E. T. Durie and G. S. Orr, 'The Role of the Waitangi Tribunat and rhe Development of a
Bicultural Jurisprudence', NZLUR, 1990, 62

3399u7;" and orr, 62
34oPud. and orr. 63
3419u7;6 and Orr, 64
3429uds and orr, 63
343gur;s and orr, 64
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intended to creale a Tribunal that is lax, a "kangaroo court" as it had been called, or
one that is exotic, as the Maori Land Court, with its native crmponent, is sometimes
thought 1e 6s'.344 Rather, it was an inquisitorial body which exercised its statutory
flexibility'with principle, not caprice or whim.'345 This, they said, was
appropriate to its recommendatory jurisdiction. However, '[s]tricter courl
procedures may be necessary when the Tribunal deals in areas where it may
effectively decide, rather than recommend', such as claims which come under the
TOWISEI 4s1.346

This bicultural approach had achieved some acclaim. lndeed, they asserted, the
Tribunal's recommendations had 'resulted in the re-writing of many Acts, the
restructuring of government deparlments and the auditing of proposed legislation for

consistency with Treaty principles.'3a7 169 evidence in this thesis would dispute
each of those claims. To the exlent that any of these changes did occur, or were
effective, the Tribunal was either irrelevant or merely one of a number of factors
which weighed in the Government's decisions.

Where the Tribunal was not able lo guaranlee redress, the authors claimed that the
formal courts had stepped in to provide the force of legal sanction. The two forums
were complementary.

The role of the courls is central. The Tribunal has a specialist function and
should not be seen as an alternative. Ths claims it hears are either non-
justiciable or those that cannot adequately be dealt with in the general
courls due to, for example, a deficiency in the law that prevents Maori
circumslances from being fully addressed. Thus the Tribunal is bound to ask
if any claimants have an adequate remedy at law, and if they have, it may
decline to consider the malter 1u46.r.348

The Tribunal of 1990 was presented as the end-product of almost a decade of
evolutionary, legal development, which holds out the prospect of the harmonious
reconciliation of Maori claims under the Treaty of Waitangi, within the general
framework of contemporary New Zealand society.

(v) Treaty-based Critiques of the Waitangl Tribunal

344Pr1" and orr, 65
345gud6 and orr, 65
346pufis and On, 71
347guri" and Orr, G2-3
3489udr and orr,72
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Public attacks on the Tribunal's failure to deliver to Maori have been rare. When

they did occur they were oflen, predictably, deflected as altacks on the mana of the
Maori members. Maori were extremely defensive about the Tribunal. The desire to
believe in the system which promised to bring juslice, where there had been none,

was very powerful. Even when disillusionment was expressed privately, most Maori

continued publicly to support the Tribunal. And despite hearing the depressing
stories of past claimanls, very few withdrew their claims. There was no real
allernative. The effect of this was to legitimise the Waitangi Tribunal as a potential

agency of liberation, thus diverting attenlion from alternalive means of redress, and
papering over the cracks which were appearing in the Tribunal's structure.

By the end of 1990 very few people, beyond those who were directly involved in

Tribunal administration or hearings, were aware of the lensions surrounding the
Tribunal, or its lransformation over the past six years, and the way in which it has

been undermined by the government and the courts. Annie Mikaere, reviewing a

1988 collection of writings on the Trealy, criticised lhe failure of any of the Maori

or Pakeha contributors to address the observable shifts in the Tribunal's position, or
to acknowledge

lhat lh€ Tribunal is not a Maori institution. lt is a body which has been
established by a Pakehadominated Parliament and it exists at the whim of a
predominantly Pakeha alectorate. Any recommendalions it makes must
always be acceptable to non-Maori volers.349

Even lhose who did acknowledge the failure of Government to implement some

recommendations rarely analysed the structural reasons for this. Sorrenson, for

example, lreated it as a matler which lay in the hands of New Zealanders and public

opinion:

Since the Waitangi Tribunal is a creation of the legislatur€, it must have an
uncertain future, one that is subject to the whims of the politicians and
ultimately ths electorate. . . The Tribunal's findings may not be palatable
to many New Zealanders, but il would be perilous to ignore 1666.350

The analysis in this chapter leads to the conclusion that the primary function of the

Waitangi Tribunal, as an agency of incorporated justice, was ideological. But, as

west-Newman points out, ideology can only secure a myth for so long.

3494. Mikaere,'Book Review. Waitangi: Maori and Pakeha Perspectives of the Treaty ot
Waitangi, ed l.H. Kawharu', NZULR, v.14, 1990, 97, 1OO

350Sorrenson,'Towards', 126-7
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But in that case the biculturalism is rhetorical and falls short of a discourse
constituting subjects with power. lt is probably gratuitous to point out that
national rhelorics of racial equalily do not have a happy record in New
Zealand and that sooner of later they have been deconstructed, disbelieved,
and dishonoups6.351

Cynicism and withdrawal, or active opposition by some al leasl, is an inherent danger
of incorporated justice. Abel speculated that

informal legal institutions can cool out grievances only temporarily, at
most. Complainants who invoke them quickly perceive their inutility; other
polential users will see through their pretensions once the attraction of
novelty has worn off. one responss will be apathy. Alternatively,
grievants will sometimes reject all legal processes, formal and informal,
choosing unmediated political confrontation with their adversaries.352

That may overstate the case as at 1990. To some extenl the Waitangi Tribunal had
managed its conflicting roles, and lhreats to its internal integrity, by stressing form
rather than substance. This allowed lhe Tribunal to retain its credibility and
autonomy. The blame for inaction, such as there was, became displaced onto the
Government. For many Maori and Pakeha, lhe Tribunal remained the source of
peaceful resolution of Maori grievances, and proof that bicultural justice is

attainable.

(b) The Tribunal and the passive Revolution

Maori claims under the Treaty of Waitangi challenge the economic foundations of
seltler capitalism: the right of the state, in the name of the Crown, to control
ownership and exploitation of the land, fisheries, foreslry, minerals, walepays,
and other natural resources of lhe country, and the lives and minds of the Maori
people. Settler colonialism required dispossession of, rather than retention by, lwi
and Hapu of economic and polilical independence. That made breaches of the Treaty
inevitable. Historically, the question has not been whether breaches occurred, bul
whether, and how far, lhe Crown should be required to honour its obligations.

By the mid-twentieth century, the instrumental needs of the settler colony had been
supplemented by concerns for self-legitimation. By the 1970s the potentially-
militant challenges from Maori lo the legitimacy of the slate, coupled with the
emerging, rhetorical significance of the Treaty of Waitangi in the dominant national
ideology, had required some movement. The Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 allowed the

351$1ssl-Ilswman, 32
3524611,'Conrradicrions', 309
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state to provide legal recognition of the Treaty, whilst avoiding any legal obligation to
comply with its lerms.

From 1975 to 1983, the Tribunal did little to temper growing Maori demands for
action on the Treaty. But from 1983 to 1986, the Waitangi Tribunal proved a major
asset to the colonial slate, defusing militant Maori protests whitst causing minimal

disruption in the economic, political, judicial, or ideological arena.

Over the next four years, the Waitangi Tribunal emerged as more of a liability as it,
quite unfairly, became the symbol of Maori expectations of deliverance, and of
Pakeha fears of dispossession. The balance shifted lowards reassuring the pakeha

eleclorate, reasserling the auihority of formal political and judicial institutions, and

deflating Maori expectations. The Tribunal could not be abandoned altogether. lt had

become so central to Maori demands for Treaty justice, that its abolition would have
provoked an immediate withdrawal of co-operation with the colonial state by many

Maori. The Treaty rhetoric also retained a powerful, ideological force amongst a

significant number of Pakeha.

But the considerable level of autonomy from both the political and judicial apparatus,
which the Tribunal had come to enjoy, had to be reined in. Progressively, the
process, language, personnel, evidence, and discourse of the Tribunal became
formalised, and entirely dominated by liberal legalism. Government exercised
conlrol through bureaucralisation, personnel, and resources, and established an

alternative process for settling outstanding claims according to its policies and
priorities. The courts, loo, moved to reintegrate the Waitangi Tribunal within the
judicial hierarchy, reinstate liberal legalism, and reassert the Court of Appeal,s

authority as the primary definer of the nalion's constitution. Politicians, the media,

vested commercial interests, and individual Pakeha imposed their own reslrainl,
through public denigration of the Tribunal for the denial of justice to the Pakeha.

In 1990 West-Newman noted of th€ Waitangi Tribunal that

[flactors favourable to its successlenuine Maori participation and co-
operalion, governmental authority and (limited) funding, and wide publicity
given to its findings-tend to be overridden by negative elements like a lack
of real power, vulnerability to the electoral process, and the nature of the
relationship with the courts and with the Government in negotiating 'what
the Trealy means".353

353!476sg-itswman, 31
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The Waitangi Tribunal had been retained, but it was an empty shell. The threat by the
National Government to reduce the Tribunal to a hislorical, fact-finding body, and to
remove its powers to make binding decisions, were little more lhan a confirmation of
what the Waitangi Tribunal had already become.

The Waitangi Tribunal had provided a crucial weapon in the passive revolution. How
long it would be able to fulfil this function was unclear. The hopes of many Maori
would remain pinned on the Tribunal until there was a convincing alternative.
Attacks on the Tribunal from the Government and Pakeha interests, and threats to
undermine its perceived role, would probably consolidate support behind the
Tribunal-jusl as the devolution policy had done for the Department of Maori Affairs.
On the other hand, crilicisms of the failure of the Tribunal were becoming more vocal
and uncompromising, and a significant number of Maori were withdrawing their
support. The result of this for the colonial slate could be a functional 'divide and
rule'. The repression of extra-legal resislance could then be legitimated, by
reference to those reasonable Maori who contined to seek redress from the Tribunal.
The likelihood of this scenario would depend very much on how far the economic and
political conditions of the 1990s provoked a further radicalisation of Maori, and the

ability of the counter-hegemonic project to refocus attention on the essential
contradictions of colonial capitalism.
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GHAPTER VII: THE TREATY. IDEOLOGY. AND THE LEGAL INTELLECTUALS

The preceding chapters have identified the strongly-interrelated response of the
economic, political, and juridical spheres to the primary and secondary crises of
colonial capitalism in Aotearoa/New Zealand, in the 1g80s. This chapter examines
the roles both of ideology and of the intellectuals-in particular, legal ideology and
legal intellectuals-within the complex dynamic of the dual state.

A. IDEOLOGY

(a) The Role of ldeology

Chapter one introduced historical and contemporary Marxist perspectives on
ideofogy, including legal ideology. That discussion distinguished spontaneous
consciousness from philosophical consciousness or ideotogy. lt located the power of
ideology in its ability to connect and combine a diversity of concepls and ideas into an

ideological form. This form is then able to influence and structure the perceptions
and understandings of social actors. But these forms are, in turn, circumscribed by

the strategic location within which they are produced. So the same labet may be used

in different social formations. But the substance will be specific to each particular
context, and hence be unique. The dominant mode of production, and the related social
formation, lherefore play a directing role in the construclion and content of ideology.

The architects and builders of that ideology are the organic intellectuals of the state.

It is therefore essential to understand ideology in terms of the potential or actual
balance of power within the society. Particular ideological formations will change in

response lo contradiclions and social forces. lf sufficient people, in terms of numbers

or power, withdraw their assent from a particular ideology, then the practices to
which it relates may be brought to a standstill-just as ceasing a particular practice

might bring an ideology to an end. Non-cooperalion can become so threatening to

social and economic order that the 'curlain of ideology' is removed. The target of
struggle will then become economic and political power. But just as often it will
simply give rise to a new ideology. How such developments are perceived will depend
on lhe ideological grids through which people interpret them.

Bul this argumenl does not mean that ideology is simply a mask which disguises the
ravages of class power. The dominant ideology within contemporary capitalism is
constilutive of, and conslituted by, economic, political, juridical, and social
refations. ln the case of legal ideology, laws and legal doctrine have a real impacl on
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lhe outcome of cases, on the contenl of policies, and on the perceptions which help to
drive social actors. Legal ideology must lherefore be taken seriously.

Alan Hunt has identified three categories of legal ideology. Legal norms or concepts
used in texts, speeches or judgments may be called ideological elements. These
elemenls only acquire their ideological content by their use in specific discourses.
ldeological formations involve the linking of different ideological elements without
any necessary systematisation. When these formations are consciously constructed
into a configuration such as a formal legal doctrine, they take on the ideotogicat form
of law . So a simple conversation may involve only ideological etements. An appeal
court judgment may involve either an ideological formation, or assume the more

rigorous ideological form of law.1 lt is the lalter two categories with which this
chapter is primarily concerned, in its discussion of such concepts as lhe principtes
of the Treaty, biculturalism, and partnership.

(i) Counter-hegemonic ideology

Despite the directing role of the mode of production, the form of ideology does not

simply mirror objective class positions. Colin Sumner slressed the important
distinction between class and social formations.

The economically dominant classes have been able to make their power and
ideology the dominant fealures ol the society's superstructure. Despite the
qualification that there have always been ideological differences within and
across classes, reflecting lheir subdivision within social practice and the
national and international extensions of the social struclure, this is the
most gensral form of ideological palterning in a class society. Because of
the differences wilhin and across classes arising from the development of
the social formation, ideologies are usually also palterned along lines of
sox, race, nationality, area of residence and technical function in the
economy.2

While ideology plays a crucial role in cemen:;;'lg the hegemony of dominant interests,
especially in advanced capitalist democracies, it can also be the vehicle for
articulating the consciousness and goats of counter-hegemonic forces, and for
extending their alliances. Struggles therefore occur over ideology, as well as over
economic and political power.

1A. Hunt, 'The ldeology of Law: Advances and Problems in Recent Applications of the
concept of ldeology to the Analysis of Law, Law and society Review, v.1g, no.1, 1,
198s, 13

2C. Sumner, Reading tdeologies, Acadamic press, London, 1g7g, 53
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Such processes involvs conflicts and struggles between classes, nations,
races and other social groups. No new mode of production is established
withoul social conflicl. Nor is it maintained without conflict. Just as lhe
economic maslsrs are challenged in the economic sphere, so loo do they 1nd
th€ir political, legal and ideological supremacy threatened also. These
conflicts represent the contradictions in the social formation and are fought
out within the opposed economic, political, legal and ideological forms
reflecting those conlradictions.3

But while Sumner accepted that individuals could modify, negotiate, privately rejecl,
or ignore the structurally-generated ideologies, he still tended towards determinism.

ldeologies and ideological formations exist within peopls's hsads (their first
homes) and determine the way that lhoss people live out their social
relations. Certainly people make choices but only under the ideological,
economic and political conditions of lheir time and place. The notion of free
will is a false understanding of subjectivity which reflects bourgeois social
relations.4

It is true thal the pervasiveness of dominant ideology often means that oppressed
groups 'live even their revolt against the domination of the system within the frame
of reference of the dominant ideology.'s As a consequence, the cause of oppression is

oflen seen purely in ideological lerms, such as the concept of racism. This limits
counler-hegemonic strategies to such practices as consciousness-raising, with the
goal of liberation being to change the hearts and minds of the oppressors. But the
complete circumscription of ideology by bourgeois social relations denies the
possibility of a residual ideology which can provide a site for struggle.

(ii) Materiallst Critiques of tdeotogy

Materialist critiques of colonial ideology are rare, especially in relation to settler
colonies. The construction of colonial ideology in colonial oontexl, alongside the newly
established mode of production, requires the incorporation, or abolition, of pre-
existing political, legal, and ideological forms which are antithetical to the inrerests
of the colonial state. That includes the extinction of such ideological forms as
lraditional laws. But it should not be assumed that the colonial state is always able to
fully implement that intention.

3sumner, Reading tdeologies, 51
4sumner, Reading tdeologies, Zl
5N. Poufantzas, Potitical Power and SociatC/asses, New Left Books, London, 1S7g, Z2g
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This returns us to the discussion in the first chapter. The argument there was

between Fitzpatrick's assertion thal pre-capitalist modes, and lheir social
formations, could survive intact within a dominant capitalist mode, and Snyder's
claim that such co-existence was for a transitional period only. While Snyder
conceded that pre-capitalist modes and social formations were not completely
eliminated, he argued that they were subsumed by the colonial capitalist state. I

concluded that neither position was adequate in the context of settler colonisation-
while the traditional mode had most certainly been displaced, social formations,
including traditional ideology, remained intact in a more substantial form than
Snyder seemed prepared to concede.

A dialectical approach of the sort advocated by Alan Hunt6 allows for recognition of

the survival of some traditional perceptions, underslandings, and knowledge-albeit
in a form modernised, adapted, and, to some exlenl, corrupted over the years of
colonialism. While these survivals do not remain in their original form, they are

still more the product of the traditional mode of produclion and social formation than

of its colonial usurper. And they still provide an effective and credible focus for
organisation, and an important source of counter-ideology.

This allows traditional ideology to play a central role in the struggle against
colonisation. The danger is that the struggle operates essentially at the level of
ideology, seeking to institute traditional political, economic, cultural, and social
processes within an irreconcilable capilalist mode of production, juridico-political

system, and social formation. As they form the focus for resistance, lhese concepts
can themselves become the objects of slruggle. Competing interpretalions produce a
pool which can be selectively invoked, to support the dominant or counler-hegemonic
ideology. Whose definition dominates at any time will be a matter of political and

economic power.

How far the dominant ideology permeates indigenous peoples'consciousness depends
on the specific economic, political, and cultural conditions of the time and place-
especially the extent to which the hegemony of the colonial state has been extended to
the indigenous population. The relationship between the indigenous population and the

colonial stale flucluates according to the economic, political, and ideological
priorities of the colony, and the threat posed by anti-colonial resislance. Where
necessary, overt repression is resorled to. At other times, prevailing conditions

6see above, 54-s
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require the politics of appeasement and self-legitimation. The importance of ideology
varies accordingly.

(b) ldeology in Aotearoa/New Zealand

The Treaty of Waitangi may itself be considered the first ideological formation of the
colonial state. For the first few decades of colonisation, the Treaty performed an
essenlial, symbolic role for the Crown, acting as a pacifier of Maori resistance, and
providing a self-legitimation for imperial rule. The absence of any agreed meaning
for lhe Treaty presented few practical difficulties. Colonial law rendered the Treaty
of marginal relevance, and the English text gave sovereignty lo the Crown. Where
necessary, rhetorical affirmations of the Treaty were issued-al the same lime as
colonial actions violated even the English texl's guarantees. Once the colonial state
was reasonably secure, lhe need for appeasemenl had passed. Maori were excluded
from the hegemony of the colonial state, and there was no need to convince them of its
legitimacy. The Treaty lost even its ideological value to the crown.

(i) Settler ldeology

The Treaty was peripheral to a settler ideology founded upon the universalism and
cultural supremacism of metropolitan England. Hall described English concepts of the
nation and national identity as 'intimalely bound up with imperial supremacy, tinged
with racist connotations, and underpinned by a four-century long history of
colonisation, world market supremacy, imperial expansion and global destiny over
native peoples.'8 To a considerable extent, the colonists brought this self-image with

them to New Zealand. But the identity of New Zealanders look on a particular form
under settler colonialism.

The key to New Zealand identity is . . . land. lt lies at the heart of who New
Zealanders really are, and it also, though more indirectly, shapes our
ideologies of who we think we are. There are of course influences besides
land, but these do not leave as deep or as distinctive a mark on us.
capitalists, having an alternative source of wealth to surpluses produced by
their workers, could remain profitable and still pay wages which greatly
reduced the impact of class. The ideological form this reality assumed was
that there were no c/asses in New Zealand. 'Mateship' has thus concealed
the fact thal the real divisions of wealth have been between the Maori
people, who were stripped of their traditional livelihood, and the settlers,

8S. Halt,'The Problem of ldeology. Marxism without Guarantees', in Marx: A Hundred
Years On, ed. B. Manhews, Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1ggg,57, g1
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among whom the wealth from Maori land functioned to reduce class
antagonisms. I

This was complemented by the self-image of an enlightened coloniser, sourced, where

necessary, in the Treaty of Waitangi. lt was encapsulated in the historic clich€: 'We

are one Peoplg'.l0 The'deep-sealed ideology Pakehas hold about our race relations

being a model to the world rests firmly on the appearance of benevolence with which

lhe Treaty of Waitangi had to cover up the colonisation process.'11 Wnile there were

socio-economic inequalities belween Maori and Pakeha, these resulted from lhe
inadequacies of Maori.

The Pakeha ideology held that equalily of opportunity did indeed exist, so
that thoso who prospered, prospered deservedly and those who languished
deserved what they did not get. Equality of opportunity and unequal rewards
distribued according to past performance: lhese, in the pakeha ideology,
constituted justice. Anything else was unequal treatment and favouratism:
in a word, injustice. More specifically it was lhe injustice of wrongly
distinguishing som€ people solely on grounds of their race and harming olher
people because of lhe applicalion of the wrong distinction.l2

By the 1980s both elemenls of that identity were in crisis. Since the 1960s, the
profits from land had declined, and reliance had shifted to exploitation of wage labour.

The heightened ec'onomic crisis of the 1980s saw large-scale lay-offs in the domestic
labour force, and an increasing reliance on exploitation of wage labour off-shore.
This contrasted to the opulent lifestyle of an affluent 6lite. Major discrepancies in

income and life expectations became visible, and the image of a classless society was

seriously undermined.

So was the myth of a raceless society. Over the 1970s and the 1980s the relative
privilege of Pakeha had been publicly sourced to lhe dispossession of Maori. Treaty-

based protest movements were vocal, organised, and effective. The prevailing self-

image of New Zealand as a land of multi-racial harmony could no longer be sustained.

Temporarily, progressive polilicians, academics, and sociat aclors embraced the
Treaty of Waitangi. Over time, references to the Treaty were refined into ideological
forms, such as lhe principles of the Treaty, bicutturalism and partnership, which

rationalised continuing colonial domination. But equally, lhere was a re-emergence of

9R. Steven, 'Land and White Settler Colonialism: The Case of Aolearoa' , in Culturat ldentity
in New Zealand, ed. D. Novitz and B. willmon, Gp Books, wellingion, 1989, 21, go-1

l0A translation of Hobson's statemont at the time of signing the Treaty.
11Steven, 32
12R. Sharp, Justice and the Maori. Maori Ctaims in New Zeatand Politicat Argument in the

1980s, Oxford University Press, Auckland, 1990, 195
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raw, racist hostility toward Maori, from an increasingly-vulnerable, white
proletariat. '[T]he reality that has sustained working-class racism, a share in the
rent from Maori land, is being whittled away and the racism is being laid bare more
and more thoroughly, mainly by the current mass movement among the Maori people
to regain their sovereignty, their self-determinalion, their land.,13 This backtash
was fuelled by the Pakeha-dominated media:

In 1988' lhe news media dwelt at length on the issue of race relations. But
the subject was treated in a sensationalist way that emphasised, evon
fomented, racial antagonism . . . . Little weight was given to the economic
and social contsxt-unemployment and competition for jobs and rssources,
which hurt Maori in particular. The end effecl was the creation of a racist
backlash which enabled polilicians to counter successfully the challenge to
Pakeha dominance.l4

The first chapter noted Alan Hunt's strong warning against simply assuming that legal
ideology is shared beyond the sphere of lhe lawyers, officials, state officials, and
intellectuals who are involved in its construction, That proviso has particular
significance here. This thesis has highlighted the minimal attempts by the state to
embed the new Treaty ideology in the hearts and minds of the pakeha populace. The
new Treaty ideology was a device by which lhe various agencies of the state could
rationalise their escape from the logicat contradiction belween the Treaty and
economic policies, and the deeper contradiction of colonial capitalism. lt was not an
inslrument of popular hegemony.

(ii) Maori ldeotogy

But this presents only one part of the picture. Those who concentrate solely on lhe
actions and perceptions of the Crown, ignore the fundamental significance of the
Treaty to Maori. From 1840 the Treaty provided the rallying-point for Maori
resislance to colonisation, both as a symbol, and as a concrete document which
confirmed the continuing economic and polirical authority of lwi and Hapu. lt became
the focal point for separatisl, and parliamentary, political initiatives, petitions,
court cases, exlra-legal aclions, and protest movements. lncreasingly these
strategies were located within the sphere of colonial politics and law, and a now-
pervasive capitalist mode of production. The interpretation given by Maori to the

13Steven, 32
14R. Walker, 'The Role of the Press in Defining Pakeha perceptions of the Maori,, in

Beween the Lines. Racism and the New Zealand Media, ed. p. Spoonley and W. Hirsh,
Heinemann Reed, Auckland, 1gg0, 3g, 45
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Treaty adjusted accordingly, and reflected the diverse historical and contemporary
positions of lwi and Hapu, as well as of prominent individuals.

ln the 1970s the forms of resistance changed again. While some Maori adhered to the
incorporaled version of the Treaty, as compatible with Crown sovereignty and
colonial capitalism, others sought lo recapture the essence of its traditionat meaning,
as an affirmation of co-existing constitutional powers, with Maori retaining their
own economic, political, and social practices. Although lhe physical focus of this
movement was oflen highly-symbolic areas of land, the challenge was essentially at
lhe ideological level.

The late 1970s and early 1980s were fertile times for Maori intellectuals who were
now advocating Maori sovereignty. Political analysis, political writings, and political
aclion were inseparable. Taking the lead were young Maori women. Among the most
prominent was Donna Awatere. Awatere wrote a number of articles which were
initiafly published in the feminist magazine Broadsheet, and later compiled inro a
book entitfed Maori Sovereignty. Her argument employed a range of ideological
concepls.

Maori sovereignty is the Maori ability to determine our own destiny and to
do so from the basis of our land and fisheries. In essence, Maori
sovereignty seeks nothing less than the acknowledgement that New Zealand
is Maori land and further seeks lhe return of that land. At its most
conservative it could be interpreted as the desire lor a bicuttural society,
one in which laha Maori receives an equal consideration with, and equally
determines the course of this country as taha Pakeha. ll certainly demands
an end lo monoculturatism.ls lmy emphasisl

Such claims were attacked by Pakeha critics, including feminists, and by some
Maori, as apartheid. Awatere pointed out the fallacy of the apartheid analogy, and its
ideological function. The real point of apartheid in south Africa . . .

is racial hegemony, racial sovereignty, economic, political power and
control. I don't believe blacks in south Africa would give a damn about
separats development as long as the resources and economic power over
their country were under lheir control and they were able to chart their
own desliny. white liberals in New Zealand can accept that Azania belongs to
black people. This is probably because blacks are in the majority, and
whites aro so keen on majority rule. Blacks should have control ol
Azania because it is their country. Maori should have control of New
zealand because it is our country. who the hell gave the British and
European immigrants the right to take over anolher place, wherher it is
Zimbabwe, Azania or Aotearoa. The philosophies of democracy anct

15D. Awatere, Maori Sovereignty, Broadsheet, Auckland, 19g4. Io
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liberalism are used to justify white supremacy and separate development in
this country.l5

Even those Maori who were considered conservative, such as Anglican Bishop
Manuhuia Bennetl, acknowledged the historicat origins and contemporary importance
of the Maori sovereignty debate:

Maori sovereignty became an issue immediately the first musket shol was
fired over the acquisition of land. There have been attempts to re-establish
it in €very generation. lt challenges lhe rest of New Zealand to eithsr put its
house in order or vacate. Strong stuff-too strong I fear for many in either
side of the house.1 6

This challenge was blunted when Labour promised to recognise the Treaty. lt was no

longer the focus of opposition to the state. The battle lhen shifted to the competing
meanings which should be given to the Treaty. In 1984 Labour's Treaty policy
yielded speeches and documents within which Pakeha advisers, mainly lawyers,
began to construct a new, official discourse on the Treaty. But while Government had

begun to develop its definitions, agenda, and forums, Maori continued lo present their
own position in terms of their understanding of the Treaty, and their demands for
charpe.

The resolutions of the Ngaruawahia Hui in late 1984, confirmed the wide-ranging

support amongst Maori for radical constitutional change, based on the Treaty of
Waitangi. The course and content of the debate from 1984 to'1986 was still largely
controlled by Maori, and Maori acted as their own messengers to the Government, and

to the Pakeha media. But while Awatere had drawn to some extent on Manism, and to
a considerable degree on Gramsci, the debate atter 1984 lost any materialist edge.

B. TREATY IDEOLOGY lN THE 1980s

Perhaps the most significant elemenl in the Treaty ideology of the 1980s was the

concept of the principles of the Treaty. This concept was actively constructed through
lhe interaction and mutual legitimation of the courts, the Waitangi Tribunal, state
agencies, and the fuvernment.

lSAwatere, 1s
lBBishop Manuhuia Bennett, quot€d by R. Evans, ,ls

Rights?', in A Bill of Rights for New Zealand, Legal
August 1985, 197

lhe Treaty of Waitangi a Bill of
Research Foundation, Auckland,
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(a) The Principles of the Treaty

Contemporary reference to the principtes of the Treaty is generally traced to the use
of the term in the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975. But talk of the principles or the
spirit of the Treaty was nol new. Maori had frequently sought refuge in those crncepts
in the pasl, to counleract the legal unenforceability of the Treaty text. These
principles had referred to the historical essence of the Treaty for Maori-the
retention of mana Maori, or lino rangatiratanga. Gradually and subtly the concept of
lhe principles of the Treaty took on a new, quite contrary meaning, during the
1 980s.

(i) The 'Principles' and the t97i Act

The Labour Government's initial reference to the principles of the Treaty was
probably drawn from the wording of the Ratana Party manifesto. During the
preparation of the 1975 Treaty of Waitangi Act, references to the principtes and the
lexl seemed to be used interchangeably. The Labour Party's 1972 manifesto had
promised:'A Labour Government will also examine the practical means of legally
acknowledging the principlesset out in the Treaty of Waitangi.'18 In the 1973 and
1974 background papers to the establishment of the Waitangi Tribunal both the
expressions principles and provisions of the Treaty were used indiscriminately. This
illustrates the general looseness of the Treaty debate at the time.

The first background paper was prepared by the then Department of Maori and lsland
Affairs. This proposed that all existing legislation should be examined in light of the
provisions of the Treaty, to consider whether Acts should be amended to bring them
into conformity with the spiril of the Treaty.19 The Maori Affairs Caucus Commiflee
report of February 1974 again showed no consistency in its references to the
principles or the terms of the Treaty. The texts were considered complementary, and
the committee rejected a legalistic interpretation of their specific provisions. The
caucus committee's proposals made no reference to lhe principles. However, lhe
committee did recommend that the legal position of the Treaty should remain as il
was, with future and existing legislation being examined to ensure it conformed to the
spirit of the Treaty.

lSLabour Party Manifesto, 1g72, 96
l9Maori and lsland Affairs, 26 January 1973, Ref: 1g/1tSSt1
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The Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 created a Wailangi Tribunal empowered to
determine any breach of the principtes of the Treaty and to recommend appropriate
redress. In doing so it was lo interpret the meaning and effect of the Trealy, having
regard to both texts.2o The choice of wording was largely determined by the
phraseology of the 1972 manifeslo,2l although the manifesto had talked of rhe
principles set out in the Treaty. Again, this may indicate more an instinctive
preference for a flexible approach, than a conscious stralegy lo circumvent the
problems with the texls, by reference to principles. But lhe choice of words does
suggest some distinction between the text and lhe principles.

This vagueness carried through into the Parliamentary debate on the Bill. The
tt/inister of Maori Affairs referred to the principles'as set out in the Treaty', wilh
each text being a valid Treaty document.2z The olher Maori (Labour) members talked
of the spirit and the principtes of the Treaty as put before, and agreed to by, the
Maori at Waitangi. The Maori MPs welcomed the Bill as a way around the frustrating
refusal of colonial law to enforce the Crown's obligations under the Treaty.23 For the
Pakeha members, however, lhe principles seemed firmly esconced within the
Engfish text and the cession of sovereignly,24 although some concern was expressed
about giving the Tribunal the power lo 're-examine and if necessary reinterpret the
TreatY'.25

wariness about the potential for reinterpreting the Treaty was shared by
Maori. The waitangi rribunal was condemned in 1975 as a hollow gesture
Pakeha Government. Nga Tamatoa specifically challenged the reference
principles in its submission on the Bill:

some

by the

to the

lf this Bill is, in fact, designed to provide for the observance and
confirmation of the principles of the Treaty then we must ask "which, and
whose principles'? lt certainly does not adhere to Maori principles on the
Tr€aty . ' . [wle have no wish to see onry bratantry pakeha principres
carried through in legistation of import to the Trealy of waitangi.26

2oTreaty of Waitangi Act 1975, Section 5(2)
21As confirmed by Minister of Maori Affairs, M. Rata, NzpD, v.395, g Novembe r 1974,

5725
22UZPO, v.S95, g November 1975, 5126
23uzpo, v.401, 16 september 1975, 4491, pr Tirikatene sullivan; NzpD, v.401, 4499,

per Reweti
24For example, NZPD, v.401, 16 Seplember 1975,4343, per

[Maori] the rights and privileges of British subjects. lt also
over these islands.'

25ltZpO, v.401, 16 Seprember 1975, 4344, per V. young
26submission of Nga Tamatoa on the Treaty of waitangi Biil 1974.

V. Young: 'lt granted the
granted British sovereignty
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(ii) Early Waitangi Tribunat ,principles,

The previous chapter explained how the principles provided the bridge between the
Waitangi Tribunal's analysis of the Treaty and its recommendations. But in its early
reports the Tribunal referred to the spirit and intention of the Treaty, more than lo
lhe principles. All these concepts remained vague. The spirit and principles were
differentiated from the fext, to allow for some compromise, and adaptation of the
specific agreemenl to meet present circumslances. But there was no clearly-defined
set of Treaty principles. Subsequent formulations of lhe principles by the courts,
Government, and lhe 'second' Waitangi Tribunal, drew on key concepts in these early
Tribunal reporls. But they were usually seleclive and inaccurate, and lacked any
attempt to remain true to lhe original context.

For example, lhe Tribunal's reference lo a 'gift of the right to make laws, granting
Maori an appropriate priority' [my emphasislwas later used to justify the supreme
authority of Parliament, and the mere taking inlo account of Maori interesls. yet in

lhe Motunui Report the statement had followed from the express recognition of Maori
'sovereignily [sic] over their lands', and of mana Maori to control their own
fisheries, including a power to regulate and restrict those who could use them. Any
varialion on this was to be negotiated with the Hapu concerned.2T

This was reinforced in the Manukau Report;'ln our multicultural society the values
of minorities must somelimes give way to those of the predominant cullure, but in

New Zealand, the Treaty of Waitangi gives Maori values an equal place with British
values and a priority when the Maori interest in their taonga is adversely
affected.'[rny emphasisl2S Elsewhere in the report, the Tribunal reiterated the point
that this was a genuine priority for Maori interests over others. And while the
Tribunal said 'in ceding the right to make laws the Maori retained his [sic] mana
wilhoul denying that of the Queen',29 this followed ils interpretation of tino
rangatiratanga and mana lo mean Maori authority and control. The right to make laws
was therefore circumscribed by the retention of Maori authority and control.

27 Heport ol the Waitangi Tribunat on the Motunui-Waitara Claim, wAl-6, Waitangi Tribunal,
Wellington, March 1989, 52, 55

2SFinding of the Waitangi Tribunat on the Manukau Ctaim, wAl-g, Waitangi Tribunal,
Wellington, 198S, 78

29Manukau,91
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A second example is the frequent description of the Treary as 'a developing sociat
contract capable of adaptation to meet new and changing conditions'. But lhis
description was significantly qualified when it first appeared in lhe Motunui Reporf.
'We consider then that the Treaty is capable of a measure of adaptation to meel new
and changing circumslances provided there is a measure of consentand an adherence
to its broad principles.'[my emphasislso The Tribunal stressed the need for
negoliation and agreement to any change. 'fllt is not inconsislent with the spirit and
intention of the Treaty of Waitangi that the Crown and the Maori people affected
should confer on malters arising thereunder and agree to alter the incidence of the
strict terms of the Treaty in order to seek acceptable practical solutions for any
particular case.'lmy emphasiel3l

The Tribunal's meaning was quite clear from the report. The Treaty was to provide
the basis for the future growth and development of Aotearoa after 1g40. lt was the
foundation of an evolving social conlract between lwi and Hapu and the Crown. Along
the way the agreement would need to adapt lo new and changing circumstances,
provided there was a measure of consent to any such changes, and an adherence to its
basic principles. These principles involved the recognition of mana Maori. Any
incursion upon that would require the agreement of Maori and the Crown. The
Tribunal was certainly not suggesting a unilateral redefinition of the Treaty, which
denied tino rangatiratanga and mana Maori.

A third favourite quotation is the statement that 'the spirit of the Treaty transcends
the sum total of its component written words and puts narrow or literal
interpretations out of place'.3z This was first used in lhe Motunui Report to exptain
lhe inclusion of the fisheries within the metaphorical expression ,taonga' in the
Maori text. The Tribunal was not at that stage talking of a broad interpretation which
incorporated something additional, let alone conlrary, to what the Maori signatories
had understood was intended by the Treaty.

fn the Kaituna Report, the reliance on the spirit of the Treaty rather than on strict,
legal interpretations came in response to legal arguments which had sourced Maori
rights in aboriginal title. The Tribunal's response replicated the earlier Maori
reliance on the spirit and principles, as a means of avoiding the need to deal with
technical, legal argument and its generally-negative ourcomes:

30Motunui, s2
Sl Motunui, t
32Motunui, 47
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Our statutory authority is to make a finding as to whether any action of the
Crown, or any statute or Order in Council is inconsistent with lhe principtes
of the Treaty. This wide power enables us to look beyond the strict
legalities so that we can in a proper case, identify where the spirit of the
Treaty is nol being given due recognilion.S2

This remained the position unlil the Waiheke Heport, when Judge Durie sought to
introduce a new 'principle of lhe Treaty' which was not apparent from the words of
either text. The Government has since derived considerable benefit from this more
flexible interpretalion. lt is somewhal ironic, lherefore, that this move was opposed
by a Tribunal member who was a Pakeha lawyer, on the grounds that it offended the
rules of statutory interpretation:

The chairman also statas that tho Tr€aty of waitangi Act requires the
Tribunal to have regard to the 'principles of the Treaty-it relers not to its
provisions". with respect the provisions of the Treaty expound the
principles and we are limited, subject to the rules of interpretation, to
what the Treaty states.33

Perhaps the most significant ideological contributions of these reports,
later court of Appeal decisions, were the Tribunal,s references in the
Report lo partnership and fiduciary duties. The Tribunal concluded thal
rights to full Maori authority over the harbour, but with non-exclusive
or use.

in light of

Manukau

Maori have

ownership

We conclude that the Treaty did promise tho trib€s an interesr in the
harbour. That interest is certainly something more than that of a minorily
section of the general public, more than just a particular interest in
particular fishing grounds, but less than that of exclusive ownership. lt is in
the nature of an interest in partnership the precise terms of which have yet
to be worked out. ln the meantime any legal owner should hold only as
trustee for the partnership and acknowledge particular fiduciary
responsibililies to the local tribes, and the general public, as distinct
entities.Imy emphasislS4

lts open'ended reference lo a partnership, wilhout specifying the lerms, and to the
concept of fiduciary dulies, left open the way for the Court and Government to invert
the relationship to one of supreme Crown aulhority, protecting a subordinate Maori
interest.

32 Finaing of the Waitangi Tribunat on the Kaituna Claim, WAI-4, Justice Department,
Wellington, June 1987, 1B

SSReport of the Waitangi Tribunat on the Waiheke Ctaim, WAI-10, Wairangi Tribunal,
Wellinglon, June 1987, 45

34Manukau, 94
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The final reference of importance here was the Tribunal's vacillating position on the
question of practicality. The long title of the Treaty of Waitangi Act refers to the
'practical application of the Trealy', and the preamble talks of the 'practical
application of the principles of the Treaty'. ln the Manukau Beport the Tribunal took
the references to mean that the outcome of applying the principles to the particular

situation had to be oractical.

The thrust of the Act is explained in the long tiile . . "to provide for the
observance and confirmation of lhe principlas of the Treaty by establishing
a tribunal to make recommendations on claims relating to the practical
application of the Treaty". The jurisprudential point arising is that
although a claim may be well founded according to our interpretation of the
Treaty, we have still to consider whether in all the circumstances of ths
case il is practicable to apply the principles of the Treaty to it. lf a trib€
has Treaty rights to the exclusive ownership of certain fisheries the
Waitangi Tribunal has still to consider the practicalities of awarding an
exclusive ownership today. The legislative intent is clear. Given that the
Treaty has not previously been part of the domestic law we are to consider
whal steps mighl be tak€n to onsurs that domestic laws and policies
adequately reflect its general principles or what might be done to remedy
or compensate for existing breaches. . . . lt follows that while we are to
consider the 'praclical application of the Treaty' we must approach that
task by seeking to give the Treaty the fullsst effect practicable.36

Subsequently, in lne Waiheke Report, the Tribunal reconsidered that reading. lt
concluded: ''Practical" in Fowler's Modern English Usage means adapted to actual
conditions and "practical' in the preamble and short title would appear to relate to
'claims' nol "recommendations".'37 This approach was laler confirmed in the Orakei
Report. The Tribunal was also clear that the issue about practicality arose because of
the lerms of its statute. Given this, there is no justification for the subsequent
transfer of this restriclion to other situalions, to which such statutory qualification

does not apply.

The Waitangi Tribunal's work in interpreting the Treaty from 1983 to 1986 had an

enormous significance. lts position challenged the fundamental political, legal, and

economic foundations of colonial New Zealand, and reinforced the strong Maori
reading of the text. But despite the force of the Maori case the Tribunal, with the
assistance of the principles, sought to produce recommendations which satisfied
Maori expectations whilst minimising disruption to the dominant structures. There
is no doubt that the general principles applied by the Waitangi Tribunal invotved a

S6Manukau, B7-8
37 waiheke, 4o
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reading down of the respective roles of kawanatanga and tino rangatiratanga in the
Maori text. They were nevertheless far more consistent with the essential nature of
the Treaty relationship than their subsequenl selective, and non-contextual use by

lhe courts, the Governmenl, and the 'se@nd' Waitangi Tribunal would have people

believe.

(iii) The Court of Appeal and the Treaty principtes

Few, from 1983 to 1986, perceived the significance of the emerging distinction
between the Treaty and the principles. This changed dramatically with the decision of
lhe Court of Appeal in New Zealand Maori Councit v Attorney-Generat. The case
focused on the reference to 'the principles of the Treaty of Wailangi' in section 9 of
the SOEs Act. ln contrasl to the approach taken by the Waitangi Tribunal up to that
time, this litigation required preparation of formal pleadings, and the presentation of
adversarial argument based on legal doclrine, precedents, stalutory inlerprelalion,
and a range of evidence which was credible to the judiciary. The NZMC's lawyers,

Crown Counsel, and the Court had to give a meaning to the section, and to its operative
phrase, lhe 'principles of the Treaty of Waitangi'.

The New Zealand Maori Council proposed

the terms of the Treaty, particularly the Maori language text, as
themselves constituting principles of the Treaty, and in addition submitted
that there were 10 implicit principles reflected in these concepts: (i) the
duly actively to protect to ths f ultest extsnr practicable; (iii the
jurisdiction of lhe waitangi rribunal to investigate omissions; (iii) a
relationship analogous ro a fiduciary duty; (iv) the duty to consult; (v) the
honour of rhe crown; (vi) the duty to make good past breaches; (vii) the
duty to return land for land; (viii) that the Maori way of life would be
protected; (ix) that the parties would be of equal status; and (x) where the
Maori interest in lheir taonga is adversely affected, that priority would be
given to Maori values.38

There was no acknowledgment by the NZMC of the contradict;on between the Maori
text and lhe affirmation ot supreme Crown authority, which was implicit in their
first six principles.

The Crown rejected any possibility of implied principles. lt proposed five principles
based on the text and preamble, relying primarily on the English text:

384/ew Zealand Maori Councit v Attorney-General [1987] 1 NZLR 641,623, (HC and CA),
per Richardson J
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(1) that a settled form of civil Governmenl was desirable and that the
British Crown should exercise the power ol Government; (2) thal lhe power
of the British Crown to govern included the power to 169islate for all
matters relaling to "peace and good order"; (3) that Maori chieftainship
over lheir lands, forests, f isheries and other lreasures was not
€xtinguished and would b€ protected and guaranteed; (a) that the protection
of the crown should be extended to the Maori both by way of making them
British subjects and by prohibition of sale of land to p€rsons other than the
crown; and (5) that lhe crown should have pre-emptive rights to acquire
land from the Maori at agr€ed prices, should they wish to dispose of it.39

The Solicitor-General claimed that only the first, second, and fifth were relevant to
this case.

As noted in chapter five, lhe principles developed in the five, separate judgments had
certain common themes. The starting point was an assumption of the legitimacy of
parliamentary sovereignty, whether sourced in the proclamations of sovereignty or
in the Treaty. Any tension between the positions of the Waitangi Tribunal and the
Court on the interpretation of the principtes was resolved by the asserfion of Somers
J' that the Tribunal was effectively bound to follow the Court's principles.4o

While the specific reasoning of each judge varied, there was a common theme to rheir
interpretation of lhe principles. The conflict between the two texts lay essentially
wilh rangatiratanga and sovereignty. But the need to address this problem was
dispensed with because the courl was concerned with the principles, and not with the
Treaty.4t The principles were then sourced to the spirif of the agreement. The
essence of the sp,r,t was seen lo be a partnership between Maori and the Crown.
Central to this partnership was the right to govern, impliciily in accordance with
Weslminster-style, Parliamentary system and the common law, and the obligation to
protect Maori ownership and possessrbn of land.

It imposed a mutual obligation on each party to act reasonably and with good faith
toward the other. For the Crown that meant I duty actively to protect Maori interests
through redress lor past grievances, and lo make informed decisions regarding fhe
impact of policies on Treaty rights. Where the Government believed it needed more
informalion, it should consult its Treaty partner. The final decision would, however,
rest with lhe Government. The obligation on Maori was lo be loyal to the eueen,

39uzuc v A-G [1987], 673, per Richardson, J
4ouzlrtc v A-G [19g7], 689
41The excepticn was Somers, J, NZMC v A-G [t9S7l, 693
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recognise her Ministers and government, and be co-operative.42 The supremacy of
Parliament was explicitly spelt out.43

Via the concept of the principles, the judgments had thus gone full circle and returned
to adopl the key element of sovereignty, in the English texl, at the expense of tino
rangatiratanga. Furlher, they had reduced the righls of Maori to a matter of
property-and even those rights were ultimately subject to practicality and the
exigencies of economic policy.

Superficially, these principles are consislent with the judges' finding that the Maori
text involved a 'cession of governance'. lt is clear that, in their view, the right of
'governance' embodied the institutional and ideological form of Westminster
government. The judges would clearly have had grave difficully conceiving of an
alternative process of governance, especially one by which Maori would retain their
cusloms, resources, and authority-and which would have lett the Crown performing
only the limited responsibilities of providing for security and public order,
exercising the priority right to land purchase, and delivering its guarantees to
Maori. Because the judges at no stage spelt out the practical effect of tino
rangatiratanga, the contradictions which were inlrinsic to the Court's position
remained invisible.

The judges probably did not consciously develop a set of principles to extricate the
Government from the dilemma of ils contradictory economic and Treaty policies.
They may not even consciously have used lhe principles as a means of rewriting the
essential Trealy obligations, so as to secure the status quo. But it is inconceivable-
given the contemporary political debale, the affidavit evidence before the Court, the
material cited in the judgments, and the Waitangi Tribunal reports to that date-that
the judges did not deliberately avoid the issue of tino rangatiratanga. Some of the
atfidavits may have caused them confusion, given the conceptual parameters within
which the judges were working. Sir James Henare, for example, lalked both of a
cession of sovereignty, and of the retention of traditional Maori authority.44 Bul this
would only cause difficulties if the judges failed to differentiate between what was
being claimed by the Crown, and what was understood by Maori, and if sovereignty

4?uzuc v A-G 119871, 664, per cooke p
43ltZtrtC v A-G [19g7],671, per Richardson J; 664-5 per Cooke p; 71s, per Bisson J;

691, per Somers J
44AffiAavit of James Clendon Henare in NZMC v A-G [19971
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was perceived solely in the sense of the absolute, unitary, hierarchical authority
defined by colonial law.

Several of the affidavits, for example, drew a ctear distinction between the Crown and
the settler government.4s There is no doubt that the personal authority of rhe Queen
of England was recognised, and positively invoked, as a means of resloring security
and order, and ensuring the continued exercise of mana Maori. The Queen would,
through the agency of a local administrator or Governor, oversee the emigration
process and protect Maori from the ravages of setller interests. They were equally
clear that this was not an acceplance of the resulting, settler-controlled slructures,
to which the Queen had delegaled 'responsible government', and to which Maori had
not agreed.

Again, it is quite possible that lhe judges were unable to grasp this distinction. But
even taking that into ac,count, there was overwhelming evidence that a system of co-
exislent power and authority was the essential basis of the Treaty agreement. Had the
court faced up to the concept of tino rangatiratanga, it could not have justified a set of
principles which excluded Maori from any right to exercise political or economic
power, even over those decisions which directly and solely affected their lives. lt
would have had to admit that the principles of the Treaty were the antithesis ot the
Treaty itsell.

It is notable thal during the Parliamentary debates on the Treaty of Waitangi (State
Enterprises) Bill, which gave statutory effect to the SOEs arrangement between the
Government and the Maori litigants, lhere were only two direct quotalions from the
Court of Appeal's decision. One was the Court's congralulations to the Government for
incfuding lhe principles reference in the SOES legislation.46 The other was the
absolute righl of the Government to make laws. Any duty to consult would constitute a
fetter which might itself breach the principles.4T The Court had firmly reiterated
the paramountcy of majority-rule, parliamentary democracy. ,one of those
sovereign rights is to be able to carry out its economic policy, and that policy is to
improve the business activities of Government Slate-trading enterprises'.48 The
principles laid down by the Courl, and the subsequent arrangement, would ,sel lhe
standard by which issues of this kind can be worked through'.49

45Affidavits of Sir James Henare, and ol whina cooper in NZMT v A-G [19g7]46f,tZpO, v.485, 8 December 1987, 1720, per prebble
47 ftZpO, v.485, 8 December 19g7, 1716, per palmer
aBUZpO, v.48S, 8 December 19g7, 1721, per prebble
a9nZpO, v.485, 8 Decemb€r 1987, 1717, pr palmer
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(iv) The waitangi rribunal and the principles, posf-soEs case

The Waitangi Tribunal was now confronted with a set of specifically-identified
principles. One judge had bluntly stated in the SOES case that the Tribunal was bound
to follow lhe Court's decision,So and there was nothing in the other judgments to
contradict this. As noted in the previous chapter, the response of the Waitangi
Tribunal in its first report after the SOEs case, on the Orakei claim, was cautious.
Faced wilh the Court of Appeal's decision, however, the new 'second' Tribunal made
two vital concessions on the sovereignty question, and firmly endorsed the shift away
trom rights-based compensalion in favour ol needs-based endowments.sl The
primacy of the Maori text was downgraded,S2 in favour of Cooke P.'s asserlion that
partnership overreaches lhe two texts. There was also a subtle shift on the terms for
altering the Trealy agreement.

The broad and general nature of its words indicates that it was not intended
as a finite contract. lt follows that lhere is room for movement and scop€
for agreement between lhe Crown and the Maori people which involves a
level of compromise and change.s3

Gone was the prior requirement of tangata whenua consent to any such compromise or
change, although this was stated elsewhere in the repo1.54

These moves, in the Orakei Report, paved the way for the more significant shifts
contained in the report on the Muriwhenua fisheries. The Tribunal was under explicil
threat of judicial review. In addition to a complete capitulation on the question of
sovereignty, the Tribunal set about a conscious rewriting of lhe Treaty. First, it
needed to determine 'whelher there had been a breach of the principles, as distinct its

[src] terms, at lhe very first stage, in deciding whether any claim is well founded.'
Indeed, '[b]luntly put, if we assess a claim against the Treaty's terms without regard
for the principles, we will be wanting for jurisdiction.'55 ln past claims, the
principles had enabled an expansion of the Treaty's terms so that they applied to new

Soltzuc v A-G [19g7], 689, per somers J
51 Aeprt ol the Waitangi Tribunat on the OrakeiClarm, WAI-9, Waitangi Tribunal, November

1987, 186
52Orakei, 1pB
53orakei, t37
54 orakei, 't}s
SSReport of the Waitangi Tribunat on the Muriwhenua Fishing Ctaim, WAI-22, Wailangi

Tribunal, Wellington. June t ggg, 2j2
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situations. This claim raised the new question of 'whether the principles can also
reduce the Treaty's terms'.56

The claimants had cited Somers J. in the SOEs case, in support of lhe position that
'the principles of the Treaty do not enable the Tribunal to rewrite the Treaty,s terms
or to read down its language to achieve a resull that would not give full justice to the
grievance.'S7 The Tribunal countered, citing Casey J., that the principles required an

adoption of the Treaty's terms 'understood in the light of the fundamental conceprs
underlying them'.58 So, although the principles did not prevail over rhe Treaty so as
to amend or water down its clear terms, the Tribunal was not bound to a literal
interpretation of those terms. There might be cases where a breach was so minor as
not to matter. Or circumslances may 'have so changed that neither party could
reasonably seek strict adherence to a term and we accept that the observation of Mr
Justice Somers was not intended to restrict lhe usual rules of law that relief is nor
given in trivial or vexatious cases; but in the interpretation of the Treaty lhere are
also wider concerns, and we do not read our approach as being in conflict with Mr
Justice Somers' opinion.'59

The Tribunal had resorted to the legal formalists' tools of trade. They cited
precedents, and distinguished one judgment from another, lo secure the desired
position. Indeed, this section of the report was headed Locating the principles, as if
they were some pre-existing entity.

Elsewhere, the Tribunal presented an extensive, legalistic, and totally uncritical
discussion of the individual judgments in the SOEs case.60 The Tribunal explicitly
endorsed the Court of Appeal's interpretation of the principles of the Treaty.

In seltling these matters we are greatly assisted by the decision of th€
court of Appeal in New zeatand Maori councit v Aftorney-Generat [1gg7]
NZLR 641, where, in the context of lho state-owned Enterprises Act 1996,
that court had also to consider the principles of the Treaty. Reading as a
whole the separate but unanimous judgr,,.;nts of each of the five mambers. it
app€ars that the key to defining lhe principles of ths Treaty is to be found in
the idea ol a partnershrp between pakeha and Maoriand that co-operationis
at the haart of the agreed relationship of the two partners. A principle ofprotection is nonetheless inherent in that partnership, creating
responsibilities analogous to fiduciary duties in which "the duty of the

56 Muriwhenua, 2i3
57 Muriwhenua, 214
58 Muriwhenua, 214
59 Muriwhenua, 214-S
60Muriwhenua, 1g2-3
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Crown is not merely positive but extends to active prolection of Maori
people in the use of their lands and walers to the fullest extent practicable"
. , .61 Imy emphasisl

In this Report the Tribunal took a far more formalist approach lo the principles than
it had previously. While it would not formulate a finite list of principles, the
Tribunal provided an explicit statement of the principles which it considered
relevanl to the Muriwhenua fisheries claim. The Tribunal enumerated three specific
principles: the principles of Protection, Mutual Benefit, and Options.62 These have
already been discussed in the previous chapter.

The key to the principles was seen to lie in the fundamental motive or reason for the
provisions of the Treaty. As the Treaty had been dratted by the Crown side, that
effectively meant that the principles were sourced in the intentions of the Cotonial
oftice, not of Maori. The Tribunal report said as much: ,The principles were
developed in the formulation of British policy in relation to New Zealand especially in
the late 1830s and more particularly in Lord Normanby's Instructions to Lt.

Governor Hobson . . . which contain the seeds of the Treatyr.,63 These inslructions
flowed into the preamble and provisions of the English text of the Treaty. The
intention in the Maori lext was considered to be much the same 'except that it upholds
tribal authority, which is wider than ownership and includes in our view conlrol
ove( persons in the kinship group and their access lo resources'G4-quite a different
concepl from control over their resources. From this position the Tribunal
mncluded:

ln broad tsrms, in return for ceding sovereignty, Maori gained protection of
th€ir p€rsons, properties and tribal stalus, and individually, the rights and
privileges of British subjects. On examining the verbal promises made at
th€ signing of the Treaty, we find those terms reiterated. The p1nciple that
omerges is the protection of Maori interests to the extent consistent with
lhe cession ol sovereignty.65

So, according to the 'second' Tribunal, these were the terms of the partnership under
the Treaty:

It was a basic object of the Treaty that two people would live in one
country. That in our view is also a principle, fundamenlal to our perception

61 Muriwhenua,
62 Muriwhenua,
63Muriwhenua,
64Muriwhenua,
65 Muriwhenua,

1 90-1 91

194-5

191

191

191
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of the Tr€aty's terms. The Treaty extinguishad Maori sovereignty and
established that of the Crown. In doing so it substituted a charter, or a
covenant in Maori eyes, for a continuing relationship between lhe Crown
and Maori people, based upon lheir pledges to one another. lt is this thal
lays the foundation for the concept ol a partnership.lmy emphasrsl66

Next came lhe Mangonui Sewerage Report. This retreated even further from the
enforcement of rights under the Treaty, and developed the new principle of batance.
The Tribunal sought to distinguish the category of land and fisheries claims, which
would be guaranteed, from those which affected resource use and 'Maori customary
values'. In the lalter 'a careful balancing of interests is required'.67 The decisive
factor was the practical implication of the recommendations, meaning their financial
impact on taxpayers and local authorities.6S

There are times when Maori inlerests must take priority, according to the
Treaty's lerms, for the solemn guarantees in the Treaty were a small price
lo pay for the cession ol sovereignty and Pakeha settlement rights that
cannot now be denied. But th€re are times to recall that our forebears
agreed lo no less lhan a Pakeha s€ttlemsnt, and a world of our own where
two peoples could belong. This claim is a salient reminder that if the
cultures of our lounding inheritance are both to stand proud, a compromise
is sometimes required.69

The requiremenl for consent had disappeared. The Mangonui Sewerage Reportnot only
sel an adverse precedent tor future claims. lt also added fuel to the fires of the
Treasury and the Government, in their bid to control the impact of the Treaty policy.
The Tribunal itself had become a collaborator in the construction of the ideology
which denied te iwi Maori te tino rangatiratanga o o ratou whenua, o ratou kainga me
o ratou taonga katoa.To

(v) Formalising the Treaty princtptes

In 1988, in response to increasing attacks on the Tribunal and fears about the
implications of the Treaty, some organic intellectuals began to produce lists of Treaty
principles. In a speech to Federated Farmers, the Deputy Chair of the Tribunal, Judge
McHugh, compiled such a list- extracted from the Muriwhenua Fishing Report.

66Muriwhenua, 1g2
6TReport of the Waitangi Tribunal on the Mangonui Sewerage Ctain, WAI-17, Waitangi

Tribunal, Wellington, August 1988, 60
6SMangonui, sg
69 Mangonui, vii
70Tne terminology used in the Maori text of th€ Treaty.
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(i) Where ambiguity or doubt exisls on interpretation considerable weight
should be given to the Maori version.

(ii) That treaties should be interpreted in the spirit in which they were
drawn taking into account the surrounding circumslanc€s and any declared
or apparent objscts and purposes.

(iii) The Treaty was an acknowledgemenl of Maori exislsnce, of their prior
occupation of lhe land, and of an intent that the Maori presencs would
remain and be respected. lt made us ons country, but acknowledged that we
were two people. we would re-affirm this statement as an important and
basic proposition. lt is fundamental to an underslanding of the Trealy of
Waitangi.

(iv) The Treaty is a document relating to fundamental rights, that it should
be interpreted widoly and effectively and as a living instrument taking
accounl of the subsequent developments of international human rights
norms.

(v) The Treaty of waitangi obliges the crown not only to recognise the
Maori interests specified in tha Treaty, but actively to protect them. The
omission to provide lhat protection is as much a breach of the Treaty as a
positive act that removes those rights.

(vi) The key to defining the principles of the Treaty is to be found in the
idea of a partnership between Pakeha and Maori and that co-operation is at
the heart of the agreed relationship of the two parlners.

(vii) Arising out of the partnership and the fiduciary responsibilities to
protocl Maori interests . . . is an emphasis in each of the judgements (court
of Appeal) on the reciprocal obligation of the partnsrs to acl towards each
other with reasonableness and the utmost good faith.

(viii) The obligations of the Treaty are binding on the honour of the crown.

(ix) There is a duty in Maori of 'loyalg to the eueen [andl full acceptanca
of her governm€nt'.

(x) There is no general duty on ths crown to consult wilh Maoris but regard
musl b€ had to Maori interests and that may in practice require consultation
in some cases.

(xi) The principles of the Treaty do not authorise unreasonable restrictions
on the right of a duly elected Government to follow its chosen policy.

(xii) The protection accorded to Land rights is a 'positive guarantee" (per
Mr Justice Richardson), and as a matter of construction, we consider the
same applies to fisheries . . .

(xiii) The principle of mutual benefit, ie., both parties expect to gain from
lhs Treaty, the Maori from new technology and markets, non-Maori from
the acquisition of settlement rights and both from the cession of
sovereignty to a suporvisory State power.

(xiv) The principle of options, ie., the Treaty envisaged the protection of
tribal authority, culture and cusloms. lt also conferred on individual Maoris
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the same rights and privileges as British subjects. The Treaty provides an
effective option to Maoris to d€volop along customary lines and lrom a
traditional base or lo assimilate into a new way. Inferentially it offered a
third alternativ€, to walk in two worlds. That same option is open to all
people, is currently much in vogue and may represent the ultimate in
partnership. But these are options, that is to say, it was not intended that
the parlners choices could be forced. Bul lhe tribal right is also upheld.70

There was no attempt to explain the context of these exlracls, or their contrast with
lhe Waitangi Tribunal's earlier reports. Indeed, McHugh's speech portrayed the pre-

and post-Court of Appeal reporls as a continuum, wilhout any recognition of their
inconsistencies. Nor did he acknowledge the divergence of the principles from the
lerms of lhe Treaty itself.

A similar list was enumeraled by the head of the Crown Law Office's Treaty section,
Shonagh Kenderdine, for the New Zealand Law Society seminar on the Treaty of
Waitangi.Tl As noted below, the reports of the Parliamentary Commissioner for lhe
Environment on the Government's implementation of Waitangi Tribunal
recommendations, and the Royal Commission on Social Policy, contain further
compilations of the Treaty principles.

(vi) officials construction of the principtes of the Treaty

The principles devised by the Tribunal and the courts effectively circumscribed the
Treaty within those spheres. But there was increasing pressure, in many quarters,
lo spell out the implications of references to the Treaty in policy and statute.
lmmediately following the SOEs case, Treasury began work on moulding the
utterances of the Court of Appeal and Waitangi Tribunal into a coherent set of Treaty
principles. This work was reflected in the chapter on the Treaty of Waitangi in the
Treasury's 1987 briefing papers, Government Management Treasury's analysis
provided the conceptual basis for most of the officials' groups which dealt with the
Treaty in 1987 and 1988. The ideological substance of their position was outlined in

chapter three.72

But as the stakes continued lo increase, so did the pressure for some explicit set of
Treaty principles. The Waitangi Tribunal strenuously rejected a suggestion that the
Treaty principles be laid down in statute. Officials had proposed a schedule to the new

70A. McHugh, speech lo Annual conference of Federated Farmers, 20 July l ggg
71N"w Zeatand Law Society Seminar, The Treaty of Waitangi, Aprit 1989; published also as

s. Kenderdine,'Legat implications of rreaty jurisprudence,, vtJWLR, v.tg, 1989,347
72see above. 19l-2
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resource management legislation, which would set oul the relevant principles. These

could be supplemenled by additional principles promulgated by Order in Council.T3
The Tribunal objected that a bare statement of principles would be distorted, rigid,

subject to political manipulation, and would undercul the Tribunal.

The need for greater certainty in the policy area was met by the formulation, in mid-

1989, of the Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangi. The essential
principles were

l. Prlnclple of Govarnmenr. [Tha Kawanatanga prlnclplel rhe
Government has the right to govern and to make laws.

ll. The Prlnclple of self-Managament. [The Rangailratanga
Prlnclplel The iwi have the right to organise as iwi, and to control th6ir
resources.

lll. Thc Prlnclple of Equallty. Ail New Zealanders are equal before rhe
law.

lV. The Prlnclple of Reasonablc Cooperallon. Both the Government
and the iwi are obliged to accord each other reasonable cooperation on
major issues of common concern.

v. Thc Prlnclple of Redregg. The Government is resoonsible for
providing effective processes for lho resolution of grievances in the
expectation that reconciliation can occur.74

The officials expected the Crown's principles to be controversial. Their reporl to
Cabinet had even suggested that these principles might provide grounds for a claim by

Maori to the waitangi rribunal. This, they said, should be welcomed by the
Government. lt would provide 'for the first time, an opportunity for the Crown to
become pro-active in Tribunal proceedings and to ask that principles deriving from

Articles I and lll, as well as from Article ll be addressed and commenled upon by the
Tribunal at length.'75 The result would be a 'balanced and healthy Treaty

iurisprudence, and one with which all New Zealanders can find points of
identification'. This report was overseen by Alex Frame, the new Director of TOWpU.
He had earlier tried to sell a similar idea of 'balancing' kawanatanga and tino
rangatiratanga to the Maori Advisory Commitlee on the Bill of Rights, of which he was

a member. They had vehemently rejected the proposal. Now that the Wailangi

73S. Jones, Maruwhenua to G. Orr, Waitangi Tribunal,.tg April .t989: G. Orr to S. Jones, 17
May 1989.

T4Memorandum to Cabinet, 'Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangi,, 19
May 1989. See above, 369-71

75towpu, 'Firsr Report of the officials Task Group on the Treaty of waitangi,
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Tribunal itself had endorsed the balancing approach, in lhe Mangonui Sewerage
Report, the way was clear to suggest that Maori rights under the Treaty be
determined in response to the competing interests of pakeha.

The Crown principles were defended by Frame in an article in the special 1990
Treaty edition of the NZULR. He drew an unconvincing, semantic distinction between
the 'principles of the Treaty' and the Principtes for Crown Action on the Treaty.
Rejecting criticisms of the stralegy, Frame claimed that anyone except the Crown
was apparently able to say what their policy was, in relation to the Treaty. What he
failed lo acknowledge was that the Crown had the power to impose its interpretation
and determine the out@me. Others did not.

According lo Frame, the concept of partnership carried 'potentially misleading
implications of "50/50 ownership" and "one race, one vote',,-the notion of a
partnership based on the equality of the partners. The 'rnore practical' concept of co-
operation meanl 'working together to the same end'. Both parties would act as free
agents, nol coerced by each other or by any external force. But each must share an
underslanding of the facts of the situalion, the goal to be achieved, lhe means to
achieve it, the allocation of roles, and the rights and rules to be observed.

He illustrated the application of the Crown principles by reference to the Maori
fisheries settlement. The principle of Government gave rise to obligations to get
Maori into fishing, lo resolve uncertainty and confusion, to conserve the fish stocks,
and to provide for the adjudication of claims. 'Belter provision for the recognition of
Rangatiratanga' was reflected in the Maori Fisheries Commission and Taiapure.
Equality was found in non-discriminatory administration of Taiapure. Cooperation
was at the heart of the Fisheries Commission struclure, and confirmed in the
adjournment application by Maori litigants in February 1990. Hedress had been
provided through a combination of the courts, Waitangi Tribunal, and direct
negotialions, with Parliament retaining the final decision-making power. The
remedies had taken into account their practical impact and the need to avoid fresh
injustices, while providing a substantial redress which would cost the Crown in

excess of $100 million. This exposition classically illustrates the function of rhe
new Treaty ideology in rationalising the Government's continued, ftagrant breaches of
Maori rights under the Treaty.
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(vii) The Principles as an ldeological Form ot Law

The principles of the Treaty had by the late 1980s become a fully-fledged ideological
form of law, which was consciously constructed lo meet the needs of the colonial state.
Cooke P. was quite clear about the cenlral importance of the concept of the principtes.

The courts and the Tribunal alike, and Parliament itself in deciding to refer
to principles, have placed in the forefront the need to gel at the ipiril and
underlying ideas of the Treaty, to apply them as realislically and
reasonably as possible in current circumstances.TT

He challenged those who suggested it was wrong to 'look for the principles',
describing such critics as advocates of legal positivism. Their position would, he
said, require a relurn to the bare text whose meaning is 'far from self-evident'. He
made no attempt to address the subtlety of the Maori argument, or the critique of the
non-positivists.

Academics who were less ideologically-wedded to the need for doctrinal coherency,
were quite explicit about lhe Tribunal's change of position, and the role of the
principles. Richard Mulgan noted significant differences between the original
meaning of lhe Treaty and the subsequent Tribunal, Court, and Government
interpretations. But those differences had been obscured by lawyers and Maori
leaders who stressed their historical continuity, and the Court and Tribunal
themselves, who glossed over their own role in reinterpretation of the Treaty.78

Similarly, Andrew Sharp observed: 'tn line with the normal proceedings of the
common law, what was really the invention of legal rules and precise rights could
appear to be a discovery of what was already there.'79 The scope of tino
rangatiralanga and sovereignty became negotiable through the concepts of the
principles and the spirit of the Trealy. In this process, law appeared as neutral
arbiter.

ln this way the jurisprudence of the wairua, the mana, and rangatiratanga
was adapted to meet, on the one hand, the Maori demand foi justice -in

reparations combined wilh a tendency to argue for Maori sovereignty, and
on the other hand the Pakeha (and much Maori) desire for a future-oriented
justice and policy together with the pakeha insistence on the sovereignly of
the law and equality under it. The court suggest€d that both sides must pay
a price. The Maori must not claim to be final legal arbiters on what

77R. Cooke, lntroduclion', NZIILR, v.14, 1990,3
78R. Mutga n, Maori, Pakeha and Democracy, Oxford University press, Auckland, 19g9
79snarp, Justice, 167
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(b)

rangatrratanga was; lhe state must, when all the negotiations were
through, make reparations for violation of legal right as defined by the
common law courts, and must racognize the separate rights of the Maori.
For the slate, stato sovereignty, and law, were the instruments of neither
ethnie. Legal justice would not correspond with either's ideology. lt might
even oulrage the sense of justice of both.80

This provided a gentle means for bridging the irreconcilable Maori demands for
reparation and tino rangatiratanga, and the Crown's insislence on future needs and a

hierarchical and absolute form of Crown sovereignty. Sharp was quile explicit about
the role of ldeology:

the jurisprudence of the wairua, stressing negotiation, partnersl-rp and
mutual exploration of a future, had the effect of avoiding too much assertion
of state sovereignty. lt gilded the pill. . . .81

Partnersh ip

A number of associated concepts were incorporated into lhe new Treaty ideology. One
key element was the idea of partnership. Initially, this concepl was developed through
Maori debate. As advocated by Maori it meant a partnership of equals. One of its major

advocates, Professor Whatarangi Winiata, explained lhis to a forum on the Bill of
Rights in May 1985:

The Treaty was signed by two peoples, the Maori and the pakeha, these
were the trvo partners in the deal. Subsequenlly, lhe conc€pt of democracy,
one person, one vole was introduced and lhe pakeha population multiplied. . .

. We now find that the pakeha has 10 votes to one vote of the Maori partner.
The partnership of one people one vote is no longer operative and the Maori
is politically impotent.S2

The goal was lhe restoralion of the partnership in the form of one people, one vote,
throughout all major offices and institutions in Aotearoa.

Subsequently, the concept ol partnershlp became incorporated into the early
Waitangi Tribunal reports, and through the pleadings, into the SOEs case. Cooke p.

made it clear that the judicial definition ol partnershlp was something quite
different. In lhe SOEs case the duty on the Crown was that of . . .

Sosharp, Justice, 2lB
81Sharp, Justice, 112
82W. winiala, Bitl of Rights Seminar, New Zealand Section of the International Commission

ol Jurists, Wellington, 10 May 1985, 66-7
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a Partner acling towards the Maori partnar wilh the utmosl good faith
which is the characteristic obligation of partnership, to ensure thal the
powers in tho State-Owned Enterprises Act are not us€d inconsistently with
the principles of tha Treaty. . . . lt should be added . . . that the duty to act
reasonably and in the utmost good faith is nol one-sided. For their part the
Maori people have undertaken a duty of loyalty to the Queen, full acceptance
of her Governmenl lhrough her responsible Ministers, and rsasonable co-
operalion.SS

In the forestry case he was more explicit. 'Partnership certainly does not mean that
every assel or resource in which Maori have some justifiable claim to share must be
divided eQually.'8a That dealt wilh the question of property righrs. ln the Tainui coal
case, he dealt with the constitutional issue:

It is obvious that, from the poinl of view of the future of our country, non-
Maori have to adjust to an understanding that does not come easily to all:
reparation has lo be made to the Maori people for past and continuing
breaches of the Treaty by which they agreed to yield government. Lip
service disclaimers of racial prejudice and token acknowledgements that
ths Treaty has nol been honoured cannot be enough. An obligation has to be
seen to be honoured. On the Maori side it has to be understood that lhe
Treaty gave the Queen governm€nt, Kawanatanga, and forssaw continuing
immigration. The development of New Zealand as a nation has been largely
due to that immigration. Maori must recognise that it flowed from the
Treaty and that both the history and the oconomy of the nation rule out
€xtravaganl claims in the democracy now shared. Bolh parlners should
know thal a narrow focus on the past is useless. The principles of the
Treaty have to be applied to reach fair results in today's world.85

The concept of a partnership whereby sovereignty was shared between the Crown and

Maori was untenable under common law. All Acts which recognised Maori rights were
themselves exercises of state sovereignty. Maori had gained new opportunilies, but at
a price. Sharp pointed out how, during the 1980s, the Governmenl, courts, Waitangi
Tribunal, academic and political writers, and the Royal Commissions on eleclions,
social policy, and broadcasting had all proposed reforms of thought and action, to

rebut and avoid Maori claims to sovereignty. 'The doctrine of deconstitutionalisation

clearly could not subsist with the idea of common law' and sovereign authority. This
made the Waitangi Tribunal's formulalions particularly appealing to the Government,

and to legal and political circles. They offered the possibility of Maori and state co-
operation in difficult situations . . .

where lhe Maori wero ass€rting various degrees and combinations of
separate stalus, rights and sovereignty, as well as claims to reparations

83azuc v A-G [1987], 664
84New Zealand Maori councit v Attorney-General [19g9] 2 NZLR 142, 1s2
S5Tainui Maori rrust Board v Attorney General [1989] 2 NZLR 513,530
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for past wrongs. Generally those who served the slate were more
interesled in the "responsibilities" than the 'rights" of the Maori. Entirely
happy to give an 'appropriate priority' to the tangata whsnua, even to
accsde lo some rights-claims, lhey were not about to relinquish the
p€rmanent right and power continually lo negotiate the terms on which
Maori and the rest would live.85

Commentators were eager to reinforce the state's interpretafion of partnership.
According to Paul Temm, partnership could be reconciled with the existing social,
political, and economic order-preferably as a step along the path to the further goal
of multiculturalism, within a harmonious, consensual socie[.86 Drawing on the
legal concepts of partnership and fiduciary duties, he reasoned that the Treaty
partnership need not involve equal shares. lt could encompass a wide range of unequal
relalions, although it was bounded by mutual obligations of ulmost good faith, with an
onus in favour of consultation. All that was required therefore was a minor rejigging
of New Zealand's constitution: consultation, as practicable and appropriate, should
occur at the levels of the execulive and bureaucracy. And a second house of
Parliament, including representatives selected by the tribes, could comment and
advise upon all legislation.sT

Not all state agencies were enthused about partnership. Treasury feared that
partnership carried the connotation of equality. They lost the batle over the
provision in the Treaty of Waitangi Amendment Act 1988 that the new Waitangi
Tribunal membership should reflect the partnership of the Treaty.BS Bur the
Crown's Principles had avoided the partnership terminology, except as a derivative
of lhe Principle of Cooperation. So, by the late 1980s the conceptot partnershiphad
been appropriated lrom Maori,8g co-opted and used for the purposes of the srate, and
discarded, once one of its agencies had found that even the reformulation did not meet
its needs. Whether the courts and lhe Waitangi Tribunal would follow suit remained
to be seen.

85Sharp, tzz
86P. Temm, The Waitangi Tribunat. The Conscience of the Nation, Random Century,

Auckland, 1990. 29-32
87Tamm, t t 1

88see above, 623
SgAlthough the letter from Quentin-Baxter to Rata regarding the Labour Government,s

policy on the Trealy in 1974 had referred to a concepl of partnership very similar to
lhat which had become part of the Treaty ideology of the 1990s. see above, 609
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(c) Biculturalism

Complementing the concept of partnership was that of bicutturatism. lts early use,
by Maori, was intended to convey a formal sharing of power, sourced in the equality
of the two parties to lhe Treaty.91 But under the Labour Governmen I bicutturatism
became a formal policy, although not often a practice, whereby a small number of
Maori staff and cultural behaviours were accommodated within the broader
framework of colonial institutions. Alternatively, authorised Maori community
agencies were given superficial, administrative responsibility for Maori affairs,
while remaining dependenl upon and subservient to Pakeha power-brokers. The
policy did result in positive moves in some government departmenls and agencies.
But most of these were minor or cosmelic, and reversible. School and university
charters, departmental mission statements, and employment policies recited their
commitmenl lo biculturalism and the principles of the Treaty.

Biculturalisln was a soft option, which avoided addressing increasingly-strong Maori
demands for self-determination. The policy resulted from the consistent pressure
levied by Maori, and a few Pakeha, against a fundamentally reluclant government-
and ftom the Governmenl's need to placate Maori @ncerns about lhe mainstreaming
of Department of Maori Affairs programmes. lt was nol driven by the benevolence of
the state. lronically, the Governmenl's purported commitment to biculturalism fed
the rising tide of expectations amongst many Maori, and some pakeha. This created
lensions within Government agencies, and disillusionment when those who sought to
put the rhetoric into action found a lack of political commitment. Behind a fagade of
sincerity and progress, the bicuttural slogan provided a modern-day, more
culturally-sensitive and saleable form of assimilation. As a short-term strategy it
boughl the Governmenl lime, although even this much cost it politically within rhe
Pakeha electorate. But the implicit refusal to deal with tino rangatiratanga
engendered a frustration and threats of Maori militancy reminiscent of the years
preceoing 1984.

One of the most notable spin-offs of the bicultural policy was the growth in Treaty
'consultancies', often run by self-proclaimed Treaty experts. Many were conlracted
by governmenl agencies, commercial organisations, and professional bodies, to
provide advice and run Trealy-awareness programmes. Attendance at such workshops
bolstered the image of a bureaucracy and administration which was genuinely

nttjt example, see Report of lhe Advisory committee on Legal Services, Ia Whainga ite
Tika. ln search of Justice, Governmenl printer, weilington, 19g6, 4
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committed to Treaty-based change. ln many instances, the result was more
sophisticated and rhetorically-robust versions of their previous policies. Some of
these consultants genuinely believed that changing the hearts and minds of the
personnel would produce a benevolent and enlightened slate: provided the issues were
explained properly, the power-brokers would see the light, and hand over parr of
their power. Bul the focus on ideology, and the lack of any materialist analysis of the
colonial state left that power intacl, and diverted counter-hegemonic forces into
idealist projects which made the task of liberation even harder.

The concept of biculturalism was seized upon by academics, as well as government
agencies, in the later 1980s, as the catchword of the enlightened, reasonable pakeha.

(i) Bai Vasil

ln Bi-culturalism: Reconciling Aotearoa with New Zealand, Victoria University
academic Raj Vasil heralded the concept as the bridge between Maori and pakeha

society. His book was a direct response to the 'new' demands of extremists and
aclivists for recognition of lhe Treaty, of their stalus as tangata whenua, and of Maori
sovereignty.

Vasil barely linked biculturalism to the Treaty of Waitangi. In one place he did
advocate that all Pakeha should be fully conversant with the Trealy, but he set out for
his readers only the first two articles of the English version. By avoiding any real
engagement with the Treaty debale, and with tino rangatiralanga, he never placed rhe
legitimacy of Crown sovereignty in question. Vasil simply asserted that ,it needs to be
cfearly spelled out that the foundations of the New Zealand polity in representative
democracy are entirely sacrosancl and non-negotiable.'92

Correspondingly, Maori sovereignty, or substantial self-governmenl, was dismissed
as a romanticised, nationalistic dream-+ne which Pakeha musl understand as an
'inevitable phase' through which Maori could rediscover their identity. But the
geographical dispersion of Maori and the tribal basis of Maori identity would provide
insurmountable obstacles to the Maori nationalist goal. 'Because Maori identity is
very much tied to the different tribes and is not rooted in their psyche and has little
to do with their spiritual universe, it is very difficult for the Maori lo conjure up

92R' Vasil, Bicutturalism: Reconciling Aotearoa with New Zealand, Victoria University
Press, Wellington, 1988, 43
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radical and militant nationalism based on their Maoriness.'93 Those advocating Maori
sovereignty were portrayed as a small clique of extremists and radicals, mainly
young and educated. Most Maori, by contrast, were willing to accepl their reality as a
subordinate minorily, but not their trealment as a defeated and subjugated race.

Vasil's bicultural remedy required more Maori in Cabinet, parliament, the
judiciary, and all levels of the public service, lo ensure that government policies and
their implementation were impartial. An increased Maori Parliamentary presence
should be located in general group conslituencies, and voled for by both Maori and
Pakeha. This would avoid the continued political marginalisation of Maori interests,
and ensure that Maori radicals were excluded. Governmenl could thereby creare an

environment of trust and good faith by a dramatic, symbolic gesture which granted
constitutional recognition of Maori as tangata whenua, and as a distinct ethnic entity.

This bicultural accommodation could extend to the name of the country, the national
anthem, official languages and flag. The gap in living standards and economic power
would also need to be narrowed, wilh special assistance and opportunities to Maori,
and provision of bicultural education. The Waitangi Tribunal, which already showed
due consideration to the interests ol the New Zealand nation, would continue providing
a forum for airing grievances. 'One can only imagine the alternative, if the Maori
were unwilling to put their faith in the Waitangi Tribunal.'9a

Vasil's analysis was little more than an

historical and cultural void, which bore

economic realities of the Treaty debate.

(il) Rlchard Mutgan

ideological exposition, presented in a

little relationship to the potiticat and

A similar conlribution came in 1989 from former classicist, then professor of
political studies, Richard Mufgan, in a book called Maori, Pakeha and Democracy.
Prompled by the lensions of the conlemporary Treaty debate, Mulgan sought out a
middle ground where the goals of Maori moderates and reasonable pakeha could be
mel, within lhe framework of conlemporary New Zealand society. The book argued for
a harmonious, bicultural society. On one hand this would ensure that Maori would
survive as a separate, cullural entity and receive justice. On the olher, it would

93Vasit, 9
94Vasil, gs
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affirm lhe place of Pakeha as indigenous New Zealanders, and their conlribution to

the country's developmenl.

Mulgan consciously marginalised the Treaty. He argued that special consideration for
aboriginal minorities arose from their currently-disadvantaged position within a
just democracy, not from the slatus of indigenous peoples or from the Treaty. ,Giving

special privileges to aboriginal peoples per se is inimical to human rights and
morally intolerable'.9s All, not just Maori, come within the category of needy and
disadvantaged, subject to equalising policies. So special measures for Maori should
not go beyond remedying their particular disadvantage.

Mufgan therefore approved the needs-based endowment approach expounded by the
Waitangi Tribunal in more recent reports. To describe it as a 'principle of lhe
Treaty' was a 'legal fiction, legally and politically useful, perhaps, but a fiction none
the less'.96 The fiction had helped to shift the focus from costly and divisive demands
for reparation of Treaty grievances, to current disadvantage and future needs. This
was consistent with what Mulgan saw as the Crown's Article Three obligations to
provide for Maori as British subjects. Yet it should have been clear to him from a
lhematic, or even a literal, reading of the Maori text thal the affirmation of tino
rangatiratanga, and of ritenga and tikanga in the third and fourth articles, meant thal
the status of Maori was something much more than that of British subjects.

Mulgan acknowledged the problems in attempting to source sovereign legitimacy to
the Treaty, or to the unilateral proclamations of sovereignty. He conceded that Maori
had no idea at the time of the Treaty of what the Crown had in mind. Instead, Mulgan
argued that Maori had been conquered. Cession via the Treaty was merely a suble
form of ctnquest, in a process whose outcome was never in doubt. Over time, rhis
unlawful takeover became legitimate. Applying 'Western political principles [which]
have become international in application, [and] universal standards by which all can
expect to be judged',97 he concluded that legitimacy could arise from rhe acceptance
of a just and fair government. Maori had accepted large-scale British settlemenl and
the full, legal sovereignty of Parliament. And they had, over time, abandoned any
chiefly or tribal power which might challenge this sovereignty-a claim which
Mulgan faifed to substantiale. 'Most Maori and Pakeha', he conlidenrly asserted,
'would now accept the view, supported by the Waitangi Tribunal and the Court of

9sMutgan, 8s
96Mutgan, t oz
g7Mulgan, 

3t -2
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Appeal, that the issue of sovereignty has been settled in favour of the existing legal
and polilical systsrn.'98

Mulgan distinguished between the right to self-determination of dispossessed blacks
in South Africa and of dispossessed Maori in Aotearoa, by referring to the democratic
records of the lwo contemporary governments. The New Zealand Government had
achieved the standards required by international law. The South African Governmenl,
by contrast, had not. This distinction was supported by the priority placed by the
United Nations and the International Labour Organisation on the integrity of nation
stales, over the independence of indigenous minorities.99

A distinct difference between Mulgan and the legal intellectuals, discussed shortly,
was his frank recognition of the direct manipulation of the Treaty by the courts,
Waitangi Tribunal, and Government. According to Mulgan, the bridge between the
literaf and contemporary positions had been provided by the principtes of the Treaty.
These principles brought the Treaty into line with a 'bicultural democracy derived
from present day values'. The parties to this bicultural relationship were no longer
the Crown and lwi.

Rather the partners are the two indigenous peoples ol Aotearoa-New
Zealand, each of which accepts the sovereignty of the Crown. Assuming that
the Maori now fully acc€pt the sovereignty of th€ crown, as lhey do in all
present day versions of the 'principles of th€ Trealy', they stand in
essentially the same relalion to it as all other citizens [although the
Governmenll may have special obligations to the Maori becausr of past
injuslice and present disadvantagas.l 00

This rewriting of the Treaty, as yet little understood by Pakeha, could and should
provide the basis for a 'jusl bi-racial future'. lt mattered little lo Mulgan that these
Treaty principles were themselves the creation of the colonial state.

Mulgan appealed to such concepts as internationally-recognised human rights,
democracy, and fundamental values. The result was a perception ol Maori as
individuals, determined by race rather than cultural identity, and for whom justice
meanl equalily of opportunity within existing New Zealand society. 'Government

g8Mulgan, t3s
99The New Zealand government shares Mulgan's analysis, and bas€d its response to rhe

draft UN declaralion of the righls of indigenous peoples on its compatabiliry with the
Crown's principles, not wilh the Treaty itself-prompting a number of lwi to lodge their
objections with the New Zealand government and the United Nations commirfes.

looMulgan, ttt
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policy is likely lo concentrate on encouraging more Maori to succeed alongside pakeha
within the wider shared society and on making the institutions shared by both Maori
and Pakeha more genuinely 61sr11uvs1'.101 Mulgan claimed that moderate Maori
supported lhe goal of equality, whilst Maori radicals, to be consistenl, would need to
reject both modern Pakeha technology and values in favour of rhe old ways-a clear
example of the misrepresentations which attempt to time-freeze Maori society at
1840. He rejected separate social and political institutions and structures, as
impracticable and undemocratic. Most Maori would continue working in a capitalist
economy, and their exclusively-Maori life would be limited to domestic and teisure
time.

Building on these premises, Mulgan was uncompromising on the need for one law anct
a unitary, Westminster-style polilical syslem, comprising a Cabinet and executive.

Th€ starting point must be a united legal and political system. There must be
one parliament to make the law and one judicial syst€m to interpret and
apply the law for all citizens. There must also be a single political executive
or cabinet and a single unified public servica to mak€ government policy and
administer it. Separate Maori legal and political instilutions which cut
across lhis fundamental unity are neither practicable nor desirable.102

However, Mulgan considered that a greater degree of autonomy and self-government,
such as separate Maori electoral rolls, Maori Affairs, Maori Land Court, and Matua
Whangai might be desirable, along with some revitalisation of tribal slructures and
the devofution of departmental operations. Such devolution would involve a bicutturat
partnership, which required justice and good faith toward a disadvantaged minority-
not equality. 'Moderale Maori', he clalmed, were less suspicious about lhe slate's
motives for devolution than lhe more radical, and shared doubts about a fully-
independent Maori society. Hence,

[a] pluralist democratic soci€ty recognizes the right of particular groups ro
manage their own affairs. The devolution of Maori matters to Maori control
and greater autonomy for Maori tribes is thus fully compalible with
democracy. In principle, it is similar ., leaving the business of local bodiesor th€ affairs of a church or sport in the hands of those directly
111sq1s6.1 03

1 ol Mutgan, t 28
1 o2Mulgan, t ss
1o3Mulgan, 72. A similar analogy between lwi and rhe Rotary by David Lange on lelevisionnews during the 'Maori loans affair' drew statements of outrage from a number of

Maori.
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Maori cultural practices and personnel should also play a more visible role. For
Government this would mean building on current bicultural practices (such as the
opening of Parliamenl or official welcomes to Heads of State), by promoting more
Maori into positions of influence in government and lhe judiciary, mixed-member
proportional representalion, provision for Maori language in official contexts, and a
bicultural flag. As with Vasil, Mulgan's solution lay in symbolism, not in any
redistribution of real power.

Parliament symbolizes the political and legal unily of ths nation. From the
bicultural poinl of view, th6 Maori people musl be represented in
Parliament- Whether or not the Maori members exercise any effective
political influence, their mere presence is essential symbolically.l04

(iii) Pakeha commitment to biculturalism

Many commentalors emphasised the need for Pakeha to understand and embrace this
biculturalism. They also assumed thal the extent of any further concessions lo Maori
would depend on how far and how fast Pakeha were prepared to move along this path.

According to Vasil, Pakeha must understand the need to recognise Maori culture and
language, to protect Maori against ill-treatmenl by the majority, and to ensure a fair
share-not simply as a malter of justice, bul for the Pakeha's own survival. Those
who refused to do so might find themselves in a far worse position. pakeha 'have a lol
more to lose than lhe Maori if there is confrontation and violent conflict [and] the
Pakeha might find it difficult to cope successfully with a violent insurgency.'105 gu1

Pakeha must also feel confident that the Government is equally committed to
safeguarding their interesls, and will not allow injustices to them. No real change
could occur without the concurrence of the pakeha majority.

Al present the Maori and their leaders have sought to make claims entirely
through legally conslituted institutions and processes. They have shunned
extra-legal means to attain their objec.ives. This will nol go on indefinitely.
. . . In New Zealand, the recent political resurgenc€ and radicalisalion of the
Maori have begun to place lhe legitimacy ol the state in considerable doubt.
. . . At least, the representation of the Maori in the symbols of the state,
even though it may mean little in real lsrms, would give the Maori some
sense of identification with th€ N€w Zealand state. And hopefully, the
narrowing of lhe gap between lhem and the dominant pakeha over the next
decade or two may further dispose th€m to accept ths legitimacy of the
sh1s.106

l o4Mulgan, t 38
l05y1s;1. 6
1o6vasit, 26. gz
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Mulgan argued that Maori had, despite their lack of economic and industrial muscle,
made major progress through the 'politics of embarrassment', nationally and
inlernationally. This leverage would disappear as disadvantage and inequalities were
over@me. Any such progress would depend on Pakeha acceptance of biculturalism, a
recognition that the Treaty had been fundamentally reinlerpreted, and the
development of a self-conscious, Pakeha, cultural idenlity, which had self-respect
and a sense of legitimacy. Such an outcome would be much less threatening to pakeha

than facing constant, and perhaps violent, demands for a separate Maori identity.
While future conflict could not be avoided, it might be contained so long as there was
fundamental agreement on the limits of such conflicl, and agreemenl on a final,
legitimate authority.

Paul Temm believed this was possible. Pakeha would see the merits of settlemenrs
which the community could atford, the Government could manage, and Maori could
accept as fair and lasting. They were essentially honourable people:

[N]on-Maori New Zealanders are under an obligation to ensure that the
promises made by the Crown are kept. lt is unthinkable that any of us would
be party to an arrang€ment by which promises solemnly made by the crown
were deliberately and flagrantly broken. To keep lhose promises will be
inconvenient. lt may even b€ expensive. But over a period of years (or even
generations) the New Zealand sconomy would find it comfortable and
111q1636;s.107

According to Temm, to do othenruise would bring dishonour, shame, and disapproval
in the eyes of the international community.

Andrew Sharp, in his book Juslice and the Maori, was somewhat tess optimistic.
While he eschewed any intenlion to look into the future, Sharp clearly favoured an

approach which would maximise concessions to Maori, by distributive justice and by
accommodating tribal authorities within the state. This would allow the state to
secure both its own legitimacy, and Maori adherence to its sovereign authority.
Resolulion of Maori grievances would inevitably fall short of the justice sought by
Maori. Bul, within these limits, it would have to come as close as possible to the two
peoples' intuitions of what was just and right. Sharp argued for a 'liveable outcome'
which, he hoped, would gain the consent of sufficient Maori. But he, too, warned ,it is
not hard to imagine that if the currenl injustices are not addressed more successfully
than they have been, they will turn into the even more fundamental question: the

1o7Temm, 85
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question of the very legitimacy of the constitutional and democralic government of
New Zealan6.,108

There was a common theme to all these writings- Stated bluntly, it was the need to
co-opt the majority of Maori into a culturally-tinged version of present-day New
Zealand society, and to defeat advocates of Maori self-determination, either by
marginalisation or by divide and rule tactics. This may have been reassuring to many

Pakeha, affirming for Government, and sensible and reasonable to these analysts. But

it was built on a series of unsubstantiated, conlentious, and often ill-informed
assumplions, which bore little relationship to the complexities of the current
situation. These wrilers worked on a theoretical and idealist level, unrelated to the
actual political and economic context. The product was an analysis which was
incomplete and misleading. lt appreciated neither the dynamics of Maori resistance,

nor lhe economic realities of an ongoing and deepening crisis of colonial capitalism,
in which Maori would suffer most.

(d) Bicultural Jurisprudence

During the 1980s, Judge Durie strongly advocated of a form of legal pluralism which

came to be known as bicultural jurisprudence. In a speech to the New Zealand seclion
of the International Commission of Jurists in March 1986, he argued that Maori had

sought peace and good order through the Treaty. lndeed, it had been 'lhe hope of many

tribes that they would be permitted to administer their own affairs, in land

administration, family relationships and offending'.109 Section 71 of the
Constitution Act had provided the potential for that. However, the prospect of that
happening in 1986 was

fraught with countless difficulties, given the passage ol time, inter-
marriage, and the preference of many modern Maori for the European way.
The Rule ol Law, the rights of the individual and the right to an impartial
trial may well be threatened. But I think it would be a pity if we failed to
capilalise in some way on this unbounoed energy, which represents much
more than a lament for a lost way of life because of over rigidity of
lhinking, and did not at least strive for some amalgan [sic] of the b€st of
both worlds and which might even have application for all people. . . . The
queslion is whether our promotion of the rule of law in New Zealand is

lo8snarp, 2s
109E. Durie, 'Rights and the Rule of Law from a Bi-cultural p€rsp€ctive', Speech to the New

Zealand Section of lh€ International Commission of Jurists Annual General Meeting, 1g
March 1986, 5
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constrain€d by a prescribed ideology, or can be expanded to admit a bi-
cultural dimension .. .110

What this might involve, and how far it would require fundamental, ideologicat
rethinking, remained unclear. Durie's argumenl was founded on the important
premise that colonial benevolence was, having lapsed during a lengthy period of
disrespect for Maori, now being revived. New Zealand, he claimed, was settled during
an enlightened age. The early judicial decisions reflected the humanitarian thinking

of contemporary, colonial office policy lowards recognising native rights.111 This

changed as the political conditions in the country changed. 'Our history shows too
well that the political and judicial consideration of Maori rights is overly susceptible
to a community stance and that for Maoris, as a minority, the democratic reliance on
popular opinion is at best inconvenienl-''l'12 y661i had continued to plead the Treaty
in courts, 'if only lo draw attention lo its continued existence'.1 13

In the 1980s New Zealand had'returned to a state of enlightenment'with more

sensitivity to the needs of special interest groups. But in 1985, before lhe SOEs case,

Durie was still reserved over how far Maori rights are subjugated to 'our currenl
courtship with multi-cultur";|s6'.1 14

Durie attributed the reversion to colonial benevolence lo a politically-independent
judiciary, who could'wilhstand the vagaries of climalic change.'115 16s leading
judges of the late nineteenth century-Prendergast CJ., Stout CJ., and Richmond J.-
had also been politicians within Governments which had promoted land alienalion,
including confiscation. In the presenl day, the dual career of judge and politician was
not viewed with favour. However, for Durie, a change in the attitudes of the
personnel was not in itself enough. The institution of the judiciary also needed to be

strong enough to withstand political and public pressure. That could be secured by the

entrenched recognition of the rights of Maori as tangata whenua, capable of being
defined and finally determined by the courts-such as in a Bill of Rights. The
recommendalions of the Waitangi Tribunal were nol an adequate substitute for this.

1 10pud6, 'Righrs', 6
11 1g. Durie, 'Part lt and Clause 26 of the Draft New Zealand Bill of Rights', in A Bitt of

Rights lor New Zealand, Legal Research Foundation, Auckland, 1995, 171, t79
112Durie, 'Parl ll', 176
1 1 39upis,'Part ll', 186
114Durie, 'Part ll', 188
1 15Durie, 'Part ll', 187
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The release in late 1988 of the report by Moana Jackson, He whaipaanga Hou. The
Maori and the Criminal Justice System, focused the debate on recognition of Maori
law, and the concept of a parallel justice system. The report concluded:

The key cultural and philosophical issue in the need for a parallel Maori
system was the need for Maori peoplo to be able to assort their own
rangatiratanga and their own conlrol over lhe consequences of wrongdoing
by their young. That need is part of the indigenous rights of a tingati
whenua to make their own decisions in a way lhat is relevanl to them. lt is
a rejection of the monoculluralism which has tried to lurn Maori into non-
Maori, and which always assumed that Pakeha models were suitable and
appropriate to them. Indeed, if the idea of tangata whenua status, and the
guarantoe of rangatiratanga in the Treaty is to have meaning, it follows
thal Maori-based judicial struclures are a natural development of the rights
implicit in those concepts. The need for research and developmeni to
establish such a structure is long term; the need for commitmsnt to its
validity is immediate.l 16

The colonial legal system faced a renewed, arliculate Maori challenge to its
legitimacy, sourced in the Treaty. The intellectuals immediately embarked on a

concerted drive to reconceptualise the ideology of 'one law for all' into a more
culturally-sensitive form. lt was now commonly conceded that the law had not been
accommodating to Maori. Even the Treasury had acknowledged this fact, within
limits:

However, not all the results of the enforcement of British law seem to have
been beneficial to lhe Maori people. A basic premise of many European
approaches lo law is that there should be one law for everyone. However,
difficulties arise in deciding whose law should b€ the one law and who should
make the 1su,s.1l7

Many commentators were even prepared to concede the existence of Maori law-
aflhough it was often then given the implicitly-inferior form of custom. For
example, the New Zealand Law Commission report on Maori fisheries, released in

March 1989, lamented the failure permanently to incorporate some aspects of Maori
cuslom into the formal colonial law:

Realistically the application of Maori cuslom and usage to a subslantial body
of British settlors was oul of the question. The general extension of the
common law to New Zealand was inevitable; so also was its broad
application to all the people in theory-and, as settlement continued and
spread, in practice. what was not faced up to then or later outside the

1 16y' Jackson, The Maori and the Criminal Justice System. He Whaipaanga Hou, part 2,
Government Printer, Wellington, 1999, 279-9

117Treasury, Government Management. Brief to the lncoming Government lggl, v.1 ,
Treasury, Wellington, tgg7, 947
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sphere of land law, and succession in relation to Maori land, was the
possible integration of indigenous custom into the law so that it reflected
the real circumstances of the time and place.l 1 I

There was no explanation as to why the same considerations of realism did not apply
to the application of English law, by a small number of colonial officials, to the
majorily Maori population. The argument is reminiscent of the nineteenth-century
conceptualisation of custom as an inherently-inferior process, which could be
incorporated into lhe advanced and civilised colonial law, where necessary, to pacify
the reslless natives.

As demands for a parallel Maori juslice system increased in the later 19g0s, Durie

actively endorsed a system of incorporated justice, along the lines which were
already emerging within the colonial legal system. Addressing a symposium on New
Zealand race relalions, al Oxford University in late 1g8g, Durie again contrasted
past judicial and polilical denigration of the Treaty with present-day enlightenment.
Maori, he said, had not bargained for the imposition of the laws of England, which
made Parliamenl supreme and the Treaty unenforceable. 'l am sure no disrespect was
intended to the laws of England, but they were the laws of England, not the tribal laws
of home, and the only non-tribal laws to which Maori had agreed, was [srcl the law in
the Treaty of Waitangi.'119

Maori did not abandon the Treaty. Instead they turned to petitions seeking legal
recognition of the Treaty, again without su@ess. 'To Maori it must have seemed that
the settlers wrote the game rules, selected the referees, then changed the rules if
penalised for a foul.'120 pel;1isal settlements had provided no more satisfaction.
'"Selllement" was a euphemism for lack of choice, for with such an inequality of
bargaining power, Maori had to take what was offered or receive nothing 61 611'.121

Maori had only accepted some such settlements 'nol because lhe compensalion was
right, but because of the admission of fault that was implied.,

He conlrasted lhis historical position with presenl-day developments, whereby lhe
Treaty and aboriginal title have 'advanced us one step further in our relentless quest

11813v1 Commission , The Treaty of Waitangi and Maori Fisheries. Mataitai: Nga Tikanga
Maori me te Tiriti o Waitangi, Preliminary Paper, no. 8, Law Commission, Weilington,
March 1989, 142

119E' Durie,'Maori Claims and the Claim Process: ls the Chailenge Being Met?,, Race
Relations Colloquium, Oxford University, 29 November 19g9. 2

120Durie, 'Maori Claims', 2
121Durie, 'Maori Glaims'. 2
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for a just society'. This had benefited not only Maori, but the country as a whole.
Comparing recent developments to the situation in North America, he claimed ,we

have possibly done as much in the last 6 years as was done there in a lifetime.'122 g
key contributor had been the superior courts who

no doubt aware of th€ political exigencies, have tended to refrain from final
orders. They have goaded Maori and the Crown to a s€ttlsment of their own.
Through the wise use of injunctions, and the retention of a supervisory
role, they have redressed the former inequality of bargaining power, to
pave lhe way for realistic settlements and accords.123

The Waitangi Tribunal, representing bolh cultures equally, and exercising a

procedural pluralism, had complemented these developments by laying the facts bare,
and promoting bicultural understanding. The Tribunal's role was lo facilitate, not to
impose, compromise, and to make practicalrecommendations. How, he asked, could
they be anything else?

[O]ne cannot give to Maori the full justice that justice would normally
require, because of lhe injury that would nowadays result to innocent
prop€rty holders, and because the national economy simply could not cope
wilh the full monetary awards that would normally be required. The act
ilself testifies to the reality lhat there must be a compromise.l24

Wide-ranging land reforms, and large financial payouts were now impracticable.
Talk should turn to strategies for a better future, and the cultural survival of the
tribe. This required lhe foresight to go beyond the specifics of a claim to the root of
the problem, and to plan for lhe gradual provision of a tribal economic base ,in

accordance with the Treaty's original intention..

He believed that Maori would accept this. Claimants had shown restraint, were never
irresponsible, and had shown much goodwill. The intransigence had come from
commenlators passing judgments from the outside. 'The ovenrvhelming impression
that I have is that Maori are mainly concerned ro secure a place for being Maori in

New Zealand, with resources need€d to sustain the Maori way, and the opportunity to
participate as well, in general national s.6s3ysu1s.,125

He warned that this outcome could not be achieved by demands from politicians for a
quick disposal of Treaty claims, so that the country might 'relurn to normal'. Such a

122}urie,
123Durie,

124grr;",
125Durie,

'Maori Claims', 3
'Maori Claims'. 4

'Maori Claims', 5

'Maori Claims'. 7
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normality, he observed, implied 'a way of life in which the Maori thing can be put out
of sight and mind'.126 Grievances needed to be settled by negotiations between both

sides, equally resourced, with the aim of restoring the goals of 1s0 years ago.

The debate over parallel justice systems gained further momentum in March 1999,

when a young Maori man who faced serious, criminal assault charges wenl on an

extended hunger strike. He demanded to be tried according to Maori law. The hostility
which this debate evoked from lawyers and politicians confirmed the central,
ideological imporlance of a universalised and supreme system of colonial law.

Amongst the most vehement critics was Prime Minister and Minister of Justice,
Geoffrey Palmer. Palmer made it clear, in a speech to the Australasian Law Schools
Association [AULSAI Conference in July 1989, that a unitary system of law was non-

negotiable.

The argument made to me was that under the Troaty Maori people
retained the right to monitor and control the conduct of Maori people
through the systems of Maori law. I regard that claim as ill founded. This
is clearly a claim which cannot be met under existing New Zealand law. Not
only is it contrary to lhe principle that all New Zealanders are equal under
the law, it strikes at the heart of lhe rule of law in a democralic system.
Such an approach cannot be tolerated.127

Inslead, the Government would aim to develop 'a culturally sensitive common legal

system-a system that demonstrates that one law can accommodate the needs of more

than one culture'.128 In his reply to Professor Winiata who, on behalf of the New

Zealand Maori Council, had expressed support for a parallel legal system, palmer

seized upon Durie's concept of bicultural jurisprudence:

I regard such differentiation as contrary to the Treaty of waitangi and
unacceptable. lt runs counter lo one of the fundamental principles of the rule
of law on which New Zealand's legal identity rests, that all persons are
equal before tho law. This principle of equality can be discerned in the
Treaty of waitangi. The concept of rangatiratanga cannot be used to dony
the righl of the crown to administsr on€ criminal law in this country
applicable to all.

The other path to take is the developm€nt of a bicultural jurisprudence,
proving that the one law can accommodate the needs of more than one
culturo, This approach involves grealer Maori participalion in the
administration of criminal justice and the incorporation where appropriat€
of Maori traditions, beliefs, practices and values in a common legal system.
This is the path this Government is following. lt is an approach that was
endorsed by the chief Judge of the Maori Land court and chairman of the

1269u7is, 'Maori Claims', 5
1276. Palmer, 'The Treaty of wairangi-principles for crown action', vuwLR, v.19, 19g9,

33s, 344
128Palmer, 'The Treaty', g44
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Waitangi Tribunal in a paper given lo a New Zealand Law Society seminar on
tho Tr€aty of Waitangi in April 1999.129

In his speech to the Commonwealth Law Conference in 1990, Durie continued to

express his optimistic support for the evolution of a bicultural legal system. And the
paper which he co-authored with Gordon Orr in 1990, entitled The Rote of the
Waitangi Tribunal and the Development of a Bicultural Jurisprudence, concluded
'that the moves to accommodate Maori circumstances, procedures and values
predicate the growth of a distinctive bicultural legal regime, and one in which the
Treaty will increasingly be seen as a source 6; ls1ry.'130

Durie's argument lacked any analysis of the economic, political, and ideological
factors which had in lhe past, and would continue to impinge on Treaty policy. His

willingness to compromise was based on the two-fold assumption that there was no

other practical option, and that the newly-enlightened Government and judiciary

would respond to this compromise. But in 1990 there were few grounds for such
optimism. Indeed, the concessions which Durie had been prepared to make along the

way, especially on the point of absolute Crown sovereignty, were used to iustify the

continuing abrogation of Treaty rights, and the failure to deliver even lhe 'reasonable

and practical' redress which he was advocating. As Maori and as a Judge, he served a
vital function as legitimator of the now-prevailing Treaty ideology. This, in turn,
was used to discredit those who were less sanguine about the achievements of the

1980s, and had revived the fundamental challenge to the legitimacy of colonial law.

(e) Tino Rangatiratanga

As the terminology of the principles of the Treaty, partnership, and biculturatism
progressively became co-opted, Maori sought out new terms to convey the concept of
Maori independent authority. By 1988 Maori demands had coalesced around the Maori

texl's reference to tino rangatiratanga. This, it seemed, would remain a uniqely
Maori concept:

The Treaty of waitangi guaranteefd] lhat the rangatiratanga of Maori
would be maintained and that lhe ritenga or basic threads of Maori society
would be promoted. These concepts, crucial to the mana or sovereign
prestige of Maori, are the tahuhu or ridge-pols of Maori sell-determination.
They are the "singular context" which define the authority of Maori to
determine the destiny of Maori. They arise not from a recent minority

1296. Palmer ro W. Winiara, 4 Juty 1989
1306. 1. Durie and G. S. Orr,'The Role of the Waitangi Tribunal and the Development of a

Biculturaf Jurisprudence', NZL|JB, 1990, 62. 64
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place in New Zealand, but from time immemorial as tangata whenua. They
are not dependenl upon definition and recognition by the Crown of Pakeha
international law, but are rights shaped by the place of our tipuna, our
ancestors, in this 13n6 . . .130

Yet even tino rangatiratanga became the subject of ideological contest. In formulating
its policy on the devolution of the Department of Maori Affairs, the Government
employed the term 'luku rangatiratanga'-moving towards rangatiratanga. lt then
redefined rangatiratanga lo mean self-management. This definition was
enthusiastically embraced by the Treasury, was confirmed by the Government in its
Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty, and received an ultimate seal of approval
from the Waitangi Tribunal, in both lhe Muriwhenua Fisheries and Mangonui
Sewerage Reprts.

Closely tied to the co-option of tlno rangatiratanga was the totally artificial and
highfy legalistic strategy of reading the Treaty article by article. This was a
particular feature of the Treasury's Treaty analysis. ln its theorisation of Maori
Affairs devolution, for example, it argued that only Article one rights of
'sovereignly' or 'complete governmenl', and Article Three 'rights and privileges of
British subjects' were relevant to devolution. Article Three required lhe Government
to deliver social services to all citizens, but allowed for different and culturally-
appropriate ms16665.131 By contrasl, Article Two 'full, exclusive and undisturbed
possession' or 'chieftainship' should be the primary focus of Waitangi Tribunal
claims. So any implications of tino rangatiratanga were confined to claims over
property, to be dealt with primarily within the arena of the Waitangi Tribunal. Any
rights of Maori authority were lhereby removed from the economic, social, or
political arena.

Sometimes even lhe recognition of 'chieftainship' was removed from the official
description of Article Two. The firsl discussion booklet on the devolution of Maori
Affairs, Te Tirohanga Rangapu, defined the three Treaty articles as:

Arlicle I

Article ll

Article lll

the responsibility lo govern;
lhe responsibility to protect Maori interests and where
necessary to rsdress grievances; and
lhe responsibility to ensure that Maori people enjoy all the
rights and privileges of citizenship.l32

130y' Jackson,'The Crown, The Treaty and the Usurpation of Maori Rights,, Conference
- on Human Bights in the Pacific and Asia, Weltington, May 19g9, 2

131gss above, 444
1327s Tirohanga Rangapu. Partnership Perspectives, Department of Maori Affairs,

Wellington, April 1988, 1O
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Similar fragmentation of the Treaty was employed in numerous other official
reports, and by the organic intellectuals. The Crown's Principles, for example, were
linked to specific articles. This allowed the right of Governmenl to be distanced from
rangatiratanga, which was in turn reduced to self-management. And according to the
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environmenl's 1g8B reporl, the Treaty
'granted to the Crown the right to make laws in order to govern (Article l), but in

exchange gave the Crown the obligation to actively protect certain rights of the Maori

PeoPle (Articles ll and lll).'133

(f) Maori Interpretalions of the Treaty of Waitangi

Maori approaches to the Treaty reflected a diversity of colonised and decolonised
underslandings of the Treaty. They also varied according to which interpretation best
promoted the particular interesls which were in issue. Even amongst the proponents
of Maori self-determination, lhere were variations between groups, and even in the
position taken by the same group at different times, during the 19g0s. These
differences between Maori provided an important opening for the politics of divide
and rule, playing-off reasonable Maori against extremists.

For example, in a paper opposing the Government's plans for devolution of Maori
Affairs, Rob cooper, from Te Runanga whakawhanaunga I Nga Hahi (rhe Maori
council of churches) contrasted the interpretation of the Government:

with the Treaty relationship 'in Maori terms':

SI.JPERIOR

INFERPR

SUPREMERGHTS

QUALIFIED & CONFERRED RIGHTS134

KAWANATANGA

RANGATIRATANGA

RANGATIRATANGA

KAWANATANGA

equals

equals

equals

equals

As Ngati Hine, he was able to explain the understanding of the Treaty passed down by
Sir James Henare:

l33Environmental Management and the Principtes of the Treaty of Waitangi. Report on
Crown Response to the Recammendations of the Waitangi Tribunaj lggT-1ggg.

. ^ 
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, Wellington, Novemb€r l ggg, 7134p' Cooper, 'Devolulion (as it should be). Alternative proposals on devolulion,, Te
Runanga Whakawhanaunga iNga Hahi, May 1988, 1o-11. Note that reference to
rangatiratanga, not f,no rangatiralanga, clearly assumes a superior authority.
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Article 'l KAWANATANGA means-"the duty conferred by Rangatiratanga
upon an approved and legitimate Government, to uphold the
Treaty and administer the Slate"

Arlicle 2 - TE TlNo RANGATIRATANGA means-'specific Maori sovereignty
over Aotearoa, including all administrative rights and duties
associated with Maori interests'

Article 3 - means 'the duty of the approved and legitimale Government to
co'operate with Rangatiratanga and to snsure and protect Maori
rights and privileges of citizenship.'1 36

By contrast, Tipene O'Regan, chairperson of the Ngai Tahu trust board, frequently
invoked the English text of lhe Trealy, and fragmented it rflto sop€yEl1r 6r11s1ss.137

This approach left little room for arguments about sovereignty. But that was not Ngai
Tahu's priority. They had a pragmatic concern to re-establish an economic and
political base. Hence Article One was accepted as a cession of sovereignty. Article Two
was taken as a guarantee over land, fisheries, and foresls, combined with a vague
reference to rangatiratanga. For Ngai Tahu, it was Article Three which was
particularly importanl. lt meant that English law should apply equally to pakeha and
lwi. The failure to set aside the Soulh lsland reserves was a breach of colonial law.
Similarly, depriving Ngai Tahu of lhe right to impose markel rentals on pastoral
leases was unequal treatment. Both were therefore a direct breach of Article Three.

In conlrast to the Maori sovereignty arguments of the 1970s and early 19g0s, where
the Treaty had been declared 'a fraud', since 1984 the Treaty had become almost the
sofe focus for Maori demands. Maori variously had referred to the principles of the
Treaty, partnership, biculturalism, and tino rangatiratanga. But by 1990 this was
changing again. The right to selFdetermination was located in the pre-existing rights
which Maori had never given up, and which were confirmed in the 1BB5 Declaration
of Independence, and subsequently in the Treaty of Waitangi. Some continued
appealing to tino rangatiratanga. Others reverted to talk of Maori sovereignty and
independence. Still others used the co-opted Treaty terminology, but gave it their
own meaning. And some appealed explicitly to the state's Treaty ideology, citing rhe
courts and the Waitangi Tribunal. So, while the terminology of the Treaty debate had
been constantly co-opted by the state for its own purposes, the state had not
completely removed the focus on lhe Treaty as the central organising principle for

136Cooper, t2
1377or example, T. o'Regan,

Perspectives of the Treaty
Auckland, 1989, 241-2

'The Ngai Tahu Claim', in Waitangi: Maori and pakeha
ol Waitangi, ed. l.H. Kawharu, Oxford University press,
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Maori resistance. Arguably, the emergence of the Treaty ideology had prompted the
search for a clearer and more coherent conceptualisation of the source of Maori
rights to self-determination.

(g) Conclusion

In critiquing Maori discourse, Sharp noted lhe 'confused and conflicting slatements on
Maori cession of sovereignty' in the 1970s and 1980s. Absolute sovereignty, he
argued, was only claimed by Maori where persislent injustices had been felt, and in
response to claims of absolute sovereignty by Pakeha. Maori demands rarely involved
coercive and legal sovereignly over all of Aotearoa, but ralher autonomous control of
areas such as land, health and education-'an equitable share in resources, not the
right to run the show'.

That may be true. lf it is, the prospects for the 19gos are bleak. The heightened
economic and political crises will hasten the demise of Treaty ideology as a tool of
pacification. The focus of struggle may then move from the largely-ideological arena
of lhe '1980s, to the control of economic and political power. The decline of the
hegemonic power of the Treaty rhetoric over a significant number of Maori, the
increasing Pakeha hostility to any recognition of Maori @ncerns no malter how they
are phrased, and more-widespread Maori cynicism over promises from state
agencies, may see even less political energy invested in ideology. The state will have
losl one of the major and most successful weapons in the passive revolution. lt will
need to look to new strategies to take its place. At the ideological level, under new
conditions which combine liberalism and conservatism, that may mean the overlly
racist ideology of lhe New Right.

C. OFFICIAL REPORTS

The Treaty ideology permeated the work of various law reform bodies and
commissions, providing further legitimation for the rewriting of the Treaty, and
justifying the weak recommendations of those bodies on matters Maori. In the
earlier 1980s there was a gradual recognition of Maori @ncerns, and later of the
Treaty itself. The initial approach was cautious, as the Treaty had not yet been
embraced as parl of the official discourse. But from the mid-19g0s the terms of
references of government-established committees increasingly talked of the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, partnership, and biculturalism. In many cases,
this was a ritual bow in the direclion of the Trealy, in reports which advocated
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radical, markel liberal reforms. Other reports, especially those on legal matters,
dealt with the Trealy more substantially, drawing on the Court of Appeal, Waitangi
Tribunal, writings by respectable legal academics, and other official reports.

(a) Report of the Royat commission into Broadcasting 19g6

The Royal Commission into the broadcasting system was sel up in 1985 to review the
institutions, operations, f inancing, and control of broadcasting and related
telecommunications. This was still in the early stages of Labou/s Treaty policy-rhe
Bill of Rights had just been released, and the Treaty of Waitangi Amendment was still
progressing through Parliament. The Commission's terms of reference did not
specifically mention the Treaty. Rather, it was required to address 'the refleclion in

broadcasting of the multicultural nature of New Zealand society [andl the recognition
of regional, sectional, and minority interests . . . with particular reference to . . . the
exlent to which programmes build on and explore-(i) Maori culture and language,
and the history and current interests and concerns of Maoris.' [my emphasisll3T

The Broadcasting Subcommittee of the Maori Economic Development Commission
argued for an aulonomous Maori body, to control Maori broadcasting within the
Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand [BCNZ], with equal status to Radio New
Zealand and Television New Zealand. The sub-committee also supported the
establishment of an Aotearoa radio network, and the applicalion by Aotearoa
Broadcasting System for allocation of the third television channel warrant. This
latter proposal was initially supported by the BCNZ, but this support was withdrawn
in April 1986, in favour of another, non-Maori applicant.

The Waitangi Tribunal's hearings on Te Reo Maori were taking place at the same time
as the Royal Commission was sitting. The Tribunal deferred to the Royal Commission,
thus avoiding the need for it to make specific recommendations in the broadcasting
area. Adopting the Tribunal's interpretation of taonga, the Royal Commission
concluded that the Maori language was guaranteed a secure place in broadcasting.
Indeed, '[nlo-one who gave evidence to us disputed the value of Maori culture, nor
lhat bi-culturalism was a worthwhile goa| [ny emphasisl. what they could not
agree on was 'lhe extent to which this should be done, in what form, how soon and
under whose 66n11e;.'1 38

137 Report of the Royat Commission of tnquiry into
Telecommunications in New Zealand, Government printer.

138 Broadcasting, 295

Broadcasting and Related
Wellington, 1986, 10
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The Report's subsequent discussion on specific areas of broadcasting was generally
framed in terms ol biculturalism, or New Zealand's multiculturat identity. But the
outcome left Maori in a weak position, within the existing state and privale
commercial frameworks.

The principles underlying the claims for Maori access to the broadcast
media are, as ws have said, equity and auionomy. Aotearoa
Broadcasting system told us that the Treaty of waitangi and the
Broadcasling Act 1976, taken together or separately, are irrefutable
slatements on lhe responsibilities of public broadcasting to the Maori people
and to the gifts which they have to offer to New Zealand . . . . There is no
doubl in our minds as to the validity of the demands for a greater share of
the resources of broadcasting and the benefits of bi-cultural;"r.139

ldeally, however, Maori broadcasting should occupy an 'unselfconscious and integral
part of mainstream broadcasting.'140 Quotas should be irrelevant, and a wide variety
of programmes should build on and explore Maori inlerests. This form of
biculturalism, and recognition of the rights of tangata whenua, was seen as a step on

the 'logical progression to multi-culturalism on television 
"n6 

,r6;s,.141

Maori gained little from the report. Broadcasting remained a sore point in repeated
claims before the Waitangi Tribunal and in the courts, as Maori attempted to secure
some access to a resource which was progressively being commercialised and
privatised.

(b) Report of the Royal commission on the Etectoral System 19g6

The Royal Commission on the Electoral System was set up in 1985 to re-evaluate the
process of parliamentary elections. This included 'the nalure and basis of Maori
representation in Parliament'.142 y3eri representation posed one of lhe most
ditficult problems for the Royal Commission. Maori demands for major constitutional
reform had been vigorously pursued through th" !'Jgaruawahia Hui in 1984 and the
subsequent Bill ot Rights debate. So the Commission not only had to find a satisfactory
place for Maori within a maiority-rule electoral syslem. lt also needed to render
this compatible with the Treaty.

139 Broadcasting, 308
14o Broadcastr'ng, 31 o
141 Broadcasting, g1g
142gsrsrt of the Royal Commission on the Electorat System. Towards a Better Democracy,

Government Printer, Wellington, December 19g6, xiii
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The Report therefore recognised the unique position of the Treaty, and of Maori as
tangata whenua:

That agreement-the Treaty of waitangi-marked the beginning of
constitutional government in New Zealand. Under lhe terms of ine Treaty,
the Crown formally recognised lhe existing rights of Maori and underiook to
protect lhem. lt is in this s€nse that Maori people have a special
constilutional status, whatever recognition the Government and th€ legal
systom have accorded to the Treaty al various 1;66s.144

It even recognised the existence of Maori political aulonomy at 1840, and the Maori
underslanding that the Crown, lhrough the Treaty, had promised to protect that
autonomy. Maori had historically argued that they were excluded from the
constitutional and political arrangements through which that authorily could be
exercised. There were two long-standing Maori claims: 'lhe claim lo a measure of
autonomy or self-determination (mana Maori motuhake), and the demand for the
formal recognition of the Treaty of Waitangi and for the protection of the rights and
interests which it guarantees.'l45

According to the Commission, lhe four Maori seats had been an important concession
to, and expression of, lhe constitutional position of Maori under the Treaty. The
socio-economic and cultural concerns of Maori had required them to be represented
effeclively, by Maori, within the political process. Recent changes in public
attitudes, largely brought about by Maori pressure, had prompted parliamentary

policies which were more in keeping with Maori political objectives. But the Maori
MPs were still dependent on the attitudes of the majority. So the Commission argued
that this separate representation had reinforced the political dependency of Maori,
and their exposure to non-Mao1i ssn11e|.146

But, having acknowledged Maori demands, and the inadequacies of the lour seats, the
Commission then avoided any radical alternatives which would have recognised
independent Maori authority. Inslead, its Report advocated a system of ,mixed-

member proportional representation'. According to the Commission, this would
provide Maori with greater prolection than the four parliamentary seats, because all
MPs would become accounlable, lo some degree, to Maori eteclors, by having to
compete for the Maori vote. Yet there were no guaranlees that Maori would increase
lheir representalion, or power over the electoral process. Even if they did gain more

144 Towards, 81
l45Towards, go
146Towards, gg
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seats, it would still only mean a larger, Maori, minority presence within the colonial
political system.

The more difficult question of constitutional restructuring was dealt with separately.
The short discussion of the Treaty was unspecific. lt drew on a speech by Judge
Durie, and the vaguer parts of lhe Motunui Beport-ignoring the Tribunal's more
inconvenient observations, such as the retention of Maori 'sovereignity [slc] over
their lands'.146 15s Commission talked of the'lack of an authoritative body of
interpretation and application of the Treaty', although this was now being corrected
by the Waitangi Tribunal.l47 This brief discussion was supplemented by a lengthy,
historical appendix by Professor Keith Sorrenson, which outlined the colonial
hislory of Maori electoral represenlation.

lf the Commission's recommendations for proportional representation were not
accepted, it fell that the retention of the four Maori seals would provide a tenuous and
unsalisfactory means for recognising Maori constitutional rights. Detailed
alternatives, however, fell outside the Royal Commission's terms of reference. lt
offered some indicative suggestions, all of which involved subordinated Maori
aulhority. Some parliamentary functions and finance could be devolved to local,
regional, or nalional Maori organisations, who could fulfill those functions in a

culturally-appropriate way. Other options included statutory references lo rhe
Treaty; recognition of the Treaty in a Bill of Rights; and a remedial body such as the
Waitangi Tribunal, backed by real Government commitment to accept and implemenr
its recommendations.lag By the time the Commission reported in December 19g6,
these were all part of Government policy. More radical options for conslitutional
recognition of Maori were deflected by the suggestion for a further comprehensive
and systematic inquiry:

Parliament and Governmsnt should enter into consultation and discussion
with a wide range of representatives of the Maori people about the
definition and protection of the rights ol the Maori people and the
recognition of their constitutional position under the Treaty ol Waitangi.149

The Royal Commission's report was released in December 1986. Just as the Bill of
Rights was inappropriate to the political contexl of Rogernomics, so was the Electoral
Commission's report. A referendum was promised by the then Minister of Justice,

1469"" above, G63-8
147 7s,nq76s, 109
148 Towards. 'l 1 1 -2
149 Towards. 1 12
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Geoffrey Palmer, bul was later abandoned. By 19g0 the proportional representation
proposals had still not been seriously debated-although the increasing crisis of
public confidence in parliamenlary democracy had broughl new promises of a

referendum. The suggestion for constitutional dialogue on the Treaty had disappeared
from the official agenda altogether.

(c) Law Commission Reports 1987 and 19gg

The creation of the Law Commission was discussed in chapter 1eu1.150 Between 19g6

and 1990 it had no Maori Commissioners, and no permanent Maori staff. In the only
two reporls which dealt directly with matlers affecting Maori, it seemed distincly
uncomfortable wilh its statutory requirement to take into account te ao Maori .

(i) The Maori Fisheries Report

In May 1986 the question of Maori fisheries was referred to the newly-established
Law Commission. This was a follow-up to the report of an inler-departmental
commitlee, which eventually resulted from the lggg Motunui Report. The
Commission's response was not released until March 1g8g, in the aftermath of the
furore over the Muriwhenua Fishing Report. And it was published only after
considerable internal debate. The President, Sir Owen Woodhouse, a former
President of lhe Court of Appeal, feared the Commission would be seen as supporling
one side-the Maori side-of a highly-charged issue. Other commissioners saw the
report as an opportunity to help bring some rationality to the Maori fisheries debate.
One observed that a refusal to release lhe report would confirm the scepticism which
had been expressed when the original reference was announced.

The Law Commission's credibility with Maori has always bosn questioned.
We have a statutory responsibility to take into account Te Ao Maori. We are
hampered by having no Maori Commissioners or staff. lf it is thought lhat
we do not wish lo come out with a background paper for fear of appearing to
favour Maori, then I think we are seriously compromisg6.151

The report, when it was eventually released, was described as a 'background paper'.
The Commission claimed that it was never intended to be a report with findings or
recommendations, or even a formal discussion paper. Yet the terms of reference had

specifically sought recommendations on changes to the law. And the published
'background paper' was a redrafl of material which had previously been distributed

1 Sogss above, 405-6
151S. Elias, lnternal memorandum to Law Commissioners, 16 June 19gg
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informally, and entitled 'draft report'. What was already a mild report had been
further sanilised until it was politically and legally safe-presumably to save the
Commission and lhe Governmenl from embarrassment, at a time of strong, public,

anti-Treaty senliment.

The 'background paper' presented a comprehensive, historical analysis of the
relevant colonial law on Maori fisheries. Although it drew almost exclusively from

European historical records and academic writings, colonial cases, and legislation, it
was critical of the past actions of colonial officials, @urls, and legislators. lt also
affirmed the validity of Maori 'cuslom' and the recognilion of ritenga Maori when the
Treaty was signed, and noted that Maori law had been partially recognised through the

Constitution Act and legislation. The Commission concluded that Maori were
justifiably aggrieved over the fisheries law.

The Maori people have never accept€d the official view of th€ir fishing
rights, or been reconciled to the rejection of their claims. They saw the
actions of governments, and by implication the decisions of courts, as a
breach of tho promises made to them in 1840. They consistently used the
ordinary procedures available to them for lhe redress of grievances wilh
liltle success. current claims and protests have simply been more sharply
expressed and direcled and have had the benefit of wide publicity. This is at
least in part the product of the greater opportunity created by lhe
esiablishment of the Waitangi 1y;5una|.'153

The Commission considered that the common law probably had the capacity to

acknowledge and integrate Maori customary rights over property, involving a

merger of aboriginal tille and Maori customs. But that had not happened. lt had been

left to the courts to 'read customary rights by implication inlo statutes whose
wording does not clearly preclude it'. Such an approach accorded with the 'general
promises of the Treaty and with its higher legal status following recent legislation

and litigation.'154 But the Commission did not actively advocale this, or recommend
any measures lo ensure that it could happen. Nor did it explicitly reconcile its
position with the Maori expectation that they would continue lo exercise ritenga
Maori.

The Commission's argument was founded on a slick analysis of the legitimacy of
common law, the meaning of the Trealy, and the question of sovereignty. lt was laken
as given that English law applied to New Zealand from the time of British acquisition,

15313e1 Commission, Maori Fisheries, 1gl-2'l541xyy 
Commission, Maori Fisheries. 143
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whatever the exact date was taken to be.15s At times the paper spoke of crown
sovereignty as qualified by rangatiratanga:

Prolessor Kawharu lranslates this as 'the unqualified exercise of their
chieftainship'. This ssems a much wider notion and does not replicate any
concspt in any sxtant English draft. The reasons why it was chosen are
obscure. Undoubtedly, however, it sowed the seeds of later
misunderslandings. 1 56

Elsewhere, the Commission simply asserted Crown sovereignty. The underlying
reasoning for this was contained in an undaled paper, labelled 'Confidential to Law
Commission, please don't distribute'. This paper argued whether or nol the Treaty
was a valid Treaty of cession. But, as with earlier legal Cebate, the point in dispute
was nol whether Maori had ceded sovereignty, but whelher Crown sovereignty had
been secured lhrough a legally-valid Trealy, or through setlement and/or
proclamation. lt reached no specific conclusion. The only reference to Maori
intentions was a passing menlion, in one paragraph, of the pattern of signatures to
the Treaty; the inability of one chief to bind anothert the failure of some chiefs to
sign the Treaty by 21 May 1840, or ever; and Attorney-General Swainson's opinion
in 1842 that sovereignty did not extend to those tribes who had refused to sign. The
paper simply noted that Swainson's argumenl 'was brusquely overruled in
Britain'.157 The end result of the Commission's argument was the assertion of lhe
Crown's ultimate right to make laws.

Most of the discussion on the Treaty in the report referred to English sources, with
selected extracts from the Waitangi Tribunal in support. While it acknowledged the
Maori lext, the Commission clearly preferred the English:

The key question is lhe relalionship between Article 1 of the Trealy, which
recognised the sovereignty of the Crown over New Zealand, and Article 2,
which guarants€d the Maori tribes in the English version possession of their
fisheries and in the Maori version authority (rangatiratanga) over lheir
taonga, which the waitangi rribunal has held incrude 1;"6sr;ss.158

Or, more bluntly, 'Apart from the cession ol sovereignty (ho$/ever that may have
been understood by Maori) its provisions confirmed Maori property rights and laid

1551"* Commission , MaoriFisherias, 99
1561ap Commission , Maori Fisheries, 45
1571"n commission, 'The Treaty of waitangi as a Valid rreaty of cession,, undated.
158;3,n Commission , Maori Fisheries, 7
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down ground rules for their subsequent disposition, and declared Maori to have all
the rights and privileges of British subjecls.'159

The question of Maori authority over lhe whole fisheries was evaded through a lhree-
step argument which classically illustrates the construction of the Treaty ideology.
First, came the need lo the frame the Treaty partnership in a way which allowed the
governmenl to advance overriding national interests, whilst protecting Maori values
and priorities.

7.50 The concepl of partnership is valid and fruitful but insufficient. How
was and is authority to be shared? What lhings in New Zealand of the year
1989 belong to "sovereignty' and what to 'rangatiratanga"? what does it
mean in terms bolh of access to and control over fisheries? And how does it
affect the equal rights promised by Article 3? No predetermined answer is
possible. The government of a modern Stale must have the effective power
to govern and to make laws. There are such things as overriding national
interests. Numerous ovsrseas examples, past and present, prove that this
is not incompatible with a considerable degree of autonomy for particular
groups. But the dividing line had to be worked out for a particular society at
a particular tim6. ll is important to avoid this being done in terms of the
values and priorities only of the section holding effective power-in
democratic societies like New Zealand, lhe numerical majority. . . .160

This required a shift away from literal constructions of the Treaty, and towards
recognilion of its sprflt and intent as applied to contemporary circumstances.

7.53 An overriding lesson is that we should be wary of too minute an
analysis or pedantic an interprelation of the Treaty of Wailangi. The nalure
of the document and the circumslances in which it was drawn up will simply
not support il. Rather it is the essence and spirit of the Treaty that should
be looked at in considering the Crown's obligations. The continual emphasis
of the Waitangi Tribunal, and of the Gourt of Appeal in lhe Maori Councit
case, has been on lhis spirit and on the living characler of the document. To
adopt the words of section 5(d) of the Acts Interprstation Act 1924, the
Treaty of wailangi might righfly be regarded as always speaking, to be
applied to its circumslances as they arise so as to give eftect to its spirit,
true intent and meaning. . . .161

The clock could not be turned back. This had been acknowledged by the Waitangi
Tribunaf, and was embodied in the concept of the principles of the Treaty.

7'55 So the Treaty must now be applied to the circumstances of 1989. The
Waitangi Tribunal has consistently stressed this and it lies behind and is
acknowledged in the phrase "principles of the Treaty'. Almost 150 years of
hislory and of profound change cannol be set aside. Nonetheless it is lhs
Treaty thal must be so applied; not some new and fictitious document. The

15913ry Commission , Maori Fisheries, 4o
'16013n, 

Commission, Maori Fisheries, S1
161 13e1 Commission , Maori Fisheries, 52
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Treaty gave the crown what it sought; sovereignty and governancs ov€r
New Zealand. This is a continuing authority and power. What the Maori
received in return is likewise ongoing-the continuad protection of the rights
that the Treaty acknowledged as theirs. Among ihese rights w6r6 lhe
fisharies of Maori 1116"".162

Despite the President's foreboding, the report's release caused barely a ripple. But
ideologically, it reinforced the diversionary legal devices of aboriginal fishing
rights, and helped to provide the intelleclual legitimation for a severe retrenchment
of Maori rights to the fisheries, under the Treaty. The ultimate value of the report to
the state lay less in what it said about Maori fisheries, than in its reinforcemenl of
prevailing perceptions of judicial enlightenmenl and progressive politics, and its
affirmation of the Treaty ideology.

(ii) The Structure ot the Courts

The second report, in 1989, involved the structure of the courts. The terms of
reference confined the Commission to reviewing the structure of the New Zealand
judicial system, including the composilion, jurisdiction, and operation of the various
courts. But even within these parameters there was scope for dealing with issues
affecting Maori and the Treaty. ln particular, the report could have addressed the
matters raised in two recent reports on access to justice: the report of the Advisory
Committee on Legal Services, Te Whainga i te 7i112,163 and lhe interim report of an

investigation into the causes of Maori crime, He whaipaanga Hou, by Moana
Jackson.l6a Both conveyed the deep concerns of Maori over lhe inaccessibility and
injustices of the colonial legal system. Yet, as Annie Mikaere noted, there was a 'near

silence of the Law Commission's recent report The Structure of the Courts
(Wellington, 1989) as to how te ao Maori should best be taken into sscoun1."l65

The Law Commission made no actual reference to the content of either report<nly
the Law Society's response to Ie Whainga i te Tika that 'it is essential for the health

of the community that there be one law for all before ;1'.166 However, the
Commission did cite the more reassuring message of the Report of the Ministerial
Commiltee into Violence, in March 1gg7, that:

1626ry Commission , Maori Fisheabs, 52-3
16376 Whainga i te Tika.
164y. Jackson, The Maori and the Criminal Justice System. He Whaipaanga Hou, part 1,

Justice Department, Wellington, 1gg7
1654. Mikaere, 'Maori lssues l', NZ Recent Law Review,lggg, 1ZO, 172
166Lxvv commission, The structure of the courts, preliminary paper, no. 4, Law

Commission, Wellington, 1987, 31
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crime is not a private issue, nor ths private business of any one group in a
community, and there can be no warrant for the ostablishment of any form
of separate justice for particular individuals or groups. Having said that
there can be no doubt that there is plenty of scop€ for Maori involvemenl
within the present system.l66

This comment was followed by the only reference to the Treaty in the Commission's
report. lt drew on three sources: the Court of Appeal's decision in the SOEs case, the
Royal Commission on the Electoral System, and the Bicultural Commission of the
Anglican Church. The latter two were co-authored by the main architect of the Law
Commission report, Sir Kenneth Keith. The Anglican report, Te Kaupapa Tikanga
Rua-Bicultural Developmenf, had 'examined the principles of partnership and
bicultural development' to be found in the Treaty. The meaning given to ,partnership'

was

- The Crown had sovereignty-or at least governorship, including the power
to bring and maintain law and order and to make laws.
- The Maori have a continuing role in the wo*ing oul of those powers.
- The Maori have as well interests to be respecled or ev6n given a cerlain
priority.
- And lhey themselves have authority and a position in respect of the
regulation of some mansrs.167

The Court ol Appeal had also 'given great emphasis to the partnership signified in the
Treaty, to the obligation of partners to act with the utmost good faith, to the duty of
co-operation, and to the honour of the Crown underlying treaty obligations.'l6s 161e

interpretation, bolstered by the references to the Law Society and Boper Commiltee,s
comments, eliminated the need for any deeper enquiry into the Treaty and tino
rangatiratanga, or lhe specific issues raised in either of the two Maori reports,

(d) Parliamentary commissioner for the Environment Report lggg

In late 1988 the Parliamentary Commissioner fcr lhe Environment rlported on
action by the Government to implement the Waitangi Tribunal's recommendations.
The Commissioner's conclusions have been discussed in chapter 1qu1.169 In one sense
the report illustrates the internal tensions between different agencies of stale, which

166Report of the Ministeriat Committee into Violence, 1987,46, cited in Law Commission,
Structure,31-2

l6TAnglican Ghurch Bicullural Commission, Ie Kaupapa Tikanga Rua-Bicutturat
Development, '1986, 19 cited in Law Commission , Structure, J2

168112116 v A-G [1987], ciled in Law Commission, Srructurc . gz
1695r" above, 631-2
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resulted from varying degrees of commitment to the Treaty rhetoric. But it also
reinforced the increasingly-formalised Treaty ideology, and its mutual legitimation
by state agencies.

The Parliamentary Commissioner's report was entitled Environmental Management
and the Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. Appended to the report were separate
lists of lhe principles of the Treaty as developed by the waitangi rribunal; the Court
of Appeal, the Crown Law Office and the New Zealand Maori Council in the SOEs case;
and the Royal Commission on Social Policy. From these, three 'principles of the
Treaty' were distilled which were considered to be most significant for the question

of environmental degradation.

The principle ot partnership had been most clearly identified by the courts and
Tribunal, although its practical meaning had yet to be explored-whether it was
fifty/fifty, eighty/twenty, or simply meant increased consullalion, without any
change in power or benefits. The report made no determinalion of its own. lt merely
concluded thal, regardless of the form envisioned, implementation of pafinership
implied some greater share by Maori people in decision-making. This was combined
wilh the principle ot tribal rangatiratanga in Article Two. This principle was seen as
balancing the Crown's right lo govern in Article One. Tino rangaliratanga included
'management of resources and other taonga according to Maori cultural preferences'.

But the report failed to give the concept any specific content, and retreated into vague
rhetoric. While it recognised that Maori were under-represenled in decisions
atfecting the environment, and that those who hold power will not readily give it up,

benefits can be anticipated in preventing manors going to Tribunals through
improved environmental management, improved environmenlal quality,
equality for all citizens, and replacing inter-cultural tensions with
understanding. A decision-maker with generosity of spirit would be
expected to share decision-making power, and belter reflecl lhe principles
of partnership and tribal rangatiratanga implicit in the Treaty of
Waitangi'171

The third clear principle, according to the report, was the Crown duty of active
protection for 'all Maori laonga and sufficient resource endowments to meet tribal
needs, managed according to Maori cullural preferences, and protection of Maori
rights and privileges of full citizenship.'172 Again, the mode of implementation was
left very vague.

171 Environmental Management ,21
172 Environmental Management, 22
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Regardless of culture, Maori and pakeha people share the sam€
environm€nt, and their futures are therefore linked. The Tribunal has amply
demonstrated examples of Crown actions which have denied Maori people
accass lo sufficient nalural and physical resources for their nseds and
contributed to the pollution or destruction of natural resources.
Environmental management with a common fulure in mind requires pakeha
and Maori to lislen and learn from each other, a more equitable share in
resourc€s and decisions ovsr resources, and careful attention to the health
and sustainability of the ecosystems that all people depend on for survival
and quality q1 1;1s.173

Documenls such as the report of lhe Royal Commission on the Electoral System, fe
Urupare Rangapu, Waitangi Tribunal reporls, ministerial policy slatements, the
resource management law reform, the 19g6 cabinet policy on the Treaty in
legislation, and Treaty references in legislation, were cited as examples of existing
moves lo recognise the principles of the Treaty. The reporl's recommendations
followed similar lines:

1. prompt public advice on the Waitangi Tribunal's findings on a claim, the
Crown's position on the breach, the Tribunal's recommendations, the Crown's
intended redress, lhe reasons for not following any recommendations, and a

timetable for implementation;

2. an adequately resourced Treaty lssues unit to promote inter-departmental
responses to Tribunal reports;

3. an urgent public educalion campaign on the Treaty;

4. reform of local governmenl and resource management laws actively to protecf
taonga and increase the share of tangata whenua decision-making at central and
regional levels;

5. expansion of bicultural decision-making structures within the state sector,
requiring their operation to be consistent with the principles of the Treaty;

6. an independent and adequately-resourced statutory body to monitor the
Crown's performance on Treaty issues;

lTSEnvironmental Management, 23
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7- lhe Waitangi Tribunal concerns over resource management and local
government laws to be addressed in the legislative reviews of those topics;

8. presentation of the Waitangi Tribunal's reports in a clearer and more
popularly-accessible form.

All of these could have been accommodated by the Government, had it been so inclined.
As noted earlier, the Government was nol.

(e) Report of the Royal commission on social policy rggg

In March 1986 David Lange announced a Royal Commission on Social policy. Bruce
Jesson has explained its purpose and effect:

A promise along these lines had been made in the 1984 election manifesto,
bul that had been intended as a modest affair, basically just a review of the
Social Security system. The Royal Commission that was announced in March
1986 was an ambitious effort, intended as nothing less than a survey of
New Zealand's enlire society that would establish government policy on
social matters for a generation. Lange said at th€ time . . . that he wanted
someone on the Commission who had been brought up in a state house and
would celebrate the wellare slate. . . [N]one of the live commissioners
were from that background. Treasury and the finance ministers
battled to limil the Royal Commission's effectiveness. First they opposed
th€ vsry idea . . . . They next fought over the terms of reference . . . which
were being drafted in the Prime Minister's office. Lange and his supporters
had eventually to compromise and the terms ol reference ended up in a
mess, seriously limiting the Commission's effecliveness. And finally
Treasury and the Treaasury ministers fought over the composition
blackballing anyone who looked too much like a social 1;6s1s;.174

The Royal Commission was chaired by Sir lvor Richardson, one of the Court of Appeal
judges in the SOEs case. The lerms of reference included a statement of the ,social and
economic foundalions of New zealand'. These were described as

- democracy based on freedom and equal rights:

- adherence to the rule of law:

' collective responsibility of New Zealand society for its members with
continuing roles for individuals, families, volunlary social groups, erhnic
and tribal affiliations and other communities as well as local and central
gov€rnmenl:

- the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi:

1748. Jesson, Fragments of Labour, penguin, Auckland, 1ggg, 104-l06
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- th€ op€ration of a mixed economy with private, co-operative and public
activity:

' lhe responsibility which all people have to be independent and self-reliant
to the best of their ability and to contribute to society:

- a commitment to the children of New Zealand and regard for the future
generalions of New Zealand:

- the equality of men and women, and the equality of all races.174

The first discussion booklet issued by lhe Commission in July 1987 was on the
Treaty. lt acknowledged the disagreement which was by then emerging over rhe
meaning being given to lhe principles. ln identifying five genera, principles, it
sought lo leave open their substantive meaning. For example, on the principle of
Partnership between Maori and Tauiwiit talked about two peoples who entered inlo
an agreemenl as equal parlners. The nature ol the partnership and the manner in

which it might be strengthened today had implications at several levels, within the
existing colonial state:

- partnership can occur at all levels of policy making by the sharing of
power and decision making, satisfactory methods of consultation and the
inclusion of cultural perspectives in policies

- partnership can refer to the process of drafting, implementing and
monitoring legislation

- partnership is about the manner in which representation is ensured at all
levels of administration

- partnership conc€rns the allocation of resources

- partnership extends to lhe provision of social seryices and the types of
services available

- partnership challenges th€ diverse ethnic and cultural groups in New
Zealand ro consider their relationships with the tangata whsnua

' partnership requires opportunity for the parlners to regularly review
lheir relationship and to plan joinrrv for the well being of all New
2""1"rr6srr.175

When the final, five-volume report emerged in April 1g8B it was very large, very
confused, and, because of thal, very safe.176 The Commission subsequenly produced

l74Report of the Royat Commission on Sociat Poticy,Volume One: New Zeatand Today,
Government Printer, Wellington, April 19gg, vi-vii

1759sy31 Commission on Social Policy, The Treaty of Waitangi and Social poticy, Royal
commission on Social Policy, wellington. July 19g7, Discussion Booklet, no. 1,1-9

l T6Politicians on both sides of the House boasted of using it as a doorstop.
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a much more accessible summary report. But by that time the whole exercise had

been effectively discredited. There was a significant presence of the Treaty
throughout the report. Indeed, the Royal Commission advocated a greater recognition

for the Treaty. While the Treaty had gained more influence in recent times, the
Summary reasoned lhat the 'time is now ripe . . . to make the Treaty part of the New

Zealand constitution, so lhat its values and principles are embedded in New Zealand
society'.177 Bul, while the background papers and extracrs from the consultative hui

conveyed a range of views, the Commission's position remained within the
parameters of the colonial stale, and lhe ideology of ihe principles of the Treaty. ll
stressed 'the need to reconcile the group rights protected by the Treaty with the
strong views on individualism which have dominated Western thinking and policy.'

volume Two dedicated an entire section to the principles of the Treaty.178 Foremost
was lhe principle of partnershrp between Maori authorities representing tribal
members, and the state and its agencies. While the essence of partnership was
genuine power-sharing, this had its clear limits. The partnership which the Royal

Commission envisaged would be located within the existing departmental structures,
especially those with 'conlrol functions'. An element of balance would thus be
introduced into economic, social and cultural policy. This partnership between Maori
and the Crown was one step along the path to a harmonious multi-cultural society.

Although the Treaty is about partnership between two main groups it lays
the foundalion for many cultures by providing the legitimate basis for the
presence of all New Zealanders, whatever their ethnic origin. lt also
clarifies the unique position of Maori people within New 2""1"n6.1 79

Complementing partnership was the principle ol protection. This was localed at three
levels: state protection of Maori interests; tribes' protection of the wellbeing of their
members; and the solemn undertaking by the signatories to protect the honour of the
Treaty. According to the Royal Commission this could be, and was being, achieved
within the parameters of the existing state. Although lhe Treaty's position was still
vulnerable, 'the Wailangi Tribunal and the courts have become the protector [sicl of
the Treaty'.l80 Fulure protection should be provided through an independent Treary

of Waitangi Commission. This permanent Commission would apply the Treaty to New

177p"0o4 of the Royal Commission on Social policy,
Government Printer, Wellington, June 1ggg, 14

178R"port of lhe Royal Commission on Social policy,
Government Printer, Wellington, 1988, 47

lT9Towards a Fair. i4
lSoTowards a Fair, 1s

Towards a Fair and Just Society,

Volume Two: Future Directions.
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Zealand's present and future developmenl, by auditing present policy, law, and
practices from the standpoint of the Treaty.

other recommendations on the Treaty involved its entrenchment as a constitutional
document, in accord with the 'principle of partnership'; increased resources, status,
and effectiveness for the Waitangi Tribunal; a Treaty-education programme;
promotion of Maori development and self-sufficiency; staged devolution of tribal,
local, and central government aclivities, with adequate resources, planning, and an
ongoing partnership; a well-resourced, represenlative, federating Maori
organisation; and a better-coordinated government response to Maori development
nged5.182

The Royal commission was a counter-ploy to Treasury's moves on social policy. lt
failed. By the time the report was released, major market-based reforms of
education, health, and social welfare were being aggressively promoted. The Royal
Commission's report was ridiculed as a monument to the inefficiency, intellectual
woolliness, and political ineptitude which pervaded the welfare state.

(f) 'Picot' and 'Hawke' Reports on Educational Reform

The afternative, market-based policy reforms centred on the devotution of social
services. The devolution of the Department of Maori Affairs involved the reallocation
of Maori social services lo mainstream government departments. This proposal had

attracted strong Maori opposition. In embarking on reforms to those mainstream
agencies, the policy-makers therefore needed at least to appear to be sensilive to
Maori @ncerns. Several aspects of the review of education are cited here to show the
place of the Treaty ideology within these reforms.

The first major review of education, established in July 1987, was spearheaded by
entrepreneur Brian Picot. Established to review the administration of compulsory
educalion, its brief lerms of reference made no specific mention of Maori or lhe
Treaty of Waitangi. In its opening paragraphs, however, the report made a rilual bow
in the direction of the Treaty: 'we have worked on the assumption that the state will
continue to be the principal funder of formal education, that education will remain
compulsory for 6-15 year olds, and that the provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi

lE?Towards a Fair, 17
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will be observed.'183 while lhe reference was to the Trealy, not to rhe principles, it

was then equated with biculturalism, as a prelude to multiculturalism:

cultural sensitivity must play a greater part in the education system-
which has been slow, in the past, to recognise lhe aspirations of other
cullures. New Zealand has a particular and general need for cultural
sensitivity. Maori people have a special status under the obligations of the
Treaty of Waitangi: however, in addition to this biculturat requirement, the
issue of cultural sensitivity extends to all cultures in New 7s713;n6.184

The reporl's strong devolution thrust was portrayed in terms of reducing
powerlessness, consumer dissatisfaction and disaffection, inflexibility,
unresponsiveness, clustering of failure and social catastrophe, and of increasing
parental choice, community conlrol, fairness, and equity.185 11s proposals reflected
the public-choice, devolution model: a centralised minislry, and devolved
administration to local boards which would to allocate a fixed budget according to the

school's priorities. The recommended charter guidelines included a requirement for
boards of trustees to 'identify and state the ways the school will . . . ensure that its
programmes and organisation promote non-sexist and non-racist educallqn'.186
While the majorily of Maori students would be served by these schools, the report
recommended provision lor Maori to opt out of the existing school system, and create
lheir own institutions. Maori educationalist Graham smith observed:

Under the guise of the "free market' philosophy where market forces will
be determined by consumer demand, an illusory sffect has been
construcled. The devolution of lhe control of education to the consumers at
the local level is a misnomer. The real outcome is to be the devolving of
grealer responsibility to the local level and a corresponding increase in the
power of the state. Giv€n the State's past record in relation to Maori
education, language and cultural interosts the outlook appears bleak for
Maori language and cultural 

"rr;ru;.187

A parallel approach was seen in the subsequent report on tertiary educalion,
prepared by a working group headed by Professor Gary Hawke, the director of the
Institute of Policy Studies at Victoria University. The terms of reference identified
'five underlying themes common to all areas of social policy reform', including

183Report of the Taskforce to Review Education Administration.Administering for
Excellenca. Effective Administration in Education, Government Printer, Wellington, April
1988, 3 lPicot Reportl

184P;6s1 Report, 4
185Piss1 Report, 35-6
186P1661 Report, 111
1876.g. Smith,'Kura Kaupapa Maori: Contesting and Reclaiming Education in Aotearoa,,

unpublished paper, Auckland University, November t 9gg, j 7
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'implementation of the principles of the Treaty of Waitang;'.l88 16s Treaty was
discussed in two paragraphs of the one-hundred page report. Claiming to share ,the

widespread increased consciousness of the claims of the Maori people under the
Treaty of Wailangi for participation in decision-making', the report said it had made
such provi51en.189 From that poinl on, Maori were discussed under the category of
disadvantaged groups. They were then inserted into the general plan for devolved
administralion and funding of post-compulsory education, along similar lines to
Picot, with an increased element of user-pays. With modifications, lhese reforms,
including their token references lo the principles of the Treaty, have been
implemented .

For Smith, the strongly-assimilationist ideology which underpined both picot and
Hawke was a perpetuation of colonial educational policies. The Treaty-based approach
of kura kaupapa Maori reflected 'ltlhe emancipatory potential of alternative
schooling slructures.' lt also showed the strongly-ideological nature of the Maori
counter-position.

Kaupapa Maori schooling has dacoded the ideological interests of dominant
Pakeha sociely which have imbued the structures of schooling, such as in
pedagogy, curriculum and evaluation. Kaupapa Maori has reasserted its own
logic to counter the subversive trends of dominant ideologies. Whereas
state schooling has been sustained by covert ideological assumptions such
as the superiority of Pakeha cultural norms; Kaupapa Maori schooling takes
the validity and legitimacy of Maori knowledge for granted. lt is this
count€r logic which underpins the radical pedagogy of such schools.

Through having to pay the stat€ in order to rent rooms, to pay teachers
salaries, to produce material r€sources, to pay for the upkeep of buildings,
to travel great distances to get to the school, (with no support from the
Stale) Maori parents have been "forced' to become politicised in order to
clearly understand the enormous contradictions of their situation; unjust
conlradictions that go far beyond mere cultural difference explanations
b€twsen Maori and pakeha: contradictions that conn€cl with broader
opposilions bstween the State and the lndividual; the colonisers and the
indigenous people; the pow€rful and the powerless; the oppressors and the
opPressed. l 9o

(g) Reports on Maori Access to Justice 19gG and tggg

Two governmenl-commissioned reports provide notable exceptions to this patrern.
Both present views on colonial justice gathered from Maori. Both sank virtually

188Report of the Working Group on Postcompulsory Education and Training in New Zeatand,
Jufy 1988, Government printer, Wellington, App. 1 lHawke Reporfl

189Hswhs Report, 2Z-g
19ogn'';16, 18-9
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without trace, and were rcrely cited either in official publications, or in the
academic debate on Maori justice and Treaty issues.

(i) Te Whainga i te Tika

In early 1986 the Minister of Justice agreed lo a community-based consultation on
access to justice, in order to provide a consumer perspective on the proposed Legal
Services Bill. This was conlrary to the advice of the Justice Department, which had
until then confined input to the legal industry, represenled by the New Zealand Law

Society. With minimal funding, a group of len Maori cp-ordinators, and one Samoan
woman, reported on the views of priority sectors of consumers within lheir regions,
with particular emphasis on the views of Maori. The Advisory Committee on Legal

Services also included a representative of the Law Society, a sympathetic lawyer as
chairperson, and myself as the secretary/co-ordinator.

The report presented verbatim the strong criticism of the legal system voiced by
Maori throughout the consultation process. But its recommendations in lerms of the
Treaty and Maori justice were a compromise. Te Whainga ite Tika essentially
proposed a system of community-based justice, which combined the forms of
informal and incorporated iustice described in the last chapter.191 lt deliberately
took a pragmatic approach, in the hope of gaining some acceptance for its
recommendations. This reflected a naive belief that reasonably-expressed proposals
for adaptations to the existing system had a chance of being implemented, even if they
ran counter lo some basic tenets of liberal legalism, and the self-interesl of the legal
profession.

Even those compromises were unacceptable to the Minister, the Justice Department,
and the Law Society. In the foreword the Minister distanced himself from the report's
recommendations, describing it as 'an extremely valuable resource document'.

There may well bo different views on the conclusions and recommendations
in lhe report. There are certainly other and less critical attitudes in the
community towards the law and the legal system than thos€ described in the
report. But no one involved in any part of the current legal system can
afford to ignore the perceptions of the system il records. . . . Neither I nor
the Government are committed to any of the approaches or proposals put
fonvard in the reporl. I am confident, however, lhat its publicalion will

191115 recommendalions included a Maori Lore [sic] Commission, a Maori Legal Service, lay
advocates, para-legal workers, community-controlled legal service centres, legal
educalion programmes, communily-based resolution, a Public Defender system, and
compulsory training in tikanga Maori for lawyers and judges.
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stimulate a timely and, I hope, constructive debate on some major issues
relating to our legal system today.192

The Law Society was very defensive. This was late 1986, before the Huakina and SOEs
cases. The Treaty was still effectively outside the law. Allegations of
monoculturalism, and the call for a legal syslem which reflected New Zealand's
'bicultural heritage', including the Treaty, were rejected outright by the Law
Society. 'The Society would prefer a principle that recognised the equality of all
before lhe law, lhe necessity for the law to be sensitive to the reality of changing
social times and that in New Zealand this recognised the importance of the Maori
culture but also included all other cultures.'l93 Proposals for lwi and Hapu ro

administer justice on the marae lherefore offended the universality and supremacy of
colonial law: 'The submissions stress community accountability whereas lhe English
tradition has always relied heavily on the independent impartial judge to administer

iuslice rather than necessarily respond to community clamour.'194 There was no
place even for separate delivery of legal services:

The Society has reservations aboul a separals Maori legal ssruice with its
implications of separate development. The society believes tegal
services for all should be provided through lhe same system195

Delays in printing, and the release of the report with no prior notice to its aulhors,
ensured minimal publicity. The officials ignored the report, and work on rhe Bill
continued along the lines previously determined in their discussions with the legal
profession. The Legal Services Bill was introduced in 1989. The explanatory note
claimed:

The Bill has its basis in the Roports of the Working Parly on Access to the
Law (set up by the Minister of Justice in '19g2), and in'Te whainga ite
Tika. ln search of Juslice', ths rsport of the Advisory committee on Legal
Services (Set up in 1986)..

This was purely window-dressing. The content of the Bill bore no relationship to the
report's recommendations whatsoever.

1927s Whainga i te Tika, iii
193'Psspsnse of the New Zealand

Justica', undated, 4
194'q""oonse', 4
195'Response', 8

Law Society to Te Whainga i te Tika: In Search of
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(ii) He Whaipaanga Hou

One year laler came a second reporl, He Whaipaanga Hou. The Maori and the Criminal
Justice System, compiled by Moana Jackson, from Ngati Kahungunu and Ngati porou.

In 1985 Palmer had asked Jackson to report on why so many young Maori were in
prison. By seeking Maori explanations for Maori oppression, using Maori
methodology, Jackson traced lhe excessive imprisonment rate to colonisalion, and lhe
Crown's failure to honour the Treaty. The Government and the department did not like
his answers. Jackson had highlighted the dangers of allowing control over the
creation of knowledge to pass out of the hands of Pakeha intellectuats, ideology, and
methodology.

After two years of intensive consultation amongst Maori throughout the country,
Jackson submitted his draft report in mid-1988. By this time, palmer's earlier
concern for Maori socio-economic disadvantage had given way to intense, political
sensitivity over the Treaty. Jackson was required to justify the report, line-by-
line, lo senior, Pakeha Justice Department officials. The Minister of Justice refused
to sign the foreword, leaving it to the Secretary for Justice. Unexplained delays in its
printing were followed by a decision that the report would be presented to the
Secretary for Justice, ralher lhan to the Minister. Subsequently, the Justice
Department threatened to abandon altogether the plan to present the report on
Jackson's home marae. The officials backed off after being challenged by a delegation
of kaumatua.

The majority of the report's recommendations echoed those in Te Whainga i te Tik+
although the latter was never referred to, in a bid to enhance political acceptability.
But He Whaipaanga Hou went one important step further. lt took the critique of
colonial law to its logical conclusion, rejecting any form of incorporation, and
seeking the reinstatement of Maori processes of iustice. lts analysis presented a
version of Maori rights which conflicted with those being produced through the
accredited agencies of the courts, Government, and the Waitangi Tribunal. The tast
thing lhe Government wanted, in late 1988, was to inflame the debate on the Treaty
by argumenls over separate Maori legal authority, sourced in a governmenl
document. The foreword to the report therefore explicitty denounced lhe proposal:

It is not clear from lho report what this parallel system might entail in
practical terms. But it is a concept that has already raised concerns in the
wider community and it is one which the Minister of Justice has specifically
rejected. The Minister has made it clear that while he supports the need ro
make the legal system sensitive to Maori values and needs, he b€lieves it is
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essential that New Zealand retains one legal systsm in which everyone is
equal under the law. The report provides useful ideas on how the legal
system could be batter attuned to Maori values. lt would be regrettable
therefore if attsntion was unduly focussed on the proposal for a parallel
syslem to the delriment of lhe many valuable insights, commontaries and
perspectives il contains.l 96

Palmer reinforced this in his comments to the media:

what Maori surrendered in the Treaty was sovereignty. The essence of
sovereignty is in fact a legal order. The provision of a legal order in society
comes through a legal syst€m and one can argu€ very much that part of what
Maori may have given up under th6 Troaty arrangements and part of what
they were surrendering themselves to was a systsm of British justice.l97

As with the previous reporl, lhe recommendations remained unactioned. But il, loo,
was resurrected by the Government when it suited-while the Government attacked
the substance of the report, it was cited as evidence of its commitment to lhe Treaty,

in the Ambassador's 1990 report to the United Nations on compliance with the
Covenant on Economic, Cullural and Social Rights.lsa

Both of these reports were driven by a commitment to the Trealy, and to Maori self-

determination. But they were essentially pluralist, and as such they embodied the
weaknesses and conceptual confusions of that position. They sought to achieve their
goal by securing the agreement of the colonial state, including the legal apparalus.
The best that could be hoped for from their compromise recommendations was a

better quality of acress to the existing legal structures. Sol Picciotto has described
such measures as a desparate attempt to maintain the credibility of the myth of
liberal legalism. He contrasted 'strategies for the poor' to those committed to
demystification of the law.199 White the ultimate motivation behind these reports
was clearly the latter, the strategies by which it was pursued involved a
contradictory combination of the two.

Jackson's more radical proposition of a parallel justice system was equally flawed.
The argumenl was located purely at the ideological level, sourced in the Treaty and
appeafs lo iustice. ll ignored the organic relationship of law to productive relalions

1969e Whaipaanga Hou, part 2, J
19711"* Zealand Herald,3 December 19gg
1986. Forlune, New Zealand Ambassador to the United Nations, Speech to the Unired

Nations, 1990
1995. p;"";otto, 'The Theory of the state, class struggle and lhe rute of law, in Capitalism

and the Rule of Law, ed. National Deviancy Conference, Hutchinson, London, 1g7g, j64,
176
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and social formations. The contenl, function, ideology, institutions, and intellectuals
of colonial law are integral to capitalist productive and social formations. Equally,
tikanga Maori is integral to traditional modes of production and social formations. The
twethe Crown exercising authority over Pakeha, and lwi and Hapu exercising tino
rangaliratanga over their own members-simply cannot co-exist as parallel and
equal syslems. The only way that Maori law coutd operate in anything but an
incorporated and corrupted form, would be as part of a wider and more systematic
programme of economic, polilical, legal, and ideological structural change.

D. LAWYERS AS ORGANIC INTELLECTUALS

Until the mid 1980s, the Treaty debate was dominateo by Maori, with input from a
very few Pakeha, and even fewer lawyers. Gradually, more Pakeha publications on
the Treaty appeared. But most were writlen by historians. The Treaty was still of
peripheral interest to the legal profession and legal academics. Over the next five
years, the Treaty was colonised by lawyers, judges and legal academics. This section
is concerned with the role of the legal intellectuals in creating new Treaty ideology in
the 1980s, and the political and ideological effect of this. The discussion will focus on
contributions between 1984 and 1 990. Writings which fall outside this period are
dealt with only incidentalty.

(a) Counsel for Maori

By the time of Te Weehi, Huakina, and the corporatisalion case, a small number of
lawyers had been exposed to Waitangi Tribunal hearings. But they were still
relalively few. Over the next few years, these lawyers came to dominate the nature
and strategy of Treaty claims. Initially, taking the Government to court had been the
best, and perhaps the only, tactical option for Maori. But subsequenfly, litigation
became the point of first resort. Labour's economic policy provoked consrant crises.
This allowed little lime, or opportunity, for reflection on where these court cases
were heading, and at what economic and politicalcost.

For the lawyers who represented Maori in the Treaty litigation, the legitimacy of the
legal system was a given. That ruled out any strong assertion of tino rangatiratanga
or challenge to Crown sovereignty. Such argumenls would have been tactically
counter-productive, professionally self-destruclive, and ideologically untenable.
The lawyers' funclion was lo give advice, and to draft the pleadings which would best
achieve the goal desired by their clients. This meant constructing a case around the
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available colonial precedents, drawing analogies from existing legal concepts, and
citing those experts and academics whose views would attract judicial approval.
These would be supplemented by affidavits on lhe basic facts in issue, and such
relevant Maori knowledge as could be translated into a legally-admissible form. The
lawyers therefore determined the issues, the validity and relevance of knowledge, the
appropriate stralegies and conceptual tools, and the form of the solution, and
formulated them into pleadings.

Some insight into the ideology of the lawyers who represented the Maori litigants can
be gained from lwo quite different contribulions to the extra-judicial debate.

(i) David Baragwanath

In a formal lecture given shortly after the SOEs case, leading counsel for the NZMC
case, David Baragwanath QC., presented the argument for judicial activism. lt was
increasingly recognised that the separalion of powers within the Westminster system
was a ficlion, and lhat judicial law-making did occur-although many still viewed ir

as incompatible with the judicial function. This did not mean a free rein for the
judiciary in making law and policy. Stability remained important, and tegitimate
expectations needed to be given effect. Bul precedent, and the powers to distinguish,
and overrule precedent, ensured that 'the last word has never been said'. ,Judicial

law making [is] an exercise in judgment of what formula is most in keeping with the
requirements of the particular case, having regard not only to its circumstances but
to the entire legal system within which the judgment is to 6s rns6s.'200

In the constitulional field, Baragwanath took this a little further. What parliament

said would normally be accepted. But it was open to the courts to declare that
Parliament's power was not unlimited. As the Crown attempted to diminish the
court's constilutional power, lhe courts would increasingly resist. This would
require both great iudgment and restraint, on the part of the judiciary. Indeed,
Baragwanath saw il as 'not only legitimate but essential that the cpurts do not leave to
Parliament and the Executive all responsibility for law relorm but must themselves
accept a substantial part of that task . . . to defend both the common law and the will of
Parliament against unlawful executive ss116n.'201

2oory.P. Baragwanath,
Otago L Rev, v.6,

20l Baragwanath, 364

'F.W. Guest Memorial Lecture. The Dynamics of lhe Common Law'.
no.2, 1986,355, 365
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The courts could therefore responsibly exercise a constitutional power'where there
is threat of fundamental injustice to a group of New Zealanders or indeed lo an
individual'. This included Maori. In the SOEs case, the court had recognised
Parliament's authority by sourcing its jurisdiction to the seclion 9 Treaty reference.
But it had also exercised some creativity of its own.

For Baragwanath, the source of law's legitimacy was lhe ,community al large'. ,To

the exlent that the law fails to meel society's demands it and those who study and
praclice it are al best irrelevant and at worst an expensive source of grave injustice,
which members of that society will not long tolerals.'2o2 This included Maori: ,The

recognition by Maori New Zealanders of the role of the Courl in protecting their
rights is particularly importanl'.203 The result in the SOEs case met rhis
requirement.

[T]he welcome which this judgment received from the media, from New
Zealand society generally, and-significantly-from lhe crown, suggesled
lhat the highest court in New Zealand had assessed correctly the
construclion of the legislation which was appropriate to present New
Zealand conditions. . . , This illustration of the Court's capacity to do justics
to a minority group, without attracting criticism of bscoming politically
parlisan, evidences lhe constructive role that the courts can and should
play in our society.204

Baragwanath's arguments in favour of judicial aclivism, and critique of rigid legal
formalism, were almosl idenlical to those presented by Sir Robin Cooke, which are
discussed below. The coincidence of these perspectives meant that Maori legal
argumenls were framed in a manner which was likely to strike a chord with the
court of Appeal-an advantage which the crown counsel appeared nor to share.

(ti) Paul Temm

A quite ditferent approach is seen in the book, by Paul Temm eC., on the Waitangi
Tribunal.2os Temm, a former Tribunal member, was leadi;rg counsel for Ngai Tahu
in lheir long-running Waitangi Tribunal claim. He was an enthusiastic advocare of
the new Treaty ideology. Adopting the article-by-article approach ro the Treaty, he
claimed that Article One gave the Crown sovereignty, Article Two gave Maori fullest
authority over their cultural and physical possessions, and Arlicle Three granted

2o2Baragwanath, 356
2o3Baragwanath, 369
2o4Baragwanath, 369
2051st. was made a High Courl Judga by the National Government in late 1g90.
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Maori the full rights of citizenship. The result was a Crown obligation to protect
property rights, and to promole Maori participation in Westminster democracy,
under a national consensus. According lo Temm, each party had promised the other
thaf New Zealand would be governed in future in a way which advanced the welfare of
all who lived within it, for their combined benefit and protection-with the proviso

that Maori interests would not be submerged or smothere6.206 g;16sugh section 71 of
the Constitution Act 1852 had suggested some expectations of shared governmenl,

that was now neither relevanl nor desirable:

ln 1990 it is simply inconceivable that there should be districts set aside
where Maori law and custom should take precedence. Modern social
conscience would just not acc€pt the idea that in some parts of New Zealand
an apartheid slate creating 'homelands' as in South Africa would be set
uP'207

Temm made no attempt lo move outside the conceptual parameters of Westminster-
style, democratic governmenl. Nor did he analyse the power differential between the
imposed economic and political poverty of the apartheid homelands, and the form of
economic and political power being sought by Maori under tino rangatiratanga.

Understandably, Temm also failed to note the Wailangi Tribunal's early position that
Maori did not cede sovereignty, despite his heavy reliance on these Tribunal reports
to support his argument. Given Ngai Tahu's emphasis on property rights under
Article Two, and equality before the law under Article Three, Temm's position would
have caused them few difficullies. But, at the same time, it would further legitimate
the Tribunal's inlerpretation of the Trealy principles, and reinforce the new Treaty
ideology as it applied to all Maori.

(iti) Counsel lor Maori as Organic lntettectuats

These lawyers worked very hard, and were genuinely committed to the cases which
they fought. The litigalion was not universaii;, popular amongst their colleagues, and

they took considerable professional risks. But, as Cooke P. himself acknowledged,
they also played a crucial role in reconslrucling the Treaty into a form which was
reconcilable with the interests of colonial capitalism:

of course the courts originate nothing. lt is the legal adviser who shapes a
case in a manner rendering it justiciable. some dedicated and skilled work
by members of the legal profession has played a major part in advancing
Maori causes to a stage where (at least it is permissible to hope) the courts

2061srr, Waitangi Tribunal, 102
2071666, Waitangi Tribunal, 1o1-2
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can b€ sesn as their protectors if they can make out a good case-and good
cases are perhaps recognised more readily than at some periods of our
historY' 2 08

(b) Officers of the Crown

Government-employed legal advisers, and counsel, perform an equally, but more
overt, ideological function. They are the architects of the framework within which
will be applied by the Government, under Parliamentary sovereignty, to rhe
resolution of Treaty grievances. By selectively citing historical, academic, and
official sources, they can legitimate cerlain other intellectuals and forms of
knowledge' They can also delegitimate counter-perspectives-usually by rendering
lhem invisible.

The Crown Law Office carried the major responsibility for Treaty litigation and
Tribunal claims. lt was severely criticised by Ministers over its poor performance
in the SOES case. As the stakes increased, and the number of Treaty cases and claims
mounted, Crown Law established a specialist team to work on the Treaty. They
produced lengthy and complex legal argumenl. Cooke noted, in the Tainui coal case:
'with appropriate resignation it must be acknowledged that what was said [in
relalion to the desire to avoid 'tabulated legalism'l in the judgments in that [SOEs]
case had no obvious influence on the thorough arguments that we heard presented ably
for the Crown in the present case.'209 They also provided more consistent advice to
government departments and Ministers on the implications of rreaty policy.

Other advisers were more actively involved in producing Government policy,
construcling the accompanying rationalisations, and legitimating them publicly. The
contributions of two prominenl Crown officers, both former law academics at
Victoria University of Wellington, are considered here.

(i) Sir Kenneth Keith

Professor [later Sirl Kenneth Keith was de facto the Government,s chief
constitutional adviser, a close confidante ol Geoffrey Palmer, and a major influence
in the drafting of the Bilt of Rights white paper. Keirh was appointed Deputy
President of the Law Commission when it was formed in 1986. He was also a member

208N. Cooke, 'Dynamics of the Common Law', lXth Commonweallh Law Conference,
_ -Conference 

Papers, Commerce Clearing House, Auckland, 1g90, s
2o97sinui Maori rrust Board v Attorney-General t19g9l 2 NZLR 513,518
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of the Legislation Advisory Committee, and of the Royal Commission on the Electoral
System, and held judicial positions on the Court of Appeal of Western Samoa and the
Cook lslands. He was knighted in 1988. lt was a feature of Keith's writing that he

regularly cited reports which he had co-authored, in support of his position, bul
failed to acknowledge his role 1n 16srn.210

As a professor of constitutional law, Keith had written on the Treaty as far back as
1968. His @ncern then was whether sovereignty was acquired through cession or by
settlement. lf the former, English common law would only apply so far as it had been
incorporated into lhe colony, and would co-exist with any pre-existing legal sysrem.
ln the lalter case, the English setllers would have brought the common law with them
as lheir birthright. Allied to this was the question of Maori competence to conclude a
valid Treaty of cession, if there was found to be no 'adequate pre-existing legal
system'.211 Keith concluded that lhere was, in the long run, liltle difference:

Even if it is accepted that as a matter of international law the North lsland
was ceded and not sellled, it might still be maintained, in accordance with
ths argumenl suggested above, that English law, as far as applicable,
became the law of the land: there was no other adequate legal system.212

Keith discussed various legal doctrines which rejected the val;dity of the Treaty,
denied its enforceability unless incorporated in domeslic law, and discounted it,

claiming that it was not an enforceable domestic contract. Keith then concluded with
the mild observation that

the Treaty which, on its face anyway, was intended to cr€at6 logal
relalions is governed, according to lhe majority view, neither by domestic
law nor by international law. lt might be wondered whether in view of the
latter fact the Courts should not have recognized the treaty as a domestic
sq611361.21 3

By 1990 the Treaty debate had changed dramatically. But Keith's positaon remained
essentially the same. In his speech to the Commonwealth Law Conference, he simply
asserted Crown sovereignty. Keith chose to talk only of the English texf, and drew

tt1q". for example K. Keirh'The Treaty of wairangi in the Gourts,, NzuLR, v.14, 1990,
37 referencss to the draft Bill of Rights, ths Royal Commission report on the Electoral
System, the Law Commission report on Maori fisheries, and the Anglican Church
Bicultural Commission report.

2116' Keith, 'lnternarional Law and New Zealand Municipal Law', in A.G. Davis Essays in
Law, ed. J. F. Northey, Buttenvorths, London, 1965, 1gO, 136

21 26e;16, 'lnternationat', 130. 1 3g
213Keith,'lnternational', l4g [footnotes omittedl
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parallels with other 'treaties of cession' instigated by the English Crown. Keith
adopted Paul McHugh's argument that Article Two merely declared pre-existing
Maori rights under the doctrine of aboriginal title (discussed below). This enabled
him to reduce the Trea$s effect to protection of common law rights, and to granting

Maori equal rights as British citizens.'

The subiect of Keith's speech was meant to be the settlement of Treaty disputes. But
he made no attempt to analyse the practical operation of lhe settlement process, or
the extent to which it had delivered, and could deliver, to the mulual satisfaction of
Maori claimants and the Government. In a meandering and inconclusive discussion,
Keith advised againsl demands for finality and, by implication, favoured interim
seltlements. He considered thal it was possible for some claims to be finally,
speedily, and fully resolved. But-in a slatement presumably intended lo reassure the
predominantly Pakeha, legal audience-he pointed out lhat the 'law is full of ways of
preventing the reopening of decisions and defeating stale claims'.213 Maori righls,
and Maorisatisfaction, were never mentioned.

Keith also defended the Government in its contest with the courts. He argued lhat
governments' exercise of power was principled more oflen than many people

believed. Government was controlled by a mass of constraints, which had been

enhanced over the past twenty years. One example of this was the Cabinets i9g6
policy, which required Treaty assessments on all future legislation. From this Keith

concluded, uncritically and without further subslantiating his argument, that:

Our political and constitutional systems now rscognise the importance of
responding to th€ undertakings se€n as arising from the Treaty of Waitangi
and lrom related Maori claims. That recognition and response will be
accorded in the wider national context and be given effect to against broad,
accepted principle.2l 4

The same, uncritical exposition of Treaty ideology was repeated in Keith's
contribution to the 1990 Treaty edition of the NZIJLR. The Treaty needed to be

underslood in lerms of the 'long-eslablished colonial practice' of the Crown, when
extending ils sovereignty. In support, he cited Ngata's 1922 lecture.215 Keith
acknowledged, in passing, that the meaning of Article One was subject to dispute. But

then he simply stated that 'the view taken by the constitution-makers building on the

2136' Keith,'Handling and Senling Disputes Arising from the Trealy of Waitangi,, in
Conterence Papers, 1990, 245

2146"116,'gandting, 247
215g"" above, 142
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sovereignty proclaimed in May 1840, has been that Parliament has progressively
gained full powers to make law for New Zealand'.216 The Treaty simply meant:

That cession and extension of sovereignty (in article 1) has to be matched
by the exlension to the inhabitants of the new part of the Empire of British
subject status and th€ rights and privileges of that status (article 3); and,
in accordance with colonial practice, ius gentium and treaty practice
aboriginal title and rights would be recognised (article Zy.Zll

Once more, Keith limited lhe contemporary relevance of the Treaty to the recognirion

of aboriginal title, and Maori rights as British subjects in the courls and public
policy. This article was little rnore lhan Labour Government propaganda. Labour,s
Treaty policies since 1984 were presented, uncritically, as evidence of the Crown,s
good faith in fulfilling its Treaty obligations. For example, the Cabinet's May 19g6
Treaty guidelines for legislation were set oul in full, and represented as a ,decision

built on the specific praclice'of previous statutory references.ZlS 16"t" was no

attempt to suslain this claim, which is simply nol lrue.2l9 A second example was the
Maori Fisheries Act. This was porlrayed as 'a direct and specific implementation of
the Treaty rights by legislation'.220 There was no acknowledgment of the
Government's initial denial of Maori tishing righls, or that the settlement ultimately
imposed had lefl Maori with a mere ten per cent of commercial quotas, in a resource
over which they were guaranleed full authority.

In discussing the SOEs and coal cases, Keilh completely ignored the Government,s
attempt to circumvent the Treaty, and to maximise its revenue. All these moves were
presented as Government-inspired initiatives, prompted by its benevolence and good
faith. The constant political and legal pressure from Maori was simply invisible. So
was any recognilion of the Governmenl's subsequenl public retreat from its
commitment to the Trealy.Zzt Keith's defence of the Government's position extended
to criticism of the trend to judicial activism. After outlining the approach of
Chifweff J' in the Huakina case he asked, but did not answer, a series of questions:

The case is a striking example of the changing attitudes of courts, counsel
and the wider public lo Treaty of Waitangi issues. lt reftects as wsll
changing methods of statutory interpretation, with an increased willingness
to read legislation in its wider context. The case emphasises in addilion the

2166 Keirh,'The Treary of waitangi in the courrs', NZL|R, v.r4, r990,37,41
217Ks;16, 'The Treary', 4o
2186";16, 'The Treaty',+ a
2199s6 above, 412-8
22oKs;16, 'The Treaty', s1
2216";16, 'The Treaty', 55
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width of choice of technique available to courts interpreting legislation. So
it is possible to argue that tho Water Act is clear in its own terms; what is
the reason to go oulside il especially to require refersnces to Maori
values? Parliamenl has included Trealy and other references in many other
stalutes and done that progressively, but not in this one; is not thal silence
significant? The case appears to reflect a general public perception of the
Trealy; what if that changes markedly? And in the end is not the
Treaty being enforced-are not rights and duties being recognised-contrary
lo the general principles about traalies and to particular decisions on the
Treaty over many years?223

He concluded by stressing the need for the judiciary to be in tune with parliament,

the execulive, and other agencies. While recent cases had helped to idenlify the
appropriale institutions and procedures lo handle a Treaty problem, it was now lime
to stand back a little-a clear implication that the court had, in Keith,s eyes,
impinged far enough into the realm of the executive.

(il) Alex Frame

Former senior lecturer in law al Victoria University, Alex Frame, became the first
Director of the Labour Governments Treaty policy unit, TOWPU, ln the early 19g0s
Frame had worked alongside Te Atiawa in the momenlous Motunui claim. His mosr
renowned early writing was a satirical piece in 1976, which dealt with the attempt
in the 1860s to legitimate colonial law amongst Maori. The piece was written for the
progressive magazine Red Mole, and entitled Legat Missionaries at the Frontier.

There seems to be a tacit assumption around here that aboui 1g40 some
landing craft clanked their ramps down-probably at coopers Beach Kaitaia,
where the vi€tcong were recently exp€cted-and out roared units of rhe
British Legal system fresh from drilling on the lawns of Grays Inn. These
units immediately took up positions and continued their customary work,
though, of course, sorne of th€ client€lo were brown and troublesome. The
police, the prison service, musty law offices, magistrates, romanesque
court houses, wigs, law and order, British justice, and ths Law society
were all transplanted with nary a blink.

But hold on a tick. someone musl have broken the news to the lucky locals.
How all the bits fitted togelher. How all laws in England on 14 January
1840 zoomed across to Niu Tirani quick as a flash. How the new order was
nalural as pork and puha. Tricky job: specially when you,ve got to explain
lo people who've never even heard ol them lhings that are so obyious thal
lhey've never needed explaining before. Like lreehold tenure of land for
instance. Whew!

The trained legal mind, however, is equal to such challenges.
Antipodean Kinsman [Francis Dart Fenton, scribbled] nothing less rhan the
first systematic exposition of legal philosophy in modern New Zealand. In a
few hundred lines of prose, Kinsman had cut through the whole tortuous
rag-bag of metaphysical speculation known as jurisprudence AND pinged off
a courageously authoritative summary of the entire content of English Law

223Ks;16, 'The Treaty', 6o
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AND laced the whole spiel with some shrewdie agitprop of his own
concoction AND wrapped the whole package up native-like in Maorilanga
ceflophane AND called il The Laws ol England Compiled and Translated into
the Maori Language. . .223

Over a decade later, in early 1989, Frame was recruited by Geoffrey Palmer, a
former professor of law al Victoria University, to bring some order to Labour,s
Treaty policy. Frame was inslrumental in the drafting the Principles for Crown
Action on the Treaty of Waitangi, and in developing the strategy for the Crown Task
Force and the direct negotiation e1 s1s1rns.224

fn his contribution to the 1990 NZIJLR Trealy edition, Frame faced the dilemma of
presenting his obviously-partisan position as objective. So he attempted to stake out

the 'balanced' middle ground, between two extremes. On one hand, constitutional law
had traditionally reiected the Treaty, or overplayed the first article as ceding
absolute sovereignly, at the expense of the second article's recognition of tino
rangaliratanga. On the other hand, 'some Maori commentalors (and some pakeha

claiming to speak for Maori)' had moved from condemning the Treaty as a fraud, to
more recently reading down the first article, and inflating the second article 'to quite

artificial proportions'.22s ge16 Treaty arlicles, Frame said, qualified each other.

Moving on to the Treaty itself, Frame argued that the Maori text vested ,a// the
kawanatanga' in the Crown, 'whalever kawanatanga was'. But then he simply equated
kawanatanga with sovereignty-invoking, in support, the Waitangi Tribunal's post-
1987 reports, the Court of Appeal's Treaty judgments, and New zealand Maori
Council's 1983 Kaupapa Tuatahi. No mention was made of the Tribunal's shift in
position over sovereignty, of the inevitability of the Court of Appeal's endorsement of
Crown sovereignty, or of the ambiguous, c€nservalive, and contentious nature of the
1983 Maori Council document. For the rest of Frame's article, lhe lerms
kawan atanga and sovereig nty were used inlerchangeably.

Frame argued that after lhe signing of the Trea[, the expectations of Doth sides had
not been met. Pakeha expectations of Maori assimilation were confounded by the
continuing assertion of Maori identity. And Maori expectations 'that "kawanatanga,'
would remain largely theoretical for demographic reasons', were frustrated through
large-scale immigration. Reconciliation of the two lay, according to Frame, in a

223l. Frame, 'Legal Missionaries at the Frontier', Spleen, no.3, Red Mole Enterprises,
Wellington, 1976
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recommitment to the signatories' inlention that 'what was important to each would
have a place of life in the new nation'.227 76is, Frame concluded, was provided by rhe
Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangr. Responding to criticisms that
the Governmenl was effectively rewriting the Treaty through these principles,

Frame objected that only 'the crown in its Executive form is apparenrly
precluded from stating what its policy is in relation to these matters.'228 He
conveniently ignored the Crown's claim of ullimate authority to impose its policy, as
if it was the Treaty.

Frame also argued that the concept of partnershrp should be abandoned. By then, lhe
term had fallen from favour with many in Government, especially Treasury. Instead,
he promoted the 'more practical' concept ol cooperafion. Both parties would work
together to the same end, acting as free agenls, not coerced by each olher, or by any
external force. Each would need to share an understanding of the facts of the situation,
the goal to be achieved, lhe means to achieve il, the roles of each, and the rights and
rules lo be observed. Their contributions would be distinct, but co-ordinated, to
promole the welfare of all participants.

Whilst acknowledging that this was an 'ideal', Frame presented it as a desirable and
achievable goal. So, the relative political, economic, and cullural interests of the
ruling coloniser, and subject colonised, were assumed to be reconcilable, formally-
equal, and free from coercion. The shared vision and goals of Crown and Maori could
be achieved through a procedure which balanced the interests of each-bur. once
again, under the umbrella of Crown sovereignty, which left the Crown free to impose
its will in the end. Frame cited the Maori Fisheries Act as proof that the approach
was viable.

Frame's academic contribution provides a useful indication of his position, and his
function as organic intellectual. But it probably did little to bolster the credibility of
his argumenl. Even cooke, in his preface to the NZIILB lggo edition referred to
Frame's 'apologia' for the 1989 Principles document, which waded into ,rather

muddy semanlic waters.'229 Cooke was primarily concerned to defend the
partnership analogy, which had helped the Court of Appeal in 'discovering' the Treaty
principles-'because of the connotalion of a continuing relationship belween parties
working together and owing each other duties of reasonable conduct and good

227Frame,'State Servanl,, g5
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faith'.229 Nevertheless, Cooke apparently still considered that both Frame's and

Keith's articles had fulfilled his requirement of carefully-written and balanced

contributions to Treaty scholarship.

Alternatively, they could be viewed as blatant propaganda exercises designed to
legitimate, reinforce, and refine the Treaty ideology of the 1980s, in the interest of

the Labour Government. Indeed, the same description could be applied lo Frame's role

in the 1980s, as he had given to Francis Fenlon's activities last century: Kinsman

Frame had 'pinged off a courageously authoritative summary' of the Treaty 'AND

laced the whole spiel with some shrewdie agitprop of his own concoction AND wrapped

lhe whole package up native-like in Maoritanga cellophane AND called i1'23o 76s
Principles for Crown Action on the Treaty of Waitangi.

(c) The Judges

The increasing reliance on adversarial processes, drawing upon compeling

combinations of legal doctrine, gave lawyers a central role in constructing the new

Treaty ideology. But the role of judges as organic intellectuals was equally important

as that of the lawyers. Marx observed how, through the process of judicial reasoning,

judges redefine, objectify, and reify what are essentially political and economic

decisions.

ln consciousness-in jurisprudence, politics etc.-relations become concepls;
since they do not go beyond these relations, lhe concepts of the relations
also become fixed concapts in their mind. The judge, for example, applies
lhe code; he Isic] therefore regards legislation as the real driving
16r"s.231

According lo Moana Jackson, this process has historically shielded the colonial
judiciary from responsibility for the repression and dispossession of Maori:

ln spite of this reality, the judiciary is deemed by its own mythology and by
soci€ty to be immune from the specific values of that heritage and to
dispense an accultural [sicl and independent juslice. However, the
recognised independence of the judiciary is merely an independence from
the obvious pressure of overt prejudice or corruption: il cannot be an
independence from the inevitable influence of the ideals of their profession
or the views of their culture. . , . Indeed, the Maori belief that all things are
interrelated means thal th€ judiciary is but one thread in the intenroven
fabric of the . . justice system: it cannol exist unaffected by the overall

229Cooke,'lntroduction', 5
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paltern of lhe fabric. lt is woven inextricably to the system's instilutional
values, its tradilional and historic antecedents, and to the attitudes of the
society ;1 s61yss.233

The dominance of legal positivism for much of the twentieth century made this shield

almost impenetrable. Chapter five described how threats to the legitimacy of colonial
law in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and the increasing authoritarianism of the
Muldoon adminislration, prompted a more inlervenlionist, policy-oriented approach
by the judiciary. The degree of lhis varied between judges, and the different levels of
the judicial hierarchy. Even where the judiciary acknowledged the role of value
judgments and policy in their decisions, the judges were still portrayed as the
diviners of fairness, backed by a presumed social @nsensus.

(i) The Role of Sir Robin Cooke

To a very large degree, judicial activism on the Treaty was attributed to a single
judge-Sir Robin Cooke, the President of the Court of Appeal. Even where separale
judgments were delivered, attention focused on that of Cooke. He therefore played a
central role as an organic intellectual, both within and outside the courtroom.

Especially in the later 1980s, Cooke's judicial dicta were supplemented by a number
of high-profile, extra-judicial commentaries. Cooke often described these utterances
as purely personal, as those of a private citizen,234 and 'not clolhed with the
authority of the judicial gown'.23s But at other times he spoke expticitly on behatf of
the court of Appeal.236 5us6 'extra-iudicial disquisition', he said, had become
almost a conventional obligation. He claimed to hold some reservations about the
practice-but being aware of the dangers, he maintained, helped him to avoid
16srn.237 Given his predilection for similar digressions in his judgments, and the
frequency of these extra-judicial excursions, however, it is ditficult to give such
proteslations a great deal of credence.

As noted in chapter four, lhe tendency to interpolate 'personal observations' into his
formal decisions caused some apparent discomfort for other judges.23e The further

233J3qks6r , He Whaipaanga Hou, part 2, 142
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blurring of the boundaries between the judicial and extra-judicial sphere must also
have concemed his more formalist colleagues. For example, Cooke speculated on the
fate of Chilwell J.'s delermination in the Huakina case, thal the Treaty could provide

an exlrinsic aid to statutory interpretation, even where there was no statutory
reference. The matter had not yet been considered by the court of Appeal.
Nevertheless, Cooke sought Dolfr to venture an opinion, and to preserve his judicial

impartiality: 'l go no further than saying extra-judicially, without prejudice and on
a purely provisional basis, that at first sight it seems in harmony with the spirit and
principles of the Treaty and with what has been said in the New Zealand Maori Council
and other cases.'239

(ii) Cooke as the Champion of the Treaty

Cooke seemed to relish the image of a judicial maverick. He attracted high praise

from the media, academia, and some Maori for taking lhe lead over the Treaty. Some

even implied that he had single-handedly brought about a revolution in judicial

thinking. For example, the New Zealand Heratd of 19 July 1990 reported the award
to Cooke of an honorary doctorate of laws by Cambridge University. lt quoted directly
from the universily's cilalion, which itself exposed the ongoing imperial perceptions

of Maori and the Trealy:

[Tlhere is no one mors fitted than he to resolve th€ complex puzzles of New
Zealand society. one hundred and 50 years ago, by the Treaty of waitangi,
lhe Maori chieftains ceded sovereignty to the British Crown, in relurn for
the protoction of their 'lands and sstates, forests, fisheries and other
lreasuros'. The ideals of the treaty have been tarnished by time; and a
culture and its traditions are in danger of extinction. The enlightened and
liberal judgments which he has delivered, sometimes in the face of public
and political opposition have ensured him a place in the history of his
country and have captured the attention and respect ol the legal commun1y
worldwide.

ft is rather intriguing that when the New Zealand Law Journal reported lhe honour,
it made no reference to the Treaty of Waitangi at all.

But such plaudits misrepresented Cooke's motivation as a commitment to the Treaty
itself. This image oversimplifies the basis for Cooke's intervention in the Treaty
cases, and is not borne out by his historical position on the Treaty. The
personalisation of lhe Court's new position on the Treaty also had a number of follow-
on effects. lt displaced attention from arguments over the substance of the Treaty. lt

239Cooke,'lntroduction', 4
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lied the future of the Treaty to the legal process, and to the fate of one particular
judge. lt empowered that judge to act as the definer and legitimalor of the Treaty
ideology. And it disguised the structural factors which had caused some in the
judiciary to alter their position on lhe Treaty, and which might cause them to do so

again.

Cooke's advocacy of the Treaty as a fundamental constitutional document, and the
judiciary as its guardian, became more strident as the Court of Appeal became tocked
in battle with the Government. The history of the debate on judicial activism suggesls
that his primary concern was lo attain and maintain judicial oversight of the
execulive, and not with the Treaty itself.

(iii) Cooke and Judicial Activism

As discussed in chapter five, the challenge of judicial activism was neither unique to
Cooke, nor to New Zealand. lt reflected the general tensions which confronted the
judicial arena, as a result of moves by the executive to deal wilh problems at the
economic and political levels, by circumventing democratic processes. The courts
were invoked as the route by which democratic government could be restored.
lnternationally, the debate focused on the extent to which judicial review could
legitimately go.

Within Aotearoa/New Zealand, the authoritarianism of the Muldoon administration in
the late 1970s and early 1980s had heightened concern over abuse of executive
power, and created a positive climate for the growth of judicial activism. This
involved a direct challenge to the positivist legal doctrine which had prevailed for the
past century. Cooke called it'judicial glasnost'.240 ln 1987, he claimed it was.more
than a decade since the pretence of legal formalism was abandoned and much more
open emphasis began to be placed on working oul a philosophical approach-to use a
somewhat pompous term to describe conscious value judgmgnls.'241 In the 19g0s ,it

has become less common to pretend lhat questions can be solved by combining bifs of
existing knowledge or precedent, that everything will follow from deductive analysis
from established precedents if only we get the first principles embodied in them
right.'242 Many now acknowledged that judges search for sotutions 'which seem fair

2409e61",'Fairness', l
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and just atter balancing all the relevant considerations'. Open debare of policy
considerations had become commonplace, although, he said, they were not a substitute
for analysis.

The extent of judicial activism varied across common law jurisdiclions, and depended
on 'each hierarchy of national Courls, and each generation of Judges and practitioners
therein.'243 This trend was increasingly recognised in most Commonwealrh
jurisdictions, allhough with greater reticence in England. The New Zealand judiciary
occupied varying positions on this spectrum.

[T]he great majority of New zealand Judges, perhaps all, now openry
recognise (albeit no doubt in varying degreas) that the inevitable duty of the
Courls is to make law and that this is what all of us do every day. Doubtless
sorn€ make more than others, but il could not seriously be contended that
Judges at any lever are merery apprying brack-and-w6;1" ,u1"s.244

For Cooke, the readiness of New Zealand judges to 'apply simple ethical ideas' in
formulating the law was due to the smallness of the population, and the limited
consequences of such decisions. But there was far from unanimous support for this
position. Cooke himself noted that 'few Judges, if any, . . . would wish to cultivate a
reputataon for dynamism: it is hardly a respectable judicial Quality.,24s

Tensions between the Court of Appeal and the High Court, within fhe Court of Appeal
ilself, and the ongoing conservatism of the Planning Tribunal, have already been
noted. Lawyers also expressed concen.246 In response, Cooke argued that the
common law's achievemenls in providing certainty were overraled. Debate over
fundamenlal legal problems had continued, despite centuries of litigation. Indeed, the
kinds of case to which judicial activism was usually applied were characterised by a
deep uncertainty.

Cooke carefully avoided the impression of a judicial free-for-ail, and was careful noi
directly to confronl fundamental, liberal legalism. For example, he never attacked-
and indeed, he praisecl-the British constitutional origins of the New Zealand legal
system.247 Nor did he jettison the common law as such. For Cooke, the common law
had a vitality and movement of its own. ll could legitimately produce different

2436e61",'Dynamics', 3
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resulls, without any faulty reasoning or misconception. ,[T]he common law is

nothing if not malte65ls'.248 Indeed, '[s]ome differences in expression can even be

beneficial to the development of the law, allowing different aspects to be emphasised
as different factual situations emerge ;s1s1.'249 Not only is the common law
negotiable, it is 'of its very nalure . . . an instrument of principled justice capable of
fresh life and vigour',2s0 whlsh courts are often willing to use to its maximum
potential.

In dealing with the potential conflict between the doctrines of Parliamentary
supremacy, and of the separation of powers, Cooke stressed the affinity, rather than

the conflict, between the Parliament and the courts. The modern, common law should

be premised on a 'free and democratic society'. This should comprise functioning,
independent courts, and a functioning, democratically-elected Parliament. Creative
judicial interpretation was simply the common law's paratlel to parliamentary

recognition of the public interest. The Courts merely ascertain the democratic will of
the people, as expressed lhrough the legislature, in Acts of Parliamen1.251 Within
these broad parameters, Parliament has the constitutional role to lay down policy.

The courls must uphold, and respect, that role. But there are also limits on

legislative power. 'One may have to accept that working out truly fundamental rights
and duties is ultimately an inescapable judicial responsibitity:Zsz

It becomes the function of Judges to blend the enaclment with tho body ot
existing law, giving due weight to the policy of the statute but, in cases not
clearly provided for, laking into account also the value of rights whose
application is said to be curtai1s6.253

Hence, 'if a change, by legislation or olherwise, were seen to undermine [these
fundamental rights and dutiesl to a significant extent, it would be the responsibility

of the Judges to say so, and if their judgments to that effect were disregarded, to
resign . . .'2s4

Cooke's rationalisation may well have been more tactical than substantive, designed
to defend his flank in his battle with the Government. Parrying between Cooke and
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Palmer continued through much of 1990. Cooke even speculated on the need for a
Judicial Commission to protect appointments from political interfer"n"s.255 161s

tension simmered behind the scenes during the Commonwealth Law Conference in

March 1990, although it was diplomatically kept away from the public platform. ln
his formal paper Cooke backed away from any direct confrontation with the
Government. He, unconvincingly, argued that the Tainuicoal case had turned on a
matler of statutory interpretation.

[O]bservations on wider and unargued issues were not being ventured.
Nevertheless al a high political level, and consequently in some journalism,
some observalions wsre taken out of cont€xl and complaint was made to the
sftect that it had bean suggested that the Courts had the ultimats
responsibility for determining Treaty grievances.256

But there were strong implications, even in these exlracts, that Cooke did support a
role which went beyond creative statutory interpretation, and was thereby in conflicr
with the essentials of liberal constitutionalism. But the absence of any further major
litigation, and the partial retreat by Palmer and Cooke in the later part of 1990,
defused the imminent constitutional crisis.

(iv) Cooke and the Concept of Fairness

Central to Cooke's iudicialglasnost was the concept of fairness. According to Cooke,
the present day judiciary had replaced strict application of formal, legal logic with
'the search . for the solution that seems fair and just after balancing all rhe
relevant consideratlsns.'257 And 'a guiding principle in many recent New Zealand
developmenls, however expressed, has been the need to give effect to reasonable
expectations.'2s8 This approach combined the convenlional, natural law theory with
that of the American Realists. The natural law approach saw judges as the diviners of
@nsensus social values. Cooke talked of this approvingly as the 'very old idea of
which the fashionability waxes and wanes. The Realists saw the judiciary as
moderalors of competing interests, who sought fair and reasonable solutions in the
conditions of the time.

The concepl of fairness was central lo Cooke's general position. In his paper to the
1989 Australasian Law Schools Conference conference, Cooke applied it to a number
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of subject areas. Integral lo fairness was the assumption of a social consensus: ,For

fairness to work as an effective criterion it is necessary that the society have a
more-or-less common set of values and that this value be high among them., While
New Zealand 'is in many respects a vocal and divided sociely', 'l think that the ideal of
fairness and a sense of what it requires in particular cases is quite strongly
evident.'259 Hence, '[i]n a democratic and egalilarian society, and New Zealand sets
out to be and largely is (though regrettably less than affluent), it may be that once
the facts of any given case have been fully elicited most people would agree on the fair
pssu;1.'260

ln relation to the Treaty of Waitangi, he argued that the language of the Treaty in
either version was of little help today. What was important was the spirit of
partnership, as expounded in the SOEs case. While the term fairness had not been
explicitly used in lhat case, Cooke had no hesitation in citing it as an illustrarion of
the concept. ln the subsequent Treaty cases, both sides had, in the main, adopted a
responsibfe approach. The concept of fairness was, therefore, slowly achieving
practical implementation.

(v) Cooke's Record on the Treaty

Gooke showed no interesl in the constitutional potential of the Treaty of Wairangi
until after the State Owned Enterprises litigation in 1987. Indeed, his earlier
statements were dismissive of the Treaty. ln 1984, Cooke stated that ,the Treaty of
Waitangi hardly passes muster now as a satisfactory unitying document; at best it is
of very limited scope.'261 As noted earlier, in a 1985 Bill of Righrs seminar in
Wellington he made no mention of the Treary.2ez Even at the t9g7 Law Society
Conference, several months afler lhe SOEs decision, his paper made only a cursory
reference to the case, during a lengthy analysis of constitutional relations.263 But by
1988, Cooke was hailing the Treaty as a constitutional foundation stone of the nation.
He contrasted the days when the Treaty was a closed book to lawyers with recent,
accelerating, moves to give it a 'wholly different 6imgns;en'.264
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Even when Cooke did discuss the Trealy, it was usually in terms of race retations. Al
the AULSA in 1989, he focused on four areas of judicial activism: administrative law,

constructive lrusls, employment, and the Treaty of waitangi. The Treaty was
portrayed as an issue of race relations, involving the thirteen per cent Maori
population. His explanalion of the Treaty was firmly located in the English text:

There were different versions of the Treaty but th€ differences do not
mall€r much. In all versions it is a simple document of a preamble and three
articlos. The basic effect was that the Queen was to govern and the Maori
to be her subjects; in return lheir chieftainship and possessions were to be
protected, but sales of land to the Crown could be negotiated.265

Cooke saw lhe Court as an active agent in the redefinition of Maori rights, and in

promoling solutions which were compatible with the needs of a contemporary,
Western democracy. There was a healthy tension between the court and the
government, which reflected the value of a constitutional balance of power. And there
was an underlying unity and coherence between Governmenl, courls, and the Waitangi
Tribunal. The Waitangi Tribunal, for instance, 'has well and faithfully performed the
tasks allotted to it by successive Parliamenls of differing political complexions'.266
The combined beneficence of the state was evidenced by the fisheries legislation:

Another quite heartening aspect of the story is thai in performing their
different lasks Parliament, the government and the courls in effect
combined to produce a result giving Maori, not indeed all that was sought,
nor av€n all that may have been available when the Joint Working Group on
Maori Fisheries was searching for agreemont, but at least substantial
practical benefits in the form of fishing quotas and finance.267

In Cooke's assessment, the Maori Fisheries Act had produced a 'comparatively happy

outcome', which the Court of Appeal had later endorsed, to give the Treaty a ,practical

effect in the circumstances of 1990, radically different from anything envisaged in

1649.'268 For Cooke, the Acl was a considerable advance in recognition of Maori
rights, although 'not necessarily a final solution'.

These advances in judicial recognition of the Treaty were attributed to the
progressive enlightenment of the judiciary, and the increasing interest of practising

and academic lawyers of standing-not to Maori challenges, which had threatened a
crisis of constitutional legitimation. The evolution of law had flowed from a growing
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nalional malurily, visible socio-economic inequality, awareness of social problems
such as crime, international trends towards recognition of indigenous peoples, and a
consciousness that the Treaty has been observed 'imperfectly'. Through patience,
balance, and determination, the deep-rooted probtems of race relations could be
tackled.

Cooke had no doubt lhat the legal profession would play a central role in the future of
the Treaty. The terms kawanatanga and rangatiratangawerc destined to ,become parl
of the vocabulary ol every New Zealand lawyer in the 1u1rJys.,268 By 1990, the
Treaty had, he said, been embraced by lawyers. None would now dare to dismiss the
Treaty as a nullity. The Treaty was also recognised by the vast majority of pakeha:
'Now there can be few Pakeha who in their hearts scoff at it or underrale its
practical significance"269 Even those who felt threatened, or sought to make potirical
capital from the issue, were, he claimed, tacitly acknowledging its importance.

There was no conception that Maori might justifiably have been dissatisfied with the
outcomes imposed by the state. And Cooke was certainly not prepared to engage in the
fundamental, constitulional debate over the Treaty relationship belween tino
rangatiratanga and Crown sovereignty. Citing criticisms from lhe Governmenl on one
hand, and from myself on the olher, Cooke noted in his speech to the Commonweatth
Law Conference in 1990 that the scales of dissatisfaction were fairly evenly
6613nss6.270 He described developments in the 1980s as a,subtle cuttural
repositioning'.27t Elsewhere, he made it clear that attemprs to divert the judiciary
from reaching neutral, rational, and objective decisions would be resisted. ,l see not
the slightest likelihood that the bench, however composed, would be blackmailed inro
decisions against the merits by any such considqalisn.'272

As David Williams warned in 1990, Maori pressure would continue, irrespective of
who the judges or the government were. There were real risks of Maori
disillusionment if the courts and Waitangi Tribunal failed to deliver genuine redress.
But public criticisms of Cooke for selling Maori short were rare, and unpopular. The
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more @mmon point of debate was the constitutional propriety of Cooke's challenges ro
Parf iamentary suprem acy.27+

(vi) Cooke as the Gatekeeper ol the Treaty Debate

Over time, Cooke appeared lo assume the role of gatekeeper of the Treaty debate. For
example, he agreed to write the foreword to the special 1990 Treaty edition of the
NZULR, on condition that he was satisfied with the scholarship of the contributions. ,l

wished to make sure that this Feview marked the sesquicentenary by contributions
objective, well-informed and likely to be of more than lransient y41ys.,225

Presumably, the four articles met Cooke's requirements of being ,carefully written
and balanced" Yet four of the five authors were state officials: Chief Judge Durie of
the Waitangi Tribunal, and the only Maori; Professor Gordon Orr, former Secretary
for Justice, and a Waitangi Tribunal member;276 Sir Kenneth Keith, Deputy
President of the Law Commission;272 and Alex Frame, the Director of TOWpU in the
Juslice Department. The academic balance was provided by one pakeha, male, legal
academic, David Williams, who was 'free of the constraints of otficial or quasi-
official position, [and] animated by an idealistic sympathy for the Maori cause'.278

The only woman contributor-also the one Maori who was nol a state official-was
legal academic Annie Mikaere. She wrote a five-page book review of Kawharu,s
collection of essays on the Treaty. cooke noted that Mikaere was critical of the book
itself, the courts, the Waitangi Tribunal, and 'even' such academics as Dr McHugh.
Indeed, he implied that the piece was partisan and outside the realms of careful
scholarship, and patronisingly dismissed her criticism that pakeha commentators
lacked cultural competence when it came to the TreaU.

Non-judicial readers of this review may gain a s€nse of the pitfalls ofjudicial work if lhey consider one of Annie Mikaere's commenls: ,in rather
similar fashion to many of the Pakeha contributors to this book, the judges
bandied about terms such as rangatiratanga, almost as though ttrey wlre
qualified to decide what lhey msant.' slill, she adds spice to the
m111u1s.279
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But the publication would have lacked balance, if it had 'omitted a fair sample of this
kind of approach'. Cooke failed to explain how a five-page book review weighed
against the other one hundred pages of articles.

(vii) Chiet Judge Durie

Judge Durie, the chief judge of the Maori Land Court and the chairperson of the
Waitangi Tribunal, has been an equally significant actor in the creation of Treaty
ideology.

Durie was a different kind of judge: in direct contrast to the acultural image of
Pakeha judges, his explicit cultural identification as Maori was integral to his role
as an intellectual of the colonial state. This function was bound to be controversial.
But Durie came to enjoy much widespread Maori support, as well as genuine respect
from many lawyers, fellow judges, academics, and lhe media. As a result, few have
closely scrutinised or publicly criticised his contribution to the Treaty debate. Such
an examination discloses significant shifts in position, with serious ideological and
political consequences. By 1990, Durie had clearly staked his position within the
framework of Crown sovereignty, lhe authority of colonial law, and the substitution
of needs-based settlements for the payment of formal compensation for Treaty
grievances. This meant subsuming Maori rights, and legitimate Maori demands, to the
needs of colonial capitalism.

This was not always so. His early initiatives made both the Maori Land Court and the
Wailangi Tribunal more accessible, and sensitive, to Maori. This earned him
considerable mana amongst Maori. But these arena were marginal, and largely
confined to Maori. Durie maintained a low profile amongst Pakeha. In these early
times, Durie was both less legalistic, and more polilically radical, than in later
years. This is most evident on the question of sovereignty. As the major influence
behind the early Waitangi Tribunal reports, Durie clearly gave priority to the
Maori lext, and supported the position that Maori did not intend to cede sovereignty.
His public speeches during 1985 and 1996, while rather more guarded, were
nevertheless consistent with that position.

ln a paper to a Bill of Rights seminar in May 1985 Durie placed a strong emphasis on
the Maori text: Maori expectation had been
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based on the Maori lext, and it must be rememb€red that ths Maori lext is
the one lhat was datsd and signed, it is actually lhe English text thal slips in
by way ol succession. The Maori text contains not so much a succession
[src] of pow€r as a partnership or sharing in developmsn1.280

In 1986, Durie was still ambivalent in his public slatements on sovereignty.2St
There was, he noted, no single Maori view of what is meant by 'Maori sovereignty'.
But Maori claims within New Zealand were broadening in a similar way to
developments overseas. By 1989 Durie's position on the question of sovereignty had
changed quite dramatically, as had that of the Waitangi Tribunal. Speaking as part of a
Law Society's lravelling seminar on the Treaty he said

Many Maori have therefore claimed that the tribes did not cede
sovereignty, but kept their sovereign rights to lhemselves. This same
opinion, that sovereignty was not ced€d, is held by many of the Treaty
Indians in canada. Personally, I do not think there is a problem. lt is
sufficient to say that the Maori ceded to the eueen and knew they were
ceding to the Queen, the right of national governance in return for a promise
of prolection, while retaining to themselves the authority that they have
always had to maintain their own affairs. That, I think, is tantamount to
ceding soversignly, subject to conditions about protecting and upholding
Maori rights. Does it matt€r if the sovereignty so ceded is not absolute? . .

. The debate is academic in my view. I think it enough to say that tho Maori
lexl of the Treaty was sufficient to justify tho crown,s subsequent
proclamation of sovereignty. Thal was the conclusion of the Waitangi
Tribunal in lhe Muriwhenua Fisheries Heport. . .282

Durie conceded that the Waitangi Tribunal's position was contrary to the view held by

many Maori, lhat rangatiratanga meant the continuance of Maori sovereignty. Durie
claimed this was incompatible with Article One. As a resull, Durie's interpretation ol
lino rangatiratanga was now very restricted. 'Article ll should be seen as conveying a
right of local self-management and even that does not mean that the tribes are freed
of national regulation in the exerclse of that right.'283 Much of his argument was
sourced to colonial evidence, and references to the English text. He justified this by
the statutory direction in the Treaty of Waitangi Act which required the Tribunat to
consider both texts. Further, he argued, while Maori had relied on the Maori text, the
Queen's represenlative had relied equally on the English-a proposition which denied
lhe political, economic, and strategic inequality of lhe relationship between coloniser
and colonised, and which was recognised even by the international and colonial law
rules of Treaty interpretation.

2806. Durie, Bitl ot Rights Seminar, 6O
281E. Durie, 'The Waitangi Tribunal: lls relationship wirh the judiciat system,, NZLJ, 19g6,

235
282E Durie, /Vew Zealand Law Society Seminar. The Treaty of Waitangi, April 1gg9, 132839rr1", Law Society Seminar, 14
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This was bolstered by reference to Sir Apirana Ngata's conservative interpretation of
lhe Treaty, and his assertion that Maori had ceded sovereignty. Durie acknowledged
that this was 'a tar cry from certain Maori opinions today, that see rhe Treaty only as
a handy instrument for clobbering Pakeha, bul I believe that Ngata's opinion is still
the opinion of most Maori elders that you cannol maintain your rights, without firsr
acknowledging your duties and without first maintaining your adherence to the
Crown'.284 He failed to acknowledge, let alone explain, the contrary views of the
early Waitangi Tribunal reports, which he himself had largely written. He ignored
the fact that Ngata's speech was a rare departure from lhe historical Maori reliance
on the Treaty as a source of rights. And he failed to mention that Ngata,s explicir
purpose was to draw Maori away from 'nga wawata'-wishful thinking, or day-
dreaming-and to accept the reality of colonial government power. Durie, il seemed,
was attempting th€ same strategy in 19g9.

This was a difficult time for Durie. There were by now intense demands for a
separate, Maori system of justice. Durie had staked his own position firmly to rhe
Crown slructures, within which he held office. He reiterated his support for an
incorporated form of bicultural law which

prov[ed] that the one law can accommodate the needs of more than one
culture. I know that many Maori are unhappy with th€ rate of progress, but
personally I am nol. I think wo ar€ doing better lhan any other country in
developing a bicultural jurisprude66e.285

This strong confirmation of Crown sovereignty was carried through to the 1990
NZULR article, co-authored with Gordon Orr of the Waitangi Tribunal, which was
discussed earlier.

Durie made no attempt in either article to explain the shift in his, or the Tribunal's,
position on the texts, or on sovereignty. He certainly was aware of the issue. There
seem to be two possible explanations: that he made a political choice to reject lhe
sovereignty argument, but did nol want to make that shift, or the reasons for il,
explicit; or that he felt bound to follow the position which had been developed through
the Waitangi Tribunal. Even in his extra-judicial statements, Durie did seem to view

2849u1is, Law Society Seminar,lS-19. He also cited Sir James Henare as holding a similar
opinion. But he did not present the complexily of Sir James' perspectiJe on the
relationship betwsen the Crown, the settler gov€rnment and Maori, and between the

^^powors 
of the English Queen and lhe retention of tino rangatiratanga.

28SDurie, Law Society Seminar, 21
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of the Tribunal's legislation, and by its
the etfect was to legitimate further the

Tribunal, and by the broader Treaty

(viii) Judges as Organic lnteltectuals

Had Cooke nol been the President of the Court of Appeal, or had he been a legal
formalist, the legitimation crisis of the colonial state, and within the the judicial

system itself, would have been played out very differently. And had Judge Durie not
taken the Waitangi Tribunal down a divergent path in the Motunui hearing, the
passive revolution might not have been possible. Had he maintained the Tribunal,s
strong position on the Treaty after the SOEs case, and entered into direct criticism of
the Court and the Governmenl, the Maori challenge of the late lg8os would have been
much more potent, and divisive.

Most other judges have been less adventurous and less vocal. Those who have spoken
publicly have generally reinforced the theme of a judicial enlightenment, combined
wilh measured responsibility. For example, Chief Planning Judge David Sheppard
outlined to the 1990 Commonwealth Law Conference the series of planning cases
where Maori issues had been pleaded. He concluded there had been positive moves to
make allowance for Maori cultural needs and concerns-but that this had been
achieved without compromising the principles which underpin either orderly
planning, or the legal system. Despite acknowledging that the Treaty's true
interpretation is 'the subject of some 6s5s1s',286 Sheppard had no hesitation in

calling it a treaty of cession, or in referring solely to the English text. The legitimacy
of Crown sovereignty was simply asserted, sourced in the English decision to annex,
and Hobson's subsequent proclamation.

The majority of the judiciary remained distant f;om Treaty litigation and judicial

activism. Many were defensive of legal orthodoxy. lt was 19g0 before the High Coufi
judiciary attempted to address its ignorance of matters Maori. ln mid-l990, the A/ew
Zealand Law Journal reported a hui, organised at the request of several High Court
judges, to'consider and discuss aspects of what was described as the Maori dimension
in New Zealand Society'.287 A substantial number of judges had attended. The day was

2869. Sheppard,'Maori Culture in New Zealand Planning Law', Conference papers, .1990,

150
287'.1u6;.;.1 Hui,, NZLJ, 1990. g59
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considered only a qualified success, being too short to deal with the marters raised.
Further opportunities lo discuss such matters had been requested. The report
portrayed an uncritically positive image of a well-disposed and proactive judiciary,
wanling to facilitate a more culturally-sensitive system of justice. lf made
absolutely no mention of the Treaty of Waitangi. Nor, understandably, did it ask why
this had taken until 1990, despite the groundswell of Treaty lirigation in the
preceding years, or even how several such hui could provide the most basic level of
cultural competence. There was certainly no queslion of how this might bring the
judiciary closer to an understanding of tino rangatiratanga.

While individuals do not lhemselves change the course of hislory, at times of crisis
lhey do make crucial and unique contributions to the specific course of events. The
role of a small number of judges in the Treaty litigation, and in the Waitangi
Tribunal hearings, must nor rherefore be underestimated.

(d) The Legat Profession

As Maori became more litigious, lhe involvement of iawyers expanded dramatically.
There were still some Maori who ran their own cases on political lines, challenging
lhe court's authority and reasserting mana ys91;.287 But these were rare, and
considered out of step with the new Maori embrace of the colonial courts. This tegat
capture extended to the Waitangi Tribunal. Maori claimants were effectively excluded
from arguing their own claims, as pakeha lawyers, legal procedures, and legal
concepts, look over the proceedings.

By the late 1980s, the Treaty had become a growth industry for rhe legal profession,
and a new arena for exploration by legal academia. Many government departments,
corporations, local bodies, industry groups, and increasing numbers of Maori
claimants and organisations, began seeking legal advice on the Treaty. A number of
law firms quickly saw the Treaty as a potentially-lucrative source of income. They
appealed, in particular, lo corporate clienls. The most notable was LawLink, a
national nelwork of law firms. During the fisheries furore in 19gg, they advertised
their self-proclaimed expertise on the Treaty in such publications as the Nationat
Business Review and lhe Listener, uncritically citing the English text and lhe Wi
Parata dictum. some firms even set up specialist Treaty sections. Amongst the firsr
was Kensington swan, which established of a Treaty of waitangi unit called Te ohu

2871n particular Ngai Tamarawaho, see above, 593-6
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Whakakaupapa I te Tiriti. This was staffed mainly by Maori lawyers, and served
Maori and Pakehs s11s61s.289

These were specific initiatives by practilioners. The Treaty of Waitangi had remained
largely invisible in gatherings of lawyers and legal academics. Gradually it
penetrated the agenda of specialist legal conferences. But it was not until 1999 and
1990 that the Treaty was embraced, albeit tentatively, by the Law Society itself.

(i) Bill of Rights Conferences

Its first significant appearance was in the context of the Bill of Rights. Soon after the
release of the draft Bifl in 1985 two, day-long seminars were organised, where
invited speakers discussed its merits. The first of these was held in parliament

Buifdings in Wellington, under the auspices of the New Zealand Section of the
International Commission of Jurists. In early 1985, the Treaty had still not
permeated mainstream legal discourse, and the early planning had made no provision

for any speakers on the Treaty. Once this was pointe6 eu1,290 the organisers
arranged for three Maori speakers to be included in the later part of the programme.
This process reflected both the general ignorance, and the relative openness, in the
Treaty debate at that time.

The placement of the Maori participants in the after-lunch session, however, meant
thal the first eight speakers made their contributions before the Treaty was raised.
Predictably, lhe Trealy was largely absent from their discussions. Sir Guy powles

commented on the obiections raised by Maori to the 1963 Bill of Rights proposal, but
without making any substantive comment on the issue. Lawyer John Fogarty approved
of the draft Bill, noting that 'l have not studied the Treaty of Waitangi issue
adequately.'291 Lawyers Alison Quenlin-Baxter and John Upton, and former
Ombudsman George Laking, made no reference to the Treaty. Nor did the presidenl of
the Court of Appeal, Sir Robin Cooke. Trade union lawyer Judy Reid raised the issue

of class, but she did not address the Treaty either.

The only significant comment on the Treaty clauses came

political journalist colin James. Highlighting the contradictions

such as the co-existing provision for individual and collective

from a non-lawyer,

implicit in the Bill,

rights, he observed

289'Ksnsi6tton Swan sets up Treaty issues unil,, VIJWLR, v.19, 19g9,3g4
290p1;u"1" communicarion berween J. Hodder and J. Kelsey, March 19g5
291.1. Segsrty, Bilt of Rights Seminar, 26
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that the Treaty did not appear to fit comfortably. The original motivation for the Bill
of Rights was a concern over lhe previous five or so years with 'economic issues and
the role of the Government, the Slate, and the economy, ralher than concern with the
more Maori definition of rights, which is being pursued in the 6r.11 g;g1'.292

The afternoon session involved the panel of Maori speakers, followed by politicians
from the main parties. Judge Durie began, oullining generally the Crown, and the
substantially greater Maori, expectations of the Treaty. His emphasis on the Maori
understanding of the Treaty relationship led into the contribution from Manuka
Henare of the Catholic Commission on Justice, Peace, and Development. Henare
oullined the history of, and resolutions from, the Ngaruawahia Hui of September
1984. This had rejected the Bill of Rights and affirmed the constitutional primacy of
the Treaty. while Henare personally favoured a Bill of Rights covering individual
matters, he saw problems in marrying it with collective Maori rights.293

Henare was followed by Whatarangi Winiata, Professor of Accountancy at Victoria
Universily, and a major intellectual force in the Raukawa District Maori Council. He
was accorded an attenlive hearing as he spelt out the proposal from the Ngaruawahia
Hui for 'one people, one vote in the major institutions of Aolearoa to give recognition
to our bicultural heritage as a nalion built on the Treaty of Waitangl.'29a thg
suggestion was for a senale, half Maori and half non-Maori, to evaluate and reconcile
all legislation coming from lwo separate legislative bodies-one Maori and one
general chamber.

Few of the Pakeha lawyers present would have been aware of the 19g4 hui, or this
radical proposal. While Henare noted it 'is gaining a lot of sympatny and agreement
within the Maori community at present',295 11s idea was received by the audience
with some incredulity.296 1n his conclusion, Winiata dilured the impact somewhat
with a @mment on strategy: recognising the likelihood of considerable pakeha, and
possibly, Maori opposition he hoped that such strong advocacy would secure at least a
senat€ to monitor legislation, a slronger and better-financed New Zealand Maori
Council, and more Maori seats in psll;srnsn1.297

2929. James, Bitt ot Rights Seminar, 23
293p1. Henare, Biil ot Rights Seminar, Z2
294ry. winiara, Bitt ot Rights seminar, 66
295Henare, 64
296Personal observalion
297winiata, 68-9
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The questions and commenls from the audience were predictable for the time:
Prendergasl's description of the Treaty as a nullity was ,good law and good
history';29a 'the Treaty of Waitangi had little relevance to rhe ordinary present-day
problems of Maoris in this country';299 ,we are all one people, Maori and pakeha

together, they fought alongside each other in the war'; the Treaty was signed to stop
inter-tribal Maori wars, so '[s]hould not the Treaty of Waitangi, having taken its
effect, be forgotten, and should we not go fonrard as British subjects as the one
people?'300 Winiata responded 'il is true that the Maori people fought alongside the
pakeha people, and in my survey of the willingness of this country to give authority
to Maori people and to give them the resources to do the job, it is the only one I can
find of any significance. . . and it is my plea that we do more e11hs1.'30r

Given the prepared speeches of the politicians, the Maori input had tittle impact on
their formal presentations. Palmer made the rather platitudinous slatemenr thal ,you

cannot solve the problems in New Zealand relating to the Treaty of Waitangi by
ignoring 11',302 and then did precisely that for the remainder of his speech. Robert
Jones, the then leader of the libertarian New Zealand Party, ignored the Treaty. So
did National's Simon Upton-although when arguing that public opinion was a more
effective reslraint than a Bill of Rights, he cited National's backdown on the rejection
of the Waitangi Tribunal's recommendations on Motunui as an exampls.3O3 Stefan
Lipa, from Social Credit, talked in brief and rather vague terms, suggesting that the
Bill should be inlerpreted 'in a manner consistent with the preservation and
enhancement of the multi-cultural heritage of New 2gs;sn6s1e.'304

Question lime saw the politicians confronted with the Treaty more directly. euestions
from lawyers reflected a defensive and legalistic position, whilst those from Maori
and Pakeha non-lawyers tvere generally pro-Treaty. Palmer was respectful and
cautious, having been caught somewhat off-guard by Winiata's contribution. He
deflected the issue by asking for more time to think about the proposal, but predicted
it trrould be too politically difficult 1o 

"s61sys 
305 Lipa blandly suggested a statement

298 gi11 of Rights seminar, 69
299 gy of Rights seminar, 69
3oogg of Rights seminar, To
3ol winiata , zo-l
3o2 gy ot Rights seminar, 72
3o3g1p ot Rights seminar, 89
304S. tipa, Bill of Rights Seminar,92
305116;1" he indicated the argument was new to him, it had been raised with him by myselflhe previous day in a lengthy private discussion, and was dismissed as being

incompatible with the Westminster constitulional system.
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of intent on the Treaty might lead to further development and dialogue. However, in
an inleresting reflection of the prevailing tolerance amongst progressive Pakeha, he

claimed that 'the first step, whalever else happens, is the entrenchmenl of the Treaty

of Waitangi in the Bill of Rights because that is the point about which you are likely

to get very little argumsnl.'305 Bob Jones, by contrasl, was contempluously
dismissive, as he remained throughout the 1980s. To him, the proposats would have

little support, and the Treaty was 'hardly adequate' to meet the need to restrain

executive power.

The session had brought the issue to the notice of the Pakeha lawyers present, and had

been presented by Maori in Maori terms. But it did little beyond reinforcing the
growing legal awareness of the significance of the Treaty as an issue.

Three months laler, the Legal Research Foundation organised a similar seminar in

Auckland. Three Maori, two of whom were long-serving, political activists, were
invited to speak on the Treaty. Once more, however, they were placed at the end of the

agenda. The first speaker for the day was political studies leclurer Andrew Sharp,
who later published on the Treaty. At this time, however, his discussion of the Treaty
was 'only by way of further illustrating the controversial and contradictory
ingredients of our "rich and diverse heritage".'306 He targetted the conceptual
contradiclions of the white paper's rhetoric, and lhe inadequacy of a conslitutional
ideology which suggested that the answer to political abuses of power lay in abstract

legal righle.3o7

Other early contributors gave token, if any, acknowledgement of the Treaty. This
included several legal intellectuals who later contributed to the Treaty debate.
Professor Ken Keith's sole reference stressed the Treaty's importance, and left it
there:

The draft also contains specific provisicns on cne critical issue for New
Zealand - the Trealy of waitangi. This is a very important mattsr, as lhe
public debates and the Whits Paoer under11ns.308

3o5ltp", t og
3064. Sharp, 'An Historical and Philosophical Perspective on lhe proposal for A Bill of

Rights for New Zealand', A Bill ol Rights for New Zealand, ed. Legat Research Foundation,
Auckland, 16 Augusr 1985, 33

3075ss also below, 398-9
3086. Keith, 'A Bill of Rights for New Zealand? Judicial Review Versus Democracy,, in 4
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Similarly, Professor Jock Brookfield, just one month before his much-publicised
inaugural lecture on the constitutional status of the Treaty, simply noted in his
conclusion 'ln particular, I have nol mentioned the importanl recognition of rhe
Treaty of Waitangi by Article 4 (corresponding to s.25 of the Charter), which
remains to be dealt with at another 1;mg.'309

The contribution of the first Maori speaker, Chief Judge Durie, and the only one who
supported the Bill of Rights, is discussed elsewhere.3l016s other two Maori were, at
lhat time, activists in the cause of Maori sovereignty. lronically, both became senior
public servants during the later years of the Labour Government, and publicly
abandoned their radical positions. Ripeka Evans presented rhe proposals of rhe
Ngaruawahia Hui for constitutional recognition of the Treaty, and for a Maori senate.
Shane Jones confirmed this position:

for us the Treaty is an affirmation of Maori soversignty over their homes,
lheir lands, estates and esleemed institutions and ptssessions. lt alone is
th€ formula that expresses how power and authority is to b€ distributsd and
limited between the pakeha and the y3s7;.311

He expressed concern that the political parties might use the Treaty for temporary
political advanlage, and rely on the Bill of Rights to divert attention from the cenlral
issue of honouring the Treaty-authority and power.

The essence of articl€ ll is the guarantee of Maori sovereignty, th€ right to
national self-determination, the right to control, administer and decide our
own destiny. The Bill of Rights has not been designed to honour such a
guarantee'312

While the speakers impressed many of those present with their lively eloquence, and
reinforced the rising, public significance of the issue of the Treaty, rhere was no
evidenc€ that the audience had taken on board their political message.

(ii) The l98T New Zealand Law Society Conterence

These were isolated discussions. In the mainstream of the legal profession, the Treaty
remained invisible. The lawyers' trade union, the New Zealand Law Sociely, was

309p.g. Brookfield, 'The Bill of Rights as Fundamental Law in the Lighl of the canadian
Experience', in A Bill ot Bights, 164

3109s6 below. 807
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particularly guarded about the Treaty revival. Throughout the 1970s its members
had born the brunt of allegations of institutionalised racism wirhin the jusrice
system. Most had responded defensively. Some isolated moves had been made to
acknowledge the problem. For example, in October 198g the Auckland District Law
Society organised a series of sessions on Race Relations, the Law and the Legat
Profession lo discuss Maori land, race refalions, racial awareness and education, and
the criminal juslice system. But there was no sustained action.

By 1987, the Bill of Rights had been in circulation for two years, the Wairangi
Tribunal's profile was rising, and the courts had begun exploring the Treaty. But the
Law Society remained quite hostile. The Treaty was completely absent from the
agenda of the 1987 triennial Law Society Conference. When challenged by Judge
Durie over the failure to include Treaty perspectives in the debate on the Bill of
Rights, the conference organisers repried, rarher ingenuously:

The status of the Treaty of Waitangi cannot, because of time constraints, be
a significant part of the sessions on the Bill of Rights. Indeed, so as to avoid
doing injustice to such an important topic, it is considered lhat it should not
be dealt with as a specific topic at these sessions, although it may well be
raised in discussions.3l4

Sustained criticism led to a special session of the Conference being organised on a
Christchurch marae. However, its contenl, and indeed its very occurrence, were nol
reported in lhe official conference papers.3ls Inquirers were told that only
proceedings which were held at the main venue had been;ns1u6s6.316

The Treaty barely received even an incidental mention during the official
programme. Sir Robin Cooke, fresh from the SOEs case, was one of three speakers
reffecting on The New Zealand Nationat Legal tdentity. Cooke canvassed recent
examples of judicial activism across lhe areas of criminal, family, contract,
property, evidence, employmenl, environmenl, and intellectual property law. But
lhe Treaty received one cursory reference:

And over and above all that, in many ways more important, certainly too
important to b€ cov€red here oxcept by this general affirmation, is the
ever-increasing judicial recognition of the Maori dimension and the
principles of the Treaty. Bul sven if space, tim€ and patience did permit,
lhere would be no good purpose in continuing in this vein. lf what has been
dealt with in this sketch is not enough to bring out that there is a distincr

314ps161 Zealand Law Society Confersncs Committ€e to Chief Judge Durie, 12 June 19g7
31511su/ Zealand Law conferance, conferance Paprs, Ghristchurch, 1-s october lgg7
31 6Personal communicalion
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nalional legal identity, further labouring on the same lines will not do so.
is time to turn to the looming question about the consoquences.3lT

Expatriate legal academic, Jeff Berryman, had some sharp commenls about liberal
formalism, judicial passivity, and rhe positivism of lawyers.

Actors in the system, judges, rawyers, and academics, perceive their rore
as highly skilled technicians facilitating, in a neutral apolitical fashion, the
dictates of the rule of law. The legitimation of policy and value
discourse is against our intellectual traditions as evolved from legal
formalism and private adjudication. A review of our legal scholar"hip
expos€s, with few exceptions, that we have eschewed discussing policies,
values, political assumptions and philosophies of and about law. 

-. . . [F]orlhe legal profession-academics, rawyers, judges-the poticy being prrirlo
and ils formulation within an administrative regime is of no concern: it
having been received from a political process.318

Berryman concluded that, withoul a critical examination of policy, the New Zealand
legal system would never be emancipated from its colonial parent. He congratulated
Cooke for his open discussion of the need to make value judgmenls, and to focus on the
fairness of substance, rather than procedure. Berryman predicted a continuing
execulive erosion of the jurisdiction of the courls. ln response, the judiciary would
initially be deferential and lhen increasingly antagonistic. Belter-informed courts
would 'be@me important organs to gap fill and to bridge lhe past, present and fulure
visions of society'.319 16s goal was compromise and cohesion-and it was ihe rote of
legal scholars to provide the necessary policy argument, and hence to tegitimate the
resulting judicial decisions.32o But he, too, he had nothing to say on the Treag.

It was left' once more, lo a non-lawyer, journalist Keith Ovendon, to raise hard
political issues, including the place of Maori in the 'national legal identity'.
Canvassing the background to the Rogernomics revolution, Ovendon objected to its
intellectual shallowness, and the mythmaking which had portrayed foreign-derived,
Anglocentric, economic policies as new and unrc.,,e to New Zealand.

In small societies with a colonial past, the pull of othsr countries, first the
colonising pow€r, bul then other significant aclors in the adjacent
international arenas, is very greal. By this I mean that the experience of
these other countries plays a particularly large part in determining both the

317Oooke, 'National Legal ldentily,, 27o
318;. g"roman,'The Law and New Zearand: lnfruence or Abslraction,, conference
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framework within which political and social evolution occurs and the kinds
of policies that are adopted at home to deal with perceived problerns.321

He rather colourfully concluded lhat 'a significant part of our political identity is
heavily dependent on rummaging in the countries of the dsveloped industrial
democratic world for solutions to our problems.'322 Counterposed to this were
specifically local conditions, in particular 'lhe existence of Maoridom in the context
of a western democralic state'. These raised 'a cluster of problems and challenges for
which lhere are not, nor can there ever be, imported solutions.'323 Faced with this
dilemma, the characteristic local response was to 'muddle through'. The policy of
biculturalism, in response lo the Maori renaissance, was one such example. lf these
problems were faced up to, a truly coherenl New Zealand identity would become
possible. But Ovendon's conclusions remained vague, and the new @nsensus which he
was promoting was clearly still located wilhin the prevailing economic and political
framework.

(lit) The Law Society's 'Treaty Roadshow.,

Thal conference was in 1987. Over the next two years, major new opportunities
opened up for lawyers in litigation, Tribunal claims, planning cases, policy advice,
and commercial opinions on the Treaty. The legal profession radically revised its
attitude to the Treaty. By 1989 the Treaty had become fully incorporated into legal
discourse. As Kenderdine observed:

Many lawyers are now involved in what I shall call ,Tr€aty
jurisprudence'-thos€ who act for commercial firms or soE,s-those who
deal wilh natural resource and planning activities-the conveyanc€rs; some
will be litigating in the courls whilst acting at the same time for tribal
claimants, intervsnars, or the crown before the waitangi rribunal and
grappling with the concepts of 'tapu', 'rangatiratanga' and 'manamoana"
to which many non-legal definitions apply, and most of which will be
unfamiliar ...gZ4

Even the New Zealand Law Society changed its position. tn May 1989, the Law Society
sponsored a seminar on the Treaty of Waitangi-colloquially known as the Treaty
Roadshow-to travel around the country and educate lawyers about the Treaty. The
team comprised Chief Judge Durie, Paul Temm QC, Pakeha lawyer and Waitangi

3216. gu"ndon,'The New Zealand National Legal ldentity', Conterence papers,19g7,2s9
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3245. Kenderdine,'Legal lmplications ol Treaty Jurisprudence', VIJWLR, v.19, 1gg9,347,

349
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Tribunal member Bill Wilson, and the head of the Crown Law Office's Treaty section,
Shonagh Kenderdine.

They prepared a substantial discussion paper, which was intended as a basic,
educational tool for lawyers who were new to lhe issue. The paper began with a
lengthy piece from Paul Temm on the Treaty of Waitangi. This was basically an

extract from his book on the Waitangi Tribunal, which was published shortly
afterwards324-s1166ugh many of the more glaring mistakes in the book had been
edited out. Essentially, Temm commended the Court of Appeal's corporatisation
decision, and defended the Waitangi Tribunal against accusations of fomenting racial

lension. He advocated a future, harmonious partnership, based on mutual
reasonableness and good faith:

I suggest that the reasonable way to spell out the concept of partnership is
nol lo act out of fear and apprehension, but in a way that is based on justice
and on fairness, so that each partner acts reasonably and in good faith
lowards the other. As the Court of Appeal has said this calls for 'careful
research, rational positive dialogue, and above all, for generosity of
sPiril''3 2 5

Bill Wilson presented a uniformly uncritical account of the Waitangi Tribunal's
history, operation, and success. Shonagh Kenderdine surveyed the legal situation in a
range of areas affected by Treaty claims, drawing on the now-extensive writings of
Pakeha legal academics and historians. Her reference point was lhe rights the Treaty
protects-sovereign, Maori and the rights of New Zealanders'.326 thsse were
reflected in a list of twelve principles of the Treaty which she drew exclusively from

the SOEs case, and the Muriwhenua Fishing Heport.

For Kenderdine, Trealy rights flowed from the doctrine of aboriginal title, as a right

of property. She therefore urged lawyers to take account of these rights ,as a matter
of course-in the way they do common law rules relating to property rights at
English 13s'.327 In the area of corporatisation, the Courr of Appeal had acted as ,the

guardian of the rights enshrined in the Treaty'. But 'despite some excellent dicta
emerging from the Courts', litigation would nol resolve the many issues which
involved social, economic, and political problems and solutions. Negotiated political

solulions were required. Opportunities such as the Bill of Rights and the Fisheries

3249"" below, 701-5, tso, 786-z
325p- 16'1rn, New Zeatand Law Society Seminar: The Treaty ol Waitangi, April 19g9, 11
3263. 6"n6erdine, Law Society Seminar,30; see also Kenderdine, 'Legal implicarions,
32TKenderdine, Law Society Seminar, 34
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working Party had, she fell, been lost, and might not come again. The answer,
according to Kenderdine, lay in the principle of partnershrp which, she reassured the

audience, would nol necessarily mean an equal share of resources.

Judge Durie's contribution was presented as the Maori perspective on the Treaty. His

explanalion drew on both texls, referring audiences to the discussion on the Treaty in
the most recent Muriwhenua Fishing Beport. His position was conservative. Durie
confirmed a Maori cession of sovereignty, and presented a totally uncritical
appraisal of recent developments. The Treaty had been: included in New Zealand's
laws, official policies, and proposals for legislation; introduced into government

departmenl's management plans; referred to in school charters; included in the
warrant of the Royal Commission on Social Policy; and recognised by the courls.
There was no appraisal of the shifting political motivations for, and commitment to,

these moves, nor of their substanlive effect. Durie drew on Ngata's 1922 lecture, as
well as the recent court precedents, post-SOEs case Waitangi Tribunal reports, and
writings by Sir Kenneth Keith and Paul Temm eC.

Durie was at pains to reassure the Pakeha audience of their place within
Aotearoa/New Zealand. He distinguished between Maori as tangata whenua-as those

belonging to the land by right of first discovery-and 'tangata tiriti as non-Maori, or
those who belong to the land by right of the Treaty'.329 Hs conctuded by inviting
those present to believe that

we are well down the road to dev€loping a Treaty jurisprudence, one
that can accommodate two people. That, to my mind, is the spirit of
Treaty 

"1 
*qr1.330

Throughout the seminar, the lawyers in the audience were given no help to
understand culemporary Maori demands for independent authority over such diverse
areas as law, education, foreign atfairs, broadcasting, economic development, local
governmenl, and resource control. Inslead, the seminar reinforced lhe new Treaty
ideology, and lhe central role of colonial law in providing the tools for analysis, lhe
forums for resolution, and the parameters of acceptable outcomes.

3299udr, Law Society Seminar, 22
330Durie, Law Society Seminar, 22

law
the
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(iv) The 1990 Commonwealth Law Conference

Shortly afterwards came the 1990 triennial Law Society Conference. Held as part of
lhe sesquicentennial celebrations, il was combined with the lXth Commonwealth Law

Conference. The New Zealand legal profession was in the international spottight. lt
could not avoid dealing with the Treaty. But disputes within the organising committee
over the role of the tangata whenua, and the appropriate place of the Treaty in the
conference programme, reflected the profession's continuing ambivalence.33l
Eventually, several sessions were sel aside to deal with legal pluralism and
indigenous rights.

Amongst the local contributors were Sir Kenneth Keith and Judge Durie, whose
contributions have already been discussed, and myself. My paper generally followed
the theme of this thesis. The second Maori speaker in the session on indigenous
peoples was lawyer Joe Williams, from Ngati Pukenga. He explained that the Maori
signatories had expected to secure considerable benefits from Pakeha colonisation,
through technology and trade. The Treaty was basically an insurance policy for the

lribes' survival, in the face of the potential lhreat from British colonisation.
Securing recognition of Rangatiratanga was a means to that end. Williams criticised
the new ideology which had been constructed around the Treaty. Talk of 'the Treaty
partnership' had diluted the Treaty's promises. 'The starting point for today's image-
makers is not what is contained in the agreement of 1840, but what is perceived to be
acceptable to New Zealand's conservative heart-lan6.'332 Williams argued that the
allernative solution lay in the original Treaty agreement.

survival for the Maori will depend on the recognition of the unique
constitulional status of the tribes, the recognition of the right of each to an
adeguate economic base, the recognition of the right of each to substantive
legal, political and economic autonomy and the recognition that each must be
accorded the power to prot€ct and to nurlure its laonga-its cultural
17sssu7ss.333

But the precise nature of this, how it would be achieved, and its relationship to the

existing Westminster-style constitution and common law system, were not spelled
out.

331 P6y116 communication
332.1. 11y;11i2ms, 'Back to lhe Future: Maori Survival in the 1990s', lXth Commonweatth Law

Conference, April 1990, Conference Papers Supplement,6
333.1. y,1;111"ms, 'Back', g
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At the session of the conference on access to justice, Moana Jackson defined
rangatiratanga as the sovereign power of tribal nations to exercise authority. The
thread which wove this power together was te mana o nga tikanga, or the force of law.
A debate on access to justice was therefore a debate on constitutional authority.

Under the Treaty, Jackson argued, the rights which Maori derived from tribal
authority still existed. 'They are not dependent upon, nor subordinate lo, the legal or
political sovereignly of any other nation, neither do lhey gain validity merety
through access to the process of justice of another legal system.'334 16 dismiss those
rights would be to deny the Treaty, and refuse to acknowledge the Maori perception of
lheir own authority. He wenl on to criticise a 'myopic mono-legalism that has
dismissed the worth and validity of other systems of law', and which has ,blinded

many in the profession and in the community, to the ongoing debate within rhe Maori
world about justice and law'.335 This was nol, according to Jackson, a maler of legal
pluralism or bi-cullural sensilivity, but of a more constitutionally separatisr form
of 'legal parallelism'. The profession and the Pakeha communily needed to understand
Maori discontent, because Maori would continue to feel aggrieved, and to seek justice
in the form of self-determination.

The A/ew Zealand Law Journal subsequently published many of the papers from the
conference. lt is notable that those on indigenous rights were left out. However.
Moana Jackson's presentation was included with the papers on access to justice. Two
lhings are noteworthy about the A/Z[J report. The first is the reference to ,Maori

address', 'proverb stated in Maori', and 'closing address in Maori'. There was no
altempt to print the Maori language content verbatim, or lo translate it into English.
It remained invisible, Maori knowledge which was presumed to be irrelevant to, or
unnecessary tor, the predominantly Pakeha, legal readership. The second significant
point was the acknowledgement of Jackson's speech by Smellie J., who chaired the
session. Apparently, lhe responsibility for bringing about change was a maner solely
for Maori:

Thank you for that address. Nobody listening to you could describe you as an
extremist. lt was careful and temp€rate, and we all hope that you continue
to pursue those dreams and put out the burning sense of injustice among
many Maori people.336

3349. Jackson, 'Access to Justice', NZLJ ,19g0, 3gg, 3g4
335Jackson,'Access', 334
336Jackson,'Access', 335
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The conference was very much a showpiece. By 1990 it was clear that many
individual lawyers remained unconverled to the new Treaty ideology in the 19g0s.
The Law Society itself had apparently sanctioned the judicialisation of the Treaty, but
with considerable reservalion and within the strict paramelers of colonial law.

E. LEGAL ACADEMICS AS ORGANIC INTELLECTUALS

During the later 1980s, legal academics also began exploring the Treaty and Maori
rights, within the available legal doctrines. A selection of these is discussed below.
Except for a handful of critical legal lheorists, most academics were latecomers to
the Treaty debate. Their role as organic intellectuals, while important in developing
a more-sophisticated, ideological rationalisation of recent legal developments, was
largely retrospeclive, and of secondary importance to lhe contribution of the lawyers
and judges themselves.

Legal academics perform lwo organic functions-they lrain future generations of
lawyers, and they organise legal discourse into an ideologically-coherent form.
Academics, as the conduits of legitimating ideologies, are therefore crucial definers
of reality.

Because universities monopolise, in our societies, technical and scientific
knowledge, the conception ol rationality which they transmit can appear
'naturally" as universal rationality. University training and certification
nol only sanction the "superior knowledge' of the recipients, bul also make
them into "bsarers 61 ;63s6n'.337

In the New Zealand context, Moana Jackson linked lhe 'arrogance of exclusive
knowledge' of lawyers, wilh a process of legal training, and experience, which is
monocullural and effectively excludes Maori input and values. ln 1988, he observed
how professional oversight, market demands, and ideological parameters

conlinues to perpetuate a type of legal education which adheres to its own
exclusive background and traditions. lt is a background which, of course,
reflects the institutional development of the profession in New Zealand and
its historic role as advocate and supporter of laws detrimental to Maori
PeoPle.338

Legal academic Peter Rikys observed the dominant Eurocenlrism of the education
system.

337y Larsen, quoted in Legitimacy and Control,
Keynes, 1977

338Jackson, He Whaipaanga Hou, pan Z, Bs

ed. G. Esland, Open University, Milton
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The New Zealand educational struclure was based directly on th€ English
model; as were the systems and methodologies used within it. No attempt
was made to incorporate indigenous structurss, systems or methodologies,
or to giv€ any recognition to indigenous bodies of knowledge. A badly biased
systsm resulted and has largely been perpetu31s6.339

At the lertiary level,

the broad-flaws in the education system as a whole are exaggerated. The
system is (largely male) elitisl, mono cultural and oppressively racist, and
indigenous people succeed wilhin it, despite an enormous weighting againsl
them. lt is at this level that thg assumed superiority of the colonisers'
bodies of knowledge and systems of learning reach entrenched and myopic
proporlions. One example will serve lo illustrale this. Al the 'highest'
level of learning in Aotearoa th€re are six state-supported universities and
nol a single'wharewananga", rhe Maori equivalent. outsid€ the
'recognised" systam wharewananga have been fostered and valued . . . but
onlY bY Yss11.340

This meant very little indigenous analysis of the colonial stale, or of colonial law, and
their relationship to Maori, and a virtual monopoly on legitimate knowledge of
malters Maori, by the intellectuals of the colonial state.

For reasons of space, lhe educational function of legal academics is not laken any
further here. lnstead, this section will discuss the role of academics as conslructors
of the ideological discourse on the Treaty, through a selection of academic writings
published during the term of the fourth Labour Government. The discussion is divided
into three sections-aboriginal title; international law; and constitutional law. These
reflect the main doctrinal sources which were employed by legal academics during
lhat time. Underpinning these various doctrines, however, is a fundamenlal
uniformity: the assumption of the legitimacy of Crown sovereignty, through a Maori

cession of sovereignty and/or unilateral proclamation by the Crown; the abstraction
of the Treaty from its economic, political, and ideological contextl the definition of
the Treaty, and Maori rights, exclusively within the framework of colonial legal
discourse; the belief in conceptual coherency and the assertion of right and wrong
legal answers; and the general invisibility both of critical Maori perspectives, and

the work of critical Pakeha 2s3clgrniss.341

339p. Rikys, 'Multi-cultural educational issues and
Zealand) and Auslralia'. unpublished paper, undated

bi-culturalism in Aotearoa (New

340p;1y.
3419u1 see F.M. Brookfield,'Maori righls and two radical writers: review

NZLJ, November 1990. 406
and response',
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(a) Early Legal Academic Writings

It is necessary to background briefly some of the early writings by legal academics on

the Treaty, so later works can be placed in context. Most early publications concerned
the validity of the Treaty of Waitangi as a treaty of cession. The issue was not whether
Maori had ceded sovereignty, but whether British sovereignty was assumed through a
valid treaty or otherwise. The answer to this question largely determined the legal
cognisability of lhe property rights contained in Article Two of the English text. For

example, Tony Molloy in a 1971 article entitled The Non-Treaty of Waitangi
conduded

whelher it is a binding /agal document, and ignoring any 'spiritual. or
emolional value it may have, it is submitted that th€ Treaty of Waitangi is
worthless and of no effect. lt is a non-trsaty. Moreover, if people could
desist from casting 130 years into the past for an emotional prop and show
€ven grealer determination in grappling wilh the present day racial
problems of our nation, it would also become, at long last, a non-issue.342

Ten years laler, law student Betty Carler argued to the contrary.343 She tested the
validity of the Treaty of Waitangi against four elements: international personality,

intention lo act under international law, consensus ad idem, and intention to creare
legal, and not merely moral, obligations. Carter concluded that the Treaty of Waitangi
was a valid lreaty of cession. The article was a rather meandering, and at times
obtuse, counler to the prevailing, Eurocentric denigration of Maori society. Carter
argued that Maori society did possess lhe necessary characteristics to enter a treaty
of cession. lt did not then require ratification, or incorporation into municipal law,

and could be pleaded in a court of law. As with virtually all later academic
contributors, Carter ignored the crucial question of how Maoriviewed the Crown's
sovereignty. Nor did she explain why the validity of the Treaty should be measured by

the standards of imperial international law, and colonial common law. While her

argumenl may have provided some food for thought for lawyers, it bore little relation
to lhe sovereignty debate which was driving Maori protests in the early 1990s.

In 1981 another law studenl, John Sutton from Victoria University, published an

article on the validity of the Treaty. He drew on existing Pakeha writings, and
attached the English text of the Treaty. Sutton argued that even if the Treaty was not
lhe vehicle by which the Crown assumed sovereignty, it was an instrument which

3429. Mottoy, 'The
3439. Carter, 'The

1981.1

non-Treaty of Waitangi', NZLJ, v.9, 1971, j99, 196
incorporation of rhe Treaty of waitangi into Municipal Law', AULR,
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declared the obligations of the settler state under internationsl ;6u,.343 For Sutton,
the Waitangi Tribunal had the potential to meet those obligations, provided it became

more Maori-oriented, interpreted its jurisdiction more liberally, and had the power

to review currenl and proposed legislation.S44

Aside from these student conlributions, and despite the Treaty's high political profile

in the early 1980s, it was virtually invisible in mainstream legal academia.
Universities barely mentioned it in constitutional law courses, il was absent from

conferences of legal academics, and almost invisible in legal periodicals. Before
Labour was elected in 1984, the only published references to the Treaty and Maori
rights were occasional offerings on Maori land questions, the early writings of Paul

McHugh on common law aboriginal litle, and the debate between David Williams and

Byron O'Keefe over the Waitangi Tribunal's Motunui hearings. There were some
wrilings by critical legal academics, but these were generally published in non-legal

forums.

The real upsurge of interest in the Treaty by legal academics did not occur until the

Treaty had been incorporated into mainstream political discourse by Labour's Treaty
policies, the early Waitangi Tribunal reports, the draft Bill of Rights, and the
reference to the Treaty in legislation. Legal academics may have been slow on lhe
uptake. But once they became involved, lhey claimed the intellectual authority lo
define not only the issues, bul also the appropriate tools of analysis, the legitimate

sources of knowledge, and the meaning of the Treaty itself. By the end of the 1980s

the Treaty had become a fertile arena for legal academics. Indeed, the topic for the

Quentin Baxter Annual Writing Prize in 1990 was The Treaty of Waitangi as a
Constitutional Standard in New Zealand.

(b) Aboriginal Title

Perhaps the most prominent legal writings on Maori rights in the 1980s involved

the concept of common law aboriginal rights. The potential application of the concept
to Maori was first raised by John Hookey in a 1973 article on the Milirrpum case in

Australia.345 The doctrine was explored further, and written on frequently and at
great length, by cambridge University-based New Zealander, paul McHugh.

3a3.1. p. Sutton,'The Treary of Waitangi roday', VUWLR, v.11,.198j, i7, 18
344sutton, g9-ao
345.1. gooley, 'Milirrpum and the Maoris: The Significance of the Maori Land Cases Outside

New Zealand', Otago L Rev, 1973, 63; see also J. Hookey,'settlement and Sovereignty'
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(i) Paul McHugh

The essence of McHugh's argument was quite straightfonryard:

The basis of the doctrine is that the Crown acquired sovereignty over New
Zealand, expressed in feudal terms blending imperium (the right lo govern)
and dominium (the Crown's position as paramount owner of all land within
the colony). This dominium, irrespective of the common Law mode of
acquisition of the colony, was taken subject to pre-existing traditional
property rights enjoyed by tribat peoptes. This aboriginal tirle is
usually expressed as some burden or qualification upon the crown's
ultimate title to land within its colonies.346

Aboriginal title was not a property right created by lhe common law. lt arose from
pre-existing customary law. But it was dependent upon crown sovereignty.

Aboriginal title derives from tribal use and occupation of its traditional
territory since time immemorial and whether claimed in respect of land
above or below the shoreline poses no challenge to the crown's
sovereignty, lndeed its existence at law is reliant upon that sovereignty
since aboriginal title is based upon an attribute of the crown,s
sovereignty, its dominium.S4T fuy emphasisl

Accommodation of aboriginal title involved a form of 'legal pluralism' whereby ,a

dominant (Anglo-Saxon) legal cullure makes provision for a servient (aboriginal)

se6s.'348 So, if land alienated from the Crown was subject to an unextinguished

aboriginal title, that land would be held by two systems of tenure, 'one aboriginal,
the other Crown 6g1;yg6.'349

Rights under aboriginal title could be extinguished by consent, or by the passing of
valid legislation, but not simply by an exercise of Crown prerogative. This power to
'quiel' aboriginal title arose 'by virtue of the [Crown's] constitutional position as

ultimate landowner and English law's requirement that rights in land derive from a
grant by the Crown'.350 gnly the Crown could purchase or accept Maori lands-
commonly called the right of pre-emption-although it could assign thal right to

in Aborigines and the Law, ed. P. Hanks and B. Keon-Cohen, Allen and Unwin, Sydney,
'r984

346p.6. McHugh,'Aboriginal servitudes and the Land Transfer Acr lgs}', VUWLR, v.l6,
1986, 313, 316-7

347p.6. McHugh,'The Legal Status of Maori Fishing Rights in Tidal Waters', VUWLR, v.14,
1984, 247, 2s4

348p-6. McHugh, 'Book Reviews: Ihe Recognition of Aboriginat Customary Law. The Law
Reform Commission (Australia). Report No. 31,, NZULH, v.12, 1997,446

349y"6rn6,'Aboriginal servitudes', gl9
350YsFfrt6, 'Legat Slarus', 247, tn l
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others. McHugh argued that whilst any remaining customary rights over land dealt
with by Crown grant had been validly extinguished by section 84 of the Native Lands

Act 1999,352 the position over such areas as tidal waler and sub-adjacent land
remained debatable.

But McHugh also drew a secondary distinction, between territorial and non-
terrilorial aboriginal rights. The latter were non-exclusive and unaffected by the
extinguishing of territorial customary title. McHugh cited fishing rights as a key
example.3S3 These rights were confined to the lwi or Hapu which had maintained the
use of that right from 1840, and were limited to lraditional, non-commercial
fishing. The right was nol exclusive, but co-existed with non-Maori activities-
albeit with some greater common law protection for Maori.

For McHugh, Article Two of the Treaty was merely a declaration of these aboriginal
rig hts:

There are a variety of principles embodied in the Treaty of waitangi.
These include the notion of good faith, the recognition of Maori title to
their lraditional lands, forests, fisheries and olher treasured lhings, and
the tribes' entitlement as British subjects to have these property rights
protscted in the courts. These are principles, howevsr, which can be found
already and separately incorporated into tho common law. Their
justiciability does not require a statutory 6xsis.354

Acknowledgement of the conflicting texls, or intenlions, was rare. When they were
mentioned, lhe discussion was brief and unsatisfactory. In 1986, for example,
McHugh doubted whether tino rangatiratanga amounted to a demand lor some rights of
legal sovereignty, rather than some authority delegated by the Crown. 'Some barrier
to such a claim is presented by the first article of the Treaty of Waitangi in which the

chiefs ceded their sovereignty to the 6lsvyn'.355 The Waitangi Tribunal's strong
interpretation of tino rangatiratanga was countered by invoking a Diceyan distinction
between political sovereignty, some of which Maori may have relained, and tegat

sovereignfy, which they had allegedly ceded. The extent of independent se/f-
managemenl exercised by Maori would 'remain reliant upon permission from lhe

352Nq$, section 155 of the Maori Affairs Act 1953.
353ygHug6, 'Legal starus', 247; p.G. McHugh, 'Maori Fishing Rights and the North

American Indian', Otago L Rev, v.6, no.l, lg85, 62
35ap.6. McHugh,'The legal basis for Maori claims against the Crown', VIJWLR, v.1g,

1988,1,11
355p.6. McHugh, 'Aboriginal rights and sovereignty: Commonwealth developments', NZLJ ,

1986, s7, 62
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Crown in its exercise of legal sovereignty.'356 This argument is discussed in more
depth in the section on constitutional law below.

Operating within these parameters, lhe doctrine of aboriginal title was ideologically

safe' lt in no way challenged the supremacy of Crown sovereignty or colonial law.

McHugh was adamant that these rights arose from common taw, nol from any
'supposed political sovereignty'. lndeed '[flar from challenging the legal sovereignty
of the Crown . . . the doctrine of aboriginal title is completely reliant upon the full
legal sovereignty of the 6re*n.'357 lt merely required lhe resurrection of existing
concepls and precedents from the available pool, which could be processed through
formal legal channels. The judges would lhen have lo reverse those precedents which

had 'got it wrong'. According to McHugh, this was now on the cards, given the
revitalisation of Maori rights brought about by the progressiveness of lhe courts, the

Waitangi Tribunal, legal academics, the legal profession, and the Government. These

developments involved a welcome 'trend towards the accommodation of Maori rights

and claims within Pakeha law and ;nr111u1;ens.'358

McHugh explicitly avoided the related argument of an aboriginal right to self-
determination, declaring this to be ultimately a political question. In his review of
lhe Australian Law Commission's report on cuslomary law, McHugh approved the
Commission's posilion that '[tlo treat the recognition of Aboriginal customary laws

as lhe channel for Aboriginal self-delermination is to distort the lssugs.'359
Similarly, its decision to '[shrink] from radical solutions (such as tribal courts),
accepting the reality of the existing system and the unlikelihood of significant change
in the criminal justice system of Australia',360 was a conservatism 'which the
reviewer endorses thoroughly'.361

McHugh observed that the 'Crown has yet to feel the full effect of Maori claims

against il based on the Common Law doctrine of aboriginal 1;11s'.362 The legal
principles underpinning the doctrine of abori3inal tiile had still not been
investigated. The argumenl had been 'overwhelmed by litigation resulting from some

statutory recognition of the Maori aboriginal rights embodied in the Treaty of

356gsHr,t6,'Aboriginat rights', 62
357969rn6,'Aboriginal rights', 63
358Y"gun6,'Aboriginat righrs', 57
359Quoted in McHugh, 'Book Reviews', 447
36oY6Hug6, 'Book Reviews', 449
361Y"grn6, 'Book Reviews', 451
362Y"grni'r, 'Legal basis', 3
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Waitangi.'363 Even Ie Weehiarose from an ambiguous statutory provision on Maori

fishing rights, which could equally derive from the Treaty. He concluded in 1988 that
'a full modern judicial assessmenl of the legal principles behind the Treaty of
Waitangi is unlikely to eventuate from cases resting upon some statutory reference to

;1.'364 There was a sense of frustration about this in McHugh's wrirings. His theory
remained unlested, despite ils commendation by fellow legal academics, and even in
Government reports. lndeed, McHugh was never shy of promoting his own academic

reputation by citing the Government reports, articles, cases, and speeches which had

mentioned his work.

Such iudicial consideration might have occurred if the Government had proceeded

with the proposal, in the Maori Affairs Bill, to repeal section 155 of the Maori

Affairs Act. That was the modern version of section 84 of the Native Lands Act '1909,

which provided that customary title was nol to avail against the Crown. McHugh

argued that this section was clearly unconstitutional, as a serious infringement of
Articles Two and Three of the Treaty. Removal of the section would open the way for

three possible causes of aclion-recovery of the possession of customary land, where

lhe Crown could not show that title had been duly exlinguished; breach of fiduciary

duty; and breach of contract.36s 161e would render the Crown legally accountable for
its dealings with tribal owners, on malters such as the Ngai Tahu reserve land. That

would effectively leapfrog the Waitangi Tribunal process, and allow for direct,
judicial determination.

The article itself explicitly alerted the Government to the potential economic disaster

which might result from the repeal.

It is submittsd that th€ New Zealand governm€nt has faced itself with a
conundrum. There has besn a commilment to the repeal of section 155 of
the Maori Affairs Act without an accompanying awaren€ss of the
cons€quences this will have for the crown's legal accountability for its
historic dealings with Maori customary title In particular the
government will have to clarify tho relation of its prospective exposure to
liability resulting from the repeal of section 155 to the recently conferred
retrospective jurisdiction of lhe waitangi Tribunal. lt may b€ that the Maori
Affairs Bill will need amendment to provide that no action may be brought in
the courts in respect of the crown's extinguishment of lhe customary title
by exercise of its pre-emptive right prior to a delermination of the
question by the waitangi rribunal. such provision may well require a
concomitant change of the waitangi rribunal's role from recommendatory lo

36396Hug6, 'Legal basis', 19
364Y"9un6, 'Legat basis', 2
365Y"9rn6, 'Legal basis', 7-8
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adjudicative. Such a transformation may undermine the Tribunal's present
procedural flexibility and responsiveness to the Maori position.

Tho stakes are high. Maori claims of the variety typified by 'Kemp,s
Purchase" run to hundreds of millions of dollars. The lribes have a deep
sens€ of injustice which the governmenl has pledged to correct. The repeal
of section 155 of the Maori Affairs Act seems to be considered as no more
lhan constitulional tokenism. Yet such a stsp has massive significance so
long as section 6(1) of lhs Limitation Act remains. The way in which this
conundrum is resolved calls for acuts political sensitivity for whatever
way lhe gov€rnmenl r€acts it risks lransgression of the principles of the
Treaty of Waitangi.366

McHugh's warning was nol losl on the Governmenl. Amongst the documents obtained
from the Treasury under the Official Information Act is one relating to the proposed
repeal of section 1S5-although it was only secured after an appeal to the
Ombudsman.367 Treasury's investigations, following the publication of McHugh,s
article, showed that there had indeed been no report on the implications of the repeal.
Treasury suggesled sending the matter to the Crown Law Office for an opinion. Should
Crown Law decide that McHugh's analysis was correct, various options should be
placed before the Ministers. The outcome of Treasury's recommendation is not known.
But the Maori Affairs Bill was never reported back to Parliament during the term of
the Labour Government, so section'155 remained in force. Given the Government's
determination, especially in the late 1980s, to restrict the economic consequences of
Treaty claims, it is highly improbable that the clause would have survived even if the
Bill had been passed.

McHugh has written a great deal about the rights of Maori. He purports to offer
objective, academic analysis. But his position is far from neutral. ldeologically, it
serves to legitimate lhe sovereign authority of the Crown, the legitimacy of colonial
law, and the potential of the colonial state for benevolence. In the case of the repeal of
seclion 155, he went further, and actively cautioned the Government about measures
which might have seen his theoretical writings deliver some tangible redress to
Maori. This epitomises the organic function of legal academics within lhe colonial
stale, the fallacy of claims to neutral objectivity, and the inadequacy of theoretical
analyses which treat of Maori rights as abstract, legal questions.

366gsHug6,'Legal basis', 13-14. Section 6(1) of the Limitation Act provides that.nothing
in this Act shall apply to any Maori land which is customary land within the meaning of
the Maori Affairs Act 1953', except for certain statutes specified in section 6(2). Nor
does anything in lhe Act affect the Crown's right to minerals, including coal: section
6(3). lf McHugh's aboriginal title argument was applied to minerals, an iniersting conflict
could arise benreen these two provisions.

367Treasury,'Proposed Repeal of section 155 of rhe Maori Affairs Act 1953'. 12 October
1989, WM:SCW T 62t2stgt1
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A variation on McHugh's lhesis, which would not require the formal repeal of section

155, was developed in his conlribution to an Oxford University colloquium on the

Treaty of Waitangi in late 1989. His paper was later published in the New Zealand
Law Journal. McHugh repeated the same premises: the Treaty of Waitangi, as per lhe

English lexl, was a treaty of cession which declared pre-existing common taw rights.

He was explicit about the organic role now played by lawyers: they translated any
'rights' identif ied by interpreting the Treaty 'into a legally-cognisable or
enforceable 161ms1.'368 Over recent years this had taken the form of statutory
recognition of the Treaty, and of international and common law doctrines.

But McHugh now posited a third 'new' doctrine of the Crown's fiduciary duty to Maori

lribes, independent of the Treaty and aboriginal title. This would allow the court to
strike down the actions of the Crown which breached certain standards of behaviour.

A generalduty towards Maori might remain unenforceable, because of its vague and

policy-oriented nature, although a duty might affect the interpretation of legislation.

Bul specific duties could arise in particular cases-McHugh cited section 155 of the

Maori Affairs Act, and the proposal in the (first) Maori Fisheries Bill 1988 to
render Maori fishing rights judicially unenforceable, as possible targets.

Crown assets would be particularly vulnerable to this new doctrine of fiduciary duty.

In some cases it might arise from the Treaty, as in the case of the SOEs and coal, and

in other cases from aboriginal title, as with the fisheries. But it was dependent on

neither. This was a doctrine which could stand on its own.

According to McHugh, the emergence of this new doctrine reflected the shift in
political power taking place in New Zealand. The Crown did not have a free hand, as it
had thought in the past.369 Yel, McHugh's argument did tittle more than rationalise

the incfination of the Court of Appeal, backed by the Huakina decision, to recognise a

fundamental obligation of good faith towards Maori, whether or not there was a

specific statutory reference. lt left Maori with no guaranteed benefits. McHugh's
premise that the Treaty confirmed Crown sovereignty and Maori proprietary rights,

crealing 'a constitutional imbalance of power between the Crown (the superior
party) and tribe', meant that 'the model necessarily will have to be the 'unequal"
version of a fiduciary relationship'.370 He provided no critique of what Maori might

368p.6. McHugh, 'The role of law in Maori claims', NZLJ, 1990, 16
369lrl|"9un6, 'The role', 36
37OMcHugh, 'The role', 19
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gain from thal, given the current judicial interpretation of good faith as requiring

only consultation, or how that might relate to Maori expectations under the Treaty.

(ii) Frederika Hackshaw

A similar argument on aboriginal title has been made by Frederika Hackshaw. She

linked the birth and decline of the doctrine of aboriginal title in the New Zealand

courts to the fortunes of natural law theory, The recognition of aboriginal title in F v
Symonds was taken as a reflection of the then European state practice, and based on

prevailing theories of natural law. In @ntrast, the judgment of Prendergast J. in Wi
Parata reflected the positivisl-inspired, legal theories developed rr the later
nineteenlh century. Hackshaw offered no explanation for this shift, beyond the
prevalence of one theory over anolher in ditferent era. She remained at the level of
personality politics and jurisprudential idealism. The influence of economic,
political, and ideological faclors on both political administralion, and judicial

doctrine, were ignored. The result $,as a simple assertion of right and wrong legal

decisions: ln Wi Parata Prendergasl's conclusions 'depart[edl from existing law for

which there was no legal justification and they were, therefore, wrong.'37't

The similarity of her arguments lo those of McHugh have been a matter ol some

controversy. The important points of coincidence, for this discussion, involve the

assumed legitimacy of British sovereignty, encumbered by the obligations of an

extinguishable aboriginal title. For Hackshaw, this opened the way for a distinction

between sovereignty and proprietorship: 'since sovereignty and proprietorship are

dislinct and separate concepts, it cannot be assumed that the acquisition of
sovereignty must be equated with the acquisition of property; prima facie, therefore,

the property rights of the original owners were not disturbed by a change of
sovereignly.'372 The Treaty added nothing to what already existed:'it is irrelevant

whether or nol their title is promised protection in a treaty of cession, because

acquisition of sovereignty does not extinguish existing proprietory rights'.373 So,

enforcement of those rights did not depend on the justiciability of the Treaty.
Hackshaw concluded: 'This mistaken belief has imbued the Treaty with a symbolic

significance disguising its true meaning as a declarative slatement of the British

371p. Hackshaw, 'Nineteenth Century Notions of Aboriginal Title
lnterpretation of the Treaty of Waitangi', in Kawharo, Waitangi,

372P""1"6"w, 94
3739s"1"6"w. 112-3

and their Influence on
92,113
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Government's intentions to abide by existing law in respect of its relations with the
Maori People.'37s

An ahistorical romanticism underpinned Hackshaw's discussion of colonial regimes
which had recognised aboriginal rights. Those colonial powers were of unquestioned
legitimacy, and motivated by benevolence. 'Almost invariably the acquisition of their
territories was obtained by cession, accompanied by treaties in which lhe
inhabitants' entitlement to the continued occupation of the terrilory was
declared'.374 Such moves lo secure lhe consent of the indigenous inhabitants was a
recognilion of their territorial sovereignty, not simply a cosmetic exercise to
disguise the occupation of terra nutlius. Indeed, '[i]t is beyond question that the
practice of nations in respect of the proprietory rights of the inhabitants of
terrilories acquired by conquest or cession was to respect them and to regard them as
unaffected by the change of sovereiQnty'.37s The uncomfortabte exception of
Australia was relegated to a footnote.

As with McHugh, Hackshaw's sole tool of analysis was colonial legal doctrine. The
molivation and perceptions of the colonised, including the existence and degree of
indigenous consent, and the extent to which any agreements were truly ,volunlary',

seemed to be irrelevant. Hackshaw made no attempt to justify her position in terms
of the economic and strategic motives for colonisation. She ignored the economic and
political factors which lay behind the quest for colonies, and lhe subsequent
behaviour of the metropolitan stale in response to the changing demands of
capitalism. Hackshaw seemed unaware that even the Select Committee on Aborigines
in British Settlements in 1837 had advised against further treaties with native
rulers, because of the negative consequences for the indigenous popula116ne.376

(iii) Critiques ot Aboriginat Tiile

The aboriginal rights doctrine has been litigated more frequenily in North America
than in other common law jurisdictions-although it is difficult to tell from the
academic writings how far it is endorsed by the indigenous people of North America
themselves. Historically, the argument has been of marginal legal relevance in New
Zealand. This changed in the 1980s. lt became widely accepted by legal academics that

373Hackshaw, 
1 17

374Hx61s6aw, 97
375Hackshaw, 95
376?eport of the Select Committee on Aborigines in British setttements, Brit parl pap,

v.Vll, paper no.425., 1937, t, 80
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the onfy case which really 'got the aboriginal title question right' was R v Symonds in

1847.In all the rest of the cases, the judges were said to have'got it wrong'-eilher
deliberately, or because they misunderstood the doctrine, and crudely applied the
feudal theory that all title to land could only derive from a grant by the Crown.
McHugh had also complained that these judges had failed to understand the distinction

between territorial and non-lerritorial rights-at least until 1986 with Williamson

J. in Ie Weehi.

For David Williams, this recent acclamation of the Symonds case has exemplified the

need of legal academics to explain shifts in judicial positions, in terms of correct or
incorrect reasoning.

Modern legal scholars lend to be squeamish about such a transparenl
moulding of legal doctrine to suit the convenience of colonial capitalism, and
no doubt the colonial judiciary in lhe late nineteenth century did
'misunderstand', deliberately or othenvise, the doctrine of aboriginal title.
Ysl . . . colonial judges in many parts of the Empirs were adept at r€aching
decisions convenient for colonial Governments which wsr€ at the expense of
indigenous peoples' rights.378

Both McHugh and Hackshaw confine the Treaty of Waitangi to a declaration of pre-

existing common law rules of aboriginal lille-'rules which would have applied in

any event'.379 16s Treaty therefore added nothing to the common law. New Zealand
post-graduate student Wayne Attrill, observed that

lhe Treaty has a broad constitutional and prescriptive role for New Zealand
and thal the doctrine completely fails to comprehend. lt is surely
unacceptable in today's avowed multicultural community to conceive of
Maori civil and property rights as the sole product of nineteenth century
British colonial laws, free to be reinterpretsd by the courts at any time or
ultimately overridden by tho Act of a sovereign pakeha-dominated
p3111xmsn1.380

While Chief Judge Durie extolled the value of McHugh's work to the Maori cause, he

was equally firm that the Treaty was considerably more than a confirmation of
existing aboriginal rights. lt was acceptable lo 'say that the aboriginal rights in the

Treaty are part of that Bill [of Rightsl as long as the Bill also recognises that the
Treaty ssls m61s'.381 ln anorher speech in 1g85, Durie's reasoning was more

378p.y. Williams, 'Te Tiriti o Waitangi-Unique Relationship Between Crown and Tangata
Whenua?', in Kawharu, Waitangi, 64,92

379Y69rg6,'Aboriginat rights', sz
380ry. Ailrill, Aspects of the Treaty of Waitangi in the Law and Constitution of New

Zealand, LLM Thesis, Harvard, 1999, 102
381Pur;., Bitl of Rights Seminar, 6o
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contradictory, but reached the same conclusion. On one hand, he suggested that the
Treaty of Waitangi 'did little more than state Native rights as discernable at common
;sw',382 and '[oJur Treaty was not meanl to be more lhan a statement of legal
principles that were thought to exist and which the British Government was keen to
espouse'.383 gn the other, he argued the Treary was something more, and in

determining lhis he gave primacy to the Maori lext: 'But the Treaty itself was in
Maori, and in Maori it not only goes much further than the common law position, but
it can mean different things to different people.'384 How much further lhe Treaty
went remained to be determined.

The Waitangi Tribunal in the Muriwhenua Fishing Report took a similar position:
'while lhere is some concurrence between the doctrine and the Treaty principle of
protecting Maori interests, the one is not determinative of the meaning of the olher,
and both have an aura of lheir own. . . '.385

The most fundamental objection to the doctrine, in terms of this thesis, lies in its
legal imperialism and paternalism. The independent authority of the indigenous
people is displaced by an obligation on the part of the colonising power to do whar it
thinks best-effectively leaving the colonised at the mercy of the benevolent
coloniser. McHugh talked of a duty on the part of the crown to recognise,
accommodale, and protect aboriginal rights. This assumed a 'protective position (not

always to the tribal group's satisfaction) in relation to the use and management of
their ancestral land.'386 5s apparently saw nothing objectionable in this parens
Patriae.Indeed, Maori obtigation to the Crown seemed to arise as a @nsequence of this
benevolence: 'ln exchange for the Crown's assumption of this guardianship role, the
aboriginal peoples become obliged to recognise the Crown's territorial sovereignty
over their lsn6s'.387 As Attrill noted:

The doctrine's underlying rationale is suspect. lt springs from a victorian
European conception of indigenous peoples that, although 'enlightened. and
genuinely humanitarian in some ways, was principally paternalistic, ovenracist. Thus ths doctrine conceives of Maori as "under a species of
guardianship', as children incompetent to deal wilh their lands and in need
of protection.3SE

382Durie, 'Part ll', 177
383Pu7;s, 'part ll', 1g5
384Durie, 'Parr lt', 190
385Yrri*1renua, 2og
386y6Hrrg6,'Aboriginal rights', 57g
387Y"9rn6,'Aboriginat rights', 5g
388Atrril, 101
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Others have strongly objected to the assumptions which underpin the doctrine-
especially the legitimacy of a superior and unitary Crown sovereignty, and the
inferior and dependent position of Maori, within the framework of colonial law.

When McHugh's arguments were raised in the Waitangi Tribunal hearing on the

Manukau claim in 1984, David Williams submitted that

[a]ll the evidence of the tangata whenua in this hearing has stressed
customary and lradilional values of their Maori world-view. These Maori
rights based on Maori values ought to be recognized and enhanced in their
own terms rather than by reliance on th€ colonial law of a British Empire
which no longer sx;s1s.389

McHugh seemed untroubled by such intellectual imperialism. In an evaluation of the

doctrine in 1990, Victoria University academic Richard Boast acknowledged the
problem:

Anoth€r crilicism is that lhe rule forces indigenous claims and indigenous
rights into the rather Procrustean bed of an obscure feudal rule of the
common law. lt is but anolher example of the dominant legal system
conslraining a minority within the lerms and limitations of its own
discourse. For such rsasons some North American commentators are
somewhat less than enthusiastic about the rule. . . The preoccupation of
the Canadian courts with it 'forcefully emphasizes the colonial and feudal
heritage with which much of our prop€rty law is still ;m6u66."390

His preference lay with the Treaty: 'The Treaty of Waitangi . . . allows for a truly
bicultural approach to the law to develop in a way thal the aboriginal tille rule-
which is but a rule of the common law itself-never could do.' Hence, the Treaty 'has

value as a symbol'.39l 15s place of aboriginal tille 'in the New Zealand scheme of
things can only be secondary', allhough it had lhe 'one great compelling advantage'
that its enforcement in the courts was independent of legislative recognitisn.3g2 ge

Boast did not actually engage with the argument over sovereignty and lhe application
of colonial law either. For Boast, too, lhe Trc:ty of Waitangi was simply anolher
treaty of cession, and the colonial law the appropriate instrument of enforcemgn1.393

3899. V. Williams, Written submissions to lhe Waitangi Tribunal in the matter of a ctaim by
Huakina-Te Puaha Ki Manuka, 1984

3909. Boast, 'Treaty rights or aboriginal righrs?', N2LJ,1990, 32. 39
391 Boast, gG

392Boast, 33
393Boast, 39
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(c) International Law

A second significant field for legal academics has been the relationship between
international law and the Treaty of Waitangi. Writings in this area have adopted
essentially the same premises as aboriginal rights theories, and suffered from many

of the same deficiencies.

(i) Benedict Kingsbury

The most influential writer in this field has been Oxford University-based New
Tealand academic, Benedict Kingsbury. As with McHugh, his starting point was a
simple assertion that the Trealy was 'a valid international treaty of cession, and the
parties in 1840 were re@gnized as having lhe necessary legal capacity to enler into

such a treaty.'39+ Kingsbury's concerns were whether, under inlernalional law,
Maori had the capacity lo enter a Treaty of cession; whether the Crown intended to be

bound by the Treaty; whether other foreign stales who may have wished to colonise
had recognised the British sovereignty; whether international tribunals arbitrating
between colonising powers had recognised the Treaty; and whether the Crown was
therefore obliged to comply with the Article Two and Article Three guarantees, as

drawn from the English text. This list highlights the essentially imperialist function

of international law in this context-that of resolving competing claims between
colonising powers-and the irrelevance of the perceptions and experiences of the
colonised.

When Kingsbury discussed the problem of bilingual treaties and the interpretation of
the Treaty of Waitang1,395 11 was against this conceptual background. According to
Article 33 of the Vienna Convenlion on the Law of Treaties 196g, the text in each
language is equally authoritative, unless the contrary has been agreed. The two texts
are assumed to have the same meaning. This Article is applied to bilingual treaties,
unless one party knew, or had constructive knowledge, that the text in the language

understood by the other party differed materially from the alternative text. lf it did

differ, then the understanding of the indigenous party would need to be ascertained,
by reference to inlerpreters' notes, contemporary accpunts, and the interpretation

subsequently contended for by the disadvantaged party.

3949 Kingsbury, 'The Treary of Waitangi: some international law aspecls', in Kawharu,
Waitangi, 121

395Kingsbury, 130-34
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In the case of the Treaty of Waitangi this should have created very real, practical
difficulties' The meaning given by Maori to the Treaty has varied over rime, in
response to political and economic pressures amongst Maori, and between Maori and
the colonial state. Indeed, the interpretation and significance of the Treaty has often
differed belween various lwi and Hapu. Other significant factors have included the
source of knowledge which is relied upon, the extent to which such knowledge has
been colonised, and, ultimately, who is conslructing the inrerpretation of the Treaty,
for what purpose- While there is a strong history of Maori asserting tribal
aulonomy, and challenging exclusive and supreme Crown sovereignty, there are also
a number of instances and wrilings, such as Ngata's 1922 lecture, which can be
invoked by those seeking to legitimate Crown sovereignry. Any interpretation would
require a consideration of all those faclors, in their conlexl. yer Kingsbury,s enlire
discussion of interprelation of the Treaty of Waitangi indicated no such difficulties,
nor any fundamental or long-standing dispute over the nature and meaning of the
Treaty.

This superficiality became evident when Kingsbury noted the diverse approaches
which the Waitangi Tribunal had taken to international law principles of treaty
inlerpretation. In the Motunui Report, the Tribunal favoured a Maori approach lo
interpreting the Treaty, which went beyond its literal words. In the l,lanukau and in
Muriwhenua Fishing Reports the Tribunal found a coincidence between the Maori and
Pakeha approaches, and in the latter considered that rules of treaty interpretation
were of little relevance to the New Zealand situation. When the Court of Appeal had
come lo address the Treaty principles, it had called upon the beliefs and
underslandings of both parties in their context.

But Kingsbury gave no explanation for this shift in approach, or in the sources on
which the Tribunal relied, the relationship of the Tribunal's position to rhat of the
Court, or the etfect of the different approaches on the substantive meaning which was
then given to the Treaty. His conclusion that 'the methods of interpretation emptoyed
by the Waitangi rribunal to date appear to be consistenl wirh the international
approaches outlined here' by drawing on those methods where they are ,relevant,,

concealed highly significant ideological shifts in the Treaty debate, and the
manipulation of legal doctrine to suit the desired outcome.

ln developing his argumenl, Kingsbury pointed to the doctrine of estoppel in relation
lo the Crown. '[l]nternational law may not permit a State which induced an
indigenous people to enter into a solemn treaty by express or implied
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representations as to its validity to deny subsequently that substantive legal
obligations were created for both sides'.396 16;s would therefore'preclude one party

to a dispute from denying the truth of its earlier representations if the other party

has already relied on these representations to its detrimenl.'397 He concluded that
'arguments based on recognition and preclusion could with some justice be advanced

by Maori if New Zealand ever sought to deny the validity of the Treaty of

Waitangi.'398 His implication that the Government had not denied the validity of the

Treaty once more assumed either that the rhetoric of recognition was enough, or that

recent moves in relation to the principles of the Treaty, not the Treaty itself,

satisfied that requirsrnsn1.399

Kingsbury provided no critique of the anatomy of international law, its origins, or

its dominance by Western capitalist slates, and Western ideology. He simply assumed

that concepts of international law were objective, universal, and intrinsically valid.

His discussion of international declarations and codes was largely descriptive, and

inconclusive. lt considered neither the langible effective of those instruments, their
political and conceptual limitations, nor their origin in collaboration amongst the

most powerful colonial states.

When Kingsbury considered the potential application of international and

comparalive law in New Zealand, he selected the areas of land rights, right to
property, right to development, and cultural rights. Bul, as wilh McHugh, he

explicitly omitled the question of self-determinatlon.4O0 91111out such a discussion,

his entire argumenl was based on the unsubstantiated and fundamentally-disputed

premise of Crown sovereignty. Significant Maori objections to Government policies

in these areas, as a violation of tino rangatiratanga, were therefore glossed over. He

never actually analysed the practical application, and effecls, of international

instruments and doctrines to Aotearoa/New Zealand in the 1980s. Without such

396K1ngs6ury, 128
397K1ngs6u ry, 'tZ9
398K1ngs6ury, 130
39916sv6 is a possibility, that Kingsbury does not advert to, that the principle of estoppel

might be argued in relalion to Maori acceptanco of Crown sovereignty (especially the
case of Temple of Preah Vihear, ICJ Rep 1962 at 32, cited in B. Kingsbury, 'The Treaty
of Waitangi: some international law aspects', al 129) Even if Maori disputed the Crown's
interpretalion of lhe Treaty itsell, and produced evidence of consistent Maori assertion
of tino rangatiratanga, Maori pragmatism in pursuing every avenue of redress which
was conceivably available may be used to estop them from making this challenge. This
would be contentious but there is copious evidence of submission by Maori litigalion in
colonial courts, presentation of pelitions to parliament, casting of votes for Members of
Parliament, and affirmations of allegiance lo the Queen.

4ooKingsbury, 134
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analysis these writings are little more than academic exercises, which reinforce the
misleading impression thal significant, tangible advances have been made by Maori,

and distort the Maori position. For example, at the end of a discussion on
'ethnodevelopment' Kingsbury concluded:

As the New Zealand Government and Maori enter a new phase ol claims
settlement, and as Maori rribal rrust Boards, lncorporalions, and lwi
aulhorities increasingly secure control of the economic development of
lheir own peoples, the experiencss and policies of other indigenous peoples,
of other Governmenls, and of inlernalional organizations, will be a
significant source.4 o l

The Governmenl's devolution policy was uncritically represented as increasing Maori

control over their economic development. There was no reference to the intense
Maori opposition lo the policy, and demands for real self-determination.
International law, and international experience, were decontextualised and
universalised, and simply assumed to be relevant to Aotearoa/New Zealand. In lurn,
the New Zealand Government's praclice was legitimated by relerence to the practice

of other colonial governments, and western-dominated organisations.

(il) Bil, Hastings

Other legal academics also began writing on inlernational law and the Treaty of
Waitangi. A 1989 article written by Victoria University academic Biil Hastings,
showed the consistency of their approach. Hastings examined the law and practice of
the three branches of government in the performance and interpretation of treaty
law. He argued that the characterisation of the Treaty of Waitangi as an object of
internalional law had become a significant factor in statutory interpretation, given

the presumption that Parliament does not legislate in contravention of international
law. So lhe Huakina decision

app€ars to achieve virtually everything direct enforceability could-the
judicial recognition and protection of ights granted by the Treaty when
those rights are lhreatened by the executive. fltl signalled both a great€r
willingness on lhe parl of lhe executive to take judicially reviewable
decisions in light of treaty principles, and a gr€ater willingness on the part
of the judiciary to find and constru€ ambiguities in light of treaty
PrinciPl65.402

401Kingsbury, 143 [footnotes omiiled]
40291- Haslings, 'New Zealand Treaty Praclice with Particular Referencs to th6 Treaty

Waitangi', ICLQ, v.38, 1989, 668, 679
of
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This was in addition to the moves by the legislature to restrain the executive,
through statutory provisions such as section 9 of the SOEs Acl, and moves by the
judiciary through the application of the principte of good faith.

Arguments such as these reinforce the idealist image that significant change can be,

and has been, secured through political good-will, and the enlightened evolution of
legal doctrine.

The Treaty of Waitangi can be ssen as a catalyst in moulding a new approach
lo lhe performance of treaty obligations by all three branches of
govornmsnt. The building blocks already existed in practices such as a
strengthening ol references to trsaties in legislation, advice from the
executive on New Zealand's international obligations, judicial inferences of
legal consequences from that executive advice, and in the willingness of the
courts . . . the legislature . . . and the executivs . . . lo use inlernational law
as an inlerpretative aid. The building blocks exisled as well in tegat
concepts such as the presumption that Parliament does not intend to
legislate in violation of treaty obligations, the characterisation of the
Treaty as an inlsrnational "compact' and the honour of the Crown. lt was
not until the recognition of lhe imporlance of the Treaty as a conslitutional
document in the legislature's praclice of "clausing' slatutes, however, that
the judiciary rekindled its will lo make lhe Treaty directly enforceable,
even without legislalive implementation in one cass.403

For Hastings, progress was evidenced by form, rather than substance:

While the precedent value of cases such as Huakina and Maori Councilcan be
limiled, their significance is far greater. They mark a watershed in the
attitudas of all three branches of government lowards the Treaty of
Waitangi. Legally, their significance lies in the remarkable way th€ courts
have to an important extent circumvenled ths need for implementing
legislation by ascribing an effect to their characlerisation of the Treaty and
the principle of interpretation which virtually makes it incumbent on
Parliament to stats that ths Treaty is not to be taken into account if it
wants to preclude the application of treaty principles or lhs recognition of
treaty rights,404

ln the process, Hastings perpetuated the fictional distinction between the executive
and the legislalure, especially in the enactment of section 9. He overestimated the
effect of the reslraint imposed by the judiciary. He equated the principles and TreaU,
and thereby ignored the judicial circumvention of international law rules of Treaty
interprelation, with their priority on the Maori text. In lerms of the Huakina case,
he disregarded the conceptual and practical distinction between the Treag as a source
of enforceable rights, and its recognition as merely one factor to be weighed in the

4o3Hastings, 681-2
4o4Hastings, G82
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balance with a number of competing factors. Nor did he acknowledge that the decision
had still left the Huakina Trust without a remedy.

These deficiencies arise from a failure to source legal theorisation in the economic
and political realities of juridico-polilical developmenls, and in the imposition of
ideological parameters which exclude the hard questions of sovereignty, and of Maori
understandings and laws. They provide further mutual reinforcement of the selt
image of an enlightened and sympathetic Government, judiciary, profession, and
academia.

(iii) Crltlques of lnternationat Law and the Treaty

A critical sxamination of lhe legal and political developments in the 19g0s would
expose the minimal effect of international law on the domestic courts. lts sole
contribution was the concept that the Crown must acl in good taith within reasonable
1;611s11sns.405

For Maori to go outside the country and seek recognition of the Treaty in

international forums, they must submit their case to institutions dominated by
powerful colonial and neo-colonial slates, or rely on initiatives by other states,
which are either colonisers themselves, or are sympathetic to Maori but vulnerable
to reprisals from such states. Moana Jackson has explained the @nsequences of this
for Maori:

lnternational law and practice has been largely shaped by the interests and
allitudes of western nations committed to the concept of majority rule.
This has meanl that the international concepl of indigenous rights draws a
dislinction between majority and minority indigenous peoples. This
distinction is perhaps the mosl clearly seen in the united Nations. anitude
towards the issue of self-determination. Essentially, it is regarded as a
statem€nt of majority rula, rather than as an inherent right of indigenous
peoples to control and exercise authority in their own land. . . ,

fl-lhe Tangata Whenua belie[vel that their ability to maintain their identity
is ultimately dependent upon their right to determine th6ir own destiny in
its broadest senss. To subordinate the mainlenance of identity to lhe
interests or available resources of another stat€, is in the end to diminish
all the rights of Tangata Whenua. . . .

It thus se€ms that minority indigenous peoples, whatever depredations
may be inflicted on them, must attempt to find justice within the boundaries
of existing states and be reconciled with tham. They do not have a right to
self-determination. They musl look instead to limited and controlled
"development' on terms laid down by the majority state. For lheir general
righls, they must look nol to their own law and history, but to those human

405Kingsbury, 126-12g
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righls which are now defined as the rights of 'peoples' in internalional
praclice.

However it is clear that the efficacy of a righr can nover be diminished
merely because the peoples wishing to claim it are in a minority. The status
and identity of an indigenous people in their own land is never altered byany immigrarion or colonisarion which may subsequently make them a
minority' The rights which lhey have possessed since tim€ immemorial
cannot be redefined or extinguished merely in accordance with majority
interests.4o5

The only direct experience of international intervention during the 1gg4 to 1gg0
period was the report ot the Chairperson of the United Nations Working Group on
Indigenous Peoples, Erica-lrene Daes, 1n 1gg9.a06 This had been sought by Ngati te
Ata, frustrated at the Government's inaction over its grievances. The background
correspondence between Daes and the Government, obtained under the Official
Information Act, clearly illustrated the desire not to embarrass unduly the New
Zealand Government and distanced the committee from any advocacy role on behalf of
Ngati te Ata. The report had no visible impact on the resolution of their claims.

(d) Liberal Consiltutionatism

This section discusses two different approaches by legal academics ro the legitimation
of Crown sovereignty- Paul McHugh sought to differentiate betwee n tegal sovereignty,
exclusively exercised by the Crown, and political sovereigrrty, through which Maori
are able' along with Pakeha, to exercise power. Professor Jock Brookfield adopted a
more traditional constitutionalist position arguing that legitim acy, il not founded on
the immediate consent of Maori, was validated over time through the habit of
oHience.

Both approaches shared a common assumption that
legitimate, because colonial common law and imperial
as such. As Annie Mikaere noted:

the Crown's sovereignty was

inlernalional law recognised il

The possibility of a concept of sovereignty that is different to that known lo
English law is apparently beyond the iomprehension of the legally-trainedmind Inexpricabry, it is assumed that tino rangatiratanga can
legilimately be defined with refsronce to Engrish conceptsif constitutional
law. lt is apparently unthinkable lhat sovereigntv as ceded in the pakeha
text should be defined with reference to te tino rangatiratanga, despite thefact that the Maori signatories had no crear conception of lhe term

405pn" Kaiwhakamarama i Nga Ture, 'Paper on the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples: Consultation with the Tangata Whenua,, lg90

406g-1' Daes' united National working Group on Indigenous populalio ns, confidentiat Reporton a Visit to New Zealand, 2-7 January l ggg
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sovsreignty but signed largely on the understanding lhat in doing so lhey
were ensuring the preservation of their rangatiratanga.40a

(i) Paul McHugh

In his more recent writings, perhaps in response to criticism for simply asserling
that Maori had ceded sovereignty, McHugh developed an argument which, he claimed,

could be used to reconcile the concepts of Crown sovereignty and rangatiratanga (not

tino rangatiratanga)

McHugh developed this argument in his contribution to the 1989 Kawharu book of
essays on the Treaty. He correctly stated that Maori, in asserting rangatiratanga,

have consistently demanded the resloration and retention of tribal resources, under
tribal control, and according to Maori cuslomary law as the governing code. Again, he

correctly observed that New Zealand's constitutional lawyers and historians have

never confronled rangatiratanga satisfactorily. Rather, they have argued from the

basis of exclusive Crown sovereignty, and assumed that this put rangatiratanga

outside the legal system. McHugh believed that he could bridge the two views. As with

his work on aboriginal title, McHugh's discussion was circumscribed within the
limits of colonial legal discourse. The question was 'wheth er by British constitutionat

theory there is or may be any limitations upon the sovereignty of the Crown and, if
so, whether the Treaty of Waitangi may somehow represent or even become such a
limitation.' [my emphas,sl4o9

In lhe past, Crown sovereignty had been sourced either to the contract or consensus

approach, generally linked to the natural law era, or to the theory of habitual

obedience, which arose from the more-scientific emphasis of legal positivism.

McHugh identified two significanl poinls of common ground: first, a society was

sovereign when it governed itself by its own laws and authority; and second, lhe
power of sovereign authority originated in thc voluntary submission of its subjects.

In the colonial @ntext, such authority could only come from the actual consent of the

inhabitants. So once the Colonial Office had, albeit reluclantly, decided to acquire

sovereignty over New Zealand, 'formal Maori consent was still regarded as a legal

prerequisite'.410 lt was assumed that there would be no difficulty in securing such

4084. Mikaere, Book Review. Waitangi: Maori and Pakeha Perspctives of the Treaty of
Waitangi, ed l.H. Kawharu', NZULR, v.14, 1990, 97, NZULR, v,,t4, 1990, 97, 98

40?P G. McHugh, 'constilutional rheory and Maori claims', in Kawharu, waitangi,3S
410iy|cHrrg6,'Constilutionat', 
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consent' However, even if the Crown failed to meet that pre-condilion, no Brifish
court could inquire into the matter. Annexation was an exercise of Crown prerogative.
According to McHugh, the problem had not arisen in New Zealand's case, because ,lhe

Crown's government over lhe Maori tribes originates from their formal consent in
lhe Treaty of Waitangi'.411

McHugh failed to explain why Maori had persistently claimed in the past, and the
present, lhat they had not consenled to British sovereignty, and that they had retained
their independent authority. Nor did he justify the use of the laws of the coloniser to
determine the issue of sovereignly. But simply lo assume that colonial law should
apply begs the very question which is in issue, and predetermines lhe outcome in
favour of lhe crown-as his subsequenl argument clearly showed.

Under English constitutional law, McHugh explained, legal sovereignty recognises the
Crown as an indivisible and superior power, subject lo no other body, and sharing
power with no one. Having assumed that Crown sovereignty existed, McHugh
therefore concluded thal 'rangatiratanga cannol be a form of legal sovereignty aparr
from that of the Crown'.412 McHugh drew on Dicey's distinction between tegat and
political sovereignty:

Legal sovereignty is the constitutional authority vested in the Crown in its
executive, legislative and, through its erection of courts and appointment of
judges, judicial capacities. politicat sovereignty, howev€r, describes the
relation b€rween crown and subject [whereby] those equipped wilh
constitutional power and authority are required to condition their conduct to
the communily will.[my emphasisl4l3

In considering whether indigenous peoples might retain any residual legal
sovereignty, McHugh distinguished between the situation in the United States, and
that in Canada, Australia, and Aotearoa/New Zealand. The Uniled States recognises the
domestic dependent nation status of lndian tribes, who conlinue to exercise
sovereignty through tribal law and internal government. ln colonising that part of
North America, the initial role of the Crown had merely been to exclude the agents of
foreign powers who might othenvise have seduced Indian nations into alliances. Actual
British, or federal Uniled Stales, governmenl over the tribes had rested on their
@nsenl.

al 1 UcHugh, 'Constitutional,, 47
412McHugh,'Constitutionat', 37-8
413McHugrr,'Constitutional', 33-4
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McHugh considered that such shared sovereignty was untenable in the other three
jurisdictions. 'The constitutional impossibility of any residual legal sovereignty in
the aboriginal populations of Australasia and Canada, that is the exclusiveness of lhe
Crown's sovereignty, is plain.'414 So these indigenous nations were subject to the

unitary, overriding sovereignty of the Crown. They did retain some of their own laws

and forms of government, bul these arose from @mmon law presumptions, and not

from any residual legal sovereignty.

The source of McHugh's distinction between the different colonies lay in the historical
accident lhat the Crown charlers, at the time when the United States was colonised,
had excluded sovereignty over the Indian tribes. Later processes of annexation had

asserted sovereignty over all. So, according to McHugh's argument, the sovereign

authority of the indigenous people fell to be determined not by whether they had

consented to the lakeover by a foreign power, but by the constitutional theory which
prevailed amongst the organic intellectuals of the imperial power at lhe time of the
formal annexalion.

In support, McHugh cited two examples where residual legal sovereignty had been

unsuccessfully argued before the colonial courts. The Six Nations, or lroquois
Confederacy, of the Great Lakes region in Canada, had consisterrtiy assefied their
independent nationhood. This had been rejected by the Canadian judiciary in the last

century, and this.415 Similarly, attempts by Auslralian Aborigines to plead fheir
sovereign slatus had been dismissed by the Australian High Court as 'plainly
unarguable'.416 In New Zealand, the possibility of a dual sovereignty had been

rejected back in 1842, when Attorney-General Swainson had questioned the
application of colonial law to a dispute involving two lwi, neither of whom had signed
lhe Treaty. The Colonial Otfice made it clear that Crown sovereignty applied 1s s11.417

So, under New Zealand's present constitutional arrangements, lhere could be no

residual legal sovereignty in the lwi. Indeed, McHugh claimed this was a position ,to

which lhe country appears firmly committed.'lrny emphasisl Thus,

were the Maori to seek a rangatiratanga with something like sovereign
authority (complete independence within its own sphere) it would have to

4l4McHugh,'Consritutional', 39
415911s6 by McHugh,'Constitutionat',
4166o" v The Commonwealth and

'Constitutional', 38
417Y"9rn6,'Constitutional,, 4t
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arise through a constitutional reapportionmenl of lhe Crown's sovereignty so
that one might talk of the "Crown in the right of the Maori 1;.;6ss".41 8

This argument led McHugh to conclude that'the Treaty of Waitangi is a compact ceding

the legal sovereignty of the tribes over New Zealand but leaving them with their own

politicaf sovereignty'.419 Potiticat sovereignty defined how the constitutional
authority should conduct itself, and imposed substantive limitations on its exercise of
power. But these limits were non-legal, and unenforceable against the Crown,

because they emanated from a politically inferior force. Dicey had cited as examples

of political sovereignty the electoral process, which determines the make-up of the

Parliament, and constilutional conventions, which have a moral force and may be

cognisable in courl. Examples of this political sovereignty in relation to Maori

included such non-legal limitations on the Crown as the recommendations of the
Waitangi Tribunal, and the facilitation by the courts of consultation between Maori

and the Crown.

In addition, McHugh advocated a constitutional convention 'reslraining Parliament

from legislating on Maori affairs without Maori consent and consul1s1ien.'420 16;e

would be sourced in 'the partnership created by the Treaty', and the recenl practice

of consultation with the Maori community and Maori representatives, on Maori

affairs legislation. Further, a Bill of Rights could limit lhe sovereignty of the Crown,

by placing Maori rights beyond legislative abridgment.

All of these examples would leave Maori subordinate to the supreme authority of the

Crown, and reliant upon the continuing paternalist benevolence and goodwill of an

enlightened government and judiciary. Perhaps the ultimate illustration of this was

McHugh's view that the four Maori Parliamentary seats, whatever their original
purposs, did provide a c\cnslitutional recognition of the separate political sovereignty

of the 1t;6g5421-but within a representative local assembly to which the Colonial

Office believed the colonists had a common law righ1.42z ln rationalising the

continuing polilical disempowerment of Maori, McHugh simply equated kawanatanga

with Crown sovereignty and Westminster-style government. There was no genuine

attempt to show that this was what Maori had agreed to when signing the Treaty.

41 SMcHugh,
41 9McHugh,

420ysHut6,
421 McHugn,
422McHugh,

'Constitutional', 41

'Constitution al', 42
'Constitutional', 43
'Constitutional', 43
'Constitutional', 36
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Again McHugh was theorising in a vacuum, without addressing the implications of his

solutions for Maori, or the political and economic factors which would affect their

implementation. Indeed, many of the measures which he suggested had foundered by

October 1990. The Bill of Righls, which he acknowledged was already more

restrictive than its Canadian counlerpart, was finally passed without any reference

to the Treaty. This was as much due to strong opposition from an increasingly-hostile

Pakeha eleclorate, as to the objections from Maori that the Bill demeaned the mana of

the Treaty. The Maori Affairs Bill, which was drawn up after consultation, had still

nol been passed. By contrast, lhe Government had pushed through several other pieces

of Maori affairs legislation-measures which were vehemently opposed by Maori.

Government had even re-enacted some of the most objectionable parts of the old

legislation, which had been dropped from the consultation-based Bill.

The air of unreality about McHugh's proposals was compounded by his claim that

'rangaliratanga has yet to be seen as requiring redistribution of the Crown's

sovereignty'. lndeed, he said, '[slo far as the writer is aware, Maori generally see

therapeutic legislation as the practical means to the achievement of rangatiratanga'.

Sovereignty sharing was 'a length to which lhe mainstream of contemporary Maori

claims do not go'. Rather they required Crown sovereignty to be exercised in a

beneficent way which protected Maori rights under the Treaty-by which he,

presumably, meant common law aboriginal rights. Indeed, according to McHugh in

1988, the Treaty was seen by Maori not'as the source of rangatiratanga so much as

an express recognition by the Crown of the incorporation into the fabric of New

Zealand society'.423

From this ill-informed, and quite misleading position, he was able to justify an

approach 'which considers rangatiratanga in the light of the most fundamental of

constitutional principles: the sovereignty of the gro,rn'.424 Had he approached the

Treaty in terms of tino rangatiratanga, in the way advocated by significant elements

of Maori society since 1840, the equation would have been reversed-the position of

lhe Crown would need to be viewed in light of lhe fundamental constitutional principle

ol Maorieconomic and political sovereign independence. This would have produced a

very different proposition: through the Treaty, the lwi and Hapu had expressly

recognised the incorporation of the Crown into the fabric ol Maori society. Clearly

McHugh would have rejected this as irreconcilable with English constitutional law.

But he had provided no rational explanalion as to why that law should prevail over

42396Hug6,'Constitutional', 25
424P69un6,'Constitutionat', 26
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Maori understandings of the constitutional relationship. Surely, if the outcome of
Maori perceptions was untenable to the colonial stale, the same reasoning might

equally consider Maori were justified in rejecting as untenable the product of English

constitutional doctrine?

McHugh's argumenl suffers from three fundamental defects. Firsl, he assumed that
English constitutional law was the only criterion upon which Maori sovereign
authority could be judged. Second, he seriously misrepresented the nature and

subslance of the Treaty debate within Aotearoa, historically, and during the 1gBOs.

Third, he abstracted his theorisation of the sovereignty and the Treaty from the
economic, political, and ideological dynamics which drove the Treaty debate.

ll is possible that, writing from the distance of Cambridge University in England,

McHugh was unaware of the debate on tino rangatiratanga which had prevailed

throughout the 1980s, and the level of support for it outside the Pakeha academic and

legal arena. Or he may have relied on lhe public position of the Maori participants in
litigation, negotiations, and public forums as representative of Maori thinking.
Alternatively, he may have been aware of the debate, and have chosen to dismiss it as

the views of a small number of isolated radicals. Whatever the explanation, his
position dangerously oversimplified the highly-complex historical and contemporary
positions of lwi and Hapu, Maori organisations, and individual Maori. And it provided

the large number of readers of the Kawharu book with a misleading assurance that

Maori were not seeking fundamental constitutional change.

But the crisis of constitutional legilimacy facing lhe colonial state could not simply

be wished away, by resurrecting an archaic and tenuous distinction between legal and
political sovereignty. Nor could Maori political demands simply be redefined to suit
the theory. The argument might prove intellectually stimulating and reassuring to
colonial legal minds. But it was irrelevant to the realities of the Treaty debate.

By 1990, in a paper presented to the Stout Lecture Series in Wellington, McHugh had

modified his position considerably. He offered 'a more critical assessment than two
years ago of the capacity of orthodox Anglo-Commonwealth constitutional law and
theory to respond to Maori 

"1s1ms'.425 
He was now prepared to acknowledge that

'Maori certainly did not agree to a governance which saw the Crown's powers as

425p.6. McHugh, 'The lawyers' conc€pt of sovereignty, the Treaty of Waitangi and a legal
history for New Zealand', A Paper presanted to the Stout Lecture Series, August 1990,
3-4
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unlimited and exclusive',426 and that their challenge was indeed directed towards
/egal sovereignty:

It is these two attributes of the legal concept of sovereignty-paramountcy
and singularity, with which the Maori people have truck. . . Today if one
puts the Diceyan version of sovereignty which is to say, the constitutional
orthodoxy, to Maori representativas, or sven most historians, its rejection
is usually emphatic . . . 427

Nor, he said, should it be assumed that constitutional changes would be based on the
Westminster parliamentary model:

Pakeha society has exoected Maori to accept a system of electoral
government which is based upon the secularization of the Judeo-christian
belief in individual responsibility. So, lhe intellectual basis of the legal
conception of sovereignty is at odds with lhe Maori idea of the organization
of society. . . . The whole sweep of English history was condensed into the
single idea, the palhetic fallacy, that ils natural underlying thread was the
eventual emsrgence of the Westminster model of government: the Crown
supreme in a Parliament chosen bv the electorate.42S

Indeed, McHugh wenl so far as to condemn the idea that Westminster-style
conslitulional government was a 'natural evolutionary endpoint'. That view was 'a

pressing example of ideological imperialism in that its application to Maori claims
suggests that their history too must be slotted into an evolutionary pattern moving

towards an elecloral system of tribal management and governmenl.'429 Hs noted an

international and Anglo-Commonwealth trend towards recognising state sovereignty

as capable of some external limitation. He even argued that'Pakeha New Zealand must

perceive such claims in terms of vocabulary and doctrine of its own constitutional
paradigm but it cannot let this paradigm constrain an adequate responss.'43O

Recent responses to accommodate the Treaty had not been enough. The courts had

recently become willing to interpret legislation 'whenever possible' in the light of
the Treaty. But where statute and the Treaty conflicted, the legislation still
prevailed, and the Crown's legal sovereignty remained indivisible. '[T]his legal

concept of soversignty has been under siege in Anglo-Commonwealth jurisdictions

over past years [makingJ modification and adjustment of its classic formulation . . .

426Y6HrJt6,
427McHugh,
428;v16Hur6,

429McHugh,
43oMcHugh,

'The lawyers', 19
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inevitable',430 despite the disinclination of many common tawyers, whose view of
the law had remained static.

Despile these apparently-significant concessions, McHugh,s actual proposals were
vague' what indications he did give suggest only a minor variation on his earlier
formulation' According to McHugh, the 'new view' of legal sovereignty provides that
a 'sovereign may be limited in the way it legislates on a cerlain maner (manner and
form) without being absolutely disabled from legisrating on that subject matter
(substance;"431 1n the New Zealand conlext, that could have been achieved through
the Biil of Rights, in its 1995 white paper form:

[The] debate over 'manner and form. v "substance" might have becomerelsvant to Maori issues were the Treaty of waitangi incorporatsd into aconsritutionar document which attempted to rimit parriament,s po,,r"r.However Maori have 
_o<pressry rejected any such measure, ro my mind anill-advised position.432

He now argued that New zealand constitutional law could move towards a limited and
shared legal sovereignty-although he considered lhat timitation of sovereignry was
more lenable, and should be considered separately from the questio n of division. ,Nol
only would a shared sovereignty contradict the Engrish text of the Treaty (not a
conclusive consideration in itself, but one at least to take into account), but there is
evidence that Maori have themselves conceded the crown's ultimate authority, if that
is how one is to understand kawanatanga.'43s Given that he conceded, elsewhere in the
article, that this was nol how Maori understood kawanatanga, he may have had in
mind some kind of estoppel srgumen1.434

such a reform wourd produce a shift in the New Zearan d grundnorm,

a new more harmonious arignmenr, whereby the Treaty of waitangi at reastlimits the sover€ignty of rhe Crown. As this political lact becomes mor€entrenched then a common raw rure may em€rge recognizing the Tr€aty of
waitangi as an exlernar rimitation of the power o1 p"r1;"-"n1-+3s

This would occur not because of, but in spire of, liberal constitutionalism. The
common law would then be required to confirm what had in fact taken place. McHugh

4SoMcHugh, ,The lawyers,, 7
43lMcHugh, ,The tawyers,, 16
432McHugh, .The lawyers,, 17
433Mcxugh, ,The lawyers,, 18
4349"" below, 840, fn 398
43sMcHugh, ,The lawyers,, 1g
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saw this as an unlikely developmenl under the present generation of judges, given the
Court of Appeal's numerous admissions of the ultimate power of parliament, and
Geoffrey Palmer's statements, which reflected a conlinued adherence to such
constitutionalism. So McHugh therefore concluded that

Maori must continue to €x€rt and asserl political and cultural autonomy and
demand formal recognition of power-sharing tribal institutions. Legat
pluralism and recognition of lhs Treaty of wailangi must become 

-an

everyday asp€ct of our political culture and routine. lt must-as it is
beginning tranimato the activity of Parliament and the courts. Indeed, as
lhe courts evolve doctrines which burden the executive hand of the Crown-
be it through common law doctrines of aboriginal title, fiduciary duty,
oxtension of administrative law's Wednesbury principles such in"r itt
"reasonable' discretion-bearing decision-makers must take into accounl the
Treaty obligation of the Crown-as the executivs activity of the Crown is
rendered susceptible to Treaty-related considerations, it is but a step
nearer to som€ such limitation of parliamentary activiry.437

For McHugh, the ideal solution of a 'bicultural conslitution' would emerge over lime.
He was, therefore, still constrained within an evolutionary paradigm which required
its validation by some pre-existing legal discourse. This bicultural constilution,
while unspecified, would involve restrictions of form, rather than substance, over
the exercise of colonial government authority. McHugh seemed to be suggesting a
variation on a Bill of Rights which, while placing some limitations on Crown
supremacy, would fall short of an actual sharing of power. There was no mention of
changes to the colonial legal system itself. tndeed, that legal syslem was the likely
agency through which lhose limitations would have to be enforced, to the benefit of
Maori.

So, despite his rather belated acknowledgement that the essence of rhe Treaty debare
was constitutional, and did involve what he called legal sovereignty, McHugh was still
promoting idealist solutions to a problem, which he had abstracted from its political
and e@nomic realities. He ignored the most basic questions. What if Maori were not
prepared to wait for the evolutionary change? What if they wanted more than
unspecified changes in form and procedure, within the existing political structure-
as they had already indicated by rejecting the Bill of Rights? And what if continuing
economic deprivation, the failure to redress Treaty grievances, and lhe refusal to
recognise tino rangatiratanga, served to provoke Maori demands beyond what the
economic, political, and ideological levels of the colonial society could accommodate?

437McHugh, 'The lawyers', 19
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(ii) F.M. (Jock) Brooktietd

Brookfield maintained a more conventional constitutiona! approach. His main
contribution to the Treaty debate was an inaugural professorial lecture in late 1gg5,
which was updated for the Kawharu collection in 1989. By the time of his originat
lecture, the draft Bil! of Rights had been released, the new Wailangi Tribunal
legislation was before Parliament, and Maori had forcefutly argued their case at two
Bill of Rights seminars. The Treaty, as the foundation for Maori sovereignty, had

been the subject of Maori and critical Pakeha discourse for a number of years. lt had

now been accepted into mainstream political discourse by the Labour Government. yel

Brookfield's inaugural lecture was one of the first contributions lo the Treaty debale
by a mainstream legal academic. Consequently, it attracted considerable publicity,

and was frequently cited by counsel in the subsequent Treaty litigation.

Seen in the context of the organic intellectuals, it was one of the earliest moves lo
converl lhe political debale on the Treaty into the discourse of liberal legalism. The
following discussion refers to the updated version of the original lecture. Another
article which relates to the issue of sovereignty, and the Waitangi Tribunal in

parlicular, has already been discussed in chapter six.

Underpinning Brookfield's approach was the orthodox legal view that 'an effective
constitutional order may normally be assumed to be legitimate in the sense that those
who govern have a proper title to do so, and those who are governed hold themselves
under an obligation to obey.'434 Legitimation of a new regime could arise by
immediate @nsent, or may be secured gradually over time:

lf the change in fact is successful, it may be immediately legitimated by
popular acc€ptance or it may become self-legitimating with the passage of
time. That is, people acquiesce in il perhaps because they have no choice. . .

. However, in the long run, if the newly established order does not
sufficiently lulfil their aspirations, its own legitimacy may in turn come In
question (or indeed never be accorded) and it may itself be in danger of
being overthrown, if the oppressed and dissatisfisd acquire the military or
political pow€r 1o 6o 16;s.439

438p.lrl|. Brookfield, 'The New Zealand Conslitution: the search for legirimacy' in Kawharu,
Waitangi,l

439Brookfield, 'New Zealand Conslilution,, 3
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Courts were now accepted as having a role to play in such legitimation. They were no

longer viewed simply as the judicial arm of an existing state-although this, in turn,
raised difficult questions of 'maintaining judicial independence'.44O

The British Crown and Parliament had introduced to New Zealand a 'developed,

unified, constitutional order' where, according to Brookfield, none had existed.
Assuming that rangatiratanga was somelhing less lhan sovereignty-Brookfield, too,
avoided the term trno rangatiratanga-either version of the Treaty of Waitangi could
provide some basis for the Crown's claim to legitimacy. Brookfield was prepared to

concede that,

[i]n laking the soverergnty relerred to in the English version of the Treaty,
the British took more than the kawanatanga-governance-of the Maori
vsrsion. But time has passed, and the elemenl of thievish purchase can no
longer be correcled by re-creating the old chiefly order or taking the
particular m€asures that might have solved the problem lasl century.441

The passage of time had supplemented Pakeha claims, based on the Treaty, to be part
of the 'new tangata whenua'.442 16s legitimacy of the present custitutionat order
was now based on 'acceptance by the New Zealand people'.4213

Brookfield rejected the argument of 'modern controversialists' that tino
rangatiratanga means Maori sovereignty. In doing so, he ignored both the history of
the Maori struggle for self-determination through every available means, and the
breadth of Maori support for that position-albeit invisible to the world of pakeha

academia. Indeed, this reference to lhe 'conlroversialists' was added to the later
edition of the article, indicating Brookfield's concern to defend the structures of the
colonial state, and the emerging Treaty ideology, from attacks by counter-
intellectuals.

Brookfield did not deny that the colonial constitutional order had failed to preserve

Maori matra, or that the coloniai legal system had been instrumental in imposing
British authority. But he carefully distinguished the courts from the executive,
whom he held responsible for such excesses as martial law and land confiscations.
'The conduct of the courts in dealing with Maori opposition, and things Maori, right
up until the present, wails to be impartially appraised by lawyers who can bring

44OBrookfield, 'New Zealand Constitution', 3
44lBrookfield,'New Zealand Constitution', l4
442A concept apparently borrowed from the while paper on the Bill of Rights.
44SBrooklield, 'New Zealand Constilution'. 7
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their expertise to such matters, some of which have already been considered by
6151e1;sns.'444 By implication, only 'impartial' lawyers, as opposed to biased
critical lheorists, could provide a valid assessment of the court's inlegrity.44S

His own assessment of the historical record of the colonial courts was limited to
displays of obvious racial bias, by individual judges. Such bias might be found in

early judgments. But Brookfield distinguished these from later cases, where it was
'the internal consistency of the law' which 'compelled a judge to a pafiicular decision
against a Maori in a criminal or civil case'.446 The application of formal doctrine
was apparently sufficient to exculpate the colonial judiciary from any responsibility
for lhe outcome of their decisions. There was no attempt to analyse the origins,
substance, or inlent of those legal procedures, concepts, and discourse, or their
effect.

Indeed, invoking Edward Thompson, Brookfield claimed that '[h]arsh and unjust as

these measures were-and they were of course ancillary to the use of military force-
the rufe of law checked imperial and colonial power in New Zealand, as it did
elsewhere in the possessions of the gpe1n.'447 Annie Mikaere strongly challenged
this image of the benevolenl coloniser:

One is left wondering what it is that one should be grateful for and why. ls
it thal as a Maori one should feel grateful that th6 Pakeha law did not
sanction tho perp€tration of still harsher injustices than those which were
inflicted? Or is it rather lhat as a Pakeha legal academic one can gratefully
turn to the illusion of justice embodied in the Rule of Law in order to sase
on6's conscience and roassure onsself that the law was not all bad? Either
way, it is a statement which reveals a total lack of appreciation of the
seriousness of the injustices which were inflicted through the law and as
such il reflects a continuing insensitivity on the part of one Treaty partnor
towards 11t" o16"y.448

While repression through internally-consistent legal logic might have been more

subtle, it was nevertheless just as, and arguably more, effeclive in upholding
colonial economic, political, and cultural interests at the expense of Maori. The
destruction of political, economic, spiritual, and cultural integrity through the rule
of law was no less pernicious, and no more legitimate, than their destruction through

44497eq11;sld, 'New Zealand Constitution', 9
44516;5 became more explicit in a critique of the positions taken by David Williams and

myself, published in Novemb€r 1990, in Brookfield, .Maori rights'
446Brookfield,'New Zealand Constitution', 10
44TBrookfield, 'New Tealand Constitution', 9
448Mikaere, 'Book Review: Kawharu'. gg
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sheer force. Indeed, while the impact of the colonial wars was devastating, more land

and lives were lost through Crown policies and aclions which had been legitimated by

the rule of law.

Past decisions which had rejecled the validity of the Treaty were, according to
Brookfield, the understandable, although not necessarily desirable, result of applying
narrow legal doctrine. However, the refusal to recognise Maori cuslomary law was
simply wrong.'lf there is to be criticism of the courts' past treatment of Maori land
and fishery rights, the basis for it lies not in their disregard of the Treaty of
Waitangi, but in lhe general misunderstanding and misapplication of the common law
which first showedin Wi Parata's ssgs.'449 This was now being remodied, as seen in
Te Weehi. Once more, this recourse to the notion of right and wrong decisions allowed
responsibility to be attributed to the bias, or failed reasoning, of the individual
judges, not to the colonial conditions which made those decisions, in the eyes of the

slate, the right ones at the lime-or which, in the 1980s, required lhe judiciary to

rethink their position.

As with the Pakeha legal academics discussed previously, Brookfield argued solely in
terms of colonial legal doctrine. There was no attempt to explain why Maori should
feel themselves bound by those rules, it they had not accepted them under the Treaty.
It was enough that the Pakeha slate now exisled, was internationally recognised by

other nation states as legitimate, had secured long-standing support from most
Pakeha and apparent acquiescencence from many Maori, who had little choice. The

only legitimate way oul for Maori appeared to be the revolutionary overthrow of the
current regime. But Brookfield was certainly not advocating this.

Short of revolution, Brookfield's remedy involved securing Maori support for the
current legal order, by accommodation of their interests within the existing
slruclures. Hence, the constitutional legitimacy of the state would depend, to a large

extent, on the continued, satisfactory functioning of the Waitangi Tribunal. And, given

that 'present-day non-Maori New Zealanders cannot fairly be excluded from their
lands or from their place in this country, whatever the original defects in title and in
means of acquisition may have been',450 16i1 compensation for Treaty grievances was
required.

449Brookfield,'New Zealand Constitution'. 12
45OBrookfield,'New Zealand Constitution'. 14
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Brookfield also sought the proper incorporation of the Treaty of Waitangi into New
Zealand's constitutional structure. The responsibility for restraining Parliament
rested with the courts. But this was unlikely to be taken far without some explicit
constitutional authority. At a seminar on the Bill of Rights a monlh earlier,
Brookfield had concluded that

afler the centuries of generally deferring to the will of parliament, the
courts are now most unlikely to carry what I may call wilhout
disrespecl lhe Coke-Cooke views so far as to spell out a detailsd common
law bill of rights that will limit the supremacy of parliament. lf we are nol
lo trust the sovereign legislalure for the long dislance future (and I

believe we should not), the lask remains lo lranslate that fundamental law
into the supreme positive law of the state, as has been done in Canada and
as is proposed in part on the draft New Zealand 9;1;.451

A 'bicultural constitution' which recognised the Treaty could, Brookfield believed, be

interpreted and enforced by ths ssuns.452

[T]he objectors underestimate tho professionalism, even the integrity of
judges and lawyers generally. The very rocent court decisions have shown
this and have confounded the objectors' low expectations. Let the
conslitution make clear, through ths ontrenchment of the Treaty, the
bicultural values that ar6 to be proteclsd, and lawyers will serve those
values well; as indeed they already do, Maori and pakeha judges and
lawyers alike, on the Waitangi Tribunal. Of course, the whole process will
be assisted when there ara many more Maori judges and lawyers.453

Despite its reputation as a progressive, pro-Maori exposition, Brookfield's position

in both 1985 and 1989 was one of liberal constitutional orthodoxy. He sought to

counter challenges which threatened the existing constitutional order, by advocating
minimal change:

45191qq11;.1d, 'Bill of Rights', 152
4525u66 conclusions are shared by other constitutionalists, with lheir own variations.

Distinguishing between the two categories of Treaty grievances-ssttlsment of specific
claims to r€stitution, and affirmation of Maori participation in national life, Harvard LLM
student Wayne Attrill concluded: 'But the new judicial policy towards the Treaty may
itself be seen as having a constitutional dimension. lt will be argued that the courts are in
tha process of elevating the Treaty to the status of a canon of statutory construction on
a par with other fundamental liberties and values and that there is evidence that this
approach is beginning to make some headway. This olfers the prospect of a uniqualy New
Zealand version of the Westminster constitution we have inherited from Britain, a now
conslilution drawing its legitimacy lrom the Trsaty as interpreted by the courts and the
Waitangi Tribunal and blending Maori and Pakeha slements through a combination of
judicial activism and legislative lolerance. lt would be a constitution befitting New
Zealand's maturation as an independent multicultural state in the South Pacific.' Attrill,
86

453Brookfleld, 'New Zealand Constitution', 17 [tootnotes omitted]
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whatovsr was ceded at waitangi, lhe crown, having assumed sovereignty
by the proclamalions of May 1840, employed legislation to give further
effect to its authority in New Zealand and to establish, by the Act of 1852,
representative colonial governmenl from which (with further conferring of
power) lhe counlry's present constitutional ordsr developed. lf
kawanatanga was less than sovereignty, sovereignty (or supremacy)
nsvorthol€ss is what the crown claimed, enforced and ultimat€ly
conferred on the pres€nt New Zealan6 p"r11"r6n1.454

Brookfield had no answer for those who continued to assert tribal self-
determination, except to reject their position, and to reassert the legitimacy of the
colonial order, secured through the passage of time. The framework of orthodox
constitutional discourse could not recognise lhe validity of such challenges.
Brookfield's contribution may have provided a symbolic ideological legitimation for

the existing, colonial legal order. But, again, it bore little relationship to the
political debate and human struggles which were occurring outside the legal arena,
and which would not disappear merely because they failed to fit within the logic of
constitutional legal doctrine.

(e) Gritical Legal Academics

From 1984 to 1989 lhere were no Maori legal academics employed at New Zealand
universities. Most critical legal writings were produced by two Pakeha academics,
David Williams and myself, although there were also several contributions from
Maori students. ln 1990 several reviews and case commentaries were written by
Maori law lecturer Annie Mikaere. Other critiques of policy were produced by Maori
Polytechnic law lecturer, Peter Rikys. None of these writers purported to be
ideologically neutral. They were motivated by a commitment to an interpretation of
the Treaty of Waitangi, sourced in historical and contemporary Maori movements for
self-determination, and developed through interaction with Maori organic
intellectuals, since the late 1970s.

In contrast to the fullsome praise and accolades accorded by mainstream legal
academics to each other, critical work is frequently invisible in the authorised
Treaty debate. When it is acknowledged, it is usually described in generic and
disparaging terms, which distinguish between legitimate intellectuals and ,others'.

For example, Alex Frame in his 1990 NZIILB article praised 'Mr Paul McHugh, who
has made a notable contribution to the development of legal thinking on the

454p' M. Brookfield, 'sovereignty: the Treaty, the Courts and lhe Tribunal, NZ Recent Law
Review, 1989. 296
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applicability of common law rights to Maori tribes . . .'.455 and the 'readable text, of
Mr Paul Temm QC., one of whose 'main thrusts . . . is to urge that the Treaty be
honoured and to assert the practicability of redress'.4s6 161s was contrasted to the
critics whom he tersely dismissed as 'some Maori commentators (and some pakeha

claiming to speak for Maoril'.457

Sir Robin Cooke likewise dispensed legitimacy to, and withheld it from Treaty
commentalors. In his introduction to the 1990 edition of the NZIJLR, he named four
Pakeha male academics, who, he determined, were clearly influential in the Treaty
debate because they were cited in the Review's articles.45g By @nlrasl, challenges to
the 'authoritative' view were described simply as 'another view rather more
widely expressed by persons who speak from a certain Maori or pro-Maori point of
v;sr,'.459 Professor Jock Brookfield, while ar least prepared to name these
dissidents, called them 'modern conlroversialists' or 'Maori controversi6;;g1s'460-
by implication, in contrast to the uncontroversr,a/, orthodox legal perspective. The
standard for legitimacy, and the judges of that legitimacy, were therefore firmly
sourced in colonial legal discourse.

(t) David Williams

Even within the critics, there were levels of unacceptability. David Williams's
writings were primarily those of a legal historian. His doctoral thesis from Dar es
Salaam, completed in 1985, was strongly influenced by Marxist analysis of colonial
capitalism. But his early involvement with Treaty issues was more as a legal adviser
to various Maori, during the activist 1970s and early 1980s. He assisted Joe Hawke
in the 1978 Waitangi Tribunal hearing, and protested to the National Government and
in the media, over lhe Tribunal's racist approach. He atso advised Ngati Te Ata during
the Manukau claim. Involved in various anti-racism and anti-apartheid groups, he
came to understand both the intellectual and human dimensions of the Treaty debate,
as expressed by Maori. His contribution to the 1984 Ngaruawahia Hui, which linked
the biblical Maori of the missionaries to the Maori text of the Treaty, helped to
affirm the shift from the negalive, anti-Trealy slress on colonial deception, towards
the positive emphasis on tino rangatiratanga and the Treaty.

455Frame, 'State Servant', g4-5
456Frame, 'Slate Servant', 89, fn 22
457Frame, 'Stat€ Servant', 83
458Cooke,'lntroduction', 2
459cooke,'lntroduction', 3
460Brookfield, 'New Zealand Constitution', 4. 5
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In more recenl years, Williams has published more in mainstream legal periodicals.

ln that role, he has often provided the 'balance' to the views of the remaining,
orthodox contributors. To the extenl that he analysed specific cases and concentrated
on legal phenomena, Williams's work was compatible wilh the parameters of legal
orlhodoxy. His acceptability on the fringes of the debate may also have to do wilh his
primarily-historical critique which, when brought into the present day, tended lo
lose some of its edge-and with his being a fellow pakeha male.

Three of his articles are discussed here, as particularly pefiinent to this thesis. The
first involved a historical critique of what Williams called lhe 'somewhat romanric
admiration of Martin CJ and Chapman J [in F v Symondsl which seems to be so

common at the present time'-especially by lhe proponents of aboriginal 1119s.461

Williams levied two main challenges. One was the failure of legal historians and

others 'to situate all cases within their historical, social, political and economic
contexts'.462 BY contrast, he noted the critical observations of Canadian tegal

academic, Hamar Foster:

ln the nineteenth century [the common law] was an amaigam of colonial
praclics and imperial policy, an uneasy compromise between acknowledging
lhat aboriginal people ought to enjoy some rights to their traditional lands
and a much more powerful belief that industrial, capitalist civilization
would improve everything it touched, especially the bank-balances of those
who were in its vangu"r6,463

The second challenge was to the idea that shifts in judicial position could be explained
by judges getting it 'right' or 'wrong'. williams observed that common law, or
'imperial constitutions; ;3vv',464 had provided a core of legal materiat which offered
plentiful opportunities for judges lo arrive at different conclusions. He endorsed
David Kairys view that '[s]ocial and political judgments about the substance, parties,

and context of a case guide such choices, even when they are not the explicit or
conscious basis of 6gs1s1en.'465

4619.y. williams,'The Queen v symonds reconsidered',vuwLR, v.19, 1989, g8s,402
452ryi11;"r., 'Queen v Symonds', 402
a639. Foster 'Measures Essentially Unjust. English 'Law' and Native 'Custom' in New

Zealand, Vancouver and British Columbia, 1769-1871', M. Jur thesis, University of
Auckland, 1989,23-4 cited in Williams,.eueen v Symonds',399, fn 46

464A concept borrowed from B. Slattery, 'Understanding Aboriginal Rights', Can Bar Rev,
v.66, 1987, 727, 737

4657hs Potitics ot Law. A Progressive Critique, ed. D. Kairys, New york, 1982, g cited in
Williams, 'Queen v Symonds', 388
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Approaching the case of R v Symonds from this perspective, Williams made three

significant counter-points to the view of the 'romantics': the absence of any Maori

benefit from the outcome of the specific case; the absence of any clear Maori benefit

from the policy of Crown pre-emption, which the case affirmed; and the driving

economic interests, which underpinned the deliberate manufacture of the case by the

colonial su1he1;1;gs.466

Williams pointed out that Symonds was fundamentally a dispute between Pakeha

parties, designed lo resolve the status of lands which had been acquired by settlers

directly from Maori, under Fitzroy's waiver of Crown pre-emption. At issue was the

validity of the Land Claims Ordinance 1841 (Sess 1, No 2). Williams rejected the

later Privy Council portrayal of the ordinance as a legislative recognition of Maori

rights, under Article Two of the Treaty. The Ordinance was founded on a colonial legal

distinction between appropriated and unappropriated lands, and between legal title
and possession or occupation. These had no place in the Maori relationship to land.

Far from being a legislative recognition of lhe Treaty rights, the
Ordinance failed to take account of the economic and ideological
ramifications of rangatiratanga and Maori perceptions concerning land, and
eslablished a framework for a slate monopoly over all transactions relaling
lo obtaining land for settlement.46T

Indeed, he noled the Maori ambivalence about the purportedly 'prolective' basis of
pre-emption. Fitzroy's early waiver had been prompted, in part, by Maori

discontent over the Crown's policy. By the time of lhe Symonds case in 1847,'the
good faith of the Crown as to its claim to protect Maori property rights was in very

serious guestion'.468 Crown pre-emption had become more a device to maintain

Crown control over colonisalion, than to protect Maori interests. He quoted Peter

Adams to the etfect that

By 1847 lhe Colonial Office had come to agrso with the [New Zealand
Company'sl contention that, as a maner of principle, the Trsaty of Waitangi
and colonizalion were incompatible. . . . The Treaty of waitangi provided the
answer. [ThisJ lay in lhe concession which the crown had procured from the
Maori of a monopoly right to buy their land. lf the pre-emplion monopoly

466y1611s Hackshaw did nore lhe political and economic motivations behind the case. she
never localed it in the context ol colonial capitalism.

467williams, 'eueen v Symonds', 395
468williams, 'Queen v Symonds', 396
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was used extensively and rigorously, il would effectively neutralize the
wide recognition of Maori land rights.469

Behind this lay the political and economic question of who should profit from land

acquired from Maori, in the process of colonisation. The Symonds decision had

confirmed the Grown's rights over so-called surplus lands, which had been
purchased by settlers directly from tangata whenua. No questions were asked about

the aulhority of the purported seller to dispose of lhe lands in question. Williams

concluded that lhis case was far from the victory for Maori contended for in the

revisilations of the case by contemporary legal academics.

ln his contribution to the Kawharu collection of essays in 1989, Williams continued
his atlack on the romanticism of modern legal commenlators towards early colonial
intentions. Williams noted how colonial law was moulded to suit the exigencies of
colonial policy. The colonial judiciary lhroughout the British Empire were 'adept at
circumvenling enforcement of obligations apparently imposed upon the Crown for the

benefit of indigenous peoples in such trealies.'47o Consistently, '[c]olonial judges

came down in favour of approving the actual practices of British imperialism ralher
than give substance to rights claimed in reliance upon treaties which had been the

original basis for the British assertions of jurisdiction or sovereign power.'471

In the New Zealand context, early co-operation with Maori had reflected the political,

e@nomic, and military vulnerability of the fledgling colonial regime. This gave way

as British political, economic, and social control became more pervasive, and as

colonial capitalism undermined indigenous society. The place of the Treaty fluctuated

accordingly. But even when it did appear, it was always in the form of lhe English

text, and interpreted according to some version of colonial legal doctrine.

[V]irtually all settlers, including judges and polilicians, have for most of
our hislory been monolingual and unable to read Maori. yet even in the
earlier period when many Pakeha were bicultural, it was only the English
lexts which were used on the rdrs ocG?sions when the Treaty has been
taken into account in drafting legislatiq6.472

469p. Adams, Fatal Necessity, British Intervention in New Zeatand Igg0-1g47,209 ciled
in Williams, 'Oueen v Symonds', 397-8

4709.y. Williams, 'Te Tiriti o Waitangi-Unique Relarionship Between Crown and Tangata
Whenua?', in Kawharu, Waitangi,64

471Yrr111;36s, 'Te Tiriri', 71
472YY;11;36s, 'Te Tiriti'. 77
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Williams slressed the significance of Maori understandings of the Maori text, and the

different expectations which were raised by the two lexts-the Maori anticipating a

sharing of power and authority in the governance of the country, and the English a

lransfer of power which left the Crown as sovereign, and Maori as subjects. ln the
contemporary contexl, the 'principles of the Treaty' in section 9 of the SOEs Act
were vague, and posed less of a threat to Government's hegemony than did tino
rangatiratanga. But Williams went on to claim that the section had proved more
potent than political gestures tended lo be, and suggested lhat even this qualified

success might result in more litigation in the courts and Waitangi Tribunal.

This led Williams to ponder the Government's likely response lo incorporating the
Treaty in future slatutes, and the position of a fulure National Government. He also

asked whether the rejection of the Treaty, by colonial courts in the past, would give

way to an acceplance of the unique relationship between Crown and tangata whenua.
But rather surprisingly, given his strongly-materialist approach to the nineteenth
century developments, he provided no clues as to the factors which might effect that
oulcome, nor to the implications of the differences belween lhe principles of the
Treaty and the two distinct texts which he had so carefully explained.

His argumenl was slronger when dealing with the resurgence of the doctrine of
aboriginal title. Admitting that his initial pessimism over the judicial acceptability
of the doctrine had been proved wrong by Te Weehi, Williams continued to hold

reservations over 'linking a doctrine of colonial law with Treaty-based claims for
the recognition of the rights of rangatiratanga.'473 In particular, the Crown's right

to extinguish Maori title ran @unler to the intention of the Maori text to secure its
relention. Many lribes, he predicted, would have political difficulty in relying on a

doctrine which was unashamedly derived trom common law, and would press instead

for a Treaty-driven legal argument.

For Wifliams, adapting the Huakina approach would be more consistent and
politically appealing. By implying consistency with the Treaty in atl legistation,
irrespective of its statutory incorporation, lhe 'entirely exogenous derivalion of
constitulional legitimacy' of the past could be abandoned.aTa 161s approach 'would

better authenticate and indigenize the hesitant steps which our legal system is now

taking lowards an understanding of legal pluralism derived from the bicultural

473ry;11;"rs, 'Te Tiriri', 85
474C .y. Wiltiams,'The Constitutional

Perspective', NZULR, v.14, 1990, 9,
Slatus of the Treaty of Waitangi: An Historical
10. A similar argument is made by Anrill, 96.
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partnership promised by te Tirili o Waitangi.'47s Again, Williams had made an
uncharacteristic reversion to uncritical idealism. There was no recognition thaf what
he was discussing was nol legal pluralism, but rather a model of incorporated
justice, which left the contradictions underpinning colonial relations inlact.
Williams lherefore ignored his own invocalion to legal academics, ro locate legal
developments within their historical, economic, political contexts, when he came to
consider the more recent developments.

ln his contribution to the 1990 NZUIF Treaty edition, Williams once more found
liltle evidence in the early period of colonial history to support the image of colonial
benevolence, and commitment to the Trealy, which other contemporary wrilers were
promoling.

lf constitutional significance should have been attached to the Treafy
because of its inclusion in the North lsland Proclamation, then one wouli
have expecled lhe Treaty's contents to have influenced the Acts, Charters
and Instructions which were subsequently drafted by the Colonial Office. As
has been noted above, however, that did not occur.476

Moving to the presenl day, Williams described the New Zealand constitution as
'uncontrolled'-meaning there was freedom to amend and develop constitutional
norms, including the remoulding of constitutional conventions, common law, and
statute. Orthodox judicial and conslitutional thinking had recently come under
challenge from lwo convergenl developmenls-'Pakeha seeking an autochthonous
legitimation of the existing constitutional structures and Maori seeking group
autonomy and self-determination either within or without those 9gyr;s1g1ss.'477

Williams was reserved about how far this challenge was being met. On one hand, he
was sceptical about steps to provide statutory constitutional recognition of the
Trealy-especially given the repeal of provision for Maori self-governing disrricts,
section 71 of the Constitution Act 1852, and the failure to include any Treaty
reterence in the replacement Constitution Act of 1g86. On the olher hand, he agreed
with Wayne Atlrill's analysis that the Treaty had been constilulionalised through
such avenues as lhe courts, legislation, Government poticy, and school charters.
Again, Williams failed to distinguish between the Treaty, especially te tino
rangatiratanga in the Maori lexl, and the reference to the 'principles of the Treaty'
in all of these developments.

4759rr;1;126s. 'Te Tiriti'. 99
476Williams,'Constitutional Status,, 24
477Williams,'Consritutional Status', 16
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This culminated in a rather fragmented conclusion, which rarely ventured beyond
speculation on legal and parliamentary developments, and lacked any materialist
critique. Williams argued that reaf changes had been made over the past few years in
the constitutional position of lhe Treaty, but that fulure constitutional recognition of
the Treaty was unlikely to reach the heights of supreme law. Even ordinary slatutory
recognition would depend on political expediency. He also observed how legal
victories in the courls, and the Waitangi Tribunal, had not guaranteed practical
outcomes favourable to Maori litigants, and that Maori pressure to uphold the Treaty
would continue, whichever party was in government, or whoever the judges were.
Without more significant and effective moves to resolve Treaty grievances 'il is

likely that lhe faith of Maori litigants in the courts and tribunals will evaporals.'478
In that case, lhe recent constitutionalisation of the Treaty would become irrelevant.

It is only in his final comments, which questioned lhe ability of a colonial capitalisl
legal system lo change sufficiently io meet these demands, that Williams returned to
his original problematic.

When a legal system, which has historically operated in a monocultural
manner, takes steps towards legal pluralism, there is a distinct danger that
the meanings and values attached to Maori conc€pts, when used in an iwi or
hapu contexl, will be distorted and amenable to manipulation by others when
they are used in the official discourse of the slate legal system. The future
will tell whether there has been a genuine paradigm shift in the N€w Zealand
common law or merely an adjustment of old legal orthodoxies to the modern
conlext.4 79

(ii) Jane Kelsey

Reviewing one's own work risks the appearance of self-justification. This review

involves a critical reflection on the content and role of four pieces of writinq
published by myself al various stages of the 1980s. Each piece needs to be seen in the

context of the economic, political, and ideological conditrons at the time they were

written. There is a consistent theme which rejects the claim that Maori ceded
sovereignty, and challenges the tegitimacy and effect of the exercise of Crown
sovereignty over Maori.

4789,r111;xt1r,'Constirurional Starus', 35
479Williams,'Constitutional Status', 36
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The early writings, although a little rough historically, show considerable
theoretical consistency with the position argued in this thesis, in particular on the

function of colonial law. They were strongly affected by my close relationship with a
number of the leading, Maori organic intellectuals of the late 1g70s and early
1980s, and with challenges to the jurisdiction of the colonial courts in political

trials involving the Treaty. The work in the mid 1980s, however, exposes greater

confusion, and reflects the difficulty of grappling wilh the far more complex political

and ideological situation of that time. Under the more sophisticated politics of the

Labour Government, the critique of the colonial state gave way to a short-lived
flirtation with Labour's Trealy policy. This was followed by a return, in lhe later

1980s, to a more rigorously-materialist analysis, as the clear-cut nature of lhe
colonial contradiction re-emerged.

Most of the early writings, and many of the conference papers and publications which

followed, were nol intended for legal academic journals. They were an activist

contribution to the public and political debate on the Treaty. Their intention was to
challenge the perception of the stale's beneficent lreatment of Maori, which prevailed

domestically and inlernationally, and to contribute towards an alternative
lheorisation, which promoted the recognition of Maori self-determination. The

audiences were most oflen non-lawyers-people in Aotearoa/New Zealand or overseas

who were involved in human rights struggles, or seeking out allernative views. This

was not the place for detailed discussion of lengthy lists of colonial precedents, of the

technical niceties of competing legal doctrines, or of the 'correclness' of stalutory

interpretation or legal reasoning. Such matters were incidental to the broader
relationship of those legal developments to their political, economic, and ideological

contexl.

As a result the conlent, tone, and format of those writings have been strongly

criticised as falling outside what is considered. by mainstream legal academics, to be

academic scholarship. They might have a poir,i, if theirs were the sol; criteria to be

applied. In some cases there were minimal footnotes. Sometimes historical points

weremade with reference to only one example. Concepls might have been used in a
politically, rather than a legally, defined sense. lsolated examples of colonial
benevolence might have been ignored, in favour of the wider impact of colonisation.

But none of those criticisms engaged with lhe fundamental issue being debated in the

writings-legal imperialism, and the role of law in the oppression of Maori, in the

usurpation of Maori self-determinalion, and in the expectations of Maori that their
right to self-determination would be recognised, and protected.
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The two early writings considered here covered similar ground. They outlined the
historical process of colonisation, and the role of law in suppressing and
dispossessing Maori. One was a paper to a conference of Asian lawyers on justice and

human rights in Hong Kong in late 1963.a80 The other was an article in a book on

racism and elhnicity, edited by several sociologisls.4Sl 15sy examined the early
motives and actions of civil and political agents of British colonialism, such as the
missionaries, the New Zealand Company, and the Colonial Office, and the subsequent

activilies of the judicial and legislative arms of the colonial slate.

The central theme was the dispute between Maori and the Crown over sovereignty.

But the articles focused on Pakeha motivations and behaviour. The discussion of lhe
Treaty was tied to the competing lexls, adopting the linguistic deconstruction which

had become a common lool of Treaty critique in the early 1980s. The discussion
cenlred on Articles One and Two of the Treaty, with Article Three simply interpreted

as the right to citizen equality. lts assumed that Maori, through lhe Treaty, were

seeking the benefits of English legal order. But by the time they discovered the true

meaning and implications of colonial law, il was loo 131s.482 These pieces were
written prior to the public reassertion of Maori law as integral to tino
rangatiratanga, and highlight the problems which arise when outsiders lo a culture,
whether sympathetic or hostile, develop analyses on the basis of publicly-accessible

knowledge.

Both papers attacked the portrayal of British annexation as benevolent. For example,
Normanby's instructions to obtain lhe free and informed consent of all Maori were
conlrasted with the Colonial Office's rejection, in '1842, of Attorney-General
Swainson's advice that British sovereignty did not extend to tribes who had not signed

the Treaty.

The critique of the ideological and repressive function of colonial law was
uncompromising. lt noted how, in the early stages of colonisation, some moves were
made to accommodate Maori within a fledgling colonial legal system. But as the settler
population grew, and state institutions were formalised under senler conlrol, this

480.1. 6s;eey, 'The Colonisalion of Aolearoa 1769-1983', in Judiciary under Serge, ed.
christian conferance of Asia, lnternational Affairs, Hong Kong, 19g4, ss

481J. Kelsey, 'Legal lmperialism and the Colonization of Aotearoa', in Tauiwi. Racism and
Ethnicity in New Zealand, ed. P. Spoonley et al, Dunmore Press, Palmerston North,
1984, 20, 21

482Kelsey,'Legat lmperialism', 21
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became progressively less important. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the

suppression of Maori resistance in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. lt
became increasingly important for the state's legitimacy amongsl selllers, for it to
conform to the procedural requirements of the rule of law. But whether Maori

accepted or rejected its legitimacy was, by then, a marginal consideration. The

formulation was less refined than the argumenl in this lhesis, but the essential
points were there:

The power of the British stats ovsr its citizens rests on their bslisf in its
principles of Parliamantary democracy and the 'rule of law'. Actions taken
which infringe peoples' freedoms must be taken through one of the
Westminster institutions of Parliament, the execulive or the court. Once
that has been done, the democratic process will have been satisfiod. So to
some extenl as the nineteenth century progressed lhe v€sted interests of
the state became trapped within their own ideology. lf they claimed
legitimacy on the basis of these principles, they had to comply with them
lhemselves. Hence this resort lo the 'rule ol law' not only provided a
relatively peaceful solution to difficult problems, but also cemented pakeha
faith in the virtues of the democratic process. [lt is clear, however, that
this extension of the hegemony of the stale over ils citizens was geared
toward pakeha only. while there was utmost concern over pakeha
perceptions of what took place, the extension of similar hegemony over the
Maori was irrelevant.1483

Four examples of legal imperialism were given-statutes which had breached the

Treaty; cases in which the Treaty had been pleaded and rejected; technical compliance

with the rule of law to legitimate the suppression of Maori resistance; and the
response of the colonial courts lo modern challenges to the sovereign authority of the

Crown. Legal imperialism was described as the

conversion of colonial political power into intrinsically valid, abstract legal
principles. lt elevates politically motivated legislation lo tho level of the
divinely-inspired. lt freed judgas to seek refuge in the role of mere legal
technicians applying pre-ordained rules, bearing no responsibility for the
outcomo of lheir 6s1;b€y31;sns.484

The analysis ol Treaty cases targeted the form and function of legal ideology, rather

than the internal logical of legal doctrine. lt focused on lhe outcome-that the Treaty

was legally irrelevant-and the conceptual devices by which that outcome was

reached. These devices included the concept of sovereign supremacy, which placed the

legilimacy and actions of the Crown beyond queslion in the courts; the reification of

colonial precedents, and of international law doctrines produced by imperialists

483Kelsey, 'The Colonisation', 67-8. [The extract in brackets, included in original paper,
was omitted from published version.l

484Kelsey,'Legal lmperialism', 3t
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seeking lo promote shared goals; the interlocking of cultural and legal imperialism,
which universalised English economic, cullural, and juridico-legal practices; and
the selective pragmatism which saw policy arguments accepled, or rejected
depending on who benefitted by the outcome.

It was the time of the high profile, political trials. The article drew links between
lhe role of law in suppressing Maori movements in the pasl, and in the present. lt
noted how judges had advocated, and secured, powers lo enforce order in their courts.
And the view of the then Minister of Juslice, that the political trials had 'become a

threat to the institutions of a democratic society.'48s

over the past decade, and in particular during the past four years, the legal
syslem has been facing an increasing crisis of legitimacy. . . .often lhey
have set off chain-reaclions throughout the country, as the judicial systsm
panics and seeks lo s€cure itself against future outbreaks of conlempt.

The major cases which have arisen and been fought as political trials in
conlemporary times havs covered four main areas-Maori land: Maori
cullure; aparth€id; and the Trsaty of waitangi. Each has provoked slrong
coercive r€sponses from the state and from the legal system. And as the
political motives of lhe lwo are continually exposed the protective cloak of
the "rule of law" is wearing 16;n.486

'i'his was just after the release of Motunui Report, but before Labour announced its
policy to recognise the Treaty of Waitangi. The articles talked of the pressure on the
courts to extend the hegemony of Pakeha law to Maori. The problem was clearly
perceived. The Waitangi Tribunal was even identified as a possible hegemonic tool of
the state. But the broader path of passive revolution was not yet apparent. The mood

was one of crisis, and I felt some misplaced optimism that real change was at hand.

The tide is beginning to turn. Year by year movements rsasserting Maori
sovereignty and self-determination ars confronting the stat€ and
threatening its stability with greater intensity. The challenges ars lhe same
as th€y have b€en for over 140 years-struggles for the return of land; the
relurn of the sanctity of the marao, of the language, the culture, the dignity
and lhe right to control all things Maori; the branding of tha "official'
version dishonourable in its content, int€nt and applicalion; the denial of
Brilish sovereignty; the claim to mana Maori motuhake; that recognition
that all of Aotearoa is still Maori land.

And in the forefront of pakeha resistance, alongside the riot police and lhe
right wing is the rule ol law. Increasingly it faces a crisis in legitimacy, as
it is exposed as a political tool of the pake63.487

485Ks|ssy, 'The Colonisation', 74
486Kelsey, 'The Colonisation', 69
487Kelsey,'Legal lmperialism',42
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The argument lacked the subtleties of doctrinal analysis which orthodox legal
academics would have desired. lt also rejected the parameters of liberal legalism
which would normally constrain such a debale. Yet, it asked important queslions, and

challenged central ideological and political assumptions. In particular, it identified
the crisis of legitimacy which was then threatening the political and judiciat system,
and the pressure on the colonial slate lo, at least temporarily, attempt to secure
hegemony over Maori. These were issues which mainslream legal academia preferred

to ignore. But they held the key to understanding the events of the nexl few years.

There were several theoretical problems with these articles. Both were written in

1983, when Maori political activism was at its height, when the courts were filled
with political cases, when the annual Waitangi celebrations had become a focus of
combat between police and protestors, and when the National Government had

apparently set its face against Maori land claims and Treaty rights. Their
relalionship to the political debate of the time is exemplified in the closing reference

to the dominant slogan of the times-Ifre Treaty is a Fraud: The argument drew
parallels between contemporary and historical Maori struggle.

The same challenges are still there. The denial of British sovereignty. The
claim of the integrity of Maori sovereignty. The rejection of ths Treaty of
Waitangi as fraudulent in content and intenl.488

While the first three sentences were accurate historically, the last was an over-
simplificalion. The focus of the Treaty protests in the 1970s and early 1980s had

been the failure of the colonial state to honour the Treaty. The fraud talked about was
the historical refusal of the colonists to uphold Maori control over land, fisheries,

and language, and the right of Maori sovereignty. lt was not the Treaty, in its Maori

sense, which was under attack. lt was the 'official' English version, and its
subsequent selective use by the Crown to justify its authority while it dispossessed
Maori. The Treaty is a Fraud attacked the Treaty itself, and was rejected by lhose
for whom the Treaty was tapu. During 1984 , the slogan came to be seen as divisive
and unhelpful, especially once Maori political demands became more firmly located
in the Maori text.

This shift from attacking the Treaty to invoking its Maori interpretation is often
exploited by organic intellectuals of the state as evidence of shoddy logic. For
example, Alex Frame sought to ridicule the position of the radicals of the early
1 980s:
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Firsl, it was said in the 1970s that the Treaty Was 'a fraud" (i.e.
pretending to be something that it was nol in fact, which is the essence of
Chief Justice Prendergast's finding). When that line was found to be no less
logically problematical for Maori lhan for other New Zealanders, then the
fall-back position emerged. The thrust became to 'read down" the Firsl
Article and to inflate th€ Second Article to quite artificial proportions.4S9

But what he ignored was the reason for the shift in counter-hegemonic ideology, and

the consistent assertion of Maori sovereignty which underpinned both positions.

There was a second, serious over-simplificalion. Both articles explicitly rejected

conspiracy lheory, except where there was a direct crisis to which the politicians,

and the judiciary could be assumed to have directed their minds-such as the

repression of high-profile, Maori resistance movemenls.

But, despite these protestalions, the argument was, in places, strongly

instrumentalist. As a result, the deliberate denial of the Treaty by the courts may

have been overslated. For example, the Tauiwi article talked of 'blatant devices used

by the courls to deny any recognition of the Treaty'.490 5us6 accusalions of conscious

maneuvering may, or may not, have been justified in different situalions. But they

were nol necessary, given that eplonial precedent ensured an outcome which was

consistent wilh the general interesls of the state. Similarly, talk of a 'systematic

programme of physical and cultural genocide' might imply an active plan of

exlermination. While there were elements of that al times, it was far less significant

than the combined ec:onomic, political, and cullural impact of colonisation, which

systematically decimated Maori society and threatened its very survivsl.491

By the time the third article was written for a Canadian Journal in early 1985,

Maori demands for the Crown lo honour the Treaty had secured support from a wide

spectrum of Maori. Labour had just released the dratt Bill of Rights. This was a new

situalion of a Government which claimed to be Treaty-friendly. My analysis

remained sceptical, concluding that Labour's February 1984 policy was merely

'incorporaling limited remedies for Maori grievances into the traditional pakeha

structures on pakeha terms.'492 In many ways, this took up where the preceding

articles left off:

489P1366 'State Servant'. 83
490.1. l1s1rsy,'Legal lmperialism',39
491.1. 6";""y, 'Legal lmperialism', 41
4921. Kelsey, 'Decolonization in th6 "First World'-lndigenous Peoples' Srruggles for

Juslice and Self-determination', WYAJ, v.5, 1985, 1O2, 128
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As a result the pakeha State is now unable to continue portraying an image
of consensus and harmony. lt could choose to abandon that ideology, and
explicitly acknowledge that it will not honour the promises of lhe Treaty.
The implications of such a move would provoke further a Maori people who
are becoming more unified, more persistent and more impatienl. lt would
also require a renegotiation of the carefully propagated image of Aotearoa
internally and internationally. Yet conceding Maori arguments that past and
present pakeha privilege is based on abrogation of the Treaty requires
recognition that compliance with the Treaty would mean giving up that
privilege. The current debates on supremacy of the Bill of Rights or the
Trsaty of Waitangi reflect the dilemma of trying to create middle ground
where there is very little room for compromise.492

The 1985 article had three parts. The first acknowledged a diversity of Maori
understandings of the Treaty, but identified a consistent underlying desire for conrrol
over their country and their destiny. This overstated the level of agreement which
existed amongsl all Maori at the time. But it fairly reflected the resolutions of the
two major hui during late 1994.493 And there was probably more unity amongst
Maori over the meaning of the Treaty in 1985, than there was after the development
of the Treaty ideology, in the later 19g0s.

This discussion also recognised the validity of a Maori system of law, its integral role
in the exercise of tino rangatiratanga, and its incompatibility with the colonial legal
ideology.

The legal system depends on this ideology and ths structural and procedural
rules which supPort it, for its ability to uphold the existing social order.
The consequ€nc€ for Maori people has been a continued denial of their
id€ntity, their rights and their values, and constant subjection to the
coercion of the Slate under a guise of legitimacy.494

The second part expressed frustration at the lack of theoretical analyses of
decolonisation in the first world, and the resulting invisibility of indigenous
minorities in settlement colonies. In contrast to the victims of colonisation in the
third world, their slruggle was usually redefined as a problem of race relations or of
socio-economic disadvantage-to which the only solutions lay in government
benevolence, social welfare, or civil liberties.

The article briefly canvassed the potential contribution of various theories to a new
formulation of indigenous rights in the 'first world'-the development, in ,third

492Kelsey,'Decolonization', 1i3
4939s6 below, 152-5, 185-9
494Kelsey, 'Decolonization' , 11 't
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world criminology' of a historical, international, and comparative perspective;

application of Gramsci's explanation of the hegemonic role of law to settler colonies;

and the role of racial ideology as the unifier of diverse class and gender interesls

amongsl colonial settlers, including secondary colonists. Rare examples of studies

directly on the subject were cited, such as Mamak and Ali's analysis of race, class,

and rebellion in the South Pacific. Their approach highlighled the value of
comparative analyses of colonial dispossession:

The present approach emphasises the long-standing and on-going resistance
of Soulh Pacific peoples, so may be of theoretical and practical benefit. lt
encourages a balanced investigation, and perhaps a mor€ realistic
interprstalion of protest movom€nts and their effects in controlling or
altering the direclion of change. This approach also highlights the shameful
record of colonial trealment and facilitates the political mobilisation of an
essentially non-induslrial people to new situations of change.496

The contribution of Pakeha intellectuals within Aotearoa/New Zealand was seen as

particularly deficient. In 1985, few Pakeha had adopted the Treaty, and especially

lhe Maori lexl, into their discourse. They were still talking of 'race relalions
problems', whereby Maori were merely one ethnic minority within a multicultural

society. The article attacked the ideological function of the concept ol minorities, as

undermining the right of indigenous peoples to self-determination. 'The accident of

history that those fighting for self-determination and freedom from the bonds of

colonialism have been made a minority in their own land, and have not remained the

majority, has tended to create a qualitative difference in the degree of recognilion,

credibility and active support their demands for self-delermination 1s6s1ys.'497

While orthodox legal academics and political scientists had virtually ignored the

Treaty altogether, radical theorists had also remained wedded to imported theories of

doctrinaire Marxism, or idealist anti-racism. The Maori organic intellectuals had

become prolific and effective advocates of their own position. But they remained

invisible in the formal academic debate.

Exclusion of Maori intellectuals from the mainstream has been due partly to
the exclusive nature of education, advancement and credibility. Just as
important, however, is the culturally exclusive form of pakeha intell€ctual
debate. Maori is an oral culture, not a wrilten one. lt uses lerms and
conc€pts which are frequently incomprehensible to pakeha. Maori measures
of the credibility and aulhority of sources reflecl different cultural

4966. Mamak and A. Ali, Race, class and Rebeltion in the south pacific, sydney,
138, cited in Kelsey, 'Decolonization', 120

497Kelsey,'Decolonization', 'l17

1 979,
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priorities. There has been no room for participation on Maori terms in such
6"6"1"s.498

Nevertheless, lheir voice was being heard outside academia. lt was lhe Maori
intellectuals who had forced lhe Treaty onto the political agenda, and who had

remained the dominant force in the Treaty debate for the first half of the 1990s:
'Those who have been instrumental in achieving this have been the organic
intellectuals of Maori society-those whose analysis has grown from their daily life
experience of oppression, whose strategies are based on realism, and whose

commilment is total.'499 15s;1 experlise came from an understanding and lived

experience of both cultures. The refusal even of critical academics to recognise the

value of their knowledge and expertise, rendered those academic analyses-just like

those of conservative academics-partial, partisan, and largely irrelevanl to the
political events of the time.

So far, they seem to have failed to see the consequ€nces. As the role played
by organic intell€ctuals among the people themselves expands, the theories,
methods and role of traditional inlellectuals [sic] are increasingly being
dismissed as irrelevant and symbolic of pakeha hegemony.500

The third part of the 1985 article related lo Labour's specific proposal for a Bill of
Righls, as contained within the White Paper. lt argued that the recognition of Maori

rights under the Treaty in the Bill of Rights was bound to embroil the court in an
ideological crisis:

It becomes clear, then, that any moves to recognise Maori rights pursuant
to lhe Treaty which may involve power sharing will involve an ideological
crisis for the courts. They will no longer be able to pursue this divinely
decreed Eurocentrism, and treat Maori as merely another minority group
who makes up the multiracial society. They will be required to recognise
Maori people, values, culture, language, and proc€sses of conflicl
resolution as being instrinsically valid. As they are presenlly constituted,
they are structui'ally and conceptually incapable of doing ss.501

The article was enthusiastically welcomed by the refereed journal in which it was
published. The editors wrote:

we are just delighted with your paper and happy to accspt it for publicalion
in wYAJ . . . Everyone who has read it her€ has nothing but praise for such
a fine piece of work. one of my editorial colleaguss was movsd to suggest

498Kels"y,
499Kelsey,
5ooKels"y,
5o l Kelsey,

'Decolonization', 123

'Decolonization', 124
'Decolonization', 124
'Decolonization', 1 l2
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lhat the Faculty invite you hera for a year to put some life into our native
studies programme-but that's something for the |r1urs.502

Despite this, it has been ignored by New Zealand academics, although it has been cited
in overseas writings on indigenous righ1s.503

On reflection, the article was unsatisfactory in several respecls. lts analysis of the
state's legal apparatus was conlradictory. On lhe one hand, the courts were criticised
as agenls of colonisation and untrustworlhy to interpret the Treaty. This led to naive
suggestions that the Raukawa proposal for a senale, endorsed at the 1gg4
Ngaruawahia Hui, could be expanded to include the power to review judicial

decisions, and nol just legislation and executive aclions. This would prevent the
Treaty of Waitangi being co-opted into Pakeha hegemony.S04

The Waitangi Tribunal was treated as if it were outside the coloniat state and judicial

system. lts findings on Motunui were deemed 'virtually inevitable', once Maori
processes had been applied to the facts in question. Indeed, it expressed a 'cautious

optimism over the potential for the Tribunal to act as the guardian of the Treaty.'50s
The article not only suggested the Tribunal should have binding powers of decision,
but even that it should become the fourth arm of lhe slate, to parallel the pakeha

judicial system.506 This romanticism failed lo anticipate the tensions which would
soon subordinate the Tribunal to the demands of the formal legal process, and the
contradictions within legal pluralism and incorporated justice.

The second criticism of the article is its heavy idealism. While the critique of
capitalism underpinned the short hislorical discussion, it became weak in the
theoretical seclion, and was non-existent in the discussion of the Bill of Rights and
constitutional reform. This reflected the ovemhelming emphasis, al the time on, the
attempt to find political solutions to what was seen as a potitical and ideologicat
crisis. The alternative which it promoted was, likewise, confined to the political and
ideological level. There was a passing recognition, in the final section of the article,
to the failure lo deal with economic issues. That was nol just inadequate. lt actually
implied that such analysis would merely have added a further dimension to the

5o2Private correspondance, Professor D.c. James to J. Kelsey,30 May 19g5
503pot example, P. Havemann, 'Law, State and Indigenous People. Pacification by Coercion

and Consenl', in Law and Society: A Structuratist Perspective, ed. C. Reasons, et al,
Academic Press, London, 1988: Attrill

5o4Kelsey,'Decolonization', .|25

505Kelsey,'Decolonization', 127
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existing argument. In f act, it would have fundamentally undermined the
constitutional reforms proposed in the conclusion to the article, and required a

dramatic re-evaluation of the entire thesis.

A further theoretical defect was the confusion between the concepls of traditionaland
organic intellectual of the colonial state. lt categorised all Pakeha academics as
traditional intellectuals, and confined the concept of the organic intellectual to those
seeking radical change. The theoretical framework of 'decolonisation of indigenous
minorities in the first world' also remained undeveloped, and inadequate. These
deficiencies reflect the difficulties of working in academic isolation, and of actively
monitoring and participating in rapid political developments, at the same time as

trying to develop a theoretical foundation which might help to explain the immediate

conjuncture.

All these articles contained a consistent critique of the colonial state. My role as
initiator and coordinator of the consultation on legal services for the Minister of
Justice, Geoffrey Palmer, illustrates the seductive power of Labour's Treaty
rheloric. During 1985, and most of 1986, a long-standing friendship with palmer

allowed the opportunity for lengthy discussions over Trealy policy. Some initiatives,
including the June 1986 Cabinet Treaty policy, were partly attributable to malers
raised during those discussions.506 lmplisit in this was an exceptionally naive belief
on my part lhat if the issues were properly explained, Pakeha politicians such as

Palmer would come to see the justice of the Maori position, and to recognise lino
rangatiratanga.

The legal services consullation absorbed a vast amounl of Maori energy, from the
regional co-ordinators and from the contributors. Yet lhe reporl, Te Whainga i te

Tika, had no impact on the government's policy on the Legal Services Bill, or on the
broader question of Maori participatory justice. This prompted a serious reflection

on the expectation that the colonial state would voluntarily revest economic and
political power in the colonised. Just as palmer had come, by early 19g7, to
understand the full economic, political, elecloral, and ideological implications of
Labour's promises, so had I re-established a belief in the ultimate intransigence of
the Government over the indivisibility constitutional authority, and the directing
power of capitalist forces.

5061n particular, a lelter from Minister of Fisheries, Colin Moyle lo th€ Auckland
Committee on Racism and Discrimination, to the effect that the Treaty did not apply to
fisheries unless formally incorporaled into domestic law. see above, 273
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It was around this time that the conflict between the Treaty of Waitangi and economic
interesls, in the form of Rogernomics, once again became visible-not just in the
areas of corporatisation and fisheries, but also in the Maori 'loans aftair', funding
for Maori employment programmes, and, before long, in proposals for market
liberal reforms to health, education, and social welfare. This prompted a rejection of
reformism, and a recognition of the inherent contradictions between Rogernomics and
Maori rights to tino rangatiratanga. In a speech to a waitangi Day forum in
Christchurch in 1987, largued for a shift away from the instinctive politics of
protest, and from co-operation with Labour, towards a more sophisticated strategy,
developed after a careful slructural analysis of the state. lronically, this return to
the critique of lhe colonial capitalisl state occurred around the same time as many
mainstream legal commentators began acclaiming the Waitangi Tribunal, and the
court of Appeal, as the harbingers of Maorupakeha reconciliation.

The next lhree years were spent in detailed documenlation and analysis of Labour,s

economic and Treaty policies, and the role of the stale in mediating the tension
belween them. Again, this was not simply a disinterested academic exercise. lt was

undertaken in response to a need identified by Maori analysts, to clarify the current
situation, and lo promote alternative strategies for tino rangatiratanga. The primary
vehicle for this process was a series of regular briefings prepared by the Kia Mohio
Kia Marama Trust, and distributed widely through Maori networks. This meant that
the validity of the analysis was constantly tested, and where necessary, adiusted in

response to changing condilions, and alternative Maori perceptions.

This work produced a picture of the conlemporary Treaty debate, the role of the
Government, @urts and Waitangi Tribunal, and lhe likely outcome, which explicily
challenged the new Treaty ideology. Such critiques tended to be dismissed as radical
political polemic. To counter the prevailing ideology more effectively, and to provide

a well-documented base for fulure strategic analysis, it became necessary to
document the events since 1984 in detail. The result was a book, A Question of
Honour? Labour and the Treaty | 984-1989,s08 which was released the week before

the Waitangi Day celebrations in February 1990.

The book contained a detailed account of the development and evolution of Labour's
Treaty policy, from the time it came to power in 1984, until late 19g9, and its open

508J. Ketsey, A Question of Honour? Labour and the Treaty tgg4-tggg, Allen and Unwin,
Wellington, 1990
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collision with Labour's policy of economic liberalisalion. This was placed against the

historical contexl of the colonisation of Aotearoa. lt contained detailed chapters on the

basis of Rogernomics, Labour's early Treaty policy, corporatisation, privatisalion,

fisheries, local government reform, resource management law reform, and later
Government Treaty policy. lt also analysed the role of the formal courts and the

Waitangi Tribunal in the atlempted resolution of the various contradictions.

Much of its data and the basic analysis are contained in this thesis. So the content of

the book will not be revisited here. Many of lhe reviews raised similar criticisms
over lhe mass of delail tending towards indigestibility, the lack of an index, the cut-
off point in November 1989 which excluded some key development in December

1989, and a tendency to find conspiracies where the reviewers saw only confusion.
But almost all recognised the validity of lhe conclusions. The strongest endorsements
came from Maori. The strongest criticisms came from a former state servanl, and a
conservative journalist.

Reviewing the book as part of the output of the 'Treaty industry' in 1gg0, pakeha

historian James Belich said:

Jane Kelsey's book is doctrinaire, dogmatic, ungenerous and hectoring. I

like it. ll has real analytical guts, and this gives its legalese a certain
compensaling drive. She also takes the trouble to try to understand her
victims before dismembering them. She argues that the work of the fourth
Labour gov€rnment, the Court of Appeal and the Waitangi Tribunal in using
the Treaty lo benefit Maori is largely a sham in both intent and result. She
is unfair about the intent, but she makes a strong case for the result.SO9

Victoria University law leclurer Richard Boast was also extremely positive in a

review for the Wellington Evening Post

Knowledgeable, detailed and stimulating books about important
contemporary issues of public policy in lhis counlry app€ar only too rarely.
Jane Kelsey . . . has produced just such a book. lt is essential reading for
anyone with any intorest at all in the Treaty and its place in modern New
7s31xn6.510

509.1. Befich, 'Review Article. Hobson's choice', NZ Journal of History, v.24, no.2,
October 1990,200,201. For two other positive reviews from a Pakeha see M. King,
'Book Reviews', Metro, March 1ggo, 1s0, and M. McLean,'More books. Muesli
history', The PSA Journal,'t0 May 1990, 16

510'16" Treaty in conflict with Labour in power', Evening post ,14 April 1990
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At the same lime, Boast reviewed Paul Temm's book on the Waitangi Tribunal, which

he called 'disappointing', 'marred by oversimplifications and errors', and
'somelimes misleading.'

By contrasl, according to Ted Reynolds, a long time reporter at the conservative New
Zealand Herald, my book presented a 'general view of the world . . . that capitalism is
the enemy of all mankind, lhat colonialism is one of its arms, that Roger Douglas is
one of its apostles and that his chief victims have been the Maori people.'s11 On the

olher hand, he applauded Temm's book as 'a tightly controlled and disciplined piece of

writing informed by an optimistic outlook and a belief that generosity of spirit will

emerge from the wisdom of a decent society', and endorsed Temm's conclusion that
'real justice for Maori New Zealanders is quite beyond our resources.'512

ln a similar review Bill Renwick, a former head of the Department of Education,

ridiculed the thesis that 'Rogernomics sold out all the oppressed in Aotearoa-
workers, the unemployed, women, as well as Maori-to the boardrooms of
international capitalism'.513 Renwick's other concern was the portrayal of Geoffrey

Palmer as a 'losl leader', whereas 'lhe record surely shows that, as the sheet anchor

of Labour's lreaty policy, he weathered five years of intense buffeting from all
quarters and at the end of 1989 Labour's treaty policies were still pointed in lhe
right direcllqn.'51 a

The two Maori reviewers were extremely supportive. Maori lawyer Moana Jackson

commented:

The thorough research which is obvious throughout tho book is perhaps to be
expected from an academic. The understanding of Maori issues and the
Maori legal view of the trealy is somewhat surprising from a pakeha
lawyer.

Jane Kelsey has, however, written a book which nol only presents a
refreshing and provocative analysis of lhe Labour Government: she has also
provided a balance to the plethora of treaty matsrial written from a
monolegal Pakeha point of view. That is timely and long overdue.S15

And Maori legal academic, Annie Mikaere wrole:

511'L"*t"ts explore trealy options', New Zealand Herald,3 March 1990
512'13vyys1s explore'
513'Dlsm.rtling the policy machine', Dominion sunday Times,25 February 1990
51 4'Dismantling'
515'gs11sq1;ng Maori perceptions', The Dominion, 3 February 1990,
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This book provides an invaluable illustration of the lormulation and
implementation of government policy. More importantly though, it is
essential reading for anyone concerned about the continued suppression of
indigenous peoples in thoir quest for the return of the pow€r which they
never in lruth surrendered, but which was simply wreslod from them by
any means that colonising powers could employ. while the strategies
devised to ensur€ the maintenance of the coloniser-colonised relationship
may have become more subtle ov6r the last 150 years, this book
illustrates only too clearly the 'lethal impact' that such policies
nevertheless have on the assertion of indigenous rights.S16

Mikaere highlighted the fact that the book was produced in active collaboration with

Maori people, who had been intimately involved in the Treaty debate.

In slark contrast to many of these legal experts, Kelsey always subjects
her work to ths careful and ongoing scrutiny of Maori. This project was no
exception, as was evidenced by the wide-ranging Maori support apparent at
the launching of the book earlier this year. lt is encouraging to find a Pakeha
lawyer who does not simply write about the Trealy and Maori as matters of
academic interest, but who works with Maori out of a sense of
responsibility to €nsurs lhat the vital issua of tino rangaliratanga does not
bscome obscured by the Treaty rhetoric of the major players in the
dominant legal and political qp6sy.517

The Governmenl chose to ignore the book. A press release dismissing it as 'ill-
informed rhetoric'was prepared, bul nol releass6.518 The Treasury, or more

specifically a Treasury official, took issue with a quotation in one small section of

one chapter. Several other otficials and Minislers conveyed small niggles over the

inlerpretation of specific documents or incidents. But none ailacked the thesis or
substance of the book. Given the general, although not unanimous, support for the

validity of the research, it is inleresting that the book has remained largely invisible

in the subsequent legal academic writings on the Treaty.

(t) Concluslon

By the late 1980s the judicial, academic, and public debate had been colonised by

Pakeha lawyers, legal academics, and legal discourse. Consistent with the tendency

identified by Edward Said, almost all of these people spoke from positions of cultural
ignorance which was born of a lack of exposure to Maori, and of an arrogance which

defined the Treaty as a legal issue to which Maori perspectives were irrelevant. The

very diversity of the roles, perceptions, and motivations of the intellectuals

5164. Mikaere, 'Book Review. J. Kelsey,
1984-1989', Aboriginal Law Review

5l7Mikaere, 'Book Review. Kelsey'
51 8P7;y31" communication

A Question of Honour? Labour and the Treaty
(forthcoming) [original transcript]
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reinforced the authority of the Pakeha law over the Treaty. Legal precedents,
Waitangi Tribunal reports, academic writings, and government reports all cross-
fertilised, building up a body of mutually-validating knowledge on the Treaty which
bore no relationship to the Treaty debate of preceding years. The judicialisation of the
Treaty had produced a Treaty ideology which was sourced in the essential tenets of
colonial law-and hence, served to protect and legitimate the slructures and interests
of colonial capitalism.

Edward Said pointed out how the failure of Western academics to acknowledge their
ethnocenlric bias distorts their work, and renders it a partial, and hence inaccurate
represenlation of the wider reality. In the New Zealand context, Pakeha legal
academics have failed to acknowledge the deficiencies of their monocultural melhods,
perspectives, and tools of analysis in the Treaty debate. This has allowed them to
incorporate Maori perceptions, or dismiss them as falling short of recognised
academic standards. As gatekeepers, the organic intellectuals of the colonial legal
syslem ensured that only knowledge which met their self-validating formula was
considered legitimate.

Maori participation was generally incidental, and often deferenlial, to those
conlributions. lt became virlually impossible for Maori and Pakeha counter-
intellectuals to gain enlry into, let alone counleract, dominanl ideology in arena
controlled by those intellectuals. Labels such as polemic, rhetoric, subjective,
political, were applied to critics of the state, but not to themselves. Annie Mikaere
observed:

A furlher cost of seeking the aftirmation ol Treaty righls through judicial
procedures has been the vastly increased involvement and intoresl of
Pakeha lawyers. While this may at firsl appear to be a h€anhy development
in a bi-cultural nation, it has in praclice produced a situation wherg Maori
have been sidelined in a debate which concerns them intimatoly. They have
been forced to hire the b€st Pakaha lawyers lo engage in lengthy courlroom
argumants, governed by rules and procedures which are foreign to Maori
and entirely inappropriate to deal with the issues. The Treaty has become a
'growth industry", both in the fields of legal practics and academic
research.5l 9

ln the process, legal intellectuals adjusted Maori discourse on the Treaty to fit
colonial legal ideology. In late 1988, Moana Jackson concluded:

To date the profession has not addressed the legitimate concerns of Maori
people in any meaningful way. . . . Although there are a number of lawyers

519Y;1""r", 'Book Review. Kelsey'
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sincerely commifled to th€ development of a more culturally aware
profession, there needs to be a general undertaking by the profession to
foster change. That change will need to mov€ beyond the idea of cultural
appropriation or the entrenchment of the myth that the legal status quo is
fair to all. lt needs to address fundamental issues such as the law's role in
cuhural deprivation and denigration of Maori people, and to recognise the
righls which Maori people have under the Treaty to share in lhe
development of the legal process.s2o

Despite lhe expanded legal recognition of the Treaty by 1990, no progress had been
made in achieving that goal. Rather, the Treaty had been firmly incorporated within
the conceptual and historical discourse of common law, in a way which saw the legal
profession

fail to acknowledge the existenco or validity of the Maori legal system,
reject the contribution that that syslem might make to a unique body of New
Zealand law, and oppose initiatives specifically aimed at re-establishing
Maori legal institutions. Those atlitudes have resulted in an isolation from
the Maori world and a cultural and institutional elilism that is dismissive of
g3qt1 Y;sri/s.521

The result was a serious disjuncture between the dominant Treaty ideology, and the
complex realities of Treaty polilics at the economic, political, and counter-
ideological levels.

F. MAORI INTELLECTUALS

In 1987, Hawaiian scholar Marie Matsuda challenged the critical legal studies
movement in the United States to extend ils potitical support for the oppressed
peopfes of the world into ils own sphere of academia, by reading and citing the works
of minority scholars, considering their intellectual history, and learning about the
life experiences of people e; so1qu1.522

Looking to the bottom-adopting the per.pective of those who have seen and
felt the falsity of the liberal promise<arr assist critical scholars in the
task of fathoming the phenomenology of law and defining the elements of
justice. . . . [N]ot an abstract consideration of the position of ths l€ast
advantaged. lnstead we must look to what Gramsci called 'organic
intellectuals', grass roots philosophers who are uniquely able to relate
theory to the concrete experience of oppression.523

520.13"1ron , He Whaipaanga Hou, part Z, Zgg
521.1361ssn, He Whaipaanga Hou, parl2, 1gz
522l/.. Matsuda,'Minority Critique. Looking

Reparations', Haruard Civil Rights:Civit
1987, 323, 331

523Matsuda, 325 [footnotes omitted]

to the Bottom: Critical Legal Studies and
Liberties Law Review, v.22, no.2, Summer
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The debate amongst the organic intellectuals of te ao Maori was generally invisible
and inaccessible to Pakeha. Many of those with strong views and a commitment to
working amongst their own for change shunned the spotlighl, and confined their
korero to Maori. Public expression of Maori opinions was frequently mediated
through Pakeha-controlled forums, especially the media. Those Maori views which
contradicted the prevailing ideology were, by their very nature, implicily
discredited, and were often 'balanced'or contrasted wilh the views of the pakeha and
Maori intellectuals of the colonial state. The result was a partial, and misleading,
public perception of the depth and diversity of Maori opinion, and the extent of
support for tino rangatiratanga.

(a) Maori Inlellectuals and the passive Revolution

As part of the passive revolution, a number of Maori became recognised, by the state
and the media, as representative of Maori views and as sources of valid Maori
knowledge' They enjoyed a Pakeha-bestowed credibility and authority to represent all
reasonable Maori. These spokespeople have generally been fulsome in their praise for
the courts and Tribunal, endorsed the concept of partnership and the principles of the
Trealy, and conceded on the question of sovereignty. They included Maori academics,
lawyers, judges, Tribunal members, Government officials, members of Government-
appointed bodies, and media-appointed spokespeople. Almost all were trained wilhin
colonial academic institutions, and operated successfully in the economic and social
world of the Pakeha.

At times, their views were combined with those of Pakeha intellectuals, and
published, as if to exemplify lhe Treaty partnership at work. One example, discussed
t"111s1,523 was lhe joint contribution to the 1990 edition of the NZIJLR by Judge
Durie and Professor Orr, which extolled the enlightenment of the Government, the
courts, and the Waitangi Tribunal, and the evolution of bi-cultural jurisprudence.
Anolher, more significanl, contribution was lhe Kawharu collection of essays on the
Treaty, published in 1989 under the title Waitangi: Maori and Pakeha perspectives

of the Treaty. In addition to articles by Brookfield, Hackshaw, Kingsbury, McHugh,
Sorrenson, and Williams, lhere were a series of contributions from claimants to the
Waitangi Tribunal. Of these, Annie Mikaere noted:

5233ss above, 7os-7o7
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In conclusion, it is not particularly surprising to find most of the lagal
academics who contributed to this collection proceeding on the assumption
that the events of 1840 resulted in the Crown acquiring sovereignty over
Aotearoa. Nor is it unexpected to find them describing in self-
congratulatory manner the spectacular progress that they perceive the
present legal and constitutional order to have made towards recognising
Maori rights. lt is nevertheless disquieting to find many of the Maori
contributors expressing confidence in the ability of the system to enforce
their rights when an acceptance ol the pressnt conslitutional arrangements
by necessity subsumes tino rangatiratanga beneath sovereignty and places
the Maori party in the position of subject as opposed to partner.524

While the Maori contributors to the book had provided excellent illustrations of
Treaty-based grievances, they were combined with 'a degree of optimism in the

ability of the Pakeha legal system to deliver justice to Maori which . . . is difficult to
srs1s1n.'525

The editor, Sir Hugh Kawharu of Ngati Whatua, is the Professor of Maori Studies at

Auckland University. In his submission to the Waitangi Tribunal on the Kaituna claim

in 1985, Kawharu had made it clear that the Maori signatories to the Treaty would

not have believed they were ceding their sovereignty. In 1986 he became a rnember

of the Waitangi Tribunal. By the time of his book in 1989, Kawharu had adopted a

quile different position on Crown sovereignty. 'At issue was the Crown's obligation to
protect Ngati whatua's rangatiratanga in exchange for Ngati whalua's
acknowledgement of the crown's sovereignty.'526 1516ugh Article one, he said,
Maori had ceded sovereignty to the British. In return, the Crown had guaranteed the

Maori people's material assets, culture, and social syslem, and conferred on them the

rights of British subjects. He dismissed the debale between sovereignty and

rangatiratanga as 'a relatively formal and clinical matter since lhe mid-nineteenth

century'.S27 The real contest today was belween local government authority and

tribal authority.

Kawharu was nol totally uncritical of past breaches of the Treaty, or unaware of the

driving forces of colonial capitalism. 'ln Treaty terms the Crown was a protector,

but in market terms a competitor; one, moreover, that was able to make its own

rules for them both and at times of its own choosing.'528 But, like many other critics

of the hislory, he was prepared to accept that the state had now changed. He also

524y11ssys, 'Book Review. Kawharu'. 100
5259;1x"t", 'Book Review. Kawharu', gg
5261.9. Kawharu, 'Mana and the crown. A Marae at orakei', in Kawharu, waitangi, 214
5271.9. Kawharu, 'lntroduction', in Kawharu, Waitangi, xxi
52862ry6"ru,'Mana', 217
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expressed his uncritical support for both the Court of Appeal, and the Waitangi
Tribunal: 'l hasten to acknowledge the sensitive and erudite contribution by the Court
of Appeal, as well as the ongoing work of the Waitangi Tribunal, to the elucidation of
Treaty principlss'.529 But he failed to explain why the colonial slale, which
remained a competilor, was still subject to the same market prescriptions, and

exercised the same supreme authorily, had now become the protector of Maori
interests.

Other Maori contributors took an overtly pragmatic stance when it came to the
interpretation of the Treaty, and the pursuit of redress through judicial avenues.
Tipene O'Regan from Ngai Tahu, for example, adapted his approach to the Treaty to
meet the parlicular economic and political goals of the lribe. He noted how Ngai
Tahu's relationship to the Treaty had always been ambiguous. Hobson's proclamation

of sovereignty, in May t 840, had claimed the South lsland by right of discovery.
Several weeks later his emissary Major Bunbury, who had been collecting signatures
on the Treaty around the island, proclaimed sovereignty over lhe South lsland, based

on the Treaty. In an interesting discussion in the Kawharu essays, O'Regan questioned

whether the Treaty applied to Ngai 1s6u.530 lf not, was the tribe bound by any duty

of allegiance to the Crown? Was it then at liberty to declare itsetf a sovereign tribe,

and an independent nation, given the repeated recognition of tribal sovereignty by the
British Crown in the years preceding the Treaty?

Perhaps regrettably, he concluded, Ngai Tahu did consider itself bound by the Treaty.
But this also imposed corresponding obligations on the Crown. 'Without the Treary,

nothing done by the Crown in New Zealand can have any long-standing validity.' So
'the Crown needs the Treaty as much as Ngai 1s5u'.531 The fact of annexation was,

lherefore, not disputed. Instead, the relationship between the Crown and Ngai Tahu

was discussed in terms of the vague concept of partnership, and lhe Crown's duty to
protect Maori interests. Both were drawn from the Court of Appeal's decisions. The

result, O'Regan hoped, would be a recognition of Ngai Tahu proprietary rights under
Articles Two and Three of the Treaty.

Other Maori intellectuals attempted to argue that Maori had not ceded sovereignty,
but portrayed recenl political and judicial developments as heralding a post-colonial

era, where Maori and the Crown would share power. For example, Ranginui Walker,

5296xrn5"ru,'lntroduction', fn. 4
5301. g'g"gan, 'The Ngai Tahu Claim', in Kawharu, Waitangi, Z4O-42
531o'Regan,2+2
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Associate Professor of Maori Studies at Auckland University, remained strongly

opposed to claims that Maori ceded sovereignty. He maintained that'the chiefs . . .

would have understood the treaty as a guarantee of sovereignty, and not a treaty of
sg591en'.532 Ceding the power lo govern was not the same as surrendering
sovereignty. The guarantee of chieftainship was equivalent to a guarantee of
sovereignty, because a chief was not a chief without mana whenua-sovereignly over
land. That meant Hobson had only governed through the acquiescence of the chiefs,

who were in effect his sovereigns. The Treaty, lherefore, conferred only notional

sovereignly, 'from which absolute sovereignly was progressively extended by

colonial spoliation.'

Yet, at the same lime, Walker adopted a positive and uncritical attitude to recent

developments in the Waitangi Tribunal and the court. Of the Court of Appeal decision

on the Tainuicoalcase he said:

The Maori struggle against an unjust social order took another step forward
on 3 october 1989 when five judges in the court of Appeal issued a
unanimous decision in favour of Robert Te Kotahi Mahuta and the Tainui
Trust Board against the crown and its agent coalcorp. . . . The decision is
congruent with the title of the final chapter of this book "Ma te Ture te Ture
e Patu', only. the law can rule on the law. where the Government has
wavered on its commitment to honour the principles of the Treaty of
Waitangi in relation to land and fisheries claims because of fear of electoral
backlash or corporate power, the judiciary is under no such constraint. The
judgment puts New Zealand firmly inlo the post-colonial era.533

Walker, loo, provided no explanation as to why, in his view, lhe colonial leopard had

changed its spots.

(b) Maori Organic Intellectuals and Counter-hegemony

Not all Maori shared lhis positive perception of the state. By the end of lhe 1990s,

critical Maori thinking was again focusing on radical change in the quest for self-
determination. The strength of 'flax rools' opinion is evident from the views of lwi

and Hapu, and of Maori organisations and individuals, which have been quoted

throughout this thesis. By the late 1980s alternatives based on kaupapa Maori were

being actively promoled in such areas as health, education, justice, foreign policy,

immigration, broadcasling, environment, and economic development. Much of the

5329..1. Walker, 'The Genesis and Transformalion
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debate on these matters was, appropriately, oral and in Maori. Some was carried
through new organs of Maori media, including the newspaper Te lwi o Aotearoa, and
through tribal and urban Maori radio stations.

A small pool of critical Maori academics, and non-university based Maori analysts,
were also, more systematically, constructing and disseminating a Maori counler-
ideology. Some began deconstructing the actions of the state and the courts from the
perspective of tino rangatiratanga. From 1987 the Kia Mohio Kia Marama Trust
provided regular breakdowns of political and policy developmen1s.534 These were
widely circulated amongsl Maori networks. Another catalyst was the advocacy by
Moana Jackson of the right of Maori to their own legal s!/stem. This provided a spur
to many Maori law students, some lawyers, and other non-legal commentators, to

formulate alternatives sourced within traditional Maori sociery.S35 The nature, and

the limitations, of attempting to secure a parallel system within the dual state have

been discu.rs6 ss111s1.536

ln 1988 Nga Kaiwhakamarama i Nga Ture, the Maori Legal Service, was formed to
promote tino rangatiratanga, and within that, Maori legal alternatives. Late in l9g9
it began producing a regular publication, He Whakamarama. This provided a forum
for Maori advocates of tino rangatiratanga, and critics of legal and political
developments within Aotearoa and internationally.s3T Attacking the Government's
position on 1990, the director of the service, Moana Jackson, wrote:

only two months of 1990 are gone but already Aotearoa is awash with
spirit. The spirit ol a new decade, the spirit of the commonweallh Games,
and the spirit of a new Prime Ministsrially-decreed "new unity and
confidence' are upon us. overlaying them all is the *spirit of the Treaty".
The Governor-General thus enjoined us to "let the spirit of the Treaty

move powerfully among us', and Mr Palmer urged us to remember a spirit
of "Faith, Hope and rrust" so that we could face the realily of the Trealy.
Unfortunately this focus on 'spirit" actually rsmoves debate away from the
reality of the Treaty's concepts of political authority, and allows one parly
to consolidate its power over lhe other under a guise of good faith and
'partnership'.

At waitangi Mr Palmer also said that 'we have our own story to tell and
lhe courags to tell il.' However if there is one feature which had
characterised debate about the Treaty of waitangi it is found in the old

5341 xr a member of rhat trust.
535pst example, 'Maori Strategies-Putting Rangatiratanga into practice', T e
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adage that "the namer of names is the father of all things'-that whoever
tells a story or defines a thing, controls its meaning.538

The essence of the counter-position was sel out by Maanu Paul from Ngati Awa, a
leclurer in Maori Studies at Waikato University.

Who are lhe Maori? They are tribes of Aotearoa who I refer lo as Nations.
Therefore, I belong lo the Ngati Awa Nation. Both Maori and rribe are
Pakeha terms which lhey, the pakeha, have bestowed upon us. Maori
lilerally means natural e.g. wai Maori is natural water, kai Maori is natural
food, and so Maori means natural people. Consequently I am a natural p€rson
who is a National of Ngati Awa. . . .

TRIBALISM is I believe the genesis of Nationalism. The nature of
nationalism is that of identity; flag bearing; uniqueness of song, poetry,
language and dance; sovereignty, the right and power to self-control of our
land, forest and seas, and the right to develop th€ laws and processes to
determinedestiny....
Ngati Awa, like the other 45 tribes/nations of Aotearoa, is actively
involved in rebuilding its nation. Central to this is the notion of TlN6
RANGATIRATANGA (sovereignty-lhe right and power to setf controt, the
legitimacy of a nation). The Treaty of waitangi endorses the TlNo
RANGATIRATANGA of lhe nations of Aotearoa BUT Colonial and present
governments have denied and continue to deny to give full credence and
recognition lo the right to nationhoo6.539

Rob Cooper of Ngati Hine, and of the Maori Council of Churches, reinforced the
understanding that the lwi had retained their sovereignly. Nothing in Te Tiriti o
Waitangi, the Maori language text signed by the overwhelming majority of Rangatira
of the times, permitted the New Zealand state to exercise sovereignty over
ysel;.'540 Cooper appealed to principles of justice and truth to bring about change.

ln terms ol re Tino Rangatiratanga, this means the maximum degree of
Maori cultural, political, economic and social self-determination, built upon
the resloration and development of Maori economic and human resourcss.
Te Tiriti o waitangi calls for this to be expressed through lhe principle of
interdependence, that quality of mutual respscl and tolerance which
distinguishes true democracy. To achieve this requires two elements of the
acts of Justice which can be defined as "the constanl and perpetual
inclination to give what is 6ur".541

538-M' Jackson, 'Nga Whakaaro Tuatahi. 1990, The Spirit, The Stories, The Sanitized
Sov€reignty', Te Whakamarama, no.2, 1ggo, 1539y. Paul, 'The Sovereignty of lwi and the Continuity of Consciousness', T e
Whakamarama, no.1, 1989. 34-5

540p. Cooper' 'of Pimps and Prophets. Te Tino Rangatiratanga', Te Whakamarama, no.Z,
1990, I

541cooper, 'Of Pimps', 9
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Those two elements were the rejection of oppression by Maori as totally intolerable,
and the sense of obligation by Pakeha to do justice.

Robyn Kahukiwa, an artist from Ngati Porou, explained how she incorporared rhis
conception of tino rangatiralanga into her paintings.

For me, a woman ol Maori and pakeha descent this year is a
commemoralion of the survival of Maori people, and not only the survival,
but the strengthening of our people and tikanga. . . . The last two paintings I

have compleled have been a direct reference lo the words of Governor
Hobson [who] said afrer the signing of the Treaty "He iwi tahi tatou". My
work shows the faces of one Maori and one pakeha, the words "He iwr tahu
tatou" wrilten in lhe space between lheir heads. l've crossed out 'tahi" and
put 'E RUA' in large red capitals underneath. The Treaty was written for
two peoples and we certainly didn't suddenly merge into one people wilh the
signing. lt is still a contract between two peoples and we are still two
PeoPles.542

Not all Maori women felt so positive about lhe recent advocacy of tino rangatiratanga.

Film-maker Merata Mita, from Te Arawa, expressed her reservalions:

Conspicuous by its absence in recent discussion and debate about the Treaty
of Waitangi, is mention of Rangatiratanga and the esteemed position Maori
women held in Maori society, before the coming of the white man.

In theory Rangatiratanga is the promise of emancipation, a theory ol
liberation. For if there were equality the world of the Maori woman would
be unreslricted, unlimited and without subjugation to th€ province of the
Maori man.

Maori women and mosl other indigenous women have never fitted
comfortably into tho western feminist mould. Maori women understand that
they are exploited by white men and white women.

The challenge lo Maori authority has its roots in lhe Treaty ol Waitangi.
The full understanding of Rangatiralanga, in terms of Maori women and
their desire to redefine and reaffirm their female power, lheir authoriry
and their status, are critical points in any Treaty debate or discussion.

Maori womsn have a shared vision central to which is power-
Rangatiratanga-operating on a personal as well as a political level. The
natur€ of male power has subordinated the wom6n and the vision, but in
lhese tim€s the challenge is gaining rsmsn1unl.543

In all of these contributions, Maori asserled their independence by drawing heavily
on the traditional values of Maori society. The argument was intensely ideological. lt
therefore had little impact on the contenl of the official Treaty ideology, other than
intensifying the state's need for self-justification, and prompting constant co-option
of new counter-hegemonic terminology as it emerged. But il was never intended to

542p. Kahukiwa. 'The Treaiy says it Ail', re whakamarama, no.2,1990, 19543y. Mita, 'Maori women and Rangatiratanga,, Te whakamarama, no.2, 1ggo. 31-2
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change the behaviour of the state. lts goal was to organise and mobilise the oppressed,

not lo change the hearts and minds of the oppressors. By 1990, organic intellectuals

such as these were playing a vital role in deconstructing the Treaty ideology,
promoting allernative Maori perceptions of the Trealy, and formulating new
strategies. The difficulty was that Maori were pursuing a goat which originated

within their traditional economic and social formalion, but which they soughl to
apply within a society dominated by its colonial capitalist counterpart.

G. CONCLUSION

Treaty ideology held the key to the passive revolution. When Labour committed itself
to the 1984 Treaty policy, it had no clear conception of the meaning or implications

of the Treaty. lt had simply assumed that it would be manageable. There was certainly
no shared understanding with Maori, upon which the current conflicls could be

resolved.

(i) The Treaty ldeology

The ideology came to serve two, quite specific functions. First, it co-opted Maori
political rhetoric, and in the process helped to divert Maori from the streets into the
arenas of the colonial state. Second, it rationalised the escape roule from the logical
contradiclion between Labouls Treaty and economic policies. The major agency in the

creation and legilimation of this ideology was the law. And the major actors were the
organic inlellectuals of the colonial state-in particular, the lawyers.

The key element in the new Treaty ideology was the formulation the principtes of the
Treaty. This formulation evolved in a haphazard and pragmatic manner until 1987.

Once the Treaty policy assumed an economic and political significance, lhe concepr
was carefully crafted by intellectuals wrlhin the judiciary, legal profession,
bureaucracy, academia, government commissrons, and agencies, Into a form
consistenl with the interests of colonial capitalism. The concepl of the principles in

lurn gave rise to secondary formations, such as partnership and bicutturatism. Fhe
Treaty was fragmented into separate Articles, each element divorced from its holistic
context. This allowed the colonial state to draw authority from the first and third
articles, and to restrict tino rangatiratanga to the question of property rights.
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(ii) Pakeha and the Treaty ldeotogy

While Labour had support for its initial Treaty policy from a small, and influentiat,
group of middle-class, progressive Pakeha, this enthusiasm was not shared by the
majority. The Labour Government's embrace of the Treaty of Waitangi and
biculturalism acknowledged that lhere was a fundamental difference between Maori
and Pakeha, and there were legitimate grievances. lt undermined the perception of the
historically-benevolent coloniser, and of multi-racial harmony. lt therefore did not
sil comfortably with the historic racism of the colonial population. While the
intellectuals of the slate were able to rationalise the policy in a manner which left
the colonial interests inlacl, the masses were not interested in such subileties.

Though in substance lhe precise issues changed during the lgggs, the
ideology itself remained constant. As the claims to restitution of lands,
language, culture and fisheries unfolded, and as the Maori demanded
institutional reforms appropriate to their separate rights, the same basic
conception of social justice was reiterated: equality before the law,
equality of opportunity as justifying inequality of condition, and personal
and group failure as accounting for the Maori's relativs deprivation.544

The dilemma was similar to that which Greenberg observed in South Africa: of
convincing Maori that major advances were being made, whilst convincing pakeha

that such changes would not reduce their economic and political power. But Labour
made little attempt to transmit the Treaty ideology to the majority of the pakeha

populalion. lt was nol a popular ideology, in the sense of being inculcated in the minds
of the Pakeha masses. This ultimately caused problems for the Labour Governmenl,
and contributed lo Labour's retreat from its Treaty policy. But the significance of
this should not be over-emphasised. Government responded to pakeha public opinion
because it coincided with the inclinations of its own members, and it could be
accommodaled, given the already tenuous commitment to the Treaty policy. This was
in marked contrast lo Labour's arrogant disregard for large-scale popular opposition
to its economic policies. But the electoral implications of the white backlash were
only one factor in Labour's retreat. Equally, if not more significant, was the Treaty's
incompatibility with market tiberatism.

The retreat was hastened by the tensions which arose between the Government and the
courts' Bul, again, too much can be made of this. Despite the public conflict between
the two, they operated in a fundamentally complementary manner. The negarive
Treaty ideology of the past had been renovated by the courls rhrough a ,subtle

544sharp, Justice. 196
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cultural repositioning'. This had been validated by the 'pro-Maori' waitangi
Tribunal. The result was a new ideology which appeared to be pro-Maori, but still
left Maori bereft of any real economic and constitutional power. lt had been
conslructed primarily by lawyers and judges, received the seal of approval from

Government Commissions and Crown bodies, and was retrospectively rationalised and

eulogised by the legal academics. At the level of ideology, it was the legal intellectuals

who provided the Government with the tools by which to extricate itself from the
logical contradiction.

(iii) Maori and the Treaty tdeotogy

This was nol a one-sided developmenl. Maori did not simply concede the co-option of
their own ideology. But the capture of key concepts forced Maori to reformulate their
position in new lerms. So the early 1980s saw a shift from Maori sovereignty
arguments, which dismissed the Treaty as a fraud, to demands that the Treaty of
Waitangi be honoured. The Slale's redefinition of the Treaty, via the principles,
displaced Maori understandings of both the Treaty and the principles. A new

conceptualisation was required, which expressed Maori demands for economic and
political self-determination. Maori refocused on the concept of tino rangatiratanga.
But this, in turn, was redefined by the state to mean self-management, or a
subordinated authority at the level of local government.

By 1990, there was no single Maori position. Some remained committed to the

colonised version of the Trealy, produced during the period of political incorporation.

Others continued to use ideological forms such as lhe principtes of the Treaty,

biculturalism, and partnership, lo mean Maori self-determination. Yet others had

moved lrom Maori sovereignty and the Treaty is a Fraud,lo Honour the Treaty, lo
biculturalism and power sharing, then to tino rangatiratanga, and had come full

circfe back lo Maori sovereignty and independence. There was plenty of scope for the
state to exploit divisions, and it harnessed the Maori intellectuals who were 'on its
side' to good effecl. But, while this may have reassured some Pakeha and provided

legitimacy for the slale's ideology, it had little effect on those who were seeking
radical change. These counter-hegemonic intellectuals adopted a wide variety of
ideological and practical positions, which were often partial, inconsistent, and
logically untenable. But they were driven by a historically-sourced ideology, which

ensured that they would continue lo present a slrong and sustained resistance to the

colonial state. The question for the 1990s was whether that struggle could move

beyond the ideological level.
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(iv) Conclusion

The main struggle between the interests of colonial capitalism and of Maori, by
1990' had been at the level of ideology. The disjunction between lhe two ideologies
highlighted the distance belween coloniser and colonised. The organic intellectuals of
colonial capitalism helped to ralionalise the continued exercise of colonial
domination, but gained only limited acceptance amongst Maori, and alienated many
Pakeha' Maori ideology was a vital organising force of Maori resistance, and a tool by
which lo confront the ideology of the colonial state. Maori organic intellectuals had
helped to refocus that resistance, but with minimal impact on pakeha or on the
colonial state.

So long as the struggle remained within the ideological arena, Maori would progress
no further towards their goal of self-determination. Appeals lo justice, and the good
faith of lhe coloniser, by those who are already economically and politically
marginalised have no place on the aggressive liberal agenda which had, by the late
1980s, become so firmly entrenched. An effective strategy lo secure the exercise of
lino rangatiratanga would require the idealism of Maori counter-hegemony to be
coupled with strategies which confronted the economic interests of colonial
capitalism.
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CHAPTER Vlll: CONGLUSION

This thesis set out to explore an analytical framework which might advance critical
legal thinking on contemporary crises in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and the role of the

law in mediating those crises. lt assumed that the economic, political, cultural, and

ideological history and systems of every sociely are different and unigue. They creale

their own complex and constantly changing dynamic. So it was clear from lhe start
that theories developed elsewhere could not simply be transposed to Aotearoa/New

Zealand. While a range of broadly Marxist lheoretical writings on law and state,

legitimation crises, the New Right, and the Third World, were considered, they were
either found to be helpful, but inadequate, or actually inapplicable to this particular

context.

It must be acknowledged that other theoretical perspectives, notably feminist
theory, were not considered at all. Such omissions necessarily render this analysis
partial, and open to objection. I would welcome such a critique.

Very little critical theory was found which related directly to settlemenl colonies.
Most of what was available uncritically applied Marxist theories either on the crisis
of the Western democratic state, or on colonisation. This thesis has attempted to
provide a synthesis of those two approaches, modified in light of the unique
condilions of the settlement colony. Because it has focused on the particular

coniunclure of crises which faced the colonial capitalist slate in Aotearoa/New

Zealand in lhe 1980s, it may well be inappropriate to generalise beyond these

specific conditions. lt remains to be seen whether there is sufficient commonality, al
least between the various English setllement colonies, and especially those where the

indigenous population has been reduced to a minority, to warrant the attempt to
construct a more general theoretical framework.

(a) The Dual State

The synthesis of critical theories of Westem democracy and of colonialism has been

formufated in terms of the dual state-the co-exislence of metropolitan and colonial

social formations, within the one nalional boundary, both dominated by the capitalist

mode of production. ln this thesis that duality comprises Pakeha in New Zealand, and

Maori in Aotearoa. This division is more than methodologic'al. lt describes the
distinctive operation by the state of two economic, political, juridical, and
ideological systems, and the distinctive lifeworlds of the colonial and indigenous
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populations under those systems. These two dimensions interacl to provide a
combination of contradictions which, it is suggested, is peculiar to the setiler

colony, and which changes over time in the face of new conjunctures.

The closest analogy in the available theoretical writings relates to the formal, and

highly visible, duality of apartheid in South Africa-although there the indigenous

population is obviously not a minority.

In South Africa, maintaining the cohesion of the social order means, in the
firsl place, securing the domination of a while ruling bloc-composed of a
variety of classes, over all blacks. . . . [Ut is intrinsic to lh€ South African
state that black and white aspirations bs separately realized or realized in
distinct forms. Because blacks do not generally accept the right of the
white South African state to decide their future, and reject the political
oullets allowed them, South African state rule has generally been based on
extensive and semi-permanent repression. This is not to say that white
rule is guaranteed exclusively by repression. At the level of white South
Af rica, the slate undertakes many of the lraditional 'universalizing'
functions of the bourgeois state. lt seeks lo ensurs that the distinct class
interests of various segments of the white bloc are subsumed in the
interests of maintaining the social ordsr as a whole-but under the
hegemony of the capitalist class.l

But even where colonial oppression is so blatant, analysts slress the need for

subtlety, and attention to conlext and lo changes in the form of domination. Writing

in 1986, Raymond Suttner noted that there was no real attempt to present the

interesls of black and white as realizable in common through the state. Yel more

recenlly, as Stan Greenberg indicated,2 that had appeared to change. Faced with a
fundamental economic crisis, coupled with secondary political, ideological, and

public order crises, the state sought, publicly but tentalively, to extend its
hegemony to black Africans. Yet, at the same time, market liberal policies ensured

that the interests of colonial capitalism were removed from the jurisdiction of the

formal democratic institutions over which black Africans were seeking power.

A similar, although less formal and much less visible, duality within Aotearoa/New

Zealand has been apparent throughout this thesis. When Labour announced its
commitment in 1984 to recognise the Treaty of Waitangi, many Maori greeted the
policy with new optimism that a colonial Government would at last deliver justice.

Expectations were high that, for perhaps the first time since 1840, the Treaty could

1R. suttner, 'The Judiciary: its ldeotogicat role in south Africa', tJSL, v.14, 19g6, 47,
51

2See above, 1 I 1-1 15
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resume its central place in dealings between Maori and the Crown. But others

remained sceptical that the colonial state would ever give up power.

On the surface, the Labour Government appeared to take unprecedented steps to

redress the injustices of the past. The rhetoric of officials and politicians was

replete with references lo lhe principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, along with

partnership and biculturalism. But in reality little changed during the six years of

Labour. Moves to defuse the Maori militancy of the early 1980s had drawn Labour

into contradictory economic and Treaty policies. Once that became apparent, and the

electoral implications became too costly, the Treaty policy gave way. By that time,

the passive revolution had effectively been achieved.

Contrary to the impression conveyed by the state's organic intellectuals, the vast

majority of Maori remained in 1990, as they had been throughout colonisation,

economically impoverished, politically disempowered, and outside the hegemonic

bloc. lndeed, most Maori were worse off than they had been in 1984. Despite their
various 'victories' in the courts, and 'successful' claims to the Waitangi Tribunal,

the country's economic resources had been lransferred to private internationalised

capital, not to Maori. Meanwhile, Maori had suffered disproportionately through

unemployment, welfare cuts, and the general impact of the recession. The sceptics

had been proved right.

(b) Law and the Dual State

The place of liberal legalism and the rule ol law in the dual state is also complex.

Robin Luckham has observed how lhe rule of law presupposes the existence of a

liberal democracy, and lhe particular kind of capitalist development which produced

it in Western bourgeois democracies. Those who seek to universalise about lhe rule

of law ignore the diversity of capitalist development, and of state formations,

throughout the world. The function of liberal law in any particular place, at any

particular time, will depend on the characleristics of the regime in power, how it
exercises its dominance, its main ideological characteristics, and how far it can rely

on law and consent. Those dynamics change over time. So it becomes crucially

important to understand the major contradictions which co-exist in that society at

that time, how they manifesl lhemselves, whal their effects are, and how they are

either managed or intensified through the legal system.
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Anafysis of law in a sett/emenl colony must recognise the distinct, yet co-existing
and interacling, funclions of law as the organiser of capitalist relations in the
Western, democratic social formation, and as a tool of colonial power over the
indigenous population. The courts are required to straddle the two, and to reconcile
the quite divergent funclions and ideologies of liberal and colonial law. How they do
this at any given time will depend on external economic, political, and ideological
factors, their interaction with the internal conslraints of liberal legalism, and the
inclination of the judiciary towards formalism or activism.

At times, lhe courts' dilemma may be resolved by simply excluding the colonised
from the legal arena.

The legal system tends to have a distinclive role in the articulation of such
contradictions because it provides an arena in which conflicts can be fought in
an institutionally and normatively controlled mannsr. Yet in periods of
sharp social conflict, those who control the state machinery often prefer more
direct and repressive techniques of rule, precisely becauss the law may
provide opportunities to challenge the power of the government and the
interests of those who control it.3

Historically, Maori access to lhe colonial courts had been restricted in this way by
legislation and legal doctrine. But this strategy cannot be sustained if il conflicts too
directly with prevailing, liberal legal ideology, and legal doctrine. Shifts in the
position of other state agencies may also require the courts to adjust their position.

Al times, direct challenges by the colonised themselves might prompt the courts to
attempt to eslablish some legitimacy. Yel moves to grant access to the courls create
their own tensions and contradictions, and may well see the colonised invoke legal

rules whose outcomes would prejudice the interests of the colonial capitalist stale.
The process by which the judiciary then mediates that tension needs to be subtle, but
effective.

lndeed, the courts are themselves siles of struggle between conflicting legal
tradilions which often represent contending views of how to maintain white
rule. Yet judicial interventions are complex and contradictory and they
change over lime or as a result of changes in such factors as the judicial
relationship lo other state apparaluses, changes in the strategies of
domination employed by other apparatuses or changes in the personnel of the
judiciary itself .4

3R. Luckham, 'The State and the Legal
Ghai ef al Oxford University Press,

4Srttner. 48-g

System', in The Political Economy of Law, ed.
Delhi, 1987, 563
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So, in the 1980s, the repressive and negative relalionship of colonial law to Maori
appeared to change. Maori secured access to the courts via statutory references to
the Treaty and some creative judicial reasoning, and through lhe expansion of the
Waitangi Tribunal as an agency of incorporated justice. Yet this ,subtle cultural
repositioning' by the courts, and the apparent radicalism and subsequenl restraint of
the Waitangi Tribunal, was lhe state's response to a complex set of internal and
exlernal pressures. lt had very little to do with the Treaty itself, and nothing to do
with a commitment to decolonisation and Maori self-determination.

When the struggle over the Treaty was taken into the courts and the Waitangi
Tribunal, it became subsumed within lhe economic, political, and ideological
parameters of the colonial state. A struggle over colonial dispossession became a

debate about abstract concepts, which were given a legal meaning by legal actors,
within legal or quasi-legal forums. Attention focused on legal form, doctrine, and
discourse, not on the fundamental causes and remedies of the conflict. Alternative,
extra-legal strategies either became invisible and discrediled, or ceased altogether.

The courts and the Government had faced their own internal lensions which brought
them inlo conflict. But these were tussles for power belween two agencies, both of
which were organic to the colonial state and protective of its fundamental interests.
The final outcomes of the Maori litigation, while inconvenient and annoying to rhe

Government, did nothing to undermine those interests. By accepting these oulcomes,
the Maori negotiators, on behalf of all Maori, legitimated not only lhe specific
'arrangemenls', but also the authority of the Crown to impose them, lhe right of the
court lo determine the validity of Maori claims, and the ideology which redefined the
political and economic rights of Maori under the Treaty.

This suggesls that, whether the goal is tino rangatiratanga, or even some substantive
economic or political authority less than sove-:ignty, Maori will not succeed within
the agencies of the colonial state. Continued resort to the courts may improve lhe
Maori negotiating position in isolated cases, such as the fisheries, where the
Government has not removed the right of access to the courls. But this will be rare.
And it will be at the cost of conceding the authorily of the colonial state institulions lo
define the nature and extent of Maori entitlement, and diverting the scarce financial
and human resources into litigation. There appears to be nothing whatever to gain for
Maori from continued participalion in the waitangi rribunal.
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Such arguments may well be dismissed as nihilism-an attitude of 'sit tight and do

nolhing and wait for the revolution'.5 Yel, even in advanced capitalist democracies,

critical theorists recognise that law is unable to deliver collective or class goals. Nor

will it provide for the resolution of conflicls which threaten the survival of the

economic, political, or ideological formation. Resort to the legal arena by a

subordinated group will produce at besl a compromise, and at worst a defeat. As

Maureen Cain observed, piecemeal reform is more likely to lead to an improved

position of one fraction of the dominant class over anolher, than to a significant

improvement in the relative position of the oppressed.6 ln the process, voluntary

submission by subordinated groups to the court's jurisdiction legitimates the

out@mes.

The powerless remain atomised and excluded from positions of power, because the

institutions of the state are not neulral.T Individualisation of rights, and narrow

definitions of legal interests, serve to disorganise collective interests, and to distort

and redefine the underlying social issues. Struggle is located within the state's legal

arena, on its terms. The contest becomes one of legal parties with defined legal

interests. The issue becomes depoliticised. ldeological concepts such as freedom and

equality appear as neulral, but are articulated specifically in relation to capitalisl

social formations-such as private property, due process, free elections.

This apparent neutrality, reinforced by legal practice, in turn €ncourages
the law to be viewed and pursued as a reified political object-social
movements equate changing the law with transforming sociely. Collective
needs asserted by these movements get articulated in terms of individual
rights; political decisions become delegated lo a caste of legal
professionals. Laws perhaps are changed, and if changed, challenged.
Inlarpreted by the courts, the changed laws acquire meanings other than
those held by those who sought the changes. Turned solely to legal ends,
the social movemenl is diffused.S

Along similar lines, Sol Picciotto has argued that juridification of conllict

by sxtsnding legal rights on a large scale [has] done much to defuse the
colleclive struggle and strength that brought them about. Substantive gains
are achieved through collective struggles building up class solidarity. The
channelling of such struggle into the form of claims of bourgeois legal right

5M. Cain and A. Hunt, Marx and Engets on Law, Academic Press, London, 1g79, xv
6Oain, 'The Main Themes of Marx' and Engels' on the Sociology of Law', in Marxism and

Law, ed. P. Beirne and R. Quinney, Wiley, Canada, 1982,12
7C. Mercer, 'Revolutions, Reforms or Reformularions? Marxist Discourse in Democracy',

in Marxism and Democracy, ed. A Hunt, Lawrence and wishart, London, 1980, 106
8C. Grau, 'Whatever Happened to Politics? A Cririque of Structuralisr Marxist Accounts o{

State and Law', in Beirne and Quinney, 206
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breaks up that movement lowards solidarity, through the operation of legal
procedures which recognise only the individual subjecr of rights and
duties.9

So, he observed, legal strategies merely probe the limits of bourgeois law as a social
form. To transcend those limits requires a determination to struggle within, but also

through and beyond those legal forms. While such class struggle forces the
development of more adequate legal and stale forms, these can only contain the

underlying contradictions al a higher and more acutely conlradictory level of
development.l o

For the colonised, even lhe argument that law can secure intermediate objectives
becomes dubious. lt is extremely difficult to find significant gains secured by Maori

during the past 150 years, through participation in colonial democratic processes.

Measures such as the vote, rights to own property, provision of social welfare,
rights of association and free speech, were the belated, but logical, application of the
liberal ideology of equality of the races, rather than a desire to empower Maori.

Operating solely within the framework of the colonial state, lhese measures ensure
the continued marginalisation and subordination of Maori. They hardly mitigate the
destruction of lraditional Maori economic and social formations. That is not to say
there are no benefits, short-term or laclical, from these democratic rights, or from

securing reforms within the state system. Access to educalion, social services, and

funding, as well as rights to organise and speak freely, have value. But they are
generally more limited than those available to Pakeha, and they do nothing to replace

the rights stripped from Maori through the process of colonisation.

Many would also argue that Maori have benefitted from living under the rule of law,

and that their plight would have been far worse had they not been protected by
colonial law. Jock Brookfield, for example, has argued that 'the rule of law checked
imperial power in New Zealand, as it did elsewhere in the possessions of the
Crown'.l1 In response, Maori legal academic Annie Mikaere asked what it is that
Maori should feel grateful for, and why? 'ls it thal as a Maori one should feel
grateful that the Pakeha law did not sanction the perpetration of still harsher

95. Picciotto, 'The theory of the state, class struggle, and the rule of law,, in Capitalism
and the Rule ol Law, ed. National Deviancy Conference, Hutchinson, London, 1g7g, 171

l oPicciotto, i7s
11f.U' Brookfield,'The New Zealand Constitution. The search for legitimacy', in Wartangi:

Maori and Pakeha Perspectives on the Treaty, ed. l.H. Kawharu, Oxford University
Press, Auckland, 1989, 1O
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injustices than those which were inflicted?'12 Such arguments shift the focus from

the injustice of colonial dispossession, to the degree of brutality or regulation with

which il was carried oul, as if this renders it more acceptable.

Of course, many would also claim that Maori have made major advances through the

law, during the last decade. This thesis refutes that. Perhaps the best test of this

argument is to assess where Maori would be, had they not gone to courl. On the one

hand, assuming they did not resort to alternative and equally successful strategies,

lhey would have lost all chance of securing lhe return of the land and coal resources

covered by the TOW[SE] Act. And they would have remained totally excluded from the

fisheries. On the other hand, promises for the future return of these resources were

under conditions which are never likely lo be fulfilled by the Waitangi Tribunal or

the Governmenl. ln the case of the forests, this was effectively deferred for another

seventy years, wilh no guarantee of the condition of the land, even il it was returned.

Maori did gain ten per cent of the commercial quota holding in lhe fisheries. But until

then the fisheries had, at least theoretically, remained theirs, even according to
colonial law. And the extent and form of even this limited tribal access to the

fisheries was dictated by the stale, within the contradictory parameters of market

liberalism.

As for the future, lhe message from the courts was very clear. Maori can expect to
receive little more than their proportion of population would entitle them to, even

where lhey have a legally sustainable case. Provided the Government makes

reasonable efforts to indicate its good faith, the courls will not intervene. The

message from the Governmenl was that such opportunities to seek even this limited

redress would be rare indeed, and could be overturned by legislation where required.

Maori have indeed made very few tangible gains from the lengthy and expensive

litigation and Tribunal claims of the 1980s. And in the process those who have

represented them have legitimated the colonial courts, and the state-controlled
Waitangi Tribunal, as the appropriate arena for the resolution of fundamental

conflict between the coloniser and the eplonised.

12A. Mikaere,'Book Review. Waitangi: Maori and Pakeha Perspectives of the Treaty, ed.
l.H. Kawharu', NZULR, v.14, 1990, 97, 99
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(c) Anti-Colonial Struggle in the Dual State

Why was the colonial state so successful in defusing the militant Maori protests of
the early 1980s and incorporating Maori struggle? The answer to this lies, once
again, in the complexities of the dual state.

Erneslo Laclau and Chantal Mouffe have usefully highlighted the difference between
the forms of metropolitan and colonial struggle. In 1985 they observed how
increasingly, in advanced capitalist societies, a diversity of sectoral conflicts
involving gender, race, environment, and sexuality, as well as class, were taking
place through the discourse and structures of Western democracy. In colonial
contexls, however, imperialism, and lhe brutal and centralised form of colonial
domination had endowed the popular struggle with a single and ctearly defined enemy.
The coloniser had been negatively constructed as the anti-colonised. The result was
a popular and direct form of political struggle, in contrast to the pluralist, social
democratic strategies being pursued in the West.13

Applied in its crude form lo lhe duat state, the two would co-exist within the one
national boundary. A range of fragmented and disorganised white sector groups
would frame their demands within democratic discourse, and seek resolution through
democratic reforms and corporatism. lndigenous movements, united by a history of
repression, and a discourse sourced in their own lraditional ideology, would balle
primarily from outside the democratic and corporatist framework.

That analysis would have broadly, although nol wholly, represented the position of
Pakeha and Maori in the nineteenth century. But the situation in the late twentieth
century had become more complex. Again, the theory needs to be modified to account
for the inleraction of the two dimensions. Many Pakeha sectoral groups, such as
feminists, environmentalists, gays, and trade unions, undoubtedly value democratic
reforms, and victories secured in the legal a,cna, as advances which mitigate their
immediate hardships, and facilitate their struggle for further change. And most of
their struggles have traditionally been, and remain, localed primarily within the
democratic and legal forums of the state.

But the form and goals of Maori struggle are more complex. During the twentieth
century Maori became incorporated, lo varying degrees, into the margins of the
hisloric bloc. So when radical politics resurlaced in the 1970s and early 19g0s,

13E. Laclau and c. Mouffe, Hegemony and sociatist strategy, Verso, London, 1gg5, 127-g
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and the Labour Government subsequently embarked on its passive revolution, Maori

adopted a wide range of positions. Most talked in traditional lerms, invoking the

Treaty of Waitangi, and te tino rangaliratanga of lwi and Hapu. But they invested

these concepts with different meanings. The result was a broad range of fragmented,

and at times contradictory, goals and strategies for change. So long as it appeared

that the state might at last deliver something, incorporated strategies held sway.

By the end of the 1980s, this was changing once more. Some remained committed to

the Parliamentary political and judicial options. Others pragmatically adopted a wide

range of quite contradictory positions in the hope of securing something. But the

Governmenl's capitulation on its Treaty policy had coincided with an increasing

decolonisation of Maori understandings of the Treaty, and the emergence of more

strident and sweeping demands for recognilion of tino rangatiratanga. Many Maori

abandoned their expectations that the Labour Government would make voluntary

reparation for the Crown's violations of the Treaty. The National Party, even more

committed to market liberalism, offered no betler alternative. So land occupations

had resumed. Concerted moves to establish a national lwi Congress began. Initiatives

for kaupapa Maori education, justice, health, and economic development, based on

tino rangatiratanga, sprang up at local and national levels. A high profile campaign,

led by the Maori churches, promoted a boycott of lhe 1990 general election.

Many of these movemenls sought Maori self-determination at the political,

administrative, social, legal, and cultural level, but wilhout perceiving the organic

relationship of those struclures lo lhe economic base of the colonial capitalist state.

Tino rangatiralanga is integral to Maori economic and social formations. But the

process of colonisation largely destroyed the traditional Maori mode of production,

and its accompanying social formations. While these remained sufficiently intact to

provide the ideological basis and political organisation for slruggle, the attempt to

secure tino rangatiratanga was riow located within a ccmpletely dominant, and

contradictory, capitalist mode of production and social formalion. Without an

integrated analysis which took account of this fundamental contradiclion, Maori

would seem lo have little chance of success.

(d) The State of the Contradictions at October 1990

The National Government, which ousted Labour in October 1990, added the element of

moral conservalism which had been missing from 1984 to 1990. The country in lhe

1990s looked set for the type of authorilarianism which has been so extensively

documented under Thatcherism.
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The Pakeha world laced continuing and worsening crises at the economic, political,

and ideological levels. Under these conditions, Maori would be further marginalised

economically, and politically. There was no doubt that Maori movements, of varying

degrees of radicalism, would continue and might well grow, during the 1990s. There

was little evidence that more than a handful of Pakeha would be prepared to ally

themselves with Maori, and endorse the anti-colonial struggle. lndeed, the slate
might well resorl to the strategies of lhe New Right, promoting a racist backlash as a
conscious diversion, and pursuing a strategy of divide and rule between Pakeha and

Maori, and amongst Maori lhemselves.

This would intensify the complex conjunclure of crises which the colonial state had

faced in the 1980s, and to which the various agencies of the state would have to
respond.

What defines lhe 'conjunctural"-the immediate terrain of struggle-is not
simply the given economic conditions, but precisely the "incessant and
persistent" efforts which are being made to defend and conserve the status
quo- lf the crisis is deep-"organic"-these efforts cannol be merely
defensive. They will be formative, aiming at a new balance of forces, the
omorgence of new elgmsnts, the attempt to put together a new 'historic
bloc', new political configurations and 'philosophies,, a profound
reslructuring of the state and the ideological discourses which conslruct
the crisis and represent it as it is "lived' as a practical reality: new
programmes and policies, pointing to a new result, a n€w sort of
'selllement'-'within certain limits'. These new elemenls do not -emerge":

they have to b€ constructed.l 4

This mighl mean a relurn lo overt repression of Maori by the state. But this could

creale a level of instability which would deter foreign investment, as well as

diverting scarce domestic resources into funding police, prisons, and perhaps the

military. The judiciary would face a serious dilemma of how far to intervene in

restraining the actions of the executive. They might wish to remain consistent with

their own recent rhetoric, to extend their powers of judicial review, and to retain

their newfound credibility amongst Maori. But this would mean turther alienation of

the courls from the Government, and from the Pakeha majority, as well as from

some members of the judiciary itself. This dilemma might be avoided so long as the

repression of Maori was defined as securing law and order. But, as the South African

courts' experience shows, this strategy has a limited life, especially if lhe courts
wish to retain some semblance of independence and credibility.

143. Hatt, 'The Greal Moving Right Show', in S. Hall, Thatcherism and the Crisis of the
Lett. The Hard Road to Revival, Verso, London, l g8g. 43
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Allernatively, the Government and the courls could continue the strategy of passive
revolution, as urged by many of the state's intellectuals. This would almost certainly
alienate the Pakeha eleclorate even further. A Government committed to market
liberalism, with minimal concern for hegemony, might consider this an acceptable
price to pay. Yet Labour clearly did not think so. This suggests that, while the path of
passive revolution might seem logically preferable for both the Government and the
courts, such decisions are not driven by rationality-especially where the majority
of decision-makers share the traditionally raw, racist ideology of the colonial state.

Even were the state to pursue the path of passive revolulion, its success would
ultimately depend upon lhe willingness of sufficient Maori to continue playing the
game, or al least not to engage in direct confrontalion with the state. Those who do

resort to extra-legal tactics could then conlinue to be discredited.

Neither of these outcomes is positive for Maori. By the end of 1990 the prospect of
securing the goal of tino rangatiratanga, whalever the slralegy, appeared to be bleak.
The essential dilemma remained how to secure a goal which was fundamentally
irreconcilable with the dominant capitalist mode of production-or what compromise
would best approximate tino rangatiratanga within that contradictory paradigm, and
how to achieve even thal. But, as this thesis makes clear, Maori were not about to
give up that struggle, even against such odds. And by 1990, there was talk of new

strategies by which Maori would exercise tino rangatiratanga, with or without the
agreement of the colonial state.

(e) Conclusion

What took place between 1984 and 1990 was what Gramsci lermed a passive
revolution: 'lhe demands coming from below are absorbed in a corporate,
bureaucratic, undemocratic way in patterns determined from above so that a social
basis of cusent in maintained but ultimately power remains in the hands of a few.'15
But this was, at best, a temporary reprieve. By the end of the Fourth Labour
Government many Maori remained committed to the anti-colonial struggle. lt
appeared that the fundamenlal contradictions of colonial capitalism, and the crisis of
conslitutional legitimacy for the colonial state, had not been solved. They had merely
been deferred.

l5Antonio Gramsci. Selections from Prison Writings: lg2l-l926, ed. e. Hoare, Lawrence
and Wishart, London, 1gZ7. ZgO
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GLOSSARY

ao

Aotearoa

Ariki
Arikin ui

Alua

Hapu

hikoi

hui

lwi

kai

kainga

kaitiaki

kaitiakitanga

karakia

kaumatua

kaupapa

kawa

Kawanatanga

Kingitanga

koha

koiwi

korero

Kotahitanga

kupapa

kura kaupapa

mana

world, dimension

New Zealand, (also the North lsland)

paramount chief

paramount chief of Kingitanga

god

sub-lribe, descendents

peaceful walk

meeting, gathering

tribe(s), people

food

village, place of residence, home

keeper, guardian, minder

guardianship

prayer( s)

elder(s)
plan, principle, philosophy

prolocol (of the marae)

governorship

kingship, King movement

gift, contribution

bones, human remains

lalk, speech, story

Unity movement, unification

Maori who fought on the side of the Crown

education according to Maori principles

authority, prestige, sovereignty

mana Maori motuhake Maori sovereignty

mana whenua

Maori

marae

matakite

mauri

mokopuna

nga, ngai, ngati

rga

Pakeha

title, sovereignty over lano

descendent of an indigenous person of Aotearoa, normal

courtyard in front of meeting hour

seer, vision

life force

grandchild, descendent

tribal prefixes, descendants of

the (plural)

European, non-Maori



papakainga

patu

powhiri

rahui

rangatira

rangatiratanga

raupatu

ritenga

runanga

taha

tangata

tangata whenua

taorga

tapu

tau rangatira

hui taumata

laura here

te

tikanga

tupuna

turangawaewae

urupa

I ulu

wahi tapu

wai tapu

waka

whakapapa

whanau

wharehui

whenua

tino rangatiratanga highest chiettainship, supreme authority
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residence, village settlement

club, beal, defeat

songs of welcome

prohibition, closed season

chief

chieftainship, authority

confiscation of land

praclices, customs

council, assembly

side

man, human

person or people of a given place

lreasures, cultural heritage

under spiritual restriclion, sacred, unclean

meeting of many rangatira

summil meeting

members of one lwi living in the tribal area of another lwi

the (singular)

rules, methods

anceslor(s)

standing place of the tangata whenua

burial ground, cemetery

paymenl, compensation, revenge

sacred place(s)

sacred water(s)

canoe, vessel, tribal confederation

genealogy

otfspring, ex:;nded family

meeting house

land, earth, country
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: He Wakaputanga o te Hangatiratanga o Nu
Tireni (A Declaration of the lndependence of New
Zealand)1

'1. Ko matou, ko nga Tino Rangatira o nga iwi o Nu Tireni i raro mai o
Hauraki kua oti nei te huihui i Waitangi i Tokerau i te ra 2g o
Oketopa 1835, ka wakaputa i te Rangatiratanga o to matou wenua a ka
meatia ka wakaputaia e matou he Wenua Rangatira, kia huaina, Ko te
Wakaminenga o nga Hapu o Nu Tireni.

?. Ko te Kingitanga ko te mana i te wenua o te wakaminenga o Nu
Tireni ka meatia nei kei nga Tino Rangatira anake i to matou
huihuinga, a ka mea hoki e kore e tukua e malou te wakarite ture ki te
tahi hunga ke atu, me te tahi Kawanatanga hoki kia meatia i le wenua o
te wakaminenga o Nu Tireni, ko nga tangata anake e meatia neie matou
e wakarite ana ki te ritenga o o matou lure e meatia nei matou i to
malou huihuinga.

3, Ko malou ko nga tino Rangatira ka mea nei kia huihui ki te runanga
ki waitangi a te Ngahuru i tenei tau i tenei tau ki te wakarite ture kia
lika ai te wakawakanga, kia mau pu te rongo kia mutu te he kia tika te
hokohoko, a ka mea hoki ki nga tauiwi o runga, kia wakarerea te
wawai, kia mahara ai ki te wakaoranga o to matou wenua, a kia uru
ratou ki te wakaminenga o Nu Tireni.

4. Ka mea matou kia tuhituhia he pukapuka ki te ritenga o tenei o lo
matou wakaputanga nei ki te Kingi o Ingarani hei kawe atu i to matou
aroha nana hoki i wakaae ki te Kara mo matou. A no te mea ka atawai
malou, ka tiaki i nga pakeha e noho nei i uta, e rere mai ana ki te
hokohoko, koia ka mea ai matou ki te Kingi kia waiho hei matua ki a
matou i to malou Tamarikitanga kei wakakahoretia to matou
Rangatiratanga.

Kua wakaaetia katoatia e matou i tenei ra i te 2g Oketopa, 1935, ki le
aroaro o te Reireneti o te Kingi o Ingarani.

1 C. Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi.Allen and Unwin, 19g7, App. 1.
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A Declaration of the lndependence of New Zealand
(English text)

1. We, the hereditary chiefs and heads of the tribes of the Northern
parts of New Zealand, being assembled at Waitangi, in the Bay of
lslands, on this 28th day of October, 1935, declare the lndependence
of our country, which is hereby constituted and declared to be an
lndependenl State, under the designation of The Uniled Tribes of New
Zealand.

2. All sovereign power and authority within the territories of the
United Tribes of New Zealand is hereby declared to reside entirely and
exclusively in the hereditary chiefs and heads of tribes in their
collective capacity, who also declare that they will not permit any
legislative authority separate from themselves in their collective
capacity to exisl, nor any function of government to be exercised
wilhin the said territories, unless by persons appointed by them, and
acting under the authority of laws regularly enacted by them in
Congress assembled.

3. The hereditary chiefs and heads of tribes agree to meet in Congress
at Waitangi in the aulumn of each year, for the purpose of framing
laws for the dispensation of justice, the preservation of peace and
good order, and the regulation of trade; and they cordially invite the
Southern tribes to lay aside their privale animosities and lo consult
the safety and welfare of our common counlry, by joining the
Confederation of United Tribes.

4. They also agree to send a copy of this Declaration ro His Majesty
the King of England, to thank him for his acknowledgement of their
flag; and in return for the friendship and protection they have shown,
and are prepared lo show, to such of his subjects as have settled in
their country, or resorted to its shores for the purposes of trade,
they entreat that he will conlinue to be the parent of their infant
State, and that he will become its Protector from all attempts upon
its independence.

Agreed to unanimously on this 28th day of October, 1835, in the
presence of His Britannic Majesty's Resident.
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Appendix 2: Te Tiriti o Waitangi (The Treaty of Waitangi)2

Ko Wikitoria te Kuini o Ingarani i tana mahara atawai ki nga Rangatira me nga Hapu o Nu Tirani
i tana hiahia hoki kia tohungia ki a ratou o ralou rangatiratanga me to ratou wenua, a kia mau
tonu hoki te Rongo ki a ratou me te Atanoho hoki kua wakaaro ia he mea tika kia tukua mai tetahi
Rangatira - hei kai wakarite ki nga Tangata maori o Nu Tirani - kia wakaaetia e nga Rangatira
maori te Kawanatanga o te Kuini ki nga wahikatoa o te wenua nei me nga motu - na te mea hoki
he tokomaha ke nga tangata o tona lwi Kua noho kitenei wenua, a e haere mai nei.

Na ko te Kuini e hiahia ana kia wakaritea te Kawanatanga kia kaua ai nga kino e puta mai ki te
tangata maori ki te Pakeha e noho ture kore ana.

Na kua pai te Kuini kia tukua a hau a Wiremu Hopihona he Kapitana i te Roiara Nawi hei Kawana
mo nga wahi katoa o Nu Tirani e tukua aianei amua atu ki te Kuini, e mea atu ana ia ki nga
Rangatira o te wakaminenga o nga hapu o Nu Tirani me era Rangatira atu enei ture ka korerotia
nei.

Ko te tuatahi
Ko nga Rangatira o te wakaminenga me nga Rangatira katoa hoki ki hai i uru ki taua
wakaminenga ka luku rawa atu ki te Kuini o Ingarani ake tonu atu - te Kawanatanga katoa o o
ratou wenua.

Ko te tuarua
Ko te Kuini o Ingarani ka wakarite ka wakaae ki nga Rangatira ki nga hapu - ki nga tangata katoa
o Nu Tirani te tino rangatiratanga o o ralou wenua o ratou kainga me o ratou taonga katoa. Otiia
ko nga Rangatira o te wakaminenga me nga Rangatira katoa atu ka tuku ki te Kuini te hokonga o
era wahi wenua e pai ai te langata nona te wenua - ki te ritenga o te utu e wakaritea ai e ratou ko
te kai hoko e meatia nei e te Kuini hei kai hoko mona.

Ko te tuatoru
Hei wakaritenga mai hoki tenei mo te wakaaetanga ki te Kawanatanga o te Kuini - Ka tiakina e le
Kuini o Ingarani nga tangata maori katoa o Nu Tirani ka tukua ki a ratou nga tikanga katoa rite
tahi ki ana mea ki nga tangata o Ingarani.

[signed] W. Hobson Consul & Lieutenant Governor

Na ko matou ko nga Rangatira o te Wakaminenga o nga hapu o Nu Tirani ka huihui nei ki
Waitangi ko matou hoki ko nga Rangatira o Nu Tirani ka kite nei i te ritenga o enei kupu. Ka
tangohia ka wakaaetia kaloatia e malou, koia ka tohungia ai o matou ingoa o matou lohu.

Ka meatia tenei ki Waitangi ite ono o nga ra o Pepueri i te tau kotahi mano, e waru rau e wa te
kau o to tatou Ariki.

Note: This treaty text was signed at Waitangi,6 February 1840, and thereafter in the north
and at Auckland. lt is reproduced as it was written, except for the heading above the chiefs'
names: ko nga Rangatira o te Wakaminenga.

C. Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi, Allen and Unwin, 1987, App. 2.
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The Treaty of Waitangi (English text)

Her Majesty Victoria Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and lreland regarding with
Her Royal Favor the Native Chiefs and Tribes of New Zealand and anxious to protect their just
Rights and Property and to secure to them the enjoyment of Peace and Good Order has deemed it
necessary in consequence of the great number of Her Majesty's Subjecls who have already
settled in New Zealand and the rapid extension of Emigralion both from Europe and Australia
which is still in progress to constilute and appoint a functionary properly authorized to treat
with the Aborigines of New Zealand for lhe recognition of Her Majesty's sovereign authority
over the whole or any part of those islands - Her Majesty therefore being desirous to establish
a settled form of Civil Government with a view to avert the evil consequences which must result
from the absence of the necessary Laws and Institutions alike to lhe native population and to Her
subjects has been graciously pleased to empower and to authorize me William Hobson a Captain
in Her Majesty's Royal Navy Consul and Lieutenant Governor of such parts of New Zealand as
ryay be or hereafler shall be ceded to Her Majesty to invite the confedoraled and independent
Chiefs of New Zealand to concur with the following Articles and Conditions.

Article the first
The Chiefs of the Confederation of the United Tribes of New Zealand and the separate and
independent Chiefs who have not become members of the Confederation cede to Her Majesty the
Queen of England absolutely and withoul reservation all the rights and powers of Sovereignty
which the said Confederation or Individual Chiefs respectively exercise or possess, or may be
supposed lo exercise or to possess over their respective Territories as the sole sovereigns
thereol.

Her Majesty rhe oueen of Enstana 
"of##S 

'!fotiir"^i!^ees ro rhe chiers and rribes of New
Zealand and to the respective families and individuals lhereof the full exclusive and undisturbed
possession of their Lands and Estates Forests Fisheries and other properties which they may
collectively or individually possess so long as it is their wish and desire to retain the same in
their possession: but the Chiefs of the United Tribes and individual Chiefs yield to Her Majesty
the exclusive right of Preemption over such lands as the proprietors thereof may be disposed to
alienate at such prices as may be agreed upon between the respective Proprietors and persons
appointed by Her Majesty to treat with them in that behatf.

Article the third
ln consideration thereof Her Majesty the Queen of England extends to the Nalives of New Zealand
Her royal protection and imparts to them all the Rights and Privileges of British Subjects.

[signed] W Hobson Lieutenant Governor

Now therefore We the Chiefs of the Confederation of the United Tribes of New Zealand being
assembled in Congress at Victoria in Waitangi and We the Separate and lndependent Chiefs of
New Zealand claiming authority over the Tribes and Territories which are specified after our
respective names, having been made fully to understand the Provisions of the foregoing Trealy,
accept and enter into the same in full spirit and meaning thereof in witness of which we have
altached our signatures or marks at the places and the dates respectively specified.

Done at Waitangi this Sixth day of February in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and forty.
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Translated from the original English by Mr T E YOIJNG, Native Departmenl. Ko WIK|TORIA te
Kuini o Te Kingitanga3 kotahi o Kereiti Piritone4 raua ko Airana5 e titiro atawhai ana ki nga
Rangatira Maori ki nga iwi o Niu Tireni, e hiahia ana hoki ia kia tiakina o ratou tikanga tika me
o ratou taonga a kia whakatuturutia ki a ratou te tino ataahuatanga o te rangimarie o te ala noho,
kua whakaaro ia notemea he tino lini rawa nga tangata o tona iwi kua noho tuluru ki Niu Tireni
me le hono lonu o te u mai o nga tangata i Oropio i AtareriaT e haere tonu mai nei, kia
whakatuturutia kia whakaturia tetahi tangata whai mana hei whakariterite ki nga tangata Maori
o Niu Tireni kia whakaaetia e ralou le mana Rangatira o te Kuini kia tau ki runga ki ie katoa ki
tetahi wahi ranei o aua Motu. Mo reira hoki te Kuini i runga i tona hiahia kia whakatuturutia
tetahi ritenga Kawanatanga hei arai i nga tikanga kino e tupu ake i runga i te kore Ture, i te
kore ritenga ki nga tangata Maori ngatahi me nga tangata o Tonal iwi ake, kua pai i runga i tona
arohanoa kia whakamana kia tohutohungia Ahau a Wiremu Hopihona he Kapene o a te Kuini
Manuwao hei Consulhei Kawana hoki mo era wahi o Niu Tireni kua oti te tuku ka lukua ranei a
muri nei ki a Te Kuini, kia ui atu ahau ki nga Rangatira kua noho i runga i te whakaaro kotahi ki
era atu Rangatira o Niu Tireni mehemea ka whakaae ngatahi ratou ki enei mea ki enei rilenga
hoki.

Ko te tuatahi
Ko nga Rangatira o nga iwi o Niu Tireni kua noho i runga i te whakaaro kotahi me era Rangatira
e tau ke ana e noho ana i runga i o ratou ritenga ano kahore ano kia uru ki taua whakakotahiianga
e tino tuku rawa ana ki Te Kuini o Ingarangi nga tikanga me nga mana katoa o te Rangatiratanga e
whakahaerea ana e mau ana i taua whakakotahitanga e ia Rangatira hoki e whakahaerea ana i

runga i o ratou whenua i runga i o ratou Rangatiratanga ake ki reira.

Ko te tuarua
Ko Te Kuini o lngarangi e whakapumau ana e whakatuturu ana ki nga Rangatira ki nga lwi o Niu
Tireni ki ia hapu ki ia tangala o aua iwi te tino tuturutanga o o ratou whenua o o ratou motu
ngaherehereooratouwahi hiingaika,oeraaturawaemauanaiaraloukatoaiiatangata
ranei o ralou mo te wa e hiahiatia ai e ratou ki a puritia e ratou; Otira e tuku ana nga Rangatira
o nga iwi kua whakakotahi era atu Rangatira hoki kia Te Kuini te tino tikanga mana anake e hoko
i te tuatahi nga whenua e hiahia ai nga tangata no ralou aua whenua kia hokona, mo nga utu e
whakaritea e nga tangata no ratou nga whenua ki nga tangata e whakaturia ana e Te Kuini hei
kai-whakariterite ki a ratou mo te pera.

Ko te tuatoru
Mo runga i tera e tukua ana e Te Kuini o lngarangi ki nga tangata Maori o Niu Tireni tona tiaki
Rangalira, e hoatu ana hoki ki a ratou nga tikanga me nga painga katoa e lau ana ki runga ki nga
tangata o tona iwi ake.

W. HOBSON, KAWANA.

NA, ko matou ko nga Rangatira o nga iwi o Niu Tireni kua noho i runga i te whakaaro kotahi kua
whakakotahi hoki kua huihui nei i roto i te Runanga i Wikitoria wahi o Waitangi ko matou hoki
ko nga Rangatira e tau ke ana e noho ana i runga i to matou ritenga ake, e whai mana ana ki runga
ki nga iwi ki nga whenua kua tuhituhia ki muri i o matou ingoa, i runga i te mea kua a1a
whakamohiotia rawatia matou ki nga ritenga o te Tiriti i runga ake nei, e whakaae ana e uru
katoa ana matou ki taua Tiriti ki ana ritenga katoa, hei tohu mo lo matou whakaaetanga kua
tuhituhia o matou ingoa me o matou tohu i ia wahi i ia kua oti te whakahua ki raro nei.

3

4

5

o

Kingdom

Great Britian

lreland
Europa

Australia
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I mahia i Waitangi i tenei te ono o nga ra o Pepuere i te tau o to tatou Ariki kotahi mano e waru
rau e wha lekau.

Translated from the original Maori by Mr T E YOUNG, Native Department VICTORIA, Queen of
England, in her kind thoughtfulness to the chiefs and hapus of New Zealand, and her desire to
preserve to them their chieflainship and their land and that peace may always be kept with
them and guietness, she has thought it is a righl lhing that a chief should be sent here as a
negotiatorS with the Maoris of New Zealand - lhat the Maoris of New Zealand may consent to the
government9 of the Queen over all parts of this land and the lslands, because there are many
people of her tribe who have settled on this land and are coming hither.

Now the Queen is desirous to establish the Government, that evil may not come to the Maoris and
the Europeans who are living without law.

Now the Queen has been pleased to send me William Hobson, a Captain in the Royal Navy, lo be
Governor for all the places of New Zealand which may be given up now or lhereaflei to the
Queen; and he gives forth to the Chiefs of the Assemblyl0 of the hapus of New Zealand, and other
Chiefs, the laws spoken here.

The First
The Chiefs of lhe Assembly, and all Chiefs also who have not joined in that Assembly, give up
entirely to the Queen of England for ever all the governmentT of their lands.

ThetuN
The Queen of England arranges and agrees lo give to the Chiefs, the Hapus, and all the People of
New Zealand, the full chieftainshipl l of their lands, their settlemenls, and all their property.
But the Chiefs of the Assembly, and all the other Chiefs, give to the Queen the purchase of those
pieces of land which the proprietors of the land may wish, for such payment as may be agreed
upon by them and the purchaser who is now appointed by the Queen to be her purchaser.

The Third
This is an arrangement for the consent to the government of the Queen. The Queen of England
will protect all the Maoris of New Zealand. All the rights will be given to them the same as her
doings io the people of England.

William Hobson,
Consul and Lieutenanl-Governor.

Now, we, as the Chiefs of the Assembly of the Hapus of New Zealand, now assemble at Wailangi.
We, also, the Chiefs of New Zealand, see the meaning of these words: they are taken and
consented to altogether by us. Therefore are atfixed our names and our marks.

This is done at Waitangi, on the sixth day of February, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and forty, of our Lord.

He kaiwhakarite
Kawanatanga

Whakaminenga

Tino Rangatiratanga

8
9

10

11
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